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The PhD research project presented in this dissertation is 
part of a long-term archaeological research programme 
conducted in Italy by the Institute of Archaeology  
(GIA) of the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (Netherlands). In 
order to understand how this PhD project originated it is 
necessary to know a few things about this umbrella pro-
gramme first.

Since 1979 the GIA has conducted field research in 
Italy, first in the Pontine region (Lazio, Central Italy) and 
later also in the basin of the Raganello river (Calabria, 
south Italy). Research in the Pontine region began with 
excavations on the acropolis of the Archaic/Republican 
town of Satricum. In 1987 the surrounding landscape 
also became an object of study, as part of Peter Attema’s 
PhD research. Attema described the goal of this new, so-
called Pontine Region Project (PRP) as ‘understanding 
the development and change of the organization of soci-
ety in the Pontine region during the first millennium BC.’ 
Since then, PRP fieldwork has encompassed parts of four 
geological units in the southern part of the Lazio region: 
the limestone massif of the Monti Lepini, the volcanic 
area of the Alban Hills, the Agro Pontino, and the inland  
Sacco Valley. 

GIA research in the Raganello Basin began in 1991, 
with excavations on the hilltop site of Timpone della 
Motta di Francavilla Marittima. These excavations 

concentrated mainly on the Iron Age sanctuary on its top 
and the Archaic settlement on its flanks; a synthesis of 
results was published by Kleibrink in 2006. The Raganello 
Archaeological Project (RAP) was initiated in 2000, again 
by Attema, as a landscape research project to study the 
long-term settlement history of the area surrounding the 
Timpone della Motta.

As field walking surveys progressed in both research 
areas during the first decade of the century it became 
increasingly clear that a separate methodological study 
would be needed to address problems in the interpreta-
tion of the results of these surveys.

All archaeological records are the result of biased pro-
cesses of disturbance, discovery, recording and report-
ing. As these processes favour the recording of particular 
kinds of remains over others they result in a systematic-
ally biased record. These structural and systematic biases 
are present at all spatial scales and are partly caused by 
a lack of research interest. For example, ‘marginal’ areas 
such as uplands and marshes are investigated much less, 
and ‘poor’ rural settlements and forms of land use are as 
a rule neglected. However, it is often (but nearly always 
implicitly) assumed that the record as we know it is rep-
resentative for all remains – known and unknown. Years 
after the last international assessment of Mediterranean 
landscape archaeology during the 1995/1996 series of 
POPULUS conferences (Barker & Mattingly 1999), the 
field still awaits studies that unequivocally demonstrate 
the ability of new research methods and techniques to 
systematically uncover ‘hidden landscapes’ - that is, sig-
nificant portions of our material past that have hitherto 
remained just beyond archaeologists’ vision and grasp. 
The term ‘hidden landscape’ was first used in a landscape 
archaeological context by John Bintliff, Phil Howard and 
Anthony Snodgrass in 1999 (Bintliff et al. 1999).

Following earlier methodological studies (Van Leusen 
1996; 2001; 2002) Martijn van Leusen in 2005 began a new 
project in both regions – the Hidden Landscapes Project 
(HLP) –to help redress the consequent biases that have 
crept into the typical Mediterranean archaeological ‘land-
scape narrative’. The aim was to do this by convincingly 
demonstrating the existence of these hidden landscapes, 
by employing the latest, innovative ways of studying such 
landscapes, and by rewriting the resultant narrative for 
three areas: the Monti Lepini and the Pontine plain in 
the Pontine region, and the Raganello Basin in northern 
Calabria. These areas were chosen to ensure flexibility in 
the fieldwork and variation in the landscape types that 
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were to be studied. Three interrelated goals were proposed 
to study ‘hidden’ archaeological landscapes:
1. The study of those geographical zones that have in the 

past been regarded as uninteresting, marginal, or diffi-
cult to investigate (uplands and highlands, marshes, 
coastal margins); 

2. The study of how post-depositional processes (es-
pecially Holocene geological processes and modern 
agricultural development) systematically affect the 
visibility and preservation of archaeological remains of 
various periods across the landscape; and 

3. The study of ‘low’ culture – the indigenous, rural, un-
obtrusive remains left behind by the large majority of 
the population throughout the ages – rather than the 
traditional focus on the classical, urban world and 
monuments of ‘high’ culture such as temples.

The third goal could not be addressed by the HLP, because 
it would have required time-consuming and complex 
new research using non-invasive techniques (geophys-
ics and remote sensing). A new GIA project, Rural Life 
in Protohistoric Italy, was started in 2010 by Martijn van 
Leusen to address these issues. 

The research presented in this dissertation concerns a fur-
ther development of three geoarchaeological approaches 
to address the first two goals. It is interdisciplinary in 
character, employing archaeological, earth scientific and 
biological approaches and techniques, consequently, it 
was not possible given the limited time and resources 
available for this study, to fulfill the most exacting stand-
ards in either discipline.  The interdisciplinary character 
also presupposes a considerable knowledge in the reader, 
and this dissertation will therefore begin with an intro-
ductory section in which essential background informa-
tion is supplied on the landscape of the research areas 
and on archaeological research prior to 2005. Footnotes 
and appendices will be used to explain important con-
cepts to allow readers from different backgrounds to fol-
low the arguments. Earth sciences are central to Chapters 
2, 4, 6, 8 and 9, whilst Chapters 3, 5, 7 and 10 focus on 
archaeology. Readers who are only interested in the new 
research conducted in the context of this PhD research 
may skip Chapters 2, 3 and 7.

Several research collaborations were initiated for this PhD 
research project while several people were hired to carry 
out specialist studies. The landscape classification sys-
tem developed  in Chapter 4 and tested in Chapter 5 was 
developed in collaboration with Jan Delvigne (formerly 
Department of Physical Geography, Rijksuniversiteit 
Groningen) and Jan Sevink (Institute for Biodiversity and 
Ecosystem Dynamics (IBED), University of Amsterdam). 
The landscape development model CALEROS, discussed 
in Chapter 6, was developed in collaboration with Rens 
van Beek, Theo van Asch and Dave Smulders at the 

Department of Physical Geography at Utrecht University; 
Van Beek was responsible for the material in the boxes 
and appendices to Chapter 6 and assisted with the writ-
ing of Section 6.2.4. Henk Woldring and Elsa Kleine 
(both GIA, RUG) assisted with the collection and analy-
sis of the pollen samples from the Raganello Basin that 
were used to create land use scenarios for CALEROS 
(Chapter 6). For research in the Pontine plain the assis-
tance of and collaboration with Carmela Anastasia (rep-
resenting the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici 
del Lazio) allowed me to include information from test 
trenches dug by her, and she also processed the protohis-
toric pottery recovered by the HLP in the Pontine region. 
The later pottery was studied by Gijs Tol, who at the time 
was conducting his own research as an external GIA PhD 
student in the Pontine region. For my geological research 
in the Pontine plain I collaborated with Jan Sevink and 
Peter Vos (Deltares), and Sevink also co-authored Section 
8.2.2 describing the materials found in core samples. 
Eddy Bakker, then a B.Sc. student at the Faculty of Earth 
and Life Science (specialisation Geoarchaeology), VU 
University Amsterdam, conducted in 2008 the core sam-
pling study around Tratturo Caniò which I have used in 
Chapter 8 and Appendix 8.6. Frans Bunnik (Netherlands 
Organisation for Applied Scientific Research -TNO), 
Wim Kuijper (Faculty of Archaeology, Leiden University), 
Nicolien Bottema-McGillavry, Dagmar Ewolds and 
Marlies van Kruining (all GIA, RUG) conducted the 
palaeo- ecological studies presented in Appendices 9A-E. 
Jan Sevink studied the burnt clays from the Pontine plain, 
using both X-ray analyses (executed by Bert de Leeuw) 
and micromorphology, and provided the results shown in 
Appendix 8.3. The archaeological survey data used in this 
dissertation are mainly derived from fieldwork directed 
by my supervisor, Martijn van Leusen. He also classified 
the sites used in this dissertation by their type and date on 
the basis of a chronology and typology applicable to both 
research areas devised with me (Chapter 3).

For brevity’s sake the study area of the Pontine Region 
Project will be referred to in this dissertation as ‘the PRP 
area’, and the study area of the Raganello Basin as ‘the RAP 
area’. The chronological system used in this dissertation to 
refer to archaeological periods was adopted from the one 
published in the synthetic volume ‘Regional Pathways to 
Complexity’ by Attema et al. (2011a); ‘protohistory’ for 
example refers to the period covering the Bronze and Iron 
Ages. In testing the landscape classification (discussed in 
Chapter 5) I have used a highly simplified chronological 
division into ‘protohistoric’ and ‘later periods’. I have also 
adopted the following simplified definition of an arch-
aeological ‘site’: an area of increased find density (mainly 
pottery) in one location (the find spot). Such concentra-
tions are interpreted as evidence for past settlement/activ-
ity. For the description of soils the internationally agreed 
FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
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Nations) system has been used; for soil texture descrip-
tion, the international texture triangle diagram by the 
United States Department of Agriculture.1 All maps in 
this dissertation are GIS-generated, with north always on 
top. A list of abbreviations and acronyms used in the dis-
sertation is included on page xvii.

This PhD project was generously funded by a research 
grant received from the Netherlands Organisation for 
Scientific Research (NWO) for the Hidden Landscapes 
Project (NWO grant number 276-61-002).

1 For the classification of the soils the earlier FAO system (FAO 
1988a) has been used instead of the more recent WRB system (WRB 
2006), since all earlier studies also used the 1988 classification.
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Part I: 

Introduction, landscape and archaeology  
of the research areas





‘Geomorphological processes have biased the present-
day distribution of surface artefacts. This is one of the 
more serious problems that archaeologists working 
from surface distributions must face. Therefore, before 
one can even attempt to interpret artefact distributions 
from surface collections, it is necessary to understand 
the nature and past history of the land surfaces.’ (Allen 
1991, p. 39)

‘Processes such as landsliding, colluviation and alluvia-
tion can have a significant effect on the preservation 
and visibility of archaeological sites. In any archaeo-
logical field survey, therefore, it is vital to be able to 
distinguish ‘black holes’ in the survey record caused by 
geomorphological processes from those determined by 
cultural and social factors...’ (Barker 1995b, p. 62) 

The subject of this dissertation is the methodology of 
landscape-archaeological research in the Mediterranean 
world, and specifically the role of factors that are a poten-
tially significant source of systematic bias in our archaeo-
logical distribution maps. Note the important difference 
between (random) visibility effects and (systematic) biases: 
whereas the former can be dealt with by relatively straight-
forward correction methods, the latter can undermine 
many, if not most, of the deductions drawn on the basis 
of the prima facie distribution maps produced by regional 
archaeological surveys. As the statements by Allen and 
Barker make clear, any analysis of archaeological distribu-
tion maps that are based on field survey data must include 
the potential effects of erosion/sedimentation processes 
on the archaeological record. Archaeological distribution 
maps are the composite results of a number of factors: ori-
ginal locational preferences, post-depositional processes 
(especially Holocene geomorphological processes), which 
archaeological field methods and techniques were used to 
collect the data (Van Leusen 2002; 2005), and which study 
areas were selected - or not selected.2 Detectability issues 
also play a role. For instance, field walking is more effect-
ive (results in higher artefact counts) in agricultural areas 

2 Collecting intensity and method (i.e. field survey methods) have 
an impact on the recorded number of archaeological remains 
(Terrenato & Ammerman 1996; Banning, 2002; Van Leusen 2002). 
However, this dissertation will not go into these potential effects of 
survey methods and techniques on the recovery of archaeological 
remains.

than in woodland, and more effective in ploughed fields 
after rain than in crop-covered fields.

Bias introduced by selection/omission of research areas is 
an issue especially in so-called marginal areas. An example 
in point is the mountain chain of the Apennines, an area 
that because of its inaccessibility and great distance to core 
areas today appears unattractive. After ca. 1950 the region 
could no longer compete economically because agri-
cultural intensification and mechanisation were impos-
sible in the mountainous terrain with its narrow terraces 
(Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 338). The Apennines 
therefore became depopulated as people migrated to the 
Italian industrial towns in the north (McNeill 1992; Conti 
& Fagarazzi 2004).3 Today the Apennines are viewed as 
a beautiful but economically marginal region. For a long 
time this assessment was shared by archaeologists, who 
therefore tended to ignore the Apennines in their arch-
aeological surveys. Recognition of the economic poten-
tial of highlands and mountain areas for pre/protohistoric 
and later societies is a relatively recent phenomenon (see 
Biagi & Nandris 1994; Della Casa 1999; Attema et al. 2002; 
Grimaldi et al. 2008; Van Leusen et al. 2011).

Geomorphological processes such as erosion/sedimen-
tation are among the non-cultural/environmental post-
depositional formation processes systematically classified 
by Schiffer (1987; 1996, pp. 249-255). Field observations 
and experiments have shown that post-depositional 
erosion/sedimentation can damage and/or cover arch-
aeological sites and thereby significantly distort archaeo-
logical distribution maps (Bintliff et al. 1988; Allen 1991; 
Wainwright 1994; Field & Banning 1998; Barton et al. 
2002). The effect of erosion on archaeological remains is 
mainly a problem in mountain areas, while sedimenta-
tion is an important factor in lowland areas where it may 
produce so-called ‘hidden landscapes’. Hidden Bronze 
Age landscapes, for example, have been recognised and 
studied in the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands 
(Berendsen & Stouthamer 2001; Arnoldussen 2008, and 
others) and in North Italian lowland areas (Cremaschi 
1987; Cremaschi 1997; Bernabò Brea et al. 1997; Fontana 
2006; Cremaschi & Nicosia 2012, and others), and studies 

3 ‘Thus the uplands are seen as being increasingly marginal areas, 
despite their ability to support large numbers for long time periods 
in traditional way of exploitation’ (Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 
339).
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which preceded the Hidden Landscapes Project indicated 
that such landscapes might also exist in the Pontine plain. 

Besides these natural processes there are also cultural 
formation processes that may produce a distorted image 
of the archaeological site distribution (Schiffer 1987; 1996, 
pp. 249-255). An example of an important process of this 
type is ploughing, which moves and scatters artefacts 
within the plough layer and at the surface (Ammerman 
1985; Odell & Cowan 1987; Heunks 1995; Navazo & Diez 
2008). Deep ploughing, however, will seriously damage 
sites and in some cases completely destroy them (Heunks 
1995). The same cultural formation process that renders 
archaeological sites visible in surveys can therefore also 
lead to their destruction.

This dissertation attempts to formulate answers to three 
questions with regard to the potentially distorting effects 
of research area selectivity and geomorphological pro-
cesses such as erosion/sedimentation: 
1. Were the geographical zones of the highlands and 

(coastal) plains - areas viewed in the past as archaeo-
logically uninteresting, marginal, or difficult to study - 
in fact exploited from the protohistoric to the Roman 
period, and did this scholarly misconception lead to a 
selectivity of research that was sufficiently pronounced 
to introduce a significant distortion in our archaeo-
logical records?

2. What were the effects of post-depositional erosion/
sedimentation on the visibility and quality of archaeo-
logical sites/remains in highlands and plains? Does 
the Pontine plain in fact contain a hidden Bronze Age 
landscape, and if so, what was its character?

3. To what extent have erosion and sedimentation affect-
ed the spatial patterning of archaeological remains on 
our distribution maps?

In order to answer these questions I applied geoarchae-
ological methods and techniques. Geoarchaeological 
research is by definition interdisciplinary and involves a 
range of geological methods and techniques that can be 
applied to various chronological and spatial scales. For 
example, the research included thin section analysis of 
thin stratigraphical layers formed in a day, as well as a 
palaeogeographical reconstruction of the entire Pontine 
plain from the Bronze Age to the Middle Ages. Landscape 
formation processes such as erosion/sedimentation oper-
ate on different chronological and spatial scales (Thornes 
& Brunsden 1977), and in combination and on several 
scales simultaneously they influenced past locational 
preferences as well as the natural and anthropogenic pro-
cesses which changed the landscape and distorted our 
view of the past. The concept of (chronological/spatial) 

scale is therefore crucial when studying spatial patterns.4 
To study the HLP research questions, the landscape must 
be hierarchically divided into units on three different spa-
tial scales (Harris 2006, p. 43): 

 • The meso-scale (1:25,000), or landscape scale, used to 
define larger sub-regions within the Raganello Basin 
and the Monti Lepini, both in the Pontine region;

 • The micro-scale (1:10,000), or site catchment scale, 
used to subdivide the Raganello Basin and the Monti 
Lepini into detailed geomorphological units and the 
Pontine plain into landscape zones;

 • The site scale (1:5,000 – 1:1,000), used to study local 
erosion/sedimentation processes in the Pontine plain 
and the highlands of the Raganello Basin.

The Monti Lepini and the Pontine plain in the Pontine 
region as well as the Raganello Basin were selected as 
study areas for this dissertation. In the next section I will 
describe the geography, climate and vegetation in these 
areas and discuss previous studies on bias factors and 
landscape development in each of them.

1�1 Research areas

1.1.1  The Pontine region
Proximity to the sea and differences in elevation are 
responsible for variations in precipitation and tempera-
ture and a resulting variation in vegetation zones in the 
Pontine region (Blasi 1994).5 Lazio includes three cli-
mate zones. In the coastal plain temperatures are mod-
erate, precipitation relatively sparse and summers dry; in 
the foothills temperatures are related to orientation (sea-
ward or inland), precipitation is fairly abundant and the 
dry period is less marked (but still present); finally, the 
climate in the mountain areas has continental characteris-
tics, with very heavy precipitation, very low temperatures 
in winter, and moderate temperatures in summer.

The Monti Lepini
The Monti Lepini are a limestone massif of modest height 
(250-1000 meter above sea level (m asl)) and extent (ca. 
760km2) that covers sections of three Italian provinces 
(Roma, Latina and Frosinone) and includes 24 municipal-
ities. Modern settlement is concentrated along the foot-
hills and in the valleys of the Priverno and the Il Rio, the 
main agricultural areas. Also along the foothills are towns 
that started out as Roman colonies, such as Cora (mod-
ern Cori), Setia (Sezze), Norba (Norma) and Signium 

4 This is true for geological research (Bergkamp 1996; Cammeraat 
2012) and archaeological surveys (Van Leusen 2002, Chapter 4; 
Burger & Todd 2006).

5 In the plain and the foothills the average number of annual pre-
cipitation days is 75 to 85, while the number is over 105 for the 
mountains (Ministero dell’Agricoltura e delle Foreste 1976a, pp. 
131-133).
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(Segni). In recent years the old mountain villages in the 
Monti Lepini are rapidly expanding, as weekend cot-
tages, protected by high fences, are being built in the sur-
rounding countryside. The central, unexploited part of 
the Monti Lepini still has extensive forests, some of them 
planted, and much of it is poorly accessible because of 
the macchia and because many slopes are very steep. A 
great deal of pedological and geological research has been 
conducted in the Monti Lepini but no studies that looked 
into Holocene landscape development (Alberti et al. 1975; 
Segre 1956; Grossi 1933; Beneo 1943; Accordi et al. 1967; 
Sevink et al. 1984). Systematic, pre-2005 archaeological 
studies are also few, especially those which included pos-
sible bias factors.

The Pontine plain
The Pontine plain (ca. 280km2) is a lowland zone between 
the Monti Lepini and the marine terraces, which is filled 
with Holocene sediments (see Section 2.1.2 for a detailed 
physical-geographical and geological description of the 
Pontine plain). The plain is part of the province of Latina 
and includes the municipalities of Sermoneta, Sezze, 
Latina, Pontinia and Terracina. Today it is being inten-
sively exploited, mainly for vegetable cultivation, which 
is accompanied by frequent ploughing, but there are also 
several large chemical factories. The Pontine plain is eas-
ily accessible to surveyors; the area has many roads and 
its many and large fields have few fences or other bar riers. 
However, since the post-war period a growing area near 
the coast is being occupied by housing estates, particu-
larly as a result of the expansion of the town of Latina, 
and more and more large fields are being re-allotted and 
fenced in.

Much pedological research has been conducted in the 
Pontine plain (Sevink et al. 1984), but with the exception 
of palaeo-ecological studies in the context of the Agro 
Pontino Project (Eisner & Kamermans 2004) and a study 
in the context of the Regional Pathways to Complexity 
Project of the Amaseno area in the eastern part of the 
plain (Van Joolen 2003) no studies have yet focussed on 
its Holocene landscape development. The Holocene land-
scape in most of the Pontine plain is therefore virtually 
unknown. There have been many archaeological studies 
(Voorrips et al. 1991; Attema 1993a; Kamermans 1993; 
Holstrom et al. 2004; Attema & Van Leusen 2004), but 
few of them looked at potential bias factors such as sedi-
mentation. Before the results of the HLP were published 
most scholars regarded the Pontine plain as a marginal 
area where only hunting and fishing were possible in the 
protohistoric period (Kamermans 1993; Van Joolen 2003).

1.1.2  The Raganello Basin
A study conducted by the Ministero dell’agricoltura e delle 
foreste (1976b, pp. 159-161) indicated that the average 
temperature in the coastal zone of Calabria is ca. 18°C. 
Precipitation varies greatly per season and location. In 

the mountains the annual average precipitation is over 
2000mm while it is ca. 500mm on the coast. Because of 
the many mountains and valleys the winds, both onshore 
and offshore, are strong, and in combination with the oro-
graphy they make spring weather patterns unstable and 
cause heavy rainstorms in autumn and winter (Terranova 
et al. 2009, p. 231). The mountains can be drenched in 
rain while the plain may at the same time still be dry. 
Calabria includes four vegetation zones, all also found 
in the Raganello Basin (Bernardo 2001; Van Asch 1980). 
From low to high they are:

 • The fascia mediterranea (sea level - ca. 800m asl). 
Today this zone includes evergreen trees such as holm 
oak (Quercus Ilex) and mastic tree (Pistacia lentiscus) 
and shrubs of the rock-rose family (Cistaceae);

 • The fascia sopramediterranea (ca. 800 - ca. 1100m 
asl). This zone has deciduous trees such as Turkey 
oak (Quercus cerris) and sweet chestnut (Castanea 
sativa), and deciduous shrubs such as Spanish broom 
(Spartium junceum);

 • The fascia montana (ca. 1100 - 2000m asl). In this zone 
grow trees such as beech (Fagus) and fir (Abies);

 • The fascia altomontana (2000m asl). Here, evergreen 
trees such as Bosnian pine (Pinus heldreichii synonym 
Pinus leucodermis) can be found.

The Raganello Basin (ca. 240 km2) is in the province of 
Cosenza on the border between the regions of Calabria 
and Basilicata, east of the mountains Monte Pollino 
(2248m asl) and Serra Dolcedorme (2267m asl). The 
sources of the Raganello are at ca. 1500m asl, and before 
the river reaches the Ionian sea it flows through two 
gorges and the plain of Sibari. Its basin includes nine  
municipalities, and its foothills and highlands are part 
of the Parco Nazionale del Pollino. There are few roads 
in the higher areas, and the slopes are steep and covered 
in forests and macchia. There is virtually no agriculture. 
By contrast, the Sibari plain and the foothills are largely 
under cultivation (mostly olives and grain) and the fields 
are frequently ploughed. 

Many geological studies looked at the area but none of 
them concentrated on the Holocene landscape develop-
ment in the foothills and the highlands (Giannini et al. 
1963; Ghezzi 1973; Ghisetti & Vezzani 1983; Monaco et 
al. 1995). The foothills had been archaeologically investi-
gated before the HLP began (Van Leusen & Attema 2003), 
but until 2005 very little systematic research was con-
ducted in the highlands. 

Hidden Landscapes Project: a preview
The HLP areas of interest are threefold: gaps in the know-
ledge of (Holocene) landscape, potential biases introduced 
in the archaeological record by post-depositional erosion/
sedimentation, and settlement in the highlands. To this 
end the HLP conducts field surveys and geoarchaeological 
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research in the highlands in the Raganello Basin and in 
the Monti Lepini. 

An important concept in the HLP and in this disserta-
tion research is the term ‘hidden landscape’. In its study 
of post-depositional processes the HLP follows the land-
scape-archaeological approach initiated by Beneš and 
Zvelebil (1999), in which the focus is on the interaction 
between a population and a landscape (Beneš & Zvelebil 
1999; pp. 74-79). By studying the spatial and chronological 
relation between archaeological remains the approach 
aims to reconstruct the exploitation history of a land-
scape through time. It is explicitly assumed that an arch-
aeological landscape is a (lost) surface, which has been 
subjected to previous processes and successive changes. 
An archaeological landscape may have been covered, 
eroded, or changed by a succession of human activities 
(e.g., agriculture) or natural processes (e.g., erosion/sedi-
mentation). In places where the landscape is buried it 
becomes hidden; if it is eroded it becomes fragmented, 
which in effect also produces a hidden landscape since 
the observed archaeological distribution patterns in both 
cases present a distorted image of the original patterns. 

1�2  Methods
I use three methods to obtain information on potential 
distortions of the archaeological record in the three study 
areas; each method can be applied on a supra-regional 
scale: landscape classification, landscape development 
modelling, and palaeogeographical reconstruction. In 
Landscape classification landscape units, which display 
a specific erosion/sedimentation regime, are defined, in 
combination with an assessment of each unit’s exploit-
ation potential and (deductively derived) archaeological 
expectation. Landscape development modelling allows a 
detailed assessment of the effects of erosion/sedimenta-
tion on archaeological sites over a longer period (in my 
case, 6000 years). A model simulates natural as well as 
anthropogenic processes that may affect landscape devel-
opment. Palaeogeographical reconstruction sketches the 
geographical conditions in a landscape at a specific time 
in the past, by using sedimentation zones. I also used pal-
aeogeographical reconstruction to explain specific dia-
chronic patterns in archaeological distribution maps. 

Landscape classification
The Hidden Landscapes Project studies correlation 
between a landscape and its archaeology to the extent that 
these are the combined product of past location prefer-
ences and bias factors which affected the archaeological 
record. The main factors and processes involved (geo-
logical, pedological, and anthropogenic) can usually be 
defined for each distinct landscape unit. The definition 
of relevant landscape units requires a suitable landscape 
classification system. Many landscape archaeologists have 
attempted to devise such a system, but so far not system-
atically and without adequately accounting for erosion/

sedimentation in the study area. A suitable landscape 
classification fulfils the following conditions:

 • It is applicable to the entire study area and on several 
scales;

 • It combines archaeologically relevant elements of geo-
morphological and pedological classifications (e.g., 
soil depth, slope gradient); 

 • It generates information on past and present slope pro-
cesses and the erodibility of the landscape; 

 • It is applicable to the characteristic landscape types of 
Central and South Italy.

Earlier attempts to develop archaeology-oriented land-
scape classification systems for the PRP and RAP study 
areas were largely based on the principles of land evalu-
ation. Land evaluation as used by archaeologists is a 
method to assess a landscape’s potential for specific forms 
of exploitation in the past. Land evaluation was developed 
in the 1970s by the FAO as a method to define optimal 
forms of land use for a specific natural habitat and in 
existing social-economic conditions. As such the method 
was mainly used in developing nations (FAO 1976). It is 
based on physical characteristics of the land that are rele-
vant to its exploitation: climate, relief, soils, hydrology 
and vegetation.6

Archaeological land evaluation is an adaptation of 
Land Evaluation that enables the researcher to assess the 
suitability of Land Mapping Units for specific forms of 
land use in the past. It uses archaeological and historical 

6 The area to be evaluated is divided into a number of units, the so-
called ‘Land Mapping Units’, on the basis of certain characteristics 
of which soil variations or land forms are the most commonly used 
(FAO 1976). Once a Land Mapping Unit is defined an inventory is 
made of its so-called ‘Land Characteristics’, attributes that can be 
measured or quantified, such as slope gradient, precipitation, soil 
texture or biomass. These quantified Land Characteristics form the 
basis for a definition of ‘Land Quality’: “Land Quality is a com-
plex attribute of land which acts in a distinct manner in its influence 
on the suitability of land for a specific kind of use”. Land Qualities 
may be negative or positive in their effect on land suitability. In 
addition to Land Quality another factor to be defined is ‘Land 
Use’, with the qualification that “...the types of use considered are 
limited to those which appear to be relevant under the general phys-
ical, economic and social conditions prevailing in an area”. Forms 
of land use are hierarchically ordered into main categories such 
as cultivation, pasture, forestry or recreation, and sub-categories, 
or ‘Land Utilization Types’. A Land Utilization Type is accompan-
ied by a detailed description and definition of forms of land use 
within a given technological context: “A land utilization type con-
sists of a set of technical specifications in a given physical, economic 
and social setting”. The suitability of a Land Utilization Type also 
depends on productivity and land management, or Land Quality. 
A land evaluation incorporates a set of ‘Land Use Requirements 
and Limitations’, or the Land Qualities that are required for specific 
forms of land use (FAO 1976). At an early stage in the land evalu-
ation process a preliminary selection is made of forms of land use 
that are relevant to the goals and in the physical and social-eco-
nomic conditions at hand. In the final phase, the so-called ‘match-
ing’, the obtained Land Use Requirements and Land Qualities are 
compared (FAO, 1976).
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data to reconstruct past technology and land use, or Land 
Utilization Types: ancient texts, excavation data (tools, 
drainage and irrigation systems, terrace walls) and eco-
logical data (pollen and macro-botanical analysis). The 
definition of Land Use Requirements mainly uses his-
torical sources (Van Joolen 2003, p. 21) or, lacking those 
(prehistory), the results of ethnographic studies and exper-
imental research into early forms of land use (Kamermans 
1993). The method uses the principle of least effort as its 
starting point and assumes that while agricultural attract-
iveness may vary within the study area, the economic sys-
tem remained largely constant during the period under 
study. Examples of studies involving archaeological land 
evaluations are Finke et al. (1994) for the Gubbio basin in 
Italy (landscape reconstruction), Van Berghem & Fiselier 
(2002) for Laconia in Greece (palaeo-landscape recon-
struction and development) and Donners et al. (2000) for 
the territory of the antique town of Sagalassos in Turkey.

In the Pontine region two land evaluations have been 
conducted, Kamermans (1993; Middle Palaeolithic to 
Bronze Age) and Van Joolen (2003; Bronze Age to Roman 
period).

Van Joolen included only the main category ‘culti-
vation’ and assumed that the optimal Land Utilisation 
Type for the Pontine region in the Bronze and Iron Ages 
was subsistence farming, and in the Archaic and Roman 
periods a mixed economy of subsistence farming and spe-
cialised, market-oriented agriculture. Van Joolen further 
stated that new or improved agricultural tools and tech-
niques (iron plough shares, drainage systems, methods 
to enhance soil fertility) in the Roman period opened up 
the wet, clayey and less fertile parts of the landscape for 
exploitation (Van Joolen 2003, pp. 101-128). Van Joolen 
tested the results of her land evaluation by analysing 
palynological data and presence/absence patterns of arch-
aeological remains.

Kamermans (1993, p. 11) based his evaluation on a 
hypothetical correlation between prehistoric land use and 
artefact or site density, i.e. the assumption is that agricul-
tural suitability will lead to a higher settlement density, 
and non-suitability to lower site numbers. After testing 
the hypothetical suitability of the landscape units using 
a rank-correlation test, Kamermans tentatively concluded 
that no significant variation in the suitability of landscape 
units could be observed for the Bronze Age, and that the 
Pontine region was therefore probably viewed in that 
period as an undivided unit (Kamermans 1993, pp. 193-
194). Kamermans’ results for the Neolithic period on the 
other hand suggested a selective use of the various land-
scape units.

Archaeological land evaluation most often uses maps 
of the modern landscape to study past land use.7 These 
modern maps often contain insufficient information on 
the effects of erosion/sedimentation-related bias factors.8 
The method is therefore inadequate for what the HLP 
wishes to achieve.9 In a geomorphological or geomorpho-
genetic approach of the landscape, however, erosion/sedi-
mentation are integral elements of the evaluation, which 
renders these approaches more suitable to study effects 
of bias factors on the archaeological record. Northwest 
European archaeologists often use a geomorphological 
approach to define landscape units on a detailed scale; in 
the Netherlands for example such information is incorp-
orated into archaeological expectation maps (e.g., Heunks 
& Odé 1998). 

Several recent archaeological survey projects in Italy 
also included geomorphological or geomorphogenetic 
studies, for example the Potenza Valley survey (Vermeulen 
& Boullart 2001; Vermeulen et al. 2003 and 2005; 
Goethals 2009) and the Biferno Valley survey (Barker 
1995a and 1995b) in Central Italy, and the Metapontino 
survey in South Italy (Abbott 1997; 2011). However, the 
question is whether these surveys utilised data on ero-
sion/sedimentation in their interpretation of archaeo-
logical distribution maps, and whether their field studies 
were systematic and comprehensive. Geoarchaeological 
(or rather geomorphological and Quaternary-geological) 
field studies in the Potenza valley mainly concentrated on 
the Holocene evolution of the lowlands, i.e. the coastal 
area and the Potenza river (Vermeulen et al. 2003), using 
palaeogeographical reconstructions of the coastal plain to 
study river diversions and coastline shifting and to relate 
these landscape changes to the archaeological sites pres-
ent in the area (Vermeulen et al. 2005, p. 45; Goethals 
et al. 2009). The Biferno Valley survey project included 
extensive geomorphological studies into the visibility 
and preservation of archaeological sites in order to ana-
lyse taphonomic processes and to reconstruct the con-
temporary landscape. The Biferno project also included 
attempts to relate past human activity to changes in the 
landscape (Barker 1995b, p. 62), but its publications 
(Barker 1995a and 1995b) lack an analysis of geomorpho-
logical data for the explicit purpose of assessing the effects 

7 An exception is the archaeological land evaluation of the area 
between Antwerp and Ghent by Zwertvaegher et al. (2010; 2013), 
who used the pedogenetic process model SoilGen2 to generate 
landscape (soilscape) reconstructions between ca. 13,000 BP and 
the present. These paleolandscape reconstructions were then used 
to define the Land Characteristics and Land Qualities of the area 
through time.

8 However, next to land evaluation Van Joolen (2003, pp. 70-82) 
studied extensively the sedimentation in the Amaseno area in the 
eastern part of the Pontine plain.

9 Land evaluation based on physiographical soil mapping is, how-
ever, a good method for determining the suitability of a soil for 
specific forms of land use (Sevink 1985).
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of landscape formation processes on archaeological dis-
tribution maps. For his dissertation Abbott (1997) car-
ried out geological and geomorphological research in the 
Metapontino, focussing on the Late Quaternary develop-
ment of the coastal plain, the marine terraces, the slopes, 
the higher river terraces and Late Quaternary river sys-
tems. In a later publication that was based on this disser-
tation Abbott looked into the potential effect of erosion/
sedimentation on archaeological visibility and preserva-
tion (Abbott 2011, pp. 66-68), and concluded that sedi-
mentation in particular had significantly distorted the 
archaeological record. Unfortunately, neither the 2011 
publication from Abbott nor other publications in Carter 
and Prieto’s (2011) major publication of the Metapontino 
contain any maps of erosion/sedimentation areas, which 
might help to study these distortions systematically. 

All three survey projects applied a geomorphological 
approach to study erosion/sedimentation as a tapho-
nomic phenomenon but this has, to my knowledge, not 
led to a comprehensive and systematic analysis of arch-
aeological distribution maps. 

Landscape classification within the context of the HLP 
should provide suitable tools to incorporate into the pro-
ject an assessment of the effects of erosion/sedimenta-
tion on the archaeological record. A geomorphological 
approach allows us to conduct a systematic and compre-
hensive landscape classification on a meso-regional scale 
(1:25,000). The results of this landscape classification 
will enable us to select areas suitable for archaeological 
surveys. For a further sub-division of the landscape into 
smaller units, the micro-regional scale (1:10,000), a phys-
ical-geographical method known as the Erosion Response 
Unit approach (ERU approach) is appropriate. Erosion 
Response Units are characterised by a specific com-
bination of morphology (form), morphogenesis (pro-
cess) and human land use, and by associated responses 
to erosion/sedimentation. This makes an ERU approach 
a suitable tool to asses in detail settlement and exploit-
ation suitability and any distortions introduced by ero-
sion/sedimentation (Cammeraat 2002; Flügel et al. 2003). 
Initiating and testing the landscape classification is the 
subject of the second part of this dissertation.

Landscape development model
A detailed study on a sufficiently large chronological 
and spatial scale of the effects of erosion/sedimentation 
on archaeological visibility requires a dynamic and dia-
chronic landscape development model, the more so as 
detailed surveys of the effects of erosion/sedimentation 
are highly labour intensive and time consuming. The 
model should incorporate the effects of human activity on 
the landscape, and be able to predict where erosion/sedi-
mentation and/or archaeological sites can be expected. 
It can then be used to perform a detailed analysis of the 
relation between site distribution patterns, which emerge 

from archaeological field surveys, and local occurrences of 
erosion/sedimentation from the beginning of the Bronze 
Age to the present. The model should also be able to pre-
dict the depth below the surface of archaeological hori-
zons from various periods in order to assess hypothetical 
site preservation. My hypothesis is that there will be a 
clear correlation between the occurrence of erosion/sedi-
mentation and the presence or absence of archaeological 
remains. This hypothesis will be tested in Chapter 6. 

Having consulted the available literature, I am unaware 
of any earlier attempts at devising a landscape develop-
ment model from an archaeological perspective. Ayala 
and French (2005) experimented with a model based on 
the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE), which included 
the erosional effects of various types of land use in the 
past and specifically in the Roman period. However, I do 
not believe this model can be adequate for several rea-
sons. Firstly, the USLE and its successor R(evised)USLE 
were designed to predict mainly the occurrence of rill and 
inter-rill erosion in cultivated fields; secondly dynamic 
modelling is impossible with (R)USLE because there are 
no feedback loops between its parameters; and thirdly the 
potential effects of plough erosion and mass movement 
are ignored. I therefore decided not to base my model  
on (R)USLE.10

What is needed instead to examine the influence of 
erosion/sedimentation on archaeological remains in the 
mountains is a process-based model. Over the past dec-
ades, there has been a strong development towards math-
ematical, process-based models to quantify sediment 
transport in the field of physical geography. Broadly, 
such models can be subdivided into landscape evolu-
tion models and soil erosion models. Landscape evolution 
models are primarily applied to address questions related 
to changes in slope and channel morphologies over scales 
of millennia and more, by simulating the influence of 
lithology, tectonic uplift and climate on landscape devel-
opment through soil production and material transport 
(e.g., Willgoose 2005, for a literature overview). Soil ero-
sion models are designed to address questions about land 
use and its effect on erosion and to evaluate alternatives. 
Typically they simulate the influence of climate, land 
cover and (agricultural) management on material trans-
port by water erosion/sedimentation for single events (for 
example a brief period of heavy rains), or for a limited 
period of time covering several years or crop rotations 
(e.g., Merritt et al. 2003 for a review). 

As the effect of land use on erosion is pertinent to 
geo-archaeology as well, soil erosion models have been 
applied to quantify erosion and its effect on the conserva-
tion and quality of archaeological remains under past and 

10 Morgan (2005) also cautions against using USLE: ‘Care should be 
taken in using [the USLE model] to estimate the contribution of hill 
slope erosion to basin sediment yield because it does not estimate 
deposition of material or incorporate a sediment delivery ratio’.
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present conditions. Yet, semi-empirical models - models 
that are partially process-based and partially based on 
observations - have generally been preferred as they are 
easier to use and more robust in the light of their limited 
parameterisation although this prevents the evaluation of 
any transient developments and interactions within the 
system (e.g., RUSLE, RMMF; see Terranova et al. 2009 
for a regional application of the RUSLE for Calabria, and 
Morgan & Duzant 2008 for RMMF). 

Spatial and temporal variations in land use and vege-
tation cover are now generally recognized and several 
models considering soil erosion have been expanded 
with modules that simulate the influence of vegetation 
on erosion (e.g., SWAT, WEPP, AGNPS; see Merritt et 
al. (2003) for details and references). Similarly, there is 
a drive towards dynamic vegetation models that simu-
late the dependence of vegetation on the abiotic factors 
of the landscape and the resulting patterns explored (e.g., 
Sierra-model; see Mouillot et al. 2001)

Recently, there has been growing awareness that the 
present landscape is the result of developing interactions 
between lithosphere, including bedrock and soil, atmos-
phere (i.e., climate and weather), and biosphere, including 
vegetation and man (e.g., Dietrich & Perron 2006). This 
concept of co-evolution challenges our ability to param-
eterise short-term process-based models, including those 
describing soil erosion, from observation alone and to 
extrapolate them into the past or the future. As part of the 
drive towards more inclusive models, intermediate land-
scape development models have emerged that consider 
longer term changes and interactions. Examples of such 
models are LAPSUS (Schoorl et al. 2000) and MILESD 
(Minasny and McBratney 1999; Vanwalleghem et al. 2013) 
that respectively look at changes in morphology and soil 
formation under different geomorphic processes. A gen-
eral weakness of these models is that they require a sub-
stantial amount of empirically based parameters that vary 
from one region to the next and that are often difficult 
to calibrate given the lack of long-term data records and 
the implicit non-stationarity of these parameters in light 
of environmental change. In addition, none of the above 
models evaluates directly the feedback between landscape 
and human land use. Therefore, there is an urgent need 
to include the long-term perspective of soil and vegetation 
development and the resulting feedback on sediment trans-
port and deposition into erosion models, and to address the 
impact of human land use and conservation on these pro-
cesse, using a priori defined physically based parameters. 

A meso-scale landscape dynamics model, named 
CALEROS, has therefore been developed in cooper-
ation with the University of Utrecht, to simulate inter-
actions between climate, soil production and erosion, 
vegetation and land use on geomorphological to human 
time scales in Mediterranean environments. The model 
imposes a set of initial conditions on the landscape and 

allows it to develop dynamically in response to sets of 
prescribed climate, tectonic conditions and technological 
developments.

In the mountainous Mediterranean landscape early 
human activities were often marginal. Small shifts in 
population pressure and corresponding land use pat-
terns, or climatic variability can have a great impact on 
the redistribution of water and sediment. CALEROS is a 
tool to investigate the relative effects of climate, (natural 
and anthropogenic) land cover and human activities (e.g., 
terrace building and deforestation) on the hydrological 
catchment response and associated sediment fluctuations 
due to soil erosion and mass movements. As part of a 
geo-archaeological study of the conservation potential of 
settlement history from the Neolithic onwards (6000 BP 
to present), it was deemed useful to study the relative con-
tributions of climate and human activity over that period. 
To this end the model was subjected to climatic varia-
tions as reflected by proxy records and to varying levels 
of human activity through land use scenarios specifying 
technological constraints for different periods and indi-
vidual energy requirements. A hypothetical benchmark of 
natural variations was constructed by excluding human 
activity from the simulations. The landscape development 
model CALEROS and the analyses will be presented in 
the second part of this dissertation.

Palaeogeographical reconstruction
The third method presented in this dissertation is palaeo-
geographical reconstruction. Palaeogeographical recon-
struction is the construction of a representation of a 
geographical situation at a specific moment in the past. In 
itself the application of palaeogeographical reconstruction 
to archaeological research is not new. In the Netherlands 
palaeogeographical reconstruction is frequently used to 
study the relation between landscape development and 
human settlement (e.g., Vos 1983, Knol 1993; Fokkens 
1998, Arnoldussen 2008), while in Italy it is mainly used 
in geological and physical-geographical studies of alluvial 
areas (e.g., Segre 1986; Giraudi 2004; Bellotti et al. 2004 
and Bellotti et al. 2007). The study presented here use 
 palaeogeographical reconstruction to explain observed 
archaeological distribution patterns in the Pontine plain, 
and to demonstrate the method’s usefulness for archaeo-
logical research in Italian coastal plains and floodplains.

There are two main types of palaeogeographical recon-
struction.11 The first type involves the production of maps 
that represent past landscapes and depositional environ-
ments. Examples are maps produced by Zagwijn (1986), 
Vos et al. (2011) and those issued by the Dutch province 
of Zeeland (Vos & Van Heeringen 1997). The second type 

11 Other types of palaeogeographical reconstructions show only spe-
cific landscape units, such as river courses (e.g., maps by Berendsen 
& Stouthamer 2001), or the landscape and its vegetation (e.g., Van 
der Woude 1981).
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uses reconstructed cross-sections to visualise the devel-
opment of a landscape through time and the relation 
between landscape and human settlement in particu-
lar. Examples are cross-sections reconstructed by Vos for 
the Zaanstreek area and the Zuidlaarder Lake area in the 
Netherlands (Vos 1998 and Vos et al. 2009). The approach 
taken for the current study uses both reconstruction types. 
Geological, geomorphological and palaeo-ecological data 
collected by the HLP formed the basis for the palaeo-
geographical reconstructions of the Pontine plain. These 
reconstructions were compared with the results of inten-
sive archaeological surveys in order to establish the extent 
to which post-depositional sedimentation had affected 
archaeological site distribution. The geological, geomor-
phological and palaeo-ecological researches as well as the 
palaeogeographical reconstructions are the subject of the 
third part of this dissertation.

1�3 The dissertation: structure
This dissertation has four parts. Part I introduces the land-
scape and the archaeological research history of the three 
study areas. Chapter 2 discusses the genesis of the Pontine 
region and the Raganello basin, including the geological 
history as well as geomorphological units and land forms 
commonly encountered there, and erosion/sedimenta-
tion processes. It thus provides a geological background 
for the landscape classification presented in Chapter 4 
and the landscape development model CALEROS pre-
sented in Chapter 6, as well as for the results of geological 
field research in the Pontine plain presented in Chapter 8. 
Chapter 3 presents the archaeological data - mainly col-
lected in the context of the HLP -, assesses their reliability, 
and presents an overview of the settlement history of both 
study areas from the Bronze Age to the Roman period. 
This information will be used in Chapter 5 to evaluate 
the landscape classification (LC10), in Chapter 6 to test 
CALEROS, and in Chapter 9 to compare the archaeo-
logical data with palaeogeographical reconstructions of 
the Pontine plain.

Part II of this dissertation discusses the new methods 
that have been developed to study the highlands, and it 
explains the landscape classification and the landscape 
development model. Chapter 4 presents details of the land-
scape classification while Chapter 5 explores the inductive 
research model developed to test the classification with 
specific regard to the discrepancies between observed and 
expected archaeological sites. Chapter 6 presents the geo-
archaeological application of the landscape development 
model CALEROS.

Part III discusses geo-archaeological research carried 
out in the Pontine plain. Chapter 7 provides an overview 
of what was known about land use in the Pontine plain 
from the Bronze Age to the present prior to the start of 
the HLP in 2005. Chapters 7 and 8 - a geological recon-
struction of the Pontine plain based on previous studies 
as well as my own field work - form the basis for Chapter 

9, in which field observations related to phenomena 
such as slash-and-burn, crevasses and centuriation are 
reviewed in their reconstructed palaeogeographical con-
text. The palaeogeographical maps presented in Chapter 
9 illustrate the existence of a buried Bronze Age land-
scape in the Pontine plain and the effects of sedimenta-
tion on archaeological distribution maps. Chapter 9 also 
presents possible explanations for the archaeological pat-
terns discussed in Chapter 3 and for the forms of land 
use discussed in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 10 provides a 
synthesis of the results of my research and evaluates those 
results in the context of the research goals of the Hidden 
Landscapes Project.



The PRP and RAP areas are representative of the land-
scapes of central and southern Italy – a coastal zone with 
adjacent mountains, the Apennines (Figures 2.1a and 
2.1b). The PRP area includes a volcanic area, the Alban 
Hills (Figure 2.2), is considerably larger (2700 versus 
237 km2) and has a less warm climate than the southerly  
RAP area.

The Mediterranean landscape is mostly characterised 
by a pronounced relief and heavy and seasonal precipi-
tation, and it has a long history of intensive agriculture. 
These three factors have led to large-scale and severe soil 
erosion and sedimentation, which in turn have influ-
enced the visibility of the archaeological record and will 

therefore have caused biases in archaeological distribu-
tion maps. The geo-archaeological component of the 
Hidden Landscapes Project therefore includes a study of 
these biases in both archaeological research areas, spe-
cifically those introduced by erosion and sedimentation. 
A full understanding of the impact of these processes 
requires a thorough knowledge of the landscape history, 
with a focus on erosion in the mountains (processes and 
phases), and on sedimentation in the coastal plains.

In this chapter relevant information on the landscape 
characteristics and history of each area and on the geo-
morphological processes is summarized. In Section 2.1 
the geology, geomorphology and soils of south Lazio, 

Chapter 2

Formation of the current landscape

Figure 2.1a.  The map of Italy 
with the places named in this 
chapter.
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Area Main landscape units Subunits Code Chapter 

South Lazio

Monti Lepini (ML)

Limestone massif ML1 4

Valleys and basins ML2 4

Footslopes ML3 4

Tuff-, sandstone- and shale areas ML4 4

Fossil dunes near Fossanova ML5 4

Alban Hills (AH)
Caldera AH1

Tuffstone area AH2

Agro Pontino (AP)

Monte Circeo AP1

Coastal area AP2

Marine terraces AP3 8 and 9

Pontine plain AP4 8 and 9

Astura valley AP5

Sacco valley (SV) Sacco valley SV1

North Calabria

Raganello valley (RV) 4 and 6

Marine terraces (MT) 4

Sibari plain (SP)

Table 2.1.  This table presents an overview of the various landscape units and subunits in the PRP- and RAP area. Each (sub-) unit has a specific code 
and will be briefly introduced in this chapter. The table further indicates in which chapter each (sub-) unit will be discussed in detail.

Figure 2.1b.  The map of 
South Lazio with the places 
named in the chapter.
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particularly of the Monti Lepini and the Agro Pontino is 
described, while Section 2.2 is devoted to the geology, geo-
morphology and soils of north Calabria, and particulary 
the Maddalena catchment in the RAP-area. In Section 2.3 
an overview is given of the various relevant geomorpho-
logical processes and their definitions, to which reference 
is made for readers that are not sufficiently acquinted 
with these terms. In Section 2.4 the influence of human 
activity on landscape development (especially erosion 
and sedimentation) is illustrated by studies from the 
Mediterranean area. Also, the methodological problems 
encountered in erosion studies and the implications of 
soil erosion and sedimentation for archaeological sites 
will be explained. 

The information presented in 2.1.2 (focus area 1: Monti 
Lepini) and 2.2 is used to make the landscape classifica-
tions of the Monti Lepini and the RAP area. The informa-
tion presented in 2.1.2 (focus area 2: Pontine plain) is the 
starting point for the geological and geomorphological 
field investigations in the Pontine plain (see Chapter 8). 
The information presented in 2.2.2 is used in the land-
scape development model for the Maddalena catchment 
(Focus area 3; see Chapter 6). For the sake of brevity, I will 
use in this chapter abbreviations of the main landscape 
zones and subunits of these zones in both research areas 
(see Table 2.1). 

2�1  The Geology of South Lazio
Four geological subunits can be distinguished in the PRP 
area: the Monti Lepini, the Alban Hills, the Agro Pontino 
and the Sacco valley (Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1). Of these, 
the Monti Lepini and the Agro Pontino are particularly 
relevant to the research questions formulated for the 
Hidden Landscapes project. Sevink et al. (1984) presented 
an extensive description of this area and a 1:100,000 soil 
map. The information on the geology, geomorphology 
and soils of South Lazio contained in this chapter is 
largely derived from this report and map, including the 
codes of specific soil units from the soil map presented 
in the text below. For that reason, full references will only 
be given when information originates from other sources. 

2.1.1  The Four Main Landscape Zones

The Alban Hills (AH)
The Alban hills are the best studied section of the PRP-
research area, at least geologically and geochemically 
(Fornaseri et al. 1963; Pichler 1970; Ventriglia 1971; Caputo 
et al. 1974; De Rita et al. 1988; Trigila 1995; Marra & Rosa 
1995; Karner et al. 2001; Giordano 2006). Their center 
consists of a caldera which contains volcanic lakes and 
depressions (AH1). During the most recent large hydro-
magmatic phase of the Volcano Laziale (200,000 – 20,000 
BP) inside the huge older caldera several small craters 

Figure 2.2.  General map 
of the PRP area: topography 
with the four main landscape 
zones (AH, AP, ML and SV) 
with subunits.

Monti Lepini (ML)
ML1: Limestone massif
ML2: Valleys and basins
ML3: Footslopes
ML4: Tuff-, sandstone- and 
shale areas
ML5: Fossil dunes near 
Fossanova

Alban Hills (AH)
AH1: Caldera
AH2: Tuffstone area 
Agro Pontino (AP)
AP1: Monte Circeo
AP2: Coastal area
AP3: Marine terraces
AP4: Pontine plain
AP5: Astura valley

Sacco valley(SV)
SV1: Sacco valley 
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were formed of which the Lago di Nemi and Lago Albano 
(both recognisable today by their characteristic shapes) as 
well as the Valle Ariccia are the largest remnants.12 The 
outer slopes of the volcano consist of a thick complex of 
mostly tuffs and minor lavas (AH2).

The overall drainage pattern is radial (Caputo et al. 
1974; pp. 187-197), with some of the rivulets south of the 
Volcano Laziale draining into the Astura in a dendritic 
pattern. The eastern part of the volcanic area drains into 
the Teppia, while a small section of the tuff area also drains 
into the Fossa del Foscarello. The rivers that flow through 
this tuff area are characterised by the great depth to which 
they cut into the volcano, creating narrow gorges that are 
often orientated north-south, especially in the northern 
part of the PRP area. 

Monti Lepini (ML)
In central Italy, the Apennines consist of a number of par-
allel, north-west/south-east orientated mountain ranges  
including the Volsci range. The Volsci range can be 
subdivided into three smaller units, the Monti Lepini, 
the Monti Ausoni and the Monti Aurunci (Parotto & 
Praturlon 1975, pp. 263-266). The Monti Lepini consist 
mainly of Mesozoic limestones with dolomitic intercala-
tions, and, in places, Tertiary flysch. The latter geological 
unit consists of calcarenites varying from hard and dense 
coarse-bedded limestone to soft, schist-like argillaceous 

12 Recent studies carried out at locations south-east of Rome’s ring 
road have shown that the volcano produced phreatomagmatic lahars 
until quite recently, i.e. between 7000 and 4000 BP (Funiciello et 
al. 2002; 2003), but none of these Holocene deposits occur in the 
research area.

limestone, alternating with shales. Tertiary flysch is found 
mainly in the valle interna (the valleys of Montelanico and 
Carpineto Romano) and around Gorga. Large eruptions 
during the Tuscolano-Artemisia phase deposited thick 
strata of pozzolano (the so-called Pozzolane Nere) north 
of the Monti Lepini in the lower sections of the larger 
river valleys, for example north of Montelanico. South-
west of the Monti Lepini deposits of volcanic ash from 
the Volcano Laziale occur in dolines and on the lower 
slopes. The basin north of Sezze contains a particularly 
thick deposit of volcanic ash. These volcanic deposits are 
easily eroded when still fresh, and in the Monti Lepini and 
the surrounding area they are often the main component 
of colluvium.

The north-eastern section of the Monti Lepini consists 
of a large limestone plateau, rising up to over 1000m asl 
(ML1). Limestone also dominates in the south-western 
section, where it forms a massif that includes the Monte 
Semprevisa (1536m). In the south-west and south this part 
of the range borders on lower, eroded plateaus. 

The Monti Lepini and the Monti Aurunci are separ-
ated by the Priverno and Amaseno basins (ML2), which 
are partly filled in with Quaternary sediments of various 
origin and composition. Alluvial fan deposits and associ-
ated colluvial deposits of varying age, originating in the 
Monti Lepini, dominate the western and central parts 
of the Priverno valley. Volcanic, lacustrine and lagoonal 
deposits are mainly found in its eastern section. Aeolian 
as well as lagoonal deposits are found south of Priverno 
(ML5). Nowadays the Amaseno is in the process of cut-
ting down into these basin fills (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 49).

Alluvial fans occur along the footslopes of the Monti 
Lepini (ML3), for example near Cori, Sermoneta, Sezze 

Figure 2.3.  Geological cross section of the Agro Pontino and Monti Lepini (Barbieri et al. 1999, fig. 3).
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and Fossanova towards the south-west, and Colleferro 
and Patrica towards the north-east. The Sacco Valley bor-
ders on the steep northeastern limestone slopes of the 
Monti Lepini.

Along the Sacco River near Sgurgola and north-east of 
Segni are several hills that consist of sandstone, and some 
shales are also present near Sgurgola, between the slopes 
of the Monti Lepini and the Sacco (ML4; Sevink et al. 
1984, pp. 66-72). 

The main rivers of the Monti Lepini are the Rio, 
the Mole, the Amaseno, the Pisciarello and the Fosso 
Monteacuto (Amori et al. 2002). The rectangular drain-
age pattern in the higher sections of the Monti Lepini is 
shaped by faults and by tilted or folded geological strata. 
From the town of Artena, in the north, the main water-
shed runs south-eastward to the high ridges of the Monte 
Lupone and the Monte Semprevisa, before bending to 
the north-east towards Monte Salerio and back again to 
the south-east, across the high ridges north of Giuliano 
di Roma. North of this watershed all waters flow into the 
Sacco, while those south of it flow through the Pontine 
plain before reaching the sea. 

The Agro Pontino (AP)
In this section, a general description is presented of the 
Agro Pontino. A more detailed description of the Pontine 
plain, focusing on the last 15,000 years, will be provided 
in Section 2.1.2.

The first (westernmost) Apennine ridge only rises 
to the surface in a few locations: Monte Circeo in the 
south and the Nettuno-Anzio plateau in the north-west. 
Between this ridge and the second Apennine ridge, the 
Volsci range, lies a tectonic depression – formed during 
the early Tertiairy – that is marked by a north-west/south-
east oriented fault line. Whereas the southwestern part 
was lifted up during the Tertiairy and the Quaternary (a 
horst), the northeastern part subsided, forming a distinct 
graben (Figure 2.3). The NW-SE faultline divides the Agro 
Pontino into these two major units – a marine terrace 
complex in the SW and a graben (the Pontine plain) in 
the NE.

The Monte Circeo (AP1) largely consists of limestone 
and dolomite and is a prominent landmark in the Pontine 
region, being clearly visible both on land and from the sea. 
Especially along its seaward side it contains many caves. 

The remainder of the coastal area consists of the pres-
ent coastal strip with sandy beaches and a relatively young, 
Holocene series of dunes and further inland a number of 
lagoonal lakes, fed by fresh water draining from several 
small valleys (AP2; Figure 2.2). During the large-scale 
land reclamation projects of the 1930s (the ‘Bonifica’, see 
section 7.2.3), the lagoonal marshland was largely drained 
while the lakes were connected to the sea via sluices to 
make them brackish and thereby unsuitable as breeding 
grounds for the malaria mosquito.

Further inland, there is a succession of three marine 
terraces, consisting of sandy raised beach ridges 
and clayey lagoons, locally covered by sandy aeolian 
deposits (AP3; Figure 2.4; Sevink et al. 1982). Their gen-
esis and characteristics are discussed in greater detail in  
Section 2.1.2.

The Pontine plain (AP4), whose surface seldom reaches 
more than a few metres above sea level, is an area of sub-
sidence or graben that has been filled in to a great depth 
with Quaternary sediments. Especially the north-eastern 
section has recently much subsided, as is demonstrated by 
the presence of a sequence of Middle to Late Quaternary 
sediments that in total are several dozens of metres thick 
(Barbieri et al. 1999). A more detailed description of this 
particular area can be found in Section 2.1.2.

Finally, the Astura valley (AP5) drains a section of the 
Alban hills via smaller tributaries, only forming a wider, 
antecedent valley as it cuts through the marine terraces 
before reaching the sea at Torre Astura (Sevink et al. 
1982, p. 363; de Wit et al. 1987). This valley also contains a 
sequence of Late Holocene sediments.

The Sacco valley (SV)
The north-eastern section of the Monti Lepini drains into 
the Sacco and its tributaries. The Sacco flows through a 
broad floodplain and in its meandering course constantly 
erodes older deposits, mainly tuffs and Miocene shales 
and sandstones (SV1). In the south-eastern section of 
the Sacco valley and in parts of the margins of the Monti 
Lepini several smaller volcanic eruption centres, lavas and 
pyroclastics are present.13 The fans of Morolo and Supino 
are situated in the transitional zone between the Monti 
Lepini and the Sacco valley, and are marked by an abun-
dance of pyroclastic material.14

2.1.2  Focus areas 1 and 2
This section discusses in detail two areas that are particu-
larly relevant to the research of the Hidden Landscapes 
Project. The research targets for each area vary:
1) The Monti Lepini (Figure 2.5a) have been thoroughly 

studied, both geologically and pedologically. In the con-
text of the Hidden Landscapes Project archaeological 

13 For example near Supino, Patrica, Morolo and the Monte Acuto 
(Bergomi & Nappi 1973; Angelucci et al. 1974; Palombo et al. 
2000-2002, p. 291; Sani et al. 2004, p. 1239). These volcanic erup-
tion centres are associated with the so-called Ernici volcanic epi-
sode dating between 700,000 and 100,000 years ago (Palombo et al. 
2000-2002, p. 292; De Rita 2004, p. 64).

14 Parts of these fans are composed of an alternation of tuff and lime-
stone gravel beds (unit C3) of which the tuffs may have been slightly 
reworked. Other parts lack such tuff beds and are composed of true 
alluvial fan deposits, consisting of limestone (gravel) and tuff (fines) 
derived material (unit C1l). The variations in composition and hard-
ness result in different morphologies. For example, tuff deposits 
with a slightly inclined fan-shaped surface stand above these allu-
vial fans or occur as isolated ridges and hills (unit R1a; Sevink et al. 
1984). 
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Figure 2.5a.  The Monti 
Lepini study area with  
topography and rivers.

Figure 2.5b.  The Pontine 
plain study area with topog-
raphy and springs (springs 
and spring numbers after 
Boni et al. 1986).
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surveys were systematically carried out there as well, 
for which a two-tier system of landscape classification 
was developed (see Chapter 4) which was in part based 
on pedological (Sevink et al. 1984) and geological and 
geomorphological information. The aim is to identify 
erosional and depositional areas, to assess their impact 
on archaeological visibility, and to assess the suitability 
of these mountain areas for human settlement (see the 
relevant Chapters 4 and 5). 

2) The Pontine plain (Figure 2.5b): within the Agro 
Pontino landscape, the graben here described as the 
Pontine plain is the product of Holocene sedimen-
tation processes. The goal here is a reconstruction of 
the landscape and occupational history of the Pontine 
plain, as a case study of a hidden landscape in an Italian 
lowland setting (see Chapters 8 and 9). 

Focus area 1: The Monti Lepini  (ML)

Limestone massif (ML1)
The central part of the Monti Lepini is dominated by large 
limestone ridges and plateaus with steep, eroded slopes. 
Terra rossa layers (limestone weathering residue) are thin, 
and the underlying limestone surfaces nearly everywhere. 
South-west of the Rio large karst poljes occur, all ori-
ented north-west/south-east. An example is Le Faggeta, 
the area immediately south of Carpineto Romano, where 
tower karst is prominent as well. Karst plateaus also occur 
north-east of the Rio, some of them with large karst basins 
(Sevink et al. 1984, p. 48). The north-western part of the 
Monti Lepini is fairly level, which makes it less suscep-
tible to erosion. As a result, pyroclastic deposits origin-
ating from the Volcano Laziale still abound (units R1a, 
M1m/n and M3f on on Sevink’s map; Sevink et al. 1984). 
The south-western part of the Monti Lepini comprises 
relatively low limestone hills and plateaus, with eleva-
tions between 500 and 800m. The area between Bassiano, 
Sezze and Roccagorga consists of a large, dissected plana-
tion surface in places covered by tuffs (R1a), colluvial tuffs 
(E6f) and local alluvial fan deposits. In places, the brown 
and weathered tuff strata are over 10m thick, and include 
palaeosols. In others, isolated hills display a combination 
of pronounced tower karst and deep residual limestone 
soils (units M2). Further elements include river courses 
cut into the limestone, caves and dolines associated with 
karst, and springs; the latter especially at the boundary 
between limestone and impermeable strata (Boni 1975; 
Boni et al. 1986). 

Valleys and Basins (ML2)
The valleys of the Rio and the Fosso di Monteacuto are 
substantial, and both are oriented south-east/north-
west. The Rio flows into the Sacco in the north, the Fosso 
Monteacuto discharges into the Amaseno. The Rio Valley 
is partly filled in with tuff, particularly west of Carpineto 
Romano and near Montelanico (unit R1a on Sevink’s soil 

map; Sevink et al. 1984). The originally thick pyroclastic 
deposits have been mostly eroded away by the Rio and 
other, smaller, rivers to the west, leaving terrace-like pla-
teaus or planation surfaces composed of pozzolane nere 
surrounded by younger valleys filled with colluvium-allu-
vium (unit E6f). Downstream in the Rio Valley are four 
coarse-textured alluvial fans (Alberti et al. 1975).15

The valley of the Fosso di Monteacuto contains mostly 
colluvial deposits, while strata of ‘dark grey cemented tuff 
including fragments of igneous and sedimentary rocks, 
mostly limestone’ are found upstream towards the head of 
the valley (Angelucci & Devoto 1966). 

The Priverno and Amaseno basins are of tectonic ori-
gin and were partly filled in during the Quaternary. The 
Amaseno rises in the Monti Ausoni and runs through 
the Amaseno basin before entering the Priverno basin, 
where it follows a meandering course. In both basins it 
cuts through lacustrine-lagoonal deposits (Arnoldus-
Huyzendveld et al. 1985). South of Priverno the Amaseno 
cuts into the subsurface limestone, a process which has 
created a small terrace between the Monte Alto and the 
deep Amaseno gully. Subsequently the river flows through 
a narrow gorge near Fossanova before finally reaching the 
Pontine plain.

Colluvial deposits, of which the upper strata often con-
sist of younger and probably anthropogenic colluvium, 
are common in the Priverno valley. Between Roccagorga 
and Maenza the Priverno basin contains a large alluvial 
fan (unit C1k) consisting of gravel deposits alternating 
with fine pyroclastic material. In the upper catchment of 
the large Roccagorga-Maenza alluvial fan several well-
stratified talus deposits (E5h) occur. Several smaller, 
deeply eroded alluvial fans occur east of Maenza (unit 
C2b). A more recent alluvial fan is situated south-east of 
Maenza (unit C1k). 

Several fluvial deposits west of Roccagorga consist of 
thin, coarse-textured gravel beds and probably represent 
the remains of an old alluvial fan (C1f and C1k). Similar 
deposits are also found further downstream in the Valle 
di Monteacuto, along the road between Roccagorga and 
Sezze, and yet further downriver are thick gravel beds that 
contain several tuff layers (C1l) (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 48). 

Another large alluvial fan exists in the western section 
of the Priverno valley (units C1f and C1k).16 It encloses 
the Priverno basin towards the south-west and consists of 
well-sorted limestone gravel with intercalated tuff beds. 
This alluvial fan is associated with the Fosso Ceriara, 

15 The upper strata of the colluvial and fluvial deposits in this area are 
very similar, soils being weakly developed in both of them, which 
strongly suggests that they were deposited in the Late Holocene. 
Their location just above the modern river channel also indicates a 
recent age (Alberti et al. 1975).

16 The fan’s exact depth is unknown but must be at least a few dozen 
metres, since the underlying limestone stratum does not surface 
even in the deepest river channels (Sevink et al. 1984, pp. 49-51). 
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which is nowadays deeply eroded and opens up into the 
Pontine plain. A number of isolated limestone hills such 
as the Colle Rotondo rise above the fan (Sevink et al. 1984, 
pp. 49-51). 

Footslopes (ML3)
Along the outer margins of the Monti Lepini colluvial 
deposits and alluvial fans are found (units C on Sevink’s 
soil map; Sevink et al. 1984). The colluvial slopes consist 
of weathered pyroclastic material, while the alluvial fans 
are composed of a mix of fine pyroclastic material and 
rounded limestone gravel. Because all footslope materials 
originated in the mountains, this zone is defined as part 
of the mountain area. Large alluvial fans occur particu-
larly along the northern margins of the Monti Lepini, for 
example near Patrica, Supino, Morolo and Colleferro (unit 
C1l; Alberti et al. 1975). Of these the Morolo and Supino 
fans are in part volcanic in origin (see Section 2.1.1 on 
the Sacco valley). Colluvium, too, is found on the slopes 
along these northern margins, near the Sacco valley (unit 
E6f). Alluvial fans associated with the Monti Lepini were 
deposited in the Agro Pontino, the largest of these being 
found south of Norma (units C1f and C1m; Attema et al. 
1990) while others occur near Cori and Portadura. The 
alluvial fan near Sezze is particularly relevant to this study 
and will therefore be discussed in greater detail below 
(focus area 2: the Pontine plain).

Tuff-, sandstone- and shale areas (ML4)
Colluvial deposits (unit E6f on Sevink’s soil map; Sevink 
et al. 1984) occur particularly in the area between 
Bassiano, Roccagorga and Sezze, along the margins of the 
Monti Lepini and in the Rio Valley. This occasionally very 
thick colluvium consists of reworked pyroclastic mater-
ial that was originally deposited during the Tuscolano-
Artemisio phase (600,000 – 300,000 BP). Miocene flysch 
deposits are found in the valle interna, between Gorga 
and Sgurgola, and around the Monte Caccume. Miocene 
flysch deposits also occur along the northern margins of 
the Monti Lepini, between Supino and Segni, but these 
are often covered by colluvium (Alberti et al. 1975). 
Especially the shale deposits are prone to slides and there-
fore tend to form gentle, concave slopes, while the more 
stable sandstone forms steeper hills (Sevink et al. 1984, 
pp. 67). Pre-Quaternary unconsolidated conglomerates 
occur south of Gorga (Alberti et al. 1975, unit 25) as well as  
– locally –in Amaseno basin, where shales are also found. 
Such deposits weather easily which makes them erode  
rather quickly.

Fossil dunes near Fossanova (ML5)
Immediately south of Priverno is a large complex of aeo-
lian sands (unit G6 on Sevink’s soil map; Sevink et al. 
1984,) which locally reaches up to 180m asl (Remmelzwaal 

1978, p. 56).17 Remmelzwaal explains the accumulation of 
these Priverno sands as a result of the proximity of the 
Amaseno river and of the bay-like landscape which was 
formed near Priverno when sea levels were high. Towards 
the Pontine plain the entire aeolian package rests on top 
of fine-textured loamy to clayey lagoonal deposits (unit 
H5a), which occasionally reach a total thickness of over 
10m (Sevink et al. 1984). 

Focus area 2: The Pontine Plain (AP4)
Of particular relevance to developments in the Pontine 
plain during the last 15,000 years are the structure of 
the nearby marine terraces (AP3) and the erosion of the 
older lagoonal clays (the Borgo Ermada complex). These 
will therefore be discussed first, whereby the lagoonal (or 
lacustrine), the fluvial and other (colluvial and colluvio-
alluvial) deposits will each be dealt with separately.

Four marine terrace complexes have been identi-
fied in the coastal zone (AP3, Figure 2.4, Table 2.2). 
These are, from youngest to oldest, the Terracina, Borgo 
Ermada, Minturno and Latina complexes (Figure 2.4; 
Remmelzwaal 1978; Sevink et al. 1982 and 1984; De Wit 
et al. 1987).18 The gradual uplift of the coastal area led to 
the development of this series of marine terraces and pre-
vented the watercourses in the graben from draining dir-
ectly into the sea in the south-west, forcing them instead 
to bend to the south-east, towards Terracina.

The Latina complex is the oldest and highest. Eruptions 
of the Vulcano Laziale at ca. 355,000 years ago (phase MIS 
11) released massive quantities of volcanic material, with 
major seaward shifts of the coastline. It is during this 

17 The sands are mainly composed of quartz particles (particle size 177 
to 350 μm) and contain hardly any volcanic minerals (Angelucci & 
Palmerini 1964).

18 The Latina complex consists of sandy clays to clays with a strongly 
developed soil, abruptly overlying a thick complex of well-sorted 
sands, generally at a depth of 2-3 meters below the surface. In 
the top of this complex, a well-developed palaeosol occurs. Both 
clays and sands were deposited in a marine-lagoonal environ-
ment. Any beach ridge deposits that may once have existed in the 
Latina complex have since been eroded away (Sevink et al. 1984, 
pp. 27-28). The Minturno complex consists of a beachridge with 
clayey lagoonal deposits behind it. At a depth of about 2 m, under-
neath these lagoonal deposits gravelly beds occur. The gravel of the 
beachridge is composed of well-rounded yellowish-brown chert 
and is embedded in a sandy matrix rich in volcanic minerals. The 
Borgo Ermada complex is composed of gravelly sand with well-
rounded chert. It consists of a sequence of narrow, elongated beach 
ridges with lagoonal clays in between and underneath. Soils in the 
Borgo Ermada complex are strongly developed (chromic luvisols. 
solodic planosols and chromic vertisols, see Sevink et al. 1982, pp. 
366-367; Sevink et al. 1984, p. 28; Sevink et al 1991, pp. 37-38). The 
transition to the Terracina complex is at the seaside visible as a low 
fall in the terrain. The Terracina complex is characterised by a ser-
ies of younger dunes directly along the coast with a – partly drained 
– lagoonal area behind them. Its lagoonal lakes reach inland right 
up to the older river channels of the Borgo Ermada complex. In the 
south-eastern section of the Agro Pontino poorly developed palaeo-
sols are found in the soils underneath the dunes (Sevink et al. 1982, 
p. 366). 
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phase – MIS 11 – that the Latina complex was formed (De 
Wit et al. 1987; Karner & Renne 1998). The next phase of 
terrace formation did not occur until MIS 5, possibly in 
part as a result of tectonic uplift. During MIS 7 and 9 ero-
sion of the marine terrace complex seems to have been 
intense, which resulted in steep coastal cliffs (Sevink et 
al. 1982).19

The Borgo Ermada and Minturno complexes date from 
respectively the early Weichselian (Marine Isopic Stage –
MIS- 5c) and the Eemian (MIS 5e), while the Terracina 
complex dates from the Holocene. The Terracina deposits 
lie at the surface in the Pontine plain. Borgo Ermada 
deposits lie near the surface in the south part of the 

19 Sediments from MIS 7 and 9 are still present, however, in the 
Pontine graben, on the edge of the Monti Lepini to the north-east of 
the marine terraces at a depth of over 20 m (Barbieri et al. 1999).

Pontine plain because of the continuing subsidence of this 
area (Sevink et al. 1984).20

Early Weichselian (Marine Isotopic Stage 5c):  
the Borgo Ermada complex

The Borgo Ermada complex was formed approximately 
90,000 years ago during the Early Weichselian (MIS 5c), 
before the great Weichsel regression (MIS 4), see Table 
2.2. The clastic deposits were mostly formed in a lagoonal 
environment, and the beach ridge with its sandy deposits 

20 For example, sediments from the Eemian, which occur along the 
Tyrrhenian coast at elevations of 15 to 20 m above sealevel, are 
encountered in the north part of the Pontine plain at a depth of 12 
m below sealevel (Barbieri et al. 1999). This is the result of tectonic 
activity along the coast of the Agro Pontino, whereby the coastal 
zone was uplifted (up to several dozen metres since MIS 11) while 
the graben subsided significantly.

Geology of 
the marine 
terraces

Date / 
Marine Isotopic Stage (MIS)

Geomorphology 
complexes

Soil type 
(FAO-types)

Textural 
category

Drainage 
category

Slope 
category

Altitude 
(m asl) 

Absolute Geological 
Period

Terracina 
Complex

 Holocene / 1 Holocene Dunes Calcaric 
regosol

Coarsely 
textured 

Moderately 
excessive to 
excessive 
drainage

Level to 
gently slop-
ing/ sloping 
to hilly

0 - 5m

Borgo 
Ermada 
Complex

90 ± 15 Kyr BP
(aminostratigra-
phy) / 5c

Weichsel / 
Würm 

Beach ridge 
deposits

Chromic 
luvisols

Medium 
Textured

Good 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

3 - 7m 
(east) 
5 - 10m 
(west)

Lagoonal 
deposits

Complex 
of gleyic 
cambisols, 
gleyic and albic 
luvisols, solodic 
planosols

Coarsely 
textured

Poor to 
Moderate 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

7 - 10m 

Minturno 
Complex

125 Kyr BP
(aminostratigra-
phy) / 5e

Eemian Beach ridge 
deposits

Chromic 
luvisols

Medium 
textured

Good 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

15 -20m

Lagoonal deposits Gleyic luvisols Finely 
textured 

Moderate 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

15 -20m

Latina 
Complex

355 ± 2 Kyr BP 
(K-Ar)

Middle 
Pleistocene 

Beach ridge 
deposits

Chromic luvisol Medium 
textured 

Good to 
moderately 
excessive 
drainage

Sloping to 
hilly

21 - 27m

Lagoonal 
deposits

Gleyic luvisols Coarsely 
to 
medium 
textured 

Moderate 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

> 25m

Solodic 
planosols

Coarsely 
textured 

Moderate 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

Complex of 
chromic verti-
sols and gleyic 
luvisols

Medium 
to finely 
textured 

Poor to 
moderate 
drainage

Level to 
gently 
sloping

Table 2.2.  Physiographic characteristics of the four marine terraces distinguished in the Agro Pontino (Sevink et al. 1982; De Wit et al.1987; Hearty & Dai 
Prai 1986; Sevink et al. 1991, Lowe & Walker 1997, p. 11; Karner et al. 2001). 
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near Terracina, though relatively small, is well-developed. 
The deposits underwent intense soil formation. On the 
beachridges of the Borgo Ermada complex palaeolithic 
artefacts were found.

The lagoonal Borgo Ermada deposits are recognisable 
in the field as light grey, non-humic clays that are so dense 
that it is impossible to take core samples with a simple 
handheld corer. They contain many large lime concretions 
that have their origin in pedogenic processes.21 Another 
name often used for these deposits is ‘Old Lagoonal’. 

In the south-west and north of the graben, the Borgo 
Ermada sedimentary complex occurs frequently at or 
near the surface, whereas towards the Monti Lepini its 
surface dips. Thus, near Mezzaluna it lies over 8m below 
the present surface (Eisner & Kamermans 2004), while at 
the edge of the alluvial fan near Sezze it lies between 7.3 
and 12 m below the surface.22

Middle Weichselian–Late Weichselian  
(Marine Isopic Stages 2-4d)

During the cold phases of the Weichselian (especially MIS 
4) the large volume of water locked up as land ice resulted 
in lower sea levels and a coastline which was situated fur-
ther out than today. Rivers such as the Astura now cut into 
coastal deposits (such as beach ridges) and flowed into 
the coastal lakes, forming drowned river valleys or ‘rias’. A 
good example is the development history of the Sabaudia 
lagoon (De Pippo et al. 2000-2002). On its north-eastern 
side are five palaeovalleys, formed during the Weichselian 
and ‘drowned’ when sea levels rose during the Holocene, 
resulting in a rias coast.23 River channels also cut into the 
graben, but these are no longer visible because they were 
filled in by Holocene lagoonal and fluvial deposits. Three 

21 Sevink et al. 1991 (pp. 37-38) describe these deposits as follows: ‘Soils 
in the clayey lagoonal deposits with very fine textures are Chromic 
Vertisoils with a calcic horizon (soil map unit E1). In the north-east-
ern part of the Agro Pontino this is generally a distinct nodular cal-
cic horizon, transitional to petrocalcic horizon, and lies at a depth of 
about 100 cm in non-eroded soils. The colour of the topsoil is 10YR 
4/2-3. In most places the epipedon has a granular structure, while 
below angular blocky peds dominate’.

22 Core samples of the Borgo Ermada complex obtained at the edge 
of the alluvial fan near Sezze contain ‘dark greyish yellow, coarse-
grained sands and gravels, containing mollucs shells and lithified 
nodules with calcareous cement. The sands and gravels are mainly 
composed of subrounded volcanic fragments and subordinately of 
rounded marl, limestone, chert and travertine clasts’ (Barbieri et al. 
1999, p. 54). Fragments of the bivalve Unio sp. were found at a depth 
of 9.15m below the surface, which suggests a fluvial environment.

23 According to Pippo et al. (2000-2002) sand bars were formed in 
front of the coast at Laguna di Sabaudia around 6000 BP. The bars 
have settled north of Monte Circeo, causing the development of a 
permanent dune ridge. This ridge formed a barrier between the sea 
and the waters draining from the interior, which led to the forma-
tion of the present Sabaudia lagoon. The other lagoonal lakes such 
as Lago di Caprolace, Lago di Fogliano, and Lago dei Monaci were 
formed in a similar way. Another example of a palaeovalley can be 
seen in the northern section of the research area, near Ardea (Dai 
Prai & Arnoldus-Huyzendveld 1984, tavola I).

such channels exist in the Borgo Ermada complex, in the 
southern section of the graben between the marine ter-
race and the Amaseno (Sevink et al. 1984 and 1991).

Erosion and river channels which cut down into 
large sections of the Borgo Ermada complex before the 
Holocene period removed its top layers, often down to the 
erosion-resistant calcium concretion strata underneath. 

Along the northern rim of the graben and following 
the course of the modern river Uffente runs a gully, cut 
during the Weichselian into the Borgo Ermada complex 
to a depth of over 8m and opening towards the south-east 
into the – also deeply cut – channel of the precursor of the 
Amaseno (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 19; Van Joolen 2003; pp. 
76-79). After the formation of the Terracina beach ridges 
this deeply cut Amaseno channel retained only a narrow 
outlet towards the sea. 

On top of the southern part of the old marine ter-
races of the Latina complex lie aeolian sands, deposited 
from the Weichselian to the Early Holocene (Sevink et 
al. 1991, pp. 35-37) and marked on the geological map as 
Duna Antica. The first homo sapiens to visit this area were 
Neanderthal hominids, whose Middle Palaeolithic tools 
were found in the sands of the Duna Antica (Blanc 1935; 
1936; Ansuini & La Rosa 1989; Attema et al. 2003a)

The Holocene

The Terracina complex: Younger Lagoonal deposits
The warming of the climate which began in the Late 
Pleistocene/Early Holocene led to melting of the glaciers, 
which in turn caused sea levels to rise again. During the 
first half of the Holocene the speed at which lagoonal 
sedi ments accumulated in the graben as a consequence of 
this transgression phase probably matched the rising sea 
levels in the Tyrrhenian Sea24, particularly on the seaward 
side. These Terracina deposits in the graben are also called 
Younger Lagoonal (Sevink et al. 1984), and the deposits 
vary from more or less marine deposits near the coast, to 
actual lacustrine deposits further inland. This shift from a 
largely marine to a mostly freshwater depositional envir-
onment was very gradual, in part because tidal action 
with its associated differentiation was virtually absent, 
and only detailed facies analysis can detect it.

Towards the north-west of the graben, the landscape 
is increasingly dominated by small watercourses, and 
sandy fluvial and lagoonal deposits can be found there 
side by side. In contrast to the marine terrace complex, 
the sandy deposits in the graben largely consist of min-
erals of volcanic origin and hold only minor amounts of 
quartz. The minerals of volcanic origin largely origin-
ate from the Colli Albani, whereas the quartz is derived 
from the adjacent marine terraces and may be partly of 

24 The sea levels around Italy quickly rose between 20,000 and 6000 
BP, and finally stabilised around 5000 BP (Lambeck et al. 2004, pp. 
1585-1587). 
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aeolian origin. A good example of sandy fluvial deposits 
was encountered in the 1980s in the course of the excav-
ation at Tratturo Caniò  (Belardelli & Pascucci 1996). 
The landscape around this site was probably at the time 
a mosaic of dry and wet areas, dominated by small water-
courses with sandy levees and crevasses. The course of the 
streams appears to have been influenced by the presence 
of the deep channels in the Borgo Ermada sediments. 
Immediately south of the Sezze alluvial fan, thick peat 
deposits formed during the Late Holocene in an area 
which had sunk as a result of local tectonic subsidence, 
and into which water from several nearby springs accu-
mulated. Lacustrine deposits such as gyttja and travertine 
were formed there as a consequence. 

Colluviation-alluviation
Whereas in the Laghi di Vescovo area peat formation 
already started in the middle Holocene, near Sezze peat 
started to form from ca. 3000 BP onwards. The expansion 
of the peat formation around the latter date was prob-
ably triggered by the formation and expansion around the 
same time of the alluvial fan of the Amaseno in the south-
ern part of the graben (Van Joolen 2003, pp. 70-82). This 
fan largely consisted of fine, more or less colluvial mater-
ial which gradually blocked the drainage channels in the 
south of the graben. It also caused groundwater levels 
upstream to rise, a process reinforced by rising sea levels 
in the Holocene (Lambeck et al. 2004). 

The Amaseno enters the Pontine plain south of 
Fossanova, and nowadays reaches the sea at Porto Badino. 
Its drainage basin in the Pontine plain is characterised 
by numerous ancient stream channels. The total area 
covered by Amaseno deposits measures ca. 50 km2 and 
it is raised several metres above its surroundings. The 
transition between the Amaseno alluvial fan deposits and 
the Pontine marshes is clearly visible in the landscape, 
especially in the north-west. In the east the deposits 
are bounded by the Monti Ausoni, and in the north by 
the Monti Lepini and the sandy area near Fossanova. 
According to Sevink et al. 1984 (pp. 23-25) the most recent 
deposits in the Amaseno floodplain are the result of irri-
gation and artificial drainage.

Van Joolen (2003; pp. 70-82) has reconstructed the 
Amaseno landscape on the basis of core sample analysis 
and associated 14C dates, and she distinguishes four phases 
of landscape development. Phase 1 lasted until ca. 1000 
BC and affected the entire area. The Amaseno flowed into 
a lagoon and lagoonal deposits were formed in a low-
energy environment, while there was a peat area towards 
the west. During phase 2, after ca. 1000 BC (14C dates GrN-
24419: 2840 ± 70 BP and GrN-24418: 2660 ± 70 BP), the 
north-eastern section was covered by an alluvial fan asso-
ciated with the Amaseno, a process Van Joolen explains as 
the result of human activity in the hinterland (Van Joolen 
2003, p. 80). Phase 3 is represented only by a colluvium 
expansion emanating from the Monti Ausoni. Dated by 

Van Joolen to the period after AD 500, she suggests no 
cause for this process. Finally, phase 4 – for which Van 
Joolen provides no date but which probably lasted until 
the Bonifica Integrale of the early 20th century – is rep-
resented by the continuing expansion of fluvio-colluvial 
deposits towards the south.

Other alluvial fans and talus slopes originating in the 
Monti Lepini were formed along the rim of the graben. 
The material for the Sezze alluvial fan – easily identifi-
able on early 20th century topographical maps – was 
transported from the hinterland to the graben by the 
Fosso Briolco. East of the Sezze fan is a peat area; now-
adays the surface of the peat area is over 2m lower than 
that of the alluvial fan, over a distance of only 100m. The 
Monti Lepini colluvium can be distinguished from col-
luvio-alluvial deposits associated with the Colli Albani 
by the presence of limestones and the virtual absence of  
volcanic minerals.

In the graben Late Holocene colluvial-alluvial deposits 
were formed as well. In the plain below Sezze this process 
began ca. 2600 BP (Attema & Delvigne 2000), and the 
deposits are recognisable as reddish brown clayey soils 
that contain a large proportion of volcanic minerals. Most 
of these soils developed in originally fluvial and/or col-
luvial deposits (Sevink et al. 1984, complex 4). Near the 
modern Via Appia this colluvial stratum divides into two 
spurs that cross the course of the road towards the south-
east and cover the lagoonal deposits, although at that 
point their thickness begins to decrease.

Two contrasting explanations have been presented for 
the formation of these sediments near Sezze. Sevink inter-
prets the spurs as artificial watercourses, and the sandy 
to gravelly sediments with their high proportion of vol-
canic material as colmatage deposits (Sevink et al., 1984, 
pp. 23-24; Sevink 1985).25 He bases this on the observation 
that the deposits form more or less straight ridges that 
possibly represent remains of former canals, and that they 
are associated with substantial layers of reddish brown 
clay or sandy clay, which cover a large area. In Sevink’s 
words: ‘The direction of the canals bears no relation to the 
original relief, thus proving their anthropogenic origin. 
South of Sezze a Roman settlement was found on top of 
one of these canals, with some large constructions which 
may have served to control the system. The oldest pottery 
found at the surface dates from the 4th century BC, which 
points to a very early start, possibly even pre-Roman, of 
the system’ (Sevink 1985, p. 48). 

25 Sevink first believed that these spurs or ridges represent the remains 
of irrigation systems (Sevink et al., 1984) but later revised his opin-
ion because ‘the volume of the sediment transported to the area is too 
large, and the area itself too marshy’ (Sevink 1985, 48-50). Colmatage 
deposits are the result of the intentional silting up of marshy areas 
through forced sediment transport and sedimentation, in order to 
gradually reclaim such areas.
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Attema et al. propose a different interpretation (Attema 
et al. 1990; Attema 1993a; Attema et al. 1997; Attema et al. 
1999 and Attema & Delvigne 2000). According to them, 
the material for this cover – a finely textured sediment -  
was transported from the north-west by mudflows 
(Attema & Delvigne 2000). Colluvium reached the Vado 
la Mola valley in the form of mudflows, following exist-
ing watercourses and subsequently spreading out in spurs 
over the surface of the alluvial fan (Attema et al. 1990, p. 
22). With regard to the colluvial cover near Sezze Attema 
remarks: ‘The colluvium that covers the area beneath 
Sezze probably slowly advanced from the mountains in a 
south-easterly direction during protohistoric times’; and: 
‘During the process of colluviation gullies and streams 
dissected the landscape at various places and deposited 
layers of sand’ (Attema 1993a, p. 111). At Sezze, as at Vado 
la Mola, the colluvium followed existing watercourses, 
which when filled up, overflowed and flooded the adja-
cent areas, depositing colluvium there as well. As this 
colluvial flow finally slowed down it divided into spurs 
(Attema & Delvigne 2000). 

Whether or not the formation of colluvio-alluvial 
deposits in the graben was deliberately stimulated by 
human interference or by mudflows, the release, through 
erosion, of large quantities of material in the hinterland 
was certainly the result of a growing impact of human 
activities on the environment, including an intensification 
of logging in the Monti Lepini during the Late Iron Age to 
meet increasing demands of construction timber and fuel 
(Attema et al. 1990, p. 27). The resulting environmental 
changes in turn influenced the conditions for settlement 
and other forms of land use. The colluvial cover, for exam-
ple, was being settled and tilled during the Roman period; 
a Roman Republican stratum is present just 0.4m below 
the surface (Attema 1993a, p. 111; Attema et al. 1999).

Neotectonic activity 
Near the Migliara 47 road, just south-east of Sezze and 
at 34.5 to 29.7m below the surface, are deposits that date 
to ca. 300,000 years ago. Eemian (MIS 5e, see Table 2.2) 
deposits at this location are found at a depth of ca. 12 m and 
those associated with the Borgo Ermada complex at 7.3 to 

12 m (Barbieri et al. 1999, p. 54). Combining this infor-
mation with that provided by the global eustatic sea level 
curve leads to the conclusion that the graben at this par-
ticular location has been subsiding between 9 and 15 cm 
every millennium. During the same period the horst rose 
ca. 8 cm per millennium, for example at Borgo Sabotino. 
Clear evidence for the latter rise can also be found on the 
seaward side of the marine terraces near Fiume Astura, 
where the Minturno and Borgo Ermada complexes as well 
as the Latina complex have been tilted (Sevink et al. 1982, 
pp. 376-377; Dai Pra & Arnoldus-Huyzendveld 1984). 
The subsidence of the graben is to some extent caused by 
compaction but mostly by tectonic activity (Barbieri et al. 
1999). There is some evidence along the northern edge of 
the Latina complex of neotectonic activity having been 
abruptly cut off along a fairly straight NW-SE running 
line. NE of this line deposits older than the Borgo Ermada 
levels are completely buried. This can only be explained 
by assuming a tectonic subsidence of the Agro Pontino 
(Sevink et al. 1984, p. 137).

Hydrography
There are many springs in the Pontine plain along the 
southern margins of the Monti Lepini and the Monti 
Ausoni, which according to Boni (1975) is caused by the 
fact that ‘the deep drainage is directed towards the south-
west where the impermeable belt decreases in height to 
only a few meters above sea level’. Nine clusters of springs 
have been identified, and these contribute to some of the 
larger watercourses such as the Cavata and the Cavatella, 
the Uffente and the Amaseno (Boni 1975; Boni et al. 1986; 
Table 2.3). Another phenomenon associated with sur-
facing groundwater is the formation of travertine-type 
deposits.26

26 Sevink and colleagues describe this process: ‘Calcium carbonates 
accumulated in the areas where groundwater high in carbonates 
stagnated and evaporated..... [This] resulted in the formation of 
travertine-like sediments and of calcareous muds, generally stand-
ing out over the surrounding peat area and deposited along and 
around springs and their outlets’ (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 10).

Table 2.3  The springs in and around the Pontine plain (after Boni et al. 1986).

Boni-number Name Altitude (m asl) Mean discharge (m3/s) Source of
1 Ninfa 29 2.5 Cavata, Cavatella
2 Acquapuzza, Regina, Catena 6 6.0 Cavata, Cavatella
3 Sardellane, Scafa Rapini 3 4.3 Uffente
4 Group Laghi dei Vescovo 3 0.2 Uffente
5 Gelso, Muro, Gricilli 3 2.0 Uffente
8 Group Sonnino ±150 2 Amaseno
9 Marutte 4 0.15 Amaseno
10 Group Ponticelli – Strada Consolare 3 0.35 Amaseno
11 Group Linea (Feronia, Mole) 2 2.6 Amaseno
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Summary Focus Area 2: Pontine plain
This review of the geological and geomorphological devel-
opment of the Pontine plain during the Late Holocene 
must precede a reliable reconstruction of the Bronze 
Age landscape and the changes that affected it before the 
Roman period in Chapter 10. Sections of this landscape 
have become covered by later deposits, and these must 
be ‘peeled off ’ before an assessment can be made of what 
opportunities and challenges the Bronze Age inhabitants 

of this landscape were facing. In order to be able to do 
this, first the causes of these depositional processes must 
be studied. Several issues are relevant here:
1) The position of the Borgo Ermada complex in the 

Pontine plain relative to the modern surface. Little is 
known as yet about the areas where the Borgo Ermada 
complex lies very deep beneath the modern surface. 

Figure 2.6.  The geological map of the RAP area (after geological maps on scale 1:25,000 Giannini et al. 1963; Ghezzi 1973). 
Top right: the geological map of the Maddalena catchment with springs, rivers and fault lines (after geological map on scale 1:25,000 Giannini et al. 1963). 
Holocene: Df: Mass movements, Dt: Talus; 
Miocene: M al: Shales, M a-c 1: Shales; 
Cretaceous: C c 2: Limestone; 
Beta: Igneous rock.
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2) The detailed distribution, origin and age of the identi-
fied colluvio-alluvial deposits. These are at present only 
approximately known. 

3) The depositional environment and the transition be-
tween fluvial/lacustrine and colluvio-alluvial deposits. 
On both issues only general information is available at 
present.

4) The precise delineation of those parts of the Bronze 
Age landscape that are covered and/or modified by 
later depositional processes and those that are not. 
Archaeological features in the latter would - theoretic-
ally - still be visible and accessible. 

With regard to the reconstruction of the Bronze Age land-
scape, specific questions arising from the review include 
the character and causes of the developments in drainage, 
depositional processes and vegetation that have affected 
the area of the Pontine marshes; the palaeohydrog-
raphy; and the start of the colluviation originating in the  
Monti Lepini.

2�2  The Geology of North Calabria
Calabria’s northern section is seismically highly active 
as a result of the collision between the Eurasian and the 
African plates, and also because the area contains sev-
eral faults. The most important of these is the Pollino 
fault, which on land runs west-north-west to east-south-
east from the Ionian Sea and the Sibari plain towards 
Campania (Piana del Sele) and the Tyrrhenian Sea 
(Ghisetti & Vezzani 1983; Collela 1988a; D’Agostino et al. 
2002; Ferreli et al. 1996; Michetti et al. 1997; Blumetti et 
al. 2002). Nearby the RAP area there are several minor 
faults at right angles to the Pollino fault such as the Civita- 
and the Castrovillari faults (Michetti et al. 1997; Cinti et 
al. 2002). Earthquakes are frequent along these faults and 
can cause mass movements. Research by Michetti et al. 
(1997) and Cinti et al. (2002) led to the conclusion that 
two Late Holocene earthquakes of sufficient strenght (6.5 
– 7 Richter magnitude) to cause mass movements had 
occurred in the area – one in 2000 – 410 BC, the other in 
the 6th to 12th century  AD. 

The uplift of the Eurasian plate has produced a frac-
tured landscape in this area, with several horst and gra-
ben features including the Crati and Sibari graben, both 
in the Crati basin (Colella et al. 1987, p. 722). From the 
Pliocene onwards the Crati basin became filled with 
marine and fluvial sands and clays that formed fan delta 
deposits (Collela 1988b, 1988c). Besides these Pliocene 
– Pleistocene deposits three rock types dominate in 
the study area: limestone, dolomite and shale (Figure 
2.6). The higher areas consist mainly of Triassic and 
Cretaceous limestone and dolomite, as well as Palaeocene 
and Miocene calcarenites (a limestone with clastic inclu-
sions; Figure 2.6). Also to be found are clastic deposits, 
mainly shales (Liguride Unit and Frido Unit) from the 
Cretaceous to the Early Miocene. The shales occasionally 

contain isolated ophiolite complexes (volcanic deposits 
formed in the deep sea; Ghisetti & Vezzani 1983; Grasso 
2001). The hard limestone is highly resistant to erosion, 
and local mountains such as the Monte Sellaro, the Timpa 
di San Lorenzo, the Timpa di Cassano, the Falconara, 
the Serra Dolcedorme, the Monte Pollino and the Pietra 
del Demanio mainly consist of limestone. Elsewhere the 
higher parts of the RAP area are characterised by shales 
that are easily weathered and eroded away, leaving behind 
a fairly level and often undulating landscape.

2.2.1  The Three Main Landscape Zones in the  
RAP area

The area covered by the RAP runs from the coast to the 
mountains, and it includes three landscape zones that are 
discussed below (Figure 2.7). 

The upper valley of the Raganello (RV)
In the Pollino mountains erosional and depositional phe-
nomena can be observed that are associated with glacial 
activity. Cirques occur at altitudes over 1900m asl. Glacial 
deposits occur at altitudes of 1600 to 1800m asl in the 
RAP area. These take the form of moraines that occasion-
ally contain boulders displaying glacial striations (Boenzi 
& Palmentola 1971). Periglacial phenomena can be found 
in the study area at altitudes over 1000-1200m asl, where 
solifluction deposits were formed during the cold-
est phases of the Pleistocene. According to Büdel (1951, 
p. 75) these deposits can be identified as breccias.27 The 
same period saw the formation of large alluvial fans in 
the upper Raganello valley, into which the modern river 
courses have cut deep gullies. 

Despite the presence of a combination of limestone 
and precipitation karst phenomena are rare in the RAP 
area, although there are many caves and springs (see 
Galdenzi 1997; Larocca 2003; Sangineto & La Rocca 1997 
for an overview). Many of these springs are to be found in 
the transitional zone between the limestone and the - only 
moderately permeable - Liguride Complex deposits, and 
also near large faults.

The marine terraces (MT)
Marine terraces, formed during the Quaternary as a result 
of the combination of tectonic uplift and sea level fluc-
tuations, are common in the coastal areas of Calabria and 
neighbouring regions (Carobene & Dai Pra 1990; Miyachi 
et al. 1994). Vezzani (1968) was the first to accurately 
describe and map the marine terraces around the Crati 
basin. They consist of a stepwise succession of wave-cut 

27 Oddly, on the geological map unit 2a/dt and ‘landslide/frana’ are 
labelled as ‘recent detritus’; however, the fact that they are mainly 
found above 1200m asl suggests that they were formed during the 
Pleistocene as a result of solifluction.
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platforms and associated alluvial fan delta-deposits.28 
During an interglacial, when sea levels are – relatively – 
high, wave action creates an abrasional terrace or wave-
cut platform, while seaward deltaic fans develop. On the 
landward side of each terrace are relict sea cliffs, and the 
zone where a cliff and a terrace/platform meet is called the 
inner edge or shoreline angle; it corresponds roughly to 
the palaeoshoreline (Cucci 2004). 

Using aerial photographs, topographical data and 
field observations Cucci (2004) was able to identify five 
marine terraces in the area around the Sibari plain. These 
are located at altitudes between 60 and 650m above pres-
ent sea level, although the oldest and highest terraces 
(>300m) are geomorphologicaly no longer visible, hav-
ing been subjected longest to erosional processes that 

28 The alluvial fan deltas in the south-eastern part of the study area in 
the Crati Basin date from the Late Pliocene to the Early Pleistocene 
(Colella et al. 1987; Colella 1988b; 1988c; 1988d; Martini et al. 2001). 
They were formed by a combination of tectonic movement and 
extensive sedimentation: tectonic subsidence created (and still cre-
ates) a basin into which torrential streams continuously deposit 
their sediments. The area around Cassano allo Ionio and Lauropoli, 
south of the Raganello, is filled by over 300m of Early Pleistocene 
fan delta deposits. The fact that these deposits are now to be found 
several hundred metres above sea level indicates that tectonic sub-
sidence in the graben ceased during or before the Early Pleistocene, 
and that it was replaced by tectonic uplift (Colella 1988b).

transformed their slopes. Figure 2 in Cucci’s publication 
(2004, p. 1394) suggests the presence of four marine ter-
races in the Raganello Basin (Table 2.4).

According to Cucci (2004, pp. 1399-1400) the rate of 
the tectonic uplift in this area has remained more or less 
constant at 0,98 mm/yr since the Eemian (MIS 5e), an 
observation that enables him to date the terraces approxi-
mately (see Table 2.4).29 In the older ones deep soils have 
formed, with a brownish top layer of variable thickness 
(varying from 10-60 cm) overlying dark reddish-brown 
to dusky red horizons. This top layer consists of reworked 
soil material, which differs from the reddish subsoil par-
ticularly by its lighter texture, a more porous structure, 
and sometimes by the presence of allochtonous gravel 
(Heilmann 1972, p. 37). Along the Raganello, segments of 
these marine terraces gradually merge into river terraces, 
which like the marine terraces have been uplifted and 
partly became cemented into conglomerate.

The Sibari plain (SP)
The Sibari plain occupies a large section of the study area. 
Geologically the Sibari plain is a subsidence area that from 

29 Other studies have calculated the average uplift in Calabria during 
the Middle and Late Pleistocene as varying between 0.6 and 1.0 
mm/yr (D’Agostino et al. 2002, p. 5). 

Figure 2.7.   Map of the RAP 
area: topography with the 
three main landscape zones 
(Upper Valley Raganello, 
Marine terraces and Sibari 
Plain).
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the Late Pliocene onwards has been gradually filled in.30 
Near the coast the Pleistocene substratum lies at a depth 
of ca. 70m. The Holocene alluvial deposits that cover it 
vary greatly in texture. Near the coast, peat deposits 
formed in a coastal lagoon can be encountered (Cotecchia 
& Pagliarulo 2001, p. 97). During the final phase of the 
Pleistocene and the Holocene the Raganello formed an 
alluvial fan at the transition between the plain and the 
marine terraces. An older and partly eroded phase of this 
fan abuts the foothills, while in the plain the formation of 
a younger fan continued until the Raganello was canal-
ized early in the 20th century.

The river largely responsible for the formation of 
the Sibari plain is the Crati. Close to its source south of 
Cosenza the Crati is a braided river, but once it reaches 
the plain it starts to meander, and along the coast it has 
formed a delta which is probably only ca. 26000 years 
old (Ricci Lucchi et al. 1984). During the last 2700 years 
the delta has progressed over a distance of ca. 2 to 2.5 km 
(Bellotti et al. 2003-2004) while the average progradation 
rate varies from ca. 0.92 to 2 m/yr. The average prograda-
tion rate of the Raganello estuary since the Middle Ages 
has been ca. 0.8 to 0.9 m/yr (Cucci 2005, pp. 1022-1023).

2.2.2  Focus area 3: the Maddalena catchment
The Maddalena catchment is separately described here 
because its erosional and depositional history has been 
closely studied by the Hidden Landscapes Project, as will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. The Maddalena 
area is situated at an altitude of 580 to 1700m asl. The 
Maddalena is a stream that drains into the Raganello 

30 According to Bellotti et al. (2003-2004, p. 123), for the past 2700 
years the Sibari plain has been subsiding at an average rate of 3 mm/
yr (locally 4.4 mm/yr) as a result of a combination of continuing 
tectonic activity (neotectonics) and the compression of recently 
deposited sediments. Cherubini et al. (2005) also mention glacio-
eustatic sea level change as a contributing factor. The sheer volume 
of the Holocene sediments increases the effect of compression in 
the Sibari plain, and the reclamation and especially the draining of 
the plain in the course of the 20th century accelerated it (Cotecchia 
et al. 1994, p. 247). The combined effects of these factors are easily 
observable: an IGM datum point set up in 1971 ca. 2 km south of 
the Sybaris excavations, for example, subsided no less than 20 cm in 
twenty years.

(Figure 2.6, top right). The geological history of the area is 
complex, as Figure 2.6 clearly shows. The most significant 
geological units include Cretaceous and Jurassic lime-
stone, Miocene shales, ophiolite, and detrital Pleistocene 
en Holocene deposits (Figure 2.6). The mountains - com-
posed of hard, erosion-resistant limestone - often have 
steep slopes while the softer shales are easily broken down 
into clayey deposits, resulting in undulating, rather level 
landscape forms. The shale areas are further character-
ised by several types of mass movements, from small 
rotational slides to slow moving but large-scale mud-
flows, and other, small-scale forms of erosion such as 
sheet erosion, rills and gullies (see Section 2.3.1 for a more 
extensive description of these erosion forms). Strike-slip 
faults, thrust faults and normal faults, produced by tec-
tonic uplift, have all left visible traces in the landscape. 
The shales along these contact zones have become meta-
morphosed to a greater extent and therefore weather 
less easily, which has resulted in local variations in relief. 
Ophiolite, a hard volcanic rock type, hardly weathers at 
all and is visible as prominent outcrops. The local geo-
morphology is dominated, however, by the dipslope of the 
Timpa di San Lorenzo and by the valley of the Maddalena. 
Several types of mass movements can be observed in this 
valley, while debris cones and slopes are present along the 
Timpa di San Lorenzo. Finally, springs rise to the surface 
along the boundary zone between the limestone and the 
shale, while badlands were formed in the higher sections 
of the valley, above 1100m asl.

2�3  Erosion and sedimentation
Erosion is in general a major factor in mountainous areas, 
as eroded materials are carried by water and gravity to 
lower areas via three processes: colluviation, alluviation 
and accumulation through mass wasting. In these lower 
areas accumulation of sediments occurs. Erosion and 
sedimentation are complementary and they operate at 
different scales, e.g., within an individual field on a slope 
(erosion near the top of the field and sedimentationnear 
the bottom), and in a catchment (erosion in the moun-
tains and sedimentation in the plain). ‘Soil erosion’ is the 
term for all forms of loss of soil material. Soil erosion takes 
place by water erosion and mass wasting (including tillage 

Table 2.4.  The marine terraces in the RAP area with the approximate elevation and age (after Cucci 2004).

Cucci-Terrace Elevation inner edge Platform dip Date (kyr) / Marine Isotope Stage Dating method
T1 75-80m asl 2° MIS 5c Correlation
T2 130-145m asl 2°-3° 130 / MIS 5e Aminostratigraphy (AAR 

dating)

T3
220-245 (north) and 
245-260m asl (central-west)

4° MIS 7 Correlation

T4 330-340m asl 4°-5° MIS 9 Correlation

T5
650m asl (located outside RAP 
area)

3° MIS 15 or MIS 11 Correlation
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erosion), and these are the dominant erosion processes in 
the fieldwork area.31 They are common and well-studied 
phenomena for the Calabrian peninsula, whereas there is 
relatively little knowledge about erosion processes in the 
Monti Lepini due to a lack of research, though field obser-
vations showed that water erosion is the dominant ero-
sion process in these mountains. Because of this lack of 
research, the examples and illustrations of erosion given 
in Section 2.3.1 are taken from Calabria and the RAP area 
(Figure 2.8). 

The most important sedimentation processes in 
the fieldwork areas are colluviation and alluviation. 
Sedimentation processes in the Monti Lepini and the 
Pontine plain are extensively described in section 2.1.2. 
Sedimentation processes in the Sibari plain are described 
in section 2.2.1. 

2.3.1  Erosion
Water erosion is a collective term, which covers overland 
erosion, sheet and rill erosion and gully erosion. Heavy 
rain storms lead to splash erosion as the kinetic energy 
of the droplets separates the individual soil particles, 

31 Wind erosion is rare in these areas since the average wind force is 
too low for it to occur (Torri et al. 2006, p. 245); also erosion by ice 
is nowadays rare.

breaking down soil aggregates. The fallen precipitation 
itself induces overland flow, which leads to erosion as loose 
soil particles are being swept away by the overland flow. If 
a large volume of water runs down in a concentrated mass 
and at sufficient speed, rills and gullies will form that cut 
down into the soil or rock, accompanied by erosion due 
to overland flow in the areas in-between, in the so-called 
inter-rill zones (Wainwright 2009, 185).32 The eroded sedi-
ments will be quickly transported away from the inter-
rill zones via the linear rills and gullies (Van Dijck 2000). 
Certain forms of agricultural land use, such as vineyards 
and orchards, increase surface runoff because the areas 
between the cultivated rows are only sparsely covered by 
vegetation for most of the year. These forms of cultivation 
are also accompanied by linear elements such as tractor 
trails, tire tracks and furrows into which surface runoff 
can accumulate; roadside ditches have the same effect. All 
these factors together produce an increased discharge of 
rain water from agricultural areas into the rivers, both in 
peak runoff and in total volume.

Water erosion is common in Italy, because of the 
many steep slopes, intensive and relatively large-scale 

32 Unconcentrated (or inter-rill) overland flow erosion is often mis-
leadingly called ‘sheet’ or ‘wash’ erosion (Wainwright 2009, p. 183).

Figure 2.8.  Some examples of erosion in the RAP area (photos 9a, b and d by the author, photo 9c by E. Bolhuis). Photo 9a: water erosion (forming of 
rills); 9b: rock fall; 9c: land slides in the Maddalena valley and 9d: creep erosion.
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agricultural mechanisation, and the presence of highly 
erodible subsoil materials (Torri et al. 2006), and Calabria 
is one of the Italian regions most affected by intense water 
erosion (Terranova et al. 2009, p. 230). Especially the agri-
cultural areas in the region produce large volumes of sedi-
ment as a result of water erosion (Van Asch 1980). Figure 
2.8a shows an example of water erosion in the RAP area.

Mass wasting is a general term for a variety of pro-
cesses by which earth materials move downslope under 
the influence of the gravitational force of the material 
itself and without the assistance of moving water, ice or 
air (Summerfield 1991, p. 167). In this study, the actual 
process of downslope motion is named ‘mass movement’. 

Mass movements can be classified in various ways (Figure 
2.9). There are five primary mechanisms of movement: 
fall, topple, slide, flow and lateral spread, and many fac-
tors contribute to their occurrence (Summerfield 1991, pp. 
168-169, tables 7.4 and 7.5; Selby 1993; Dikau et al. 1996, 
table 1.3; Ritter et al. 1995, table 4.5). These include specific 
lithological and climate conditions, with lithology being a 
particularly prominent factor in the Apennines (Giraudi, 
2005a and 2005b). Tillage erosion occurs by detachment 
of the soil by agricultural equipment and its subsequent 
transport by gravity (Wainwright 2009, p. 182) and is 
therefore a type of mass wasting. Tillage erosion as a rule 
only leads to soil transport over a short distance within a 

Figure 2.9.  Typology of the main mass movements (http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2004/3072).
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field or terrace (Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 254). In 
the Mediterranean region mass wasting is responsible for 
a significant amount of sediment mobilization. 

Mass movements easily develop in soft-rock sedi-
ments commonly found in Calabria, such as flysch 
deposits. These deposits often consist of smectitic clays 
which shrink in summer and swell in winter, leading to 
cracks which in turn may set off mass movements. Other  
important factors that may trigger mass movements in 
Calabria are the combination of intense rainfall, earth-
quakes and human intervention (Ergenzinger 1992).33 
According to Sorisso-Valvo (1993, p. 79) the long-term 
erosion rate for Calabria due to mass movement can be 
roughly assessed as amounting to ca. 0.2 mm/yr. Tillage 
erosion is very important in Calabria and leads to sig-
nificant soil erosion. Especially in the higher parts of the 
RAP area rock falls and slides occur (see Figures 2.8b and 
2.8c). Figure 2.8d shows an example of creep erosion in 
the Mad dalena catchment.

Soil erosion is defined as the erosion of the natural, 
unconsolidated, mineral and organic material occur-
ring above bedrock on the surface of the Earth (Allaby & 
Allaby 1999). It can be the result of water erosion, erosion 
associated with mass movements, and tillage erosion. In 
mountainous regions, water erosion and mass movements 
are responsible for the transportation of soil material, but 
they differ in the time scale and the spatial dimensions 
that are involved. Mass movements often transport a large 
volume of material in a short time, while the volume 
transported by one overland flow is much smaller. Water 
erosion by overland flow for instance, will occur during 
every heavy rain storm, while mass movements only 
occur, often abruptly, under extreme conditions such as a 
period of prolonged, heavy precipitation, or earthquakes.

The severity of soil erosion in Calabria is often linked 
to wheat cultivation, which involves leaving ploughed 
fields fallow in winter. This results in overland flow and 
rill erosion, and ultimately in the formation of gullies. 
When these are levelled through ploughing in the next 
spring, the topsoil will gradually disappear, leaving the 
compact subsoil on the surface. Gully formation is further 
stimulated by ploughing the fields along the slope, instead 
of along the contour lines (Verstappen 1977).

2.3.2  Sedimentation
Colluviation occurs when soil cover is sparse and soil 
aggregates are transported downslope. This is particularly 
due to heavy rainfall, leading to saturation of the topsoil 
and/or surface runoff, which will transport soil aggregates 
downhill. These may then end up in a river, disintegrating 
during lengthy transport into the primary components, 

33 Historically, mass movements have been reported in southern 
Calabria during the 1783 and 1905 earthquakes and after the extreme 
rainfall and storms of 1972 and 1973 (Van Asch 1980, p. 133; Sorisso-
Valvo 1997; Chiodo et al. 2002).

which upon sedimentation constitute fluvial sediments. 
Thus, intense and frequent rainfall in combination with 
overland flow, sparse vegetation/soil cover and human 
activities34 lead to erosion and will result in the forma-
tion of colluvium: a loose, non-stratified, ill-sorted, het-
erogeneous mixture of various size grades derived from 
soil/subsoil erosion upslope and redeposited at the base of 
slopes (French 2003). Colluviation is particularly impor-
tant for the landscape development of the Pontine plain 
(see Section 2.1.2). 

Alluviation is the landscape forming process by rivers. 
Alluvial deposits (alluvium) are well-sorted, homoge-
neous, freshwater-borne sediments, generally composed 
of very fine sand, silt and clay-size material, entrained 
in and aggrading in a river floodplain situation (French 
2003, p. 252). Alluviation is especially important for the 
development of the Pontine plain (see Section 2.1.2) and 
the Sibari plain (see Section 2.2.1).

Accumulation of sediments by mass wasting is more 
complex in nature. Most mass movements have a zone 
of depletion and a zone of accumulation, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.9. For both fieldwork areas, the total volume of 
accumulated material by mass wasting is relatively small 
compared to the total volume of sedimentation by collu-
viation and alluviation. Therefore, on a landscape scale it 
is not a very important mechanism and is therefore not 
explained in detail.

2�4  Anthropogenic erosion and sedimentation: 
causes, phases and implications

In this section the influence of humans on erosion and 
sedimentation in Central and South Italy, from the 
Neolithic till the Roman period is presented. Important 
erosion studies in the Mediterranean area and methodo-
logical problems of these studies are presented in Section 
2.4.1. The subject of Section 2.4.2 is the implication of soil 
erosion and sedimentation for archaeological sites.

During the protohistoric and Classical periods erosion 
in Italy intensified. There is evidence for an associated 
severe aggradation of rivers in the Mediterranean region 
from ca 4000 BP onward. Estuaries were filled with coarse 
debris and coastal marshes and lakes were formed, which 
subsequently between ca. 3500 and 2500 BP silted up 
(Tortora et al. 2001, p. 477). Biserni and Van Geel (2005), 
among others, explain this aggradation phase as a result 
of human activity. They link the increased sedimenta-
tion rate in the Grosseto/Ombrone alluvial plain (Figure 

34 Slopes will be destabilised by intensive pastoralism, particu-
larly if large forested areas are being burned down in the dry sea-
son in order to stimulate the growth of new grass for the flocks. 
Subsequent forest regeneration, or ‘second-growth forest’, is par-
ticularly hampered if fields are grazed by goats and without thick, 
protective vegetation the soil is thus left exposed to the winter rains 
(McNeill 1992, pp. 276-282). Also agriculture creates bare, unpro-
tected topsoils which will lead to soil erosion (Holliday 2004, pp. 
324-337; Macklin & Woodward 2009).
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2.1a) around 2800 BP to the simultaneous intensification, 
documented in palaeobotanical studies, of agriculture in 
the region.35 In eastern Central Italy, where the Holocene 
history of several rivers in the Marche and Molise has 
been thoroughly studied (Barker & Hunt 1995; Coltorti 
1997; Vermeulen et al. 2003; Goethals et al. 2009), the for-
mation of beach barriers between ca. 1500 and 300 BC is 
explained as being induced by the presence of large quan-
tities of river-transported sediments, which in turn were 
the result of changing land use in the course of the Bronze 
and Iron Ages (Coltorti 1997). In the Biferno valley in the 
Molise, Neolithic/Bronze Age and Late Samnite/Roman 
alluvial depositional phases have been identified along 
with a third, much more recent one. The Samnite/Roman 
alluviation phase began in the 2nd or 3rd century BC, 
and Barker and Hunt (1995, p. 156) ascribe its onset to the 
extension of cultivation and the intensification in produc-
tion systems (new crops, new husbandry systems, market 
production) associated with an increase in population. 

Similar studies have been carried out in the neigh-
bourhood of the two HLP study areas. Abbott (1997), for 
instance, studied the Holocene development history of 
the Metapontino and the region around Crotone (Figure 
2.1a), identifying in both areas a Holocene sequence of 
alternating aggradation and erosion phases. Aggradation 
phases in both areas coincided with the Late Neolithic/
Early Bronze Age, and in the Metapontino also with the 
Early Bronze Age (in which a large volume of material was 
deposited within a short period), the Iron Age and the 
period of Greek colonisation. Abbott explains the rapid 
Bronze Age aggradation in the Metapontino as a result 
of, among others, human interventions in the landscape 
such as deforestation and agriculture (1997, p. 224), while 
he ascribes aggradation during the Iron Age/Greek colo-
nisation period to the same factors. Attema et al. (2005) 
identified a phase of accelerated sedimentation in the 
Sibaritide which was associated with the rivers Raganello 
and Coscile/Crati and lasted from the Roman period 
(oldest 14C date 2120 ± 35 BP) until ca. 450 BP. The sedi-
mentation rate during this period was ca. 0.5 cm/y, which 
exceeds the annual average of 0.03 cm/y for the past 2700 
years published by Bellotti et al. (2003-2004, p. 123) to the 
extent that only human activity can explain it.

In the area of Pastena in Middle Italy, near the Monti 
Lepini (Figure 2.1b), lacustrine deposits in karst depres-
sions appear to have been formed in lakes that grew after 
colluvium with extremely low permeability had accumu-
lated in the depressions (Spaargaren 1979, pp. 108-109). 
Spaargaren also mentioned a colluvial layer observed 
in core samples from the polje Piana di San Andrea, at 

35 According to Biserni et al. (2005) the sedimentation rates in the 
Ombrone delta were approximately 0.9 mm/yr before 2800 cal yr 
BP, and 1.4 mm/yr between 2800 cal yr BP and the present. They 
ascribe this increase in sedimentation rate to an increase of human 
interference.

ca. 300m asl, which contained Roman pottery down to 
a depth of 6m below the surface. He explained this col-
luvium as a result of human activity, probably during 
the Roman period, and on the basis of its volume he cal-
culated that the slopes around the depression once had 
a soil cover of at least 75 cm thick (Spaargaren 1979, p. 
109). Finally, Sevink (personal communication) believes 
that the alluvial/colluvial deposits formed after ca. 500-
600 BC in the valley of the Astura in South Lazio were 
caused by soil degradation, produced by deforestation in 
the Astura drainage basin. As a result of the soil degrada-
tion the regime of the Astura changed suddenly, from a 
stable volume and low velocity to an irregular and at times 
extreme volume in combination with heavy sedimenta-
tion of eroded soil.

2.4.1  Erosion studies and methodological problems

Late Holocene alluviation and colluviation in the 
Mediterranean region
Much has already been written on the intensification 
of alluviation/colluviation in the Late Holocene (see 
Lang & Bork 2006 for a recent overview of European 
research). The debate on alluviation in the Mediterranean 
area began with the publication of Claudio Vita-Finzi’s 
‘The Mediterranean Valleys’ (1969), in which he pre-
sented a number of case studies on alluviation in river 
valleys around the Mediterranean. This first synthesis 
of Mediterranean alluvial geochronology (Macklin & 
Woodward 2009, p. 323) formed the starting point for 
many subsequent regional studies on the subject (e.g., 
Barker 1995a; 1995b; Abbott & Valastro 1995; Abbott 
1997; Van Andel et al. 1986; 1990; Van Andel & Zangger 
1990; Zangger 1992). Vita-Finzi defined two depositional 
phases - the Older and Younger Fills, respectively Late 
Glacial and Late Roman to early Post-Roman in date - that 
occurred simultaneously throughout the Mediterranean 
region and that were caused by climatic changes. Vita-
Finzi’s ideas were promoted in the 1970s and 1980s by the 
English archaeologist Bintliff (Bintliff 1975; 1992, p.125), 
but by then physical geographers were already identifying 
some weaknesses in them.36 As new studies were carried 
out in the 1980s, particularly in Greece, and more and bet-
ter dates became available, Vita-Finzi’s model came under 
increasing pressure (Butzer 1980; Davidson 1980; Grove & 
Rackham 2001, p. 291). The Argolid Exploration Project, 
for example, identified four major Holocene erosion 
phases in the Argolid from the Early Bronze Age onwards 

36 Vita-Finzi’s chronological framework was based on a very small 
number of radiocarbon dates, and his proposed mechanism of river 
response to Holocene climatic change presumed large-scale shifts 
in atmospheric circulation across the Mediterranean for which no 
independent high-resolution climate records were yet available in 
the late 1960’s. Nor did his model incorporate the potential impact 
of human activity in river basins during the Holocene (Macklin and 
Woodward 2009, pp. 335-336).
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(Pope & Van Andel 1984; Van Andel et al. 1986). Van Andel 
suggested that socio-economic and demographic factors 
were the primary factors controlling hill-slope processes 
and river alluviation and erosion (Macklin & Woodward 
2009, p. 337), and rejected climate as a relevant factor. 

All these studies showed that there had been many 
more alluviation phases than just Vita-Finzi’s two, that 
they had not been synchronous throughout the region 
(Wagstaff 1981), and that the Younger Fill has a wider 
spread of dates than that assumed by Vita-Finzi (Butzer 
1980; Grove & Rackham 2001, p. 305). Also, the role of 
human activity in Late-Holocene alluviations began to 
receive more attention (Wagstaff 1981; Van Andel et al. 
1986; 1990; Van Andel & Zangger 1990). Abbott (1997, 
p. 2) adequately summed up this shift in thinking when 
he wrote: ‘Now, twenty-eight years after the initial pub-
lication of Mediterranean Valleys, the basic thesis of the 
work has been largely discredited, as study after study has 
demonstrated unique, asynchronous alluvial stratigraphic 
sequences that correlate well with local variations in the 
archaeological record, and in particular with changes 
in settlement density’. The Greek studies clearly showed 
that erosion in the Early Bronze Age and in the Middle 
Byzantine period had coincided with population growth, 
which had led to an expansion of agricultural land through 
forest clearance (Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 247). On 
the other hand, during the transitional phase between 
the Hellenistic period and the Early Roman period it was 
rather a population decrease which led to erosion, as a 
result of partial abandonment of the landscape and the 
lack of maintenance of essential structures such as terrace 
walls or check dams (Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 248) 
and an increase in pastoralism. Finally, a 20th-century 
erosion phase coincided with agricultural mechanisation 
(Barker 1996, p. 168; Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 247). 

Continuing research during the 1990’s (Bintliff 1992; 
Bintliff et al. 2000b; 2002, Roberts 1998; Wilkinson 2005 
and Butzer 2008) partly restored the role of climate. New 
models treat alluviation as a result of a combination of 
human impact on the landscape, climatic changes and 
extreme weather conditions (Roberts 1998, p. 191; Bintliff 
2000b and 2002). Of particular relevance for this study is 
the concept of accelerated or enhanced erosion. According 
to Butzer accelerated soil erosion in the Mediterranean 
region began during the Bronze Age, ‘in response to 
human misuse of land’ (Butzer 1980, p. 138). In the words 
of Wainwright & Thornes: ‘One of the consequences of 
agriculture is the production of enhanced runoff and ero-
sion. In the early period of clearance, the use of fire might 
also be expected to enhance erosion rates. We might 
therefore expect there to be some relationship between 
the development of agriculture and increased erosion 
rates’ (Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 247).

Methodological problems
When studying erosional processes and erosion/alluvia-
tion phases, it is often difficult to distinguish between 
cause and effect, and between natural and anthropogenic 
factors. Many scholars assume a causal relation between 
human activity and the occurrence of alluviation and ero-
sion when the following conditions have been fulfilled 
(Hunt et al. 1992):

 • climate change as a causal factor has been ruled out, 
which is for instance the case if no such change can be 
identified as having occurred simultaneously in a large 
area; 

 • there is direct, pollen-based evidence for deforestation; 
 • there is archaeological and/or historical evidence for 

intensive human activity in the study area. 

But this in turn ignores the following possible scenarios:
a) in spite of otherwise favourable conditions, erosion 

may not in fact occur because the soil material has al-
ready been eroded away during previous episodes;

b) there may be geomorphological thresholds present;
c) depending on the steepness and the morphology of the 

eroded area, there may be a time delay (lag) of centuries 
or sometimes millennia between the onset of erosion 
and any subsequent deposition of the eroded mater-
ial in a drainage basin or lowland setting (Heine et 
al. 2005; Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 257; Erkens 
2009, p. 206).

Scenario b needs some explanation. Erosion is often a 
local, non-synchronous phenomenon (Grove & Rackham 
2001, p. 311) because its onset and nature depend on the 
local soil, lithology and cultural/economic history. Above 
a certain threshold the local geomorphological system will 
become unbalanced, after which the balance is restored 
by erosion and deposition (Butzer 2005, p. 1795).37 Since 
this threshold is specific for each region, areas situated in 
close proximity to each other and sharing a similar cli-
mate- and land use history may yet go through differ-
ent phases of erosion and alluviation. One of the factors 
influencing a threshold is human activity. Roberts claims, 
for example, that the Roman agricultural infrastructure 
with its terraces created a metastable equilibrium, whereby 
eroded soil material was retained on the slopes by the ter-
race walls (Roberts 1998, p. 192). After the collapse of the 
Roman central administration, however, the terraces and 
their retaining walls were no longer maintained, leading 

37 Terms like ‘equilibrium’, ‘(meta) stable’ and ‘thresholds’ are derived 
from the systems approach within physical geography (Chorley & 
Kennedy 1971, pp. 201-250). The meaning of threshold in a geo-
morphic system is explained by Huggett (2003, p. 21): ‘A threshold 
separates different states of a system. It marks some kind of transition 
in the behaviour, operation, or state of a system. Many geomorphic 
processes operate only after a threshold has been crossed. Landslides, 
for instance, require a critical slope angle, all other factors being con-
stant, before they occur’.
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to severe erosion and an accumulation of soil in the river 
valleys during the Post-Roman period (Roberts 1998). 
This explains why the onset of erosion and alluviation in 
many valleys falls after the classical period, although land 
use peaked during that time.

Sedimentation as proxy evidence for erosion.
Studies of (increased) soil erosion often use net deposition, 
since it is easier to determine how much material has been 
deposited in river valleys, floodplains, estuaries and lakes 
than it is to assess how much has been removed from its 
original location (Dearing 1991). 38 Still, using sedimenta-
tion as proxy evidence for erosion has some drawbacks, 
as Roberts (1998, p. 51) stated: ‘In all cases sediment yield 
is used as a surrogate for soil loss, which tends to under-
estimate true erosion rates’. Nonetheless, net deposition 
can be a useful tool when estimating the extent of soil 
erosion in the Agro Pontino. In this thesis the sedimen-
tation rates in the Late Holocene in the Pontine plain will 
be taken as a measure for the erosion in the Monti Lepini 
(see Chapters 8 and 9).

2.4.2  Implications of soil erosion and sedimentation for 
archaeological sites

When focusing on the erosion of archaeological sites, 
overland flow, rilling, and gullying are the main fac-
tors involved. Artefacts may be moved before being 
re deposited and covered elsewhere, and field observa-
tions as well as computer simulations have demonstrated 
that severe water erosion may destroy entire sites (Bintliff 
& Snodgrass 1988; Allen 1991; Wainwright 1992 and 1994; 
Field & Banning 1998; Barton et al. 2002). Erosion, and 
particularly water erosion, is a continuous process taking 
place on every fallow field after heavy rainfall. Compared 
to the effects of mass movements those of water erosion 
are minimal for each single episode, but their cumula-
tive effect over the years may change the landscape and 
archaeological sites. Mass movements are random events, 
sudden and unpredictable. Their results can be as destruc-
tive as they are impressive, such as when in February 
2010 an entire mountain slope near Maierato (near Vibo 
Valentia in Calabria) came down in one single move-
ment. The impact of mass movements on archaeological 
sites is difficult to estimate and has not yet been studied. 
However, it is clear that a landslide on the scale of the one 
at Maierato would completely wipe away any and all sites 
on the sliding portion of the slope, as well as those in its 
downhill path. Archaeological sites in plains can be bur-
ied by sediments in such way that it is not possible to find 

38 Variations in the rate of erosion can be examined with the concept 
of correlated basin deposits, which is the principle that the thickness 
and nature of the deposits in a basin allows for the reconstruction 
of erosion and sedimentation in both the graben and the adjacent 
mountains, and of the climatic conditions and tectonics. The con-
cept is also applicable on a much smaller time scale.

them by field survey (Cremaschi 1987; Fontana 2006). 
Sedimentation in mountain areas can also cover archaeo-
logical sites, for example sites behind a terrace wall where 
they are covered by a layer of colluvium (Krahtopoulou & 
Frederick 2008). Due to the cover, sites are protected from 
soil tillage and erosion and therefore preserved.





In this chapter I will discuss archaeological research (sur-
veys) conducted by the GIA and others prior to 2005 in 
the PRP and RAP study areas, in order to give an over-
view of the settlement data and history available at the 
start of the Hidden Landscapes Project. Also discussed 
are the methodology of field walking surveys in general 
and that of the Hidden Landscapes Project in particular.39 
I will further explain which datasets (from the Hidden 
Landscapes Project and other sources) were selected for 
this PhD Research, how reliable these survey data are, and 
how they can be used. 

In Section 3.1 the research and settlement histories 
are presented of both study areas up to 2005, following 
mainly the synthesis presented in Attema et al. 2011a.40 In 
view of the importance of the study of uplands and high-
lands for the Hidden Landscapes Project Section 3.2 is 
devoted to some case studies which show how the Italian 
highlands (the Apennines and the Alps) were used from 
the Bronze Age to the Roman period. For the benefit of 
readers lacking a background in the methodology of arch-
aeological field surveys in Section 3.3 their potential and 
limitations will be discussed. In Section 3.4 the Hidden 
Landscapes Project approach to mountain surveying 
will be presented. Finally, Sections 3.5 and 3.6 concern 
the survey dataset used in this thesis and their reliability  
and limitations.

3�1  Archaeological data available in 2005

3.1.1  The Pontine Region

The GIA Pontine Region Project (PRP)
GIA’s Pontine Region Project, directed by Professor 
Attema (Attema 1993a; 1995a; 1996), which began in 
1987, has since gone through four phases (see Figure 3.1). 

39 Survey methodology in Italy as applied in landscape archae-
ology by both Italian and foreign researchers has a long tradition 
ranging from extensive topographical surveys to highly inten-
sive systematic survey. For a concise introduction to the history 
and development of survey methodology in Italy, see Cambi and 
Terrenato (1994, pp. 13-43) and Cambi (2011). The international 
Populus project, published in five volumes published by Barker and 
Mattingly in 1999, marks the increasing methodological integra-
tion of Italian and foreign schools since the 1990’s, a tradition on 
which the Hidden Landscapes Project builds.

40 See Guidi (1991; 1996) for an analysis of the wider pre-and proto-
historical patterns of South Lazio.

The first phase (1987-1991) aimed at an understanding 
of development and change in social organization in the 
first millennium BC (Attema 1993a), focussing specific-
ally on the pre-Roman landscape of the Pontine Region. 
In the second phase (1992-1998) the project targeted the 
impact of early Roman colonization on the protohistoric 
landscape (Attema 1995a, p. 67). The third phase (1998-
2006) was part of a joined collaboration project, Regional 
Pathways to Complexity, between the Departments of 
Mediterranean Archaeology of the Dutch universi-
ties RUG and VU University Amsterdam (RPC pro-
ject; Attema et al. 1998; Van Leusen 2002; Attema et al. 
2011a). This project included a study of the impact of 
colonization on the social complexity of the Italian cul-
tures; specifically, change and continuity in the organiza-
tion and perception of the landscape were looked at, as 
well as regional similarities and differences. The RPC pro-
ject covered a 1500-year-period from the Middle Bronze 
Age to the Late Roman Republic. Two PhD projects were 
conducted in this phase: Alessandri 2009, which focused 
on the protohistoric period, and work by Satijn (in prep.) 
on the Late Imperial Period and the Early Middle Ages. 
In the fourth phase (2005-) two more PhD projects were 
initiated which cover the Roman period in the Pontine 
Region (De Haas 2011, Tol 2012), as well as the Hidden 
Landscapes Project of which the current PhD research 
forms a part. The activities of the Pontine Region Project 
in the Monti Lepini between 1988 an 2008 have been pub-
lished in Roovers & Van Leusen (2010).

Pontine Region Project: research methods
Research during phase 1 of the Pontine Region Project 
concentrated on the foothills of the Monti Lepini and 
on the tuff area. Several survey methods were applied 
during phases 1 and 2, starting with a topographical sur-
vey41 on the protohistoric site of Caracupa-Valvisciolo 
(Appendix 3.1). This was followed by extensive surveys 
along three transects running from the Via Appia to the 
footslopes of the Monti Lepini. The resulting distribu-
tion maps are not detailed representations of archaeo-
logical landscapes (such as those produced during the 
intensive surveys) but rather environmental and archaeo-
logical ‘landscape profiles’. Several sites were intensively 

41 In this dissertation by topographical survey an archaeological sur-
vey is meant (not a survey to make a topographic map).
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surveyed, like the proto-urban settlement Caprifico near 
Cisterna and the hilltop settlement at Contrada Casali 
(Roovers & Van Leusen 2010). Typically, intensive sur-
veys covered 25% of all fields. Site surveys often used 
the ‘string square method’, i.e. all surface finds within a 
16m2-area were collected (Attema 1993b, pp. 68-69). In 
phase 3 a more systematic and intensive survey method 

was adopted, and fields were subdivided into 50x50m 
units of which 20-25% were covered (Van Leusen 2002). 
Data for each unit were recorded on unit forms, including 
estimates of potential bias factors affecting the recovery 
of archaeological materials (visual confusion as caused 
by the stoniness of the soil, the amount of recent mater-
ial on the surface, and the contrast between sunlight and 

Figure 3.1.  Phasing of the Pontine Region Project, 1987 – 2011 (after Attema et al. 2007, fig. 1).
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shade; visual obstruction as caused by vegetation cover, 
tillage, and weathering; an estimate of the final visibil-
ity combining all of these factors).42 This method was 
first used in 1998-9 in the coastal land unit near Borgo 
Grappa (Attema et al. 2001). GPS and a PDA (handheld 
computer) were routinely employed from 2002 onwards. 
Examples of these early intensive and large-scale surveys 
are those carried out in the Astura River valley and in 
the territory of Nettuno (Attema et al. 2009; Attema et al. 
2011b).43

Settlement from the Bronze Age  
to the Roman Imperial period
Since this study focuses on the Bronze Age to Roman 
period I will describe the settlement history between 
2000 BC and AD 500. On the banks of the Lago Albano 
a central settlement seems to have developed as early as 
the Middle Bronze Age (Alessandri 2009, pp. 102-104). 
Population density in the Alban Hills in the Late Bronze 
Age was high, probably in response to a combination of 
fertile soils, sources of fresh water, and attractive settle-
ment locations. There is evidence for Bronze Age salt pro-
duction sites along the coast (Nijboer et al. 2006; Attema 
& Alessandri 2012). Population densities in the Pontine 
plain and the mountains were very low in this period. In 
the Iron Age the Alban Hills remained the core area where 
a Latin culture developed, with large central settlements 
at Ariccia, Lanuvium and Velletri. Near the coast, settle-
ments developed at Ardea, Lavinium and Satricum44, and 
further inland those of Cisterna di Latina and Caracupa-
Valvisciolo. Earthen defensive banks (agger), often in 
combination with ditches, have been found at Satricum, 
Ardea and Antium. At Satricum a sanctuary to the god-
dess Mater Matuta was built in the 6th century BC, on a 
plan derived from Greek examples. From the Late Iron 
Age onwards the population of the foothills of the Monti 
Lepini increased; an important Iron Age-Archaic centre 
is Caracupa-Valvisciolo with its cemeteries. Between 
the Archaic and Early Republican periods (i.e. the post-
Archaic period) central places in the Pontine region 
appear to have contracted while rural settlement in the 
Alban hills and the tuff area remained dense. This was 
the period when Roman colonies were founded along 
the margins of the Monti Lepini, like Norba (492 BC  
according to Livy), Signia/Segni and Setia/Sezze (382 BC 

42 See for more information about the unit form the dissertation of 
van Leusen (2002, Chapter 8).

43 Surveys carried out by De Haas (2011) in the Pontine plain were 
equally systematic and intensive, as was another one conducted by 
Tol (2012). In the second phase of his field research the latter revis-
ited sites and carried out a detailed survey, collecting all archaeo-
logical materials within 1m2-squares.

44 Excavations at Satricum were conducted by the GIA in the 1970s 
en 80s (see e.g., Maaskant-Kleibrink 1987 and 1992); field research 
by the University of Amsterdam is still ongoing (see e.g., Gnade 
2000).

according to antique sources). According to Attema et al. 
(2011a) these walled towns were to protect the Pontine 
plain and the Sacco valley from the Volsci. Antique 
sources state that another Roman colony was founded on 
the Monte Circeo in 361 BC. The foundation of the Sezze 
colony led in the post-Archaic period to a significant pop-
ulation increase in the plain below that town, with sim-
ple villages and farms springing up. In 312 BC the Via 
Appia was constructed, the road from Roma to Brindisi 
that skirts the Alban hills and crosses the Pontine plain 
towards Terracina. In the Republican period the pres-
ence of this road led to the incorporation of the Alban 
hills into the Roman suburbium. Towns flourished and 
villas and farms arose everywhere. Antium and Norba 
also prospered, but Satricum and Cisterna shrank. The 
old Archaic Latin towns which were situated along the 
new infrastructure survived; those in the periphery went 
into decline. Pontine Region Project studies conducted 
below Sezze, Norba and near Ninfa were able to establish 
that many platform villas were founded in the foothills in 
the 3rd century BC (De Haas et al. 2012). The area below 
Sezze also had its economic heyday during the Republican 
period; in the Imperial period, however, the population 
appears to have decreased. During the Late Republican 
period and Early Empire the Roman elite built luxurious 
villae maritimae along the coast and the lagoons. 

3.1.2  The Raganello Basin

The Raganello Archaeological Project (RAP)
The Raganello Archaeological Project (RAP) grew out 
of the GIA excavations on the Timpone della Motta near 
Francavilla Marittima. Following pilot studies in 1991-2, 
which involved field surveys and test trenches, the first 
GIA excavation campaign began in 1993 and was directed 
by Professor Kleibrink. Annual excavations, surveys and 
find processing campaigns continued until 2003. The 
excavations focused on the acropolis and on the settle-
ment on the terraces (Kleibrink 2006). The RAP, which 
succeeded these excavations and which ran from 2003 
to 2008, was set up to study the settlement history of the 
Raganello Basin from prehistory to the Byzantine period 
(Attema et al. 2005; Attema 2012). It encompassed field 
surveys, excavations and landscape studies as well as 
activities aimed at the general public. Annual field surveys 
were conducted to study the rural settlement history and 
hierarchy in both protohistory and the later periods, the 
impact of Greek and Roman dominance on local settle-
ment systems, and the changes which resulted in the Late 
Roman and Byzantine landscape.

RAP studies: methods
Between 1991 and 2001 various types of surveys, inten-
sive and extensive, took place around the Timpone della 
Motta (see Appendix 3.2), conducted by GIA staff and 
students. In 2000 more systematic survey methods were 
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introduced and subsequently applied within the Raganello 
Archaeological Project. Intensive block surveys involved a 
subdivision of fields into units of approximately 50 by 50 
metres, with individual surveyors being spaced 10m apart 
(i.e. 20% coverage). In each unit all finds were collected 
(except for obviously recent material). Additional sam-
ples were collected if the situation demanded it (i.e. an 
observed increase in find density). Another team would 
conduct a much more extensive survey in an adjoining 
and partially overlapping area in order to provide material 
to compare the two methods. This intensive and system-
atic survey method using 50x50m units and a 20% cover-
age was adopted as the standard for subsequent surveys, 
aided since 2002 by handheld field computers with GPS. 
From 2000 to 2006 the surveys concentrated on an area 
within a 5km radius around the Timpone della Motta. In 
2006 the Hidden Landscapes Project was initiated in the 
RAP area.

Settlement in and around the Raganello Basin:  
Bronze Age to Roman Imperial period
A thick alluvial cover prevented the discovery of any pre-
historic or protohistoric settlement remains in the plain 
of the Sibaritide (Attema et al. 2011a, p. 89). In the foot-
hills surrounding the plain large Bronze Age and Iron Age 
settlements developed at Torre Mordillo, Timpone della 
Motta and Broglio di Trebisacce (Attema et al. 2011a, pp. 
91-95). According to protohistorian Peroni, landscape 
zones like the foothills were very densely settled at this 
time and they may even have approached the limits of 
their carrying capacity, which would have created con-
siderable economic pressure. During the Recent Bronze 
Age Torre Mordillo and Broglio di Trebisacce were forti-
fied with earthworks and wooden palisades, which sug-
gests that defensible acropolises were being created. Again 
according to Peroni the economic system in this period 
was based on the redistribution of goods. Final Bronze 
Age sites in the south of the Sibaritide are situated at 
higher elevations; this was a period when (again accord-
ing to Peroni) an observed decrease in the number of 
large sites coincided with territorial expansion at the most 
important sites. Torre Mordillo now became the most 
important settlement and central place in the Sibaritide. 
A regional exchange system began to develop. Also in the 
Final Bronze Age there seems to have been a preference 
for strategically located and defensible locations. Sites 
were being fortified, and more finds of weapons are known 
from this period than from earlier ones something which 
Peroni (2004) views as indicative of a belligerent society. 
In the Early Iron Age settlement locations in the north-
ern part of the Sibaritide seem to have changed little. Sites 
which already existed in the Late Bronze Age continued, 
albeit on a slightly larger scale. Hardly any Late Iron Age 
or Archaic sites are known in the RAP area (Attema et 
al. 2011a, pp. 95-98) with the exception of the remains 
on the Timpone della Motta. There, clear evidence has 

been unearthed for Archaic houses dated to the middle of 
the 6th century BC. In recent GIA excavations 8-7th cen-
tury BC hut remains have been uncovered on the lower 
slopes of the Timpone della Motta matching the period of 
the graves in the nearby Macchiabate necropolis (Attema 
2012). The sanctuary on the Timpone della Motta ori-
ginated as an indigenous cult place (Attema et al. 2011a,  
pp. 98-100). From the 1960s onwards research teams 
excavated five temple plans there. The oldest, excavated 
by the GIA, began in the Iron Age (8th century BC) as 
a large wooden house, which around 725/700 BC was 
replaced by a wooden temple. By ca. 650 BC this temple in 
its turn was replaced by one of mudbrick. Around 720 BC 
Greek colonists founded Sybaris near the mouth of the 
Crati River (Attema et al. 2011a, pp. 120-122). The town 
flourished in the 6th century BC, and the colonists prob-
ably carved out a chora for themselves in the fertile coastal 
plain and hinterland. Antique sources report that Sybaris 
was destroyed by people from the polis of Kroton in 510 
BC, but that the site was subsequently resettled. By the 
mid-5th century BC the town of Thurioi was founded at 
almost the same location, and in the 2nd century BC the 
Romans founded their colony Copiae there.

3.1.3  Information gaps prior to the  
Hidden Landscapes Project

Till 2005 few systematic surveys had been carried out in 
the Monti Lepini, the higher section of the PRP study 
area. What research had taken place had been topo-
graphic in character (see Section 3.3.1) and focused on 
the Roman period. Little was known, therefore, about the 
pre-Roman settlement history. Systematic research in the 
RAP study area had mainly concentrated on the foothills 
(Van Leusen & Attema 2003; 2006); by 2005 the settle-
ment history of the higher sections was still relatively 
unknown, with the exception of a number of Bronze Age 
sites found during extensive topographical surveys of the 
Gruppo Speleologico “Sparviere” based at Alessandria  
del Carretto.

3�2  Archaeological research in the Italian highlands
The Hidden Landscapes Project proceeded along meth-
odological lines, focussing on the question which parts of 
the mountain landscape had been exploited, and to what 
extent erosion and sedimentation had affected the chances 
of locating archaeological remains there. Over the past 20 
years scientific interest in past forms of exploitation in the 
Italian highlands (Apennines and Alps) has increased, 
as publications such as those by Biagi & Nandris (1994), 
Della Casa (1999), Grimaldi et al. (2008) and Van Leusen 
et al. (2011) testify. Archaeological field research, how-
ever, is often fragmentary and concentrated in northern 
Italy, where remarkably high numbers of Late Palaeolithic 
and Mesolithic sites are being identified (Biagi et al. 1994; 
Scaife & Biagi 1994; Peresani 1994; Grimaldi 2008; Van 
Leusen et al. 2011; Cavulli et al. 2011). Studies by Barfield 
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(1999), Pearce & De Guio (1999), Larocca (2005), and 
Baioni & Poggiani Keller (2008) have shown that the 
Italian mountains in the past were sources of raw mater-
ials such as wood (and charcoal), metals, and stones for 
tool fabrication. From the Roman period onwards these 
activities were supplemented by vertical transhumance of 
pigs, cows, horses, sheep and goats (Veenman 2002). Not 
all activities in the mountains were economic in nature, 
however. They also harbour many defensible (strategic) 
places that are ideal to construct hillforts (Oakley 1995), 
refuge sitesor watchtowers on them.45 In the Calabrian 
mountains certain caves were ritual places in the Bronze 
Age (Kleibrink 2002, pp. 213-219). Archaeological 
research has also revealed that the Italian mountains were 
permanently settled from the Bronze Age to the Roman 
period. In the Alpi Cozie (near Turin) a Bronze Age settle-
ment, Roc del Col, was found at an elevation of 2083m 
asl. Excavations there turned up 5861 pottery fragments, 
charcoal fragments of larch wood, one complete grind-
ing stone and fragments of others, and ca. 0.5 litre of 
spelt grains (Triticum aestivum subsp. spelta). Although 
the site’s precise function is still uncertain, it was clearly 
a (semi-)permanent settlement (Nisbet 1994). McVicar 
and others (1994) excavated two Late Bronze Age to Early 
Iron Age sites in the mountains around the Gubbio basin. 
Angle et al. (1982) discussed protohistoric hilltop sites 
in the Lucretili mountains between Rome and Rieti in 
Central Italy and Mattiocco and d’Ercole published about 
pre-Roman hillfort settlements in the Abruzzi mountains 
(Mattiocco 1986, D’Ercole 2000). Barker’s research in 
Central Italy and later in the Biferno valley in the Molise 
(Barker 1975; 1981; 1995a and 1995b) showed that Bronze 
Age settlement extended into high-altitude areas, and the 
Biferno Valley Project also recorded Iron Age to Roman 
sites in the upper valley (Lloyd 1991; Barker 1995a, pp. 
192-196, pp. 224-225 and pp. 236-238).46 Research car-
ried out by Small (1991) revealed permanent settlements 
dating from ca. 30 BC to AD 600 in the area around San 

45 The refuge site Le Murelle,in the Monti Lepini, is situated between 
two valleys and enclosed by a wall except for its eastern side, which 
is pressed against the mountain side. The total enclosed area is 
ca. 2 ha. The remaining walls, all constructed in very rough pol-
ygonal stone masonry, are still half a metre to three-and-a half 
metres high. From the site one has an excellent view over the plain 
and several valleys. Pottery fragments have been found on several 
places within the site, but the total number of finds is small despite 
intensive surveying. The site seems to be pre-Roman (Van Leusen 
et al, 2009/2010; De Haas 2011, pp. 236-237). In the RAP area, 
for example, remains of what was probably a Hellenistic watch-
tower have been found on top of the Monte Manfriana (Troccoli & 
Pisarra 1996, p. 45).

46 Barker (1995a, pp. 192-196) located several farmsteads from the 
Samnite period (ca. 500-8 BC) in the upper Biferno valley and dug 
some test trenches there; he states (1995a, p. 194) that these farms 
were occupied throughout the year. In the Roman period more 
farms and also villas were built in the upper valley, and the area 
was converted into agricultural land (Lloyd 1991; Barker 1995a, pp. 
224-225 and pp. 236-238).

Giovanni di Ruoti, at elevations of over 600m asl in the 
Basilicata mountains, with the highest population dens-
ity in the Middle Imperial period (AD 70 – 300). Finally, 
Quilici & Quilici Gigli (2001) conducted extensive sur-
veys north of the RAP study area in the Calabria and 
Basilicata highlands, where they found Hellenistic and 
Bronze Age settlements but none from the Iron Age.

3�3  Surveys: methodology, limitations and potential

3.3.1  The methodology of archaeological surveys
A number of factors influence the outcome of survey-
based research: method and technology, available know-
ledge, and visibility (Van Leusen 2002; Van Tienhoven 
2010).47 Survey methodology, three main types of which 
can be distinguished, is very important:

 • Topographic archaeological surveys that involve only 
one or two participants, who record relatively obtru-
sive (mainly classical) remains such as architecture 
fragments (walls, cisterns) and obvious pottery con-
centrations. The surrounding area (the off-site) is not 
mapped.

 • Extensive archaeological surveys employ larger field 
units which are covered at a relatively brisk pace, 
pausing only to record conspicuous find concentra-
tions. They therefore tend to locate fewer sites than 
intensive surveys do (Van Leusen 2002; Van Leusen & 
Attema 2003).

 • Intensive archaeological surveys proceed at a slower 
pace than extensive surveys, and fields are subdivided 
into smaller units (for example 50x50m squares). This 
method results in many more (smaller and less con-
spicuous) sites being recorded, often from pre- or 
protohistoric periods (Bintliff et al. 1999; Van Leusen 
2002). After the collection and identification of all 
archaeological finds during an intensive survey, it 
is possible to distinguish areas with many, few or no 
remains (Van Leusen 2001, Chapter 4). In this way not 
only the presence of sites is recorded but also their vir-
tual or complete absence (off-site and non-site areas 
respectively).48 With intensive surveys it is possible to 
establish which areas were unoccupied, or where the 

47 In the short term the visibility of archaeological material on the 
surface is influenced by dust, rain, sunshine or clouds, and by land 
use (e.g., ploughed fields or fallow land). Long-term factors are e.g., 
erosion and deposition (see Section 2.4). 

48 The term ‘off-site archaeology’ refers to an approach which views 
the archaeological record as a continuous ‘blanket’ with denser 
(sites) and more empty (off-site) patches. The purpose of the 
approach is to better understand settlements and their place in the 
natural and the anthropogenic landscape (Burgers & Yntema 1996, 
p. 12). A number of survey specialists state that low pottery dens-
ities are a result of the practice of fertilising fields with settlement 
waste, which contains pottery shards (Bintliff & Snodgrass 1988; 
Bintliff 2000a; Bintliff 2005). 
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archaeological record has been affected by erosion and 
sedimentation.

3.3.2  Archaeological surveys: limitations and potential
Compared to excavation, archaeological field survey has 
some drawbacks: the reliability of estimates of site size 
and chronology is highly dependent on the post-depo-
sitional history and the survey conditions (Tol 2012), 
‘extensive’ surveying methods fail to detect small or unob-
trusive sites, and modern land use / land cover largely 
determines where surveys can effectively be conducted. 
A further limitation of surveying as a research method 
is that it is very difficult to compare and combine data, 
i.e. site interpretations, generated by other survey pro-
jects which employed different methodologies (Attema et 
al. 2011a, p. 176). No standard method exists to define 
what constitutes a site, and therefore identical quantities 
of pottery of the same period and type may be recorded as 
‘sites’ in some projects but not in others (Witcher 2012). 
This is mainly an issue for the older periods. Since arch-
aeological remains can only be detected in surveys after 
the plough has brought them to the surface, it cannot be 
assumed that units where no sites were recorded actu-
ally lack them – sites there may be hidden deep below the 
plough soil. When interpreting survey results the degree 
of sedimentation (or artificial soil suppletion) should 
therefore always be considered. The archaeological record 
may be partially damaged by erosion, especially in uneven 
terrain, and human action such as deep ploughing and 
soil removal may also have contributed to the destruction 
of the archaeological record. Such natural and anthropo-
genic factors are important ‘post-depositional’ processes 
(see Chapters 1 and 2). Together with other issues they 
form the subject of this thesis.

Despite these limitations archaeological surveys also 
have much potential. Under the proper conditions survey-
ing is the best method to obtain a global impression of the 
archaeology of larger areas (Groenewoudt 1994). Surveys 
look beyond the single location (the focus of excavations) 
and can therefore reveal connections between different 
landscape units and the presence or absence of archaeo-
logical remains. Surveys also have practical advantages 
compared to excavation: surveys can be conducted rap-
idly, collecting a large amount of information in a rela-
tively brief period. Surveys are also cheaper, participants 
are more easily trained, and heritage managers are more 
willing to issue permits as the method is non-destructive.

3�4  The Hidden Landscapes Project: mountain 
surveys

3.4.1  Preparatory GIA studies
In the period 1998-2004 GIA research teams conducted 
a number of test surveys in the highlands in preparation 

for the Hidden Landscapes Project.49 In 2001, for exam-
ple, fieldwork was conducted immediately behind the 
Roman colony of Norba in the Monti Lepini (Van Leusen 
& Feiken 2002). This was already known as a ‘difficult’ 
area because of the roughness of the terrain and its sub-
division into small, often fenced-in properties. Except for 
some Roman sites nothing was previously known about 
the archaeology of this area. The survey did find off-site 
Roman pottery on several locations, indicating that the 
area was at least being exploited in the Roman period by 
small farms. However, on a hilltop overlooking Norba the 
remains of a rural villa with a probably Archaic predeces-
sor were found (Van Leusen & Feiken 2002, p. 56). In the 
course of the fieldwork, experiments were conducted with 
using a PDA-GPS to set out survey grids, to document 
finds and to design digital field forms suitable for a small 
(3x4 inch) PDA screen. In the RAP area, too, the first 
surveys in the highlands were undertaken before 2005; 
an extensive survey of part of the Monte Sellaro in 1998 
(Feiken et al. 2000) covered 41ha. On that occasion only 
grab samples50 were taken from 15 fields, making it impos-
sible to produce distribution maps. During revisits of sites 
reported by the Sparviere group some pottery was col-
lected. Between 1995 and 2002 historical transhumance 
routes and trails were also surveyed extensively (Attema 
et al. 2005).

Preparatory research and test surveys: conclusions
The PDA-GPS experiments in the area behind Norba 
quickly demonstrated the usefulness of these instruments 
in locating specific plots and mapping finds in this diffi-
cult terrain. Their development as an effective field kit 
was therefore continued, and its deployment became a 
standard feature on subsequent surveys in the PRP and 
RAP areas from 2002 onwards. The test surveys on the 
Monte Sellaro and behind Norba further revealed that 
these areas did not contain any large ploughed surfaces, 
which rendered them unsuitable for overall intensive and  
systematic surveying. Intensive surveys were limited to 
the few small and scattered ploughed parcels that could 
be traced with the help of recent aerial photographs. It 
was further discovered that following existing hiking 
trails was a good method to map archaeological remains, 
as dense vegetation makes large sections of the highlands 
impassable otherwise.

49 In the period 1999-2005 GIA survey research was supplemented by 
a study of post-depositional factors that might have influenced the 
archaeological record in lowland areas (Feiken 2001; Feiken & Van 
Leusen 2001, Attema & Van Leusen 2004).

50 ‘Grab sample’: an unsystematic collection of ‘typical’ artefacts aimed 
at obtaining a quick impression of the surface material in the unit, 
usually made when circumstances do not permit the collection of a 
better sample’ (Van Leusen 2002, Chapter 8, p. 8).
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3.4.2  Hidden Landscapes Project:  
survey methodology 2005-2010

Most of the data which form the basis for this PhD thesis 
were collected in the course of intensive and systematic 
archaeological field surveys by the Hidden Landscapes 
Project:

 • The standard survey unit of the HL, and also of other 
GIA projects from 2000 onwards (De Haas 2011, p. 11), 
is a 50x50m square. During normal intensive system-
atic surveys fields were subdivided into such units and 
were then sampled through systematic line walking at 
intervals of 10m. Each walker is presumed to pick up 
all finds from a 2m wide strip, thus collecting a 20% 
sample of the unit surface. All surface artefacts (gener-
ally pottery fragments) were collected in one standard 
sample. For each unit, information on survey and field 
circumstances is recorded on a PDA (scaled estimates 
of vegetation cover, stoniness of the soil matrix, type 
of tillage, weathering of the surface, presence of recent 
artefacts, and an overall score; De Haas 2011, pp. 19-20); 

 • All the surface artefacts are then taken to the field base 
for find processing. The finds are cleaned and classified 
by period specialists. For the RAP area prehistoric and 
protohistoric pottery was studied by L. Alessandri and 
F. Ippolito, and more recent materials by P. Attema, N. 
Oome and J. Jacobsen. For the Monti Lepini, pre- and 
protohistoric pottery was studied by C. Anastasia and 
more recent wares by G. Tol.

 • The data gathered during the surveys and find pro-
cessing are entered into a relational database and pro-
cessed into GIS to produce find density maps. These 
maps serve to identify find concentrations, off-site and 
non-site areas, and ultimately settlement and land use 
patterns. The find density maps are based on the stand-
ard samples, using Van Leusen’s density calculation 
method (Van Leusen 2002, chapter 12), which applies a 
visibility correction factor and also takes into account 
the proportion of the unit that was covered: D = N * 
(100 / C) * (100 / V) / A, where D is the corrected find 
density, N is the ‘raw’ finds count (after find proces-
sion), C is the estimated percentage coverage, V is the 
estimated percentage visibility, and A is the unit area 
in hectares.51 

 • Within the HLP (and in this thesis) a ‘site; is defined 
as an area of increased find density (mainly pottery) in 
one location (the find spot).52 Sites and site boundaries 

51 ‘Coverage’ is the percentage of the collection unit actually observed 
(0-100%). Overall visibility is an estimation of different visibility 
factors combined - vegetation cover, stoniness of the soil matrix, 
type of tillage, weathering of the surface, presence of recent arte-
facts- andis expressed from 1 till 5 (1 means very high visibility of 
95%, and 5 means a very low visibility of 5%; Van Leusen, 2002; 
chapter 12).

52 Find spots usually consist of pottery fragments, but other types of 
material may also be encountered: hut loam fragments, charcoal, 
burnt bone, glass, metal.

are defined during the survey by the team leader.53 Sites 
are interpreted as evidence for past settlement/activ-
ity, and may contain traces of various past activities; an 
example is a cemetery with a settlement. They may also 
represent multiple archaeological periods; a site may 
for example be both the location of a hut in the Bronze 
Age and of a villa in the Roman period.

Sampling approach
Because the area of the RAP highlands and the Monti 
Lepini was too large to be surveyed completely a sampling 
approach was deployed which also accounted for the 
accessibility of intended survey zones. Sample selection 
was based on the presence of landscape units mapped at 
1:25,000 and 1:10,000 scales (LC25 and LC10; see Chapter 
4). The LC25 map served to divide the two study areas 
into landscape zones, after which sectors (for the Monti 
Lepini) and transects (for the RAP area) were selected 
for detailed mapping on a 1:10,000 scale. The landscape 
zone classification was based on the concept of Erosion 
Response Unit.54 Archaeological surveys were largely 
limited to these zones. Within these limitations posed by 
accessibility, the survey teams strove to be a-selective and 
to cover as many LC10-units as possible.

The Hidden Landscapes Project study concentrated 
on two large sectors in the Monti Lepini. Originally there 
were three, but large parts of the third sector proved to 
be inaccessible and/or unavailable to the field testing 

53 ‘The definition of the term ‘site’ continues to be one of the most 
contested issues in survey archaeology. The HLP researchers have 
adhered to the most commonly used definition - a ‘site’ is an area 
with a substantially higher finds density than its surroundings. This 
is also known by the acronym ADABS: area with a density above 
background scatter. This definition leaves a lot of room for sub-
jective decisions to be made by field team leaders, as there is no 
numeric threshold for deciding when a site is encountered. In the 
field, the HLP has used adaptive cluster sampling methods (Orton 
2000, pp. 34-38) to ensure that small, low-density sites would not 
go unrecorded but has found it much harder to deal with larger 
areas with fluctuating but generally low finds densities. In such 
cases there will have been a large variety in team leaders’ decisions 
about the definition of sites and site boundaries. For this and other 
reasons, all site definitions based purely on finds density are con-
sidered temporary until confirmed by revisits and a consideration 
of local finds circumstances and land use history. The site databases 
analysed in this thesis had not yet been fully checked in this sense’ 
(P.M. van Leusen, written communication).

54 “ERUs are distributed three-dimensional terrain units, which are 
heterogeneously structured and have homogeneous erosion process 
dynamics characterized by a slight variance within the unit, if com-
pared with neighbouring ones. Their erosion response is controlled by 
their physiographic properties and the management of their natural 
and human environment” (Flűgel et al. 2003, pp. 932-933). ERUs 
use both biotic and abiotic information. Criteria to distinguish 
and define individual units are pedological aspects (soil type, soil 
depth), slope characteristics (slope angle, slope lengths, roughness) 
and vegetation (density, pattern). Modern erosional processes and 
land forms serve as ERU boundaries. This results in a landscape 
partitioned into a series of distinct units, each with its specific and 
often unique erosional regime (Cammeraat 2002).
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necessary for LC10 maps. In the RAP area three tran-
sects were studied: one in the foothills around Francavilla 
Marittima, one in the hinterland near Civita, and one in 
the highlands near San Lorenzo Bellizzi.

Within each sector and transect HLP teams surveyed 
small units (generally 50x50m) along parallel lines. In 
order to get a grip on site chronology total and diag-
nostic samples55 were frequently collected in addition to 
standard samples. Often it was difficult to locate enough 
ploughed fields in the mountains, and especially in the 
Monti Lepini locating large ploughed fields that could be 
subdivided into the 50x50m units was often difficult. In 
these areas an additional survey method was resorted to, 
which involved walking along hiking trails and recording 
the GPS locations of archaeological materials, collecting 
them systematically but extensively.

3�5  Survey data used in this thesis
The present study is based on survey data, more specific-
ally site locations and pottery distribution maps recorded 
and produced by the GIA and others in the RAP area, 
the Monti Lepini and the Pontine plain. All sites in the 
PRP and RAP areas, whether from the GIA or from other 
sources, have been assigned a unique number – 10,000 
to 16,000 for the PRP area and 30,000 or higher for the 
RAP area – and entered into a relational database.56 The 
early stages of the database design have been described 
by Van Leusen (2002, Chapter 13). In its simplified form 
the database design allows sites to be classified by type, 
period, collection method and research type. Van Leusen 
classified sites by their type and date on the basis of a 
chronology and typology which had been devised by Van 
Leusen and Feiken and which was intended to be applic-
able to both study areas (see Appendices 3.3, 3.4 and 
3.5). A site may be associated with more than one date 
(period) or type (function). When sites recorded by other 
researchers were not in situ or could not be located during 
HLP revisits, these were omitted from the database, as 
were undated sites.

The chronology used in the PRP site database is based 
on Whittle (1996, pp. 293 and 352-354), Attema et al. 
(2011b) and Feiken et al. (2012) (Appendix 3.4). The 
chronology used in the RAP site database is based on 
Whittle (1996, pp. 293 and 352-354), Peroni (2004) and 
Attema et al. (2011a) (see Appendix 3.5). Assigned dates 
in the databases are as precise as possible (down to sub 

55 ‘Total sample: a total collection of all artefacts in the unit; usually 
made in the case of small and low-density scatters. Diagnostic sam-
ple: a systematic collection of artefacts selected for their diagnostic 
value, usually made in order to obtain a closer dating in cases where 
the standard sample was not sufficiently diagnostic, or where the 
overall finds density is very high’ (Van Leusen 2002, Chapter 8, p. 
8). These two sample types were not included on the distribution 
maps.

56 Van Leusen (2002, Chapter 13) refers to these site numbers as RPC 
numbers.

periods, e.g early Republican period or Early Iron Age), but 
in most cases the pottery shards collected during intensive 
surveys (especially in the highlands) were so fragmented 
that it was only possible to date them to periods (e.g., 
Bronze Age, Iron Age, Republican period, Imperial period 
or Late Antique) or even to very broad chronological cat-
egories (e.g., Protohistory or Roman period). The conse-
quence of this is that survey sites used in this dissertation 
are (mostly) dated to periods or main periods. 

In Chapters 7, 8 and 9 I will refer for the Protohistory 
to periods (Bronze Age and Iron Age) only because 
there are relativily few Bronze Age and Iron Age sites the 
Pontine plain (15 sites in total) and these sites were often 
only dated to periods. In Chapter 5 I will use the two 
broad chronological categories (‘Protohistory’ and ‘Later 
periods’) to test the landscape classification for the Monti 
Lepini and the RAP area57 because most of the proto-
historic sites in these areas were only dated to the main 
period Protohistory. One positive consequence of using 
broad categories is that it is easier to test the landscape 
classification. The boundary between the two categories is 
set at the beginning of the Archaic/Colonial period, when 
a different type of society and economy emerged, substi-
tuting a market-oriented and larger scale economy for the 
self-supporting and small-scale protohistoric rural econ-
omy (Attema et al. 2011a, pp. 51-52, 100-103, 135-146). 
This change will also have affected preferences for specific 
landscape units and therefore is important for the land-
scape classification. 

3.5.1  The Monti Lepini
The database for the Monti Lepini includes the following 
survey data:
1. Pontine Region Project studies from the period 1987-

2005: Contrada Casali 1988, Norba95, Selva Forcella 
1997, Ninfa 98-99, Norba2002 (see Appenix 3.1 and De 
Haas 2005; Van Leusen et al. 2005a; Roovers & Van 
Leusen 2010);

2. Hidden Landscapes Project studies in the Monti Lepini 
(Van Leusen et al. 2010);

3. A study of platform villas in the area around Norba 
(De Haas 2010);

4. Two Forma Italiae studies: Cora (modern Cori; 
Brandizzi Vittucci, 1968) and Anagnia (modern 
Anagni; Mazzolani 1969);58

57 . In the Monti Lepini the protohistoric group includes both Bronze 
and Iron Age sites and the ‘later’ group was formed of Archaic, 
Roman and Early Medieval sites. In the RAP area the protohistoric 
group mainly consists of Bronze Age sites while the ‘later’ group is 
largely composed of Hellenistic sites.

58 The Forma Italiae survey is an ongoing series of surveys and aims 
to provide a record of the archaeological landscapes of Italy; each 
volume covers a single 1:25 000 ca. 10x10km mapsheet. The pri-
mary concern of the series is to catalogue and map the distribution 
of sites for Cultural Resource Management purposes.
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5. Topographic studies by Zaccheo & Pasquali (1972), 
Campagna (1983), Del Fabro (2002/2003), and 
Anastasia (2003).59

In total, 375 Monti Lepini sites were incorporated in 
the analyses described in Chapter 5, 83 of which had 
been located by the Hidden Landscapes Project (includ-
ing earlier GIA studies and revisited sites published in 
Anastasia 2003 and Zaccheo & Pasquali 1972). This sub-
set will be called ‘the HLP dataset’ and ‘HLP sites’. Only 
fifteen of them were found during systematic intensive 
surveys, the remainder having been encountered during 
walks along hiking trails or in the course of other non-
systematic investigations. The bulk of the Monti Lepini 
sites, 292 out of 375, derive from other sources; these 
sites were not checked in the field during HLP revisits. 
If all distinct periods for which there is evidence at the 
375 sites are being counted separately, 651 site-phases can 
be distinguished (157 from HLP records and 494 from 
other sources; see Figure 3.2). The 375 sites cluster along 
the north-western side of the Monti Lepini, between 
Roccamassima and Norma, around the valley of the Rio 

59 Several other local topographic studies have been conducted in 
de Monti Lepini, but these data were omitted because they often 
lack topographical information e.g., research by Segre & Biddittu 
(1983), De Rossi (1983) and Saggi (1977).

and in the area around Roccagorga. Chronologically they 
are mostly Roman, and these represent farms and villas. 
Remarkably, they include hardly any protohistoric sites 
despite serious efforts by the GIA and especially the HLP 
to find them. Over half the 83 HLP sites (56%) are settle-
ments, while only 39% of the sites derived from other 
sources are settlement sites. This can be explained by the 
fact that these other research teams, unlike the GIA teams, 
were mainly looking for conspicuous Roman architecture 
remains such as cisterns (14%), terrace walls (12%) and 
roads (9%). 

3.5.2  The Pontine plain
My study of the Pontine plain used survey data from GIA 
projects (pre and post-2005) and from other research pro-
jects.60 These data were not incorporated into a separate 
database but stored as GIS layers:
1. The Setia/Sezze transect, surveyed systematically 

but extensively in 1987 along the modern Via Setina 
(Attema 1993a);

2. The 1994 Sezze survey (Attema 2001; Attema & Van 
Leusen 2004), which covered four blocks, two in the 
plain and two on the slopes of the Monti Lepini. Fields 

60 Bronze Age to Roman archaeological remains turned up in several 
test trenches and core samples in the Pontine plain. These remains 
will be discussed in the Chapters 8 and 9.
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Figure 3.2.  Comparison of site 
counts recorded by the HLP and 
by other researchers in the Monti 
Lepini (n = 651).
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were systematically line-walked with walkers being 
variably spaced. Field coverage ranged from 12% to 
100% and all materials were collected per transect. The 
complete survey covered 83.5ha (176 fields, 893 tran-
sects). Sample areas 1 and 2 in the plain in particular 
are relevant to the research discussed in Chapter 9;

3. The Pontinia survey (De Haas 2011);
4. The Agro Pontino Survey project (APS; Voorrips et al. 

1991; Kamermans 1993; Holstrom et al. 2004). This pro-
ject was initiated in 1979 by what was then the Instituut 
voor Prae- en Protohistorische Archeologie (IPP) of 
the University of Amsterdam and continued until 1989 
(Voorrips et al. 1991, p. 1).61 During the pilot phase the 
study area was explored and disconnected fields were 
surveyed, the total surveyed area amounting to 4.5km2 
(Loving et al. 1991, p. 64). The second phase concen-
trated on probabilistic sampling. The study area was 
divided into five blocks of equal size, each with a ran-
domly selected, NW-SE oriented survey transect cov-
ering all physical geographical units between the sea 

61 This project studied the development of settlement patterns in the 
Agro Pontino through time. Observed changes in that pattern were 
linked to socio-economic changes. Another goal of the project 
was to study changes in the ecology on the basis of palynological 
research. Data collection proceeded in a manner which facilitated 
the subsequent utilisation of the dataset in more detailed studies, 
e.g., archaeological land evaluation-based studies into land use 
from the Middle Palaeolithic to the Bronze (Kamermans 1993).

and the mountains (Loving et al. 1991, p. 66). 62 The 
members of each survey team were spaced 10m apart, 
covering a total area of 14.5km2 (Loving & Kamermans 
1991, p. 80; Loving et al. 1991, p. 69).

5. In addition to the large-scale intensive surveys of the 
Agro Pontino Survey several Italian topographical 
studies of the Pontine plain are also relevant here. For 
the protohistoric period data published by Cancellieri 
(1999), Belardelli & Pascucci (1996), Anastasia (2003) 
and Alessandri (2007; 2009) have been used, and data 
from Zaccheo & Pasquali (1972), Cancellieri (1985; 
1986; 1987 and 1990) and Bruckner (1995) have been 
used for the Roman period.

3.5.3  The RAP area
The following datasets are relevant to the RAP area and 
were therefore included in a database:63

1. Data recorded by the RAP and HLP (1992-2010, see 
Appendix 3.2);

62 A transect consisted of an imaginary line through the landscape; 
all fields within a distance of 250m from that line were surveyed 
(Loving et al. 1991, p. 66).

63 The most recent overview of the prehistory and protohistory of 
Calabria is published in the Atti della XXXVII Riunione Scientifica: 
“Preistoria e Protostoria della Calabria” (2004). However, all sites in 
the study area mentioned in this publication were taken from older 
literature and were already in the RAP database.
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Figure 3.3.  Comparison of RAP 
and Quilici site counts per period for 
the Raganello Basin area (n = 476).
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2. Data (including archaeological remains in caves) re-
corded in extensive topographical surveys since the 
1980s in the highlands in and around the RAP area 
by a speleological organisation, Gruppo Speleologico 
Sparviere (GSS).

3. Data recorded in the ‘Carta Archeologica della pi-
ana di Sibari’ (De Rossi et al. 1969) and generated by 
a topographical survey aimed primarily at identifying 
Hellenistic and Roman sites in the Sibaritide plain and 
the surrounding foothills. Since the survey was direct-
ed by Lorenzo Quilici I will refer to it in this thesis as 
the ‘Quilici survey’.

4. Data recorded by Peroni & Trucco (1994) and generat-
ed by a topographical survey aimed primarily at identi-
fying protohistoric sites in the Sibaritide plain and the 
surrounding foothills.

The RAP dataset comprises the results of surveys con-
ducted by the RAP itself, the Hidden Landscapes Project, 
GSS and Peroni & Trucco (1994). The so-called Quilici 
sites from the study by De Rossi et al. (1969) form a sep-
arate dataset; sites occurring in both sets are counted 
only once. A total of 327 sites were used for the analy-
sis of the RAP area presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
Of these, 215 were found during systematic surveys and 
field hikes by the RAP, Hidden Landscapes Project or GSS 
(11 were found during extensive surveys). A total of 76 
of these 215 were found outside regular survey units, in 
the course of revisits to sites discovered by Quilici and the 
GSS. The complete Quilici dataset comprises 112 sites, 
located mainly in the foothills overlooking the Sibaritide 
or along the Raganello river since the Quilici survey did 
not extend into the mountains. The Quilici survey almost 
exclusively recorded Hellenistic or Roman sites against 
hardly any protohistoric ones. In contrast, most RAP sites 
are protohistoric. If all separate use-phases of the sites are 
counted separately the total number of settlement phases 
adds up to 476. A graph of the main occupation periods of 
the sites clearly shows that site numbers in the RAP area 
peaked in the Bronze Age and in the Hellenistic period 
(Figure 3.3).

3�6  The site datasets: reliability and limitations
Whether or not a site dataset is reliable depends on the 
accuracy of three variables: location, type and period. 
These variables were not explicitly evaluated in the analy-
ses, but it was possible to establish a general measure of 
the reliability of each input dataset. The results of this 
assessment were incorporated in the various analyses.

3.6.1  Reliability of recorded locations and assigned site 
types and periods

Before the single-receiver GPS became a standard field-
work tool, site locations were mainly recorded manu-
ally on 1:25,000 topographic maps, which created a 
standard error margin of about 50m. Likewise, 1:10,000 

topographic had a standard error margin of about 25m. 
Using map symbols instead of exact coordinates intro-
duced an additional error margin of 100m and 50m 
respectively. By using GPS this can usually be reduced to 
10m or less. Amateur archaeologists, who are often less 
aware of the need for spatial precision, sometimes refer 
only to a local toponym, a practice which may produce 
error margins up to 250m.

Researchers who work with multiple and partially 
overlapping datasets are sometimes confronted with the 
problem that the same site may have been recorded mul-
tiple times, each time on a different location. There will 
then appear to be several sites where there is in fact only 
one. Datasets can only be merged after such duplicates 
have been positively identified and corrected. This was the 
case for 18 sites which occurred both in Campagna (1983) 
and in Del Fabro (2002/2003), and for 23 sites published 
both in Mazzolani (1969) and in Del Fabro (2002/2003). 
In these cases Del Fabro’s locations and find descriptions 
were used, since they are more reliable.

In the absence of clearly defined site typologies site 
descriptors may mean different things depending on 
which researcher uses them. Some studies (e.g., the Agro 
Pontino Survey project team) never assign site types; older 
sources only describe sites with conspicuous remains 
such as standing architecture or very dense artefact scat-
ters. Amateur archaeologists tend to use ‘romantic’ site 
types, for example by linking sites to places mentioned by 
ancient historians (‘Ulubrae’). In such cases the site type 
assigned by the Hidden Landscapes Project may diverge 
from what the source of the dataset indicates.

To what extent the date assigned to a site is reliable 
depends on several factors: the professional training of 
the researcher (amateur or professional); the ongoing 
evolution and refinement of accepted object typologies 
(e.g., before or after the publication of Hayes’ work on 
African Red Slip Wares from 1972); and the intensity 
or lack thereof of the research project. Non-intensive 
research and a limited knowledge of the materials at hand 
often result in pre-Roman and late-Roman remains being 
overlooked. In specific cases a lack of expertise on the 
researchers’ part will render their identification of certain 
material types unreliable; the Agro Pontino Survey partic-
ipants, for example, targeted lithic sites and may not have 
been able to distinguish protohistoric from Archaic pot-
tery. The sites published in Mazzolani (1969) have often 
been dated on the basis of architecture styles. Most sites 
found by Italian researchers in the Monti Lepini have been 
broadly dated to the Roman period without refinements 
such as Republican and Imperial, let alone subdivisions 
such as ‘Early Republican’. Quilici’s dates for sites in the 
RAP area are also very general (frequently ‘Hellenistic-
Roman’). HLP dates are more specific because the Hidden 
Landscapes Project did not focus on a specific period; all 
encountered pottery was collected and studied by period 
specialists (see Section 3.4.2).
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3.6.2  Reliability categories
The criteria mentioned above (precision of location, typ-
ology and chronology) were used to qualitatively assess 
the reliability of the various datasets. Five categories were 
distinguished (see Table 3.1):

The spatial reliability of extensive surveys by amateurs 
depends on the scale of the published map. Amateurs 
often lack the expertise necessary to date objects correctly, 
and they tend to look for ‘nice’ archaeological remains 
instead of working systematically. The data in this group 
are the least reliable.

The Forma Italiae series uses a standardized carto-
graphic format which includes information on site size. It 
has several drawbacks, as listed by Barker (1996, pp. 162-
163): artificiality of the unit under study, lack of compa-
rability in how the data were collected and recorded, lack 
of systematic fieldwork designed explicitly to establish 
the full range of the archaeology and therefore the valid-
ity of any chronological and spatial patterning in the data 
observed by the researcher, absence of small-scale arch-
aeological sites, and lack of spreads of surface artefacts 
(lack of non-site or off-site). Moreover, the Forma Italiae 
studies used here (Vittucci 1968 and Mazzolani 1969) and 
a similar study by De Rossi et al. (1969) were all published 
before 1970, which means that more recent, detailed pot-
tery typologies (e.g., a 1972 study by Hayes) were not yet 
available to date the sites.

The topographical studies were carried out unsystem-
atically and therefore contain no off-site information. The 
researchers who conducted them were quite knowledge-
able with respect to archaeological material but often 
focused only on a single period (e.g., Anastasia 2003 on 
the Bronze Age, and Del Fabro 2002/3 on the Roman 
period). Sites were often recorded on topographical map 
sheets and frequently lack precise coordinates. This group 
also includes the extensive topographical surveys con-
ducted by GIA teams in the Raganello Basin in 1995-8, 
whereby sites were recorded on small-scale maps. These 
site locations are therefore unreliable.

Group four consists of studies conducted by the Agro 
Pontino Survey and the Pontine Region Project (phase 

1) without the benefit of GPS. During PRP phase 1 sur-
veys proceeded along narrow transects; pinpointing the 
location of archaeological finds was therefore difficult. 
Moreover, locations of sites and surveyed fields were 
recorded on small-scale topographical maps, which intro-
duced recording errors. The Agro Pontino Survey mainly 
targeted lithic material, which was mapped accurately per 
surveyed field. The expertise of the Agro Pontino Survey 
team members with respect to Bronze Age to Roman 
finds, however, was limited. As a result pottery from these 
periods was not collected systematically, especially in the 
early project phases (Voorrips et al. 1991, pp. 3-5; Loving 
& Kamermans 1991, p. 81). All in all, it is not possible to 
produce any density maps of Bronze Age to Roman arch-
aeological finds for either the Agro Pontino Survey or for 
PRP phase 1.

Survey data produced by the intensive RAP surveys 
(2000 and later) and the Pontine Region Project sur-
veys (phase 2 and later) form the most reliable group. 
The intensive surveys also produced ‘non-site’ data (i.e. 
evidence of the absence of any sites); recording was very 
precise (< 10m, with standard use of GPS from 2002 
onwards), and all collected finds from all periods were 
reviewed by specialists (see section 3.4.2). These data can 
therefore be used to produce reliable site density maps. 
However, some observations must be made with regard to 
the reliability of several RAP and PRP surveys:

 – Pottery densities recorded in the Sezze 94 survey in the 
Pontine plain are difficult to interpret because of the 
great length of the transects;

 – Extensive 2000 surveys in the RAP area were less 
accurate;

 – Locations of sites encountered during ‘extensive’ sur-
veys along hiking trails in the RAP area in 2001, and in 
the Monti Lepini in 2006-8, were accurately recorded 
with GPS, but their interpretation is often problematic.

3.6.3  Reliability and limitations of survey data: 
conclusions

Even after purging the databases of obvious dupli-
cates the possibility still remains that when the different 

Group Description Surveys PRP-area and RAP-area
1 Extensive inventory by amateurs

(sites)
Zaccheo & Pasquali (1972), Campagna (1983)
Larocca (Gruppo Speleologico Sparviere)

2 Extensive, topographical, inventory by profession-
als made before 1970 (sites)

Brandizzi Vittucci (1968), Mazzolani (1969) 
De Rossi et al. (1969 ; Quilici dataset)

3 Extensive, topographical inventory by profession-
als made after 1970 sites)

Cancellieri, Anastasia (2003), Del Fabro (2002/2003), Bruckner (1995), 
Belardelli & Pascucci (1996), Allessandri (2007, 2009)
Peroni & Trucco (1994), RAP extensive surveys (1995-1998)

4 Intensive, systematic survey before 1993
(sites and survey units)

APS (1979 – 1989), PRP phase 1 (1987 -1991)

5 Intensive, systematic survey after 1993
(sites and survey units)

PRP phase 2-4 (HLP since 2005, De Haas 2011)
RAP intensive surveys since 2000

Table 3.1.  Assessment of reliability of the archaeological datasets available for the PRP and RAP areas (cursive).
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datasets are combined some sites are included two or 
more times, with different coordinates and possibly dif-
ferent interpretations. Since these sites cannot be identi-
fied it is impossible to remove them from the database. 
These duplicates are therefore, unavoidably, included in  
the analysis.

Sites from reliability categories 1 – 3 are only useful 
to establish the locations of archaeological remains; they 
can not be used to infer anything about seemingly empty 
areas, or to study processes of erosion and sedimentation. 
The lack of reliable pottery density maps for the Pontine 
plain below Sezze means that only category 3-5 sites will 
be used in the analysis (Chapter 9).

Only category 5 density maps and site data (i.e. PRP 
phase 2-5 surveys and RAP post-2000 intensive surveys) 
will be used to analyse the effects of erosion and sedimen-
tation on the recovery potential of archaeological remains 
(Chapters 5 and 6). Excluded from this analysis were 
therefore the site data from the 2000 extensive survey in 
the RAP area and any observations recorded along hiking 
trails since 2001. Site locations recorded in 2006-8 during 
the hiking trail walks in the Monti Lepini were accurately 
recorded with GPS, but their interpretation is often prob-
lematic, and these are therefore also excluded. All sites, 
including those from reliability categories 1-4, which do 
not lend themselves to erosion-sedimentation analysis, 
will be used in Chapter 5 to study location selection fac-
tors in the RAP area and the Monti Lepini.





Appendix 3.1 

List of Pontine Region Project field surveys

No. Name Year
1 Transect surveys (1a. Norba; 1b: Cori; 1c: Sezze; 1d: Norba additional fields) 1987, 1988
2 Contrada Casali survey 1988
3 Caracupa Valvisciolo survey 1988
4 Cisterna area survey 1990
5 Satricum (Olmobello) area surveys 1991, 1992, 1996
6 Sezze survey 1994
7 Lanuvium/Albano survey 1995
8 Norba survey 1995
9 Segni survey 1997
10 Selva Forcella survey 1997
11 Fogliano surveys 1998, 1999
12 Ninfa surveys 1998, 1999
13 Lepini 2002 survey 2002
14 Astura 2003 survey 2003
15 Nettuno surveys 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008
16 Hidden Landscapes Monti Lepini surveys (Rio Valley sector and Roccagorga 

sector)
2005, 2006, 2007, 2008

17 Pontinia surveys 2006, 2007, 2008
18 Norba survey 2008

Table appendix 3.1.  List of Pontine Region Project field surveys (De Haas 2005; 2008).
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Appendix 3.2 

List of Raganello Archaeological Project field surveys

Table appendix 3.2.  List of Raganello Archaeological Project field surveys.

No. Area Year Description

1 Timpone della Motta  (TdM) 1991 Intensive on-site survey (Attema et al. 2000)

2 Area between TdM and Broglio di Trebisacce 1994 Small-scale topographic survey (Haagsma 1996)

3 Area south and east of TdM 1995 Systemic survey, line walking but varying distance 
(Haagsma 1996)

4 Area around TdM and Macchiabate 1998 Student projects, intensive (not published)

5 Area of the Monte Sellaro 1998 Student project, extensive (Feiken et al. 2000)

6 Area of the marine abrasion terraces 2000 RPC-survey : One team intensive (block survey), an-
other team extensive (Van Leusen & Attema 2003)

7 Area around the Macchiabate (to establish the extent 
of the necropolis)

2001 Intensive block survey, modest scale

8 Area around the TdM (east and north east) 2002 Intensive block survey and extensive survey. Use of 
PDA and GPS (Attema et al. 2005)

9 Area between TdM and Francavilla Marittima and on 
the Contrada Damale,

2003 Start RAP, intensive block survey and site survey (At-
tema et al. 2005)

10 Area between Contrada Damale and river Caldana 2004 Intensive block survey and site survey in the uplands  
(Van Leusen & Attema 2006)

11 Area between Contrada Damale and river Caldana 2005 Intensive block survey, modest scale (Van Leusen & 
Attema 2006)

12 Survey in transect Civita (T2) and transect San Lor-
enzo Bellizzi (T3)

2006-2008 HLP: Extensive surveys along routes and intensive 
block surveys
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Appendix 3.3 

Site typology used in the PRP and RAP databases

Table appendix 3.3.  Site typology used in the PRP and RAP databases. 

Code site group Name site group Code site Name site Description site

100 Habitation

110 town Defined by wall or historic evidence
120 hamlet Cluster of huts or farmsteads with no evidence for 

central functions
130 farmstead 2 As farmstead 1, but with additional masonry struc-

tures and/or pavements
135 villa Large Roman farmstead with complex architecture 

and evidence of luxury goods or features
140 farmstead 1 Small agricultural establishment with at least partly 

tiled roof (fattoria); may have drystone structures.
150 hut Protohistoric structure made out of perishable mater-

ials, with complex finds assemblage
160 monastery -

200 Defensive structure

210 castle -
220 tower -
230 hilltop enclosure Enclosed hilltop; heavy drystone wall and evidence 

for occupation

300 Burial ground
310 grave Single burial (e.g., tomba)
320 cemetery Multiple burials (e.g., tombe)

400 Water supply

410 cistern Built structure for the collection and storage of rain 
water (cisterna)

420 well Built structure for the collection of groundwater 
(pozzo)

430 aqueduct -
440 cuniculo -
450 dam Built structure for the regulation of a stream (briglia)

500 Agricultural struc-
ture

510 shed/outbuilding Assemblage composed of tile and/or storage vessels; 
no evidence for habitation; may have limited drys-
tone structures

520 terrace revetment wall Drystone structure for the preservation of soil and 
moisture (terrazzamento)

530 ditch/canal Structure for the drainage of surface water
540 processing station Installation for the processing of agricultural prod-

ucts, e.g., threshing floor (aia), olive/grape press 
(torcular), fixed mill

550 Fish pond(s) -

600 Infrastructure

610 road Preserved stretches of road surface or revetment; 
basoli in or near situ.

620 bridge -
630 slope revetment Structure to prevent slope erosion or slumping

700 Pastoral structure 710 pastoral enclosure Walled compound

800 Production
810 kiln Pottery or lime kiln
820 quarry Limestone, tuff, travertine, sand, clay pit (cava)
830 saltern -

900 Cultic structure

1000 Cave/shelter
1010 cave - (grotta)
1020 rock shelter - (riparo)

1100 Presence (activity)
Evidence insufficient for typological classification; low 
variability and diagnosticity of assemblage; does not 
include “off-site” (materiale sporadico)
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Appendix 3.4 

Periodization PRP site database

Table appendix 3.4.  Periodization used in the PRP site database (Whittle 1996, pp. 293, 352-354; Attema et al. 2011b; Feiken et al. 2012).

Code main 
period

Name main period Code 
period

Name period Code 
sub 
period

Name sub period

1000 Prehistory
1100 Neolithic: 6000-3000 BC
1200 Eneolithic / Chalcolithic: 

3000-2300

2000 Protohistory
2100 Bronze Age: 2300-925

2110 Bronzo antico: 2300-1700
2120 Bronzo medio: 1700-1300
2130 Bronzo recente: 1300-1150
2140 Bronzo finale: 1150-925

2200 Iron Age: 925-600 2210 Early Iron Age: 925-725

3000 Pre-Roman Iron Age

3010 Late Iron Age: 725-600
3020 Orientalising period: 725- 600
3030 Archaic period: 600-500
3040 Post-Archaic period: 500- 350

6000 Roman period

6100 Republican period: 350-30
6110 Early Republican period 350-250
6120 Middle Republican period 250-100
6130 Late Republican period 100- 30

6200 Imperial period: 30 BC– AD 
500

6210 Early Imperial period: 30 BC–AD 100
6220 Middle Imperial period: AD 100–AD 250
6230 Late Imperial period: AD 250-400

7000 Post-Roman

7100 Late Antique: AD 400-700
7200 Middle Ages: AD 700 – 1500
7300 Post-Middle Ages: 1500 -1800
7400 Subrecent period: 1800 -2000
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Appendix 3.5 

 Periodization RAP site database  

Table appendix 3.5.  Periodization used in the RAP site database (Whittle 1996, pp. 293, 352-354; Peroni 2004; Attema et al. 2011a). 

Code main 
period

Name main 
period

Code period Name period Code sub 
period

Name sub period

1000 Prehistory
1100 Neolithic: 6500-3000 BC
1200 Eneolithic / Chalcolithic: 3000-2300

2000 Protohistory
2100 Bronze Age: 2300-1000

2110 Bronzo antico: 2300 - 1700
2120 Bronzo medio: 1700-1350
2130 Bronzo recente: 1350-1200
2140 Bronzo finale: 1200-1000

2200 Iron Age: 1000-750
2210 Early Iron Age: 1000-850
3010 Late Iron Age: 850-750

4000 Colonial
4100 Archaic period: 750-480
4200 Classical period: 480-325

5000 Hellenistic
5010 Early Hellenistic period: 325-200
5020 Late Hellenistic period: 200-30

6000 Roman
6100 Republican period: 200-30
6200 Imperial period: 30 BC–AD 600

7000 Post-Roman

7100 Byzantine period: 600-1100
7200 Middle Ages: 1100-1500
7300 Post-Middle Ages: 1500-1800
7400 Subrecent period: 1800-2000





Part II

Two new approaches to the study of highlands





This chapter discusses the landscape classification sys-
tem designed for the Hidden Landscapes Project (HLP), 
the aims of which were discussed earlier in the introduc-
tion (Section 1.2). Section 4.1 explains the applied criteria 
while 4.2 presents the results of the classification on an 
LC10 scale. A summary and conclusion is presented in 
Section 4.3.

One of the goals of the HLP is to study and quantify any 
bias in the record, which may be the result of erosion and/
or sedimentation. This necessarily involves a landscape 
classification and subsequent site location analysis, as the 
effects of bias factors on the record can only be assessed 
on the basis of a comparison with expected patterns of 
settlement and land use. A landscape classification is fur-
thermore essential in order to be able to select areas for 
archaeological survey.

The gathered data on landscape and soils, and by exten-
sion on erosion/sedimentation, also allow an assessment 
of the suitability of the selected study area for settlement 
and land use. I will attempt to formulate a hypothesis on 
the expected presence or absence of archaeological sites 
on specific locations, based on the assumption that (a) a 
concentration of archaeological sites in a specific area is 
an indication that these zones were attractive for settle-
ment; and (b) a scarcity or absence of sites indicates either 
that the area was unattractive, or that any sites originally 
present have become obliterated or invisible as a result of 
erosion or sedimentation (i.e., introduction of bias).

4�1  The Hidden Landscapes Project and  
landscape classification

4.1.1 Landscape classification
The landscape classification presented in this chapter is 
the result of a systematical approach using fixed scales. 
It involves the entire study area, resulting in an over-
all map on which the landscape is partitioned into poly-
gons. The classification was carried out independent of 
the archaeological record. It is based on the ERU concept 
(e.g., Verstappen & Van Zuidam 1975, Leser & Stäblein 
1980 and 1985, Klimaszewski 1982, Servizio Geologico 
Nazionale 1994, Alkema et al. 2003, De Graaff et al. 1987 
and Gustavsson et al. 2006).

The landscape classification operates on two spatial 
scales (see Chapter 1). The meso-scale or landscape scale 
serves to define areas that were to be surveyed for arch-
aeological remains, with a  mapping scale of 1:25,000 
(LC25). The micro-scale or site catchment scale is used 
when assessing settlement/exploitation suitability and 
the effects of erosion and/or sedimentation (see Section 
4.1.4), with a mapping scale of 1:10,000 (LC10). The LC25 
and LC10 classifications were designed to be applicable 
to both study areas, which makes them also suitable for 
Central and South Italy in general.

The LC10 classification is the core of the landscape 
classification, as its focus is the definition of expected 
archaeological site density and any bias introduced into 
this record by erosion/sedimentation. Pragmatic consid-
erations led to the adoption of a default mapping scale 
of 1:10,000 (this was also the scale used during the arch-
aeological survey and by several reliable cartographic 
sources). This scale is more in line with the perspective of 
the prehistoric people themselves: that of the immediate 
surroundings of their settlement, within which group and 
individual decisions with regard to specific locations and 
activities were carried out. LC10 units should be inter-
nally homogeneous but distinct from each other with 
regard to settlement and exploitation potentialas well as 
erosional and/or sedimentation factors. 

The LC25 classification, on the other hand, was mainly 
used to obtain a global overview of the landscape in order 
to select areas for archaeological surveying. 

Two issues are ignored in the landscape classification:
1. When assessing the effect of potential bias introduced 

into the artefact record by erosion/sedimentation and/
or their effect on the apparent suitability of an area, the 
time scale of the study should be taken into account. 
The HLP, for example, focuses on the last 6000 years. 
When dealing with such a lengthy period the forma-
tion history of landscape units, i.e. their age, in relation 
to the archaeological period under study becomes an 

Chapter 4 

The development of the Landscape Classification
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important factor.64 The landscape classification, how-
ever, cannot account for that factor as it is based on 
geomorphology looking at landscape forms as they are 
now, rather than their genesis or age.65 Any landscape 
modifications over time therefore play no part in the 
landscape classification. Erosion and sedimentation 
processes prior to the period under study have no im-
pact on archaeological remains that were formed later, 
and they are not relevant to the present study, but if 
they were active during or after the period under study, 
they may well have affected the visibility of archaeo-
logical remains and are therefore relevant. These pro-
cesses will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 
(CALEROS) and Chapter 9 (Palaeogeography).

2. Besides the comprehensive landscape forms recorded 
in the LC10 classification there are also smaller indi-
vidual units that are potentially relevant to a landscape 
exploitation analysis (Table 4.1). A good example are 
caves and springs, which in the RAP area as a result 
of the underlying geohydrological structure are often 
located along the boundary between limestone and 
shale deposits (Galdenzi 1997, p. 81). These narrow 
contact zones therefore provide a constant supply of 
fresh water as well as shelter, factors that have had a 
great impact on past forms of landscape exploitation. 
Furthermore, many smaller features in the landscape 
could have served as prominent visual landmarks. 
Time constraints forced us to forego a study of these 

64 This may be illustrated by referring to ancient and more recent 
alluvial fans in and around the Monti Lepini. The older alluvial fans 
probably formed a very long time ago and have been stable ever 
since; archaeological remains from all periods can be found on top 
of them. Younger alluvial fans may be recent enough to cover pro-
tohistorical or even Roman remains. Landscape forms which share 
a common genesis may therefore display great variation in arch-
aeological visibility, depending on when the various morphoge-
netic processes were active. Furthermore, when there is significant 
variation in age even an identical morphogenesis can still produce 
hugely different soil characteristics and erosional responses.

65 Soil development could not be used as a criterion for the age of 
the landscape units in the landscape classification because soil 
formation acts at an entirely different time scale to that of the 
archaeological period studied, which covers about 6000 years. 
Soil can therefore be used as a factor that controls site location 
through its properties, but not to distinguish landscape units in the 
classification.

smaller landscape elements. Any formations with di-
mensions smaller than 20m were omitted from the sys-
tematic surveys, but will be mentioned when relevant 
in the course of the discussion of the analysis results in 
Chapter 5 (e.g., springs). Subsequent studies may per-
haps include the design of a legend for as well as a sys-
tematic survey of smaller landscape units.

Producing LC25 and LC10 maps:  
desk studies and fieldwork
A desk study formed part of the process to produce LC25 
and LC10 maps. This desk study made use of the fol-
lowing data sources:

 – Topographical maps, scale 1:10,000 (10m contour 
lines);

 – Stereoscopic aerial photographs taken in 1955 (scale ca. 
1:35,000);

 – Recent, geometrically corrected aerial photographs;66

 – Geological maps at scales 1:100,000 and 1:25,000;
 – Specifically for the Monti Lepini a soil map produced 

by Sevink et al. (1984), scale 1:100,000;
 – GIS-processed versions of the digital elevation map 

(specifically slope measurements).67

In the course of the desk study draft versions were pro-
duced of all maps. A minimum polygon size (or minimum 
mapping unit) of 0.5cm2 was used, which meant that field 
units on the LC25 maps had to be at least 3ha in size in 

66 Topographical 1:10,000 maps; for the RAP area, maps produced 
in 1958 by Cassa per il Mezzogiorno/IGM; for the Monti Lepini, 
1990 maps for the Regione Lazio produced by the Carta Tecnica 
Regionale. The stereographic aerial photographs date from 1955 
and were taken by the Italian army (these are the so-called Gruppo 
Aeronautico Italiano aerial photographs). Sets covering both the 
RAP area and the Monti Lepini were used. Geometrically cor-
rected images of both areas were produced in 2002/3003 and are 
part of the Quadro d’unione Ortofoto IT2000, LANDSAT images, 
scale 1:250,000.

67 Geological maps RAP area: Giannini et al. 1963 (no. 221), Ghezzi 
1973 (no. 222), Carboni et al. 1971, Ghisetti & Vezzani 1983, 
Monaco et al. 1995. Geological maps Monti Lepini: Alberti et al. 
1975, Segre 1956 (no. 158), Grossi 1933 (no. 159), Beneo 1943 (no. 
151), Accordi et al. 1967 (no. 159 and no. 160), Sevink et al. 1984. 
The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for the RAP area was pro-
duced by the Flemish Institute for Technological Research VITO 
from LIDAR data. The DEM for the Monti Lepini is based on the 
DEM for all of Lazio (source: Regione Lazio).

Table 4.1.  Examples of small land forms that may be relevant to settlement location choice, and/or as landmarks.

Group Landmark
Small structural forms peaks, cliffs, banchi
Small volcanic forms necks, stacks
Small denudational forms small hollow by erosion
Small solutional forms (small) dolines, caves
Small hydrological forms small lakes, rivers, springs
Small other forms mountain passes, fords
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order to be included, while those on the LC10 maps had 
to measure at least 1.5ha. Units smaller than the mini-
mum mapping unit were merged with neighbouring units 
in order to avoid cluttering the resulting maps.

In the course of a number of visits on foot and by car 
the entire RAP area and the Monti Lepini were surveyed. 
The fieldwork to prepare the LC25 and LC10 legend and 
to check and where necessary correct the first drafts of 
these maps took place between October 2005 and March 
2009. Fieldwork for the LC25 maps mainly involved cor-
recting the boundaries between unit categories R (hard 
rock s) and W (weak rock s), while fieldwork for the 
LC10 maps largely consisted of recording mass move-
ments which had been overlooked during the desk study 
phase, or which turned out to be larger or smaller than  
initially estimated.

In October 2005 fieldwork was carried out in the 
RAP area in order to construct an LC25 legend. This was 
then used to produce an LC25 draft version for the RAP 
area, which was subsequently checked and corrected in 
October 2006. The legend for the RAP LC10 maps was 
constructed during the same field season. Subsequent 
fieldwork in June/July 2007 and June 2008 served to check 
and occasionally correct the LC10 drafts, followed in 
March 2009 by additional field checks in the Maddalena 
area (see Chapter 6).

Fieldwork in the Monti Lepini area began in January 
2006 with the construction of an LC25 legend, which was 
then used to produce an LC25 draft. This draft version 
was checked and corrected in the field in May/June 2006. 
Work on an LC10 legend for the Monti Lepini began sim-
ultaneously. The LC10 drafts were checked and corrected 
in the field in July 2008.

4.1.2  The LC25 (meso-scale) map and classification
The 1:25,000 scale (LC25) was chosen to describe large-
scale structures and associated processes in the landscape 
(Van Leusen & Feiken 2007). Six landscape types, some 
of them subdivided into two or more subtypes, were dis-
tinguished resulting in a total of seventeen categories (see 
Table 4.2). In geology a frequently used subdivision for 
rocks, one based on their physical properties and origin, 
distinguishes between ‘hard rock’ (igneous and metamor-
phic) and ‘soft rock’ (sedimentary). Of more immediate 
relevance to this study is a classification based on a com-
bination of physical properties such as hardness, coher-
ence and extent of induration, resulting in a distinction 
between ‘hard’ and ‘weak’ rocks. Separate symbols refer to 
this difference (R for ‘hard’ rocks and W for ‘weak’ rocks). 
Also recorded for each of these categories were soil char-
acteristics (thickness and texture), slope phenomena 
(wash, creep or flow) and the presence or absence of level 

Name Code LC25
R:   Landscape dominated by steep slopes, mainly in hard rock R
W:  Landscape dominated by concave and irregular slopes, in general not very steep; mainly in soft 

rock or bedded rock with soft beds 

 – in sedimentary, non-volcanic rock W1

 – in weathered volcanic tuffs, other than karst landscape W2
K:   Landscapes dominated by karst processe

 – in limestone formed by solutional processes K1

 – in limestone formed by solutional processes, covered by volcanic deposits K2
T:   Landscape dominated by marine or fluvial terraces

 – flat, gently sloping terrace surface, predominantly in sediments T1

 – slopes between stepped terraces; former sea cliffs T2
F:   Landscape dominated by fluvial landforms 

 – steep valley sides associated with river incision F1

 – valley floor with (active) braided river channels F2

 – alluvial fan, non aggrading F3

 – river incisions in volcanic tuffs F4

 – valley floor with (active) meandering river channels F5

 – lacustrine environment F6
C :  Landscape dominated by coastal landforms 

 – rather flat, horizontal surfaces in recent sediments, filled up lagoons C1

 – recent active dunes, beach ridges and flats C2

 – rather flat, horizontal surfaces in older sediments, filled up lagoons C3

 – older dunes, beach ridges and flats C4

Table 4.2.  The LC25 legend. Suffixes LC25 units: q = quarry, p = polje, d = doline, m = mass movement, v = volcanic deposits, t = tuff plateaus,  
+ = older form.
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areas (flats). LC25 maps were produced for the entire RAP 
area and the Monti Lepini (Figures 4.1a and 4.1b).

Landscape type R (‘hard Rock’)
Landscape type R is almost exclusively associated with 
hard limestone bedrock, creating a topography with 
closely spaced and regularly shaped isohypses (i.e. steep 
slopes). Because of their physical hardness limestone for-
mations constitute the highest and steepest parts of the 
landscape and are often only sparsely vegetated.

 – Soils: Generally thin with bare patches. Limestone 
weathers slowly and loose soil material washes away 
easily on steep slopes, although both it and any arte-
facts in it may collect in cracks in the rock. Soils are 
often dark (humic) and clayey.

 – Slopes: Generally steep but stable as chemical weather-
ing proceeds slowly. However, slope stability does not 
preclude the occasional occurrence of slope wash or 
gravity-induced rock fall. Artefacts behave like rock 

fragments and may be found trapped in cracks and on 
ledges.

 – Flats: These are rarely encountered in this landscape 
type since weathering and erosion tend to proceed 
along cracks in the rock.

 – Shared characteristics of this landscape type are: thin 
soils, stable slopes and few flats.

Landscape type K (‘Karst’)
Landscape type K is formed by karst processes affect-
ing limestone or dolomite. Two sub-types may be dis-
tinguished: visibly karst landscapes (K1) in relatively flat 
areas, and flat areas in a mountainous environment with 
volcanic deposits and karst drainage (K2).

 – Soils: The presence of a subterranean drainage system 
is the decisive factor. In karst areas with visible solu-
tion forms (K1) soils are mostly thin, consisting of 
terra rossa and/or volcanic deposits. Thick soils occur 
in areas with a karst drainage system and volcanic 
deposits (K2).

Figure 4.1a.  LC25 units of the Raganello Basin.
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 – Slopes: In K1 these are mostly gentle or absent, while 
K2 landscape have been levelled by volcanic deposits.

 – Flats: Areas with a subterranean drainage system and 
volcanic deposits (K2) can be regarded as such; flat also 
exist, however, in K1 karst landscapes.

 – Shared characteristics of this landscape type are: thick 
soils with angular stones, unstable slopes with active 
slope wash, soil creep or soil slide, and moderately 
small flats.

Landscape type W (‘Weak rock’)
Landscape type W is found on rock formations, which 
contain soft, easily weathered beds. In landscape unit W1 
these are usually shales or marls and in landscape unit 
W2 volcanic tuffs. Typically, the soft beds of W1 alternate 
with cemented sandstone, resulting in local sandstone 
outcrops. Where soft and hard beds alternate this results 
in an irregular topography. In areas without hard rock 
beds concave lower slopes produced by slope wash soften  
the relief.

 – Soils: Mostly thick as the local rocks or rock beds 
(shales, marls, volcanic tuffs) weather easily into clayey 
soils.

 – Slopes: On inclined surfaces active slope processes like 
wash, flow and slide occur. These slopes can there-
fore be classified as unstable, and any archaeological 
material on them may be moved along the slope and/
or covered by colluvium. Active slope processes tend 
to produce concave slope profiles. Any hard sandstone 
beds in the parent rock will protrude from the slope 
profile as ledges separating concave slopes above and 
below.

 – Flats: These are formed fairly easily in weak rock. Large 
flats, which recur at different levels, may represent dif-
ferent stages in landscape development, while small 
flats are often associated with ledges on more resistant 
rock beds.

 – Shared characteristics of this landscape type are: mostly 
thick soils, unstable undulating slopes and flats

Figure 4.1b.  LC25 units of the Monti Lepini.
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Landscape type T (‘marine abrasion Terrace’)
Landscape type T consists of series of gently sloping 
marine or fluvial terraces (T1) separated by colluviated 
former cliffs (T2). Terraces are most pronounced where 
they have eroded out of relatively soft rocky beds.

 – Soils: Terraces (T1) are usually covered by a thick layer 
of stony clay of sedimentary origin, as can be deduced 
from the presence of stones rounded by water trans-
port. Many terraces are covered by clayey soils with 
stones in various sizes. This variation depends on the 
type of fan delta deposit, particularly alluvial fans, and 
on the position on the alluvial fan. Soils on the terraces 
and those in between terraces (T2) are similar. As the 
latter are steeper than the former, slope wash may have 
resulted in some colluviation. River aggradation is no 
longer active on terraces and has been succeeded by 
soil formation, changing soil colours from grey to yel-
lowish red hues.

 – Slopes: Typically, terraces (T1) slope towards the sea 
at fairly constant angles, which vary from 1.5 to 5%, 
while slopes between terraces (T2) vary from 15 to 30%. 
Often these slopes are sufficiently long and steep, and 
the material on them soft enough, for channels to be 
incised into them. In a process of backward erosion 
these channels often dissect the terrace above them.

 – Flats: Terraces (T1) can themselves be regarded as flats.
 – Shared characteristics of this landscape type are: thick 

deposits of reddish brown soils, the upper section of 
which is decalcified, containing rounded stones; ter-
race surfaces have generally been stable for the past 
6000 years.

Landscape type F (‘Fluvial’)
Landscape type F can be subdivided into active valley 
floors with braided rivers (F2) and valley floors (often 
constituting alluvial fans) where aggradation has ceased 
(F3). The walls of incised streambeds (F1) often change 
upstream into landscape types R or W. Also present are 
lacustrine environments associated with fluvial activities 
(F6). Type F4 are watercourses incised into volcanic tuff 
substrata. Finally, F5 are active valley floors with mean-
dering water courses.

 – Soils: Soils in valley margins (F1) in the coastal low-
lands tend to have formed rather loose alluvial fan or 
fan delta deposits. On the other hand, watercourses in 
some upland areas have cut into hard limestone bed-
rock by scouring out a series of interconnected pot-
holes. Soils in F1 are poorly developed. Loose, grey, 
rounded river sediment can be found on valley floors 
with actively braiding river channels (F2). In the 
coastal zone, F2 landscape units may be part of an 
aggrading alluvial fan. Where fluvial deposits are no 
longer aggrading because flooding has ceased after the 
embankment of a water course, landscape units are of 
type F3 rather than F2. F4 units are water courses in 
volcanic tuff strata; soils there are poorly developed. F5 

are valley floors with (active) meandering river chan-
nels. These soils, too, are poorly developed, as they are 
in lacustrine environments (F6).

 – Slopes: On steep slopes in loose F1 or F4 sediments 
slope processes like wash and fall play a prominent 
role, although sediments there may be as coarse as to 
let water infiltrate easily, which prevents strong surface 
wash. In hard rock deposits in F1 landscapes slope sta-
bility (‘stability’ as measured on a human timescale) 
and the fact that artefacts sometimes aggregate in gaps 
between stones may result in archaeological finds in 
otherwise unpromising locations.

 – Flats: Landscape units F2, F3, F5 and F6 can be regarded 
as flats.

 – Shared characteristics of this landscape type are: incipi-
ent soils in grey river sediments; non-active surfaces 
are mostly stable.

Landscape type C (Coastal’)
Landscape type C can be subdivided into four categories 
according to the absence (C1 and C3) or presence (C2 and 
C4) of any marked topography and the landforms’ age. 
In this study recent landforms (C1 and C2) were distin-
guished from older ones (C3 and C4).

 – Soils: These form on recent coastal sediments, on flat, 
clayey, silted up lagoons (C1) and on sandy active dunes 
on former beach flats (C2). Only grey or yellowish grey, 
incipient soil profiles are found in these units. Older 
coastal landforms are clayey silted-up lagoons (C3) and 
older dunes on former beach flats (C4). Soils in these 
older landforms are more developed and brown or red-
dish brown in colour, while the lagoonal soils are vari-
ously composed of peat, clay and sand.

 – Slopes: Where vegetation on sandy surfaces is sparse 
or absent, wind erosion and sedimentation may occur. 
Near-shore erosion or under-water sedimentation may 
ultimately shift the coastline; this process has been on-
going in both study areas since prehistory.

 – Flats: C1 units and C2 areas between dunes are flats.
 – Shared characteristics of this landscape type are: incipi-

ent soils in grey, finely textured sediments, unstable on 
bare and sandy surfaces.

4.1.3  Selection of sectors and transects for micro-scale 
classification

Since both the RAP area and the Monti Lepini were too 
extensive to be surveyed completely it was necessary to 
develop a sampling strategy. Three transects were selected 
in the RAP area and two sectors in the Monti Lepini, using 
the LC25 classification to determine the size and location 
of transects/sectors whilst taking into account the sur-
veying potential of both study areas. As it was the inten-
tion to use the transects/sectors to explore the expected 
landscape variability in both the RAP area and the Monti 
Lepini the sampled areas need not be representative for 
all landscape units in both areas. The selection of specific 
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areas for both intensive archaeological surveying and 
detailed landscape mapping was based on this variation. 
This section will explain how the selection was made, 
and assess to what extent the selected areas constitute 
a representative sample of the total study area (and the  
LC25 units). 

In the RAP area, the central axis of landscape variation 
follows the Raganello river: important factors such as ele-
vation, temperature, visibility and accessibility change 
mainly along this central axis. Perpendicular to this, other 
factors such as soil, hydrology, elevation and slope angle 
change with distance from the river, forming distinct 
zones. Transects were accordingly located at three differ-
ent elevations perpendicular to the main axis. Transect 
1, in the foothill area near Francavilla Marittima, was 
chosen for practical reasons: much research had already 
been done there in the past, in the catchment zone around 
the archaeological site of Timpone della Motta (Attema 
et al. 2011a, pp. 95-98). Transect 2 is located on the tran-
sition between the ‘mountain’ and ‘coastal’ landscape 
zones, which might have had special significance in past 
settlement and land use and is geographically intermedi-
ate between transects 1 and 3. Transect 3 cuts across the 
uplands where the Raganello catchment is at its widest, 
thus potentially maximising the variation in landscape 
zones perpendicular to that river. Transects 2 and 3 were 
expressly defined to include landscape zones which had 
remained relatively unexplored in previous research.

In the Monti Lepini two areas in two valleys sur-
rounded by high limestone mountains were selected,68 one 
around the Rio river and the other around Roccagorga. 
This choice was based on the fact that both areas combine 
several landscape units typical for the Monti Lepini (steep 
mountain slopes, valleys, river terraces and alluvial fans). 
Morphologically both areas are also highly heterogeneous 
in that they contain many different types of units. Areas 
near valleys are easily accessible while those further away 
are more difficult to reach. Limestone and fertile volcanic 
ash deposits exist in both sectors. Accessibility and land 
use potential were undoubtedly important site selection 
factors. The Rio sector was chosen because it includes 
a large valley into which smaller valleys emerge, sur-
rounded by the limestone massif with its slopes and pla-
teaus. This situation allowed us to study the progressive 
infill of this landscape from the valleys outwards during 
the Roman period. The selection of the Roccagorga sec-
tor was influenced to the desire to trace the settlement 

68 Initially a third sector was selected, centring on the Valle Carella, 
since this is one of the major valleys opening into the Pontine 
plain and the presence of several Iron Age sites suggested that it 
had a high potential for protohistorical settlement and land use. 
However, large parts of the Valle Carella sector proved to be inac-
cessible and covered in lush vegetation which impeded geomor-
phological surveying. This made it impossible to check the LC10 
map - based on a desk study - in the field. It was therefore decided 
to omit this sector from the analysis.

Raganello Basin Km2 % Raganello Basin %T1 %T2 %T3 %Total 
(T1-T3)

C1 14.3 6 0 0 0 0
C2 0.8 0.3 0 0 0 0
F1 11.8 5 14.7 1.3 4.7 8.4
F2 7.0 3 9.5 0.3 0.5 4.4
F3 45.8 19.4 3.0 0 0 1.3
F3+ 1.3 0.6 3.1 0 0 1.4
F5 1.9 0.8 0 0 0 0
R 44.6 18.9 9.7 26.5 31.6 20.9
T1 9.5 4 25.9 0.2 0 11.5
T2 5.3 2.2 7.7 0 0 3.4
W1 94.2 39.8 26.5 71.7 63.2 48.6
Total Raganello Basin 236.6 100 100 100 100 100

Table 4.3a.  The shares of each of the LC25 units in each of the three RAP transects (T1=Francavilla; T2=Civita; T3=San Lorenzo Bellizzi).

Raganello Basin Km2 % Raganello Basin
Transect 1 26.8 11.3
Transect 2 11.8 5
Transect 3 22.0 9.3
Total transects 60.6 25.6

Table 4.3b.  The transect dimensions in km2 and in percentages of the 
total size of the Raganello Basin.
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and land use history of a typical upland basin and its sur-
rounding slopes and fluvial units (type F). Both the Rio 
and Roccagorga sectors also contain various smaller  
karst basins.

Representativeness of the selected areas
The total RAP area covers 237km2. It largely consists of 
LC25 unit types W1 (39.8%), R (18.9%) and F3 (19.4%, 
see Table 4.3a). Research in the Raganello Basin inten-
tionally targeted the higher sections as well as the area 
around Francavilla Marittima, which is why unit types 
C1, C2 and F3, all situated in the coastal plain, remained 
virtually unexplored. Unit F5, in the plain near the Crati 
river, was also omitted as the coastal zone and the strip 
along the Crati were not included in the transects. The 
transects did encompass a relatively large section of units 
T1, F1 and W1 (Table 4.3a). The transect dimensions are 
shown in Table 4.3b. 

The Monti Lepini area covers 764km2. Its three largest 
LC25 units are R (53%), W2 (24%) and F3 (7%, see Table 
4.4a). In the Monti Lepini the research focussed on the 
uplands, while the lower units C4, F3 and F5 were virtu-
ally absent. However, fairly large sections of units W2, F1 
and K2 were included (Table 4.4a). The sector dimensions 
are shown in Table 4.4b. 

A comparison of the LC25 units in the transects/sec-
tors with those in both fieldwork areas revealed that in 
that respect at least the transects/sectors did not consti-
tute a representative sample. The expected landscape vari-
ation in the RAP area and the Monti Lepini did not match 
that in the transects/sectors; in the latter the area occu-
pied by units R and F3 was smaller, while the area occu-
pied by units T1 and K2 was larger. In order to establish a 
direct correlation between archaeological artefacts found 
in the field, expected archaeological find distribution, and 
erosion/sedimentation, the LC10 classification was used 
to survey the total area of the transects and sectors.

4.1.4  The LC10 (micro-scale) classification: details
The LC10 classification utilizes the concept of Erosion 
Response Unit (ERU) as a means to define landscape 
units which reflect the nature and extent of bias intro-
duced by erosion/sedimentation. Also, the archaeological 
expectation was determined for each LC10 unit, based on 
its suitability for settlement and land use as well as the 
extent of erosion/sedimentation in the area. This method 
is called the ‘LC10 approach’.

The Erosion Response Unit
In order to be able to identify attractive areas for settle-
ment and agriculture and to assess the extent of erosion/
sedimentation, landscape units were defined on the basis 
of a number of ecological and geological criteria, using a 
default scale of 1:10,000. This approach utilizes the con-
cept of the Erosion Response Unit (ERU) as its basic unit. 
Flűgel et al. (2003, pp. 932-933) define ERUs as “… dis-
tributed three dimensional terrain units, which are het-
erogeneously structured and have homogeneous erosion 
process dynamics characterized by a slight variance within 
the unit, if compared with neighbouring ones. Their ero-
sion response is controlled by their physiographic prop-
erties and the management of their natural and human 
environment.” ERUs incorporate biotic as well as abiotic 
data. Soil (type, depth), slope (angle, length, degree of 
roughness) and vegetation (density, pattern) are all being 
used to define and characterise the units, while ongoing 
erosion processes and landscape formations serve to 

Monti Lepini Km2 % Monti Lepini % Rio Valley % Roccagorga % Total Sectors
Water 0.3 0 0 0 0
C4 12.0 1.6 0 0 0
F1 3.4 0.5 0 5.4 2.5
F3 54.1 7.2 1.2 6.3 3.5
F4 14.2 1.9 0.3 0 0.1
F5 35.3 4.7 3.3 0 1.8
F6 5.3 0.7 0 0 0.0
K1 2.2 0.3 0 0 0.0
K2 21.9 2.9 4.6 5.5 5.0
R 395.3 53 56 48.2 52.5
W1 23.1 3.1 3.3 0 1.8
W2 179.4 24 31.3 34.6 32.8
Total Monti Lepini 746.4 100 100 100 100

Table 4.4a.  The shares of each of the LC25 units in each of the Monti Lepini sectors (Rio Valley en Roccagorga).

Table 4.4b.  The sector dimensions in km2 and in percentages of the total 
size of the Monti Lepini.

Monti Lepini Km2 % Monti Lepini
Sector Rio Valley 38.2 5
Sector Roccagorga 30.8 4
Total Sectors 69 9
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demarcate them. This process results in a number of units 
each with a specific erosion potential (Cammeraat 2002).
The ERU approach, however, is subject to two limita-
tions:

 • It ignores the factor time, using instead the modern 
landscape as its exclusive starting point. As a result, the 
possible impact of erosion/sedimentation during dif-
ferent archaeological periods cannot be sorted out;

 • The extent of erosion/sedimentation is established on 
the basis of expert judgment, i.e. the researcher’s – well 
founded – opinion.

A third limitation, resulting from the size of the transects/
sectors and the limited time available for research rather 
than of elements inherent in the method itself, was the 
fact that not all units could be checked in the field.

Deductively established expectation (expert judgment)
All LC10 units were assigned an expected archaeological 
site density. Because insufficient data for inductive rea-
soning was available during the LC10 design phase, 
deductively arrived site expectation values were preferred 
instead. In other words, I construct expectations on the 
basis of expert judgement rather than on the basis of the 
properties of known archaeological sites (Van Leusen et al. 
2005b, pp. 29-30). While fieldwork for the HLP was still in 
progress, researchers formulated hypotheses with regard 
to the possible location of yet undiscovered sites on the 
basis of previously encountered archaeological remains 
and their situation in the landscape. Such remains can be 
expected near sources of fresh water, i.e. a water course 
or spring. The presence nearby of relatively level, easily 
worked and fertile soils can also be safely assumed, and 
likewise a tolerable microclimate, especially during the 
winter months. 

In order to produce an archaeological expectation 
map for an LC10 unit the first two factors to be assessed 
were the unit’s agricultural and settlement potential and 
the extent of the effect of any bias factors on the arch-
aeological material. Expert judgement was used to assess 
each LC10 unit’s agricultural and settlement potential, 
measured on a scale from 1 to 5: ‘highly unsuitable’ (1), 

‘unsuitable’ (2), ‘moderately suitable’ (3), ‘suitable’ (4) 
or ‘highly suitable’ (5). Factors considered were mainly 
slope angle, soil depth and the extent to which the land 
was cultivable. Level areas with thick, easily worked soils 
free of stones, for example, were classified as ‘highly suit-
able’ while those on very steep slopes without soil cover 
were labelled ‘highly unsuitable’. Strategic location (e.g., 
on a hilltop) was another factor to be considered. For each 
LC10 unit the extent of erosion/sedimentation processes 
and by implication their potential impact on the archaeo-
logical record were deductively assessed. The intensity of 
erosion/sedimentation is expressed in five classes: ‘strong 
erosion’ (-2); ‘medium erosion’ (-1); ‘stable area (no or 
almost no erosion/sedimentation)’ (0); ‘medium sedi-
mentation’ (1) and ‘strong sedimentation’ (2).

By combining settlement/agricultural suitability and  
the extent of erosion/sedimentation in a matrix the 
expected archaeological site density was roughly estab-
lished as ‘low expectation’, ‘medium expectation’ and ‘high 
expectation’ (Table 4.5). The method of deductively arriv-
ing at expected archaeological site density on the basis of 
expert judgement is subject to three limitations:

 • The expected site density is derived subjectively, the 
outcome largely depending on the availability of arch-
aeological data. Information on little studied areas 
such as mountains, however, may be insufficient to be 
able to reliably and objectively test expected site dens-
ity (see Chapter 5);

 • The method is based on the present landscape situation 
and on currently available geological information, such 
as the present location of springs. There is no inde-
pendent data, for example, on prehistoric springs;

 • Social and socio-economic factors are being ignored. 
A common human tendency to congregate, for exam-
ple (a social factor) was disregarded as this aspect has 
not yet been adequately studied (Whitley & Verhagen 
2011). Another social factor, the distance between 
settlements and roads, was also omitted because too 
little is known about road patterns.

Expectation classes Potential for agriculture/settlement
Intensity erosion/sedimentation Highly 

unsuitable
Unsuitable Moderately 

suitable
Suitable Highly 

suitable
Strong sedimentation/erosion Low Low Low Medium Medium
Medium sedimentation/erosion Low Low Medium Medium High
Stable area Low Medium Medium High High

Table 4.5.  The derivation of the three archaeological expectation classes from the suitability and extent of erosion/sedimentation of the LC10 units.
The intensity of erosion/sedimentation is expressed in five classes: ‘strong erosion’ (-2); ‘medium erosion’ (-1); ‘stable area (i.e. no or almost no erosion/sedi-
mentation)’ (0); ‘medium sedimentation’ (1) and ‘strong sedimentation’ (2). 
The agricultural and settlement potential is expressed in three classes: ‘highly unsuitable’ (1), ‘unsuitable’ (2), ‘moderately suitable’ (3), ‘suitable’ (4) and 
‘highly suitable’ (5).
Expected site density is expressed in three classes: Low expectation, Medium expectation and High expectation.
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LC10 classification procedures
Because the ERU formed the basis for detailed landscape 
classification (LC10) in the HLP, the LC10 encompasses 
units which display characteristic response patterns to 
erosion/sedimentation, given specific climate and land 
use conditions. Spatially the LC10 units can be distin-
guished on the basis of their morphogenesis, since geo-
morphological forms have specific material properties 
and slope characteristics which in turn influence pro-
cesses of erosion/sedimentation.

First, the units were defined geomorphologically (the 
qualitative approach).69 In areas without distinct geo-
morphological units the landscape was assessed mor-
phometrically (i.e. quantitatively), looking at slope angle 
and shape (Summerfield 1991, Huggett 2003). The LC10 
legend groups units according to their genesis (structural, 

69 The difference between a qualitative and a quantitative approach 
was clearly explained by Huggett (2003, p. 12): ‘Morphological 
mapping attempts to identify basic landform units in the field, on 
aerial photographs, or on maps. It sees the ground surface as an 
assemblage of landform elements. Landform morphometry or geo-
morphometry studies quantitatively the form of the land surface’.

Figure 4.2a.  LC10 units in RAP transect 1 Francavilla (foothills near Francavilla Marittima).
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volcanic, denudational, fluvial, marine, solutional, and 
anthropogenic) or morphometrics.

4�2  The LC10 (micro-scale) maps and legend
This section describes the morphology, slope angle, soil 
depth (in some cases including texture, consistency and 
permeability) and stoniness for every geomorphological 
unit included in the LC10 legend (in part after Van Joolen 
2003). Also assessed is exposure to erosion/sedimentation 

or, conversely, the degree of stability of each land form,70 
and a general description of modern forms of land use 
and vegetation is provided. Indicated for each unit are 
the potential for exploitation, any bias factors present 
in the archaeological record and the deductively arrived 
expected archaeological site density. Finally, the degree of 
erosion/sedimentation and the expected archaeological 
site density of each morphometric unit are discussed.

70 It should be noted however that from a long-term perspective truly 
stable areas do not exist. Ultimately erosion and sedimentation will 
affect every section of a landscape.

Figure 4.2b.  LC10 units in RAP transect 2 Civita (transition zone between the coastal and mountain landscape zones).
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Figures 4.2a-c show the LC10 maps for the three transects 
in the RAP area, and Figures 4.3a and 4.3b show the LC10 
maps for the two sectors in the Monti Lepini. Table 4.6 
lists for each unit the code, the extent of erosion/sedimen-
tation, suitability for land use, and archaeological expect-
ation. The code is also used in the subheadings for all 
individual LC10-units below. Table 4.6 lists also the col-
our scheme used for the LC10-maps. This scheme is based 
on Verstappen & Zuidam (1975). Table 4.7a lists (in per-
centages) the prevalence of each LC10 unit in the three 
RAP transects, Table 4.7b lists (in percentages) the preva-
lence of each LC10 unit in the two Monti Lepini sectors.

4.2.1  Forms of structural origin

11 Dipslope
Definition: A geomorphological topographic surface 

which dips in the same direction, and often by the 
same amount, as the true dip or apparent dip of the 
underlying strata (Allaby & Allaby 1999, p. 162). These 
forms are also found in the RAP area.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: These forms were 
shaped by structural processes; they mainly occur in 
limestone areas. Slope deposits (unit 33) occur at the 
base of such forms.

Figure 4.3a.  LC10 units in the Rio Valley sector of the Monti Lepini.
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Slope: Mainly steep.
Top soil thickness: On steep dipslopes so-called banchi 

can be found, sections that are accessible on foot, and 
thin soils may be formed on them.

Stoniness/rockiness: These forms mainly consist of bare 
rock (limestone).

Present land use/vegetation: On banchi the vegetation 
mainly consists of grasses and small trees, but dip-
slopes are mostly bare.

Use potential: Their steepness renders dipslopes unsuit-
able for most forms of land use except pasture (mainly 
goats) and the collection of building materials such as 
stones.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have been 
preserved on the level banchi; on the steeper sections 
of dipslopes they will have been washed away and pos-
sibly re-deposited in the numerous cavities and cracks 
which dot the dipslopes and banchi.

Deductive expectation: Low

12 Hill (isolated rock outcrop)
Definition: A hill is any land form which is raised more 

than 10m above the surrounding area and which has 

steep slopes on all sides (Van Joolen 2003). Hills are 
visible in the landscape as isolated high points. Hills are 
found in the RAP area as well as in the Monti Lepini.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Hilltops are stable but 
the steep slopes are prone to erosion.

Slope: Hill slopes are steep while hilltops tend to be level.
Top soil thickness: Generally less than 30cm thick on 

hilltops.
Stoniness/rockiness: Stones are especially numerous on 

slopes and on limestone hilltops. Present land use/
vegetation: Today most hills are bare, with occasionally 
some shrubbery.

Use potential: Strategically, hills are attractive settlement 
locations as they provide a wide view of the surround-
ing landscape and are defensible.

Bias factors: Archaeological remains on hilltops have usu-
ally been preserved and can be found on or just below 
the surface.

Deductive expectation: High

13 Rock wall (rock face, escarpment)
Definition: “Near vertical cliffs with no sedimentary cover 

or soils. The whole area between the top and bottom of 

Figure 4.3b.  LC10 units in the Roccagorga sector of the Monti Lepini.
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the rock wall is delineated” (Alkema et al. 2003). These 
units are found in the RAP area, where they are visible 
as very steep, high (several dozen metres) limestone 
walls which often show a stratigraphy.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Rock walls have a struc-
tural genesis and are found mainly on limestone. 
Debris slope deposits occur at the base of rock walls 
(Unit 33).

Slope: Very steep.
Top soil thickness: Banchi (level areas accessible on foot) 

can be found on sections of steep walls, and thin soils 
may occur there.

Stoniness/rockiness: Rock walls mainly consist of bare 
rock (limestone).

Present land use/vegetation: Any vegetation on banchi 
mainly consists of grasses and small trees, but rock 
walls are mostly bare.

Use potential: Rock walls are too steep for settlement or 
agriculture; they are only suitable as sources of build-
ing materials.

Bias factors: Because of the steep slopes any archaeologic-
al remains will have been washed away.

Deductive expectation: Low

4.2.2  Forms of volcanic origin

21 Tuff plateau
Definition: A plateau covered by tuff deposits (i.e. volcan-

ic deposits). In the Monti Lepini these land forms are 
concentrated in the Contrada Suso and the Rio Valley. 
The plateaus were formed when volcanic deposits 
covered limestone planation surfaces.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Erosion is limited on top 
of tuff-covered plateaus. Because the plateaus them-
selves consist of limestone drainage is good and pre-
cipitation erosion rare. On deforested slopes, however, 
the weathered top layer of tuff deposits tends to be ex-
posed to intense erosion, and as a result of colluviation 
slope material is being re-deposited along the edges.

Slope: The slopes of tuff plateaus may be steep, but the top 
is always level.

Top soil thickness: On plateau tops the volcanic deposits 
may be weathered, forming thick soils. On the slopes 
most soils have now eroded away; as a result of col-
luviation thick soils may have formed along the edges.

Stoniness/rockiness: The tuff deposits lack any large 
stones; volcanic minerals such as biotite and augite are 
however present.

Present land use/vegetation: Today most tuff plateaus 
have been adapted for agricultural purposes, and holi-
day cottages can be found on many of them. Typical 
tuff deposit vegetation includes arum species, fern, 
reed and an abundance of (introduced) sweet chestnut 
(castanea sativa).

Use potential: Tuff plateaus are suitable for settlement and 
agriculture.

Bias factors: Due to the absence of erosion archaeological 
remains on top of tuff plateaus will mostly still be pres-
ent on or just below the surface. They may, however, 
have been affected by modern ploughing.

Deductive expectation: High

4.2.3  Forms of denudational origin

31 Badlands
Definition: Badlands71 are bare slopes which are prone to 

extensive erosion during heavy precipitation (Farifteh 
& Soeters 2006, p. 142). In the present study, bare, un-
even areas with many gullies and unsuitable for agri-
culture are also called badlands (Bryan & Yair 1982). 
These can be recognised as often bare, fairly steep 
slopes with a pronounced, finely layered shale stratig-
raphy. Badlands occur in the RAP area.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Badlands are highly un-
stable and severe erosion is common after a downpour; 
splash erosion occurs on bare sections, followed by rill 
and gully erosion when masses of water congregate. 
Badlands are a source of colluvium.

Slope: Varying from steep slopes to fairly level surfaces.
Top soil thickness: Badland soils are clayey. On recently 

eroded sections shale deposits are visible as rather flat 
pebbles. Due to the extensive erosion soil formation is 
almost non-existent.

Stoniness/rockiness: Badlands are mainly formed on soils 
with a lithology of fine clastic sediments, such as clays, 
clay silt, marls and poorly cemented sands. In the RAP 
area badlands are mainly found on the Miocene flysch 
deposits, mainly shales.

Present land use/vegetation: Often bare, but on some 
more stable sections (mainly the tops) grasses and 
macchia may be found.

Use potential: Badlands are only suitable for extensive 
grazing.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have washed 
away.

Deductive expectation: Low

32 Bedrock hollow
Definition: “Bedrock hollows are [….] commonly spoon 

shaped areas of convergent topography with con-
cave profiles on hill slopes. They tend to be oriented 
linear up and down slope. Hollows often form other 
landforms such as head scraps. A series of converging 
bedrock hollows may form the upper part of a con-
vergent headwall. Convergent headwalls are funnel 

71 Two distinctive landforms can be observed in badlands: calanchi, 
small hydrographical units with steep and eroded slopes, locally 
branching into multiple secondary valleys separated by more or 
less sharp ridges; and biancane, dome shaped forms, generally 
lower than 20m, sometimes isolated but more often clustering in 
fields (Torri et al. 2006).
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shaped landforms, broad at the ridge top and terminat-
ing where headwaters converge into a single channel” 
(Forest Practices Board Manual 2004; Section 16). In 
the field bedrock hollows can be recognised as a nega-
tive interruption of the slope, with a negative plan and 
profile curvature. At the lower end of bedrock hollows 
may be found erosional gullies. Bedrock hollows occur 
in both the RAP area and the Monti Lepini.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Bedrock hollows are a 
source of colluvium, and backward erosion may occur 
while overland flow is mainly found in bare, non-ter-
raced bedrock hollows. Also sections with terraces 
where vegetation is lacking, however, are sensitive to 
overland flow. Overgrown sections are more stable. 
The steeper sections of hollows without vegetation are 
prone to mass movement.

Slope: Longitudinally the slope angle of hollows in the 
study areas is ca. 20%, locally more.

Top soil thickness: Within a bedrock hollow soils tend to 
be very thin; below them colluvium accumulates and 
soils tend to be thicker.

Stoniness/rockiness: Bedrock hollows consist of bare rock 
or (very) stony soils; the colluvium below the hollows 
is also stony.

Present land use vegetation: Several bedrock hollows in 
the fieldwork areas have now stabilised following the 
construction of agricultural terraces. Market crops are 
being grown on some of them, while others are still 
covered in natural vegetation. A number of hollows in 
the north-west of the RAP area carry no vegetation.

Use potential: After the construction of agricultural ter-
races the lower parts of bedrock hollows can be farmed. 
The higher sections are very steep and only suitable for 
grazing.

Bias factors: Erosion and sedimentation both occur in 
bedrock hollows. Erosion dominates in the higher sec-
tions, and any archaeological remains there will have 
been washed away. The colluvium which accumulates 
in the lower sections will have covered archaeological 
remains and preserved them, but these remains may 
have been buried so deep that they cannot be located 
during a survey.

Deductive expectation: Low

33 Debris slope (scree slope, talus slope)
Definition: Debris slopes are defined as “a sloping mass 

of coarse rock fragments accumulated at the foot of a 
slope” (Allaby & Allaby 1999). They are found in the 
RAP area and in the Monti Lepini at the base of steep 
limestone slopes. Debris slopes are the result of rock 
fall.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Old debris slopes in 
both fieldwork areas may be overgrown, an indication 
that their surface is fairly stable. Most debris slopes ori-
ginated in periglacial conditions during colder periods 

of the Pleistocene; modern climate conditions had no 
impact.

Slope: Typically, the slope angle of debris slopes is ca. 30 to 
45 degrees, with a straight profile.

Top soil thickness: On old, stable surfaces dark humic 
soils may have formed. These sometimes reach a depth 
of over 30cm, but usually unstable conditions will have 
resulted in thinner soils.

Stoniness/rockiness: Debris slopes largely consist of 
stones and boulders.

Present land use/vegetation: Debris slopes are usually 
bare; any vegetation present consists of macchia.

Use potential: The many stones and boulders render de-
bris slopes unsuitable for cultivation. Settlement, how-
ever, is possible.

Bias factors: Because most debris slopes originated in 
the Pleistocene, any archaeological remains from the 
periods under study (Bronze Age to Roman period) 
will be concentrated on or just below the surface.

Deductive expectation: Medium

34 Debris cone
Definition: Debris cones are similar to debris slopes ex-

cept for their shape: falling debris is first funnelled 
through and concentrated by gullies or stream chan-
nels notched into the cliff face, thus creating a cone 
shape (Alkema et al. 2001, p. 150). This land form is 
found both in the RAP area and in the Monti Lepini.

Use potential: Its many stones render a debris cone un-
suitable for cultivation, but settlement is possible.

Bias factors: Because most debris cones originated in 
the Pleistocene, any archaeological remains from the 
periods under study (Bronze Age to Roman period) 
will cluster on or just below the surface.

Deductive expectation: Medium

35 Gully (torrent)
Definition: “A feature of rain erosion that develops from 

the runoff of a violent torrent that bites deeply into top-
soil and soft sediment” (Allaby & Allaby 1999). Gullies 
are identifiable as fairly deep, steep-sloped, linear chan-
nels and occur both in the RAP area and in the Monti 
Lepini. The larger incised river channels are marked as 
such on the topographical maps for both areas; those 
with a width of at least twenty but no more than fifty 
metres have been marked as gullies.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Incision, and by impli-
cation erosion.

Slope: Directly adjacent to the stream bed, the gully slopes 
on both sides are steep.

Top soil thickness: Soil formation is impossible.
Stoniness/rockiness: Gullies are filled with larger boulders 

and gravel.
Present land use/vegetation: Gullies may be temporar-

ily dry, only becoming active during periods of heavy 
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precipitation. Because of the moist conditions vegeta-
tion alongside gullies can be quite lush.

Use potential: Gullies are only suitable as watering places, 
although they may also serve as transportation routes 
in areas with dense vegetation.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have been 
obliterated by erosion.

Deductive expectation: Low

36 Active mass movement (detriti di frana)
Definition: “Mass movement is the downslope movement 

of slope material under the influence of the gravita-
tional force of the material itself and without the assist-
ance of moving water, ice or air” (Summerfield 1991, 
pp. 167). This land form occurs both in the RAP area 
and in the Monti Lepini. Mass movement is a generic 
term for fall, topple, slide, lateral spreading and flow 
movements; the shift of large masses which occurs 
after a slope has been undercut by a river (in the RAP 
area a common phenomenon along the Raganello) is 
also regarded as a mass movement. In this study fall 
movements have been classified as debris slopes (see 
unit 33).

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Active forms are accom-
panied by movement of large masses of soil material, 
which is a form of erosion. In the upper part of an ac-
tive mass movement erosion takes place, in the lower 
part of the movement material originated from the up-
per part is deposited.

Slope: Mass movements usually occur on steep locations; 
the slope of the mass movement itself varies widely.

Top soil thickness: Active mass movements usually have 
no topsoil, as the upper part of a mass movement is 
moved down and any topsoil originally present will 
have been lost. The lower part of a mass movement 
consist of a mixture of materials (top soil and bedrock), 
deposited in a chaotic way, and no original topsoil 
is present. Also, as material is constantly being re- 
deposited in the lower part of the mass movement soil 
formation cannot take place.

Stoniness/rockiness: In the RAP area slide and flow mass 
movements cluster in areas with weathered shales, 
and these will contain hardly any stones. Mass move-
ments originating in limestone areas contain numer-
ous stones.

Present land use/vegetation: Active forms lack a dense 
vegetation cover and are not being used agriculturally.

Use potential: The lack of a topsoil, and in limestone areas 
also the many stones, render recently formed mass 
movements unsuitable for agriculture. The uneven and 
often unstable surface makes them also unattractive for 
settlement.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains on mass move-
ments will have been moved and damaged, and ultim-
ately obliterated.

Deductive expectation: Low

37 Inactive mass movement (detriti di frana)
Definition: See active mass movement. An inactive mass 

movement can be distinguished from an active one 
by the fact that the inactive form carries vegetation. 
Today, inactive forms that can still be recognised as 
such are overgrown by macchia. This land form occurs 
in the RAP area and in the Monti Lepini.

Use potential: The lack of a topsoil, and in limestone areas 
also the many stones, render recently formed mass 
movements unsuitable for agriculture. The uneven and 
often unstable surface makes them also unattractive for 
settlement.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains on mass move-
ments will have been moved and damaged, and ultim-
ately obliterated.

Deductive expectation: Low

4.2.4  Forms of fluvial origin

41 Alluvial fan
Definition: “An alluvial fan is a body of sediment whose 

surface form approximates to the segment of a cone 
which radiates downslope from a point on a mountain 
front, usually where a stream emerges” (Summerfield 
1991, p. 222). Alluvial fans are being formed over a 
long period of time and often cover large areas. In the 
RAP area the Raganello alluvial fan is distinctly visible 
on elevation maps and LIDAR images. Alluvial fans are 
also found along the margins and in the valleys of the 
Monti Lepini.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Today the surface of 
the Raganello alluvial fan below Francavilla is stable. 
According to Van Joolen (2003, pp. 96-97) small gullies 
exist on its higher sections. The Raganello river chan-
nel itself has now been fixed, so that further radial ex-
pansion of its alluvial fan has ceased. In the Pontine 
plain the alluvial fan below Sezze, originating in the 
Fosso Briolco, is the best studied. It, too, is now stable.

Slope: The surface of an alluvial fan is virtually flat to gen-
tly sloping.

Stoniness/rockiness: Alluvial fan deposits contain many 
(rounded) stones and boulders; the matrix of the fans 
in the RAP area often contains eroded shales, while 
those in the Monti Lepini area are mainly composed of 
colluvium from eroded tuffs.

Top soil thickness: On the upstream, older sections of 
the alluvial fan below Francavilla Marittima stable 
conditions have allowed the formation of reddish 
brown soils. These are over 30cm thick and consist 
of a silty clay and large numbers of river boulders of 
various sizes. The downstream, more recent sections 
are covered by an immature, greyish and clayey soil, 
also over 30cm thick and again containing many river 
stones up to 15cm in size (Van Joolen 2003, p. 95). The 
alluvial fan below Sezze is covered by a reddish brown 
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topsoil (over 30cm thick), but the stones in it are small-
er than those in the Francavilla Marittima alluvial fan.

Present land use/vegetation: Today the Francavilla allu-
vial fan is an agricultural area with olive and fruit trees 
where grain is being cultivated; the Sezze alluvial fan, 
too, is being cultivated (mainly vegetables).

Use potential: Because of their fertile subsoils alluvial 
fans are attractive settlement locations. They are highly 
suitable for agriculture.

Bias factors: On alluvial fans that have been stable since 
archaeological remains were deposited on them, such 
remains can be found on or just below the surface. 
They may however have been damaged by ploughing. 
If new alluvial sediments were being deposited while 
the archaeological strata were being formed, those 
strata may now be buried so deep that they can no 
longer be located during a survey.

Deductive expectation: Medium

42 Canyon (gorge)
Definition: “A deep, steep sided gorge cut by a river, gen-

erally into bedrock” (Allaby & Allaby 1999). Jennings 
(1987, pp. 88-92) classifies canyons as fluvio-karst phe-
nomena, karst phenomena being involved in their for-
mation alongside fluvio-erosional processes. In the 
RAP area canyons are represented by the vertical-
walled channel of the Raganello, which is cut exclu-
sively into limestone bedrock.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: As it flows through a 
canyon a river scours out and enlarges potholes, thus 
cutting deeper into and eroding the bedrock.

Slope: Canyon walls are very steep but may contain banchi 
(accessible sections).

Top soil thickness: Soil formation does not occur inside 
canyons.

Stoniness/rockiness: Canyon walls consist of bare rock, 
and a canyon bottom is covered in stones.

Present land use/vegetation: Bare, uncultivated.
Use potential: Canyons have few uses except as watering 

places, although wider canyons may also function as 
transportation routes in densely overgrown areas.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have eroded 
away.

Deductive expectation: Low

43 Dry valley
Definition: A dry valley is shaped like a river valley but 

lacks a water course. In the RAP area and in the Monti 
Lepini dry valleys can be found on shales (RAP) and 
tuffs (Monti Lepini). These land forms probably origin-
ated in the periglacial conditions of the Pleistocene. In 
limestone areas dry valleys are classified as karst basins 
(see unit 63).

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Their matrix renders 
valley slopes vulnerable to erosion; the eroded material 
ends up in the valley soil.

Slope: Valley bottoms are flat while valley slopes can be 
quite steep.

Top soil thickness: Valley soils are thick but thinner soils 
can be expected on valley slopes.

Stoniness/rockiness: In the Monti Lepini dry valley soils 
contain few stones; those in the RAP area may contain 
small shale pebbles, which easily weather into clays.

Present land use/vegetation: In Lazio, valley bottoms are 
used for pasture while trees grow on valley slopes. In 
Calabria, valleys bottoms are covered in macchia while 
a combination of macchia and trees is found on the 
slopes.

Use potential: Their thick soils render dry valleys suitable 
for cultivation and grazing, but a lack of water makes 
them less attractive as settlement areas.

Bias factors: A build-up of colluvium in dry valleys will 
have covered any archaeological remains there.

Deductive expectation: Medium

44 Floodplain
Definition: “The part of a river valley that is made of un-

consolidated river borne sediment, and periodically 
flooded” (Allaby & Allaby 1999). In the RAP area this 
landform can be identified as a wide gravelly plain with 
larger boulders, into which numerous water courses 
have created a maze of small, fairly narrow and shallow 
channels (braided rivers). During periods of heavy pre-
cipitation the floodplain in the RAP area is occasion-
ally transformed into a churning mass of water which 
alters the morphology of the channels and the higher 
sections. Necessary conditions for the formation of a 
floodplain with braided rivers are a high stream flow 
and a steep gradient (Berendsen 2000, pp. 173-174).

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Sedimentation is the 
dominant process in floodplains, but active channels 
may occasionally also cause erosion.

Slope: A floodplain is flat.
Top soil thickness: No soil formation takes place on 

floodplains.
Stoniness/rockiness: Braided floodplains contain many 

large stones and boulders.
Present land use/vegetation: Today most floodplains are 

being controlled by groynes and dikes. The floodplain 
of the Raganello river is dry much of the year.

Use potential: In overgrown areas floodplains may serve 
as transportation routes.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have eroded 
away or become deeply buried beneath sediment.

Deductive expectation: Low

45 Floodplain cultivated
Like 44, but cultivated. This landform occurs in the RAP 

area.
Use potential: Higher sections of cultivated floodplains 

may have been settled.
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Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have eroded 
away or become deeply buried beneath sediment.

Deductive expectation: Medium

46 River terrace
Definition: “Fragment of a former valley floor that now 

stands well above the level of the present floodplain. 
It is caused by stream incision, which may be due to 
uplift of the land, to fall in sea level, or to change in 
climate” (Allaby & Allaby 1999). River terraces occur 
in the RAP area and in the Monti Lepini. In the RAP 
area they are visible as level plateaus with steep edges 
along the Raganello river. In that same area marine and 
river terraces sometimes merge, in which case their 
classification depends on the direction of the surface 
slope (towards sea or towards a water course). In the 
Monti Lepini small river terraces can be found in some 
valleys.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Terraces in the fieldwork 
area were formed by the combined action of accumu-
lation and erosion, specifically the accumulation of the 
old floodplain and the erosional action of the river. 
Level sections are stable but terrace slopes tend to be 
prone to erosion.

Slope: River terraces slope gently towards the river as well 
as longitudinally.

Top soil thickness: Soils consist of silty clay with gravel 
(sometimes stratified) and are over 30cm thick. Lower 
river terraces have grey, immature soils.

Stoniness/rockiness: Older river terraces in the RAP area 
consist of conglomerates, while those in the Monti 
Lepini are usually formed in older alluvial fan deposits.

Present land use/vegetation: River terraces are presently 
being used for grain cultivation and as fruit orchards.

Use potential: River terraces are attractive settlement lo-
cations, as they are close to fresh water and easy to 
work which also makes them suitable for agriculture.

Bias factors: On river terraces which have been stable 
since archaeological remains were deposited such re-
mains will be found on or just below the surface, al-
beit possibly damaged by recent ploughing. On river 
terraces that were still active after the deposition of 
archaeological remains, such remains will have been 
covered by sediment and may now be buried too deep 
to be discovered in the course of a survey.

Deductive expectation: Medium

47 River valley
Definition: A small river valley consists of a floodplain 

with a permanent water course and sometimes also 
small river terraces. River valleys occur in the RAP area 
and in the Monti Lepini. Geomorphologically speak-
ing they are composites: in size a river valley is larger 
than an erosional gully and smaller than a floodplain. 
Its components have also been classified separately, but 
they are often too small to be surveyed individually for 

the LC10 map. River valleys are over 50m but less than 
100m wide.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: In both research areas 
rivers flowing through valleys are often erosional. 
Valley floodplains consist of large stones and boulders, 
gravel, sand, loam and clay. River terraces may be ex-
posed to erosion but they may also be partially covered 
by colluvium washed down from higher up.

Slope: Slopes are gentle to non-existent.
Top soil thickness: Soils may have formed on smaller 

river terraces; on valley floodplains soil formation is 
impossible.

Stoniness/rockiness: Valley floodplains are very stony. 
Where the river cuts into limestone the valley slopes 
will also be stony, but otherwise stones will be few.

Present land use/vegetation: Vegetation is lush along river 
valleys.

Use potential: River terraces are suitable settlement lo-
cations and provide good agricultural soil. The flood-
plain is only suitable as a source of fresh water, but in 
densely overgrown areas floodplains may also function 
as transportation routes.

Bias factors: River terraces in valleys are partially erod-
ed or covered in colluvium, which may locally have 
obliterated or buried any archaeological remains. In 
the floodplain archaeological remains will have been 
eroded away.

Deductive expectation: Medium

4.2.5  Forms of marine origin

51 Marine abrasion terrace
Definition: “In a uplifting region, an abrasional terrace or 

wave cut platform will form during a interglacial high-
stand when the rate of global sea level rise slows down 
and matches that of the land uplift, [….] and is backed 
by a relict sea cliff ” (Cucci 2004, p. 1393). This land-
form is found in the RAP area, and is indicated as T1 
on the LC25 map. Marine terraces can be identified in 
the field as uninterrupted surfaces which are either flat 
or gently sloping towards the sea.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Marine terraces are fair-
ly level and erosion/sedimentation is virtually non-ex-
istent, except in areas around marine cliffs (Heilmann 
1972; p. 132, 152 and 156). Fields in this unit are not 
covered by sediment, again with the exception of those 
along marine cliffs.

Slope: Marine terraces characteristically slope towards the 
sea at fairly constant angles, varying between 1.5 and 
5%.

Top soil thickness: Marine terraces are usually covered by 
a thick layer of stony clay of sedimentary origin, which 
can be deduced from the roundness of the stones which 
are evidently waterborne. Many terraces are covered by 
stony clay but its texture varies depending on the type 
of fan delta deposit present and, particularly on alluvial 
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fans, the position on the alluvial fan. Since the terraces 
were formed soil-oxidising processes have been active, 
changing the soil colour from grey to more yellowish-
red hues. Soil thickness is over 30cm (Heilmann 1972).

Present land use/vegetation: Today marine terraces are 
mainly used for the cultivation of grain, as olive groves 
and as orchards. Often one may find large stones along 
field margins, moved there by farmers. The highest ter-
races are also covered by macchia and pine woods.

Use potential: Marine terraces are suitable for both agri-
culture and settlement.

Bias factors: Sedimentation on marine terraces only takes 
place along marine cliffs, the other sections are stable. 
Any archaeological remains will therefore be found on 
or just below the surface, where they may have been 
damaged by recent ploughing.

Deductive expectation: High

52 Marine abrasion cliff
Definition: “The intersection of the [marine] platform 

and the cliff is called inner edge (or shoreline angle): it 
closely approximates the paleoshoreline” (Cucci 2004, 
p. 1393). Marine abrasion cliffs exist in the RAP area, 
where they can be identified as steep slopes between 
marine terraces and are labelled T2 on the LC25 map. 
The cliffs were formed by marine abrasion and are sub-
ject to mass movements and gully formation.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: These slopes are often 
long and steep enough and the material soft enough 
to allow channel incision. Through backward erosion 
these channels have often also started to dissect the ter-
race above.

Slope: Slopes between terraces vary between 15 and 30%.
Top soil thickness: The soils resemble those on marine 

terraces. As cliff slopes are steeper than terrace slopes, 
erosion may have resulted in some colluviation.

Stoniness/rockiness: The matrix consists of conglomer-
ates and the cliffs may therefore contain large boulders.

Present land use/vegetation: Where slopes are gentle olive 
trees grow on the lowest cliff sections. Steeper parts are 
covered in macchia.

Use potential: Grazing animals is possible on steeper sec-
tions, and on the gentler slopes settlement would be 
possible.

Bias factors: As marine cliffs tend to be rather steep, any 
archaeological remains will have been affected by 
erosion.

Deductive expectation: Medium

4.2.6  Forms of solutional origin
Since limestone formations dominate in both study areas, 
and because forms of solutional origin have been impor-
tant for pre- and protohistoric human occupation (e.g., 

shelter, water, arable soil), the genesis and characteristics 
of these forms are described in more detail.72

61 Doline
Definition: dolines (sinkholes) proper as well as uvalas 

(composite dolines) and cenotes are all classified as do-
lines: small enclosed karst depressions, ranging in size 
from several m2 to 1 km2. Dolines tend to be round to 
elliptical and can be very deep. Several processes may 
prompt their formation, including solution, collapse 
and suffusion (solution subsidence), but most dolines 
are the product of a combination of factors (i.e. they 
are polygenetic; Ford & Williams 1992, pp. 396-412). 
They are found in the Monti Lepini.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Dolines are erosional 
landscape forms. Subsequently, volcanic ashes and/or 
tuff erosion material may have been deposited in them, 
as happened in the Monti Lepini.

Slope: Essentially, dolines are holes in the ground with 
very steep to vertical walls.

Top soil thickness: None, or at most very thin.
Stoniness/rockiness: Highly stony.
Present land use/vegetation: Little or no vegetation.
Use potential: Dolines themselves have no practical use 

for settlement or agriculture, but they may provide ac-
cess to caves.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains will have been 
obliterated when the doline was formed.

Deductive expectation: Low

62 Residual hill on karst plains (hum, tower karst)
Definition: Residual hills on karst plains are the isolated 

remains of otherwise completely eroded limestone 
formations (Bögli 1980, p. 69). Tower karst is also in-
cluded in this category (Ford & Williams 2007, pp. 
370-373). This landform occurs in the Monti Lepini.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Although original-
ly shaped by erosion, residual hills have been stable 
throughout the 6000 years of the period under study.

Slope: A hum has gentle slopes while those of a karst 
tower (lower than a hum) are steeper.

Top soil thickness: Residual hills lack a soil cover.
Stoniness/rockiness: Very stony.
Present land use/vegetation: The many stones allow little 

or no vegetation.
Use potential: The stones and lack of soil reduce the agri-

cultural potential of residual hills to zero, although they 
can still be used for grazing, mainly by goats. Residual 

72 Because rain water naturally contains small amounts of carbonic 
acid, it will dissolve limestone. The resulting landscape formations 
are called karst phenomena. In both fieldwork areas but especially 
in the Monti Lepini such phenomena are numerous, and they have 
greatly influenced landscape development. Ford & Williams (1992, 
p. 1) define karst as follows: ‘Karst is terrain with distinctive hydrol-
ogy and landforms arising from a combination of high rock solubility 
and well developed secondary porosity’.
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hills are attractive settlement locations because of their 
strategic position; they provide an excellent view over 
the surrounding landscape and are defensible.

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains on top of re-
sidual hills will have been preserved. Because there is 
no erosion such remains will still be present on or just 
beneath the surface.

Deductive expectation: High

63 Karst basin (polje, campo, piano)
Definition: A karst basin is a large, enclosed and level karst 

depression without visible drainage (Bögli 1980; Ford 
& Williams 2007, p. 361).73 “The most common and 
characteristic types [poljes] are sub elliptical in shape, 
mainly elongated following the Apennine trend, that 
is northwest southeast, with major axes of a few kilo-
metres and minor axes of some hundred metres […] 
The catchment areas of some basins are not completely 
enclosed, but are open on one side owing to the capture 
by headward erosion of one or more valleys. However 
the surface drainage from basins is nearly always at a 
minimum or nil, and the outflow of the waters takes 
place through one, or occasionally more, generally ec-
centric swallow holes, often located near the slope cor-
responding to a fault scarp” (Belloni et al. 1974, p. 108). 
Karst basins are also found in the Monti Lepini.

Erosion/stability/sedimentation: Karst basins are ero-
sional in origin; in the Monti Lepini and elsewhere in 
Central Italy they are often filled with volcanic deposits 
(Brancaccio et al. 1998). Volcanic material deposited 
on the slopes may have ended up in the basin through 
a process of colluviation. Screes and alluvial fans are 
often situated on the transition between the surround-
ing slopes and the floor of the basin.

Slope: The slopes of karst basins can be quite steep, but if a 
basin is filled with volcanic material the bottom is level.

Top soil thickness: Basin slopes have little or no soil cover. 
The soil of filled-in basins, however, can be very thick 
and is often fertile.

Stoniness/rockiness: Basin slopes are very stony, as are 
occasionally the transitional zones between slope and 
basin floor. The soils of filled-in basins, however, are 
free of stones.

Present land use/vegetation: Macchia and deciduous trees 
grow on the slopes. In the Monti Lepini filled-in basins 
are used as grazing grounds, and they are also being 
cultivated.

Use potential: Karst basins are suitable as grazing areas, 
and agriculture is possible in basins filled with collu-
vium or volcanic ashes.

73 Poljes are large, flat floored enclosed depressions in karst terrains. 
They are landforms associated with the input or throughput of 
water, and in many respects can be considered inliers of a normal 
fluvial landscape (Ford & Williams 1992, p. 428). 

Bias factors: Any archaeological remains on the floor of 
a karst basin will still be present on or just below the 
surface. Along the edges, however, colluvium from the 
slopes will have covered whatever archaeology may be 
there. Such remains may now be deeply buried and will 
not turn up in surveys.

Deductive expectation: Medium

4.2.7  Forms of anthropogenic origin

71 Quarry
Open-air extraction site of raw materials such as gravel, 
sand or limestone.
Deductive expectation: Low

72 Irrigation basin
Man-made basin used to store surface water
Deductive expectation: Low

4.2.8  Forms based on morphometric criteria
Landscape elements that fall outside any discrete geomor-
phological category have been classified according to slope 
angle and type (straight or undulating). A straight slope 
has a fairly constant angle throughout, while the angle of 
an undulating slope will vary significantly although the 
overall angle remains constant. In the LC10 classification 
concave and convex slopes have been left out, because 
such slopes by definition have two different slope angles.

Slope angle, landscape formations and lithology are 
correlated. Slopes in shale areas tend to be shallower than 
those in limestone areas. The RAP area largely consists 
of shale deposits in which mass movement is a common 
phenomenon. The formation and subsequent levelling of 
these mass movements as well as the presence of rocky 
outcrops has resulted in an undulating landscape, such as 
in unit 106 in the RAP area. Where relevant, slope cat-
egories (see Table 4.8) have been adopted from the FAO 
(1988b) classification, the Soil Survey Manual (1993) and 
Van Joolen (2003, pp. 32 and 35). When defining slope 
categories one factor that was considered was the pos-
sibility to work its soils. It is impossible, for example, to 
use a plough on non-terraced slopes with an angle over 
13%. Slopes with an angle up to 25% can still be worked 
manually using a spade or a hoe (Van Joolen 2003, p. 28). 
The classification process resulted in seven morphometric 
LC10 units (101 to 107; see Table 4.9).

In general, the steeper a slope the less attractive it will 
be for settlement and other forms of land use. Moreover, 
the steeper slopes are more prone to erosion, which means 
that any archaeological remains on them are more likely 
to be affected. The deductively derived expected arch-
aeological density for units 101, 102, 103, 104 and 106 is 
medium, while it is low for the steeper units 105 and 107.
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4�3  Summary
In order to investigate distortions introduced into the 
archaeological record by post-depositional processes the 
landscape was divided into distinct units defined by the 
extent of erosion/sedimentation in each unit. Each of 
these units has been discussed separately in this chap-
ter. A review of the available literature revealed that an 
overall landscape classification from an archaeological 
perspective had not yet been constructed for this area. It 
was therefore decided to construct one in the context of 
this study, using the ERU approach as the starting point. 
In the ERU approach a landscape is subdivided into dis-
tinct units which vary in the nature and extent to which 
they are being affected by erosional processes. The result-
ing landscape classification operates on two scales, LC25 
and LC10. First, the RAP and Monti Lepini areas were 
subjected to a complete field survey based on the LC25 
classification. Second, the results of the first phase were 
used to select transects/sectors to further investigate the 
degree of variation in both fieldwork areas, this time using 
the LC10 classification. This led to the definition of units 
which reflect the potential impact of erosion/sedimenta-
tion on the archaeological record. This impact, in com-
bination with each unit’s land use potential, was then used 
to arrive at an archaeological expectation map (the ‘LC10 
approach’). Additional archaeological fieldwork in the 
sectors/transects in the period 2005-2008 served to col-
lect reliable archaeological data (see Chapter 3) in order 
to test the LC10 approach. This testing phase will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.
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Name
(Color: Verstappen & Zuidam 1975)

Code Erosion (-2 and -1)
Sedimentation (1 and 2)
Stable area (0)

Suitable for habitation/agriculture
(1 = highly unsuitable 
5 = highly suitable)

Expected site density 

Forms of structural origin (purple) 10
Dipslope 11 -1 2 Low
Hill 12 0 5 High
Rockwall 13 -1 2 Low
Forms of volcanic origin (red) 20
Tuff plateau 21 0 5 High
Forms of denudational origin 
(brown)

30

Badlands 31 -2 2 Low
Bedrock hollow 32 -2 2 Low
Debris slope 33 1 3 Medium
Debris cone 34 1 3 Medium
Gully 35 -2 1 Low
Active mass movement 36 -2 1 Low
Inactive mass movement 37 -1 1 Low
Forms of fluvial origin (dark-blue) 40
Alluvial fan 41 2 5 Medium
Canyon 42 -1 2 Low
Dry valley 43 1 3 Medium
Floodplain 44 2 1 Low
Floodplain cultivated 45 1 3 Medium
River terrace 46 1 4 Medium
River valley 47 1 3 Medium
Forms of marine origin (green) 50
Marine abrasion terraces 51 0 5 High
Marine abrasion cliffs 52 -1 3 Medium
Forms of solutional (karst) origin 
(orange)

60

Doline 61 -1 1 Low
Residual Hills 62 0 5 High
Karstbasin 63 1 4 Medium
Forms of antropogenic origin (blue-
green)

70

Quarry 71 -2 1 Low
Irrigation basin 72 -2 1 Low
Morphometry (black lines, grey 
hues)

100

Flat plain 101 2 4 Medium
Undulating plain 102 1 4 Medium
Straight gently sloping land 103 1 4 Medium
Undulating gently sloping land 104 -1 4 Medium
Straight slope 105 -2 2 Low
Undulating slope 106 -1 3 Medium
Straight steep slope 107 -2 1 Low

Table 4.6.  Legend of the LC10 classification. For each unit, the extent of erosion/sedimentation, the suitability, and the archaeological expectation 
(High expectation, Medium expectation, Low expectation) are indicated. 
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Table 4.7a.  Absolute and relative sizes of the LC10 units in the three RAP transects. 

Name Code T1 (26.8 km2)
%

T2 (11.8 km2)
%

T3 (22.0 km2)
%

Total (60.6 km2)
%

Forms of structural origin (purple) 10
Dipslope 11 0 0 6.2 2.3
Hill 12 0.4 2.0 0 0.6
Rockwall 13 0.2 3.4 14.4 6.0
Forms of denudational origin (brown) 30
Badlands 31 0 0 2.9 1.0
Bedrock hollow 32 0.4 23.3 10.9 8.7
Debris slope 33 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.1
Debris cone 34 0.4 0 0.2 0.3
Gully 35 8.9 1.2 3.1 5.3
Active mass movement 36 0.8 0 3.0 1.5
Inactive mass movement 37 0.8 2.6 3.5 2.1
Forms of fluvial origin (dark-blue) 40
Alluvial fan 41 6.2 0 0 2.8
Canyon 42 0 2.8 0.6 0.7
Dry valley 43 0 0 0.4 0.1
Floodplain 44 5.4 0.2 0.2 2.5
Floodplain cultivated 45 3.2 0 0 1.4
River terrace 46 1.7 0.2 0 0.8
River valley 47 1.3 0 3.3 1.8
Forms of marine origin (green) 50
Marine abrasion terraces 51 23.9 0 0 10.6
Marine abrasion cliffs 52 8.1 0 0 3.6
Forms of antropogenic origin (blue-
green)

70

Quarry 71 0.4 0 0 0.2
Morphometry (black lines) 100
Undulating plain 102 0 0 0.1 0.0
Straight gently sloping land 103 4.5 0 0 2.0
Undulating gently sloping land 104 0 1.2 2.8 1.3
Straight slope 105 9.2 0 0 4.1
Undulating slope 106 16.4 32.1 21.1 21.1
Straight steep slope 107 6.7 29.6 26.3 18.3
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Table 4.7b.  Absolute and relative sizes of the LC10 units in the two Monti Lepini sectors.

Name Code Rio Valley (38.2 km2) % Roccagorga (30.8 km2) % Total (69 km2) %
Forms of structural origin (purple) 10
Dipslope 11
Hill 12 0.4 0.8 0.6
Rockwall 13
Forms of volcanic origin (red) 20
Tuff plateau 21 4.1 1.4 2.9
Forms of denudational origin (brown) 30
Badlands 31
Bedrock hollow 32 0.4 0.3 0.4
Debris slope 33 12.9 6.1 9.8
Debris cone 34 0.0 0.4 0.2
Gully 35 5.0 0.0 2.8
Active mass movement 36 0.9 0.5 0.7
Inactive mass movement 37 1.4 4.4 2.7
Forms of fluvial origin (dark-blue) 40
Alluvial fan 41 1.2 4.7 2.8
Canyon 42
Dry valley 43 0.5 0 0.3
Floodplain 44
Floodplain cultivated 45
River terrace 46 0.1 2.2 1.1
River valley 47 2.5 4.8 3.5
Forms of solutional (karst) origin (orange) 60
Doline 61 0.1 0.2 0.1
Residual Hills 62 0 4.2 1.9
Karstbasin 63 4.3 5.2 4.7
Morphometry (black lines) 100
Undulating plain 102
Straight gently sloping land 103 1.7 10.1 5.5
Undulating gently sloping land 104 1.7 12.4 6.5
Straight slope 105 7.3 22.8 14.2
Undulating slope 106 23.7 10.9 18.0
Straight steep slope 107 31.8 8.6 21.5
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Table 4.8.  The definition of slope classes and their agricultural characteristics (FAO 1988b; Soil Survey Manual 1993; Van Joolen 2003, p. 28).

Slope Class Cultivation Terracing
0 – 2 % flat or almost flat no problem No terrace needed
2 – 8 % gently sloping no problem No terrace needed
8–25 % sloping - moderately steep sloping no problem for manual tools, margin-

ally suitable for cultivation with light 
ploughs

13-25% terrace needed

> 25 % steep - very steep marginally suitable for cultivation 25-46 % terrace needed
> 46% terrace is not possible anymore

Table.4.9.  The definition of morphometric landscape units 101 – 107.

Name Straight Code Undulating Code
Plain (0 - 2 %) Flat Plain 101 Undulating Plain 102
Gentle slope (2 - 8 %) Straight gently sloping land 103 Undulating gently sloping land 104
Slope (8 – 25 %) Straight slope 105 Undulating sloping land 106
Steep Slope (> 25%) Straight steep slope 107 Not present -



As was explained in Chapter 1, erosional processes may 
damage the archaeological record (Wainwright 1992; 
1994) while sedimentation processes may cover it, ren-
dering it undetectable during field surveys. Both pro-
cesses may therefore introduce a bias into archaeological 
distribution maps. In the present chapter I will test the 
LC10 approach which was developed to identify pos-
sible bias factors related to erosion and sedimentation in 
Mediterranean (mountain) landscapes (see Chapter 4).

The testing methodology is presented in Section 5.1, 
with subsections discussing the test set-up (Section 5.1.1); 
the quality of the archaeological datasets involved and 
the representativity of the surveyed units vis-à-vis the 
LC10 sectors and transects (Section 5.1.2); the additional 
inductive study of location factors (Section 5.1.3); and 
the statistical methods (Section 5.1.4). In Section 5.2 the 
LC10 approach itself will be tested, and in Section 5.3 the 
additional research. Conclusions and suggestions for fur-
ther research are presented in Section 5.4. 

5�1  Methodology

5.1.1  Setting up the test
The LC10 classification approach described in Chapter 4 
used expert judgement to deductively determine, in order, 
which parts of the landscape are suitable for settlement or 
land use, which parts have been affected by erosion and 
sedimentation, and where archaeological remains may be 
expected. In the present chapter a suitability scale (high, 
medium and low) generated by this approach is translated 
into archaeological expectations:

 • A low expectation means that the number of actual 
sites will be lower than what can be expected on the 
basis of average site/shard density, minus 33% of this 
average.

 • A medium expectation means that the number of sites/
shards will range between + 33% and – 33% of average 
site/pottery density.

 • A high expectation means that the number of sites/
shards will exceed what can be expected on the basis 
of average site/pottery density, plus 33% of this average.

Chapter 5 

Testing the LC10 Approach

Figure 5.1.  The testing approach followed in this chapter uses a primary pathway (indicated in blue in the flowchart) in which deductively derived expec-
tations (see section 4.1.4) are matched against the observed site and find densities. In the case of a mismatch, a secondary pathway is followed (indicated 
in orange in the flowchart) in which expectations are revised on the basis of an inductive settlement location model. The decision model in table 5.1 is used 
to determine which LC10 units should undergo the second pathway. Tables 5.6 and 5.15 summarise the results of the pathways, and a final section (5.4) 
discusses potential reasons for the remaining mismatches.
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Average density values have been calculated on the basis 
of the results of the intensive block and transect surveys. 
For the RAP area the average protohistoric site density is 
19 sites per km2, for the later periods it is 10 sites per km2. 
Because site numbers in the Monti Lepini are insufficient 
to allow these calculations, average pottery densities have 
been used there instead. These amount to 2 fragments per 
hectare for the protohistoric period and 493 fragments 
per hectare for later periods (of which 188 are tile frag-
ments). The cut-off point of plus/minus 33% of the aver-
age was set conservatively. It allowed me to calculate an 
expected site/find density for each LC10 unit on the basis 
of its suitability as determined in Chapter 4. This expected 
density was then tested against the actual site/find dens-
ities encountered in the field (Figure 5.1).

There were four possible outcomes of the compari-
son between expected and actual density values (see  
Table 5.1):
1. If no sites were expected in an LC10 unit, and no sites 

were found, the expectation value was assumed to be 
correct;

2. If sites were found where none were expected, the ex-
pectation value was assumed to be incorrect. In this 
case there were two further possibilities: a) the esti-
mated settlement suitability value was too low, or b) 
the impact of erosion/sedimentation was higher than 
expected;

3. If no sites were found where they had been expected, 
there were three further possibilities: a) the unit was 
suitable for settlement but was for unknown reasons 
not used as such, b) the estimated settlement suitability 
value was too high, and c) the estimated degree of ero-
sion/sedimentation was too low;

4. If the surveys encountered sites where they had been 
expected, the expectation value was assumed to be 
correct.

When attempting to account for any discrepancy between 
expected and actual density values (situations 2 and 3) 
the first step was to consider the possibility that the initial 
settlement/land use suitability estimation for the affected 
LC10 unit was in error. If that was the case it was cor-
rected by including additional settlement location factors. 
If after that the discrepancy still remained unexplained 
only two explanations remained: either the landscape unit 
was suitable for settlement but for unknown reasons was 
not used as such, or the effects of erosion and sedimenta-
tion were over- or underestimated.

5.1.2  Use of the archaeological dataset
Before actual testing could take place (Section 5.2) it was 
necessary to determine to what degree field data and data 
gleaned from existing publications were suitable for that 
purpose. Following the test I re-examined these data for 
any additional relevant location factors that might explain 
discrepancies between expected and actual sites and find 
densities.

Archaeological data collected in both study areas (the 
RAP area and the Monti Lepini; see Figures 5.2 and 5.3) 
were used to test the LC10 approach and to search for 
additional location factors (see Figure 5.1 and Sections 
5.1.3 and 5.3). For the Monti Lepini the main datasets 
were those collected by the GIA, Campagna (1983), Del 
Fabro (2002/2003) and Mazzolani (1969) (for a detailed 

Expected results Field results Match yes/no Possible explanation(s) for discrepancy
Situation 1 No sites/pottery expected No sites/pottery found Yes -
Situation 2 Few sites/little pottery expected More sites/pottery found No 2a) The original estimate for settlement/

exploitation suitability was too low; 
2b) The original estimate for the extent 
of erosion/sedimentation was too high

Situation 3 More sites/pottery expected Few sites/less pottery found No 3a) The original estimate for settlement/
exploitation suitability was correct, but 
for reasons unknown the unit was not 
used; 
3b) The original estimate for settlement/
exploitation suitability was too high; 
3c) The original estimate for settlement/
exploitation suitability was correct, but 
the impact of erosion/sedimentation 
on the archaeological record was more 
intense than originally estimated.

Situation 4 Expected number of sites/pottery 
equals the encountered number

Expected number of sites/
pottery equals the encoun-
tered number

Yes -

Table 5.1.  Potential outcomes of the comparison, for each LC10 unit, between the actual results of archaeological field survey and the results expected on 
the basis of the land classification. 
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discussion see Section 3.5.1).74 Data used for the RAP area 

74 For the assessment of distance to geomorphological boundaries as 
a site location selection factor in the Monti Lepini and of spatial 
site distribution in that same region, the entire Monti Lepini data-
set will be used (up to 375 sites).

data were those collected by the GIA (the RAP sites) and 
De Rossi (1969; the Quilici sites; see Section 3.5.3 for a 
detailed discussion of this dataset.

The data for both areas were divided into the two 
broad chronological categories, protohistoric and the later 
periods (see Section 3.5). The boundary between the two 

Figure 5.2.  Positions of the three 
RAP survey transects in the Raga-
nello Basin. The area above 600m 
asl is shaded.

Figure 5.3.  Positions of the Rio 
Valley and Roccagorga survey sec-
tors and the Montelanico case study 
area in the Monti Lepini. The area 
above 350m asl is shaded.
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categories is set at the beginning of the Archaic/Colonial 
period, when a different type of society and economy 
emerged, substituting a market-oriented and larger scale 
economy for the self-supporting and small-scale proto-
historic rural economy (Attema et al. 2011a, pp. 51-52, 
100-103, 135-146).  This change will also have affected 
preferences for specific landscape units and therefore is 
important for the landscape classification. 

In the RAP area the protohistoric group mainly con-
sists of Bronze Age sites while the ‘later’ group is largely 
composed of Hellenistic sites. In the Monti Lepini the 
protohistoric group includes both Bronze and Iron Age 
sites and the ‘later’ group was formed of Archaic, Roman 
and Early Medieval sites.

The LC10 test and archaeological data
In order to test the LC10 approach, deductively derived 
expectations were compared to actual find and site dens-
ities. To calculate these, only LC10 units which had been 
intensively and systematically surveyed by the GIA were 
used, and of these only those of which at least 1ha had 
been surveyed. This approach was chosen to avoid any 
bias that might have been introduced if the only surveyed 
LC10 units were those centring on a substantial known 
site; it furthermore avoided the statistical uncertainty 
which would have ensued if only a minimal section of a 
LC10 unit was investigated. The resulting values for site 
density per period per LC10 unit will be more realistic 
if only systematically surveyed areas are considered. The 
actually recorded find and site densities broadly reflect the 
presence and extent of settlement and in this way habita-
tion, and the test therefore mainly regards the suitability 
of the LC10 units for habitation.

RAP extensive survey data were ignored for this analy-
sis because they are based on a methodology that is 
biased towards the discovery of the more obtrusive, often 
Hellenistic and Roman, sites.75 For the LC10 test only sites 
were used that were found within the transects during 
intensive surveys: 84 protohistoric sites and 45 sites of 
later periods. The RAP database presents a further prob-
lem in that assigning a site type proved to be impossible 
for 197 out of the 215 recorded sites. Typically, these were 
small Bronze Age find scatters, the exact nature of which 
is the subject of an on-going GIA project, ‘Rural Life in 
Protohistoric Italy’ (2010-2015). In the absence of a site 
type I interpreted these scatters as evidence for (semi-)
permanent habitation. It is possible, however, that later 

75 Units in the foothill transect in the RAP area (Transect 1) were sur-
veyed extensively. An extensive survey covers much more ground 
in the same time period (i.e. proceeds at far greater speed) than an 
intensive survey; it is therefore inevitably less thorough. A total of 
306ha, or 36% of the total surveyed area, was extensively surveyed, 
resulting because of the used method in only 12 sites (about 5% of 
the total; see also Van Leusen (2002, chapter 12).

studies will reveal that some of these sites were not settle-
ments but that they had other functions instead.

As only a few sites had been recorded during the inten-
sive GIA surveys in the Monti Lepini, the analysis used 
find density rather than site density.76 Only finds recorded 
during the first pass (the so-called ‘standard sample’) were 
included, using Van Leusen’s density calculation method 
(Van Leusen 2002, chapter 12), which applies a visibil-
ity correction factor and also takes into account the pro-
portion of the unit that was covered (see Section 3.4.2). 
The resulting pottery densities determined to which of 
three groups (high, medium and low) each of the LC10 
units in the Monti Lepini were to be assigned. As proto-
historic pottery densities tend to be very low the differ-
ence between ‘high’ and ‘low’ expected densities will also 
be small (see Section 5.2.2). A significant limitation of the 
Monti Lepini database was the fact that many archaeo-
logical observations were made along existing routes, not 
in the course of systematic intensive surveys. Since it was 
not possible to use them to calculate find densities these 
data, too, were omitted.

Representativity of the survey units
The purpose of the archaeological distribution maps pro-
duced by the HLP surveys was to test the expected arch-
aeological distributions derived at via the LC10 approach. 
This raises the question whether the surveyed areas can 
indeed be regarded as representative for the total area 
covered by the LC10 transects and sectors (Chapter 4). 
In other words: were enough units surveyed within each 
LC10 unit? Obviously, LC10 units that are not sufficiently 
covered by surveys are to be omitted from the analysis.

Up to the 2010 field season a total of 1914 units in the 
RAP area (about 2.3% of the total study area) had been 
intensively surveyed by the GIA (Table 5.2). Of all units 
the majority lie between 100 and 500m asl (Figure 5.4). 
Within the three transects a total of ca. 454ha (1726 units, 
ca. 7.5% of the total LC10- area) have been intensively 
surveyed. Most of the surveyed units were in Transect 1 
(1250 units, 279ha). The three largest LC10 transect units 
are ‘undulating slope’ (LC10 unit 106), ‘straight steep 
slope’ (107), and ‘marine abrasion terrace’ (51); together 
these cover half the total surface area (Table 5.3 and 
Figure 5.5), and they also comprise most of the intensive 
survey units (40.6%, 6.5%, and 22.4% respectively). No 
surveys were conducted in the LC10 units ‘rock wall’ (13), 
‘canyon’ (42), ‘floodplain’ (44), ‘cultivated floodplain’ (45), 
and ‘quarry’ (71). These categories were judged to be too 
steep, too wet or otherwise unlikely to contain archaeo-
logical remains. Together they make up nearly 11% of the 
area mapped for the LC10.

76 Twelve sites were recorded in total: 2 in Sector Rio Valley and 10 in 
Sector Roccagorga.
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As arable fields were preferred for the surveys, field walk-
ing has concentrated on the units ‘undulating slope’ (106) 
and ‘marine abrasion terraces’ (51), relatively little work 
was done in the unit ‘steep slope’ (107), and almost none 
– less than 1ha – in the units ‘dipslope’ (11), ‘badlands’ 
(31), ‘debris cone’ (34), ‘dry valley’ (43), and ‘undulat-
ing plain’ (102). Only those units were included in the 
test of which at least 1ha had been systematically sur-
veyed within the transects (Table 5.3). For this reason 

denudational units such as badlands and debris cones had 
to be excluded from the analysis despite their relevance to 
the HLP research questions. All in all, 85% of the transect 
area could be included in the test, whereas 15% had to be 
excluded due to a lack of data.

In the Monti Lepini a total of ca. 100ha (345 units; see 
Table 5.4) were intensively surveyed. Most of the surveyed 
units (241) were situated in the Roccagorga sector; only 
29 units were surveyed in the Rio Valley sector. In the two 

Figure 5.4.  Comparison of the height distribution (m asl) of surveyed units against that of the whole RAP area.
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Figure 5.5.  Proportions of the RAP survey transects covered by different LC10 units compared to the proportion surveyed per LC10 unit within the RAP 
transects. 
11 Dip slope; 12: Hill; 13: Rockwall; 31:Badlands; 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 34: Debris cone; 35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: Inactive 
mass movement; 41: Alluvial fan; 42: Canyon; 43: Dry valley; 44: Floodplain; 45: Floodplain cultivated; 46: River terrace; 47: River valley; 51: Marine 
abrasion terraces; 52:Marine abrasion cliffs; 71: Quarry; 102: Undulating plain; 103: Straight gently sloping land 104: Undulating gently sloping land; 105: 
Straight slope; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
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Table 5.2.  Areas intensively surveyed in the RAP study area and its three survey transects.

RAP units (intensive survey) Ha % intensive survey Units % units

Total survey transect 1 279 51 1250 65

Total survey transect 2 69 13 188 10

Total survey transect 3 106 19 288 15

Total not transect survey 93 17 188 10

Total 547 100 1914 100

Figure 5.7.  Proportions of the Monti Lepini transects covered by different LC10 units compared to the proportion surveyed per LC10 unit in the Monti 
Lepini.
12: Hill; 21: Tuff plateau; 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 34: Debris cone; 35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: Inactive mass movement; 41: Al-
luvial fan; 43: Dry valley; 46: River terrace; 47: River valley; 61: Doline; 62: Residual hills; 63: Karst basin; 103: Straight gently sloping land; 104: Undula-
ting gently sloping land; 105: Straight slope; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.

Figure 5.6.  Comparison of the height distribution (m asl) of surveyed units against that of the whole Monti Lepini.
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LC10 sectors 270 units in total (84ha) were surveyed. Most 
surveyed units lie between 100 and 500m asl (Figure 5.6). 
The most prominent LC10 units within the sectors were 
‘straight steep slope’ (LC10 unit 107; 21.5%), ‘undulating 
slope’ (106; 18%), ‘straight slope’ (105; 14.2%), and ‘debris 
slope’ (33; 9.8%; see Table 5.5 and Figure 5.7), but these 
were all sparsely surveyed. No units were surveyed within 
LC10 units ‘bedrock hollow’ (32), ‘active mass movement’ 
(37), ‘dry valley’ (43), ‘river valley’ (47), or ‘doline’ (61). 
Sometimes this was due to poor accessibility (LC10 units 
37 and 61), in other cases time constraints forced the sur-
veyors to skip these units (32, 43 and 47). 

Proportionally, most of the surveyed units fall within 
LC10 units ‘straight/gently sloping land’ (LC 10 unit 103; 
34%, Table 5.5 and Figure 5.7), ‘karst basins’ (63; 15.6%), 
‘undulating slope’ (106; 12.6%), and ‘undulating gently 
sloping land’ (104; 10.6%). Limiting the analysis to cat-
egories of which at least 1ha had been surveyed led to the 
exclusion of the categories ‘bedrock hollow’ (32), ‘active 
mass movement’ (36), ‘dry valley’ (43), ‘river valley’ (47), 
‘doline’ (61), ‘debris cone’ (34), ‘gully’ (35), ‘inactive mass 
movement’ (37), ‘residual hill’ (62), ‘straight slope’ (105) 
and ‘straight steep slope’ (107). As a result, denudational 
units such as debris cones, gullies and mass movements 
had to be excluded as well despite their relevance to HLP 
research questions. More field research would have been 
desirable in other large LC10 units such as the river val-
leys, dry valleys and residual hills. All in all, 48% of the 
total area of the LC10 sectors had to excluded from the 
analysis, and this should be kept in mind when discuss-
ing the test results. For the remaining 52% of the LC10 
sectors the survey was representative. These LC10 cat-
egories (categories ‘debris slope’ (33), ‘undulating slope’ 

(106), ‘alluvial fan’ (41), ‘river terrace’ (46), ‘karst basin’ 
(63), ‘straight gently sloping land’ (103), ‘undulating gen-
tly sloping land’ (104), hill (12) and ‘tuff plateau’ (21)) 
form the basis for the tests for the Monti Lepini area.

Site location analysis and archaeological data
The site location analysis was - of course - based on site 
data only and was performed for the RAP area and the area 
around Montelanico in the Monti Lepini (Montelanico 
area), using the Chi-square test (see Section 5.1.4 for the 
explanation of the test and Section 5.3.1 for the results):

For the RAP area two datasets were analysed. One 
dataset contained all 327 settlement sites recorded by the 
GIA and by Quilici et al. (burial sites and cave sites were 
excluded). No chronological distinction was made. The 
analysis of this dataset determines the general site loca-
tions within the RAP area but was limited by the fact 
that it did not account for variations in research intensity 
across the RAP study area: little research took place in the 
highlands, whereas the foothill zone around Francavilla 
Marittima has been thoroughly studied. The other data-
set included only those sites that had been recorded 
during GIA transect surveys. This approach would allow 
to determine location preferences within the transects for 
each of the two main periods (protohistory and the later 
periods) separately. The GIA surveys had recorded a total 
of 85 protohistoric sites and 56 sites from the later periods 
within the transects. The site dataset used for settlement 
location analysis for the later periods may have con-
tained duplicates, as some sites recorded by Quilici et al. 
in the 1960s may have been re-recorded by the GIA sur-
vey teams on almost but not exactly the same locations. 
Transect 1 contains six Quilici sites that are located within 

Figure 5.8.  An example of the Roman constructions encountered by the author in the Monti Lepini (circa three km northeast of Carpineto Romano) 
(photo by the author).
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50m of a GIA site. It was decided not to correct for this, as 
the outcome of the analysis would not be affected by it.77

The analysis of settlement location preferences in 
the Montelanico area, used Roman sites recorded in the 

77 In 2013, new information about the precise location of the Quilici 
sites was made available by kind assistance of Mr Kevin Ferrari. 
Unfortunately it was not possible to incorporate this new informa-
tion in the current analysis.

mountains and in and around the Rio Valley in the north-
east of the Monti Lepini. As this area comprises 32% of the 
study area the assumption was that any location prefer-
ences in the Montelanico area would also apply to the rest 
of the Monti Lepini area. Roman sites, being much later 
than protohistoric sites, are likely to have suffered less 
from the effects of erosion and sedimentation. Their many 
finds and architectonic remains make them moreover 
sufficiently conspicuous to be recorded even under poor 

Table 5.3.  Breakdown of areas surveyed per LC10 unit in the RAP study area and in its three survey transects. 

Name Code % LC10 units 
all transects 
(60.6 km2)

% LC10 units
transect 1
(26.8 km2) 

% LC10 units
transect 2 
(11.8 km2) 

% LC10 units
transect 3 
(22 km2)

Numbers of sur-
vey units in LC10 
units / area (ha)

% survey units in 
transects
/ % area survey 
units in transects

Forms of structural 
origin (purple)

10

Dipslope 11 2.3 0 0 6.2 2 / 0.6 0.1 / 0.1
Hill 12 0.6 0.4 2.0 0 6 / 1.4 0.3 / 0.3
Rockwall 13 6.0 0.2 3.4 14.4 0 / 0 0 / 0
Forms of denudational 
origin (brown)

30

Badlands 31 1.0 0 0 2.9 1 / 0.8 0.1 / 0.2
Bedrock hollow 32 8.7 0.4 23.3 10.9 74 / 32.2 4.3 / 7.1
Debris slope 33 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.1 22 / 3.3 1.3 / 0.7
Debris cone 34 0.3 0.4 0 0.2 2 / 0.6 0.1 / 0.1
Gully 35 5.3 8.9 1.2 3.1 19 / 4.9 1.1 / 1.1
Active mass movement 36 1.5 0.8 0 3.0 4 / 1.8 0.2 / 0.4
Inactive mass move-
ment

37 2.1 0.8 2.6 3.5 23 / 6.5 1.3 / 1.4

Forms of fluvial origin 
(dark-blue)

40

Alluvial fan 41 2.8 6.2 0 0 63 / 17.5 3.7 / 3.9
Canyon 42 0.7 0 2.8 0.6 0 / 0 0 /0
Dry valley 43 0.1 0 0 0.4 2 / 0.2 0.1 / 0.0
Floodplain 44 2.5 5.4 0.2 0.2 0 / 0 0 / 0
Floodplain cultivated 45 1.4 3.2 0 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
River terrace 46 0.8 1.7 0.2 0 28 / 11.2 1.6 / 2.5
River valley 47 1.8 1.3 0 3.3 2 / 1.2 0.1 / 0.3
Forms of marine origin 
(green)

50

Marine abrasion ter-
races

51 10.6 23.9 0 0 476 / 101.7 27.6 / 22.4

Marine abrasion cliffs 52 3.6 8.1 0 0 38 / 6.0 2.2 / 1.3
Forms of antropogenic 
origin (blue-green)

70

Quarry 71 0.2 0.4 0 0 0 / 0 0 / 0
Morphometry (black 
lines)

100

Undulating plain 102 0.0 0 0 0.1 2 / 0.6 0.1 / 0.1
Straight gently sloping 
land 

103 2.0 4.5 0 0 104 / 25.5 6.0 / 5.6

Undulating gently slop-
ing land 

104 1.3 0 1.2 2.8 16 / 6.3 0.9 / 1.4

Straight slope 105 4.1 9.2 0 0 129 / 29.4 7.5 / 6.5
Undulating slope 106 21.1 16.4 32.1 21.1 668 / 184.4 38.7 / 40.6
Straight steep slope 107 18.3 6.7 29.6 26.3 45 / 17.5 2.6 / 3.9
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visibility conditions (Figure 5.8, see for more examples 
De Haas et al. 2012). For the Montelanico area two data-
sets were analysed. One dataset included all 111 recorded 
Roman settlements (farmsteads and villae). Because one 
of the goals of the HLP is to study the exploitation of 
Italian uplands and highlands (see Chapter 1), the other 
dataset included only the 54 settlements above 350m asl. 

The archaeological dataset recorded for the Montelanico 
area was subject to two limitations. Firstly, it included 
some sites which might or might not have been recorded 
multiple times by different researchers, the difference in 
their recorded location being inconclusive one way or 
the other. In fact, 13 sites in the Montelanico area includ-
ing five settlements are within 50m of another site. It was 

Table 5.4.  Areas intensive surveyed in the Monti Lepini and its two survey sectors.

Monti Lepini units (intensive survey) Ha % intensive survey Units % units

Rio Valley 9 9 29 8.4

Roccagorga 75 75 241 69.9

Total not sector survey 16 16 75 21.7

Total survey 100 100 345 100

Table 5.5.  Breakdown of areas surveyed per LC10 unit in the Monti Lepini study area and in its two survey sectors.

Name Code % LC10 units Monti 
Lepini all sectors
(69 km2)

% LC10 units Rio 
Valley
(38.2 km2)

% LC10 units 
Roccagorga 
(30.8 km2)

Numbers of sur-
vey units in LC10 
units / area (ha)

% survey units in 
transects / % area 
survey units in 
transects

Forms of structural origin 
(purple)

10

Hill 12 0.6 0.4 0.8 2 / 2.7 0.7 / 3.2
Forms of volcanic origin 
(red)

20

Tuff plateau 21 2.9 4.1 1.4 8 / 2.0 3.0 / 2.4
Forms of denudational 
origin (brown)

30

Bedrock hollow 32 0.4 0.4 0.3 0 0
Debris slope 33 9.8 12.9 6.1 17 / 5.5 6.3 / 6.5
Debris cone 34 0.2 0.0 0.4 1 / 0.0 0.4 / 0.0
Gully 35 2.8 5.0 0.0 1 / 0.4 0.4 / 0.5
Active mass movement 36 0.7 0.9 0.5 0 0
Inactive mass movement 37 2.7 1.4 4.4 2 / 0.5 0.7 / 0.6
Forms of fluvial origin 
(dark-blue)

40

Alluvial fan 41 2.8 1.2 4.7 17 / 2.7 6.3 / 3.2
Dry valley 43 0.3 0.5 0 0 0
River terrace 46 1.1 0.1 2.2 12 / 6.8 4.4 / 8.0
River valley 47 3.5 2.5 4.8 0 0
Forms of solutional 
(karst) origin (orange)

60

Doline 61 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 0
Residual Hills 62 1.9 0 4.2 4 / 0.5 1.5 / 0.6
Karstbasin 63 4.7 4.3 5.2 46 / 13.2 17.0 / 15.6
Morphometry (black 
lines)

100

Straight gently sloping 
land 

103 5.5 1.7 10.1 57 / 28.7 21.1 / 34.0

Undulating gently slop-
ing land 

104 6.5 1.7 12.4 38 / 8.9 14.1 / 10.6

Straight slope 105 14.2 7.3 22.8 3 / 0.5 1.1 / 0.6
Undulating slope 106 18 23.7 10.9 54 / 10.7 20.0 / 12.6
Straight steep slope 107 21.5 31.8 8.6 8 / 1.4 3.0 / 1.6
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decided not to correct for the presence of these poten-
tial duplicates as the outcome of the analysis would not 
be affected. Secondly, surveys by Campagna (1983), Del 
Fabro (2002/2003) and Mazzolani (1969) had produced 
a large number of Roman settlements but no information 
on survey coverage. This made it effectively impossible to 
establish whether areas without any recorded sites had 
not been visited, or if they had been but without any sites 
having been found. Unfortunately this research bias could 
not be avoided.

5.1.3  Further inductive settlement location analysis
No doubt the attractiveness of different sections of a land-
scape to would-be protohistoric to Roman settlers will 
have varied, resulting in an uneven distribution of arch-
aeological sites across the landscape. A number of general 
settlement criteria can be defined, such as the proxim-
ity of fresh water and cultivable soils, and an absence of 
overly steep slopes. Settlement location choices will also 
have been affected by factors such as the presence of eco-
logical macrogradients (Ankum & Groenewoudt 1990). 
In the present study these are all called ‘location factors’. 
Their impact has been assessed inductively, using the Chi-
square test (see Sections 5.1.4). The purpose of the analy-
sis was to reassess the settlement suitability of any LC10 
units that showed a large and unexplained discrepancy 
between expected and actual find/site density. The data 
used in this analysis have been presented in Section 5.1.2; 
the results have been incorporated in the re-assessment 
study (Section 5.3).

Location factors
The following eight location factors were examined. The 
Chi-square test was used to test the null hypotheses for 
the first six of these in both study areas (see Sections 5.1.4 
and 5.3):78 
1. Slope angle (in percentages) of the site itself;
2. Mean annual incoming global short-wave solar radia-

tion (sum of the direct and diffuse radiations, in W/
m2), i.e. the amount of solar warmth the site receives. 
This will be called ‘solar radiation’ in the remainder of 
this chapter;

3. Distance to fresh water (streams and natural sources);
4. Distance to geomorphological boundaries (LC25 

boundaries), as a proxy for macrogradient;
5. LC25 unit;
6. Soils present (only used in the Montelanico area);
7. Difference in elevation between sites;

78 The Chi-square test was used to test the null hypotheses for the 
location factor ‘difference in elevation between sites’ in the RAP 
area. The test could not be used for the Montelanico area because 
for this the survey coverage, a crucial element in the calculation for 
this factor, is unknown (see Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.4). The location 
factor ‘size and spatial distribution of landscape units’ in both study 
areas was investigated in GIS by looking to the site distribution 
within the landscape units. 

8. Size and spatial distribution of landscape units

The factor exposure (aspect) was excluded, because it was 
quickly established that it was not a significant settlement 
location factor in either study area.79 In the RAP area the 
reason may have been that it was not always possible to 
pick a south slope in this very heterogeneous landscape. 
Some southern slopes are moreover in the shade cast by 
nearby mountains. Many valleys in the Montelanico area 
do not run east-west and therefore have no south slopes.

Slope angle (1) directly affects the agricultural poten-
tial of an area, as discussed in Chapter 4. Solar radiation 
(2) affects the local climate (micro-climate) and hence the 
natural vegetation and land use potential; it is relevant 
because some parts of the landscape, such as northern 
valley slopes, are always shaded. Distance to fresh water 
(3) is relevant because it determines the ease with which 
drinking and irrigation water can be acquired. 

Geomorphological boundaries as represented in the 
LC25 map (4) are characterised by a high degree of eco-
logical variation, which may be attractive to humans. 
Macro-gradients occur for example along the borders 
between fluvial units and others, and between limestone 
and shale areas. Fresh water often surfaces at the con-
tact zone between limestone units (R) and less perme-
able rocks such as flysch and volcanic tuffs (W1 and W2); 
springs can be found there (Casto 2005; Galdenzi, 1997).80

Although LC25 mapping units (5) can be used to 
determine agricultural suitability81, soil maps (6) are a 
better source of information. A soil map by Sevink et al. 
(1984) was used for the Monti Lepini; no soil map exists 
for the RAP area.

Altitude zones (7) were defined for both study areas. 
Within the RAP area a distinction was made between low-
lands, or the plain and foothills (roughly <600m asl; see 
Figure 5.2) and highlands, or the mountains (above 600m 
asl); the identification of distinct settlement and land use 
patterns in lowland and highland areas is an essential 
research question within the HLP. There are no marine 
terraces above 600m asl, and limestone and shale deposits 
dominate in that zone. The Monte Sellaro and the upper 
Raganello Basin (including the Maddalena basin) belong 

79 Although it was significant for all sites in the RAP area as a whole 
(p=1.5E-8), it was not for sites found during intensive surveys 
(protohistoric sites p=0.23 and sites from later periods p=0.75). For 
the Montelanico area it is also not a significant site selection factor 
(for all sites p=0.11 and for sites above 350m p=0.25).

80 Other attractive features of the contact zone between limestone (R) 
and flysch (W1) were also observed in the RAP area by the HLP 
team: it provides an excellent view over the landscape; its dominant 
situation on a southern slope ensures a favourable microclimate; 
building materials such as timber and stone are locally abundant; 
the absence of dense tree cover makes it easily accessible; the lime-
stone area provides good pasture; and weathered flysch bordering 
on the limestone area is cultivable

81 See Chapter 4 for these classifications and a detailed description of 
the different units.
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to this zone, which comprises just over half of the total 
study area (50.8%). Transect 1 lies below 600m, whereas 
most of Transect 2 (80%) and all of Transect 3 lie above 
it (Figure 5.2). In the study of the Rio Valley in the Monti 
Lepini zones above and below 350m asl are distinguished 
(Figure 5.3). This boundary is defined by the approximate 
altitude of the transition between valley floors and the 
steep slopes and highlands above. The elevation datum 
for the RAP area was based on WGS84, and that for the 
Monti Lepini on ED1950.82

The size of each individual landscape unit and their 
spatial distribution (8) will affect their use potential and 
therefore settlement locations. Larger karst basins (poljes) 
for example may have been more attractive than smaller 
ones as the former contain more soils that are agricul-
turally suitable. This may have been an important fac-
tor particularly during the market-driven agricultural 
intensification of the Hellenistic/Roman period. Another 
relevant factor is the heightened attractiveness of units in 
which several favourable location factors are combined, 
compared to others with only a single favourable factor.

Slope angle, solar radiation, distance to fresh water, dis-
tance to macrogradient and soil may be expected to have 
been the main factors for site location selection, because 
these are the governing factors for habitation and agri-
cultural use of an area. It follows that LC25 unit R (hard 
rock) will have been avoided, and fertile and flat areas will 
have been preferred.

Excluded location factors 
A number of potentially relevant location factors could 
not be included in the analysis due to the absence of rele-
vant map data. These were mainly climatological and 
socio-economic variables. 

Substantial climatological differences exist between the 
plains and the mountains of both study areas. Geography, 
local exposure and orography together produce differ-
ences in precipitation (frequency and quantity) and tem-
perature (Sevink et al. 1984); both areas include high 
mountain ranges near the sea. Lazio has on average 75 
to 85 days of precipitation annually in the plain and 
the foothills, but over 105 in the mountains (Ministero 
dell’Agricoltura e delle Foreste 1976a, pp. 131-133; see 
Chapter 1). Weather records show that onshore winds pre-
vail in southern Lazio, often shifting to match the orien-
tation of local valleys. The warm moist sea air is forced 
to rise up against the mountains, causing ‘orographic’ 
rains especially in the autumn. In Calabria, too, precipi-
tation varies per season and per location; over 2000mm 

82 The two reference systems WGS84 and ED1950 use different earth 
ellipsoids (Linke 1999), differing not only in their X and Y values, 
but also in the altitude datum (Z value). The WGS84 datum in the 
RAP area is ca. 40m above modern sea level, while the ED1950 
datum equals modern sea level. As a result a datum conversion 
between WGS84 and ED1950 is necessary.

may fall in the mountains whereas the coastline receives 
only 500mm. The many mountains and valleys produce 
strong winds, both onshore and offshore. The orography 
and wind patterns produce unstable spring weather and 
intense autumn and winter rains (Terranova et al. 2009, p. 
231). Orographic rains will occur mostly on the seaward 
mountain slopes, and valleys with regular strong winds 
will not have been attractive settlement locations. Wind 
direction and precipitation are therefore likely to have 
been important settlement location criteria in mountain 
areas. However, detailed map information on these vari-
ables was not available, so that they had to be excluded 
from the analysis. Specifically for the RAP area, for which 
no soil maps exist, the variable ‘soils’ was also excluded 
from the analysis.

The study used only variables linked to the natural, 
physical landscape to examine site location preferences; 
socio-economic variables such as distance to economic 
centres have not been taken into account, while landscape 
perception was deliberately ignored since this variable is 
still fraught with insurmountable problems (see for exam-
ple Fitzjohn 2007). 

GIS and location selection analysis
Calculation of the factors slope, solar radiation, and eleva-
tion was achieved by utilising existing raster digital eleva-
tion models (DEMs), on a 20m resolution for the Monti 
Lepini and a 5m resolution for the RAP area, producing 
maps of continous data. These maps were then trans-
formed to categorical maps for the Chi-quare test (see 
Section 5.1.4 for this test). The digitisation of streams 
and locations of springs was based on the most accu-
rate topographic maps available, which resulted in a scale 
of 1: 10,000 for the Monti Lepini and a scale of 1:5,000 
for the RAP area. For the area around Montelanico the 
map by Sevink et al. (1984) was used to determine soil 
type. The LC25 maps of both areas were used to calcu-
late distance to macrogradients, and the map of streams 
and springs to calculate the distance to the nearest source 
of fresh water, using a buffer distance of 200m as advised 
by recent studies (Mehrer 2002). The assumption for this 
study is that protohistoric to Roman sedentary societies 
would require both water and fertile soil to be available 
within a 200m radius. The buffers were used for the Chi-
square test (see Section 5.1.4).83 

5.1.4  Statistical tool: Chi-square test  
(goodness-of-fit test)

The use of the Chi-square test to analyse survey data 
is generally accepted by landscape archaeologists and 

83 The use of buffers is common in predictive modelling (e.g., Deeben 
et al. 2002; Rensink & Derickx 2008) and because of the limited 
time I decided to use only the 200m buffer. The drawback of using 
one buffer is that there are only two units: inside buffer and outside 
buffer. 
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archaeologists working on predictive models (Kvamme 
1990; Gaffney & Stančič 1996; Perkins 1999; Van Leusen 
& Kamermans 2005; Kamermans et al. 2009) The Chi-
square test was used here to compare an observed num-
ber of sites with an expected number of sites to investigate 
if the distribution is due to random chance or is patterned 
(Siegel & Castellan 1988; Wonnacott & Wonnacott 1990, 
pp. 549-563). The null hypothesis of spatial randomness is 
tested for each of the location factors against LC10 maps 
in the RAP area. The null-hypothesis is that the difference 
between counts of observed and expected sites is the result 
of random chance, and not the result of original location 
preferences or later bias introduced by erosion, sedimen-
tation and land use. The Chi-square test helps determine 
if the difference between expected and observed site 
counts is large enough to reject the null-hypothesis. The 
significance (p-) level for this study was set at 0.05 because 
the number of observations was relatively small (at most 
375). A significance level of 0.05 means that there is a 1 in 
20 chance that the null-hypothesis will be rejected even 
though it is correct. This is acceptable in the context of 
the study.

To satisfy the requirements of this test, where there 
is only one degree of freedom (a two by two table) the 
expected values should be at least 5. With more degrees of 
freedom no more than 20% of the expected values should 
be less than 5, and no expected value should be less than 
1. When necessary, classes are combined to satisfy these 

requirements (Siegel & Castellan 1988, p. 49), and only 
the combined results will be presented. Combinations 
of LC10 classes will as much as possible be made within 
the Forms, e.g. active and inactive mass movement of the 
‘Forms of denudational origin’. 

For the analysis of the site location factors in the RAP 
area and the Montelanico area, expected site numbers 
were calculated on the basis of the distribution of the 
vari ables across the whole of these areas; for the site loca-
tion factors in the RAP transects expected site numbers 
were based on the distribution of the variables across the 
intensive survey units only. Exceptions were made for the 
factors ‘distance to macrogradients’ (distance to L25 geo-
morphological boundaries), and ‘distance to water’ where 
expectations are based on the distribution of the variable 
within the transects rather than merely within the sur-
veyed units in those transects. To test the null hypothesis 
for the location factors slope, solar radiation, distance to 
water and distance to macrogradient all sites recorded 
during intensive and extensive GIA surveys within the 
transects were included. To test the null hypothesis for 
LC25 units and elevation (RAP area) only sites recorded 
in intensive surveys were included, because the surface 
area of these units is a crucial element in the test. 

In the figures presenting the results of these tests, the 
Chi-square line is the Chi-square value calculated per 
class. In this study the E notation will be used for numbers 
that are too big or too small to be conveniently written in 
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Figure 5.9.  Testing the distribution of protohistoric sites across LC10 units within the three RAP transects. Some LC10 units have been lumped together to 
satisfy the requirements of the Chi-square test.
12: Hill; 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: Inactive mass movement; 41: Alluvial fan; 46: River terrace; 47: 
River valley; 51: Marine abrasion terraces; 52: Marine abrasion cliffs; 103: Straight gently sloping land; 104: Undulating gently sloping land; 105: Straight 
slope; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
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decimal form. For example, 1200 is written as 1.2E3 and 
0.0012 as 1.2E-3.

5�2  Testing LC10 expectations against field data
To investigate if the LC10 maps can be used to explain the 
spatial patterns of sites the Chi-square test is used.84 This 
is done for the protohistoric sites and sites of later periods 
of the RAP area. The distribution of protohistoric sites in 
the (testable) LC10 units is highly significant (Figure 5.9; 
p = 2.79E-14). Units with more protohistoric sites than 
expected are located on ‘hill’ (12) and ‘debris slope’ (33) 
combined.85 The LC10 unit ‘straight steep slope’ (105) has 
more sites than expected. The LC10 unit ‘marine abrasion 
terrace’ (51) has fewer sites than expected. The distribu-
tion of sites of later periods is also significant (Figure 5.10; 
p = 0.008),86 with more sites than expected in the units 
‘marine abrasion terraces’ (51) and ‘marine abrasion cliffs’ 
(52) combined and fewer than expected on steeper slopes 
such as unit 106 (medium expectation) and on units with 
a low expectation to find archaeological remains (Figure 

84 Only sites and not numbers of shards could be meaningfully used 
for the Chi-square test and therefore the analysis was only done for 
the RAP area (see Section 5.1.2).

85 The units ‘hill’ (12) and ‘debris slope’ (33) are taken together in 
order to meet the conditions inherent to the Chi-square test that 
no expected values can be less than 1.

86 The units ‘hill’ (12), debris slope (33), ‘straight gently sloping land’ 
(103) and ‘undulating gently sloping land’ (104) –the stony+slope 
unit in figure 5.10- are combined in order to meet the conditions 
inherent to the Chi-square test that no expected values can be less 
than 1.

5.10).87 In other words, site distribution of protohistoric 
sites and sites of later periods across the LC10 units is 
clearly non-random. Protohistoric sites in particular 
avoid the marine terraces whereas sites of later periods 
prefer them, and protohistoric sites are also rare on allu-
vial fans. The conclusion of the Chi-square tests is that the 
LC10 maps can help us to explain the spatial patterns of 
sites of both periods.

The LC10 approach can now further be tested by compar-
ing expected protohistoric sites, sites from later periods 
and pottery densities with observed values (taking into 
account settlement suitability and the intensity of erosion/
sedimentation in each LC10 unit). The results of the com-
parison for the RAP area are presented in Section 5.2.1 
and for the Monti Lepini in Section 5.2.2. Fourteen LC10 
units had to be excluded from the test because little or 
no archaeological information on them was available (see 
the part of Section 5.1.2 on representativity), leaving 19 
units that could be tested. With two periods being tested 
for two areas, the maximum possible number of observed 
densities was four per LC10 unit (and 50 in total, see  
Table 5.6).

87 This combined low expectation unit consist of units 32, 35, 36, 37, 
105 and 107. These units are combined in order to meet the condi-
tions inherent to the Chi-square test that no expected values can be 
less than 1.
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Figure 5.10.  Testing the distribution of later period sites across LC10 units within the three RAP transects. Some LC10 units have been lumped together to 
satisfy the requirements of the Chi-square test.
Stony+slope unit: 12: Hill; 33: Debris slope; 103: Straight gently sloping land; 104: Undulating gently sloping land. Low expectation unit: 32: Bedrock hollow; 
35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: Inactive mass movement; 105 : Straight slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
41: Alluvial fan; 46: River terrace; 47: River valley; 51: Marine abrasion terraces; 52: Marine abrasion cliffs; 106: Undulating slope. 
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Figure 5.11.  Comparison of protohistoric to later period site densities per LC10 unit in the RAP study area. Sites recorded during extensive survey have 
been excluded.
12: Hill; 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: Inactive mass movement; 41: Alluvial fan; 46: River terrace; 47: 
River valley; 51: Marine abrasion terraces; 52: Marine abrasion cliffs; 103: Straight gently sloping land 104: Undulating gently sloping land; 105: Straight 
slope; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
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5.2.1  The RAP area
The highest protohistoric site densities in the RAP area 
occurred in the units ‘debris slope’ (LC unit 33), ‘hill’ 
(12), ‘straight slope’ (105), and ‘straight gently sloping 
land’ (103), i.e. in units with steep slopes (Figure 5.11). 
The lowest densities for this period occurred in the units 
‘gully’ (35), ‘active mass movement’ (36), ‘inactive mass 
movement’ (37), ‘river terrace’ (47), ‘marine abrasion cliff ’ 
(52), ‘undulating gently sloping land’ (104), ‘straight steep 
slope’ (107). 

For sites of later periods the units with the highest 
densities are ‘debris slope’ (33), ‘marine terraces’ (51), 
‘marine cliff ‘(52), and the lowest densities were found 
in the units ‘hill’ (12), ‘bedrock hollow’ (32), ‘gully’ (35), 
‘active mass movement’ (36), ‘alluvial fan’ (41), ‘river val-
ley’ (47), ‘undulating gently sloping land’ (104) and ‘steep 
slope’ (107). 

Table 5.6 shows the comparison between expected and 
actual number of sites in LC10 units within the RAP area. 
The following conclusions can be drawn for units with 
low expected values:

 • The units ‘bedrock hollow’, ‘gully’, ‘active mass move-
ment’ and ‘straight steep slope’ conform to expecta-
tions in that they indeed contain few archaeological 
sites;

 • The units ‘inactive mass movement’ do not completely 
conform to expectations; they contain a few proto-
historic sites as expected but contain more sites than 
expected from later periods;

 • The unit ‘straight slope’ contains more protohistoric 
sites and sites from later periods than expected.

For units with medium-level expected values the results 
were:

 • Debris slopes: more sites from both periods than 
expected;

 • Marine abrasion cliff: less protohistoric sites than 
expected but more sites from later periods than 
expected; 

 • Undulating sloping land: observed protohistoric sites 
and sites form later periods conform expectation;

 • Alluvial fan: less sites from both periods than expected;
 • River terrace: less protohistoric sites than expected, the 

expected number of sites from later periods;
 • River valley: less protohistoric sites than expected, the 

expected number of sites from later periods;
 • Straight gently sloping land: the expected number of 

sites from later periods but more protohistoric sites 
than expected;

 • Undulating gently sloping land: less sites from both 
periods than expected.

For units with a high expectation the results are
 • Hill: the expected number of protohistoric sites but less 

sites from later periods than expected;

 • Marine abrasion terrace: the expected number of sites 
form later periods but less protohistoric sites than 
expected.

5.2.2  The Monti Lepini
For the Monti Lepini sites the test was based on find dens-
ities (i.e. pottery; Figure 5.12). In LC10 units 103 and 
104 the density of both protohistoric and Roman pottery 
is high. With regard to protohistoric sites river terraces 
(46) have relatively high site densities; high densities for 
Roman sites occur on alluvial fans (41) and undulating 
slopes (106). Protohistoric shards are noticeably absent 
on alluvial fans. No protohistoric shards but a few Roman 
ones come from the units ‘karst basin’ (63) and ‘debris 
slope’ (33). The unit ‘hill’ is completely devoid of pottery. 
Some Roman shards were found on tuff plateaus (21), but 
no earlier pottery.

Table 5.6 lists the expected and actual numbers of 
shards per LC10 unit in the Monti Lepini. Not enough 
research has been conducted in units with low expected 
site densities to warrant a comparison with the number of 
actually recorded sites (see Section 5.1.2).

For units with a medium expectation the results are:
 • Debris slope: less archaeological shards from both 

periods than expected;
 • Undulating slope: less protohistoric shards than 

expected but more shards from later periods than 
expected;

 • Alluvial fan: less protohistoric shards than expected 
but more shards from later periods than expected; 

 • River terrace: more protohistoric shards than expected 
but less shards from later periods than expected;

 • Karst basin: less shards from both periods than 
expected;

 • Straight gently sloping land: the expected number of 
shards of later periods but more protohistoric shards 
than expected; 

 • Undulating gently sloping land: more shards from both 
periods than expected (This unit is mainly found in the 
west of the Roccagorga sector).

The two units with high expectations (hill and tuff plat-
eau) contain less shards from both periods than expected.

5.2.3  Preliminary conclusion
Of the 50 expected values for LC10 units, specified in 
Table 5.6, 16 conform to the observations: for 13 more 
finds were found than expected and for 21 fewer finds 
were found than expected. In four LC10 units all field 
observations for both areas and both periods conform 
fully to expected values; these units reflect situation 1 
as specified in Table 5.1, in which no sites are expected 
and none were found. This is the case in the denudational 
units ‘bedrock hollow’, ‘gully’, ‘active mass movement’, and 
‘straight steep slope’. The question is whether this absence 
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of archaeological remains is the result of actual avoidance 
of these units in the past or of later erosion. The former is 
unlikely, since many modern denudational formations are 
believed to be no older than a few centuries. Smaller mass 
movements, such as the rotational slides that are common 
in Calabria, tend to be completely levelled by erosion and 
ploughing within ca. 50 years (Van Asch, pers. comm.). 

In many LC10 units one, several or all of the expected 
values do not match the field observations.88 In these cases, 
situations 2 and 3 (Table 5.1) apply. In situation 2, sites are 
present where expected values indicate that there should 
be none, an example in point being the unit ‘straight 
slope’. This discrepancy may be caused by an incorrect 
assessment of settlement suitability, or by overestimat-
ing the effects of erosion/sedimentation. In situation 3, 
no sites have been encountered in the field where there 
were expected to be some. This is for example the case 
in the units ‘hill’ and ‘tuff plateau’ in the Monti Lepini. 
Here there are three possible explanations: the expected 
value was correct but for some reason the unit was never 
exploited; the suitability of the unit was overestimated; or 
the erosion/sedimentation intensity was underestimated.

When the surface area of the different LC10 units is 
included in the calculations, the expected protohistoric 
site densities in the RAP area proved to be correct for 67% 
of the total area of the tested LC10 units (i.e., those with 
enough archaeological information), and for the later 
periods they were correct for 80% of the tested area. For 
the Monti Lepini dataset none of the expected protohis-
toric densities was correct, and expected densities for later 
period sites were correct in only 11% of the total area of 
the LC10 units with enough archaeological information. 
Apparently the assessment of the suitability of the Monti 
Lepini LC10 units was incorrect, or perhaps the error lies 
in the assessment of the degree of bias introduced by ero-
sion/sedimentation. The review of publications (Chapter 
2) as well as own field observations indicated that the tuff 
deposits in the Monti Lepini have been eroding and were 
re-deposited as colluvium since the Bronze Age. The con-
clusion is that the LC10 approach, based on the ERU con-
cept, is valid for most of the RAP study area – especially 
for the denudational units – but not for the Monti Lepini. 
Further analysis, and particularly a re-assessment of suit-
ability factors is needed to explain why this should be the 
case (Section 5.3).

88 In units ‘inactive mass movement’, ‘undulating slope’ and ‘straight 
gently sloping land’ expected numbers match field data in 50% of 
cases. Units ‘river terrace’, ‘hill’ and ‘marine abrasion terrace’ con-
form to field observations in 25% of cases. Finally, for units ‘straight 
slope’, ‘debris slope’, ‘alluvial fan’, ‘marine abrasion cliff ’, ‘river val-
ley’, ‘karst basin’, ‘undulating gently sloping land’ and ‘tuff plateau’ 
expected numbers never conform to field observations.

5�3  In-depth analysis of settlement location factors
The most likely explanation for the observed discrep-
ancies between expected and observed densities is that 
there were additional location factors at work which were 
not included in the LC10 approach. I here present the 
results of an analysis to determine the nature of these fac-
tors, and to assess their role in causing the discrepancies 
between expectations and observations. I will use the data 
and methods set out in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. If it turns 
out that the original suitability assessment for an LC10 
unit was correct the remaining possible explanations are 
the situations 3a (non-use of a suitable unit), 2b and 3c 
(incorrect assessment of erosion/sedimentation or other 
post-depositional bias factors). 

5.3.1  Inductive determination of relevant factors in the 
RAP area

Slope
Slope turns out to be a statistically significant factor in site 
location selection (Figure 5.13a; for all sites in the RAP 
area as a whole p=3E-39). Significantly more sites than 
expected were recorded on surfaces with slope percent-
ages of 5 - 15%. This is also true for sites recorded in sur-
vey units within the transects (Figure 5.13b): p=0.005 for 
the protohistoric sites and p=0.02 for later sites (Figure 
5.13c). More protohistoric sites than expected were found 
on surfaces with slope percentages of 10 - 15% and 25 - 
30%; more sites from the later periods than expected were 
found on surfaces with slope percentages of 5 to 10%.

Solar radiation 
Maximum annual solar radiation within the RAP area as a 
whole is 164 W/m2, and the mean value is 141 W/m2. Solar 
radiation is a statistically significant factor in site location 
selection in the RAP area (Figure 5.14a; p=1.2E-30), with 
more sites than expected being located in areas receiv-
ing radiations of 145 to 150 W/m2. This is also the case 
for sites recorded in survey units within the transects 
(Figures 5. 14b and c), with p=0.038 for protohistoric sites 
and p=0.036 for sites from later periods. More protohis-
toric sites than expected are located in zones receiving a 
mean annual solar radiation of 145 to 150 W/m2; more 
sites from the later periods than expected are on locations 
where the radiation is 140 to 145 W/m2.

Distance to water
Out of 327 RAP sites, 217 are located less than 200m from 
the nearest stream or spring, but this is not statistically 
significant (Table 5.7a: p = 0.96). If the sites are divided 
into protohistoric and later periods their distance to water 
is not statistically significant either (Tables 5.7b and 5.7c; 
p=0.4 and 0.2 respectively).
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Figure 5.13.  A (top): Testing the distribution of all settlement sites recorded in the RAP study area against slope (%). 
B (middle): Testing the distribution of all protohistoric settlement sites recorded during GIA surveys in the RAP transects against slope (%). 
C (bottom): Testing the distribution of all later period settlement sites recorded during GIA surveys in the RAP transects against slope (%).
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Figure 5.14.  A (top): Testing the distribution of all settlement sites recorded in the RAP study area against solar radiation (W/m2). 
B (middle): Testing the distribution of all protohistoric settlement sites recorded during GIA surveys in the RAP transects against solar radiation (W/m2). 
C (bottom): Testing the distribution of all later period settlement sites recorded during GIA surveys in the RAP transects against solar radiation (W/m2).
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Table 5.7.  Results of significance testing for the factor ‘distance to water’ (using a 200m buffer) on archaeological sites recorded during GIA surveys in 
the RAP transects, a) all RAP sites, b) protohistoric sites found in the survey transects, c) sites of the later periods found in the survey transects.

Table 5.7a: All sites RAP Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 216.6 217 0.001 df 1

Outside buffer zone
110.4 110 0.002 p 0.96

327 327 0.002

Table 5.7b: Protohistoric sites survey units LC10 Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 62.9 66 0.154 df 1

Outside buffer zone 22.1 19 0.438 p 0.442

85 85 0.592

Table 5.7c: Sites later periods survey units LC10 Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 41.4 37 0.474 df 1

Outside buffer zone 14.6 19 1.349 p 0.177

56 56 1.823

Table 5.8.  Results of significance testing for the factor ‘distance to geomorphological boundaries on the LC25 map’ (using a 200m buffer) on archaeologic-
al sites recorded during GIA surveys in the RAP transects: a) all RAP sites, b) protohistoric sites found in the survey transects, c) sites of the later periods 
found in the survey transects.

Table 5.8a: All sites RAP Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone LC25 (200 m) 210 274 19 df 1

Outside buffer zone LC25 117 53 35 p 2,2E-13

327 327 54

Table 5.8b: Protohistoric sites survey units LC10 Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone LC25 (200 m) 65 69 0.244 df 1

Outside buffer zone LC25 20 16 0.793 p 0.3

85 85 1.037

Table 5.8c: Sites later periods survey units LC10 Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone LC25 (200 m) 42.8 49 0.887 df 1

Outside buffer zone LC25 13.2 7 2.886 p 0.05

56 56 3.773

Table 5.9.  Results of significance testing for the factor ‘elevation above or below 600m asl’ on archaeological sites recorded during intensive GIA surveys 
in the RAP transects, a) protohistoric sites found in the survey transects, b) sites of the later periods found in the survey transects.

Table 5.9a. Protohistoric RAP sites by 
intensive survey

Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Survey area < 600 m 53 65 3 df 1

Survey area > 600 m 31 19 4 p 0.01

84 84 7    

Table 5.9b. RAP-sites later periods by 
intensive survey

Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Survey area < 600 m 29 40 5 df 1

Survey area > 600 m 16 5 8 p 4.E-04

45 45 13    
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Distance to LC25 (geomorphological) boundaries
Out of 327 RAP sites, 274 are situated less than 200m 
from geomorphological boundaries in the LC25 map; 
this is statistically significant (p=2.2E-13; Table 5.8a). 
When protohistoric sites and sites from the later periods 
surveyed within the transects are considered separately, 
the protohistoric preference for sites near boundaries is 
not significant (p=0.3; Table 5.8b) whereas for the later 
periods it is significant (p=0.05; Table 5.8c).

LC25 (geomorphological) units
Figure 5.15a shows how the largest LC25 unit, W1, con-
tains the majority of RAP sites. However, there are also 
many sites in the smaller unit T1. The difference between 
expected and observed site numbers for the LC25 map 
as a whole is statistically significant (p=9.8E-37 exclud-
ing units C1, C2 and F5; Figure 5.15b); T1 (marine ter-
races) has more sites than expected while R (hard rock) 
and F3/F3+ (alluvial fans) each have fewer. The differ-
ences remain significant when protohistoric sites and sites 
from the later periods are considered separately (Figure  
5. 15c and d; p=0.0012 and 0.0005 respectively), with more 
protohistoric sites than expected in the combined unit 
W1/R (these two forming the foothills and highlands), 
and more sites from the later periods than expected in the 
combined unit T1/T2. 89

Elevation
A total of 74 RAP sites are situated at elevations over 
600m asl, and 253 are below that elevation. However, 
this seeming preference for lower altitudes is partly due 
to the fact that the elevation of 72% of the survey units 
was also less than 600m asl. Moreover, the Quilici data-
set is strongly biased against higher elevations because 
its study area covered only the coastal plain, foothills and 
Raganello valley. Elevation turns out to be a significant 
site selection factor for both protohistoric sites and sites 
from the later periods (p=0.01 and p=4E-4 respectively; 
Table 5.9a and 5.9b), with more sites than expected situ-
ated below 600m asl.

Size and spatial distribution of landscape units
Sites in the RAP areas cluster along the R/W boundary 
(Figure 5.16), especially in the foothill zone where there 
are many springs. Single Bronze Age sites and site clus-
ters occupy the shale deposits (W1) bordering on the 
limestone (R) until quite far into the hinterland. From 
the Colonial period onwards the foothill zone around 
Francavilla Marittima was the preferred habitation zone. 
Although its thick alluvial cover impeded a systematic 
survey of the Sybaris plain itself, a core sampling study 
by Rainey and Lerici (1967) indicated that the entire 

89 These units are combined in order to meet the condition that no 
expected values in the Chi-square test can be less than 1.

plain was probably settled and exploited in the Hellenistic 
period, whilst the area around Francavilla was probably 
being cultivated.

The Monte Sellaro, between Balze di Cristo, Pedarredo 
and the north side of the Valle della Vite, contains a num-
ber of narrow ledges which receive a mean annual radi-
ation of 140-150 W/m2 (Figure 5.17, top left). The RAP 
located eight protohistoric sites there. 

Nine protohistoric sites were found on the ridge of 
the Monte Spirito Santo, which offers a clear view of the 
plain as well as forming the border between zones of high 
and low mean annual radiation (Figure 5.17, top right). 
Beginning in the Colonial period settlement at elevations 
below 600m asl became more scattered, with sites now 
being found near the R/W boundary and also in level, 
warmer locations. Site density of sites of later periods in 
the area of the marine abrasion terraces increased relative 
to the protohistoric period. 

A ridge running through the unit W between the 
Timpone Oliveiro and Pietra Ferrigna forms a ‘viewshed 
boundary’ between the plain and the hinterland as well 
as being a watershed boundary (Figure 5.17, bottom left). 
Ten Hellenistic and Roman sites recorded by the RAP and 
by Quilici are situated on or near this ridge. Possibly there 
was a preference for settlement near such ridges, because 
they are relative level zones while they provide a view over 
the coastal plain.

Discussion
Distance to macro-gradient is not a significant site selec-
tion factor for protohistoric sites, but this non-significance 
is mainly caused by a group of 15 sites in the Contrada 
Damale which are located outside the 200m zone. If they 
are excluded from the analysis, distance to LC25 bound-
aries is a significant site selection factor. There are four 
other landscape zones where some sites are situated 
beyond the 200m zone:
1. Sites in the plain (Saladino) and on the marine cliff 

bordering the plain (Macchie di San Pietro). Since river 
courses in the plain were different in the past their cur-
rent position on topographic maps may not accurately 
reflect past conditions. The elevation model shows that 
the Raganello (canalised early in the 20th century to 
prevent flooding; Petrucci & Polemio 2007) original-
ly flowed immediately south of Saladino, which would 
have placed the sites in this area within the 200m zone.

2. Hill top and mountain top sites (Pietra del Demanio, 
Timpone Oliviero, Timpone del Monte, Pietra San 
Angelo, La Sentinella, Monte Manfriana, Timpa di San 
Lorenzo). These sites are on defensible strategic loca-
tions, far from sources of fresh water. At least one site 
(no. 30830, on the Monte Manfriana) is thought to be 
a Hellenistic fortress or lookout post, and it is possible 
that others in this group had similar functions.

3. The area between Civita and Timpone della Guardia 
contains four Hellenistic/Roman sites. Their strategic 
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Figure 5.15.  A (top left): Distribution of all 327 sites recorded in the RAP study area across LC25 units, split by data source. 
B (top right): Testing the distribution of all RAP sites across LC25 units. 
C (bottom left): Testing the distribution of protohistoric sites found by GIA teams within the RAP transects. 
D (bottom right): Testing the distribution of later period sites recorded by GIA teams within the RAP transects.
Key to the LC25 units:
Landscape dominated by steep slopes, mainly in hard rock:    R
Landscape dominated by concave and irregular slopes, in general not very steep; mainly in soft rock or bedded rock with soft beds  
 - in sedimentary, non-volcanic rock    W1
Landscape dominated by marine or fluvial terraces 
 - flat, gently sloping terrace surface, predominantly in sediments T1
 - slopes between stepped terraces; former sea cliffs   T2
Landscape dominated by fluvial landforms  
 - steep valley sides associated with river incisions   F1
 - valley floor with (active) braided river channels   F2
 - alluvial fan, non aggrading   F3
 - alluvial fan, non aggrading, older form   F3+
Landscape dominated by coastal landforms  
 - rather flat, horizontal surfaces in recent sediments, filled up lagoons C1
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Figure 5.16.  Distribution of protohistoric (top) and later period (bottom) sites across LC25 units within the RAP study area, distinguished by data source.
Key to the LC25 units:
Landscape dominated by steep slopes, mainly in hard rock:    R
Landscape dominated by concave and irregular slopes, in general not very steep; mainly in soft rock or bedded rock with soft beds  
 - in sedimentary, non-volcanic rock    W1
Landscape dominated by marine or fluvial terraces 
 - flat, gently sloping terrace surface, predominantly in sediments T1
 - slopes between stepped terraces; former sea cliffs   T2
Landscape dominated by fluvial landforms
 - steep valley sides associated with river incisions   F1
 - valley floor with (active) braided river channels   F2
 - alluvial fan, non aggrading   F3
 - alluvial fan, non aggrading, older form   F3+
 - valley floor with (active) meandering river channels   F5
Landscape dominated by coastal landforms
 - rather flat, horizontal surfaces in recent sediments, filled up lagoons C1
 - recent active dunes, beach ridges and flats   C2
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location on the pass between the Raganello valley and 
the Castrovillari area, as well as the toponym itself (i.e. 
‘Guard Hill’), may suggest that these were not settle-
ments but guard posts or other defensive sites.

4. There are also sites, mostly Bronze Age, beyond the 
200m zone on and around the Monte Sellaro. In the 
Pedarredo area and south of the Contrada Damale 
limestone comes into contact with shales, and fault 
lines exist. In northern Calabria this is where springs 
are often found, but oddly enough the topographic-
al map does not show any. Possibly any springs which 
may have been there during the Bronze Age have since 
ceased to be active.

As was observed above, distance to water was not a sig-
nificant location factor. As this seems counterintuitive 

another analysis was performed in which sites were 
grouped by source (Quilici or GIA) and period. This 
still did not result in distance to water being a signifi-
cant selection factor (all Quilici sites p=0.4; protohis-
toric RAP sites p=0.08; and RAP sites from later periods 
p=0.65; see Table 5.10a-c). However, if protohistoric sites 
above and below 600m asl are distinguished, proximity 
to water turns out to be a significant site selection factor 
for those below 600m (p=0.002; see Table 5.10d-e). If the 
five probably defensive hilltop sites (Pietra del Demanio, 
Timpone Oliviero, La Sentinella, Timpa di San Lorenzo) 
are excluded, protohistoric sites also show significant 
results for proximity to water (p=0.03; see Table 5.10f).

The difference in distance to water between Hellenistic-
Roman and protohistoric sites is remarkable; possibly the 
necessity to live near surface water had diminished by 

Figure 5.17.  Distribution of RAP and Quilici sites in selected sections of the solar radiation map. Top left (a): area between Balze di Cristo and Pedarredo; 
Top right (b): Monte Spirito Santo; Bottom left (c): area between Timpone Oliveiro and Pietra Ferrigna.
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the Hellenistic/Roman period because cisterns and other 
storage/supply facilities had become available. 

5.3.2  Inductive determination of relevant factors in the 
Monti Lepini

Slope
The mean overall slope percentage in the study area is 
29%. Slope turned out to be a statistically significant fac-
tor in site location selection (Figure 5.18a: p=1.4E-12). 
Areas with slope percentages of 15 to 20% were espe-
cially favoured, whereas shallower slopes than 10% occur 
mainly in the Rio Valley floor, which would have rendered 
them unsuitable for settlement. Slope is also a significant 
site selection factor at locations above 350m asl, especially 
slope percentages of 10 to 20% (Figure 5.18b: p=6.2E-7).

Solar radiation 
Mean annual radiation in the Montelanico zone is 126 W/
m2, and solar radiation is a statistically significant factor 
for all sites and specifically for sites above 350m asl (Figure 
5.18c; p=0.0012 and Figure 5.18d; p=0.002). Statistically, 
there are significantly more sites observed in areas with a 
mean annual radiation between 135 and 140 W/m2 than 
had been expected.

Distance to water 
This is not a statistically significant factor, either for all 
sites together or for those above 350m (Table 5.11a; p=0.9 
and Table 5.11b; p=0.26).

Table 5.10. Results of significance testing for the factor ‘distance to water’, using a 200m buffer on both springs and streams in the Raganello Basin, on 
various groups of archaeological sites: a) sites in the Quilici dataset, b) protohistoric sites in the RAP dataset, c) later period sites in the RAP dataset, d) 
protohistoric sites above 600m asl in the RAP dataset, e) protohistoric sites below 600m asl in the RAP dataset, f) protohistoric sites not in strategic locations 
in the RAP dataset.

Table 5.10a: Quilici-sites Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 55.6 52 0.238 df 1

Outside buffer zone 28.4 32 0.467 p 0.40

84 84 0.704

Table 5.10b: Protohistoric RAP-sites Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 89.4 99 1.027 df 1

Outside buffer zone 45.6 36 2.014 p 0.08

135 135 3.041

Table 5.10c: RAP-sites from the later periods Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 58.9 61 0.071 df 1

Outside buffer zone 30.1 28 0.140 p 0.65

89 89 0.211

Table 5.10d: Protohistoric RAP-sites above 600 m asl Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 27.5 26 0.083 df 1

Outside buffer zone 10.5 12 0.219 p 0.58

38 38 0.302

Table 5.10e: Protohistoric RAP-sites below 600 m asl Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 58.1 73 3.839 df 1

Outside buffer zone 38.9 24 5.726 p 0.002

97 97 9.565

Table 5.10f: Without protohistoric ‘strategic RAP-sites’ Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square    

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs (200 m) 86.1 98 1.643 df 1

Outside buffer zone 43.9 32 3.223 p 0.03

130 130 4.866    
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Figure 5.18.  Testing the distribution of sites against environmental factors in the Montelanico area. 
A (top left): all sites against slope (%). The mean slope angle in the area is 29.3%; that of the sites is 19.6%. 
B (top right): sites above 350m against slope (%). 
C (below left): all sites against solar radiation (W/m2). The mean radiation is 126.3 W/m2; that of the sites is 130.9 W/m2. 
D (below right): sites above 350m against solar radiation (W/m2).

Table 5.11.  Results of significance testing for the factor ‘distance to water’ for archaeological sites in the Montelanico sector, a) whole sector, b) areas above 
350m asl.

Table 5.11a: All sites Montelanico Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs 
(200 m)

62 63 0.007 df 1

Outside buffer zone 49 48 0.009 p 0.90

111 111

Table 5.11b: Sites above 350 m asl Expected sites Observed sites Chi-square

Inside buffer zone around rivers and springs 
(200 m)

30 34 0.6 df 1

Outside buffer zone 24 20 0.7 p 0.26

54 54
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Distance to LC25 (geomorphological) boundaries
This is a statistically significant factor, both for all sites 
together and for sites above 350m asl (Table 5.12; p=8.1E-4 
and p=7.7E-4 respectively).90

90 Distance to geomorphological boundaries was also a selection fac-
tor for the 375 Monti Lepini sites, with significantly more sites 
being situated within a 200m zone along these boundaries (p = 
2.5E-09). 

LC25 (geomorphological) units
The differences between the units are statistically signifi-
cant: fluvial units F3. F4 and F5 and steep units (R) are 
avoided, and significantly more sites than expected were 
found in unit K1/K2 (Figure 5.19a; p=3.1E-16). This is 
also true if sites above 350m asl are considered separately 
(Figure 5.19b; p=1.2E-14).

Table 5.12.  Results of significance testing for the factor ‘distance to geomorphological boundaries’ for archaeological sites in the Montelanico sector, a) 
whole sector, b) areas above 350m asl.

Table 5.12a: All sites Montelanico Expected 
sites

Observed 
sites

Chi-square  

Inside buffer zone LC25 (200 m) 63 80 5 df 1

Outside buffer zone LC25 48 31 6 p 8.1E-04

111 111 11    

Table 5.12b: Sites above 350 m asl Expected 
sites

Observed 
sites

Chi-square  

Inside buffer zone LC25 (200 m) 28 40 6 df 1

Outside buffer zone LC25 26 14 6 p 7.7E-04

54 54 11    

Table 5.13.  Properties of soil units in the Montelanico sector for which at least five archaeological sites have been recorded (after Sevink et al. 1984, pp. 76-
133 and accompanying soil map; FAO 1988a; and Driessen et al. 2001, pp. 125-133, 171-175, 265-269).

Number of 
sites

% sites Soil unit % soil unit Description of soil unit Detailed description soil 
properties

35 30.7 E6f 6.4 Soils in col-
luvial and 
related de-
posits

Colluvial slope 
deposits of 
mixed origin

Chromic 
Luvisols

Luvisol: soils in which clay 
is washed down. potential 
suitable for a wide range 
of agricultural uses (fine 
textured; well drained; ad-
mixture of tuff)

18 15.8 M1c 13.2 Soils on lime-
stone

Slopes Rendzinas / 
Lithosols

Rendzinas: Shallow stony 
soils. Lithosol: some soil 
probably removed by ero-
sion (fine textured)

15 13.2 M1m 14.8 Soils on lime-
stone

Slopes Orthic 
Luvisols / 
Lithosols

Luvisol: Soils in which clay 
is washed down. poten-
tial suitable for a wide 
range of agricultural uses. 
Lithosol: some soil probably 
removed by erosion (fine 
textured; well drained; ad-
mixture of tuff)

10 8.8 P1b 2.2 Soils volcanic 
rocks of Vol-
cano Laziale

Lithoid tuffs Vitric Eutric 
Regosols / 
Lithosols

Some soil probably 
removed by erosion (fine 
textured)

8 7.0 M1b 27.5 Soils on lime-
stone

Slopes Lithosols / 
Rendzinas

Shallow stony soils. some 
soil probably removed by 
erosion (fine textured)

5 4.4 R1a 4.4 Soils in vol-
canic rocks

Soils in volcanic 
rocks

Chromic 
Vertic Luvi-
sols / Eutric 
Nitosols

Luvisols: soils in which clay 
is washed down. potential 
suitable for a wide range 
of agricultural use. Nitisols: 
fertile soils (fine textured)
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Figure 5.19.  Testing the distribution of A (top): all settlement sites and B (bottom): all settlement sites above 350m asl against LC25 units in the Montela-
nico area. Key to the LC25 units:
Landscape dominated by steep slopes, mainly in hard rock    R
Landscape dominated by concave and irregular slopes, in general not very steep; mainly in soft rock or bedded rock with soft beds  
 - in sedimentary, non-volcanic rock     W1
 - in weathered volcanic tuffs, other than karst landscape    W2
landscapes dominated by karst processes 
 - in limestone formed by solutional processes     K1
 - in limestone formed by solutional processes, covered by volcanic deposits  K2
Landscape dominated by fluvial landforms
 - alluvial fan, non aggrading    F3
 - river incisions in volcanic tuffs    F4
 - valley floor with (active) meandering river channels    F5
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Figure 5.20.  Testing the distribution of A (top): all settlement sites, and B (bottom): all settlement sites above 350m asl against soil types (generalized to 
physiographic units) in the Montelanico area (Sevink et al. 1984, soil map).
Key to 5.20a: Fluv.Lac. d.: Soils in fluvial deposits of meandering streams and  soils in lacustrine deposits; Alluvial d.: Soils in Alluvial fans; Colluvio-allu-
vial d.: Soils in colluvio-alluvial valley fills and slope deposits; Colluvial d.: Soils in colluvial and related deposits; Sandstone+Shale: Soils on sandstone and 
soils on shales; Limestone: Soils on limestone (Slopes and Karstbasins); Volcanic (Vol.Laz.): Soils on volcanic rocks of the Volcano Laziale; Volcanic (Ern.): 
Soils on volcanic rocks of the Ernici and tuffs of various origin. 
Key to 5.20b: Coll.+All.+Shale+Volc.: Soils in colluvial deposits and  alluvial fans, soils on shales and volcanic rocks; Limestone: Soils on limestone (Slopes 
and Karstbasins)
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Soils
Sites are non-randomly distributed over the various soil 
types (Figure 5.20a; p=4.6E-18). More sites than expected 
were found on soils on colluvial and related deposits 
(especially soil type E6f: Colluvial slope deposits of 
mixed origin, Chromic Luvisols; Table 5.13). Fewer sites 
than expected were located on soils on limestone. Above 
350m asl site locations were predominantly in areas with 
a soil cover rather than on bare limestone (Figure 5.20b; 
p=1.1E-19), especially if these soils were fertile (such 
as soil types E6f, M1m, P1b and R1a; see Table 5.13 for 
details). Eighteen sites were located on infertile soil type 
M1c, but ten of these were within 100m of fertile soil 
types such as E6f, M1m and M3e (Orthic Luvisols with 
admixture of tuff: potentially suitable for agricultural 
uses). Only eight sites (7% of all the sites) were found on 
the largest infertile soil unit M1b, covering 27.5% of the 
study area.

Elevation
Of the 82 sites that could only be dated globally as 
‘Roman’, 41 were above 350m asl and 41 below (Figure 
5.21). Fifteen Republican sites were found below 350 
m asl and 25 above; 15 Imperial sites were found below 
350m asl and only 13 above. The number of sites above 
350m asl decreases in the Imperial period and probably in 
this period the higher parts of the Monti Lepini become 
increasingly marginal.

Size and spatial distribution of landscape units
Settlement in the Republican period clustered along the 
boundaries between LC25 units R and W2 and between 
units R and K1/K2 (Figure 5.22). No sites were found in 
the central sections of R units. Farms and villae were situ-
ated along the north-east and south-west rim of the Monti 
Lepini. Republican sites, mainly farmsteads, were situated 
in units K1 and K2 and in smaller valleys. Sites in nar-
row valleys and along the rims of karst basins and poljes 
preferred sunny locations; especially sites around the Rio 
and the Valle Cisterna avoided shady locations whilst 
preferring slope percentages of 0 to 30%. Sites were eas-
ily accessible. being located on valley floors or slopes and 
(therefore) near streams and springs. Both slopes of the 
Rio Valley were settled, but sites on the north slope facing 
the river were found higher up in the R unit while those 
on south slopes preferred lower locations in or near unit 
W2. The entire Rio Valley appears to have been exploited 
in the Republican period.

In the Imperial period the units ‘smaller valley’, ‘polje’ 
and ‘karst basin’ were gradually abandoned; in units 
W2. K1 and K2 only one or none remained while there 
had been two or more sites in the Republican period. 
Elsewhere, however, settlement continued (see Figure 

5.22), and the larger units in particular remained set-
tled.91 The parts of the Monti Lepini further away from 
bigger valleys and poljes appear to be abandoned from the 
Imperial period onwards.

Discussion
Distance to water was not significant as a site selection 
factor in the Montelanico area, probably because Roman 
sites often had artificial water supplies (cisterns) so that 
proximity to natural springs and streams had become 
less important. Oddly, significantly fewer sites than 
expected were found in the fertile fluvial units F4 and F5. 
It is improbable that these easily accessible units have not 
been investigated by Italian researchers, and therefore 
the assumption is made that any remains in these areas 
are buried beneath sedimentation, and that the apparent 
absence of sites is probably the result of this post-depos-
itional bias factor.

Units K1 and K2 in particular contained more sites 
than had been expected. K2 includes fertile, volcanic soils 
which are highly attractive to settlement. They have also 
been little affected by erosion/sedimentation or by mod-
ern agriculture, and the effect of post-depositional bias is 
therefore likely to have been limited, Roman sites in the 
Montelanico area and in the Monti Lepini tend to pre-
fer warmer locations with fertile soils and very shallow 
slopes, near macro-gradients.

91 Site distribution in the Monti Lepini in the Republican period: 13 
settlement sites in poljes, eight of them in poljes smaller than 50ha 
(62%) and five in poljes larger than 5ha (38%). For the Imperial 
period these numbers are: eight sites in total in poljes, four of them 
in poljes <50ha (50%) and also four in poljes >50ha (50%). 

41 41

25

< 350 masl > 350 masl

15 15
13

Roman period Republican period Imperial period

Figure 5.21.  Counts of Roman sites in the Montelanico area, distin-
guished by period and elevation range.
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Summary
The conclusion after the in-depth analysis is that the fol-
lowing site selection factors were most influential (Table 
5.14):

 • In both areas and periods, fairly shallow slopes (per-
centages 5 to 20%) were preferred;

 • In both areas and periods, locations with above average 
solar radiation were preferred. avoiding locations with 
a very high or a very low mean annual radiation;

 • Proximity to fresh water was an important factor for 
protohistoric site location but less so for sites of later 
periods;

 • In both areas and periods, preferred site locations are 
near geomorphological boundaries; these have the 
advantage of many ecological macro-gradients being 
present within close distance: arable land, building 
materials, wood and fresh water.

 • Preferred LC25 units were easily workable and fertile. 
In the RAP area this was unit W1 in the protohistoric 
period, and T1 in later periods; in the Monti Lepini in 
later periods these were units K1 and K2.

 • Most sites in the Montelanico area are located on or 
near fertile soils. In the Republican period, settlers 
sought out even small fertile areas in karst basins, in 
secondary valleys and on limestone plateaus, select-
ing nearby level or moderately sloping areas for their 
settlements. In the Imperial period, by contrast, settle-
ment clustered on the larger LC25 units.

5.3.3  Testing the revised expectations against field data
I now turn to the discussion of the revised archaeo-
logical expectations for landscape units in which the 
original expectations did not agree with the archaeo-
logical remains actually recorded; in other words, where 

Figure 5.22.  Distribution of recorded Roman Republican (left) and Roman Imperial (right) sites across LC25 units in the Monti Lepini.
Key to the LC25 units:
Landscape dominated by steep slopes, mainly in hard rock    R
Landscape dominated by concave and irregular slopes, in general not very steep; mainly in soft rock or bedded rock with soft beds  
 - in sedimentary, non-volcanic rock     W1
 - in weathered volcanic tuffs, other than karst landscape    W2
Landscapes dominated by karst processes 
 - in limestone formed by solutional processes     K1
 - in limestone formed by solutional processes, covered by volcanic deposits  K2
Landscape dominated by fluvial landforms
 - steep valley sides associated with river incisions    F1
 - alluvial fan, non aggrading    F3
 - river incisions in volcanic tuffs    F4
 - valley floor with (active) meandering river channels    F5
 - lacustrine environment    F6
Landscape dominated by coastal landforms  
 - older dunes, beach ridges and flats    C4
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situations 2 and 3 from Table 5.1 apply. Recall that situ-
ation 2 entails that archaeological remains have been 
found where they should not occur according to expecta-
tions, and situation 3 means that such remains were not 
found where they should have been present according to 
expectations. 

Table 5.15 provides an overview of the landscape units 
discussed below. The expectations for these are revised 
by determining their suitability in an inductive man-
ner (rather than deductively as with the original expec-
tations). This approach uses the location factors which 
have been shown in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 to have deter-
mined settlement choice: slope angle, solar radiation, 
distance to water, distance to geomorphological bound-
aries, soil (quality), and type of LC25 unit. If this induct-
ive re assessment of expectations results in a substantial 
revision of the estimated suitability of a landscape unit, 
the disagreement between expected and recorded arch-
aeological remains may be explained (situations 2a and 
3b; Table 5.1). If, however, the inductive approach con-
firms the deductively derived expectation for a landscape 
unit we are forced to explain the disagreement between 
expected and recorded archaeological remains by assum-
ing that such units were suitable but remained unused 
(situation 3a), that the effects of erosion/sedimentation 
have been incorrectly assessed (situations 2b and 3c), or 
that other post-depositional processes (e.g., land use) are 
involved (situation 3c). All of these possibilities will be 
explored in turn below.

Situation 3a: unexploited but potentially exploitable units
In Situation 3a the settlement and exploitation potential 
of LC10 units was correctly assessed, but these units were 
either not exploited or any exploitation which occurred 

left no detectable traces (e.g., cultivation, pasture). This 
may have been the case in three LC10 units: river terraces, 
karst basins, and hills. 

 • In the Monti Lepini, river terraces (unit 46) were 
exploited in protohistory but not in later periods. A 
possible explanation could be the small size of these ter-
races, which rendered them unsuitable for the market-
oriented agriculture of the later periods. Alternatively, 
these units may have been cultivated but not settled; 
this would leave no archaeological traces.

 • The lack of archaeological remains in karst basins in 
the Monti Lepini (unit 63) could be explained by the 
observation that sites tend to cluster near the margins 
of these units (see Section 5.3.2), leaving the centre 
available for cultivation and grazing. Since only these 
central parts have been surveyed, sites in the margins 
will have been overlooked.

 • In the RAP area all hilltop sites (unit 12) are protohis-
toric; there are no later sites despite the fact that the 
settlement suitability of these units had not changed. 
This absence of later hilltop sites may be a result of 
changing social-political conditions if, as Attema et al. 
(2011a. pp. 120-122) contend, an earlier need for refuge 
sites and territorial control was greatly reduced by the 
presence in the Hellenistic/Roman period of a func-
tional central authority. In the Monti Lepini, too. HLP 
surveys could locate only a few archaeological remains 
on hills that were suitable for settlement and where 
no significant erosion had occurred, even though 
Anastasia (2003) had recorded many protohistoric hill-
top sites. This inability of the HLP surveys to find hill-
top sites is inexplicable.

Table 5.14.  Probability values for each assessed combination of settlement location factor and dataset. In the case of significant results, the most attractive 
values and LC10 units are indicated in parentheses.

Site selection factor All RAP 
sites

RAP sites Pro-
tohistory in 
survey units

RAP sites later periods 
in survey units

Roman sites Monte-
lanico

Roman sites
Montelanico 
>350 m asl

Slope 3.0E-39 (10-
15%)

0.005 (10-15% 
and 25-30%)

0.02 (5-10%) 1.4E-12 (15-20%) 6.2E-7 (10-20%)

Solar radiation 1.2E-30 
(145-150 

0.04 (145-150) 0.04 (140-145) 0.0012 (130-135) 0.002 (135-140)

Distance to water 0.96 0.4 0.2 0.9 0.3
Distance to geomorphological 
boundaries

2.2E-13 0.3 0.05 8.1E-4 7.7E-4

LC25-unit 1.2E-42 (T1) 0.0005 
(T1+T2)

0.0012 (W1+R) 3.1E-16 (K1+K2) 1.2E-14 (K1+K2)

Elevation - 0.01 (area < 
600 m asl)

4E-4 (area <600 m asl) - -

Soil - - - 4.6E-18 (colluvial soils) 1.13E-19 (soils 
in colluvial de-
posits. alluvial 
fans. shales and 
volcanic rocks)
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In all these cases the most plausible explanation is that 
these units, although potentially suitable for habitation, 
in fact remained unsettled. In the case of karst basins and 
river terraces it is possible that agricultural exploitation 
did occur but left no traces detectable by non-invasive 
methods (like plough marks).

Situation 2a and 3b: over- and underestimation  
of suitability
In situation 2a, the suitability of units exceeded the ori-
ginal estimate; in the reverse situation 3b a unit’s suita-
bility was initially overestimated. The suitability of such 
units was re-assessed, this time by including additional 
location factors.

Two LC10 units in the RAP area proved to be more 
suitable than previously thought: the units ‘inactive mass 
movement’ and ‘straight slope’. This also applied to the 
unit ‘undulating gently sloping land’ in the Monti Lepini. 
For two other units in the RAP area, ‘river valley’ and 
‘undulating gently sloping land’, suitability proved to be 
less than the original estimate. 

 • In the area around the village of Civita in Transect 2 in 
the RAP area only a few protohistoric sites but many 
later ones were situated on inactive mass movements 
(unit 37). The fairly shallow slopes and favourable solar 
radiation levels locally increase the suitability of this 
unit. The implication is that the mass movements must 
have occurred before the Hellenistic period, for other-
wise the sites from the later periods on them would 
have been strongly affected or completely destroyed.

 • The suitability of straight slopes (unit 105), which in 
the RAP area and especially south of the Contrada 
Damale contain many sites despite steep slopes and 
thin soils, is enhanced by favourable solar radiation 
and a proximity to surface water and to geomorpho-
logical boundaries (though not within 200m). These 
units were probably not used agriculturally but rather 
for settlement; agricultural activities would have taken 
place in other LC10 units nearby.

 • In the Monti Lepini the unit ‘undulating gently sloping 
land’ (104), found mainly in the west of the Roccagorga 
sector, contained more sites than expected. Upon 
reconsideration the rather flat colluvial tuff soils in this 
unit (Sevink et al. 1984. soil unit E6f) prove to be suit-
able for agriculture.

 • In the RAP area the review of location factors revealed 
that the suitability of two LC10 units had been over-
estimated. River valleys (unit 47) are less attractive 
than was first thought (Table 5.15). Moreover the sur-
veyed parts of this unit cluster are located at elevations 
of ca. 1000m asl, which in itself would have made them 
less attractive. Many parts of the unit ‘undulating gen-
tly sloping land’ (unit 104) receive low levels of solar 
radiation and were probably too cold for settlement or 
agriculture; their suitability was therefore downgraded.

Summarising: in the first four cases the original estimate 
of the suitability was too low while in the last two cases it 
turned out to have been too high.

Situations 2b and 3c: over- and underestimation of the 
impact of bias factors
Estimated rates of erosion and sedimentation as well as 
estimates of the effects of other post-depositional bias fac-
tors may also have been incorrect. This can only be con-
firmed, however, by collecting relevant field data. 

 • One LC10 unit in the RAP area, ‘debris slope’ (unit 33), 
apparently formed an attractive settlement niche on 
the boundary between the shale and limestone land-
scapes, for many protohistoric and later sites were 
encountered there. The implication is that these debris 
slopes have been fairly stable for the last 6000 years, 
and that the extent of post-Bronze Age sedimentation 
had been overestimated.

 • The unit ‘straight gently sloping land’ (unit 103) in the 
RAP area is only present in Transect 1. More protohis-
toric sites were encountered in this unit, overlooking 
the Sibaritide, than expected. It is likely that my ori-
ginal estimate of sedimentation related bias in the sam-
ple for this unit was too high. 

 • In the case of the unit ‘tuff plateau’ (unit 21) in the 
Monti Lepini the extent of erosion had initially been 
underestimated. Location analysis revealed it to have 
been a potentially attractive landscape unit, yet no 
protohistoric archaeological sites were recorded in it. 
Large amounts of colluvium have been attested in the 
Pontine plain (see Chapters 8 and 9), which derived 
from anthropogenic erosion of tuff deposits in the 
Alban hills and Monti Lepini. It is therefore likely that 
the tuff plateaus in the Monti Lepini were substantially 
affected by erosion, which means that my original esti-
mate of erosion-related bias in the sample for this unit 
needs to be adjusted. 

 • Lithologically, the unit ‘undulating sloping land’ (unit 
106) in the Monti Lepini consists of limestone and tuff 
covered by a soil of weathered tuff. This would have 
made it a potentially attractive settlement unit, but 
extensive erosion has rendered the probability of find-
ing older archaeological remains negligible.

 • Few archaeological sites have been found on debris 
slopes (unit 33) in the Monti Lepini, although location 
analysis showed them to have been suitable. Studies by 
Sevink et al. (1984, p. 49) as well as personal observa-
tions in the survey sectors indicate that these debris 
slopes largely consist of colluvial deposits formed in 
the last 6000 years (Figure 5.23; see Chapters 8 and 9). 
Bronze Age deforestation on the slopes of the Monti 
Lepini and in the tuff area for agricultural purposes 
led to erosion of the volcanic deposits, with subse-
quent sedimentation of colluvium on the debris slopes. 
Sevink et al. (1984, p. 52) report the find of a Bronze 
Age hut on a debris slope near Roccasecca dei Volsci 
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beneath 2m of colluvium. Geological studies have 
revealed that colluviation on the debris slopes con-
tinued until the Roman period. It is likely that settle-
ment existed on debris slopes in the protohistoric and 
Roman periods, but that any remains there were later 
covered by colluvium. My original estimate of sedi-
mentation as a bias factor in this unit should therefore 
be revised upward.

 • Alluvial fans (unit 41) in both study areas are very suit-
able for settlement (Table 5.15). Research in the Pontine 
plain indicated that a protohistoric landscape below 
Sezze had been covered by a prograding alluvial fan. 
On top of the Sezze alluvial fan and other alluvial fans 
in the Monti Lepini many Roman sites can be found 
(Chapters 8 and 9) but none from earlier periods, so 
it is likely that any older remains in both areas were 
covered. In the RAP area, too, alluvial fans have been 
expanding at least from the Hellenistic period onwards 
(Section 2.2). It seems that there also older sites were 
covered by later sediments. My original assessment 
that this had no adverse effect on the discovery poten-
tial of sites during field surveys must be corrected, in 
that it now seems more likely that protohistoric sites in 
the Lepini, and protohistoric sites as well as sites from 
later periods in the RAP area, are deeply buried by sed-
iments (below the plough zone) and can no longer be 
detected by survey.

A significant visibility bias may also be the result of post-
depositio1nal forms of land use (Situation 3c). Marine 
abrasion terraces and cliffs (units 51 and 52) and river 

terraces (46) in the RAP area have low site densities for 
protohistory but a higher density of later sites. With their 
large tracts of fertile land and surface water nearby, ter-
races were highly suitable for protohistoric agricultural 
exploitation. Van Joolen (2003, pp. 146-148) and Attema 
et al. (2011a, pp. 91-92), following Peroni (1994), observed 
that the sand and conglomerate deposits of marine ter-
races were suitable for Bronze and Iron Age subsistence 
farming. Since there is virtually no erosion and sedimen-
tation on these terraces (Heilmann 1972, p. 132, 152 and 
156), or on river terraces, any protohistoric sites within 
these units should still be detectable in the field. This 
raises the question of why they are rarely encountered. In 
order to answer this a more detailed location analysis was 
performed (using the Chi-Square test), on the 65 proto-
historic sites and 39 sites of later periods recorded during 
intensive surveys within Transect 1.

The result is that the differences between the LC10 units 
for the protohistoric period are significant (p=4.1E-06; see 
Figure 5.24a), with fewer sites than expected on marine 
abrasion terraces (51) and river terraces and more sites 
than expected on relatively steeper units such as straight 
gently sloping land (103) and straight slope (105). 

There is no significant difference between LC10 units 
for sites from later periods (p=0.35; see Figure 5.24b). 
However, more sites from later periods are found on 
marine terraces and cliffs than expected. These results 
indicate that people in protohistoric periods tended to 
avoid the marine and fluvial terraces, preferring steeper 
units instead. I have been unable to identify a plausible 
reason for the avoidance of these – potentially suitable –  

Figure 5.23.  Example of a debris slope consisting of colluvial deposits with interspersed layers of limestone pebbles, located along the southern margin of 
the Monti Lepini (photo by the author).
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units in Protohistory. It is conceivable that the evidence 
for protohistoric settlement in these units has been all 
but erased by later land use, specifically the intensive 
and large-scale agricultural exploitation of these terraces 
which began in the Hellenistic period and continued at 
least into the Roman period. Protohistoric remains may 
have been damaged and ultimately destroyed by centuries 
of ploughing, leaving evidence only on locations where 

agriculture was less intensive, i.e. along terrace margins 
and on steep slopes. The same explanation may apply 
to the observation that protohistoric sites in Transect 1 
in general are significantly more often located on steep 
slopes and debris slopes, which have always been less 
attractive units for large-scale agriculture. It is therefore 
likely that the observed site distribution does not reflect 
original protohistoric location preferences.
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Figure 5.24.  Testing the distribution of A (top): protohistoric and B (bottom): later period sites across LC10 units in RAP transect 1.
32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 34: Debris cone; 35: Gully; 41: Alluvial fan; 46: River terrace; 51: Marine abrasion terraces; 52: Marine abrasion cliffs; 
103: Straight gently sloping land; 105: Straight slope; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
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I conclude that the degree of erosion/sedimentation 
had been overestimated for the units ‘debris slope’ and 
‘straight gently sloping land’ in the RAP area. The effects 
of erosional bias had been underestimated for the units 
‘tuff plateau’ and ‘undulating’ slope in the Monti Lepini. 
The effects of sedimentation on protohistoric sites in 
the unit debris slope in the Monti Lepini had also been 
underestimated, as was the case for the unit ‘alluvial fan’ 
in the RAP area and in the Monti Lepini, although there 
for protohistoric sites only. The present distribution of 
protohistoric sites in the Monti Lepini and in Transect 1 
of the RAP area is seriously biased by erosion, sedimenta-
tion and anthropogenic post-depositional processes. 

5�4  Discussion and conclusion
The purpose of the analysis presented in this chapter was 
to test the LC10 approach, which had been developed to 
assess biases introduced by erosion and sedimentation 
processes in Mediterranean mountain areas. The LC10-
derived expectations for protohistoric and later site dens-
ities were tested by comparing expected and observed 
site and find densities using the archaeological data 
recorded during recent intensive field surveys by the GIA 
(Section 5.2). The prima facie expected values were con-
firmed by the field data in 67% of the mapped RAP area 
for the protohistoric period, and in 80% of the mapped 
RAP area for later periods. The equivalent figures for the 
Monti Lepini sites. 0% and 11% respectively, are likely due 
to an incorrect assessment of the suitability, the extent 
of post-depositional bias factors, or both for the Monti 
Lepini units. Apparently the LC10 approach works well 
in the RAP area but is less suitable for conditions in the  
Monti Lepini. 

A second analytical phase was therefore required to 
investigate the possible causes for any significant discrep-
ancies between expected and observed densities of arch-
aeological remains. An inductive site location analysis 
was conducted to identify additional potential site loca-
tion factors that might have been overlooked in the first 
analysis (Section 5.3), and which would necessitate adjust-
ment of the suitability estimate for the affected units. Such 
adjustments were required in several situations: 
1. Some landscape units were suitable for settlement but 

had not actually been used as such, or had been ex-
ploited in manners that leave no archaeological traces;

2. The suitability had been over- or underestimated;
3. The effects of post-depositional bias factors had been 

over- or underestimated.

The analysis revealed that river terraces and karst basins in 
the Monti Lepini had not been settled, but were probably 
exploited in other ways. The test method mainly relied 
on types of archaeological evidence that indicate settle-
ment activity, not agricultural activity, and was therefore 
unsuitable to establish whether areas suitable for agricul-
tural had actually been used as such. 

In four landscape units the deductively determined 
suitability did not match with what had been arrived at 
inductively. The conclusion is that the suitability of the 
units ‘inactive mass movements’ and ‘straight slope’ in 
the RAP area and ‘undulating gently sloping land’ in the 
Monti Lepini had been underestimated (situation 2a), 
and that of the units ‘river valley’ and ‘undulating gen-
tly  sloping land’ in the RAP area overestimated (situation 
3b). Revising the suitability values accordingly increased 
the total area of units in which the suitability had been 
estimated correctly to 78% for protohistoric sites in the 
RAP area, and to 91% for later sites, both an increase of 
11%. The equivalent figures for the Monti Lepini sites are 
11% and 22%, an increase of 11% and 11% respectively. 
These adjustments of the suitability and bias factor relate 
only to the LC10-units in the RAP area and the Monti 
Lepini. It is uncertain if these adjustments are universally 
applicable to other Central and South Italian areas. More 
research will be needed to establish this.

The analysis further revealed that post-depositional 
bias caused by erosion and sedimentation had been 
underestimated mainly in the Monti Lepini. The chron-
ology of erosion- and sedimentation phases had to be 
revised to explain the lack of protohistoric remains in the 
units ‘undulating sloping land’ and ‘alluvial fan’, which 
tuned out to contain remains from later periods. The unit 
‘undulating sloping land’ had probably been eroding from 
the Bronze Age onwards (damaging remains from that 
period) and the colluvium had probably been deposited 
on the alluvial fans (covering any protohistoric remains 
there). The stabilisation of the landscape since the Roman 
period, with its attendant lack of severe erosion and sedi-
mentation, means that any remains from later periods 
may still be found by surveying. Although it was realized 
during the original landscape classification that the for-
mation chronology of landscape units was important to 
understand both suitability and post-depositional bias 
factors, the approach was nonetheless in essence based 
on geomorphology, not on genesis and formation chron-
ology. The tests highlighted once more the importance of 
the time dimension in a systematic study of erosion and 
sedimentation, and future fieldwork will have to deter-
mine whether archaeological remains really were eroded 
or buried in the units ‘debris slope’, ‘undulating sloping 
land’ and ‘alluvial fan’.

In this chapter I have presented a first attempt to test 
the LC10 approach, and it has turned out to be a suit-
able approach for the systematic study of entire land-
scapes including erosion and sedimentation processes. By 
including an analysis of location factors it is possible to 
isolate original settlement location preferences from later 
post-depositional bias and to detect and explain any devi-
ations between the expected and observed presence of 
archaeological remains. The questions remains whether 
the LC10 approach results in a better insight than the 
land evaluation approach discussed in the introduction 
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(Section 1.2). Both approaches take the current land-
scape as their point of departure to determine suitability, 
but only the LC10 approach makes it possible to analyse 
the role of post-depositional processes which may have 
introduced biases into archaeological distribution maps. 
However, land evaluation is still a useful complementary 
method to assess the suitability of LC10 units for agricul-
tural purposes.

The tests described above make clear that the arch-
aeological distribution maps of both study areas do not 
directly or exclusively reflect past locational preferences; 
they also, and to a considerable extent, reflect the impact 
of erosion and sedimentation processes. Also inten-
sive agricultural exploitation from the Classical period 
onwards has been responsible for the erosion and (par-
tial) destruction of protohistoric sites on the marine ter-
races and river terraces of the RAP area. I must therefore 
conclude that post-depositional processes should always 
be an integral element of any analysis of archaeological 
distribution maps; if they are omitted, the results of such 
an analysis may well be unreliable. The LC10 approach 
needs to be developed further, as the tests also made clear. 

Suggestions for further research
The following recommended improvements to the LC10 
approach were identified: 

 • Soil type, elevation and solar radiation should be taken 
into account by the construction of the deductive 
expectation of a LC10 unit (Section 5.3);

 • Wind direction and precipitation should be included 
in site location analyses.92 Computer simulations are 
required to produce cartographic data in necessary 
detail (Section 5.1.3);

 • Measurable socio-economic factors such as ‘distance 
to central places’ should be also included in locational 
analyses (Section 5.1.3) 93;

 • A distinction should be made between the suitabil-
ity of an LC unit for settlement and its suitability for 
agricultural exploitation (Section 5.3.3). An independ-
ent method is needed - perhaps a systematic deploy-
ment of soil micro-morphology - in order to determine 
past forms of land use such as deforestation, grazing, 
ploughing, manuring, terrace construction and irriga-
tion (Courty et al. 1989, pp 126-137);

92 Data for these variables were unavailable for either study area, and 
they were therefore not included in the analyses although they 
are likely to have been relevant factors in the location selection 
process.

93 Not only physical landscape parameters played a role in the selec-
tion process. They may have been primary factors at prehistoric 
and protohistoric sites, but socio-economic factors and landscape 
perception undoubtedly also played a part. Particularly socio-eco-
nomic factors probably became increasingly important during the 
Archaic and Classical periods.

 • The chronology of erosion and sedimentation phases 
should be studied in more detail and integrated more 
systematically in the analyses;

 • Chronology and intensity of post-depositional forms 
of land use should be considered when assessing the 
likely extent of the destruction and survival of proto-
historic archaeological remains (Section 5.3.3);

 • Instead of a single buffer for the factors distance to 
water and distance to geomorphological boundary, 
more buffers should be used. However, no buffers 
larger than 200m should be used because these would 
have surfaces (almost) equal to or larger than the study 
areas themselves (Section 5.1.3).

 • The LC10 approach should  be tested more thor-
oughly than has been possible within the limited time 
available.94 

 • More research is also needed to establish if the suit-
ability adjustments to the LC10-units are applicable to 
other Central and South Italian areas.

My analysis shows that the LC10 approach may be 
expanded in several ways: 

 • The LC10 approach is based on the modern landscape; 
it ignores the fact that the probability of detecting arch-
aeological remains during a survey is much reduced if 
the landscape has undergone many changes. However, 
detailed and extensive research is needed to determine 
the precise effects of erosion and sedimentation in a 
large landscape unit such as ‘undulating sloping land’ 
(unit 106). A review of the available literature (Section 
2.4.2) revealed that water erosion can severely damage 
and even destroy sites. To study this process properly, 
however, we must zoom in to the level at which this 
type of erosion operates, and do it for the entire period 
from the Bronze Age to the present. A landscape analy-
sis at such a detailed level can no longer be based on 
choropleth maps such as the LC10 used but must be 
based instead on a high-resolution computer simula-
tion of the long-term evolution of the landscape. This 
will be further explored in Chapter 6, where the land-
scape evolution model CALEROS will be presented.

 • In Section 5.3.3 I argued that alluvial fans in both 
study areas, as well as debris slope deposits in the 
Monti Lepini, have buried prehistoric sites. Systematic 
prospection can be used to detect these sites and 
to determine whether the units ‘undulating sloping 
land’ and ‘tuff plateau’ in the Monti Lepini really were 

94 For example by Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves, to 
assess the overall quality of the LC10- expectation maps (Safeland 
2011, pp. 62-63). For a good example of the use of ROC curves in 
an archaeological context, see Finke et al. (2008).
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exposed to extensive erosion from the Bronze Age 
onwards.95

In view of the HLP research questions and the fact that 
the expectations for a number of LC10 units could not 
be tested due to a lack of sufficient survey data (Section 
5.1.2), additional field surveys are recommended for the 
following units: 

 – The larger units ‘river valley’, ‘residual hill’, ‘straight 
slope’ and ‘straight steep slope’ (Monti Lepini);

 – Units ‘straight steep slope’ and ‘badlands’ (RAP area); 
 – Denudational units such as ‘bedrock hollow’, ‘gully’, 

‘debris cone’ and ‘(in)active mass movement’.

95 Pollen analysis by Bakels (in prep.) indicates that macchia vegeta-
tion greatly expanded during the Bronze Age and that trees disap-
peared from the slopes of the Monti Lepini. Bakels interprets this 
as the result of large-scale, deliberate deforestation in the Bronze 
Age (Jan Sevink, oral communication).



6�1  Introduction
A core tenet of this dissertation is the fact that erosion/
sedimentation greatly influence, at varying spatial scales, 
the presence and visibility of archaeological remains at 
the surface. Correct interpretations of the surface arch-
aeological record require detailed and extensive infor-
mation about the effects of these processes. However, 
studying and mapping these effects in the field is an 
extremely time-consuming process. That is why I studied 
the potential of computer simulation as a possible alterna-
tive to high-resolution field mapping.

As Section 1.2 explained no models yet exist that 
can simulate long-term landscape development while 
accounting for the interactions between landscape, cli-
mate, vegetation and human populations at high resolu-
tions. Even a methodological basis for such models does 
not yet exist.

In this chapter I will present the innovative model 
CALEROS (CALabria EROSion model),96 developed in 
collaboration with researchers of Utrecht University.97 
The purpose of CALEROS is to simulate erosion/sedi-
mentation over a period of 6000 years, which will provide 
us with realistic information on the post-depositional his-
tory of archaeological remains and on the expected effects 
of that history on the surface archaeological record of the 
test area. ‘Realistic’ in this context means that all signifi-
cant conditions influencing erosion and sedimentation 
must be modelled, such as the demographic development 
of the test area, its agricultural production as influenced 
by climate and soil conditions, and land use including 
technology and crops. Additional information derived 
from the model covers parameters such as agricultural 
productivity, population size, and location choice. In its 
inclusion of the impact of anthropogenic factors on the 
landscape CALEROS is unique.

96 In this chapter I will focus on the geoarchaeological applications 
of CALEROS. The main governing equations of the model will be 
presented in Van Beek et al. (in prep.).

97 CALEROS was developed at Utrecht University, with Dr L.P.H. van 
Beek as the leading contributor and substantial contributions by 
Dr Th.W.J. van Asch (mass movements) and D.M. Smulders MSc. 
(vegetation).

The principles and background of the model have been 
explained in Section 1.2. Its application requires the selec-
tion of a relevant study area that is suitable for a simula-
tion of long-term erosion/sedimentation. The catchment 
of the Maddalena river in the north-east of the RAP area 
is a test area where the processes water erosion98 and mass 
wasting dominate, a necessary condition of current pro-
cess models for erosion/sedimentation (see Figure 6.1 
for the location of the test area).99 Whilst the Maddalena 
test area is not typical for the entire RAP study area it 
does represent the study area’s largest landscape unit, an 
undulating sloping landscape (LC10 unit 106) of many, 
often small, valleys and slopes. Other reasons for test-
ing CALEROS in this area are the fact that data on it are 

98 A review of the available literature (Section 2.4.2) revealed that 
water erosion can severely damage and even destroy sites.

99 The Monti Lepini, for example, are not suitable as a test area 
because they are dominated by karst landscapes were chemical ero-
sion and underground water transport are very important. A gen-
eral discussion of the necessary conditions for erosion/deposition 
modelling can be found in Meritt et al. (2013).

Chapter 6 

The landscape development model: CALEROS  
(Calabria Erosion Model)

Figure 6.1.  Locations of the Maddalena catchment area and the pollen 
cores discussed in the text.
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available, generated by intensive and systematic arch-
aeological surveys, including information on locations 
where no archaeological remains were found (off-site 
data, see Section 3.6); and the fact that the geology of the 
Maddalena catchment with its shales and limestone out-
crops resembles that of highlands elsewhere in the south-
ern Apennines. Relevant characteristics of the Maddalena 
area are discussed in Section 2.2.2.

In order to be able to implement the model as defined 
above a series of questions need to be addressed. Firstly: 
which erosion/sedimentation processes qualitatively 
determine the preservation of the archaeological record 
through time? Specifically,

 • Which parts of the landscape are likely to have been 
used for agriculture and are therefore subject to more 
intensive erosion, such as tillage and water erosion?

 • How much of the archaeological record is likely to have 
been destroyed by erosion or to have been rendered 
inaccessible by a greater depth of sediment than the ca. 
0.3m of the modern plough layer?

 • Which climate-induced and anthropogenic erosion/
sedimentation processes have had a decisive effect on 
the state of preservation of the archaeological record?

An area’s exploitation intensity and associated levels of 
erosion/sedimentation are determined by population 
pressure. To answer the second question above it is there-
fore necessary to determine the simulated population size 
in the Maddalena area for each period, while the formula-
tion of an answer to the third question requires data on the 
effect of climate on the occurrence and extent of erosion 

and the exploitation potential of highland areas. Also 
needed are data on the amount of time that has passed 
since the introduction of agriculture in the Maddalena 
area until the onset of large-scale erosion and increased 
sediment transportation, and on the effects of population 
pressure, intensive exploitation and erosion management 
strategies (especially terrace construction) on erosion. In 
order to address these issues I will analyse the outcomes 
of the landscape development model, the landscape clas-
sification LC10, and the fieldwork.

6.1.1  Scope of CALEROS
The research described here is mainly of a methodological 
character: the first goal is to determine whether the model 
outcomes are approximately realistic. Input values there-
fore need not be the ‘true’ past values as long as they are 
approximately realistic. This is especially the case for the 
palaeoclimate (temperature and precipitation) during the 
period of interest. Nor do the presence and intensity of 
settlement and land use modelled by CALEROS need to 
conform precisely to the observations made during the 
archaeological surveys in the test area to draw valid con-
clusions regarding the effects of erosion and sedimenta-
tion on the distribution of archaeological remains.

Palaeoclimate
The input parameters used for the Holocene climate input 
were the results of the study by Allen et al. (2002) of pollen 
core ‘D’ from the Lago Grande di Monticchio, ca. 130km 
north-west of the test area. Theirs is the only pollen study 
in South Italy that covers the entire period from 6000 BP 
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to the present, has been reliably dated by tephrochronol-
ogy, and for which the data are freely available.100 Allen et 
al. (2002) produced a quantitative reconstruction of the 
palaeoclimate by first determining the biomes, using pol-
len data covering the entire Holocene.101 Assuming that 
the composition of vegetation reflects climate Allen et al. 
derived three climatic variables from the biomes: mean 
temperature of the coldest month (MTCO), growing degree 
days above 5°C (GDD5) and ratio of actual to potential 
evapotranspiration (AET/PET).

A potential objection to the use of biomes to recon-
struct climate is that biomes do not merely reflect climate 
but also anthropogenic landscape change. For exam-
ple, the reduction of Abies and Taxus in the Monticchio 
pollen core around 3000 cal BP may reflect a cooler cli-
mate but also deforestation (Allen et al. 2002, pp. 75-79). 
In consequence no reliable climate reconstructions can 
be made on the basis of pollen data in many parts of the 
Mediterranean from the Bronze Age onwards.102 Despite 
these objections, however, I may still use the climate data 
from Monticchio pollen core D (Allen et al. 2002, p. 77) 
to study the effects of climate change on erosion/sedimen-
tation and land use potential, rather than climate change 
itself. The following sequence of climatological changes 
over the past 6000 years (see Figure 6.2) can be observed: 
a warm wet period around 4000 cal BP, followed by a 
cold and very dry period around 3000 cal BP, a warm wet 
period around 2600 cal BP, a cold dry period around 2200 
cal BP, a warm wet period around 2100 cal BP, a warm wet 
period between 1600 and 1300 cal BP, and finally a cold 
period around 900 cal BP. These data can be used to study 
the effects of climate on erosion/sedimentation and land 
use potential.

The test area
The test area covers a little less than 15km2; its elevation 
ranges from 581 to 1709m asl with a mean elevation of 
1082m asl. Field studies concentrated on the Contrada 
Maddalena, which is the area located between the cal-
careous dip slope of the Timpa di San Lorenzo and the 
Maddalena river itself (Figure 6.3). The area encom-
passes a number of different LC10 units (Figure 6.4), 

100 The raw data used for this study are accessible at www.ncdc.noaa.
gov/palaeo/metadata/noaa-lake-5463.html.

101 A biome is defined as a large natural ecosystem which is distinct in 
its climatic conditions and has its specific type of plant and animal 
life. Thus biomes are the major ecosystems of the world which are the 
largest ecological units’ (Kumar 2008, p. 77).

102 ‘(...) before c. 4000 yr BP the main cause of vegetation change in the 
central Mediterranean was climatic variations, even if locally human 
impact can be detected. From c. 4000 to c. 2000 yr BP (i.e. from 
the Bronze Age to the Roman period), and also after this date, on 
the other hand, the main change in vegetation seems to have been 
human-induced, notably caused by land-cover change, even if sig-
nificant fluctuations in climate also occurred’ (Sadori et al. 2011, pp. 
126).

mostly undulating sloping land (Unit 106; see Figure 6.5) 
with slopes between 8 and 25%, and weathered shales. 
Weathering patterns are irregular, with outcrops of harder 
rock such as hard shales, ophiolites or sandstones as 
resistant points in the landscape alternating with slopes. 
The transition zone between the dominant limestone out-
crop of the Timpa di San Lorenzo and the shale deposits 
consist of debris slopes and cones (LC10 units 33 and 34) 
of limestone gravel and boulders.

In the Köppen climate classification the study area falls 
into category Csa, with hot and dry summers and rainfall 
mainly in autumn and winter (Sorisso Valvo 1993, p. 77; 
Terranova et al. 2009). On average the test area is wetter 
and cooler than other parts of the RAP area (Figures 6.6 
and 6.7) with temperatures dropping by ca. 0.4 degrees C 
and average rainfall increasing by 4.9mm for every 100m 
in elevation. Intensive rains have been recorded in San 
Lorenzo Bellizzi, up to 20mm or more in 10 to 40 min-
utes. Current forms of land use in the Maddalena area 
are mainly agricultural; most of the slopes are covered 
by artificial terraces, with dry-stone risers built out of 

Figure 6.3.  Relief shade model of the Maddalena area, visible are the 
dip slope of the Timpa di San Lorenzo and the Maddalena river. The areas 
mapped for the LC10 classification and core samples (grey points) and 
catena sections (black line) are also visible. 
Key to LC10 units: 11: Dipslope; 31: Badlands; 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: 
Debris slope; 34: Debris cone; 35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: 
Inactive mass movement; 47: River valley; 102: Undulating plain; 106: 
Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
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limestone blocks creating more level areas that are used as 
arable fields or for tree crops. Many terraces are no longer 
being maintained but are still easily recognisable in the 
field. Some of the Maddalena area is being used for win-
ter wheat, oats and barley while olive trees grow on some 
steep slopes on shales. The fallow land and macchia are 
being grazed by sheep and goats. A study of historic air 
photos shows that the intensity of the area’s exploitation 
has steadily decreased since the 1950s-1960s, as younger 
residents moved away, agricultural land was abandoned, 
and macchia took over.

6.1.2  Structure of the current chapter
Section 6.2 explains the basic assumptions and proce-
dures behind CALEROS and discusses the fieldwork that 
has been carried out to generate data both for input and 
for testing. Section 6.3 presents the model’s results, while 
Section 6.4 explains which validation method has been 
used and the validation itself. The significance of the out-
come and the contribution of CALEROS to landscape 
archaeological studies in general will be discussed in 
Section 6.5. This chapter includes three box sections, and 
an associated appendix has also been attached. The boxes, 
6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, contain technical information that is of 
interest to modelling experts and archaeologists alike, as 
they explain certain components of CALEROS that are 
relevant to geoarchaeological research. Appendix 6.1 on 
the other hand presents a detailed description of the input 
and operations of CALEROS, information I judged to be 
of interest to modelling experts only, as it is not essential 
for understanding this geoarchaeological chapter.

6�2  The CALEROS model
This section explains the model’s underlying principles, 
proceeding from its (geoarchaeological) goals to its out-
put. This is followed by a presentation of its forcings and 
limitations. The section concludes with an evaluation of 
the role of fieldwork in the collection of input and valid-
ation data. Technical aspects are discussed in Boxes 6.1 
to 6.3.

6.2.1  Principles
The main components of a model of landscape devel-
opment and erosion are tectonics/geology, climate, and 
human activity. These are the prime determinants associ-
ated with landscape development – the model’s ‘forcings’.

Because of its tectonic activity Calabria is a seismically 
active zone with many earthquakes that can destabilise 

Figure 6.5.  View of the LC10 unit 
‘undulating sloping land’ (unit 106) in 
the Maddalena area. Note the slopes 
and valleys (photo by the author).

Figure 6.4.  Distribution of proportions of LC10 units (%) within the 
mapped part of the Maddalena area.
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slopes and either cause or accelerate mass movements 
and erosion (Burton 1970). With its easily weathered and 
erodible geological deposits, Calabria is very prone to 
these processes (Terranova et al. 2009, p. 230). Another 
important element is seasonally intense precipitation, 
due to the presence and position of the region’s mountain 
chains relative to the warm Mediterranean. Early summer 
storms and rainfall in October and November produce a 
large volume of water in a short time, whereas the effects 
of precipitation in December and January are minimal. 
Particularly on bare soils rainfall causes splash erosion, 
while large volumes of water in a short period lead to run-
off-related erosion. Loose soil particles will be removed 
by overland flow if precipitation is sufficiently intense; 
when it is heavy, discharge is concentrated and rills and  
gullies form.

People are another important cause of erosion in 
Calabria, as forms of land use also affect erosion/sedi-
mentation. Bare, recently ploughed fields for example are 
more susceptible to erosion than grasslands (Govers et al. 
1994). Erosion studies in Calabria show that logging and 
forest burning have a great impact on runoff and increase 
erosion (Porto et al. 2009; Terranova et al. 2009, p. 233). 
Agricultural terracing creates soil reservoirs and prevents 
sediment from being washed out of a catchment, while 
neglect of the terraces leads to erosion (Roberts 1998, p. 
192). Vegetation prevents erosion or at least reduces its 
extent because it largely determines factors such as the 
net precipitation (precipitation minus evaporation), the 
soil’s infiltration capacity, and its resistance to the erosive 
force of rain. Field studies in southern Calabria show that 
locations with undergrowth experience almost no erosion 

or runoff, especially if that undergrowth is a thick grass 
cover (Van Asch 1980).103 By contrast, areas with large 
fully grown trees are prone to severe runoff and erosion 
during heavy rains (Van Asch 1980; Sorisso-Valvo et al. 
1995).104

6.2.2  The geoarchaeological focus of CALEROS
CALEROS models the interaction between vegetation, 
people and landscape as mechanistic processes on a 
micro-scale, at a spatial resolution 25 by 25m. To avoid 
circular reasoning, it also models the location of settle-
ments without using empirical data (i.e. the archaeo-
logical survey data discussed in Section 6.2.5). These data 
can then be used to test the model and to establish which 
erosion and sedimentation processes determine the pre-
servation of archaeological remains through time.

CALEROS can be used for three types of geo-
archaeological research (Conolly & Lake 2006, p. 203): 
1) preservation-oriented studies, as the preservation of 
archaeological sites may benefit from the identification 
of those at risk from natural erosion, especially in upland 
areas; 2) studies focussing on the prediction of site loca-
tion, the accuracy of which may be enhanced by the 
identification of areas where soil has been deposited in 

103 Grass roots accelerate the infiltration rate of rain water while the 
presence of a grass cover prevents splash erosion by dissipating the 
kinetic energy of the rain drops before any soil particles are dis-
lodged (Van Asch 1980).

104 In areas with large grown trees hardly any light penetrates to the 
surface and undergrowth is sparse, so that heavy rain may trigger 
runoff and erosion. Splash erosion, too, will be pronounced under 
high trees as droplets falling from high canopies hit the ground 
with a high kinetic energy (Van Asch 1980; Sorisso-Valvo et al. 
1995).
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sufficient quantities to ensure the preservation of archaeo-
logical features; 3) landscape history studies, for which an 
assessment of the effects of forms of land use on soil ero-
sion, and thus ultimately on land forms, is essential.

Two CALEROS simulations were run. The first adopted 
‘anthropogenic’ conditions, i.e. it accounted for the effects 
of human presence and actions. The other simulation con-
sidered only natural conditions and processes; this is what 

in the next section will be referred to as the ‘natural’ simu-
lation. It will serve as a hypothetical benchmark against 
which to study the erosional effects of human presence in 
the study area. In both simulations the volumes of water 
and sediment discharged by the Maddalena river into the 
Raganello were calculated in incremental steps of 100 

Figure 6.8.  Simplified diagram showing the main forcings and components of CALEROS and their relations.

Box 6�1� Technical description of the CALEROS model (L�P�H� van Beek)

CALEROS is a process-based landscape dynamics model developed for application on a sub-catchment scale (1-10km2) 
in a Mediterranean mountainous area over a millennium scale. CALEROS straddles the divide between landscape evo-
lution and soil erosion models. CALEROS compromises on process detail between soil erosion and landscape evolution 
models to maintain computational expediency, yet provides a detailed model to address questions on landscape devel-
opment and human influence. Originally started as a mere long-term erosion model, CALEROS has been expanded to 
cover interrelated aspects of the lithosphere, biosphere and atmosphere. The model is designed to simulate landscape 
development through emerging properties by reacting to three external forcings (Figure 6.8).
The model is grid-based and implemented in Python, and uses the PCRaster map algebra package for spatial opera-
tions. It uses a daily time step for the various process descriptions and a grid resolution that is compatible with the 
topography and land cover patterns (10-100m). It is assumed that each grid cell stands for a representative volume of 
material, centred on its midpoint. Output is aggregated into larger periods – months, years or centuries – and reported 
as time series of spatial fields (maps) or as localized values. To provide a consistent calendar throughout the simulation 
period, CALEROS uses the Human Era convention of Emiliani (1993), setting the start of the simulation at the start of 
the Holocene (10,000BP becoming 1 HE). All data are stored with relevant meta-data, using the UNIDATA NetCDF 
format for spatial data. The model runs for a predefined period of thousands of years to “spin-up” prior to the actual 
period of interest to initialize it. The time needed to run the natural and anthropogenic simulations was three weeks (on 
a Transtec Linux server with four Intel Xeon E645 2.4 GHz processors and 48 Gb Random Access Memory).
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Box 6�2� Background information on the archaeological maps (L�P�H� van Beek)

Although CALEROS has a wider application within the remit of hydro-geomorphology and hydro-ecology, it has been 
adapted to accommodate geo-archaeological studies, which study population density in agricultural areas over time 
and the likelihood that archaeological remains have been preserved. Following deposition, traces of human activity that 
constitute the soil archive are subject to erosion. Here the outcome of the process-based model of landscape dynam-
ics, CALEROS, was used to obtain an independent estimate of the quality of this archive in a mountainous environ-
ment since the introduction of agriculture. This estimate is influenced by two processes, first sedimentation and second 
erosion; both are modelled by CALEROS as the presence of permanent agricultural settlements at the corresponding 
topographical surface, and the subsequent burial and exposure of these sites as a result of soil transport along the slope. 
Both processes are subject to the environmental conditions that prevail at and follow the moment of sedimentation. 
This model-based estimate of the quality of the archive can be compared to archaeological distribution maps obtained 
from field surveys to obtain information on the effects of sedimentation and erosion on these maps.
Conceptually, it can be postulated that the quality of the archaeological soil archive depends on: 1) the likelihood of 
settlement and the intensity of human activities at a location in the past; 2) the subsequent burial and exposure of 
archaeological material by transport of soil along the slope. The probability of encountering this material in field sur-
veys depends on whether it is exposed on the surface or not. Since the field surveys were conducted on cultivated land, 
it is assumed that only material that is within the plough layer (assumed to be 0.3m thick) can be recovered. Moreover, 
as field surveys tend to concentrate on durable material that is deposited in relatively large quantities over large areas 
(mostly pottery), it is further assumed that the same depth can be used as the maximum depth at which material of a 
particular period can become buried. Hence, material of a certain age that becomes buried beneath more than 0.3m 
of soil is part of a stratified deposit and not accessible during field surveys. At the same time, material is completely 
removed from the archive once the soil is removed completely or the surface drops at least 0.3m below the original level 
of sedimentation as a result of erosion. 
It is important to note that in this assessment archaeological materials remain inert throughout. The presence of mate-
rial does not change other than by removal following erosion and, once affected, the removal is complete; no transport 
of archaeological material is considered because modelling the transport of archaeological remains would require a 
much more detailed model description than can be provided by CALEROS. The additional computational load of par-
ticle tracking is very large and almost impossible to handle on a landscape scale. CALEROS further assumes that an 
archaeological site consists only of a habitation layer; dug features such as rubbish pits and postholes, which may well 
be preserved even if the habitation layer is completely eroded, are not considered. Although field surveys cannot detect 
the presence of dug features directly, some archaeological surface finds may derive from ploughed out dug features. Not 
taking these into account may therefore result in erroneous interpretations of CALEROS output in areas that have more 
than 0.3m of modelled erosion. 
Archaeological soil archive map: Estimation of the quality of the archaeological soil archive from the output of 
CALEROS, in the form of an archaeological soil archive map, is a post-processing step. Sedimentation of archaeological 
material is mapped as the extent of settlements, the dimensions of which vary with the number of inhabitants, at 100-
year interval. Sediment transport, resulting in the erosion or burial of these remains, is evaluated and the accumulated 
transport of sediment is stored in CALEROS at 25-year intervals. This transport of sediment is related to different ero-
sion processes which in CALEROS involve concentrated erosion as a result of overland flow, and diffuse erosion as a 
result of mass movement (creep, land sliding and tillage erosion). Diffuse erosion pertains to the entire soil profile. As 
such, it is not located directly at the soil surface and its effect on exposure and burial is less easily assessed than is the 
case for concentrated erosion. To account for the deterioration of the quality of the archive by mass wasting, a relative 
fraction of unaffected archaeological material, Qarchive, was defined.
Archaeological preservation map: Burial and exposure can be traced through the concentrated erosion simulated by 
CALEROS, in order to define the chance that archaeological remains will be preserved and to visualise that chance in 
the form of an archaeological preservation map. Starting from an initial deposition on the surface, erosion or burial 
in the period following deposition is traced by the cumulative erosion (erosion taken as negative, burial as positive). 
This rate is tracked through time and the final outcome reported. As mentioned above, all archaeological material was 
assumed to be lost whenever cumulative erosion exceeded -0.3m, and a missing value was assigned to the original place 
of sedimentation. 
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years for the period 4000 BC to AD 2000.105 For each time 
step and parameter CALEROS has produced a map and 
a table.

6.2.3  General description of the model
The model consists of six components, each represent-
ing a set of coherent processes that are driven by three 
external forces (see Section 6.2.1 and Figure 6.8). The 
components range from processes defining the presence 
and characteristics of soils to human population dynam-
ics, and are interactive. They are extensively described in 
Appendix 6.1. The required input pertains to the initial 
state of the system and consists of a set of parameters that 
describe and define the various components. The three 
external forcings are extensively described in Section 
6.2.4. There is no feedback between the forcings within 
the model (e.g., no effect of vegetation or topography on 
climate) although it is implied that they are internally 
consistent (e.g., crop types should agree with the climate 
zone). The model is conditioned by initial states that 
describe the topography in the form of a digital elevation 
model (DEM), the underlying lithology and the distribu-
tion of soil materials, including unsaturated and satur-
ated water content and organic material, vegetation and 
human occupation. A short technical description of the 
CALEROS model is provided in Box 6.1 (see for the com-
prehensive version Van Beek et al. in prep.). CALEROS 

105 In this chapter the chronological term ‘Before Present’ (BP) stands 
for ‘before AD 2000’, not ‘before AD 1950’ as is customary in 
radiocarbon studies. To prevent confusion uncalibrated 14C dates 
mentioned in this chapter will be indicated as ‘14C yr BP’, and cali-
brated 14C ones as dates cal BC/ cal AD or cal BP.

output consists of a series of maps and tables on basic 
characteristics of the area as well as two specific ‘archaeo-
logical’ maps: an archive map and a preservation map (see 
Box 6.2). The results are validated by field observations.

In this chapter the following CALEROS output for 
the test area will be used, all of it produced for 100-year 
timesteps starting at 6000BP:

 – An elevation model, which serves to quantify the 
degree of erosion and sedimentation;

 – An erosion/sedimentation map, derived by subtracting 
elevation models of different timesteps;

 – A soil thickness map, which serves to quantify the con-
ditions for vegetation, agricultural crops and hydrol-
ogy; this map is produced by subtracting soil erosion 
from new soil formation by weathering;

 – A map showing the degree of diffuse erosion (slumps, 
plough erosion and creep) relative to all erosion; this 
allows us to see which processes are locally the main 
causes of erosion; 106

 – A map of cultivated fields, to model human land use;
 – A table of the total modelled population, in order to 

quantify population pressure.

CALEROS also simulates the archaeological record and its 
current state of preservation. Its map of the archaeological 

106 Tillage erosion (Govers et al. 1994) and the effect of tillage on arch-
aeological remains are also accounted for by CALEROS. Tillage 
erosion and the destruction of sites by tillage depend on the plough 
depth. In CALEROS plough depth varies over time: in the Bronze 
Age it is set to 0.1m, from the Iron Age to the Subrecent period 
(AD 1900) it is 0.2m, and in the Recent period (AD 1900 -2000) it 
is 0.3m.
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1 Limestone X
2 Transition zone 

limestone-
shales

X X X

3 Shales X X X X X
4 Gully X
5 Maddalena 

valley
X X X X

6 Transition zone 
shales-hard 
shales

X X X

7 Hard shales X

Table 6.1.  Distribution of LC10 units over the seven landscape zones distinguished in the Maddalena area. 
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record shows the locations of the modelled settlements, 
which can be partially or totally destroyed by diffuse ero-
sion. The archaeological preservation map indicates the 
depth (in metres beneath the present surface) of archaeo-
logical layers of different ages. Settlements that are not 
totally destroyed and those that are not buried deeper 
than current ploughing depth can be recorded in surface 
surveys, as can settlements where erosion has reduced 
the soil cover to less than plough depth. The difference 
between these two maps can also be used to determine 
where archaeological sites have been destroyed by erosion 
or been covered by sediment. In order to facilitate a com-
parison of these two maps with the outcome of the field 
surveys (see Section 6.5.2), seven large landscape units 
were composed of smaller LC10 units to represent the 
main geological/geomorphological zones in the area (see 
Table 6.1). Technical aspects of the archaeological record 
and archaeological preservation maps are provided in 
Box 6.2.

6.2.4  Forcings (H. Feiken & L.P.H. van Beek)
The factors causing landscape change in the model – the 
‘forcings’ – are tectonics/seismics, climate, and human 
action (see Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.3). Because CALEROS 
was developed with archaeological applicability in mind 
(Section 6.2.2), much attention was paid to the modelling 
of anthropogenic effects on the landscape by using land 
use scenarios. Box 6.3 explains how agriculture has been 
modelled in CALEROS.

Tectonic uplift & seismicity
The tectonic forcing includes seismicity, in the form of 
an earthquake’s locus and magnitude. Using Campbell’s 
method (Campbell 1989), magnitude is translated into 
intensity as the near-surface horizontal acceleration, con-
sidering site factors including soil thickness and bed-
rock type. In the current model, uplift is defined as the 
vertical rate at which the elevation of the bedrock base-
ment changes. This rate of uplift is defined by a spatial 
field and may be modified if necessary (e.g., in the wake of  
an earthquake).107

Climate
CALEROS requires a number of daily meteorological 
variables. Daily solar radiation, temperature and wind 
speed have to be provided to compute the potential evapo-
transpiration – the maximum rate at which vapour can be 
transferred from the soil or vegetation to the atmosphere. 

107 The maximum magnitude of earthquakes in the area for the last 
6000 years has been 7, which translates to a maximum horizontal 
acceleration of 0.34 g (Michetti et al. 1997; Cinti et al. 2002). 

Precipitation replenishes soil moisture108 and ground-
water. Groundwater determines the discharge of springs 
and streams that sustain the human population. In add-
ition to the total precipitation its intensity must also be 
provided as it determines the occurrence of overland flow 
and associated water erosion.

All daily climate input is based on the observed (recent) 
climate. Information on precipitation and mean and mini-
mum temperature is derived from nearby climate stations 
and from a time series (covering the period of 1901-2000) 
that was constructed on the basis of daily data from San 
Lorenzo Bellizzi (precipitation) and Castrovillari (pre-
cipitation and temperature). Additional data at 5-minute 
intervals from Castrovillari over the period 1990-2010 
have been used to construct monthly relations between 
daily precipitation totals and average intensity.109 Spatially 
distributed fields of precipitation totals and mean and 
minimum temperature have been constructed using 
monthly variable lapse rates110 (whereby the variable was 
related to elevation) that were constructed from a regres-
sion of monthly totals using data from several weather sta-
tions in the region. Solar radiation in the form of potential 
incoming short-wave radiation is converted to net values 
using Thornton & Running’s 1999 modification of the 
Bristow-Campbell model. This method includes temporal 
variations in atmospheric transmissivity through relative 
humidity, which is estimated from the minimum tem-
perature (Allen et al. 1998). Spatial variations are included 
in terms of the optical path length, which varies as a result 
of elevation, and of topographical shading, as a result of 
diurnal and seasonal variations in the solar angle (Gates 
1980). Only wind speed is included as a spatially uniform 
variable, in the absence of any detailed information; daily 
values were drawn randomly from a monthly record of 
wind speed at Castrovillari. Wind speed, mean air tem-
perature and short-wave radiation are all used to compute 
the potential evapotranspiration using the Penman-
Monteith equation (Allen et al. 1998).

To obtain climate input before 1901, individual years 
from the time series are selected at random. On these 
data a long-term trend in temperature and precipitation 
is imposed which was derived from the palaeoclimate 
reconstructed on the basis of the pollen record of Core 
D from the Laghi di Monticchio dataset, Basilicata (see 
Section 6.1.1; Watts et al. 1996; Allen et al. 2002). This 
record represents an elevation (656m asl) similar to that 
of the study area, and all data are corrected to a common 
datum using the lapse rate determined for the region.

108 Through soil moisture, precipitation controls the actual vapour 
flux that can be sustained at the given potential rate. This not only 
affects the hydrology but also determines the rate of carbon dioxide 
assimilation by plants and the biomass accumulation in the model.

109 These precipitation data are taken from http://www.cfcalabria.it.
110 The lapse rate is the rate of decrease with height for atmospheric 

variables (precipitation and temperature).
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Human activities: land use scenarios
Land use scenarios define the agricultural production sys-
tem for defined periods and stipulate the fraction of the 
population’s energy requirement to be covered by agri-
cultural production and an additional fractional food 
security. The scenarios for the Bronze Age, Iron Age, 

Hellenistic to Roman period, Middle Ages, Sub-recent 
period and Recent period used in CALEROS (see Table 
6.2) are based on White (1970), Bakels (1982), Spurr 
(1986), Halstead (1987), Humphrey et al. (1998), Van 
Joolen (2002) and Veenman (2002). For each period the 
type of agriculture, the land use, the technology, the time 

Bronze Age (2000-1000BC) Iron Age (1000-
700BC)

Hellenistic and Roman period 
(700BC – AD500)

Medieval and 
subrecent 
period (AD500-
1900) 

Recent 
period 
(AD1900-
2000)

Type Subsistence farming, mixed 
farming

Subsistence farming, 
mixed farming with 
short-distance trans-
humance.

Short-distance transhumance. 
Three farming systems: small 
farms growing cereals for private 
consumption; larger farms grow-
ing cereals for private consump-
tion but also specialising in other 
crops; large farms producing 
cereals for a market. Small sub-
sistence farming dominates in 
the Maddalena area.

Small subsist-
ence farms in 
the Maddalena 
area

Semi-market 
oriented 
farms in the 
Maddalena 
area

Land utili-
zation

Slash and burn; field were 
cleared of vegetation by burn-
ing, worked with hoes and cul-
tivated until yields declined, at 
which time new fields would 
be reclaimed while the old 
ones were abandoned or used 
for pasture (two-field crop 
rotation). After some years, 
the first fields were re-used. 
No additional manuring was 
required.

Slash and burn, 
cereal cultivation 
increasing, applica-
tion of dung and 
ash to enhance soil 
fertility (three-fields 
crop rotation).

In mountainous and remote areas 
slash and burn (ignicocoltura) still 
practiced. Small isolated farms 
producing crops in a polycultural 
system. Three-field crop rotation; 
in the Roman period a crop-
fallow system was common.

Three-field crop 
rotation

Three-field 
crop rota-
tion

Agrarian 
technology

Hoe, digging stick and simple 
wooden ploughs (which 
crumbled the soil, instead of 
turning it over). First terraces 
built.

Invention of iron 
plough shares. 

Iron plough shares common, on 
ploughs pulled by oxen or mules. 
Three new soil fertility enhancing 
methods: using fertilizers; fallow-
ing the fields in combination with 
crop rotation; growing fodder 
crops and ploughing the stubble 
under.

Iron plough Mechanized 
agriculture

Ploughing Hoe and wooden plough 
(ard or simple symmetrical 
plough). 0.03ha phpp with 
wooden ard. Depth plough-
ing: 0.1 m

Ard or simple sym-
metrical plough with 
iron ploughshare. 
Wooden and occa-
sionally iron plough: 
0.045ha phpp. 
Plough depth 0.2m

Asymmetrical iron ploughshare 
(which turn over the soil): 0.06ha 
phpp. Plough depth 0.2m

Iron mould-
board plough; 
0.06ha phpp. 
Plough depth 
0.2m.

Modern iron 
mouldboard 
plough; 
0.1ha phpp.
Plough 
depth with 
tractor 0.3m

Sowing Broadcast sowing 0.4ha 
phpp.129kg seed per hectare 
required. 

Broadcast sowing 
0.4ha phpp; 129kg 
seed per hectare 
required.

Broadcast sowing 0.4ha phpp; 
129kg seed per hectare required. 
Roman farmers used broadcast-
ing by hand rather than seed-
drilling.

Broadcast sow-
ing 0.4ha phpp; 
129kg seed 
per hectare 
required. 

Broadcast 
sowing 
0.4ha phpp; 
129kg seed 
per hectare 
required.

Harvesting Bronze or flint crescent-
shaped sickle: 0.005ha phpp.

Iron sickle: 0.01ha 
phpp.

Iron sickle and scythe.0.016ha 
phpp; at most 0.025ha phpp ac-
cording to Varro. 

Sickle and 
scythe; 0.016ha 
phpp.

Scythe and 
machine; 
0.016 ha 
phpp. 

Manage-
ment factor

Low Low High High High

Table 6.2. Overview of the land use scenarios employed for each period in the CALEROS anthropogenic run (phpp = per hour per person). Data for his 
table drawn from Hansen 1969; White 1970 (p. 47 and pp. 178-179); Slicher van Bath 1976 (pp. 203-205 and p. 328); Bakels 1982; Varisco 1982; Spurr 1986; 
Steensberg 1986 (pp. 129-148 and pp. 154-155); Reynolds 1987; Sigaut 1992; Humprey et al. 1998 (pp. 101-103); Veenman 2002; Van Joolen 2003 (pp. 101-
128). 
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Box 6�3: Modelling agricultural production systems in CALEROS (L�P�H� van Beek)

Arable farming: Information on the cultivation system in CALEROS includes the seed crop requirement and energy 
yield for wheat (Brinkkemper 1991, pp. 125-157: 13807 KJ/kg), the crop calendar and rotation, tillage techniques, 
including limitations in the use of arable land (slope, stoniness and tillage depth), and labour requirements for plough-
ing, sowing and harvesting and, optionally, for the construction and maintenance of bench terraces, which become 
necessary on slopes over 7° (FAO 1988b). The construction of bench terraces in CALEROS depends primarily on the 
distance to limestone deposits, where useful building blocks for the terrace walls are to be found. In an area without 
limestone, terraces are built from earth. These earthen terraces are very susceptible to erosion. Fields per settlement 
are sorted in descending order on net production and allocated until the settlement’s total energy requirement is met. 
Allocated fields are cultivated allowing for the available labour pool, and the yield is entirely stored as a preservable 
food type of which only 5% of the non-consumed stock spoils on an annual basis (for a more elaborate description of 
the settlement, fields and resource allocation of CALEROS see appendix 6.1). Out of all potentially arable land the most 
promising fields near settlements are selected and cleared. Exploitation of fields is profitable when the yield exceeds the 
energy invested to clear, prepare and cultivate the field, taking into account any additional investment in case of crop 
rotation, which requires estimates of labour per unit area as specified by the land use scenario. The yield is either the 
actual yield in the case of existing fields or the expected yield, based on biomass, when the field is not currently under 
cultivation. The remaining uncultivated area is partitioned between the settlements on the basis of travel distance and 
population number as possible factors of influence. In the current model, cultivation of food crops (only wheat) is the 
primary source of food in CALEROS, and is evaluated first. Yields are expressed in energy and equal the seed produc-
tion of the crop, in this case winter wheat, reduced by the seed requirements for the next year, times the energy pro-
duced per unit of seed. If yields are insufficient to meet the energy demand of the population, energy is supplemented 
by animal husbandry. CALEROS takes into account the time available for harvesting (hours of daylight during harvest 
time), the number of dry days during harvest time, and the travel time from the settlements to the fields.

Livestock: Livestock supplies the remaining energy requirement that cannot be satisfied by food crop cultivation. 
CALEROS includes four species of livestock (cattle, goats, sheep and pigs), each with a different suitability given the 
terrain: pigs prefer wooded terrain where they feed on acorns, sheep and cattle prefer grassy pastures whereas goats 
have no particular preference. For each livestock type three attributes are prescribed (weight, meat and milk produc-
tion per animal), and the actual yield depends on the food and water intake. On the basis of the suitability of the terrain 
(e.g., availability of biomass and water for livestock) and the unfulfilled human requirements the number of individ-
uals (number of cattle, goats, sheep and pigs) is determined for each settlement, whereby the land use scenario specifies 
which livestock types can be considered and how the products are preserved. By default, 25% of the animal products are 
added to the preservable food supply, as milk can be turned into cheese or meat salted, while the remainder is added to 
the perishable supply, which spoils when not consumed within the year. It should be noted that there is no direct link 
between the size of a herd at any time and its food or water supply, as it is assumed that new animals can easily be bred 
or drawn from elsewhere. Biomass consumed as food by animals is drawn from any fields that are fallow or planted 
with fodder, or from common pasture. Biomass that is consumed is returned as organic material (manure) to the fields 
of a settlement minus the part that is converted into produce (meat, milk), using the energy equivalent of wheat as 
approximation.
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required for ploughing, seeding and harvesting, and the 
‘management factor’ has been determined. Until well into 
the 20th century the staple foods were cereals and pulses; 
for the Hellenistic and Roman period, for example, it has 
been estimated that ca. 65 to 75% of the daily intake in 
the Mediterranean area consisted of cereals (Garnsey 
1998). McNeill (1992, 126-138) determined that much of 
the daily caloric intake in South Italian mountain areas 
between 1700 and 1900 was in the form of cereal prod-
ucts, especially bread. Little meat was eaten, and while 
olive oil was consumed it was not produced locally but 
imported. The main source for determining the type of 
agriculture to be used in the model has been Halstead 
(1987),111 according to whom agriculture from the Bronze 
Age to the Middle Ages was mainly small-scale subsist-
ence farming, with farmers working the fields with spade 
and hoe from nearby small settlements and producing 
cereals and pulses. Cultivation and animal husbandry 
were complementary in this system of small-scale and 
intensive agriculture: manure was collected for use on the 
fields, while fallow fields were being manured by grazing 
animals. By annual rotation of cereals and pulses and by 
manuring, the fields received the necessary minerals. In 
order to avoid wasting manure in a system of small-scale 
agriculture and small dispersed settlements, it was prac-
tical to keep small flocks of sheep and goats and practice 
short-distance transhumance.

The pollen studies conducted by the RAP team showed 
that slash and burn was used and cereals cultivated in the 
highlands from the Bronze Age until recently (Section 
6.2.5).112 To maintain soil fertility the scenario includes 
slash and burn in addition to crop rotation (with a fal-
low period) and manuring from the Bronze Age up to and 
including the Roman period (see Table 6.2). Slash and 

111 Halstead’s (1987) model is regarded as valid for the Bronze Age as 
well. Puglisi (1959) proposes a pastoral economy with widespread 
transhumance for this period, in which people travel with flocks 
of sheep and goats between winter pastures in the plain and foot-
hills, and summer pastures in the mountains. However, Puglisi’s 
model will not be followed here because: 1) widespread transhu-
mance would mean that the Bronze Age population does not have 
enough time to sow, tend and reap the cereals from which they 
must derive the large amount of carbohydrates needed in add-
ition to the proteins they can derive from meat, dairy products and 
beans; 2) if transhumance is widespread, most of the fertile and 
valuable animal manure cannot be spread on the fields (Halstead 
1987); 3) widespread transhumance is only possible if an effect-
ive supra-regional authority exists to manage grazing and droving 
rights (Veenman 2002, pp. 125-126 and 139), and such an author-
ity only came into being with the Roman Empire; 4) a developed 
market economy able to handle the large quantities of meat and 
dairy products (especially cheese) produced if transhumance is 
widespread (Reinders 1994) did not exist yet in the Bronze Age and 
probably came into being only in the Hellenistic/Roman period. 

112 According to Van Joolen (2003, pp. 122-125) emmer wheat 
(Triticum dicoccum) is especially suitable for cultivation in Italian 
highlands and therefore used in CALEROS. Depending on local 
winter temperatures, emmer wheat thrives at elevations up to 
1100m above sea level. 

burn is used to convert the available biomass into fertile 
ash (see Section 9.2.2). Fields could be cultivated without 
fallow periods until yields declined, but in the Bronze Age 
scenario it is assumed that fields are left fallow for one 
season before being cultivated again, and in the Iron Age 
scenario the use of two fallow seasons for each cultivation 
season is assumed.

In a land use scenario the amount of physical labour 
people can invest is limited, and its effect is mainly deter-
mined by the available agricultural technology. McNeill 
(1992) showed how the advent of new methods, tech-
niques and crops increased the agricultural potential 
of mountain areas. Grain harvesting, for example, was 
first done by hand and later with a sickle; the scythe was 
introduced in the Hellenistic/Roman period, and today a 
mechanical combine harvester is used. These technologi-
cal changes mean that the amount of grain an individual 
can harvest increases. In general the speed of ploughing, 
sowing and harvesting will increase through time. For the 
scenario experimental and historical data have been used 
to determine these speeds (Table 6.2).

The management factor in the scenarios is set to ‘high’ 
or ‘low’ to indicate how much control is exercised over 
the landscape. The construction of agricultural terraces, 
for example, reduces the volume of eroded soil trans-
ported away from the fields, thus increasing the quantity 
of useful soil. Although it is difficult to date old terraces 
there is some good evidence that terraces were con-
structed at least from the Bronze Age onward in different 
parts of the Mediterranean (Krahtopoulou & Frederick 
2008; Wainwright & Thornes 2004, p. 255). It is therefore 
assumed that this was the case in the study area. Plough 
depth has been set for each period separately (Table 6.2).

6.2.5  Fieldwork conducted for input and validation of 
CALEROS

The RAP and HLP teams have collected and analysed pol-
len samples in the higher parts of the RAP study area to 
reconstruct climate and vegetation for the period con-
sidered. The results were used as input for the land use 
scenarios. Separate archaeological and earth-scientific 
fieldwork was conducted for the validation of the model. 
In the discussion below all radiocarbon dates have been 
converted from 14C yr BP to cal BC/ cal AD, using Oxcal 
4.1 and intCal09 (Bronk Ramsey 2009).

Palynological studies
One of the input factors for the land use scenarios used 
in CALEROS derives from pollen analytical research. 
In prior studies the RAP team had analysed two pol-
len cores taken near Alessandria del Carretto and at the 
Lago Forano on the north-eastern borders of the study 
area (Kleine et al. 2005; Woldring et al. 2006; Attema et 
al. 2011a, pp. 85-87; see Figure 6.2). During a search for 
further suitable pollen locations by the HLP twelve wet 
locations were visited in October 2005, October 2006 and 
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June-July 2007. Pollen cores were taken at four of these, 
and two of them were analysed (La Fonta and Lago di 
Casino Toscane; see Figure 6.2).113 Here I will only discuss 
results that are relevant to the construction of the land  
use scenarios.

In the Lago Forano pollen core, located at 1535m asl, 
an anthropogenic phase with indicators for grazing and 
deforestation (slash and burn) was identified at a depth 
of about 1.9m (Kleine et al. 2005, pp. 70-73). The section 
between 1.90 and 1.98m has been dated to 3630-3352 cal 
BC (2-sigma; GrN-28043: 4660 ± 50 14C yr BP). According 
to Woldring et al. (2006, pp. 85-86) this calibrated date is 
too old by ca. 1000 years.114 I accept this correction; the 
actual date of the section between 1.90 and 1.98m of the 
Lago Forano pollen core is more likely to be ca. 2600-
2300 cal BC (Late Neolithic). Grazing and slash and burn 
must therefore have been practised in this area in the 
Late Neolithic. In the Fontana Manca pollen core (960m 
asl) many charcoal particles were identified at a depth of 
between 3.8 and 4.8m; Woldring et al. (2006, p. 88) attri-
buted these to the deliberate clearance of vegetation for 
agriculture and/or grazing. Pollen of Hordeum (barley) 
or Triticum (wheat) occur at a depth of 3.8m, and a cali-
brated radiocarbon date of 2623 – 2209 cal BC (2-sigma; 
GrN-30156: 3950 ± 65 14C yr BP) was obtained at 3.72 
– 3.74m. This indicates that the surroundings of Fontana 
Manca were already being managed by fire and used for 
the cultivation of barley or wheat in the Late Neolithic or 
Early Bronze Age.

Kleine (in prep.) identified pollen of Hordeum/
Triticum and rye (Secale) at a depth of 0.54m in the core 
of La Fonta (765m asl). A radiocarbon date of cal AD 595-
766 (2-sigma; GrN-31163: 1375 ±40 14C yr BP), obtained 
at 0.54-0.56m, shows that cereals were cultivated in the 
highlands in the Byzantine period.

In the pollen core of Lago di Casino Toscano (1675m 
asl) pollen of Hordeum/Triticum were found at a depth of 
0.74 to 1.83m (Kleine, in prep.). On the basis of radiocar-
bon samples taken at 0.64-0.61m and 1.67-1.63m depth, 
these must pre-date cal AD 1289-1411 (2-sigma; GrN-
31161: 610 ± 45 14C yr BP) and postdate cal AD 783-1022 
(2-sigma; GrN-31162: 1100 ± 45 14C yr BP). Furthermore, 
pollen of Hordeum/Triticum and charcoal particles found 

113 Analyses conducted at the GIA by E. Kleine under the supervision 
of H. Woldring.

114 The date of 3630-3352 cal BC (GrN-28043) is probably too old, 
either because of ancient carbon dioxide in the water (the hard 
water effect) or because of an admixture of older material in the 
bulk sample that was submitted for dating. Woldring et al. (2006, 
pp. 85-86) concluded this on the basis of a comparison of the Lago 
Forano pollen diagram to that of Fontana Manca, which they 
assumed to have been accurately dated. Certainly, the Fontana 
Manca pollen curves show a remarkable similarity to the Lago 
Forano diagram. Woldring et al. therefore suggested that the actual 
date of the Lago Forana pollen diagram is 1000 years more recent 
than the calibrated dates suggest. 

at 0.3m have been dated by a radiocarbon sample taken at 
0.27 – 0.29m to cal AD 1661 – 1953 (2-sigma; GrN-31792: 
160 ± 50 14C yr BP). This shows that Hordeum/Triticum 
was still being cultivated in the highlands in the Middle 
Ages and up until the modern period.

These pollen studies demonstrate that agriculture and 
stock farming were practised in the highlands around the 
Maddalena test area from the Late Neolithic until recently.

Earth scientific studies
Sensitivity analyses conducted during the development 
of CALEROS show that the soil production parameters 
(aggregate stability, porosity, shear strength, cohesion, 
angle of internal friction, saturated hydraulic conduct-
ivity Ksat,115 and percentage of organic matter) greatly 
affect the outcome. In 2009 field samples were therefore 
taken to determine the values of these parameters more 
precisely in the laboratory (Smulders 2010). Ksat was 
measured in the field in March 2009 using the inverted 
borehole method (Cammeraat et al. 2002).

Soil thickness data for the test area, needed for model 
validation, were collected in June-July 2007 through cor-
ing in the largest LC10 units,116 and in March 2009 soil 
thickness was determined in catenas for two of these 
(Figure 6.3).117 In addition to thickness, soil colour, lime 
content, texture and stoniness were also recorded,118 as 
well as the presence of archaeological indicators such as 
pottery, flint, bone and charcoal. Figure 6.9 schematically 

115 Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) is an important parameter 
for the description of the hydrology by means of Darcy’s law. It rep-
resents the highest apparent rate of laminar flow through a repre-
sentative area of soil in which the continuous pore space is entirely 
filled with water. Therefore, the rate of saturated Darcian flow can 
be considered as the maximum if macro-pores are absent. The sat-
urated hydraulic conductivity can be linked to the apparent flow 
rate under unsaturated conditions through the relative hydraulic 
conductivity kr(θ), which can be calculated from the soil moisture 
retention curve (Cammeraat et al. 2002, p. 32).

116 In the course of the fieldwork, experiments were carried out to 
measure soil thickness by using an iron soil probe, ca. 1m length 
with a T-bar at the top. While the probe cannot pierce solid rock 
it can indicate whether local soil depth exceeds its own length. In 
2007 the soil around each Edelman core site was systematically 
probed at a distance of 5 or 10m in each of the cardinal directions 
in order to establish a possible correlation between the probe’s 
results and soil depth as established by coring. This procedure was 
repeated in 2009, this time consistently at a distance of 10m from 
each core site. If a positive correlation could be proven to exist it 
could then be used to extrapolate soil depth from randomly placed 
probings. However, statistical analysis of the results indicated that 
no such correlation existed, as the probe often hit a stone in the col-
luvium before it had reached its maximum depth. The soil probe 
data were therefore not used to validate the CALEROS model.

117 A soil catena is a sequence of soils along a transect that var-
ies locally, primarily due to variations in topography and parent 
material (Forth 1990, pp. 266-267).

118 In 2007 three classes were distinguished: 1 not stony, 2 moder-
ately stony, and 3 very stony; in 2009 stoniness was estimated in 
percentages.
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shows the expected soil thickness on terraces in the 
Maddalena catchment.

The core sampling study revealed that the test area 
mainly contains thin AC soils, often with shales as the 
parent material. The upper 0.4m consists of a ploughed 
dark A horizon (clay loam with recent plant roots and 
humus) on a grey C horizon (clay loam with angular shale 
fragments derived from the weathered parent material). 
In 86 out of the 134 Edelman cores the precise soil depth 
could be measured (see Table 6.3; this information is used 
in Section 6.4.3 to validate CALEROS); in the remaining 
cases the Edelman hit stones in the colluvium. Smulders 
(2010) investigated the correlation between soil thickness 
and distance to the next downslope terrace edge along five 
coring transects, and found it to be weak (R2 coefficient 
between 0.06 and 0.3) at four of them. This weak correl-
ation is caused by the presence, on Terrace I, of a filled 
subsoil depression and, on Terraces III and IV, of near-
surface outcrops. A strong correlation (R2 =0.99), indi-
cating the expected thin soils at the top of the slope and 
thick soils at the bottom, was only found for the coring 
data on Terrace II. However, this is too small a sample for 
any general conclusions about agricultural terraces.

Archaeological research
Prior to the intensive HLP surveys it was already known 
that the study area was inhabited from the Middle Bronze 
Age onwards. Two bone fragments from a habitation layer 
at the site Mandroni di Maddalena (T130a) were dated 
to 3260 ± 60 14C yr BP(GrN-28469) and 2950 ± 50 14C yr 
BP (GrN-28470), calibrated to 1683 – 1427 cal BC and 
1370 – 1009 cal BC (2-sigma). There was further evidence 
for settlement and land use in the Early Middle Ages at 
the Byzantine monastic complex of Palmanocera, on a 
debris cone just south of the Raganello river. The nearby 
village of San Lorenzo Bellizzi was established in the Late 
Medieval period.

Between 2005 and 2008, 53 hectares of the Contrada 
Maddalena were intensively and systematically surveyed 
by HLP teams, resulting in a range of recorded pottery 
densities including off-site and off-site data (see Chapter 
3). Twenty archaeological sites were defined (Figure 
6.10; chronological classification in Figure 6.11). Most 
are protohistoric (25 site phases, of which 15 generically 
protohistoric and 10 Bronze Age), with a reduction in 
settlement during the Iron Age so that there were hardly 
any settlements left by the Hellenistic period, and none 
in the Roman period. All but three sites are located in the 
LC10 unit ‘undulating sloping land’ (unit 106); the excep-
tions are located on the dipslope of the Timpa di San 
Lorenzo (1) and on debris cones (2). A further four sites 
were recorded outside survey units.

The coring studies described above identified in situ 
archaeological layers on the basis of the presence of large 
in situ uneroded fragments of charcoal in two locations in 
the Contrada Maddalena, called ‘Terrace I’ and ‘Terrace 
IV’ (see Figure 6.12). A 12cm-diameter auger was used 
to take samples, which were processed in the laboratory 
(first soaked in a hydrogen peroxide solution (H2O2) and 
water, then sieved with a mesh size of 0.5mm) to separate 
archaeological indicators: pottery, flint, charcoal and bone 
fragments. These were used to map the extent of the arch-
aeological layers and to date them.

Figure 6.9.  Schematic picture of soil thickness variation on a typical ter-
raced field in the Maddalena area.

LC10 unit Number of core 
samples

Mean (cm) Median (cm) Skewness Minimum (cm) Maximum (cm) Standard deviation 
(cm)

32 6 46.0 45.5 0.3 23.0 75.0 20.9

33 1 91.0 - - - - -

35 8 92.6 92.5 -0.6 40.0 125.0 30.2

37 3 103.0 111.0 -1.4 78.0 120.0 22.1

102 1 105.0 - - - - -

106 64 78.6 72.5 0.7 20.0 175.0 41.2

107 3 67.7 60.0 1.4 51.0 92.0 21.5

Total 86 78.6 75.0 0.6 20.0 175.0 38.9

Table 6.3.  Measured soil thicknesses (in cm) per LC10 unit in the Maddalena area. 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 35: Gully; 37: Inactive mass 
movement; 102: Undulating plain; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope. 
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On Terrace I two north-south transects (A and B) and one 
east-west transect (C) were cored (Figures 6.12b and 6.13). 
In the northern cores of transects A and B the shale par-
ent material was encountered at a depth of 0.25 to 0.95m, 
below a colluvial layer consisting of clay loam with angu-
lar shale particles that derives from the northern part of 
the field. In Transect B, a layer containing limestone peb-
bles was encountered below a much thicker layer of col-
luvium – in some cases reaching to a depth of 1.7m. This 
marks the presence of a buried depression into which the 
limestone pebbles has been deposited. An archaeological 
layer was recorded immediately on top of these pebbles. 
At the centre of the depression, in Coring 36 of Transect 
A, this layer occurs at a depth of 0.85 to 1.3m and contains 
fragments of impasto pottery, (burnt) bone, teeth, char-
coal and lithic debitage. Charcoal fragments at a depth of 
1 to 1.15m were radiocarbon dated to between 1938 and 
1749 cal BC (2-sigma; GrA-44903: 3520 ± 35 14C yr BP; 
late Early Bronze Age to early Middle Bronze Age). The 
HLP surface survey on Terrace I recorded five undiag-
nostic protohistoric sites (31210 to 31214); interestingly, 
each was located either north or south of the colluvium-
filled depression (Figure 6.12b). It appears that the thick 
colluvium there protected the archaeological layer from 
plough damage, and therefore no archaeological indica-
tors were found during the survey.

In the bottom part of terrace IV, too, an archaeo-
logical layer was identified below a thick colluvial layer 
(Figure 6.12c). In Coring 86 this layer extends between 
1.05 and 1.6m depth, containing fragments of pottery 
(orange coarse ware and, possibly, impasto), (burnt) bone 
and charcoal. Charcoal fragments collected between 1.32 
and 1.5m were dated to cal AD 556 to 655 (2-sigma; GrA-
44909: 1445 ± 35 14C yr BP). The conclusion is not only 
that the layer contains remains dating to the Byzantine 
period, but also that in about 500 years about 1.5m of sed-
iment has been deposited here.

Further archaeological indicators were found in cor-
ings on Terraces II and III (Figure 6.12a). The conclusion 
of this - admittedly limited - study on agricultural terraces 
in the LC10 unit ‘undulating sloping land’ is therefore that 
sedimentation – in this case, colluviation - does indeed 
affect the visibility of archaeological remains.

6�3  Model results
In the natural simulation, the activity of streams can be 
easily recognised (Figure 6.14a). For 6000 years they 
mainly cut into the bedrock, causing backward erosion. 
Hardly any erosion occurs in the intermediate areas 
between streams. During the entire period mass move-
ment is the main erosion process in incised valleys and 
gullies in the northern part of the study area, whereas 
creep erosion is the main process in the southern part 
(Figure 6.14b). Fluctuations in the amount of erosion are 
mainly caused by climate fluctuations (Figure 6.15a), but 
earthquakes cause erosion as well. On average the test 
area is hit by an earthquake once a year, but 99% of those 
earthquakes (with a horizontal acceleration of less than 
0.15 g) will not lead to an increase in erosion. About once 
every century larger earthquakes may cause erosion; in 
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Figure 6.10.  Locations of the surveyed units in the Maddalena area, and 
the 20 archaeological sites recorded in them.

Figure 6.11.  Counts of archaeological sites per period in the Maddalena 
area. The ‘protohistoric’ period includes the Bronze Age and Early Iron 
Age.
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the simulation, only the earthquakes of 3948BP (0.35 g) 
and 2234BP (0.38 g) had much effect on erosion (Figure 
6.15b).

In the north of the test area, above 1100m asl, CALEROS 
predicts a strongly denudational landscape since plants do 
not grow well at this altitude. Because of the combination 
of less protection by leaf litter and a root layer, and more 
superficial runoff because of lower evaporation rates, soil 

material is more easily loosened (by water erosion) and 
transported, leading to increased erosion.119

In the anthropogenic simulation less erosion is caused 
by streambed incision and resulting mass movements 
in the stream valleys. As a result of terrace construction 

119 The virtual absence of (short) vegetation at elevations over 1100m 
asl in CALEROS is in part a result of the vegetation types selected 
for the model: low species that are well adapted to higher altitudes 
were omitted. In reality, pristine higher areas in the Apennines 
have a dense, low vegetation cover which protects the soil (Vos & 
Stortelder 1988).

Figure 6.12.  Geoarchaeological studies carried out in the Maddalena area. A (top left): Overview of the geoarchaeological studies carried out on Terraces I - 
IV. B (top right): Summary results of the geoarchaeological studies carried out on Terrace I. C (bottom left): Summary results of the geoarchaeological studies 
carried out on Terrace IV.
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Figure 6.13.  Geological sections of Terrace I, constructed on the basis of coring transects A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’. The horizontal stripes above the sections indi-
cates the corings. For locations, see Figure 6.12b.
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Figure 6.14.  Modelled erosion and sedimentation over the period 6000 – 0 BP for CALEROS’ natural run. A (left): elevation change across the landscape 
between 6000 and 0 BP. Light: sedimentation, dark: erosion. Note that most erosion is cause by the streams in the northern part of the Maddalena area. B 
(right): proportion of diffuse erosion to total erosion. Red indicates that all erosion is diffuse, blue that all erosion is due to creep.

Figure 6.15.  A (top): comparison of 
the modelled erosion (in million kg) 
in the Maddalena area between the 
natural (grey) and human (dark grey) 
runs. The proportion of total erosion 
due to anthropogenic factors is indi-
cated in light grey. B (bottom): the ef-
fect of earthquakes, indicated as dots 
and expressed in units of horizontal 
acceleration, on erosion in the natural 
and human runs for the Maddalena 
area.
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large differences in erosion and sedimentation may occur 
within short distances (Figure 6.16a).

Agriculture, starting around 4900BP, mainly results in 
diffuse erosion (Figure 6.16b). Fields are mainly located in 
the LC10 unit ‘undulating sloping land’ (106; see Figures 
6.17a-d). At first they are few and scattered (Figure 
6.17a) but their surface area expands quickly, especially 
between 3900 and 3700BP (compare Figures 6.17a and 
6.17b). The area cultivated stabilises from around 3700BP 
until around 2900BP, when fields are briefly abandoned 
(Figure 6.18a), following a drop in the number of persons 
living in the area (Figure 6.18b). By 2800BP the area is 
taken into use again and after 2600BP the cultivated area 
quickly expands (Figure 6.17c). Nearly all suitable land is 
taken into use and continues to be used until the pres-
ent (Figure 6.17d); marginally suitable areas such as steep 
slopes, river valleys and gullies are only used for extensive 
grazing.

During the 6000-year period modelled in CALEROS, 
47 locations were settled (Figure 6.19, red sites) and the 
Maddalena population reached a maximum size of 381 
(Figure 6.18b). The number of settlements grows most 
rapidly in areas where the carrying capacity is greatest, i.e. 
along the Maddalena itself and near the modelled water 
sources close to the Timpa di San Lorenzo. By compar-
ing the locations of the water sources modelled by the 

CALEROS hydrological model to those of water sources 
recorded in the field or on topographic maps, it appears 
that their placement is largely correct in the southern part 
of the Maddalena area: along the limestone ridge and in 
the Maddalena valley (Figure 6.20). 

Smaller and larger settlements are distinguished, the 
latter containing two or more nuclear families. Growth 
mainly occurs in northern sites, which have easy access to 
fairly flat terrain; this is reflected in the map (Figure 6.19), 
which shows larger concentrations of people here while 
nearly all the southern settlements are isolated dwellings 
with two inhabitants each. However, resources are rela-
tively scarce in the north and yields are less secure. As 
steeper slopes become terraced, settlements and popula-
tion growth move southward.

The first inhabitants arrive after the spin-up phase, in 
the 5000-4900 timestep, and around 4700BP population 
size stabilizes at 60 individuals (Figure 6.18b), with a fur-
ther increase to 225 persons between 4000 and 4200BP. A 
decrease follows around 3000BP, with a 33% increase in 
the 2700-2600 time step and slow growth thereafter. The 
phase of growth around 4000BP is due to the transition 
from slash and burn to two-field crop rotation and at the 
same time a transition to a warmer and wetter climate, the 
decrease around 3000BP to a spell of cold and dry climate. 
The conclusion is therefore warranted that population 

Figure 6.16.  Modelled erosion and sedimentation over the period 6000 – 0 BP for CALEROS’ anthropogenic run. A (left): elevation change across the land-
scape between 6000 and 0 BP. Light: sedimentation, dark: erosion. Note that the construction of agricultural terraces causes strong local variations in erosion 
and sedimentation. B (right): proportion of diffuse erosion to total erosion. Red indicates that all erosion is diffuse, blue that all erosion is due to creep.
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size is directly dependent on the agricultural system used 
in the model, and on the climate.

The share of anthropogenic erosion in this period is 22 
to 46%, and erosion per individual per time step is high-
est between 4800 and 4000BP, due to the use of slash and 
burn. The Maddalena discharges less water after the intro-
duction of agriculture (Figure 6.21a) because more water 
evaporates on worked fields, and runoff of water is reduced 
by the construction of terraces. As less water enters the 
Maddalena its stream power and its ability to incise are 
reduced, and fewer mass movements occur in its valley. 
The net result is that the river carries less sediment despite 
the fact that agriculture has caused an increase in erosion 
in the surrounding areas (Figure 6.21b); instead the soil 
ends up in the many small valleys or on the terraces.

Around 3000 – 2900BP the climate is characterised by 
a dry and cold spell, but the Maddalena still carries more 
water and sediment than before or after. This is because 
plants (and wheat) are less able to grow and to extract 
water from the soil. As a result more water ends up in 
the Maddalena, the river’s stream power is higher, it cuts 
down deeper and more sediment is carried away.

The CALEROS map of the archaeological record shows 
the extent to which each (simulated) archaeological site 
has been affected by erosion until the present (Figure 
6.22). Sites near the limestone dipslope are shown as com-
pletely unaffected, in contrast to those in the rest of the 
test area and especially near the river valley.

CALEROS calculates also the archaeological preser-
vation (the current depth, in metres below the present 

Figure 6.17.  Modelled distribution of agricultural fields (red) in the Maddalena area. Top left a) 4500 BP, top right b) 3500 BP, bottom left c) 2500 BP, bottom 
right d) 0 BP.
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Figure 6.18.  Outputs of the CALEROS anthropogenic run for the period 6000 – 0 BP. A (top): Total modelled agricultural area (in hectares). B (middle): 
Modelled population development (adults and children). C (bottom): Total erosion per inhabitant (in kg).
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Figure 6.19.  Comparison of the locations of actual (blue, n=20) to modelled (red, n=47) archaeological sites.

Figure 6.20.  Comparison of the locations of actual (blue) to modelled spring locations (brown) in the Maddalena area. The color scale for the mo-
delled springs indicates how many days per year each cell discharges water; the locations of actual springs are derived from topographic maps and 
field observations. Taken as example is the situation between 6000-5900 BP.
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Figure 6.21.  Outputs of the CALEROS natural and anthropogenic runs for the period 6000 – 0 BP. A (top): Mean annual water discharge (in m3/s) by the 
Maddalena into the Raganello. B (bottom): Total sediment discharge (in 1000 kg/year) by the Maddalena into the Raganello.
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Figure 6.22.  Eroded (red) and uneroded (green) modelled settlements depicted on the shaded relief model of the Maddalena area. Note the spatial correlation 
of uneroded settlements with the transition between hard (limestone and hard shales) and soft geology (shales).
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Figure 6.23.  Proportions of totally eroded, partially eroded, and uneroded sites over time.
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surface) of the (simulated) archaeological layers of the 
sites from the different periods. Sites near the dip slope 
are buried while those near the Maddalena river have 
been eroded. As CALEROS nowhere models a net total 
current sedimentation of more than 0.3m on top of arch-
aeological layers, there should be no sites in the test area 
that cannot be found in a surface survey.120

From the differences between the archaeological 
record map and the archaeological preservation map it 
is also possible to infer where archaeological sites have 
been eroded away (Figure 6.23). This is especially the case 
within a 300m buffer zone around the Maddalena river, 
where ca. 10% of all sites older than 1500 years have disap-
peared. Medieval or younger sites are damaged but never 
eroded away completely. Ca. 75% of all sites are damaged 
to some extent by erosion, and 15% remain completely 
undamaged. This last group is located in two ‘safe’ zones, 
the transitional zone between the limestone dip slope and 
the shale landscape and the transitional zone between the 
soft and hard shales.

6�4  Model validation

6.4.1  Validation method
In order to determine whether the outcomes of CALEROS 
are reliable, the model needs to be validated. To investigate 
how human actions may have affected erosion, the differ-
ence between the natural and anthropogenic model runs 
in the mean and median erosion (in kg/m2) and mean 
slope percentages per LC10 unit for the last time step  
(t =0BP) will be presented and discussed in Section 6.4.2 
using the F test to determine whether these differences 
are significant at p =0.05 (this is considered an acceptable 
confidence level for the current study; Slotboom 1996). 
The cumulative graphs of soil thickness for the same time 
step for both runs will also be compared in Section 6.4.2, 
to determine whether soil thickness can be realistically 
modeled in either run. 

In Section 6.4.3 the modelled soil thickness, slope per-
centage and amount of erosion or sedimentation are com-
pared to actual measured values for these parameters, soil 
thickness having been determined by coring and slope 
percentage having been derived from the modern DEM at 
a resolution of 5m. The modelled settlement locations are 
compared to the suitability values discussed in Chapter 5 
and derived on the basis of the three statistically signifi-
cant location factors slope, solar radiation, and distance 
to LC25-boundaries. The comparison of soil thickness 
and slope percentage again uses the F test and compares 

120 What was measured was the average for the total cell area. With 
average sedimentation at 0.3m and a resolution of 25m this means 
that the ‘hidden’ variation in thickness may be considerable. In 
other words, it is theoretically possible that local sediment thick-
ness within a 25m-pixel exceeded 0.3m or, alternatively, that ero-
sion was extensive.

the cumulative graphs for these parameters for the last 
time step; soil thickness, however, is only compared for 
the LC10 unit ‘undulating sloping land’, the only one for 
which a sufficient number of corings (64) was available.

The erosion/sedimentation maps generated by 
CALEROS were compared to the results of the archaeo-
logical surveys assuming that relatively little erosion has 
occurred at locations where surface finds were made, as 
otherwise these would have been removed. Erosion will 
have been minor especially in survey units with high find 
densities. CALEROS results were validated by probing the 
statistical correlation between the corrected pottery dens-
ity maps for the protohistoric period and later periods, 
and the total erosion in kg/m2 per survey unit. Where sta-
tistical tests were not possible, a visual check for a pos-
sible correlation between the presence of archaeological 
remains and the occurrence of erosion/sedimentation in 
fields was conducted.

6.4.2  Comparison of the natural and anthropogenic 
runs (t =0BP)

If I compare the outcome of the natural and anthropo-
genic runs for t =0BP, I find that the variation in the mean 
net erosion per LC10 unit is low in the natural run but very 
high in the anthropogenic run (Figure 6.24a). The erosion 
in river valleys (unit 47; 117 kg/m2), debris cones (unit 34; 
96 kg/m2), debris slopes (unit 33; 14 kg/m2) and undulat-
ing sloping land (unit 106; 16 kg/m2) is much higher than 
in the natural run, and in badlands (unit 31), bedrock hol-
lows (unit 32), gullies (unit 35), active and inactive mass 
movements (units 36 and 37), undulating plains (unit 
102) and straight steep slopes (unit 107) it is much lower 
than in the natural run. The reason is that human action, 
specifically terrace construction, has reduced erosion in 
some locations, while elsewhere ploughing and the use 
of slash and burn have increased it. These differences are 
statistically significant.121

The median net erosion per LC10 unit, which is a use-
ful parameter because it ignores extreme erosion events, 
tends to be higher in the natural run than in the anthropo-
genic run (Figure 6.24b). This can be explained by the fact 
that although erosion tends to be higher in the anthropo-
genic run, the eroded material is trapped within the same 
LC10 unit by the construction of terraces. Remarkably, the 
median value for erosion is much smaller than the average 
value in the units ‘debris slope’ (33), ‘debris cone’ (34) and 
‘river valley’ (47). This can be explained by the fact that 
the position and properties of these relatively small units 
are conducive to high erosion. Debris slopes and cones 
receive material from the Timpa di San Lorenzo, which 
is transported further at a later stage, while river valleys 
tend to undercut their banks, causing mass movements 

121 Mean erosion per LC10-unit natural run versus anthropogenic run 
with F test: p= 1.6E-09 (significant).
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that result in locally high erosion. The differences between 
the runs are statistically significant.122

In the cumulative graphs of the mean slope percent-
ages of LC10 units the following can be observed (Figure 
6.25):
1. The overall shape (not the exact values) of the graphs 

for the natural and anthropogenic runs for each of the 
LC10 units is similar. The graphs are identical for the 
three largest units within the test area (106=undula-
ting sloping land, 11=dipslope, and 107=straight steep 
slope) and for debris slopes and cones (units 33 and 34). 
Together these cover 73% of the LC10-mapped part of 
the test area.

2. For the remaining units (31=badlands, 32=bedrock hol-
lows, 35=gullies, 36 and 37=mass movements, 47=river 
valleys, and 102=undulating plain) the actual slopes are 
less steep than those in either simulation. The natural 
run tends to produce shallower slopes than the anthro-
pogenic run, because of terrace construction in the 
latter.

The differences of mean slope percentages of LC10 units 
between the natural and anthropogenic run are also stat-
istically not significant.123

A comparison of the cumulative graphs of soil thick-
ness per LC10 unit resulting from the natural and the 
anthropogenic runs for t=0 shows the following (Figure 
6.26): the global shape of the graphs is similar for the sep-
arate LC10 units; the graphs for the three largest LC10 
units – ‘undulating sloping land’ (106), ‘dipslope’ (11) and 

122 Median erosion per LC10-unit natural run versus anthropogenic 
run with F test: p= 9.3E-05 (significant).

123 Slope per LC10-unit: natural versus anthropogenic modelled slope 
with F-test: p=0.91 (not significant)

‘straight steep slope’ (107), together covering 73% of the 
test area – plus the units ‘debris slope’ (33) and ‘debris 
cone’ (34) are virtually identical. This means that in these 
units at least the effects of human action on soil thickness 
are limited.

In all other LC10 units the soils in the anthropogenic 
runs are thicker than in the natural runs. Since these tend 
to be the steeper units, the difference is explained by the 
fact that terrace construction causes an increase in soil 
thickness in the anthropogenic runs. I conclude that the 
erosion pattern in the natural run is markedly different 
from that in the anthropogenic run. Stream bed incision 
proceeds much faster and erosion mostly takes the form 
of mass movements and creep, whereas in the anthro-
pogenic run it tends to consist of diffuse erosion which, 
moreover, is more variable per LC10 unit. Land use – 
mainly ploughing and slash and burn – is responsible 
for most of the erosion in the areas between the streams, 
and the increased sedimentation which is the result of 
the construction of terraces also causes thicker soils in  
these areas.

6.4.3  Validating the outcome (CALEROS versus field 
data) & discussion

To validate CALEROS, using the approach described 
in section 6.4.1, this section will look at soil thickness, 
slope percentage, erosion/sedimentation and modelled 
settlements.

Soil thickness: There is no linear correlation between soil 
thickness as measured in the cores and soil thickness as 
modelled in CALEROS. The mean observed soil thick-
ness is 0.79m (median value 0.75m, maximum value 
1.75m; see Table 6.3), whereas it is 3.5m in the natural 
run (median 3.92m, maximum 4.44m) and 3.71m in the 
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Figure 6.24.  Comparison of the erosion (in kg/m2) per LC10 unit for t=0 BP between the natural and anthropogenic runs of CALEROS. A (left): mean ero-
sion. B (right): median erosion. 
Key to LC10 units: 11: Dipslope; 31: Badlands; 32: Bedrock hollow; 33: Debris slope; 34: Debris cone; 35: Gully; 36: Active mass movement; 37: Inactive mass 
movement; 47: River valley; 102: Undulating plain; 106: Undulating slope; 107: Straight steep slope.
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anthropogenic run (median 3.86m, maximum 10.35m). 
It is therefore not surprising that the cumulative graph 
of observed soil thickness for the LC10 unit ‘undulating 
sloping land’ (106) displays a much gentler slope than the 
corresponding graphs for the natural and anthropogenic 
runs (Figure 6.26).

These differences between observed and modelled soil 
depth are statistically significant,124 so that the modelled 
soil thicknesses in the test area cannot be regarded as real-
istic. Probable causes are the complex hydrological behav-
iour of the shale-based soils and the model’s sensitivity to 
small variations in the input parameters that determine 
soil thickness. This will have to be studied and corrected in 
a future version of CALEROS.125 However, incorrect soil 
thickness will in any case have only a minimal effect on 
the model’s outcome because fieldwork shows that there 
are no shallow soils in the study area (with the excep-
tion of the LC10 unit Badlands), and no trend towards a 
decrease of initial soil thickness has been observed.

Slope percentage: The mean slope percentages of LC10 
units as derived from the modern DEM do not differ sig-
nificantly from those modelled in the natural and anthro-
pogenic runs (Figure 6.27).126 The results of the F test (no 
difference between DEM and modelled slope)127 suggest 
that CALEROS correctly models slope percentage, hence 
landscape development.

124 Soil depth: field observation (corings) versus modeled depth nat-
ural run with F-test: p=7.0 E-18 (significant) and anthropogenic 
run: p=7.8E-31 (significant).

125 For practical reasons Cox’ 1980 model was chosen to describe the 
increase in soil material in time (see appendix 6.1). The model 
allows one to define a humped bedrock lowering rate with soil 
depth. At a given depth, bedrock lowering occurs at an optimum 
rate which reflects more favourable soil moisture and tempera-
ture conditions for chemical weathering. Although expedient, 
the model has the drawback that an additional factor has to be 
defined to convert bedrock lowering into soil production as a 
result of dissolution and alteration and that the influence of soil 
temperature and moisture on this is not explicitly considered. The 
need to incorporate a more advanced soil production function in 
CALEROS is recognized. However, such a model requires also 
additional parameterization to obtain the soil temperature, either 
by solving the energy balance directly or empirically. Therefore, 
the model of Cox (1980) can be considered to be expedient at the 
moment, also if one takes into consideration that differences in the 
thermal regime over the study area largely coincides with the lith-
ological subdivision (limestone, flysch and shale with decreasing 
altitude) and is fairly constant in time.

126 The slopes of six LC10 units (units 31, 32, 35, 36, 47 and 102) mod-
elled in the natural and anthropogenic runs differ more from the 
modern DEM than from each other. This is probably due to the 
rela tively small extent and consequent sample size of these units 
(see Figure 6.4). As a result any bias in the initial conditions of 
these units weighs relatively heavily in the final outcome. 

127 Slope per LC10-unit: DEM versus modelled slope natural run with 
F-test: p=0.86 (not significant) and anthropogenic run: p=0.78 (not 
significant). 

Erosion/sedimentation: The erosion/sedimentation maps 
generated by CALEROS are validated by comparing them 
to the archaeological survey data. Places where pottery was 
found on the surface are unlikely to have suffered much 
erosion, or else there would not be any pottery left; ero-
sion in survey units with a high pottery density is likely to 
have been limited. The mean erosion and sedimentation 
as determined by CALEROS for the last 4000 years (pro-
tohistory) and 2700 years (later periods) was therefore 
compared to the pottery densities per survey unit.128 Of 
the 34 survey units with protohistoric shards 33 of them 
are within the LC10 unit ‘undulating sloping land’ (106). 
Thirty-two of the units with protohistoric shards are 
within zones where the modelled sedimentation was less 
than 160kg/m2 and the erosion less than 730kg/m2.129 For 
a typical colluvium density of 1300kg/m3 this means that 
a net total of ca. 0.5m soil will have been removed from 
any zones with an erosion of 730kg/m2 over the last 4000 
years. A net total of ca. 0.1m soil will have been deposited 
in zones with 160kg/m2 sedimentation. All twelve survey 
units with a density of more than 300 shards/ha from later 
periods are also within LC10 unit 106 and within zones 
where the total modelled sedimentation since 2700BP 

128 The protohistoric pottery densities were compared to the mean 
erosion of the last 4000 years. For the later periods the pottery 
densities were compared to the mean erosion of the last 2700 years.

129 In unit 5249 the modelled erosion is 11,237kg/m2 (net total ero-
sion of ca.10m over 4000 years). In this unit 20 shards/ha were 
found. In unit 5262 the modelled erosion is 12,595kg/m2 (net 
total erosion of ca.10m over 4000 years), and 1475 shards/ha were 
found. For these outliers I do not have an explanation. 
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was no more than 108 kg/m2 (net total of ca. 0.1m depos-
ition) and zones were the total erosion was no more than 
146 kg/m2 (net total of ca. 0.1m soil removal). Only four of 
the 24 survey units in areas with more erosion/sedimenta-
tion contained shards from later periods.130

Much of the erosion and sedimentation modelled in 
CALEROS occurs within agricultural fields, where higher 
sections are eroding and sediment is deposited in lower 
sections. It is impossible, however, to determine whether 
such a marked difference in erosion and sedimenta-
tion within individual fields has resulted in correspond-
ing differences in recorded pottery density, because the 
surface area of a cell or pixel in the erosion raster map 
(625m2) is much smaller than that of the typical survey 
unit (ca. 3000m2). Moreover, agricultural fields within 
the Maddalena area often contain multiple zones of var-
ying steepness, so that erosion and sedimentation pro-
cesses will often be much more complex than they are in 
the simple ‘top area vs bottom area’ model. Surface pot-
tery densities have not been recorded in sufficient spatial 
detail to allow these zones to be distinguished.

An additional problem is the fact that fields in de 
Maddalena area often contain zones of varying degrees of 
steepness, with local fluctuations in erosion/sedimenta-
tion as a result. Since the surveyed fields were usually not 
subdivided into smaller units, the survey results for these 
zones were not kept separate, and pottery densities were 
calculated for the entire field.

Nonetheless, it is possible to reduce the spatial resolu-
tion of the erosion raster to the level of the surface survey 
by calculating the mean erosion per survey unit (Figure 
6.28). Visual comparison then reveals that little or no 
pottery, of any period, is found in units with more than 
1000kg/m2 of erosion, with the exception of the unit in 
the extreme south-west of Terrace I. Higher densities of 
protohistoric pottery occur where subsequent erosion 
was less than 100kg/m2 (Figure 6.28a), densities of pottery 
of later periods are higher at locations where sedimenta-
tion to 20kg/m2 erosion has occurred since the Hellenistic 
period (Figure 6.28b).

An attempt was also made to correlate the presence and 
absence of pottery concentrations (archaeological sites) 
to the presence and intensity of erosion/sedimentation. 
Eleven out of a total of twenty recorded sites are located 
in zones that according to CALEROS have suffered little 
erosion or sedimentation since the Bronze Age (4000BP). 
Sites 31228, 31229 and 31247, all on slope deposits and in 
the transitional zone between limestone and shales (see 
Table 6.1 for the explanation of the zones), show a total 
erosion intensity of more than 350kg/m2 since the Bronze 
Age. However, since sediment deriving from the dip slope 

130 In 20 units no shards were found, in one unit with erosion 12 
shards/ha were found and in one unit with sedimentation 75 
shards/ha. In two units with erosion many shards were found: 125 
and 281 shards/ha.

is transported back towards the Maddalena, the mod-
elled elevation difference between the Bronze Age and 
the current landscape is minimal (a few millimetres), and 
archaeological remains in this zone are therefore barely 
damaged by erosion. By contrast, three other sites (31214, 
31217 and 31219) are located in parts of the unit ‘undu-
lating sloping land’ (unit 106) where the modelled erosion 
since the Bronze Age predicted an elevation difference of 
more than 2m.

The conclusion must be that 17 of the 20 survey sites 
are in locations where erosion had little or no impact on 
the archaeological remains.

Modelled settlements: to check whether CALEROS cor-
rectly models settlement locations, three location factors 
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will be considered. Most of the settlements simulated by 
CALEROS are located on slopes of 10 to 20%; 57% of the 
47 simulated settlements lie on slopes of 0 to 30% (Figure 
6.29). The analysis of settlement preferences within the 
RAP area in Chapter 5 showed that slope of 5 to 30% were 
preferred, so CALEROS correctly selects areas with a 
small slope for settlement. Eight of the ten larger simulated 
settlements are also in locations where solar radiation is 
140 to 150W/m2. The analysis of settlement preferences 
presented in Chapter 5 showed that the same preference 
applied to the actual settlements (Figure 6.30), which 
means that the CALEROS selection of these settlement 
locations is realistic. Finally, all simulated settlements are 
located within 200m of a major geomorphological (LC25) 
boundary, with 41 out of the 47 settlements located within 
the W1 unit, three within the R unit, and 3 within the F2 
unit.131 This again conforms to the outcome of the analysis 
of settlement choices performed in Chapter 5. The con-
clusion therefore seems justified that CALEROS models 
settlement locations realistically, and that it is is therefore 
reliable in this respect.

6�5  Discussion

6.5.1  Model outcomes
First it must be established whether the results from the 
CALEROS model are in line with results from other earth 
scientific studies, by comparing the modelled quantita-
tive erosion rates to those of other erosion studies con-
ducted in Calabrian mountain areas. Next, I will consider 
whether the climatic and anthropogenic influences on 
erosion and the effects of climate on potential land use 
calculated in CALEROS can be improved upon.

Quantitative erosion values
The amount of erosion predicted by the anthropogenic 
simulation in the Maddalena catchment has been con-
verted to an erosion rate in mm/year in order to be able 
to compare the values to those of other erosion studies 
conducted in Calabrian mountain areas. For the com-
parison only the most recent erosion values derived from 
CALEROS are used. The erosion rate for the timestep 
between 1900 and 2000BP is 0.054mm/year (0.066mm 
if the limestone outcrop of Timpa di San Lorenzo is 

131 W1: Landscape dominated by concave and irregular slopes, in gen-
eral not very steep; mainly in soft rock or bedded rock with soft 
beds, in sedimentary, non-volcanic rock; R: Landscape dominated 
by steep slopes, mainly in hard rock; F2: Landscape with valley 
floor with (active) braided river channels.

discounted, see Figure 6.31).132 RUSLE erosion studies in 
Calabria resulted in much higher values. Terranova et al. 
(2009, p. 241) calculated a mean soil erosion of 1.9 mm/
year, and Terranova et al. (2009, p. 241, table 3) infer that 
24% of present Calabria is subjected to severe to catros-
trophic erosion (1.4 – 18.8 mm/year). A third RUSLE 
study by Antroco et al. (2005) in the Assi-Guarda val-
ley in the Calabrian Serre massif even resulted in a mean 
soil erosion of 3.5mm/year. These large differences can be 
explained by the fact that CALEROS works on a long time-
scale whereas RUSLE-based studies look at current ero-
sion rates over a 10 to 20-year period. Clearly, the values 
derived from RUSLE are too high for the test area, because 
even at an erosion rate of 1 mm/year an implausible aver-
age quantity of 6m of soil would have been removed. The 
CALEROS average of 0.36m soil eroded over 6000 years 
seems more realistic. Porto et al. (2011) conducted field 
work in comparable areas as the Maddalena catchment; 
the Bonis and Trionto catchment, both in the mountain 
area of the Sila Greca in central Calabria.133 They used 
ceasium-137 measurements to establish the sediment 
budgets of these catchments and found erosion rates of 
0.27mm (Bonis) and 0.78mm (Trionto). These field meas-
urements are much lower than the RUSLE erosion values 
and only somewhat higher than the CALEROS values, 

132 The highest erosion rate in CALEROS, 0.42 mm/year (0.5mm/
year without Timpa di San Lorenzo) occurred in the period 6000 
to 5900BP. This rate exceeds the average rate for the entire 6000-
year period but is well below what Calabrian erosion studies indi-
cated. The lowest CALEROS erosion rate, 0.04mm/year (0.05mm/
year without Timpa di San Lorenzo) occurred in the period 3000 
to 2900BP.

133 The mean elevation of the Bonis catchment is 1131m asl (elevation 
ranges from 1258 to 975m asl), and that of the Trionto catchment 
is 1100m asl (elevation ranges from 1467 to 983m asl).
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suggesting that CALEROS simulates erosion more real-
istic than RUSLE.

Effects of earthquakes, climate and human action on the 
occurrence of erosion
The fact that the climate data extracted from Allen et al. 
(2002) are characterised by strong fluctuations allowed a 
study of the effects of different climates on the occurrence 
of erosion and on land use potential. CALEROS distin-
guishes between the roles of climate and human action 
(see Section 2.4.1), which allows us to contribute to the 
ongoing discussion about the causes of erosion phases. 
Vita-Finzi (1969) originally explained these on the basis 
of climate change alone, while many researchers in the 
1980s believed that human action was the major cause of 
climate change (e.g., Pope & Van Andel 1984; Van Andel 
et al. 1986). Starting in the 1990s a more balanced view 
emerged, according to which erosion is caused by a com-
bination of anthropogenic effects on the landscape, cli-
mate changes, and extreme weather events (Bintliff 1992; 
Bintliff et al. 2000b and 2002; Roberts 1998; Wilkinson 
2005 and Butzer 2008).134

A comparison of the natural and anthropogenic runs 
shows that climate changes affect the sediment sup-
ply mainly through fluctuations in erosion intensity. 
According to CALEROS, human action causes 22 to 46% 
of the fluctuations in total erosion, and generally leads to 
increased erosion in the test area. Erosion per individual 
and anthropogenic effects on total erosion are especially 
high in the Neolithic, when slash and burn was practised. 
Since CALEROS assumes maximisation of agricultural 
production and disregards socio-economical processes, it 
predicts no reduction in the population after the Roman 
period, and agricultural terraces are assumed to remain 
in use; in fact, the modelled population greatly increases 
from the Hellenistic-Roman period until the Middle Ages. 
In reality, however, archaeological research has shown 
that the population in the highlands of the Raganello 
Basin decreased from the Early Iron Age onwards and 
was very small during the Hellenistic-Roman period. A 
more realistic model of population density, allowing us 
to study the population reduction of the Roman period, 
would therefore need to consider socio-economic factors 
such as distance to economic centres, the development 
of manorialism, and the effects of pests and diseases. As 
the model currently stands it is not possible to study the 
effects of the abandonment of fields and terraces caused 
by such a population reduction.

A recent German study (Heine et al. 2005) revealed 
that it may take hundreds or even thousands of years 
before colluvium enters the hydrological system of a 
catchment, because its movement greatly depends on the 
morphology of the area. CALEROS also indicates that the 

134 See also Section 2.4.1.

occurrence of erosion in the catchment of the Maddalena 
does not affect its sediment load, because its stream power 
is too small. In the natural run, the climate dip modelled 
around 2900BP caused a reduction in erosion in the areas 
between the streams, although sediment load increased 
because the stream channel was being incised at this time. 
Normally the reduced vegetation cover resulting from a 
decline in plant growth under colder climate conditions 
would be expected to lead to more erosion, but in this case 
a simultaneous drought and the cold spell’s brief duration 
significantly reduced the erosion rate. In the anthropo-
genic run, erosion was reduced even more because the 
total amount of ploughed land was limited as fields were 
being abandoned.

Of the earthquakes modelled in CALEROS, only the 
two largest (0.35g in 3948BP and 0.38g in 2234BP) had 
an effect on erosion intensity in the test area. In the long 
term, and in comparison with land use and climate, their 
impact on erosion and landscape development appears to 
have been negligible 

The effect of climate on potential land use
The CALEROS model shows that the total area under 
agricultural expanded quickly during the warm and wet 
episodes around 4000 and 2600BP. This is due to both a 
favourable climate and the transition to a different agri-
cultural system, both of which allowed a rapid popula-
tion increase in the Maddalena area. Around 2900BP the 
highlands became less attractive for agriculture and habi-
tation because the climate deteriorated, which also led to 
a reduction of the highland population (compare Figures 
6.2 and 6.18b). Temperature and precipitation are impor-
tant factors for the growth and development of wheat (and 
cereals in general); in spring, the growing season of mod-
ern winter wheat, temperatures may not drop below freez-
ing point, and sufficient soil moisture and solar radiation 
must be available.135 If temperatures are too low or pre-
cipitation and radiation insufficient, wheat plants will not 
develop, the harvest will fail, and less food will be avail-
able (Parry 1975; 1978, pp. 68-94). In CALEROS, winter 
wheat can still be grown if the mean annual temperature 
does not drop below 10 degrees Celsius. Climate therefore 
represents a very important condition for potential land 
use (cultivation of wheat) and hence for habitation as well. 
Van Joolen (2003, pp. 122-125) has shown that the upper 
limit for emmer wheat cultivation in the RAP area today 
lies at 1100-1200m asl;136 the Maddalena area approaches 
this limit and can therefore be regarded as a margin-
ally suitable agricultural area. Much of the Raganello 

135 See for documentation http://www.fao.org/nr/water/cropinfo_
wheat.html

136 Schmidl et al. (2005; 2007) describe the finding of botanical macro-
remains of emmer wheat in archaeological occupation layers from 
Bronze Age and Iron Age sites in the Eastern Alps, up to ca. 1400m 
asl (Schmidl et al. 2005, p. 467; Schmidl et al. 2007, 247).
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catchment lies above 1200m asl, and is currently submar-
ginal for agricultural use, which it would also have been 
during protohistory (ca. 4000-2750BP) under similar cli-
matic conditions. But in fact the climate in protohistory 
was different from that of today (Sadori et al. 2011) and 
during unfavourable (cold and dry) episodes the poten-
tially useful agricultural area would therefore have been 
smaller than it is now, while it would have been larger 
during favourable (warm and wet) periods. A small dete-
rioration of the climate would already have had an impact 
on potential land use, and if this would force inhabitants 
to relocate to more suitable areas (such as the foothill zone 
in the RAP area) the population pressure on resources in 
those areas would have increased proportionally.

It is not entirely clear if serious climatic fluctuations 
occurred during protohistory, given the uncertainties 
with regard to the climatic record for this period (dis-
cussed in Section 6.1.1). Is there indirect evidence for cli-
mate deterioration in the archaeological record? Hardly 
any archaeological sites from the Early Iron Age (1000 
– 750 BC) have been found in the RAP area highlands 
(see Section 6.2.5), and the settlement pattern of the 
Sibaritide became more centralised, with large settle-
ments in the foothills (Attema et al. 2011a, pp. 91-95). 
A climate-induced reduction of the potentially available 
agricultural land could have forced the highland popula-
tion to relocate towards these central settlements in the 
foothill zone. The climatic deterioration modelled on 
the basis of climate curves derived from the Monticchio 
D pollen core around 2900BP (see Section 6.1.1) may or 
may not actually have taken place; using biomes for cli-
mate reconstruction is simply not a very reliable method. 
Reliable climate curves are indispensable when studying 
the potential nature and extent of the effects of climate on 
land use in the RAP area.

6.5.2  Contributions of CALEROS to landscape 
archaeological research

CALEROS is a process-based model, fundamentally dif-
ferent from the usual statistical models used in the analysis 
of spatial patterns, and also different from simplified ero-
sion models such as RUSLE. CALEROS provides funda-
mental and qualitative information on the role processes 
play in land use history and archaeological distribution 
patterns, thus providing answers to the questions posed 
in Section 6.1.

General considerations
According to CALEROS settlements occur mainly in 
the transitional zones between the limestone dip slope 
and shales and between shales and hard shales, and also 
along the Maddalena (Figure 6.32). When the results of 
CALEROS are compared to the results of the archaeo-
logical surveys (Figure 6.33), I find that the recorded 
archaeological sites are nearly all located in the transi-
tional zone between limestones and shales (Figure 6.10). 

The cause of this pattern as modelled in CALEROS is that 
archaeological sites in the transitional zones tend to be 
unaffected by erosion: they survive because of favoura-
ble post-depositional processes. Moreover none of these 
sites are covered by more than 0.3m of sedimentation; if 
they had been buried deeper it would have made them 
untraceable in field surveys. However, it should be noted 
that the spatial resolution of the CALEROS model – 25 
by 25m – means that a mean sedimentation of 0.3m may 
camouflage the fact that the amount of erosion actually 
varies. Core sampling in the limestone-shale transition 
zone did in fact discover two sites buried so deep that a 
surface survey could not have located them. This means 
that more such sites probably exist in the Maddalena 
area. Furthermore, CALEROS indicates that sites have 
been affected by erosion within the 300m buffer around 
the Maddalena itself. Sites from protohistory until the 
Classical period have been completely destroyed by ero-
sion, which mainly took the form of mass movements. 
The conclusion is therefore warranted that CALEROS 
shows the current distribution of archaeological sites 
to be the result of, first, settlement location preferences, 
and second, erosion and sedimentation biases. This bias 
is especially large for attractive landscape zones that are 
exposed to intense erosion, such as the Maddalena valley, 
but it will also be significant in other easily erodible high-
land geological units.

These results represent a confrontation of the outcome 
of the CALEROS model with independently obtained 
data; a more powerful validation, however, would involve 
tests based on targeted field observations; of which three 
types are possible:
1. Core sampling conducted along a number of west-east 

transects, from the limestone dip slope of the Timpa di 
San Lorenzo into the hard shales east of the Maddalena, 
to record soil thickness and look for evidence of ero-
sion (for example, locations where only a soil C hori-
zon is present), sedimentation (colluvium), and buried 
archaeological sites;

2. Measurements of the sedimentation rate since the 
Bronze Age in the Maddalena area can be obtained by 
systematically taking core samples on known Bronze 
Age sites and measuring the thickness of the colluvium 
that overlies the archaeological layers there;

3. Areas predicted by CALEROS to contain archaeologic-
al remains within ploughing depth can be surveyed to 
see if these contain significantly more archaeological 
surface remains. 

To increase the realism of the archaeological preservation 
map, the effects of erosion on dug features will have to be 
modelled. Since archaeological surface finds may derive 
from such features rather than from generalized habita-
tion layers, the inclusion of dug features would constitute 
an important improvement to CALEROS.
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To resolve the problems raised by the different spa-
tial resolutions used by CALEROS and the field sur-
veys, future surveys should adopt the resolution of the 
erosion maps (i.e. 25 by 25m) and take into account the 
microtopography of the landscape (e.g., subdivide a field 
into flat and sloping units). This will allow a much more 
detailed and statistically valid comparison of modelled 
and actual pottery densities.

Limitations of CALEROS
General limitations of CALEROS include:
1. It can only be used for areas without permanent snow 

or ice cover, without wind erosion or sedimentation, 
and with a rain-fed and cereal-dominated agriculture;

2. Its output can only be validated for the contemporary 
landscape (t=0) while past landscape characteristics 
such as soil thickness, erosion speed and vegetation 
type can only be estimated;

3. Although individual forcings and modelled compo-
nents of CALEROS have been subjected to sensitivity 
analyses,137 the model as a whole has not been analysed 
in that manner. Conducting a sensitivity analysis for 
the model as a whole – as opposed to its individual 
forcings and components – would be too time-con-
suming to attempt.138 

Three other limitations are particularly relevant to the 
geoarchaeological applications of the model discussed in 
the current chapter:
4. CALEROS is a physical-deterministic model that does 

not incorporate any cultural or socio-economic fac-
tors, however relevant these may be. The main reason 
is that no quantifiable data were available that would 
have allowed the implementation of these factors for 
the test area, but it was also considered unlikely that 
any cultural or socio-economic processes could have 
caused differentiation within the confines of such a 
small area;

5. CALEROS assumes maximisation of land use, and con-
sequently maximisation of the population, but these 
assumptions may be wholly or partially incorrect.

6. Wheat is the only cultivated plant in CALEROS, other 
important cultivars in mountains like barley, millet, 

137 Sensitivity analysis is the study of how uncertainty in the output 
of a model can be apportioned to different sources of uncertainty 
in the model input (Saltelli et al. 2004, p. 45). Clearly such analy-
ses are useful: they demonstrated, for example, that harvesting rate 
is an important factor in land use scenarios because there is only 
a brief harvesting window in summer. The success of the harvest 
determines both whether the population grows or shrinks and the 
amount of seed corn available for the next year.

138 Such an analysis would probably involve Monte Carlo simulation, 
in which a large number of runs would be made, each with slightly 
different input parameter settings. This would result in probability 
distributions for erosion/sedimentation, settlement locations and 
site preservation that are more useful than the current, single-run 
outcomes (Burrough & McDonnell 1998, pp. 243-247).

Figure 6.32.  A graphical comparison of the outcomes of CALEROS and 
those of the archaeological field surveys.
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lentil bean and pea139 are not taken into account and 
modelled. 

Answering the initial research questions
In the first section of this chapter I listed a number of 
questions that would have to be addressed in order to 
answer the three initial research questions with which I 
started out: which erosion and sedimentation processes 
qualitatively determine the preservation of the archaeo-
logical record through time? What was the population 

139 See for a discussion about the importance of these cultivars in 
mountains Schmidl et al. (2005; 2007).

pressure in the Maddalena area in the different periods? 
Finally, can CALEROS determine the relative significance 
of the effects of human action and climate on the occur-
rence of erosion in the highlands? Here in this section I 
answer these questions.

 • Which parts of the landscape become agricultural land 
in the model, and are therefore subject to more intense 
erosion? CALEROS indicates that the Maddalena 
area has been suitable for wheat cultivation from the 
Neolithic until the present. The entire shale-based 
landscape, including large parts of the unit ‘undulating 
sloping land’ (unit 106), is brought under cultivation 
for food crops. Only the steeper units and the valleys 

Figure 6.33.  Comparison of the ac-
tual density of protohistoric pottery 
in the surveyed areas to the distri-
bution of modelled sites that are af-
fected (blue) or unaffected (magenta) 
by erosion. Note that the location of 
unaffected sites in the zone adjacent 
to the Timpa di San Lorenzo agrees 
well with the areas of highest pottery 
density.
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remain unused; these can be regarded as marginal agri-
cultural lands.

 • How much of the original archaeological record has dis-
appeared as a consequence of erosion, or has been bur-
ied by sedimentation to a depth greater than that of the 
current plough layer? CALEROS indicates that about 
10% of all settlement remains have been completely 
destroyed by erosion. A further 75%, mainly in the 
shale landscape near the Maddalena, have been dam-
aged to a lesser or greater extent. Since this leaves only 
15% of all settlement sites entirely undamaged, the con-
clusion is justified that erosion has seriously affected 
the archaeological record of the area. CALEROS also 
indicates that no settlement sites have been covered by 
more than 0.3m of later sediments, but field tests show 
that sites with a thicker sediment cover do in fact occur 
in the limestone-to-shale transition zone, and these 
would therefore not have been found by field walking 
surveys.

 • Which erosion and sedimentation processes determine 
whether the archaeological record will be preserved over 
time or not? CALEROS indicates that diffuse erosion 
processes had a great impact on the Maddalena area. 
In the northern parts and in the valleys these take the 
form of mass movements; elsewhere the main pro-
cesses are plough erosion and creep. In agricultural 
areas water erosion constitutes the main process.

 • What was the size of the simulated population of the test 
area during the different periods? Starting at the 5000-
4900BP time step the population grows quickly before 
stabilizing at 60 individuals around 4700BP. Between 
4200 and 4000BP it again increases, from 60 to 225 
persons, and then remains constant until climate dete-
rioration around 3000BP causes a decline. The popula-
tion recovers, increasing by a third between 2700 and 
2600BP, and then continues to grow slowly until the 
present. The purpose of these population simulations 
is to include the effects of human activities on land-
scape development in the model, and to model settle-
ment distributions. These settlements are considered 
to be archaeological sites in the model and can be 
used in turn to investigate the impact of erosion and/
or sedimentation on archaeological remains in the 
Maddalena area through time.

 • How does climate affect the occurrence of erosion? 
Climate is responsible for fluctuations in erosion 
intensity, with more erosion during warmer and wetter 
periods, and less during colder and drier ones.

 • How does climate affect the subsistence potential of the 
highland landscape? CALEROS indicates that the avail-
able cultivable area increases during warm and wet epi-
sodes, allowing the population to grow. Conversely, a 
colder and drier episode will cause a reduction in the 
size of the highland population because cereal pro-
duction decreases. The climate demonstrably sets 

significant limits to potential land use (cereal cultiva-
tion) and hence to population numbers.

 • How much time elapsed between the introduction of 
agriculture and the onset of large-scale erosion in the 
test area, and an increase in the sediment load of the 
Maddalena river? CALEROS indicates that erosion in 
the Maddalena area increased by 40% already within 
100 years of the introduction of agriculture. In this 
period the erosion per inhabitant peaked, but at the 
same time the Maddalena itself transported less sedi-
ment. This turns out to be caused by the fact that the 
Maddalena transports mainly sediments that it has 
produced itself by incising. The introduction of agri-
culture reduced the amount of water, which reached 
the Maddalena, thus diminishing its power to incise.

 • What is the effect of erosion prevention measures (such 
as the construction of terraces), population pressure 
and intensive land use on erosion? CALEROS indi-
cates that the construction of terraces locally leads to 
very intense erosion and sedimentation, which results 
in great variations in soil thickness. Human action is 
responsible for 22 to 46% of the fluctuations in the total 
erosion within the test area. The practice of slash and 
burn during the Neolithic caused very intense erosion, 
and the anthropogenic share in total erosion is high. 
In general, intensive land use as in the Bronze Age will 
cause much erosion in the test area.

6.5.3  Conclusions
Despite the limitations discussed in the previous section 
the research presented in this chapter demonstrates that 
CALEROS is able to model long-term landscape devel-
opment in the Maddalena area and to help us to better 
understand archaeological distribution patterns. The 
time, effort, and multidisciplinary expertise required to 
construct such a complex model have not been wasted; it 
has been shown to be useful in archaeological landscape 
studies.

CALEROS has demonstrated that the main factors 
contributing to landscape development are climate and 
land use; earthquakes play a marginal role. The model 
generates data that can be used to determine how and 
where erosion and sedimentation in highland areas affect 
the survival of archaeological remains, and it provides 
information on systematic biases in archaeological distri-
bution patterns by these processes.

CALEROS describes the damage to, and in rare cases 
even complete disappearance of archaeological remains 
within the Maddalena test area. In general the conclu-
sion must be that in highland areas with erodible deposits 
and a differentiation in settlement suitability the spatial 
distribution of archaeological remains on the surface will 
be determined by a combination of settlement location 
preferences, erosion and sedimentation processes, and 
modern visibility factors. Attractive settlement locations 
that have not been covered by too much later sediment 
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contain highly visible archaeological remains, and this 
will lead to an overestimation of the significance of such 
areas relative to equally attractive locations where less 
favourable landscape taphonomic process have removed 
or are hiding the archaeological remains. In the test area 
this may for example be the case in the transitional zones 
between limestone and shales, and shales and hard shales. 
Further field tests could demonstrate whether archaeo-
logical remains in fact exist in these zones, buried beneath 
more than 0.3m of colluvium. Despite the limitations dis-
cussed earlier (the need to test the model far more exten-
sively than has been possible to date, and its complexity) 
it appears that CALEROS has much more potential than 
the usual statistical approaches140 and simplified erosion 
models like RUSLE.141 It provides information on the dia-
chronic development of the landscape as a whole at a high 
spatial resolution, and explains the spatial distribution of 
archaeological remains in the context of the entire settle-
ment history of the model area. Landscape archaeologists 
that are concerned about the effect of taphonomic biases 
in their work can use CALEROS to assess the results of 
their surveys in the light of landscape changes resulting 
from erosion and sedimentation, and decide whether and 
to what degree apparent settlement patterns in their study 
areas are real.

140 Statistical approaches such as the use of the Chi-square test in 
settlement location preference studies; see, for example, Gaffney 
& Stančič 1996, Perkins 1999, pp. 40-55, and Chapter 8 of this 
dissertation.

141 RUSLE is a simplified erosion model because it ignores technical 
and demographical developments in societies over time as well 
as the interaction between forcings over a long time run. RUSLE 
misses also feedback loops and dynamic modelling is therefore 
impossible. To simulate landscape development on a millennium-
scale CALEROS will therefore produce more accurate results than 
RUSLE, which makes CALEROS a better model for landscape 
archaeologists than RUSLE.
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Modelled components of CALEROS are: soil produc-
tion and bedrock lowering, vegetation growth and stand 
dynamics, groundwater and soil hydrology, mass wast-
ing and sediment transport, human population dynamics 
and agricultural field and resource allocation. These com-
ponents react to the forcings described in Section 6.2.4: 
human activities (as described in land use scenarios), cli-
mate and tectonic uplift and seismicity.

Soil production and bedrock lowering
The distribution of soil material is a result of soil produc-
tion and interactions between hill slope processes, land 
use, climate and vegetation. In CALEROS the earth sur-
face is represented by the underlying bedrock and the 
covering soil mantle, in which vegetation can root to 
form a protective canopy. The texture of the soil mantle 
is variable, comprising four classes: clay, silt, sand and 
gravel. The soil mantle is replenished from below by bed-
rock weathering, which varies for the different lithology 
types. In the Maddalena region these lithological units 
comprise limestone, shale and flysch. Bedrock weather-
ing not only produces new soil material but is also asso-
ciated with chemical dissolution, in which the dissolved 
material does not precipitate but is lost from the system. 
Weathering thus leads to a lowering of the bedrock sur-
face, which is partly counteracted by an increase in soil 
material. The rate of bedrock lowering changes with the 
thickness of the soil mantle according to Cox’ 1980 model 
of the changing intensity of physical and chemical wea-
thering. Similarly, the production of soil material of var-
ying particle size changes with the intensity of chemical 
weathering, resulting in an increased production of clay 
and a decreased production of gravel in well-developed 
soils. Evidently, a full description of changes within the 
soil profile is beyond the scope of a landscape dynamics 
model such as CALEROS. It is assumed that all material 
produced in the process of soil deepening or building is 
assimilated throughout, leading to rejuvenation, while a 
vertical differentiation in soil properties (horizonation) is 
the result of biological activity (accumulation of organic 
matter and development of the root profile as proxy for 
the solum; see below; cf. Johnson & Watson-Stegner’s 
1987 soil evolution model). Thus, soil properties describ-
ing hydrological and mechanical behaviour may change 
as a result of progressive and retrogressive pedogenesis, 

and are themselves described as functions of texture and 
organic matter content (pedo-transfer functions; Rawls et 
al. 1982) and stoniness. Pedo-transfer functions describe 
the properties of the matrix (particle sizes, < 2mm) while 
the factor stoniness modifies these on the scale of the soil 
mantle. These modifications are based on the assumption 
that stones or rock fragments are distributed evenly and 
uniformly and that they are without any water retention 
capabilities or permeability. Thus, stones basically reduce 
the volume of hydrologically active soil. In terms of mech-
anical properties stoniness defines whether the soil man-
tle is matrix or clast supported, with subsequent effects on 
friction and cohesion. In cases where there is no matrix 
(e.g., scree), porosity is completely defined by the clasts 
and associated permeability is high. In the definition of 
the CALEROS pedo-transfer functions for the matrix the 
colloidal nature of soil organic matter itself is not con-
sidered. Vegetation influences are captured by means of 
a simple relation between organic matter content and 
changed soil properties. Organic matter merely increases 
porosity and aggregate stability (soil detachability under 
rainfall impact and undrained cohesion), thereby reflect-
ing the improved structure of soils rich in organic mat-
ter (e.g., Tisdall & Oates 1982; Six et al. 1998). Indirectly, 
this improves the water holding capacity and saturated 
hydraulic conductivity of the soil. The effects of roots and 
tillage on porosity and saturated hydraulic conductivity 
are included separately from the effects of the soil organic 
matter. Porosity increases uniformly over the soil profile 
whereas saturated hydraulic conductivity decreases in 
tandem with stand-aggregated root density with increas-
ing depth.

Vegetation growth and stand dynamics
In CALEROS vegetation is assumed to form stands, the 
vertical structure of which, broken down into several can-
opy layers, determines the penetration of light and rain-
fall. Vegetation is represented by a limited number of 
dominant plant types (plant functional types, or PFTs): 
grass, shrubs, deciduous trees and coniferous trees for 
natural vegetation and a cereal species (winter wheat) for 
crops. Building on the concept of Sierra (Mouillot et al. 
2001), a stand may include different plant functional types 
and these may promote to a next age cohort depending on 
their height. Plant growth is the result of carbon assimi-
lation, which given CALEROS’ original Mediterranean 
focus is simulated by a water-use efficiency model. 

Appendix 6

Modelled components of CALEROS
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Transpiration brings water to the leaves where most is 
lost to the atmosphere, but some is assimilated with car-
bon dioxide from the air to form carbohydrates over an 
optimum temperature range. Assimilated carbon is either 
respired, converted into biomass (structural, i.e. roots, 
stem and branches; or leaves), or added to the non-struc-
tural carbon reserve. In the case of woody, perennial vege-
tation, stem biomass is related to plant height according 
to the ‘pipe wood’ theory (Friend et al. 1997), which also 
determines the storage capacity of the non-structural car-
bon reserve. This reserve is used to bridge periods when 
a plant is not photo-synthetically active, and to facili-
tate budding in case of deciduous plants. If this reserve 
becomes exhausted a plant will die. This mainly affects 
specimens with smaller reserves such as annuals, sap-
lings or senescent trees with great respiration demands. 
All plants constantly lose biomass at a back-ground turn-
over rate or by leaf fall in the case of deciduous trees. This 
organic material is added as litter to the soil. Adverse con-
ditions such as extremely low temperatures or drought 
induce higher turnover rates and may eventually lead to 
death. In CALEROS, all PFTs propagate by seed, produced 
by mature plants at the expense of the non-structural car-
bon reserve and released at the end of the growing season. 
In natural vegetation a fraction of the seed is distributed 
within a given radius while the remainder is distributed 
randomly over the area. In the case of crops, seed dis-
persal is intentional and limited to selected fields and to 
periods prescribed by the harvest calendar of the land use 
scenario. Where seeds are deposited and sprout, the avail-
able PFTs compete for water, light and nutrients (nitro-
gen). Transpiration is limited by two factors: 

 • The maximum rate at which water can be lost to the 
atmosphere. This is simulated by means of the Penman-
Monteith equation (Monteith 1965). Because of the 
attenuation of radiation within the canopy, taller vege-
tation has an advantage over the understory species;

 • The fact that the water supply to the leaves decreases 
under exceedingly dry or water-logged conditions, 
when the roots become less effective. This favours 
plants with more extensive root systems as well as 
those better adapted to local conditions.

Nitrogen is required to convert carbon into biomass (fol-
lowing the approach of Forest-BGC; see Running et al. 
1993), and it is equally influenced by root water uptake. 
Nitrogen is added to the soil by various agents: atmos-
pheric sedimentation, litter, manure or nitrogen-fixing 
plants, while it is removed by denitrification, leaching 
and consumption. Soil respiration releases the carbon 
and nitrogen bound in organic matter, and is depend-
ent on the lignin content of the organic material and the 
running-average monthly temperature as a proxy for soil 
temperature.

Groundwater and soil hydrology
Rainfall is intercepted by the vegetation and passed on 
to the soil surface where it can infiltrate or become sur-
face water and runoff. At all stages water stored at or near 
the surface is liable to be lost as evapotranspiration to the 
atmosphere, the upward pull causing capillary transport 
from any available groundwater towards the unsaturated 
zone. In CALEROS this is modelled using the Gardner-
Eagleson approximation (Soylu et al. 2010). Infiltration 
is modelled using a modified version of the Green & 
Ampt infiltration model which considers run-on losses 
along the topographical pathways given the storm dura-
tion and time-of-concentration, which depends on slope 
angle, persistence of the discharge (perennial streams, 
ephemeral streams and others)  and vegetation density. 
Infiltration is added to the unsaturated zone in the soil 
mantle and percolates downwards under the influence of 
gravity. When impeded by less pervious bedrock perched 
groundwater tables may form, while any percolation into 
the bedrock basement adds to the regional groundwater 
table. In both cases groundwater will flow according to 
the resulting piezometric gradients. This is modelled by 
means of an explicit finite difference scheme and resolved 
by considering the regional groundwater table first and 
the perched one second, if present. Any water that is in 
excess of the available storage capacity is passed upwards 
and eventually may exfiltrate at the surface and may con-
tribute to the runoff in the next time step.

Mass wasting and sediment transport
Closely linked to the hydrology, soil material transport 
can be subdivided into concentrated and diffuse erosion 
transport. Concentrated transport is transport by running 
water (water erosion); diffuse transport is the displace-
ment of soil material due to creep, landsliding or tillage 
operations. Concentrated transport balances the ability 
of water to detach material by raindrop impact (splash) 
or entrainment by flow against the transport capacity of 
running water (cf. Foster & Meyer 1972). Material can 
be eroded until the transport capacity is fully exploited, 
after which it will start to settle and be redeposited at a 
rate defined by Stokes’ law. CALEROS uses Govers’ unit 
stream power relation (Govers et al. 1994) to define trans-
port capacity over the area of a cell, thus blending rill, 
interrill, gully and channel erosion into a single value that 
depends on the local slope angle and flow velocity. Rain 
splash is described by using the relationships employed by 
Morgan et al. (1998) in the EUROSEM model, comparing 
the kinetic energy delivered by rain drops to the amount 
of material released per unit rainfall delivered. As in most 
erosion models, splash erosion is assumed to be negligi-
ble when no runoff is available to transport the material. 
Entrainment by running water depends on the balance 
between flow velocity and the resistance to erosion, which 
is directly related to cohesion. For both entrainment and 
transport capacity, flow velocity is taken as the average for 
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the duration of the event, approximated by broad sheet 
flow. The uptake of material by splash is proportional to 
the fractions of the fines; it is ignored for surfaces covered 
by gravel. Entrainment of material is proportional to the 
settling velocity of the different fractions and their abun-
dance whereas settlement depends on their settling veloc-
ity only.

Diffuse transport by landsliding is modelled by 
means of the infinite slope model of Skempton & Delory 
(1957) in which the disturbing effects of earthquakes 
are accounted for by means of the near-surface horizon-
tal acceleration. Landslides concern the soil mantle only 
and arise as a result of adverse local conditions (e.g., 
steep slopes, weak material) and increased pore pressure 
as a result of elevated (perched) water tables. The shear 
stress in excess of the maximum available shear strength 
is converted into displacement over a limited shear zone, 
depending on texture and the viscosity of the material. In 
this, landslides form a contrast to creep, in which defor-
mation is the result of flow over the full depth of the soil 
mantle, and which depends on the reversible swelling of 
the clay fraction in the soil (Van Asch 1980). CALEROS 
simulates displacement by tillage by using the approach of 
Govers et al. (1994), according to which tillage operations 
result in a net transport parallel and perpendicular to the 
dominant tillage direction. All diffuse transport processes 
are evaluated as the net transport over the full depth of 
the soil profile per unit contour width, and resolved into 
components in the x- and y-direction of the grid given 
the downslope direction. In diffuse soil transport all asso-
ciated materials with the exception of living biomass are 
transported downslope, affecting seeds, organic material, 
nutrients and water. In the case of concentrated flow, sed-
iment is transported over the surface. This involves soil 
particles only; associated materials are mobilized but not 
deposited, reflecting the erosive nature of this process. 
Conform the concepts introduced under the section on 
soil production, all changes in material composition are 
aggregated instantaneously over the entire depth of the 
soil profile.

In addition to the direct effect of tillage operations, 
land cover and land use conditions influence sediment 
transport in other ways as well: 

 • Vegetation modifies the kinetic energy delivered by 
rain to the soil surface by interception and increases 
surface roughness, thus slowing the water down;

 • Likewise, on steeper slopes terracing reduces the 
effective slope angle and decreases flow velocity, affect-
ing entrainment and transport capacity and favouring 
sedimentation;

 • Roots reinforce the soil and add to the shear strength, 
counteracting landslides;

 • Vegetation is also directly affected by sediment trans-
port. In concentrated transport damage is linearly 
proportional to the absolute depth of the eroded or 
deposited layer and vegetation height, representing the 

effect of burial or root exposure. In both concentrated 
and diffuse transport a loss of nutrients and water or 
changes in soil composition may also influence the via-
bility of vegetation indirectly.

Human population dynamics
Human occupation is prescribed by the location and pop-
ulation size of settlements and by associated fields and 
livestock. CALEROS includes a population model to esti-
mate the pressure on natural resources – water, food and 
firewood – in a study area, or domain. The basic assump-
tion is that agriculture is the primary means of existence 
in the area for a population that is permanently settled 
there; any human occupation and its effects on the land-
scape prior to the introduction of agriculture in the area 
are ignored. Agricultural land use is conditioned by the 
land use scenario, which specifies a single production sys-
tem for predefined periods. The overriding condition is 
that the population must obtain a predefined fraction of 
its energy intake (90% of a population’s energy require-
ments, depending on age and gender) from local agricul-
tural products, the remaining 10% being derived from 
other sources (trade, hunting or gathering). Whether 
these products are consumed locally or traded away is 
irrelevant. These products can be obtained by cultivation 
or by animal husbandry although CALEROS currently 
gives precedence to the former (see below).

CALEROS simulates the total (lumped) population in 
a domain but considers local conditions when population 
changes are assigned to the individual settlements. This 
modelling strategy was adopted as population dynam-
ics may not be reliably simulated for small settlements 
of just a single family, where social interactions are just 
as important as reproduction. Population growth is the 
balance between births and deaths. Mortality occurs at a 
background rate which can increase as a result of famine; 
no other external disturbances are considered. Building 
on the approach followed by Belovsky (1988), the number 
of births and deaths is evaluated annually on a regional 
scale, and is taken to reflect the interaction between 
population and natural resources. A distinction is made 
between adults and children to describe the dependence 
of the latter on the former for food, and to evaluate the 
effects of fluctuations in the number of children on later 
generations. The number of children is a function of net 
births and the number of children reaching adulthood. 
‘Net births’ is a function of the number of adults and 
the net fertility rate, i.e. the number of infants per adult 
woman surviving the first year. The inclusion of the net 
fertility rate is an adaptation of Belovsky’s original model 
(1988), in which hunter-gatherers maximise births on 
the basis of food availability, the underlying assumption 
being that in agricultural societies production potential 
is the factor governing long-term population dynamics. 
Adopting Verhulst’s concept of carrying capacity (1838), 
the net fertility rate varies between a minimum ensuring 
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a long-term stable population, and a maximum reflecting 
the upper limit of biological reproduction. Here, carrying 
capacity is defined as the number of adults and depend-
ents that can be sustained by the available resources, 
taking into account the limitations in water availabil-
ity or food production, summed over all settlements in  
the domain. 

CALEROS assumes that the entire population depends 
on agriculture for its subsistence, but a reliable and sub-
stantial agricultural surplus may allow a fraction of the 
adult population to take up occupations other than farm-
ing. This differentiation has the advantage that certain 
tasks can be better and more efficiently executed by spe-
cialists, and farmers may profit from this development as 
they can potentially devote more time to farming (e.g., by 
having access to better tools or administrative services). 
However, differentiation will slow down as the niches for 
specialized professions become saturated and the agri-
cultural surplus which facilitates it decreases. Benefits 
to the farmers may also be expected to decrease as soci-
ety becomes more complex and stratified. CALEROS 
describes these tendencies empirically: if the surplus 
allows it a nuclear family of two adults and their depend-
ent children switches to a non-agricultural profession and 
is assigned to the settlement with the largest absolute sur-
plus. In the process, the threshold for occupational con-
version is raised. The increase in the productivity of the 
agricultural population (return labour)is initially large 
but levels off as other, more specialized markets open 
up. However, there will always be some fractional return 
labour, which can be seen as the incentive for farmers to 
produce more food when demand is higher.

Settlement, field and resource allocation
In CALEROS the population of each individual settle-
ment develops in response to the local carrying capacity 
(water, agriculture). Carrying capacity depends on the 
allocation of suitable fields to agriculture and the technical 
means prescribed by a land use scenario (Section 6.2.4). 
Settlements start out as single farms occupied by a nuclear 
family, and depending on local resources may grow over 
time. New settlements appear with a basic probability of 
once every generation (20 years). Settlements are located 
where conditions are most favourable, taking into account 
the availability of water, the proximity of profitable fields, 
gentle slopes and well-drained soils. Water availability 
refers to both the quantity of available surface water and 
its persistence (e.g., as springs and perennial streams). 
Fields are selected on the basis of actual or expected 
returns (the latter being based on the abundance of bio-
mass) and their overall suitability, while potential fields 
are identified on the basis of slope (gentler slopes being 
preferred), workability (lighter soils being preferred) and 
effective soil depth (deeper and better drained soils being 
preferred). All factors are assigned equal weight and their 
product defines overall suitability. The ensuing zones of 

above-average suitability are clumped and the locus with 
the highest probability is identified as a potential settle-
ment site. Potential settlements are then ranked in order 
of suitability, yielding a large number of suitable yet fixed 
locations, and are populated whenever migrants appear. 
Initial settlers are drawn from a virtual, external popu-
lation pool, and later ones from settlements with mul-
tiple nuclear families. If possible, migrating families are 
accommodated within the model area and assigned to the 
most attractive location. If a migrating family cannot be 
accommodated within the area it is considered to have 
moved away, and its members are subtracted from the 
total population.

Each settlement has its own production potential in 
terms of food and water, and contributes to the overall 
carrying capacity which defines population growth. In the 
case of overall population growth, settlements increase on 
the basis of the remaining exploitable carrying capacity, 
and, in the case of overall decline, settlements decrease 
where most of the available carrying capacity is already 
exploited. If a food shortage threatens settlements may 
draw on the overall surplus, if available. Surpluses are 
pooled and subsequently allotted to the populations of 
settlements with a deficient food supply on the basis of the 
local energy requirement to mimic local trade, which can 
alleviate some of the shortfalls but at the same time pre-
vents unsuccessful settlements from persisting indetermi-
nately at the expense of others. When the demand cannot 
be met, famine occurs and a fraction of the population 
proportional to the difference between available produc-
tion and food requirements may starve. Other shortages 
(water, firewood) do not negatively affect the existing pop-
ulation as it is assumed that the population will find alter-
natives or will try to make do with what is available. The 
nominal water requirement is 30 litres per person per day, 
which includes the requirements of livestock, irrigation, 
and drinking water (Gleick 1996). In the current model 
water is drawn from a spring with a sufficient annual dis-
charge or from streams, provided their uncontaminated 
branches provide the required supply in full. Long-term 
water availability is simulated by the running mean dis-
charge, which defaults to zero if no water is available for 
more than one week. CALEROS offers the possibility to 
draw wood from different sources. This may be construc-
tion timber from mature trees or firewood from woody 
vegetation in general. In the current model only firewood 
is considered with requirements set at 360kg of wood 
per person per year (Berger 1989), which covers cook-
ing and heating. This requirement is based on the avail-
able woody-stem biomass and its distance to a settlement, 
starting downwards from the largest settlement. 



Part III 

Geo-archaeological work in the Pontine plain





The research in the Pontine plain was conducted to 
answer the following questions: What is the influence of 
sedimentation on the visibility and quality of archaeo-
logical sites in the plain?; does the Pontine plain have a 
buried, hidden Bronze Age landscape and if so, what was 
its character? and to what extent affects sedimentation 
archaeological distribution maps? This chapter presents 
an overview of the available information on the relation 
between people and landscape in the Agro Pontino, and 
especially the Pontine plain, as an introduction to the 
 palaeogeographical reconstructions discussed in Chapter 
9. Both the natural and the anthropogenic landscape 
will be discussed, the visible manifestations of the latter 
including settlements, canalized water courses, drainage 
systems and reclamations and their associated forms of 
land use. The discussed places, water courses, rivers and 
archaeological sites are shown in Figure 7.1.

7�1 From the Bronze Age to the Roman Empire
The period most relevant to our study of the Agro Pontino 
is that from the Bronze Age to the Roman Empire. As the 
complexity of society increased, settlement and land use 
both intensified from the Archaic period (circa 6th c. BC) 
onwards. The first large-scale infrastructural projects, 
such as the construction of the Via Appia, were under-
taken during the Republican period, but the pace of these 
intensive forms of land use seemed to slow down during 
the Empire. Later periods (Middle Ages to 20th century) 
will be discussed in 7.2.

7.1.1  Bronze Age (2300 – 925 BC)
The general assumption is that agriculture during the cen-
tral-Italian Bronze Age was characterised by mixed farm-
ing (Barker 1981). This is a type of farming whereby the 
keeping of livestock is combined with the cultivation of 
crops. Guidi (1981) and Alessandri (2007; 2009) distin-
guish three suitable settlement zones in Bronze Age Lazio: 
along the coastal lakes and lagoons; around the volcanic 
lakes, and in the marshes. According to Guidi the marsh-
land and the areas along the coastal lakes were used inten-
sively during the Early Bronze Age, but less so during 
the Middle Bronze Age, when the focus shifted to areas 
around volcanic lakes. In the course of the Late Bronze 
Age, however, the coastal lakes and marshes once again 
became important. Alessandri has suggested that the 
economic importance of hunting, gathering and fishing 
steadily declined in the course of the Bronze Age, with 

the preferred settlement locations changing accordingly 
(Alessandri 2007). Kamermans (1993) and Van Joolen 
(2003) concluded both after conducting a land evaluation 
that the Pontine plain was a marginal area in the Bronze 
Age, only suitable for fishing and hunting.

Within the research area, Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age material was found underneath the Juno temple 
at Tratturo Caniò (Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, pp. 64-65; 
Alessandri 2009, p. 333, see Figure 7.1), while Bronze 
Age pottery was also discovered (but no sites defined) 
in the foothills near Sezze (Attema & van Leusen 2004, 
p. 176). Three other Bronze Age sites were discovered in 
the mountains surrounding the Amaseno drainage basin 
(Cancellieri 1999, sites 9, 10, 12, see Figure 7.1), while a 
Bronze Age to Early Iron Age site, Migliara 52, is located 
in the plain west of Mazzocchio (Alessandri 2009, p. 252; 
see Figure 7.1).

7.1.2  Pre-Roman Iron Age (925 – 500 BC)
According to Attema (1993a, p. 214) the selection criteria 
for settlement locations remained the same throughout 
the Early Iron Age, but changes can be observed during the 
Orientalizing phase of the Iron Age (8th- 7th c. BC). These 
are related to the development of proto-urban settlements 
including Satricum, Caracupa/Valvisciolo and Caprifico 
di Cisterna, and of cultplaces such as at Campoverde 
(Figure 7.1). During the Orientalizing Period (8th - 7th cen-
tury BC) many hilltops in the Monti Lepini became set-
tled, in particular those on locations where many different 
ecological zones and soil types converge, and which are 
therefore especially suitable for mixed farming (Attema 
1993a, pp. 218-219). 

Within the research area, the PRP survey in the Sezze 
sector of the foothills of the Monti Lepini produced 
archaeological finds from the Iron Age, as well as the 
Orientalizing and Archaic periods. The latter two periods 
were also represented among finds from the plain. There 
are indications that an intensification in the use of the 
landscape occurred during the Archaic period, during 
which not only the heights but also parts of the plain 
became settled (Attema 2001). In the first or second dec-
ade of the 5th century BC a cult place developed near the 
Archaic settlement at Tratturo Caniò, evidence for which 
is provided by two Archaic terracotta fragments (Figure 
7.1). Excavations at the temple itself produced among 
other things bronze sheet figurines from the Orientalizing 
period (7th c. BC). The focus of the cult at the sanctuary 
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is thought to have been a - now disappeared – water-
course (Attema 2001). Attema and Van Leusen (2004) 
also recorded three other Archaic sites around Sezze: RPC 
10901 and RPC 10905 on the slopes of the Monti Lepini 
(De Haas et al. 2012, pp. 251-252 and pp. 256-262), and 
RPC 10924 south-east of the Juno temple (Figure 7.1). 
Yet another Iron Age to Archaic site is situated north of 
Codarda in the Bosco del Polverino (Cancellieri 1999, site 
11), and the Agro Pontino survey located an Archaic site 
(site 572) and a Late Iron Age/Archaic site (site 630) in 
the Mazzocchio area (Figure 7.1). Two sites with Late Iron 
Age finds (559 and 564) were identified by the APS team 
along the edge of the Monti Lepini; these are suspected to 
consist of secondary deposits transported from elsewhere 
(Holstrom et al. 2004). South of the crossing Migliara 46 
- Strada Sant’Agata the APS team located yet another Late 
Iron Age site (site 447; see Figure 7.1). In the transitional 
zone between the Pontine plain and the Latina beach ter-
races, ca. 3.5km north-west of Pontinia, De Haas (2011, 
pp. 82-115) recently carried out more surveys that pro-
duced – among others – some Late Iron Age/Archaic pot-
tery fragments, usually on locations that also produced 
Roman material.

7.1.3  Post-Archaic period (500 – 350 BC)
The demise of the old protohistorical sites and the rise of 
the Roman colonies correspond to the transition from 
an Archaic Latin to a romanised Latin society (Attema 
1993a, p. 228). During this transitional period economic 
activity in the Agro Pontino was probably limited to sub-
sistence farming (Attema 1993a, p. 227 and note 37). The 
pedemontana zone has produced evidence that Archaic 
settlements continued into the Roman period (Attema & 
van Leusen 1999; De Haas 2011). Livy mentions Norba, 
founded in 492 BC, as the earliest Roman colony in the 
Pontine region (Attema 1993a, p. 228). Sezze was founded 
in 382 BC, according to historical sources (Attema 1993a, 
p. 89) (see Figure 7.1). The earliest reference to the Pontine 
marshes, dating to the 1st century AD, is by Lucanus  
(III 85). 

Within the research area, the Pontine plain south-
west of Sezze was colonised during this period. Only two 
early post-Archaic sites have been identified; Sezze itself 
is thought to have been an oppidum at this time (Attema 
1993a, p. 230, p. 233 and note 54). Seventeen new settle-
ments were founded in the Pontine plain south of Sezze 
during the colonisation phase of the 4th and 3rd c. BC, and 
the number of sites in the Sezze area greatly increased in 
the post-Archaic period (Attema & Van Leusen 2004, p. 
179). The continuity of the settlement near the cult place 
of Tratturo Caniò corresponds with the continuous use 
of the cult place itself in this period. Votive offerings 
ploughed up in the area surrounding the temple suggest 
that it even played an important role in the Roman coloni-
sation process of the region; Attema (2001, p. 80) suggests 
that this was the reason why the temple area in particular 

became so densely settled in the early phase of the coloni-
sation process.142

7.1.4  The Republic (350 – 30 BC)
Attema (1993a, p. 230, p. 233 and note 54) proposed 
that Roman colonies like Sezze (Setia) and Cori (Cora) 
developed from Latin fortifications against the Volsci 
into central market towns, and that existing post-Archaic 
oppi da were probably deliberately selected for coloni-
sation. After 350 BC Roman influence began to reach 
beyond the pedemontana colonies. 

To the southeast of Sezze, around the Via Appia and 
beneath Terracina, traces of Roman land divisions (centu-
riatio) are visible on aerial photographs (Cancellieri 1985; 
1987; 1990). These land divisions were probably con-
structed for reclamation and agricultural purposes (De 
Haas 2011, pp. 210-212). According to Cancellieri (1990) 
these land divisions are from the 4th c. BC but Pelgrom 
(2012) notes that there is no evidence for this date. Given 
the enormous amount of labour invested in the project, 
the need to increase agricultural production was probably 
keenly felt. In the course of the Mid-Republican period 
olive cultivation on villae rusticae in the pedemontana 
was intensified (Attema 1993a, pp. 230-235), and another 
important improvement was introduced with the con-
struction of the Via Appia in 312 BC (see Figure 7.1). 
The combined result of these developments was a pop-
ulation increase in the Pontine region (Attema 1993a, 
p. 230). The orientation of the Via Appia suggests that 
it was constructed after the centuriation had been fully 
implemented, in an area that was already farmed and 
not merely empty marshland. It is therefore likely that 
the road played a part in the agricultural infrastructure, 
besides being a military transportation route (De Haas 
2011). The Via Appia did not make the pedemontana 
and other routes obsolete, however, as is demonstrated 
by the improvements carried out on the latter, as well as 
by the construction of new villae along the pedemon-
tana. Along the Via Appia settlements like Tripontium 
and Forum Appii sprung up to serve as road stations and  
market towns.

Better infrastructure and the improvements introduced 
by the centuriatio and by drainage canals stimulated the 
development of a peasant economy in the Pontine region 
from ca. 350 BC onwards (Attema 1993a, pp. 235-236). 
Rome needed a strong agricultural base during the early 
colonisation phase and intended to transform the Pontine 
region into an area that, instead of being exclusively 

142 As a rule, non-Roman sanctuaries were ‘romanised’ when an area 
was being colonised, since a colony was much more than a farm-
ing settlement with a measure of self-governance: ‘For the Romans 
it [a colony] was an urbs, a complex organisation of citizens, of mag-
istrates, of ritualised practices, and of spaces. Within its territory, the 
founders sought to duplicate the urbs Roma and the ager Romanus in 
some of its political, cultic, and legal aspects’ (Attema 2001, p. 80).
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self-supporting, would also produce for the Roman mar-
ket. However, after 200 BC more and better agricultural 
land became available elsewhere (e.g., Campania) as 
a result of the continuing expansion of Rome, and the 
Pontine region began to lose its importance. As a result 
small-scale cultivation of grain became unprofitable, 
which may have induced small farmers to sell their land 
to landowners keen to enlarge their estates in order to 
keep them profitable. Natural conditions in the Pontine 
region, however, made it unsuitable for such large-scale 
agriculture, and this eventually led to its abandonment in 
the Mid-Imperial period (Attema 1993a, p. 237).

An indirect argument can be made that the Pontine 
region had not turned into marshland yet in the 
Republican period (Koot 1991, p. 11): the route of the 
Via Appia would have had to have been as free of obs-
tacles -such as large marshes- as possible. Since it crosses 
the lower lying part of the Agro Pontino, marshes could 
not have been there at the time. Some marshes, how-
ever, did already exist in the Republican period: histor-
ical sources indicate that in places conditions became 
more wet in the 2nd c. BC, which made the area attractive 
to the malaria mosquito. Precisely where and how these 
marshes developed is unknown, but around 160 BC the 
consul Cornelius Cethegus successfully intervened, and 
they were drained (White 1970, pp. 169-170). According 
to some sources Cethegus ordered a river to be canalized 
or a canal dug, possibly the Rio Martino or the canal along 
the Via Appia between Forum Appii and Terracina (Linoli 
2005, p. 31).

Within the research area, nearly all of the settlements 
newly established below Sezze during the transitional 
period were still inhabited during the Republican period, 
and more were added (Attema & Van Leusen 2004). The 
cult place at Tratturo Caniò, now a Roman Republican 
Juno temple, remained in use (Attema 1995b, p. 40). The 
distribution pattern of surface finds around the temple 
indicates that the associated settlement was being grad-
ually abandoned at this time, to be replaced by a more dis-
persed, uniform settlement pattern of villae. In the plain 
the cultivation of crops became increasingly important 
and was no longer feeding just the colony but producing 
a surplus. The development of this market-oriented sys-
tem may have directly stimulated the formation of a local 
elite. The regional importance of the town of Sezze itself 
also increased, and during the late Republican period 
the local elite invested in infrastructural projects, includ-
ing improvements to the pavement of the road between 
Sezze and the plain (Attema 1995b, p. 35). North-west 
of Pontinia, between Fiume Sisto and the Via Appia, De 
Haas (2011) identified 15 Republican sites.

7.1.5  Roman Empire (30 BC – AD 500)
During the period of the Empire the drainage of the area 
increasingly became an object of concern. Deepening the 
existing canals and watercourses was no longer sufficient 

to achieve proper drainage (Vitruvius I 4, 12). Strabo (V 
3, 5, 231) records three marsh locations: near Antium, 
around Sezze, and between Circeii and Terracina. These 
marshes were far from deserted: cattle grazed there, and 
other natural resources were being used as well. Certain 
references in epic poems by Silius Italicus and Vergil 
seem to suggest that conditions in the area between the 
coast and the mountains continued to deteriorate, and 
that by the 1st c. AD the south-eastern part of the Pontine 
plain, near the Ufente, would have become more or less 
a swamp.143 The settlements of Tripontium, Forum Appii 
and Sezze were still inhabited, and both Pliny and Strabo 
particularly mention the wines produced at Sezze (Plinius, 
H.N. III 60; XIV 63; Strabo V 3, 7).

Within the research area, the number of villae 
decreased in the area below Sezze in the period of the 
Empire (Attema & Van Leusen 2004, p. 178). According 
to De Haas (2011) in the period of the Early Empire habi-
tation was concentrated along the Via Appia.

7�2  From the Middle Ages to the 20th century

7.2.1  Middle Ages (500 – 1500)
Around 500 AD Visigoths and Vandals, among others, 
invaded the Pontine region, and Cecere (1989, p. 25) sug-
gests that this brought about a complete depopulation of 
the area. However, this process is likely to have started 
already in the late 4th century. As a result drainage systems 
were no longer being maintained, which further stimu-
lated the formation of marshland. The great majority of 
the population resettled in mountain settlements like 
Sezze.144 One factor contributing to this process was prob-
ably the presence of the malaria mosquito in the Pontine 
plain, for the mountain settlements were beyond its reach 
(Gentilcore 1970, p. 306). In the second half of the 12th 
century pope Innocent II ordered the foundation of mon-
asteries like Valvisciolo and Fossanova to stimulate rec-
lamation projects in both the mountains and the plain, 
but in the plain this process was frustrated by a lack of 
technical expertise and funds, as well as by legal conflicts 
with users and owners of the land involved (Koot 1991, p. 
16). Linoli (2005, p. 32) describes how the construction 
of a canal between the rivers Ninfa and Cavata by pope 
Boniface VII in 1298 caused inundations in the territory 

143 In the words of Italicus: “....and the Pontine Marshes which emit 
pestilential vapours, where the misty swamp of Satura inundates 
the land, and the Ufens forces its waters, discoloured by dark mud, 
over neglected fields, and dyes the sea with mud (Silius Italicus, 
Punica VIII 379-82, translation Sallares 2002, p. 190). Vergil, too, 
describes the Pontine plain as a swamp: “… where the black marsh 
of Satura is situated and the cold Ufens makes its way through the 
bottoms of the valleys and reaches the sea” (Virgil, Aeneid VII 801-
802, translation Sallares 2002, p. 190).

144 This surge in mountain villages and –towns, a process known as 
incastellamento, is a widespread phenomenon in post-Roman Italy 
(Barker 1995b, p. 254).
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of Sezze. A century later pope Eugene IV attempted to 
have the territory of the duchy of Sermoneta drained, this 
time without inflicting damage on that of Sezze, but on his 
death in 1447 the project was cancelled. A contract from 
1396 refers to serious concerns regarding the drainage of 
the Cavatella, and the courses of both the Cavatella and 
the Cavata were frequently altered, as is in some cases vis-
ible on recent maps (Baratta 1929). The major part of the 
Cavata was dug in the first half of the 13th century and was 
completed in 1332 (Cecere 1989, p. 34).

7.2.2  Renaissance to the beginning of the 20th century 
(1500 – 1930)

Large-scale post-Roman reclamation projects in the Agro 
Pontino were first carried out in the (early) Renaissance, 
when technical developments including new hydrological 
techniques had progressed to the point where such pro-
jects became feasible (Laven 1966, p. 194). The Rio Martino 
was named after Pope Martin V who re-activated this 
Roman canal in the western part of the marshes to serve 
as an outlet for excess water of the rivers Teppia and Ninfa 
(Korthals-Altes 1928, p. 11; see Figure 7.1). In 1514 pope 
Leo X constructed a canal connecting the rivers Puzza, 
San Nicola and Falcone in order to improve the drainage 
of surface water into the Rio Martino. This new canal, ini-
tially named ‘Fiume Giuliano’, would later become known 
under the name ‘Fiume Portatore’ (Korthals-Altes 1928, 
p. 12). Also Pius VI (1775-1800) concerned himself inten-
sively with the Pontine region through his chief engineer, 
Gaetano Rappini. Rappini decided to divert as much river 
water as possible, from Tre Ponti to the Portatore and 
hence towards the improved Terracina harbour, via a new 
canal to be excavated at the southside of the Via Appia. All 
other watercourses were to drain into this new canal, and 
many projects were undertaken to facilitate this. At every 
mile small drainage canals, the so-called ‘Fosse Migliari’, 
were dug at right angles to the main canal (Linoli 2005). 
The new canal along the Via Appia, the Linea Pia (or Pio), 
was finished in 1779 (Korthals-Altes 1928, pp. 119-128). 

Tito Berti’s travelogue from 1881 includes a section 
on a journey from Velletri to Terracina which contains a 
good description of the Pontine region and particularly of 
the Pontine plain at this time. On that warm August day 
Berti complained about the stench near Cisterna, where 
the Pontine marshes began. He was unable to see the sea 
because the trees on the dunes blocked his view, but in the 
distance he could discern the Ninfa flowing towards the 
Sisto, and he mentions that the Linea Morta ran parallel 
to the Via Appia after the crossing between that road and 
the Ninfa. When Berti saw it the Linea Morta, a remnant 
of former reclamation efforts, was almost dry and over-
grown by marsh vegetation. At the same point Berti also 
got his first glimpse of the Campi Setini, fields that were 
part of the territory of Sezze; he noticed a few trees in 
them, but mostly they were being used as grazing grounds. 
Beyond the antique village of Bocca di Fiume, however, 

more trees and some shrubbery appeared. According to 
Korthals-Altes (1928, p. 135) the Pontine plain was virtu-
ally uninhabited around 1900, except for the area around 
Tre Ponti and Mesa.145 Poor drainage made the Pontine 
plain unsuitable for grain cultivation, and less than half of 
the area was suitable for other forms of agriculture. Large 
sections were permanently flooded or could only be used 
as pasture, coppice or for fishing (Attema 1993a, p. 40). 
This situation hardly changed until the Bonifica Integrale 
in the 20th century.

7.2.3  Bonifica Integrale and the rest of the 20th century 
(1930 - 2000)

When in 1922 the Partito Nazionale Fascista came to 
power, the Pontine plain was selected for reclamation 
because of the opportunities it offered to expand the total 
area of wheat cultivation, and also to provide small farm-
ers (especially the recently demobilised soldiers of World 
War I) with land and houses, and to create new employ-
ment on a large scale. The hope that draining the Pontine 
marshes would lead to a reduction in malaria was yet 
another incentive. From 1923 onwards several consortia 
were actively involved in the reclamation, alongside pri-
vate entrepreneurs such as the Caetano and Pietrosanto 
families as well as the Università Agraria, which owned 
property near Sezze (Koeppen 1941, p. 21). After 
November 1929, however, the ONC (Opera Nazionale 
per i Combattenti) 146 took over, on the basis of a reclam-
ation plan drawn up by Guiseppe Marchi around 1928 
(Linoli 2005, p. 39). Most of the water from the mountains 
was henceforward diverted into a new canal, the Canale 
Mussolini (later renamed Canale delle Acqua Alte), which 
reached the shore near Foce Verde; the remainder was 
diverted to the Sisto (Koeppen 1941, pp. 22-23). Between 
1928 and 1931 the Pontine marshes were converted into 
agricultural land.147 These measures resulted in a dense 
population in the Pontine region as a whole from the 
1930s onwards, but some sections, including the coastal 

145 Koeppen (1941, pp. 16-19) describes the region as it was just before 
the reclamations began: in winter the Pontine plain was largely 
flooded, while in summer it looked like a steppe, with only a few 
trees and grazing cattle and horses, and in wet places reeds. Few 
people lived there, and only ca. 20% of the area was agricultural 
field.

146 The O.N.C. was founded in 1917 as a socialist organisation of WWI 
veterans. In the 1930s it was granted the status of a fascist state 
department, and as such it had more influence than the Ministry of 
Public Works (Attema 1993a, p. 28).

147 A total area of 20,330 ha was converted, in addition to the 41,600 
ha agricultural land that already existed. Over 1,756 km of large 
and 9,800 km of small canals were dug, and 416 km of roads were 
constructed. Nearly 2,500 farms (case coloniche) were built in the 
newly reclaimed area, each situated on a plot of either 10 to 15 or 
25 ha, the so-called podere. For the benefit of the podere planned 
villages, borghi, arose, each with a church, first-aid facilities, an 
office of the agricultural department of the O.N.C., a school and 
dwellings for state employees (Attema 1993a, p. 28).
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zone between Torre Astura and Terracina, remained 
untouched while the mountain villages like Sezze, Cori 
and Norma fell into decay, because they no longer served 
as refuges for those wanting to escape the plain (Attema 
1993a, pp. 28-32).



8�1  Introduction

8.1.1  Research goals
The Hidden Landscapes Project included a combined 
archaeological-geological study of the Pontine plain and 
specifically the graben, the purpose of which was to recon-
struct the plain’s palaeogeography. The study focussed on 
an area defined in the west by Latina and Sermoneta, in 
the south by the marine terraces of the Latina level, in 
the north by Monti Lepini and in the east by the Monti 
Ausoni (Figure 8.1). In this chapter the term Pontine gra-
ben is used, this is the geologically subsiding area in the 
Pontine plain. Geological data on this area available prior 
to the study have been presented in Section 2.1.
Specific research questions were:
1. What was the landscape in the period Bronze Age to 

Middle Ages (ca. 4300 - ca. 1000BP)?
2. What was this landscape’s potential for human settle-

ment and exploitation?

My goal is to prove that the Pontine plain contains a hid-
den protohistoric landscape which is exposed approxi-
mately at the Sezze survey area. My reconstruction of this 
landscape will help to place the archaeological survey data 
in context. 

8.1.2 Research methods and methodology: transects, 
test trenches

The production of suitable palaeogeographical maps 
required a detailed knowledge of the region’s Holocene 
geology. Several core sample studies have been conducted 
in the past. Sevink took a large number of core sam-
ples in the Pontine plain in the context of the soil map 
of Southern Lazio and adjacent Campania (Figure 8.1; 
Sevink et al. 1984), and many of these went deeper than 
1.2m to reach the older Holocene strata relevant to the 
palaeogeographical reconstructions. A GIA team led by 
Attema and Delvigne (Attema et al. 1997; Attema et al. 
1999; Attema & Delvigne 2000) largely limited its activ-
ities to a small area around the Juno temple at Tratturo 
Caniò produced little information on the rest of the study 
area  (see Figure 8.1). Finally, Van Joolen (2003) con-
ducted field studies in the Amaseno basin in the south-
east of the Pontine plain.

My field study began with a detailed geological sur-
vey of the area (see Biserni et al. 2004; Biserni et al. 2005; 
Biserni & Van Geel 2005; Fontana 2006 for applications 

of this method in other parts of Italy, specifically the 
Grosseto alluvial plain and the Pianura Friulana). The sec-
ond research phase involved digging test trenches in order 
to answer additional questions raised by the results of the 
core sample analysis. OSL sampling was undertaken to 
date the sandy alluvial fan bordering on the Latina level, 
while ecological samples (bone, wood, pollen, shells and 
botanical macro-remains) were analysed to produce an 
environmental reconstruction of the Pontine plain from 
the Bronze Age to the Roman period. In the Pontine plain 
test trenches were dug in order to date the lake system 
there and to establish its dimensions; other test trenches 
produced additional data on the river complex in the 
lagoonal-lacustrine zone. Information from a test trench 
at the Bronze Age site Tratturo Caniò in the graben was 
used to investigate human exploitation of the landscape 
in the Bronze Age, while trenches dug in the Amaseno 
area provided material to date the colluvial deposits there.

My research deployed several geological and arch-
aeological methods and techniques. The registration of 
the sedimentological sequence was based on the mor-
phopedological classification by Remmelzwaal 1978 and 
Sevink et al. 1984, with lithostratigraphical adaptations. 
Both field work stages produced dating samples, palaeo-
ecological samples and soil samples for analysis. Data and 
dates produced on the basis of a number of old core sam-
ples taken by Sevink et al. (1984) and by the GIA (Attema 
et al. 1997; Attema et al. 1999; Attema & Delvigne 2000; 
Van Joolen 2003) were used as well (see Appendix 8.1 
and Figure 8.2). Section 8.2 of this chapter will discuss 
the research methods and the materials that were encoun-
tered in the field. Subsection 8.2.2, on the materials and 
their identification, was written jointly by J. Sevink (IBED, 
University of Amsterdam) and H. Feiken. In section 8.3 
the geological and geomorphological aspects will be dis-
cussed, specifically thirteen geological cross sections, the 
profile-type legend and the geological-geomorphological 
map of the Pontine plain. The latter was based on geomor-
phological and geological studies conducted in the con-
text of the Hidden Landscapes Project. Section 8.4 will 
present the results of the eight test trenches. Section 8.5 
will discuss the Holocene geology of the Pontine plain, 
as an introduction to the palaeogeographical reconstruc-
tions presented in Chapter 9.

Chapter 8

Geological reconstruction of the Pontine plain
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8�2  Methods and Materials

8.2.1  Methods
The field surveys of the HLP made use of hand-held coring 
devices (Edelman auger, gouge auger). Core samples were 
analysed for lithology, texture, colour, calcium carbonate 
content (CaCO3), organic matter content, plant remains 
and shells, mottling and mineralisation, soil structure 
and consistency, the presence of gravel or sand (median 
value for gravel and sand) and soil formation. To assess 
texture, the international textural triangle of the United 
States Department of Agriculture was used (Goldberg & 
Macphail 2006, p. 16 and Figure 8.3). At each sampling 
location coring continued until all Holocene deposits 
had been reached, which was the case when the so-called 
Borgo Ermada deposits were touched (see Section 2.1.2). 
These deposits can be recognised as light-grey, heavy clay 
with large calcium carbonate concretions. All data were 
recorded in the field on forms (see Appendix 8.2).

The coordinates of all sampling locations were recorded 
in the field by using GPS in the field. Sampling locations 
used to produce the three main cross sections were also 
recorded with a Total Station. Sampling locations for the 
smaller cross sections were recorded either with Total 
Station or DGPS, or the elevations were extrapolated from 
(old) elevation maps in order to establish the relative ele-
vation of each sample.148 Archaeological indicators that 
were recorded included artefacts (pottery, worked flint, 
glass, worked stone), bone, visible phosphate, charcoal, 
archaeological soil features and layers of burnt clay.

The eight test trenches were dug by machine, with the 
exception of those at Il Passo and Migliara 44.5, which 
were dug by hand (a new  trench was dug at the former, 
and an existing ditch was deepened and widened at the 
latter). 

148 The present (mean) sea level has been used as the vertical datum in 
all cross sections and test trenches.

Figure 8.3.  International texture diagram (Goldberg & Macphail 2006, p. 16), used in this study to define the 12 main texture classes. 
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The test trenches Mazzocchio San Carlo, Mazzocchio 
Biomasse trench 14 and Campo Inferiore had been dug 
earlier in the context of archaeological investigations 
by Ms C. Anastasia of the Soprintendenza per i Beni 
Archeologici del Lazio. The profiles of these trenches were 
cleaned and recorded. In the Tratturo Caniò trench the 
geological stratigraphy of the profiles and archaeological 
observations were recorded, the latter resulting in five 
field plans of archaeological features encountered at each 
level. The recording of the geological stratigraphy of the 
test trenches followed the same procedures as that used 
for the core samples. Samples were taken by E. Bakker 
(VU) from some deposits in order to analyse their texture 
(Section 8.3.2), acidity (Ph level), EC (electric conductiv-
ity), organic matter content and CaCO3 (calcium carbon-
ate) (see Appendix 8.6). J. Sevink also performed X-ray 
and thin-section analysis (see Appendix 8.3).

Dating methods
Several physical and relative dating methods were used to 
date geological layers and geomorphological phenomena:

Radiocarbon dating (AMS and conventional)
Radiocarbon dating was mainly used to date the onset 
of the colluviation process, using a peat layer of varying 
thickness often encountered between the colluvial sedi-
ments and the clastic lagoonal deposits (Figure 8.2 and 
Appendix 8.1). The colluvial deposits themselves con-
tained no material suitable for either radiocarbon dating 
or pollen analysis. All dates have been converted from 
BP to cal BC/cal AD using Oxcal 4.1, intCal09 (Bronk 
Ramsey 2009).

Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)
OSL analysis can reveal when sediment was last exposed 
to sunlight back to 150,000 BP, with a margin of error of 
5% of the sample’s age. The method uses mainly quartz. It 
is a suitable method for dating fluvial deposits which do 
not lend themselves to other dating methods (Wallinga 
2001; Duller 2008). The method was used at Il Passo in an 
attempt to date the final activity phase of a sandy alluvial 
fan deposited in the graben.

Volcanic ash
Several deposits containing volcanic materials, and one 
volcanic ash layer, were encountered in the field in test 
trenches and elsewhere. The layers containing volcanic 
material are thick, very rich in pumice and much weath-
ered, while the volcanic ash layer is much thinner, more 
sandy, and whitish in colour. Samples were taken for 
thin-section analysis to determine the chemical-min-
eral composition of the volcanic ash layer. The volcanic 
ash layer proved to be linked to the Avellino eruption 
(Eruption Unit-2 layer (EU-2); Sevink et al. 2011). At 
Campo Inferiore and Migliara 44.5 it produced a radio-
carbon date of 3945 ± 10 cal BP (1995 ± 10 cal BC), which 

served as a time marker for other test trenches (Sevink et 
al. 2011; see Appendix 8.1 for a list of radiocarbon dates 
used by Sevink et al. to date the EU-2 layer).

Archaeology
Archaeological information can be used to date the top 
of deposits by providing a terminus ante quem. Some 
caution is called for, however, for an absence of artefacts 
from certain periods does not mean that deposits from 
that period never existed. In the Netherlands, analysis of 
the oldest archaeological finds on levees has produced 
a reliable relative chronology for these fluvial phenom-
ena (Berendsen & Stouthamer 2001, p. 41). Pottery is a 
suitable chronological marker for alluvial layers in pro-
files (Brown 2001, pp. 58-60). The pottery that was found 
during the fieldwork ranges in date from the Bronze Age 
to the Roman era; it was analysed and documented (in 
unpublished reports) by pottery specialists C. Anastasia 
and G. Tol (GIA). The poor typological differentiation of 
Bronze Age pottery means that it cannot be dated more 
accurately than to a period of several hundred years; 
Roman pottery on the other hand can sometimes be dated 
to within a decade.

8.2.2 Materials and their identification (J. Sevink &  
H. Feiken)

The core samples and test trenches produced a range of 
organic and non-organic materials which can produce 
information on the landscape and the environment and 
on the human exploitation of both.

Organic materials

Wood (type and determination)
Wood samples taken in the test trenches (no wood was 
found in the core samples) were identified by N. Bottema-
McGillavry (GIA) as to species and any traces of working. 

Peat (type and extent of oxidation)
Peat encountered in the core samples and the test trenches 
was analysed to establish gyttja type (wood peat, reed 
peat) and degree of oxidation.

Pollen (type, environment/human land use)
Pollen samples were taken in three test trenches: Murillo, 
Migliara 44.5 and Tratturo Caniò. The samples were ana-
lysed and identified by F. Bunnik (TNO), looking specif-
ically for indicators of human land use.

Botanic macro-remains 
 (type, environment/human land use)
Botanic macro-remains were encountered in the sieve 
residue of core samples (identification R. Cappers, GIA) 
and also in shell samples (identification W. Kuijper, 
Leiden University). Several levels in the Tratturo Caniò 
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test trench were sampled for botanical macro-remains 
analysis (identification D. Ewolds, GIA).

Shells (identification)
Shells were collected from the core samples and the 
trenches, and subsequently identified by W. Kuijper.

Bone (identification)
Bone material was encountered in the Tratturo Caniò 
trench; since the soil was not screened, only larger frag-
ments were collected. They were analysed by M. van 
Kruining (GIA).

The results of the organic sample analysis will be dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 9 and Appendices 9A-E.

Non-organic material
Sediment 
All stratigraphic layers encountered during core sam-
pling and in the test trenches were analysed with regard 
to general characteristics (texture, colour, aggregation). 
In 2008 some samples were subjected by E. Bakker to 
texture analysis using a laser particle sizer A22, while a 
Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA) was used bt him 
to assess acidity (Ph level), EC (electric conductivity), 
organic matter content and CaCO3 (calcium carbonate) 
(see Appendix 8.6).

Gravel/pebbles
General characteristics (e.g., rounded/angular) and ori-
gins of gravel were recorded. Most gravel consisted of vol-
canic minerals or calcium carbonate. Coarser material of 
unknown composition and origin was subjected to fur-
ther analysis; the results are listed below.

Burnt clay
A thin layer (a few centimetres) of irregular fragments 
of a brick-like, reddish-brown to red material, ranging 
in size from a few millimetres to several centimetres, 
was often found embedded in normal sediments (Figure 
8.4).149 Extensive analysis (X-Ray, thin section) revealed it 
to be burnt clay (see Appendix 8.3 for a summary of the 
findings).

Volcanic ash
Middle to Late Holocene volcanic activity in Central 
Italy was characterised by repeated, large-scale eruptions, 

149 As Sevink et al (1984) describe it: ‘…gravel-size, reddish brown to 
red, angular brick-like material…only occurs in the topsoil, but 
may constitute more than 10% of the soil mass and is extremely 
common. It is in fact observed in all topsoils. Whether these frag-
ments are brick fragments or have been formed ash a result of 
burning of peaty clays or clayey peats is uncertain. Their abun-
dance and wide distribution points to the second origin’ (Sevink et 
al. 1984, p. 19). For an overview of burnt clay fragments found in 
core samples by Sevink et al., see Figure 8.4. 

which scattered fine pyroclastic materials over a large 
area. Often these ashes can be easily identified by their 
geochemistry and mineral composition (Rolandi et al. 
1998; Santacroce et al. 2008; Sulpizio et al. 2008). The 
tephrochronology of Central Italy and adjoining regions 
is therefore well established and widely published (Narcisi 
& Vezzoli 1999; Ramrath et al. 1999; Wulf et al. 2008). Ash 
layers from the Pomici di Avellino eruption originating 
in the Naples area and dating from the Bronze Age have 
also been identified in South Lazio; materials from the 
so-called Pomici di Avellino eruption occur in the Colli 
Albani maars (Chondogianni et al. 1996). Several Early 
Bronze Age sites excavated in recent years around the 
Vesuvius (e.g., Afragola and Nola; Livadie 2002; Di Vito 
et al. 2009; Mastrolorenzo et al. 2006, pp. 4367-4369) were 
covered in ashes deriving from the Pomici di Avellino 
eruption.

Volcanic ash layers can be identified by their compo-
sition. An important component is volcanic glass, which 
may resemble pumice in structure and is highly porous 
and vitreous. Other components are so-called primary 
volcanic minerals such as sanidine, leucite and pyroxe-
nes (augite and diopsite), as well as biotite and occasion-
ally garnet. Volcanic minerals, usually pyroxenes, are also 
commonly found in colluvial or alluvial deposits which 
partially or completely consist of eroded older volcanic 
materials (e.g., in the Colli Albani); volcanic glass how-
ever, which weathers easily, is absent from these deposits. 
In the absence of indications of an alluvial origin, rela-
tively coarse (silt or sand-sized particles) volcanic strata 
embedded in fine clayey or peaty sediments were prob-
ably formed by an eruption and can be linked to a known 
volcanic episode through microscopic and thin-section 
analysis. A good example of a geochemically easily iden-
tifiable volcanic ash layer is the Avellino EU-2 deposit, 
which the Hidden Landscapes Project encountered at 
several locations in the Pontine plain.150 Future geological 
and palaeographical research in the Agro Pontino may 
use the Avellino EU-2 ash deposits as a time marker for 
the Bronze Age.

Calcium carbonate concretions
The characteristics of calcium carbonate concretions vary, 
depending on their origins. Biogenic calcium carbonate 
deposits are formed when biogenic particles (e.g., micro-
organism skeletons) in calcium carbonate-saturated water 
precipitate; travertine (hard, with many plant imprints) or 
calcareous gyttja (fine and soft) belong to this category, as 
do intermediate forms such as angular, more or less hard 
calcium carbonate fragments. Similar concretions in the 
form of small calcium carbonate granules may also form 
in sediments through which calcium carbonate-saturated 

150 Sevink et al. 2011; identified at Migliara 44.5, Campo Inferiore and 
Tratturo Caniò; see also Section 8.2.1.
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water percolates. In this case the quantity depends on the 
porosity of the sediment matrix.

Pedogenic calcium carbonate concretions are formed 
when calcium carbonate in the topsoil dissolves and is 
washed down and re-deposited into lower strata. These 
deposits may be soft (a calcic horizon) or consist of hard 
concretions and banks (a petrocalcic horizon). In particu-
lar older clayey soils with pronounced swell and shrink, 
which have been exposed for a long time to leaching and 
re-deposition may contain thick and hard concretion-
ary layers; the clayey soils of the Borgo Ermada complex 
are a good example. The composition of such pedogenic 
concretions depends on the nature of the matrix soil. 
Calcium carbonate concretions in the Borgo Ermada 
complex are hard, greyish-white (the clay matrix is grey) 
and often contain imprints of shells, especially Cardium 
sp. Occasionally these petrocalcic horizons can be quite 
hard and thick. In Terra rossa soils in the adjoining lime-
stone mountains the calcium carbonate concretions are 
red to reddish-brown (red clay matrix) and lack fossils.

Biogenic calcium carbonate concretions dominate in 
the Holocene Terracina deposits, mostly travertine but 
also calcareous gyttja and intermediate forms. Clayey 
sediments occasionally contain relatively soft, rounded 
to angular calcium carbonate concretions for which a 
biogenic origin is less certain; the harder concretions in 
this group may represent washed-out older pedogenic 
concretions, perhaps from Borgo Ermada soils or even 
the limestone mountains. The virtual absence of pedo-
genic calcium carbonate may be the result of the fact that 
these are relatively recent deposits so that there has been 
limited soil formation. Calcium carbonate concretions 
in Borgo Ermada soils, however, are clearly pedogenic in 
origin and often contain shell fossils and imprints. When 
encountered in Terracina deposits this marks them as 
washed-out older material.

At several locations in the Pontine plain the Holocene 
deposits contain ca. 10cm-large, roundish, red to reddish-
brown concretions composed of an extremely fine homo-
geneous material. Such concretions are common in karst 
systems where a homogeneous clayey matrix is impreg-
nated with finely distributed calcium carbonate.151 The 
concretions are typically formed in caves and joints par-
tially filled with Terra rossa, i.e. the characteristic red to 
reddish-brown clay. Whether they represent washed-out 
out older material or stones deliberately moved by human 
hands is not always clear. These concretions do not natur-
ally occur in the plain, and when encountered there they 
are likely to have been transported by people from the 
caves/soils of origin or from alluvial fans, in which case 
they represent washed-out older material.

151 That it is indeed calcium carbonate is immediately clear from its 
reaction to diluted chloric acid (i.e. a pronounced fizz).

Pyrite and gypsum
Under reducing conditions and in the presence of eas-
ily oxidised organic matter and dissolved sulphates (e.g., 
shallow lagoons, but not necessarily salt water), sulphur 
reducing bacteria may produce sulphide which reacts 
with iron to form pyrite. An important source of sulphur 
in the Pontine plain are the highly sulphurous springs at 
the foot of the Monti Lepini (see Section 2.1.2). The influx 
of these waters stimulated the formation of pyrite in areas 
where conditions - a reducing environment and low sedi-
mentation rates - were favourable (i.e. clayey to peaty 
sediments). Drainage of pyrite deposits leads to oxida-
tion of the mineral whereby sulphuric acid is released and 
iron (hydr)oxide accumulates (see below). Where sedi-
ments contain high concentrations of calcium carbonates 
(shells) as well as pyrite - though not necessarily in the 
same stratum - gypsum may form. This is the case at e.g., 
Migliara 44.5.152

Peat oxidation and related phenomena
The Holocene deposits contain much peat. Recent rec-
lamations (recent in a geological sense) drained the peat 
to a fairly great depth which has led to extensive oxida-
tion and consequently a pronounced decrease or even 
complete disappearance of the original peat deposits, 
and locally to extensive oxidation of the top layer of what 
peat still remains (Barbieri et al. 1999). Because of their 
proximity to the sulphurous springs of the north-east-
ern margin of the Pontine plain the peats and peaty clays 
in this area are characterised by a relatively high pyrite 
content (see above). Upon oxidation this pyrite releases 
iron (hydr)oxides, which precipitate on or near the con-
tact zone between intact and oxidised peat. Especially in 
strongly oxidised peats with a high original pyrite con-
tent this may result in an extensive accumulation of iron 
(hydr)oxides in the form of yellow to yellowish brown 
iron concretions (e.g., at Campo Inferiore; these are fer-
rihydrites, a related compound).

8�3  The transects: geological and geomorphological 
research

Section 8.3 will discuss the geomorphological and geo-
logical research, starting with the 1928 DEM geomorpho-
logical studies in section 8.3.1. Section 8.3.2 will explain 
the lithostratigraphical classification of the three geo-
logical formations identified in the study area. Core sam-
ples were taken at locations along three main and sixteen 
smaller transects in the area (see Figures 8.5 and 8.6). 
These data were used to record cross sections to deter-
mine the stratigraphy of the area, which formed the basis 
for a profile type legend which will be presented in Section 

152 See Pons & Zonneveld (1965) for a detailed description of the 
chemical processes involved.
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8.3.3. Section 8.3.4 will for each cross section discuss the 
results of a detailed systematic survey. 

The survey began in 2007 with core sampling along 
three transects perpendicular to natural river courses and 
colluvial-alluvial deposits, and running from the Sezze 
alluvial fan to the Latina complex. The core samples taken 
along the transects formed the basis for the construction 
of the three main section drawings (see Appendix 8.5 for 
the core descriptions used for the cross-sections); occa-
sionally core samples collected by Sevink et al. or by the 
GIA in the 1990s were used as well. The location of the 
main transects was based on a soil map by Sevink et al. 
(1984), which records places where the Borgo Ermada 
complex is exposed. The sampling of the main transects 
was followed by field work along sixteen smaller ones, 
ten of which will be presented in this chapter (see Table 
8.1). Finally, the results of the geomorphological and geo-
logical survey will be discussed and recommendations 
formulated for locations for the test trenches.

8.3.1  Geomorphological landforms visible on the 1928 
DEM and on aerial photographs

For the production of a good geomorphogenetic map 
of a level area an adequate elevation model is essential 
(Berendsen & Volleberg 2007). For the DEM, maps from 
the Bonifica were digitised (see Chapter 7 for information 

on the Bonifica).153 These maps, produced ca. 1928, have 
the advantage that at that time the Bonifica had not yet 
greatly affected the landscape, which enables us to study 
the original relief (see Figure 8.5). Another source of 
information on the geomorphology were geometrically 
corrected aerial photographs.

The most conspicuous formation on the 1928 DEM is 
the Sezze alluvial fan, in an area labelled Campo di Sezze 
or Campi Setini on old maps, with the steep slopes of 
the Monti Lepini behind it. The second obvious group 
of elements in the main study area are the colluvial lobes 
and river courses, including some south of the alluvial 
fan. Also visible are some north-west/south-east oriented, 
rather narrow and meandering ridges near or alongside 
watercourses: from north to south the Canale Selcella, 
the Fosso della Selcella, a nameless river course, the Fosso 
Schiazza and the Fosso Corradini. After analysis of the 
maps these ridges proved to be not dikes but natural phe-
nomena. Interestingly, the Fiume la Cavata, finished in 
1322, does not appear on the 1928 DEM. A conspicu-
ous ridge in the south-west is probably related to the for-
mer course of the river Cavata, which around 1779-1782 
was diverted towards the new canal Linea Pia. After that 
time the Cavata stopped at the Via Appia (Korthals-Altes 
1928, 123-125), while on all older maps it still crossed 
the Via Appia and continued south-east. Clearly visible 

153 In the 1920s the entire Pontine region was meticulously surveyed to 
ensure that measurements of the micro-relief - necessary for can-
alisation - would avoid inaccuracies introduced by the shrinkage 
and desiccation of the peat soils (Koeppen 1941, 21). Calibration 
of the measurements was based on fixed points in the mountains. 
The resulting maps (52 by 46.5cm) are on a 1:5,000 scale.

Code Name cross section Year of core sampling Discussed in Section 8.3.4
I Main cross section I (northwest) 2007 Yes
II Main cross section II 2007 Yes
III Main cross section (southeast) 2007 Yes
IV San Lidano 2007 Yes
V Gli Archi 1990’s No
Via Tratturo Caniò I 1990’s en 2007 Yes
VIb Tratturo Caniò II 1990’s Yes
VII Crevasse Villafranca 2007 No
VIII Cavata river 2007 Yes
IX Colluvium I 2007 No
X Crevasse small river 2007 No
XI Alluvial fan and colluvium II 1990’s en 2007 Yes
XII Pleistocene gully north 2007 No
XIII Pleistocene gully south 2007 No
XIV Colluvium III 1990’s en 2007 Yes
XV Murillo 2008 Yes
XVIa Casaletto Prete / Mazzocchio 2008 Yes
XVIb Casaletto Prete / Mazzocchio II 2008 Yes
XVII Tratturo Caniò III 2008 Yes

Table 8.1.  Overview of the three main geological cross sections (I-III) and 16 cross sections (IV-XVII) generated for the Pontine plain.
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is a low area south-east of Sezze where the peat deposits 
have become consolidated. Several smaller river courses 
run across it, some of them clearly canalised, and there 
are real canals as well. South-east of this depression is the 
raised alluvial area of the Amaseno, while three raised 
canalised river courses are visible in the southern section. 
Other conspicuous elevations include the Via Appia and 
the site Forum Appii, while the Latina complex shows up 
as a high rim around the plain dissected by river channels.

8.3.2  Lithostratigraphical classification
Prior to the field work a lithostratigraphical classification 
was designed which included three Formations. The 
Formations are defined and characterized on the basis of 
their lithologic properties and their stratigraphic relations 
(following Murphy & Salvador 1999). The Formations are 
subdivided into two or three smaller units: the deposits 
(Table 8.2).154 In two of these deposits distinctive layers are 
encountered: sandy and gravely colluvial-alluvial layers in 

154 Units one rank lower than Formations are named Members by 
the International Stratigraphic Guide (Murphy & Salvador 1999, 
p. 259) but in this chapter they are named deposits. Units two 
ranks lower than Formations are named Beds by the International 
Stratigraphic Guide (Murphy & Salvador 1999, p. 259) but in this 
chapter they are named layers.

Colluvial-alluvial deposits (Sezze Formation) and transi-
tion layers in Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits (Terracina 
Formation) (Table 8.2). The classification is based on 
work done by Sevink et al. (1984) and Van Joolen for the 
Amaseno area (2003, pp. 72-76; see Table 8.2) , and on 
grain size analyses carried out by E. Bakker.

The Terracina and Borgo Ermada Formations are 
named after sedimentary complexes in the Pontine plain 
as defined by Sevink et al. (1991, pp. 31-47), namely the 
Terracina and Borgo Ermada complexes (see Table 2.2). 
These complexes consist of sediments with the same 
lithology and age as the Formations and are extensively 
described in Sevink et al. (1984, pp.18-25; 1991, pp. 35-38). 
Archaeological strata are also treated as lithostratigraph-
ical units, following Verbruggen 1992.155

155 ‘An archaeological layer is a lithostratigraphic unit distinguishable 
in the field and defined on the basis of its lithological content, i.e. 
the archaeological indicators’ (Verbruggen 1992).

Figure 8.7.  Grain size analyses of deposits of A (top left): Sezze Formation (alluvial fan deposits 1.1 and colluvio-alluvial deposits 1.2); B (top right): 
Terracina Formation; lagoonal deposits (2.1); C (bottom left): Terracina Formation; fluvial deposits (2.2); D (bottom right): Borgo Ermada Formation 
(lagoonal deposits 3.1, aeolian deposits 3.2 and fluvial deposits 3.3).
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1.  Sezze Formation (Holocene)
The Sezze formation consists of sediment from the hinterland, the Monti Lepini and the tuff area, which has been deposited in the Pon-
tine plain by rivers or as colluvium. Because this sediment consists of transported soil material (aggregates) it has largely retained the 
original soil colour (reddish brown) and is moderately sorted.
1.1  Alluvial fan deposits
Alluvial fan deposits have a bimodal grain size distribution: they consist largely of gravel-size or coarser limestone pebbles and of 
clay; sand and silt fractions are relatively rare (Figure 8.7a). Alluvial fan deposits grade imperceptibly into the colluvial-alluvial deposits 
(Sevink et al. 1984, pp. 24).
1.2  Colluvial-alluvial deposits 
These sediments have a bimodal grain size distribution (Figure 8.7a) and are formed through fluvial transport and sedimentation of 
largely aggregated soil material, under oxidative conditions. Poor development of features indicative for reduction (iron-manganese 
mottling) and colour inherited from the original soil material (yellowish brown to reddish brown) (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 23). Below Sezze 
the deposits contain volcanic minerals such as sanidine, augite, diopside, biotite.
1.2.1 Sandy and gravelly colluvial-alluvial layers 
The colluvial-alluvial deposits also include layers composed exclusively of sand and gravel. The gravel largely consists of dark volcanic 
minerals. The size of the gravel particles indicates that it was transported at high flow velocities, and these layers are therefore inter-
preted as channel deposits of (canalised) former rivers.
2.  Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Often it is impossible to identify the clastic deposits of the Terracina Formation in the field as lacustrine or lagoonal. In cases where their 
origins are uncertain they have been labelled as lagoonal deposits. Prior to the formation of the alluvial higher grounds of the Amaseno 
the Pontine plain was characterised by a gradual transition from a lacustrine environment in the north-west to a lagoonal one in the 
south-east. At that time a gap in the Borgo Ermada marine terrace near Porto Badino connected the lagoon to the Tyrrhenian Sea. Small 
rivers transported fresh water from the hinterland (often from springs along the margins of the Monti Lepini) and there was a fresh-
water lake as well, forming a fluvio-lacustrine environment. In the absence of any tidal action the influence of the sea probably did not 
reach very far inland. After ca. 1000 BC the alluvial higher grounds of the Amaseno were formed (Van Joolen 2003, pp. 79-80), block-
ing the opening between sea and lagoon. As a result the salinity of the environment in the Pontine plain decreased and the Pontine 
marshes began to form. 
2.1  Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
The lagoonal deposits are characterised by a virtual absence of visible soil formation. However, the sediments do contain organic ma-
terial, especially near the surface (Sevink et al. 1991, p. 35). The deposits are grey to greyish-brown in colour; their texture ranges from 
clay via clay loam and silty clay loam to loam (Figure 8.7b). Characteristic for the deposits is a lack of ripening, as evidenced by their high 
plasticity, stickiness, high water content and other features typical of unripened or partially ripened sediments (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 18). 
The deposits may also contain (soft) calcium carbonate concretions.
2.1.1 Transition layers (Lagoonal deposits with soil formation)
Some soil formation may have occurred in the upper lagoonal deposits, especially along the western margin of the Pontine plain. The 
texture of the soil is clay loam. Its crumbliness is high to medium, the quantity of iron and manganese concretions is medium to high, 
and there is visible mottling. The soil formation testifies to a calm sedimentation phase in the Pontine plain. 
2.2  Fluvial deposits
Deposits classified as fluvial include lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits which largely consist of sand and gravel (Figure 8.7c). The gravel 
largely consists of dark volcanic minerals while the sand is composed of volcanic and quartz minerals. The gravel and the sand were 
probably transported when the flow rate was high, and both are therefore interpreted as channel deposits.
2.3  Peat
During the Holocene peat and gyttja were formed in the Pontine plain. Drainage and later sedimentation of thick layers of lagoonal 
clays (Terracina Formation) and colluvial-alluvial or alluvial-fan deposits (both Sezze Formation) led to a consolidation of the peat.
3.  Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian – Marine Istopic Stages 2-4d)
In the field the lagoonal deposits of the Borgo Ermada Formation and the lagoonal deposits of the Terracina Formation can be distin-
guished lithologically by differences in soil formation. The Terracina deposits display hardly any visible soil formation, while deeper 
Terracina layers are moderately to poorly ripened and contain organic matter. Borgo Ermada deposits, on the other hand, contain no 
organic matter, are ripened and display a well-developed B horizon. Indications for this are the compactness, slickensides and a strongly 
developed pseudogley. 
3.1  Lagoonal deposits
The sediments are finely textured and well-ripened (Figure 8.7d). Their organic-matter content is very low, they are greyish blue to 
blueish grey in colour, and calcareous. In the top section stratification is absent. There is a visible calcic horizon with calcium carbonate 
concretions (Sevink et al. 1984, pp. 23).
3.2  Aeolian deposits
Above the lagoonal deposits of the Borgo Ermada Formation in the marine terraces and the transitional zone marine terraces – Pontine 
plain are sandy deposits which on the basis of their particle size and degree of sorting are interpreted as aeolian Borgo Ermada deposits 
(Figure 8.7d). 
3.3  Fluvial deposits
In the Pontine plain, especially towards the Monti Lepini, a number of deep core samples revealed sandy deposits within lagoonal Borgo 
Ermada deposits. Similar deposits were identified in test trenches in the transitional zone marine terraces – Pontine plain. The fact that 
these deposits are moderately sorted (Figure 8.7d) as well as their situation along the margins of the Pontine plain have led to them 
being classified as river deposits. 

Table 8.2.  Descriptions of the Sezze, Terracina and Borgo Ermada Formations recorded in the fieldwork area (partly based on Sevink et al. 1984; 1991 and 
Van Joolen 2003, pp. 72-76).
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8.3.3  The profile-type legend
The geological maps of the area used the profile-type 
legend described in Table 8.3 (see Figure 8.8).156 The 
legend includes all Holocene lithostratigraphical units, 
those on the surface as well as lower ones. The legend was 
used to classify the HLP core samples (179 ones), and to 
re-classify the older core samples taken by the GIA (78 
ones) and Sevink et al. (322 ones) and one core sample of 
Barbieri et al. (1999).

156 The concept of the profile-type legend was developed by the 
Geological Survey of the Netherlands and allowed to map not only 
the outcropping sediments, but the whole Holocene succession or 
stratigraphy in the subsurface (Berendsen 2007, p.169).

8.3.4  The cross sections

The main cross sections

Main cross section I
The Main Cross section I consists of two parts (Figure 
8.9), the area north of the Via Appia, known as the Pontine 
marshes, and the area south of the Via Appia, where 
the Borgo Ermada Formation is almost exposed, being 
covered only by a thin layer of Terracina lagoonal clays 
in which some soil formation has occurred. In the south-
ernmost section of the area south of the Via Appia sandy 
deposits cover the Borgo Ermada Formation. Between the 
Via Appia and the Cavatella are colluvial-alluvial deposits, 
which are higher than those north of the Cavatella. The 
latter are exposed; their thickness is ca. 1m. They were 
deposited along pre-existing river channels which shifted 
course over time. The core of these former river courses 

Type A
A0:  Terracina Formation lagoonal on top of Borgo Ermada Formation lagoonal; the Terracina clay layer is more than 1.2m thick.
A1:  Terracina Formation peat layer on top of Terracina Formation lagoonal on top of Borgo Ermada Formation lagoonal. Both Ter-

racina Formation layers are more than 1.2m thick; the peat layer is at least 5cm thick. 
A2:  Terracina Formation peat layer within Terracina Formation lagoonal on top of Borgo Ermada Formation lagoonal. Both Terracina 

Formation layers are more than 1.2m thick; the peat layer is at least 5cm thick. 
A3:  Terracina Formation lagoonal on top of Borgo Ermada Formation lagoonal; the Terracina clay layer is less than 1.2m thick (com-

pare unit b10, Sevink et al. 1991)
Type B

B1:  Terracina Formation lagoonal on top of sandy Borgo Ermada deposits. The Terracina clay layer is less than 1.2m thick
Type C

C:    Sezze Formation colluvial-alluvial or alluvial fan, thickness unknown
C0:  Sezze Formation colluvial-alluvial or alluvial fan on top of Terracina Formation lagoonal, with Borgo Ermada deposits above. The 

Sezze and Terracina layers are more than 1.2m thick.
C1:  Sezze Formation colluvial-alluvial or alluvial fan on top of Terracina Formation peat layer, with Terracina Formation lagoonal 

below, followed by Borgo Ermada deposits. The Terracina Formation peat layer is more than 5cm thick The Sezze and Terracina 
layers are more than 1.2m thick.

C2:  Sezze Formation colluvial-alluvial or alluvial fan on top of Terracina Formation lagoonal, with Borgo Ermada deposits above. Vis-
ible within the Terracina Formation lagoonal is a Terracina Formation peat layer, the thickness of which exceeds 5cm. The Sezze 
and Terracina layers are more than 1.2m thick.

C3:  Sezze Formation colluvial-alluvial or alluvial fan on top of Terracina Formation lagoonal with two or more Terracina Formation 
peat layers (>5cm), followed by Borgo Ermada deposits. The Sezze and Terracina layers are more than 1.2m thick.

C4:  Sezze Formation colluvial-alluvial or alluvial fan on top of Terracina Formation lagoonal, with Borgo Ermada deposits above. The 
Sezze and Terracina layers are less than 1.2m thick.

Type D
D1:  Terracina Formation peat layer on top of Borgo Ermada Formation. The Terracina Formation peat layer is more than 1.2m thick.

Thickness Sezze Formation
code I: 0 to 0.5m
code II: 0.5 to 1m
code III: 1 to 1.5m
code IV: 1.5 to 2m
code V: 2 to 2.5m
code VI: 2.5 to 3m
code VII: 3 to 3.5m
code VIII: 3.5 to 4m

Archaeological indicators within Holocene layers
code a: 0 to 0.5m below the surface
code b: more than 0.5m below the surface
code c: both 0 to 0.5m and more than 0.5m below the surface

Table 8.3. The profile-type legend of the Pontine plain.
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contains volcanic minerals the median diameter of which 
exceeds 300 micron. The Roman funerary monument La 
Torre or Torre Petrara, immediately north of the Cavata, is 
still visible on top of the modern surface (see Figure 8.10). 
The lagoonal deposits including those covered by later 
colluvial-alluvial deposits show soil formation, which 
indicates that a stable phase preceded colluviation-allu-
viation. Near Gli Archi all deposits are Holocene. Finally, 
deposits in the northernmost section of Main Cross sec-
tion I are part of the Monti Lepini alluvial fan. The Borgo 
Ermada Formation lies deeper in this part of the graben 
and is covered by Holocene clays.

The main conclusions:
 • South of the Via Appia the Borgo Ermada deposits 

approach the surface;
 • North of the Via Appia the Borgo Ermada subsides and 

is covered by Holocene lagoonal clays and colluvial-
alluvial deposits;

 • Soil formation occurred in the top section of the 
lagoonal deposits, an indication for a stable phase;

 • Colluvial-alluvial deposits cover these soils;
 • Colluvial-alluvial deposits in Cross section I are ca. 1m 

thick;
 • Colluvium appears to have been deposited along river 

courses;
 • South of the Cavata, pre-Republican colluvial-alluvial 

deposits as well as medieval deposits occur.

Main cross section II
Main Cross section II shows the Borgo Ermada 
Formation, sloping upward from north to south and sur-
facing at several locations including the Via Appia (Figure 
8.11). In the north is the extension of the Sezze alluvial 
fan. Radiocarbon dates157 indicate that peat accumulation 
started around 4400 cal BP in depressions north of the 
Via Appia, while the earliest colluvial-alluvial deposits in 
the depression between the Sezze alluvial fan post-date 
1961-1630 cal BC (95.4%).158 Today the colluvial-alluvial 
deposits rise above the surrounding land; they are closer 
to the surface than they are in Cross section I and consist 
of three sections, separated by lagoonal clays with soil for-
mation. Soil formation was also encountered in lagoonal 
clays beneath colluvial-alluvial deposits. The colluvial-
alluvial deposit south of the Via Appia could be dated; 
clayey peat beneath the colluvium produced a radiocar-
bon date of cal AD 687–895 (93.9%)159 while charcoal 
fragments from the bottom layer of the colluvial-alluvial 
deposit were dated to cal AD 1026-1180 (95.4%). These 
dates indicate that the deposits were formed during the 
Middle Ages (Table 8.4), which corresponds to the (rela-
tive) date for the related deposits south of the Cavatella. 
In the southernmost part of Cross section II the Borgo 
Ermada lagoonal deposits slopes upwards. It is there 

157 3880 ±60 BP (GrN-24120): 2491 – 2197 cal BC (92.5%) and 3960 ± 
60 BP (GrN-31386): 2626 – 2285 cal BC (94.5%)

158 3480 ± 65 BP (GrN-31384)
159 Core sample 2007.01.48, clayey peat: 1210 ± 40 BP (GrN-31385); 

charcoal fragments: 925 ± 30 BP (GrA-38800)

Figure 8.8.  Profile types used to describe the geological sequences encountered in corings and other observations in the Pontine plain.
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covered by sandy deposits which have been inter-
preted as sandy alluvial fan material deposited along 
the edges of the plain by small rivers which cut into the 
Latina level. These deposits in turn are covered by fluvial  
Terracina clays.

The main conclusions:
 • The Borgo Ermada Formation subsides northwards;
 • North of the Via Appia the Borgo Ermada Formation is 

deeper than south of the road;
 • Near the Via Appia the Borgo Ermada is exposed;
 • Peat formation north of the Via Appia began ca. 4400 

cal BP;
 • The earliest colluvial-alluvial deposits in the depres-

sion between the Sezze alluvial fan and the Via Appia 
date from ca. 3800 cal BP. Today these deposits are 
higher than the surrounding land;

 • Colluvial-alluvial deposits are closer to the surface 
than they are in Cross section I;

 • Soil formation occurred in the top section of the 
lagoonal clays;

 • The colluvial-alluvial deposits south of the Via Appia 
are medieval in date;

 • Sandy alluvial fan-deposits occur in the southernmost 
section of Cross section II.

Main cross section III
As in Main Cross sections I and II, the Borgo Ermada 
Formation in Main Cross section III subsides to the north 
(Figure 8.12). The alluvial fan here covers the peat, the top 
of which could be dated at three locations (Table 8.4): two 
samples taken at Cona del Valco produced radiocarbon 
dates of 232-46 cal BC (79.1%)/ 366-290 cal BC (16.3%) 
and 395-185 cal BC (95.4%)160, another sample ca. 800m 
to the south-west produced a date of 395-185 cal BC 
(95.4%)161, while two more samples taken ca. 700m from 
the second sampling location produced dates of cal AD 
134-390 (95.4%) and cal AD 121-434 (94.1%).162 These 
dates makes it possible to determine that the colluvium 
in Cross section III had been deposited between ca. 2200 
and 1700 cal BP, as peat growth stopped when colluvium 
was deposited on top of it. Immediately south of the allu-
vial fan is a colluvial-alluvial deposit which contains a 
stratum of sandy gravel. Below this colluvium-alluvium 
is a depression filled with lagoonal Terracina deposits, 
on top of which peat accumulation started around 2462 
–1907 cal BC (95.4%).163 A narrow colluvial-alluvial 
deposit south of the Via Appia is a continuation of the 
medieval deposit in Cross section II. Sandy strata in the 

160 Core sample 2008.01.40: 2130 ± 30 BP (GrN-31790) and 2230 ±50 
(GrN-32059)

161 Core sample S98-1: 2010 ± 60 BP (GrN-24118)
162 Core sample 2008.01.41: 1760 ± 50 BP (GrN-31791) and 1740 ± 70 

BP (GrN-32060)
163 3735 ± 100 BP (GrN-18439)

southernmost part of Cross section III were deposited by 
a river which flowed from the Latina beach ridge, a situ-
ation similar to that in Cross section II.

The main conclusions:
 • The Borgo Ermada Formation subsides to the north;
 • Between 2200 and 1700 cal BP an alluvial fan formed 

in Cross section III;
 • By ca. 4100 cal BP a depression south of the alluvial fan 

was filled with peat;
 • A medieval river course filled with colluvial-alluvial 

deposits runs south of the Via Appia;
 • The southernmost part of Cross section III contains a 

sandy alluvial fan.

Detailed cross sections
In October 2007 sixteen smaller transects were sampled in 
addition to the three main ones, resulting in ten detailed 
section drawings. The locations of these secondary tran-
sects were chosen to obtain more detailed information on 
certain areas or phenomena visible on the 1928 DEM.

 • Transects IV and XV cover the north-west of the area 
around San Lidano; in addition a test trench was dug 
along Transect XV;

 • Transects V, VIa, VIb and XVII cover the area around 
Tratturo Caniò; section drawings were produced of 
them. Cross section XVII is the most detailed and led 
to the decision to dig the Tratturo Caniò exploratory 
trench;

 • Transects VII, VIII and X cover the area near the 
Cavatella and Cavata;

 • Transects IX, XI and XIV, all oriented north-west to 
south-east, served to explore elevations visible on the 
1928 DEM. These three transects resulted in three sec-
tion drawings;

 • Transects XII and XIII were sampled to investigate a 
suspected depression visible on the 1928 DEM;

 • Transect XVIa and XVIb were sampled to provide more 
detailed information on the history of the Amaseno.

Cross section IV, XV: San Lidano/Murillo
Cross section IV shows a fluvial system with levees. It 
includes a sandy fluvial stratum, ca. 0.5m thick (Figure 
8.13), and a colluvial-alluvial stratum on the surface 
which was deposited by a river. A core sample was taken 
on the levees, ca. 1.15 – 1.25m below the surface (core 
sample 2007.02.43). It contained burnt clay, charcoal and 
possibly bone. This archaeological layer is ca. 0.35 – 0.45m 
below the colluvium, which in Cross section IV is ca. 1m 
thick. A charcoal sample taken at the same depth as the 
burnt clay (ca. 1.15 – 1.25m below the surface) produced 
a radiocarbon date of 2704-2487 cal BC (74.1%)/ 2861-
2808 cal BC (15.2%).164

164 4075 ± 40 BP (GrA-38562)
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Figure 8.13.  Geological cross-section IV.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
Te lat Transition layers (Lagoonal deposits with soil formation)
Te fl Fluvial deposits

Figure 8.14.  Geological cross-section XV.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 
Se caa Colluvial-alluvial deposits with archaeological remains

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
Te laa Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits with archaeological remains
Te lab Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits with burnt clay
Te fl Fluvial deposits

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits
Be ae Aeolian deposits
Be fl Fluvial deposits
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Transect XV was north of Transect IV. The Sezze col-
luvial-alluvial deposits, which here are ca. 1m thick, 
cover the lagoonal Terracina deposits (Figure 8.14); the 
Borgo Ermada Formation is 4m or more below the sur-
face. Core samples 2008.01.16, 2008.01.24 and 2008.01.17 
contained fluvial deposits; two sub-samples representing 
the final phase of the river before it filled in were taken 
from core 2008.01.17 at a depth of 1.35 – 2.15m below 
the surface (see Chapter 9 for a detailed description). 
Alongside fresh-water shells the samples also contained 
charred hull remains and some emmer wheat grains, a 
piece of barley hull and a charred broad bean (identifi-
cation W. Kuijper, see Chapter 9, Appendix 9B). Similar 
remains were found along the entire transect. The arch-
aeological layer was probably deposited over a short 
period, when the river flowed beside or near a settle-
ment. The same coring produced a date for the final phase 
of the river, 1270-1026 cal BC (94.8%)165, obtained on a 
charred barley kernel (Hordeum) found at a depth of 1.65 
– 1.75m below the surface. After the gully had silted in 
its sandy, slightly raised deposits were settled. This pro-
duced an archaeological layer which contained burnt 
clay, pottery, charcoal and stone. Interestingly, the layer 
thins out towards the basin in the north and south. It was 
later covered by colluvial-alluvial deposits, which at the 
bottom still contain anthropogenic indicators. South of 
Transect XV Republican pottery was found on the sur-
face. The archaeological indicators in Cross section XV 
were the main reason to dig a test trench in this area (see  
Section 8.4.4).

The main conclusions:
 • The colluvium in the north of the fieldwork area is ca. 

1m thick;
 • There are indications that burning in the landscape 

took place ca. 4500 cal BP;
 • A small river course was identified in Cross section XV, 

the final phase of which could be dated to ca. 3000 cal 
BP;

 • Cultivation took place near this river around 3000 cal 
BP;

 • After the river course had silted up its sandy deposits 
were settled;

 • This settlement layer was later covered by a colluvial-
alluvial stratum probably deposited by a precursor of 
the Fiume Cavatella;

 • The area continued to be exploited while the colluvial-
alluvial stratum was being deposited;

 • Republican shards were found on the surface south of 
Transect XV.

165 2945 ± 35 BP (GrA-43198)

Cross sections VIa, VIb and XVII: Tratturo Caniò
In the 1990s the GIA sampled the area around Tratturo 
Caniò after a Bronze Age layer had been located below 
the surface (see Chapter 7.1.1). These core samples have 
been incorporated into two cross section drawings (Cross 
sections VIa and VIb), together with other core samples 
taken in 2007; radiocarbon dates (both old and new) have 
also been included (Table 8.4). The core samples from the 
1990s were spaced close together and subsequently plot-
ted onto a small-scale map (1:25,000), with the result that 
their exact location was not always clear and possibly too 
inaccurate to serve as a guide to place a trench. It was 
therefore decided to produce a new cross section along 
another, parallel transect..

Cross section VIa: Three deposits can be distinguished 
(Figure 8.15), the Sezze colluvial-alluvial layer, Terracina 
lagoonal deposits, and sandy fluvial deposits.

The Sezze deposit is ca. 1m thick in the north and 
ca. 1.8 in the south. It is superimposed on the Terracina 
lagoonal deposits. Embedded in the Terracina deposits at 
various depths are four sandy fluvial layers, which appear 
to have been deposited by one and the same river as it 
shifted course. The deposit nearest to the surface is ca. 
2m thick and was formed in the Bronze Age; organic 
material within this layer was dated to 1743 – 1510 cal 
BC (95.4%).166 To the south a core sample taken from a 
deeper and older sandy layer167 contained burnt clay at a 
depth of 1.4 – 1.5m below the surface; a charcoal frag-
ment from a depth of 1.3 – 1.4m was dated to 1437-1261 
cal BC (95.4%).168

Cross section VIb: This cross section is based on core 
samples taken along a transect south-east of the temple 
(Figure 8.16). The stratigraphy is the same as that which 
was encountered in Cross section VIa.

Transect XVII was sampled by Bakker and Feiken (see 
Figure 8.17 for a section drawing) in preparation of an 
archaeological test trench (see Section 8.4.4) and in order 
to study the landscape around Tratturo Caniò in more 
detail. The transect began 100m south-west of the temple 
and ended 50m north-east of the Via Murillo. Its purpose 
was to study a small river course near Tratturo Caniò and 
another small river which is spanned by the 2nd-century 
Roman bridge Gli Archi (Attema 1993a, p. 110 and notes). 
Sampling closer to the bridge was impossible as the local 
land owner refused permission. However, Attema et al. 
were able to take samples at Gli Archi itself, and found 
no sandy deposits there. In 2008 the Hidden Landscapes 
Project also failed to locate sandy deposits in the collu-
vial-alluvial layer on a direct line from the bridge.

166 3340 ± 50 BP (GrN-22942)
167 Core sample 2007.01.49
168 3085 ± 40 BP (GrA-38565)
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Bakker identified six geological layers in Cross section 
XVII, which in turn incorporated three archaeological 
strata (Table 8.5; Bakker 2009):

 • Layer 1 - Plough layer (Sezze Formation, colluvial-allu-
vial deposits), ca. 0.1m to 0.6m thick. Mostly loam, very 
humic; dark brown with many plant remains, average 
calcium carbonate content. The plough soil contained 
Roman Republican artefacts.

 • Layer 2 - Sezze Formation, colluvial-alluvial deposits. 
Maximum thickness 0.85m, interrupted in the south-
east by Layer 5. Mostly clay with some additional loam, 
slightly humic. Brown colour with iron mottling, low 
to average calcium carbonate content.

 ∗ Archaeological layer I probably dates from the 
Archaic period. It contained much burnt clay, char-
coal and shards. Its depth below the surface was 1 

to 0.65m, i.e. the top of the Sezze Formation; in the 
south-east of the cross section it was interrupted.

 ∗ Archaeological layer II is probably Iron Age in 
date. It contained specks of charcoal and tiny pot-
tery fragments. Its depth below the surface was 
1.25 to 1.1m, and it was again discontinuous. It oc-
curred in the south-east of layers 3 and 5. A char-
coal fragment from a core sample at a depth of 
0.55 to 0.75m and directly below the colluvium 
produced a radiocarbon date of 1397-1192 cal BC 
(91.8%).169

 • Layer 3 - Terracina Formation lagoonal deposits (tran-
sition layer). Maximum thickness 1m, mostly clay with 
some loam or sand, slightly humic, grey in colour, low 

169 Core sample 2008.02.18: 3025 ± 35 BP (GrA-43199)

Name date No 14C-date in sections Lab code 14C-date 14C-date BP cal BC / cal AD
Main Cross section II 

Sezze S98_3 1 GrN-24120 3880±60 2491–2197 cal BC (92.5%)
2007.01.50 (near cor-
ing 2007.01.24)

2 GrN-31384 3480±65 1961–1630 cal BC (95.4%)
3 GrN-31386 3960±60 2626–2285 cal BC (94.5%) 

2007.01.48 (near cor-
ing 2007.01.29)

4 GrA-38800 925±30P 1026–1180 cal AD (95.4%)
5 GrN-31385 1210±40 687–895 cal AD (93.9%)

Main Cross section III

2008.01.40
6 GrN-31790 2130±40 232–46 cal BC (79.1%)

366–290 cal BC (16.3%)
7 GrN-32059 2230±50 395–185 cal BC (95.4%)

Sezze S97_20 8 GrN-22939 3050±50 1428–1191 cal BC (92.3%)
Sezze98 1a 9 GrN-24118 2010±60 174 cal BC–90 cal AD (92.9%)
Sezze98 1b 10 GrN-24419 2960±50 1371–1346 cal BC (92.8%)
2008.01.41 11 GrN-31791 1760±50 134–390 cal AD (95.4%)

12 GrN-32060 1740±70 121–434 cal AD (94.1%)
SII_1PRP1990 13 GrN-18439 3735±100 2462–1907 cal BC (95.4%)

Cross sections IV, XV: San Lidano/Murillo

2007.02.43 14 GrA-38562 4075±40 2704–2487 cal BC (74.1%)
2861–2808 cal BC (15.2%)

2008.01.17 15 GrA-43198 2945±35 1270–1026 cal BC (94.8%)
Cross sections VIa, VIb en XVII: Tratturo Caniò

S97_24 16 GrN-22942 3340±50 1743–1510 cal BC (95.4%)
2007.01.49 17 GrA-38565 3085±40 1437-1261 cal BC (95.4%)
2008.02.18 18 GrA-43199 3025±35 1397-1192 cal BC (91.8%)

Cross sections XIV, XI: the colluvial lobes
Sezze 1 19 GrN-18435 4160±80 2907–2566 cal BC (92.8%)
S2_PRP1990 20 GrN-18436 4220±100 3035–2564 cal BC (91.3%)
Sezze 5C2 21 GrN-24122 3110±40 1456-1289 cal BC (92.4%)

Cross section XVIa: Casaletto Prete/Mazzocchio

2008.01.37 22 GrA-43191 4265±35 2930–2757 cal BC (83.2%)
2809–2757 cal BC (10.0%)

2008.01.38 23 GrN-31784 4250±40 2926–2849 cal BC (62.7%)
2814–2740 cal BC (25.8%)

2008.01.39 24 GrN-31785 3670±60 2205–1890 cal BC (95.4%)
25 GrN-31786 6390±40 5471–5311 cal BC (95.4%)

Table 8.4.  Radiocarbon dates for the main geological sections II and III and for cross-sections IV and XV (San Lidano/Murillo), VIa, VIb and XVII 
(Tratturo Caniò), XIV and XI (the colluvial lobes) and XVIa-b (Casaletto Prete/Mazzocchio).
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calcium carbonate content, some iron stains and man-
ganese concretions. In the top small plant and wood 
fragments. In the south-east layer 3 was interrupted by 
layer 5.

 ∗ Archaeological layer III probably dates from the 
Bronze Age. It appeared in the south-east of the 
cross section, with interruptions. Depth below the 
surface 1.4 to 1.7m. Archaeological strata III con-
tained specks of charcoal and burnt clay.

 • Layer 4 - Terracina Formation lagoonal deposits. 
Depth below the surface ca. 1.3m, in the south-east 
interrupted by layer 5. Mainly grey clay with some 
gravel, moderately to slightly humic, moderate calcium 
carbonate content with calcium carbonate concretions.

 • Layer 5 - Terracina Formation (very sandy) fluvial 
deposits. Only in the south-east of the cross section; 
minimum depth below the surface 0.2m. Mainly 
sand, which suggests deposition under high-energy 
conditions.

 • Layer 6 - Terracina Formation (very sandy) fluvial 
deposits. Minimum depth below the surface 2.4m; 
encountered only in the north-west. Mainly loamy 
sand, slightly humic, grey, moderate calcium carbonate 
content with specks of mica. The sandy character of the 
sediment suggests deposition under high-energy con-
ditions. Bakker (2009) classified layer 6 as a Terracina 
layer (Terracina fluvial deposit).

The main conclusions:
 • Four sandy strata appeared at various depths in the 

lagoonal/lacustrine deposits, all four probably associ-
ated with the same river;

 • On top of the fluvial deposits were settlement remains 
from the Bronze Age and probably also the Iron Age. 
Colluvial-alluvial deposits, 1.0 to 1.8m thick, occurred 
in the top zone;

 • The plough layer and the colluvium contained Roman 
Republican archaeology.

Cross section VIII: Villafranca
South-east of Villafranca a transect was sampled and a 
section drawing produced along a line which crosses the 
modern Fiume La Cavata (Figure 8.18). North of the cross 
section the Borgo Ermada Formation subsides; to the 
south its depth below the surface is ca. 1.7m. The collu-
vium is thicker in the north (over 1.5m) than in the south 

(ca. 0.8m); it was probably deposited by a precursor of 
the modern Fiume La Cavata. Remarkably, the modern 
river itself did not show up in the cross section: no sandy 
deposits or channel cut into the Borgo Ermada depos-
itions of this (canalised) river could be observed between 
core samples 2007.02.35 and 2007.02.36. Core sample 
2007.02.37 contained burnt clay at a depth of 0.7 – 0.75m, 
and also core sample 2007.02.45, north of Cross section 
VIII near Villafranca, contained burnt clay, at a depth of 
0.77-0.87m.

The main conclusions:
 • The Borgo Ermada Formation subsides north of the 

modern Fiume La Cavata;
 • The colluvium in Cross section VIII is associated with 

a precursor of the modern Fiume La Cavata which ran 
north of the river’s present course;

 • The modern Fiume La Cavata could not be observed in 
the cross section;

 • The core samples contained burnt clay.

Cross sections XI, XIV: the colluvial lobes
Transect XI was situated between Main transects II and 
III. The section drawing of Transect XI shows a gradual 
transition from alluvial fan deposits to colluvial-alluvial 
deposits (Figure 8.19), an indication that these strata were 
deposited simultaneously. In the north of the cross section 
the Sezze alluvial fan appeared; its thickness there was 
ca. 3m. In the south colluvial-alluvial sediments were ca. 
1.5m thick. Today these deposits rise above the surround-
ing landscape. Below them was a peat layer; two radio-
carbon dates of samples taken from its top layer placed 
its formation at ca. 2907 - 2566 cal BC (92.8%) resp. 3035 
– 2564 cal BC (91.3%),170 and the colluvial deposits which 
covered the peat are certainly younger than that (Table 
8.4). Below the peat layer was a thin layer of Terracina 
lagoonal clays which in turn covered Borgo Ermada clays.

Transect XIV, which followed Migliara 46, provided 
an opportunity to investigate a colluvial-alluvial exten-
sion (‘lobe’) visible on the 1928 DEM. At a depth of ca. 
0.3 to 1m below the surface the centre of this lobe con-
sisted of slightly silty sand with a moderate gravel content 
(Figure 8.20). The sand itself was moderately coarse, with 

170 4160 ± 80 BP (GrN-18435) and 4220 ± 100 BP (GrN-18436)

Table 8.5.  Archaeological layers at Tratturo Caniò as inferred from corings (Bakker 2009).

Archaeological layer Depth below surface (m) Stratigraphic position archaeological layer
1 0.65 – 1 found underneath plough layer and in the top of the colluvial-alluvial layer 

(geological layer 2)

2 1.1-1.25 found in the northwestern part of the section in geological layer 2 and in the 
southeasthern part of the cross section in geological layers 3 and 5

3 1.4 -1.7 found in geological layers 3 and 5
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an average variation in grain size. The gravel was rich in 
volcanic minerals. The base of the extension consisted of 
gravel. The fact that the extension reaches far into the plain 
and yet has a gravel and sand core suggests that it is not a 
natural phenomenon but rather a canalised river course 
or a canal. At the location of core sample 2007.01.07 Late 

Republican to Early Empire pottery was found on the sur-
face, an indication that the river course may have been 
canalised in the Roman Republican period. Below the 
colluvial lobe was a layer of oxidised peat which thinned 

Figure 8.19.  Geological cross-section XI.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se af Alluvial fan deposits
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
Te pe Peat

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits

Figure 8.20.  Geological cross-section XIV.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 
Se cas Sandy and gravelly colluvial-alluvial layers 

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te pe Peat

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits

Figure 8.18.  Geological cross-section VIII.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits
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Figure 8.21.  Geological cross-section XVIa.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
Te fl Fluvial deposits
Te pe Peat

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits

Figure 8.22.  Geological cross-section XVIb.

Key to Lithostratigraphy: 
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
Te fl Fluvial deposits
Te pe Peat

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits
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out to the north; it produced a date of 1456-1289 cal BC 
(92.4%).171

The main conclusions:
 • The alluvial fan and the colluvial-alluvial deposits 

in Cross section XIV were formed at the same time, 
around 4800 cal BP;

 • There are indications (i.e. a colluvial lobe) for a Roman 
Republican canalised river course in Cross section XIV.

Cross section XVIa and XVIb:  
Casaletto Prete/Mazzocchio
These two transects were placed in the north of the 
Amaseno area. They ran perpendicular to each other; sec-
tion drawings were made of both. Cross section XVIa was 
oriented north-west/south-east (Figure 8.21), and Cross 
section XVIb north-east/south-west (Figure 8.22). Both 
were in the transitional zone between the Amaseno basin 
and the Pontine marshes. The Borgo Ermada Formation is 
exposed in Cross section XVIa, an extension of the Borgo 
Ermada outcrop further to the north (unit H2a; Sevink 
et al. 1984). In the north-west of the cross section the 
Borgo Ermada Formation subsided and a thick peat layer 
was encountered. An old gully filled with shell remains 
was visible in the field as a white band; the cross sections 
reveal that this gully was part of the peat marsh. A final 
date for its active phase was provided by a wood frag-
ment in the infill: 2930-2757 cal BC (83.2%)/ 2809-2757 
cal BC (10.0%; Table 8.4).172 The gully was the southern 
continuation of a small river which deposited calcar-
eous gyttja; Sevink et al. (1984) classified it as unit H1c 
(Complex of Eutric Histosols and Rendzinas). The peat 
directly below its levee, at a depth of 0.7 - 0.75m below 
the surface, was sampled in order to provide a date for 
the river’s earliest phase: 2926-2849 cal BC (62.7%)/2814-
2740 cal BC (25.8%).173 This means that the gully silted up 
fairly soon after it was formed. Core sample 2008.01.38, 
taken at a depth of 0.55 to 0.57m below the surface, con-
sisted of levee deposits and contained what is probably 
the Avellino EU-2 volcanic ash layer. An archaeological 
site, likely a settlement (Alessandri 2009, p. 252), was dis-
covered on top of the gully deposits; it contained mater-
ial from the Bronzo medio 3 and from the primo Ferro. 
In 2008 the Hidden Landscapes Project surveyed this site 
in more detail and encountered archaeological material 
from the same two periods (Anastasia, written commu-
nication). Further to the south-east a Terracina lagoonal 
clay deposit was encountered beneath the peat layer. This 
clay was probably deposited as alluvial clay by a precursor 
of the Amaseno. The onset of peat accumulation could be 

171 3110 ± 40 BP (GrN-24122)
172 4265 ± 35 BP (GrN-43191) 
173 4250 ± 40 BP (GrN-31784)

dated at; 5471-5311 cal BC (95.4%)174 while a peat layer 
directly beneath the colluvium in the same sample pro-
duced a date of 2205-1890 cal BC (95.4%).175 The tran-
sition between the colluvium and the peat was abrupt, 
an indication that the colluviation process had eroded 
the top of the peat. This resulted in a chronological gap 
between the peat and the colluvium; the latter is there-
fore more recent than the 14C dates for the remaining, i.e. 
older peat might suggest. In the south-east a deep chan-
nel into the Borgo Ermada was observed (Core sample 
156) where a river flowing from the hinterland towards 
the proto-Amaseno incised a deep gully. This channel is 
also visible in the central section of Cross section XVIb 
(Figure 8.22).

In the south-west of Cross section XVIb the Borgo 
Ermada Formation was encountered ca. 1m below the 
surface; it was covered by a layer of Terracina lagoonal 
clays which in turn were covered by a peat layer. North-
east of the deep gully the top part of the cross section 
showed colluvium, and the northernmost part of Cross 
section XVIb has colluvial-alluvial deposits to a depth of 
1.3-1.55m below the surface. These covered a transitional 
layer (0.5 - 0.9m thick) which contained archaeological 
material: Core sample 2008.01.13 (1.55m below the sur-
face) produced an Iron Age impasto shard while Core 
sample 2008.01.14 (same depth) revealed many Roman 
shards. Below the transitional layer were lagoonal clays 
which in the north of the cross section continued until at 
least 4.5m below the surface.

The main conclusions:
 • Borgo Ermada deposits are shallow in the south-west 

of Transect XVIb and the central part of Transect XVIa;
 • The onset of peat accumulation in the basin pre-dates 

7400 cal BP;
 • A deeply incised river flowed from the hinterland to 

the Amaseno area;
 • A small gully in the marshes formed and silted up 

again around 4800 cal BP. On top of this former gully 
was a Bronzo medio 3 and primo Ferro settlement;

 • Colluviation at Casaletto Prete post-dates 4000 cal BP;
 • Colluviation around Mazzochio post-dates the Roman 

period;
 • The lagoonal clays around Mazzocchio were settled in 

the Iron Age and the Roman period.

174 Core sample: 2008.01.39; 6390 ± 40 BP (GrN-31786)
175 3670 ± 60 BP (GrN-31785)
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8.3.5  Geological and geomorphological field research: 
results

The subsurface structure map of the  
Borgo Ermada deposits
The subsurface structure map of the Borgo Ermada 
deposits is based on the recorded depth of this forma-
tion in the core samples (see section 8.3.2) as well as on 
geological information derived from analysis of the cross 
sections and of the cross section type legend. The map 
was produced by interpolating the recorded depth of the 
deposits in core samples using Inverse Distance Weighting 
(IDW) in ArcGIS. Information from the three main cross 
sections indicated that the Borgo Ermada Formation is 
higher in the south of the graben, near the Latina marine 
terrace, than in the north, towards the Monti Lepini. 
North of the Via Appia the Borgo Ermada deposits 

subside, a result of tectonic processes (see Figures 8.23a 
and 8.23b). This subsidence has probably been on-going 
for the past 90,000 years; it is the reason why rivers in the 
Late Holocene were able to flow into the low area north of 
the Via Appia and to form a lake there. Later this area was 
partially filled with colluvial-alluvial deposits.

The geological-geomorphological map
From south-west to north-east the geological-geomor-
phological map, based on geomorphological information 
(Section 8.3.1) and the core samples, presents the fol-
lowing sequence (Figure 8.24): 

In the far south-west is the Latina beach ridge with 
its gullies. Immediately north of that is the graben where 
Terracina deposits are superimposed on sandy Borgo 
Ermada deposits (profile-type legend B1, see Section 
8.3.3). Yet further north Borgo Ermada deposits are 

Figure 8.23.  A (top): Depth of the top of the Borgo Ermada Formation in the Pontine plain, produced by IDW interpolation of coring observations; B (bottom): 
Schematic depiction of the subsidence of the Borgo Ermada level. On the left, the marine terraces; on the right, the Monti Lepini.
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encountered less than 1.2m below the surface (A3), while 
to the north-east they are deeper than 1.2m (A0). As a 
result of consolidation this latter unit contains incised 
river channels which originate in the Latina beach ridge. 
North of the Via Appia are colluvial-alluvial deposits (C0 
and C units) left behind by river courses from the north-
west and from the Monti Lepini. The Sezze alluvial fan 
was formed by the Fosso Briolco. South-east of Transect 
II the colluvial deposits cover peat deposits which in turn 
are superimposed on lagoonal clays (C1). The same area 
contains a north-west/south-east oriented unit (C2) with 
several peat layers embedded in lagoonal clay beneath 
colluvium. Unit C2 was formed by a river course before 
the onset of colluviation. South-east of unit C1 there is 
no colluvium and the peat is superimposed on Terracina 
clays (A1).

Discussion
Rivers in the south of the graben which cut into the older 
marine terraces deposited sandy fans; two Roman and 
medieval canals lie on the graben’s edge near the marine 
terraces. The medieval canal is a branch of the Cavatella; 
the older canal, on the edge of the marine terrace, is 
probably Roman since Roman sites were found along 
its course. It originates from the north-east, probably 

receiving the waters of small rivers which flowed from the 
tuff area before draining via the Rio Martino into the sea. 
Drainage projects commissioned by several popes later 
re-used segments of this Roman canal.

North of the Via Appia the Pontine marshes began; 
here the Borgo Ermada Formation subsides to the north. 
The peat layers beneath the Sezze alluvial fan in Cross 
section III indicate that conditions there were lacustrine 
before the alluvial fan was formed. Colluviation below 
Sezze proceeded from two directions: by small rivers from 
the tuff area in the north, and from extensions of the Sezze 
alluvial fan.

Two stages in the formation of the colluvial-alluvial 
deposits could be distinguished. In Stage 1 the original 
rivers deposited the oldest colluvial-alluvial sediments; 
in Stage 2 colluvial ‘lobes’ with a core of sand and gravel 
extended far into the plain. These younger colluvial lobes 
lie on the surface, following the course of canals or Roman 
Republican canalised river courses; many have the same 
orientation as the Via Appia.

In the north of the Amaseno area peat formation and 
colluviation began earlier than it did in the area below 
Sezze. Finally, everywhere in the graben layers of burnt 
clay were encountered beneath the colluvium but above 
Borgo Ermada deposits.

Figure 8.25.  Locations of the eight 2008-2009 test trenches used for the geological and palaeogeographical reconstruction of the Pontine plain. Background: 
the 1928 DEM.
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Comparisons with earlier research
The 1928 DEM allowed us to conduct a more detailed sur-
vey of the colluvial-alluvial deposits than Sevink et al. were 
able to in 1984. Grosso modo the recorded and interpo-
lated depth of the Borgo Ermada Formation agrees with 
the soil map produced by Sevink et al. (1984), as does the 
location of the Terracina lagoonal clays. The survey of the 
sandy alluvial fans which adjoin the Latina level, however, 
was the first to be carried out.

As Attema et al. ((Attema et al. 1990; Attema 1993a; 
Attema et al. 1997; Attema et al. 1999 and Attema & 

Delvigne 2000) already suggested the oldest colluviation 
involved pre-existing river courses in the Sezze area, and 
also direction of those colluviations, i.e. from the Monti 
Lepini and the tuff area, also agrees with what Attema et 
al. concluded. The hypothesis by Sevink et al. that the col-
luvium lobes in the surface followed Roman canalised 
river courses was confirmed. However, with regard to 
the date of the onset of colluviation in the north of the 
Amaseno area near Mazzocchio my findings differ from 
Van Joolen’s (2003). In my opinion this process started 
earlier than Van Joolen had suggested on the basis of two 

Test trench Area Year of excavation Aim(s) test trench
Il Passo Area 1: transition zone graben - ma-

rine terraces
2008 Date sandy alluvial fan

Migliara 44.5 Area 1: transition zone graben - ma-
rine terraces

2008 Study burnt clay layer in situ and collecting 
samples (X-ray, thin section and pollen)

Campo Inferiore* Area 2: transition zone graben – Monti 
Lepini 

2009 Investigate lacustrine environment

Mazzocchio Via San 
Carlo trench 10*

Area 3: transition zone Amaseno-area 
- Monti Lepini / Monti Ausoni

2008 Investigate colluviation Amaseno-area

Mazzocchio Biomasse 
trench 14*

Area 3: transition zone Amaseno-area 
- Monti Lepini / Monti Ausoni

2008 Investigate colluviation Amaseno-area

Murillo Area 4: (northwestern part of the) 
graben

2008 Investigate fluvial environment

Villafranca Area 4: (south part of the) graben 2009 Study burnt clay layer in situ and collecting 
samples (X-ray, thin section)

Tratturo Caniò Area 4: (central part of the) graben 2009 Investigate fluvial environment and study land 
use and Bronze Age-site in lowland environ-
ment

Table 8.6.  Overview of the program of test trenches conducted for the archaeological and palaeogeographical reconstruction of the Pontine graben. *= 
test trench excavated as part of planning procedures.

Figure 8.26.  Section drawing of the Il Passo test trench, with locations of OSL samples. Key: 1) Plough layer; 2) Mixture plough layer – natural sandy soil; 
3) Aeolian cover; 4) Sandy alluvial fan.
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Figure 8.27.  A (top): Extract of the 1928 1:5000 scale topographic map with locations of observations in modern ditches nearby the Migliara 44.5 test 
trench. It is visible that all the observations are made in a depression. B (bottom): Detailed map of the observations in ditches 1 and 2.
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Figure 8.28.  A (top): north section of the Migliara 44.5 test trench. 
B (middle): south section of the Migliara 44.5 test trench. 
C (bottom): South section showing the thin light-yellow layer composed of Avellino-EU2 ash (photo by the author). 

Key: 1) Plough layer; 2) Old plough layer; 3) Lagoonal clay with soil development; 4) Lagoonal clay; 5) Layer with reworked volcanic material; 6) 
Clayey Peat (deposited in a low energetic environment: shallow lake); 7) Peaty clay (deposited in a low energetic environment: shallow lake); 8) Almost 
unweathered ash layer deposited in a low energetic environment (Avellino EU-2 layer); 9) Lagoonal clay with burnt clay and charcoal particles; 10) 
Lagoonal clay; 11)  Gully, incised in layers 4-9, partly incised in layer 3; 12) Borgo Ermada (fluvial deposits with Flint flake); 13 Borgo Ermada lagoon 
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14C samples taken by her from two different peat layers 
beneath colluvium, which produced dates of 1002-749 cal 
BC (98.5%) resp. 1213-836 cal BC (94.7%).176

8�4  Test trenches
The second phase of my research took place in September-
October 2008 and May 2009. It involved eight test trenches 
(see Figure 8.25 and Table 8.6), the purpose of which was 
threefold: a) to collect detailed sedimentologic al infor-
mation; b) to investigate a potential correlation between 
sedimentological stratigraphy and archaeological sites; c) 
to take ecological samples for a reconstruction of envir-
onmental conditions in the Pontine plain. The record-
ing of the test trenches followed the format used for 
the core samples.177 Section drawings were made of the 
profiles of each test trench, and plan drawings were  
produced for the pits at Murillo (one)178 and Tratturo 
Caniò (five). In the present section I will describe the 
specific purpose and the results for each trench, in geo-
graphical order (see Table 8.6); a list of the samples and 
stratigraphical layers for each trench can be found in 
Appendix 8.4. The trenches Il Passo and Migliara 44.5 are 
situated in the border zone between the graben and the 
marine terraces (Area 1); the trench Campo Inferiore is in 
the transitional zone between the graben and the Monti 
Lepini (Area 2); the trenches Mazzocchio Via San Carlo 
trench 10 and Mazzocchio Biomasse trench 14 are situ-
ated between the Amaseno area and the Monti Lepini/ 
Monti Ausoni (Area 3); finally, the test trenches Murillo, 
Villafranca and Tratturo Caniò are in the graben itself 
(Area 4).

176 2660 ± 70 BP (GrN-24418) resp. 2840 ± 70 BP (GrN-24419)
177 Also described are: 1) anthropogenic phenomena like burnt clay 

layers and archaeological remains; 2) volcanic ash layers; 3) evi-
dence of soil formation like oxidated peat; iron, manganese, iron-
manganese and jarosite concretions; pyrite and gypsum crystals 
and calcium concretions. The layer interfaces are described accord-
ing to Dackombe & Gardiner (1983). The boundary changes are 
measured over the vertical distance: sharp boundary is  <5mm, 
abrupt boundary is 5-25mm; clear boundary is 25-60mm; gradual 
boundary is 60-130mm and diffuse boundary is >130mm.

178 In this level five features were encountered.

8.4.1 Area 1: the transitional zone graben –  
marine terraces

Il Passo
Core sampling in 2007 located a sandy fan south of Main 
transect III. This fan had been formed after a river cut into 
the Latina marine terrace, probably in the Weichselian 
(MIS 2-4d); when its flow speed decreased it deposited its 
sands in the Pontine plain. The purpose of the trench near 
Il Passo in 2008 was to take OSL samples from the fan in 
order to date its end phase (see 8.2.1 on dating methods). 
The trench revealed four layers (Figure 8.26; see Appendix 
8.4 for a description) of which the lower two were sam-
pled (Appendix 8.4).

Landscape development around Il Passo
OSL analysis revealed that the build-up of sandy allu-
vial fans with material from the Latina marine terraces 
ceased around 15,000BP (Wallinga & Versendaal 2010), 
i.e. the end of the Final Glacial Maximum (Clark et al. 
2009). Around 5500BP aeolian material, probably dune 
sand, was deposited on top of the fans (Wallinga & 
Versendaal 2010). In that period the sea-level rise slowed 
down and the coastal zone stabilised so that coastal dunes 
could form. The first indications for agriculture on the 
mostly sandy marine terraces coincide with this process. 
Agricultural activity exposed the sand, which reinforced 
dune formation on the marine terraces.

Migliara 44.5 and ditch observations
In 2007 core samples were taken around Migliara 44.5 in 
order to locate a Weichselian - Early Holocene gully. The 
gully, visible on the 1928 DEM, bends to the north after 
leaving the marine terraces and runs towards the deep-
est points of the graben. In a ditch profile higher up in 
the graben, at a depth of 0.67 – 0.82m, a layer of burnt 
clay was sampled in bulk. Sieve residue of the samples 
included seeds of sedge species (Carex), Sea clubrush 
(Bolboschoenus maritimus) and Chickweed (Stellaria 
media) as well as charcoal fragments. The seeds produced 

Left page: Figure 8.29.  Archaeological and geological observations made in modern ditches 1 and 2. Many observations show the filled gullies with coarse 
volcanic ash. Also Roman drainage channels were visible in the ditches. For locations of the observations, see Figure 8.27b (All sections are W-E oriented, 
except for obs 111, which is E-W oriented. Borehole location is indicated with a T and penetration depth of the coring is indicated with an inverted T).

Key: Plough layer Plough layer
Volc gully   Reddish, reworked volcanic material in gully
Lag gully   Lagoonal humic clay deposited in gully
Org clay   Black, organic clay with much pyrite and many shell fragments
Lag volc    Lagoonal deposits with some reworked, washed out volcanic material 
EU2 ash   Avellino EU2 ash layer
Volc mat    Reddish layer, consists mainly of reworked, washed out volcanic material 
Rom drain   Roman drainage system
No obs   No observation
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a 14C date of 2459-2204 cal BP (95.4%).179 Soil samples 
for thin-section and X-ray analysis were taken to estab-
lish under which conditions the clay had been burnt 
(Appendix 8.3).

The purpose of the 2008 Migliara 44.5 test trench was 
threefold: 1. to investigate the development of the transi-
tional zone in the south-west of the graben, where Borgo 
Ermada deposits - and possibly a Bronze Age landscape 
- are almost exposed and the Latina sediments were rede-
posited; 2. to investigate the stratigraphical position of the 
layers of burnt clay found here in 2007; 3. to sample these 

179 3845 ± 35 BP (GrN-38524)

layers for palaeobotanical analysis in order to reconstruct 
Bronze Age land use.

For the test trench an existing ditch was enlarged and 
deepened (Figures 8.27 and 8.28). The north section 
showed Layers 3 -11; Figure 8.28a), while the south section 
revealed ten layers, with a gully as Layer 11 (Layers 1-11; 
see Appendix 8.4 and Figure 8.28b). The bottom of Layer 
10 and the presence of layers 12 and 13 were established 
by coring, and are visible in Figures 8.28a and b (see also 
Appendix 8.4). Samples were taken from all thirteen lay-
ers (Appendix 8.4). Layer 5, a deposit of coarse, weathered 
volcanic ash with many pumice-like fragments, proved 
to be identical to the layer of burnt clay observed in the 
ditch profile in 2007. Thin-section analysis confirmed its 
volcanic origin. Its red colour is the result of oxidation of 

Figure 8.30.  A gully filled with 
fairly coarse volcanic ash and pumice 
fragments. As is often the case with 
this type of gully, the walls are 
characterized by black, strongly pyritic 
organic clays containing a lot of shell 
fragments (photo by the author).

Figure 8.31.  Observation 110: 
Roman drainage channel cut by a 
modern ditch (photo by the author).
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Figure 8.32.  A (top): Section drawing of the Campo Inferiore test trench. 
B (middle): Photo of the north and west sections of the Campo Inferiore test trench (photo by the author). 
C (bottom): Detail of the north section, showing the position of the Avellino EU2 ash layer (Sevink et al. 2011, figure 2b). 

Key to figure 8.32a: 1) top layer colluvium; 2) colluvium; 3) oxidised peat layer; 4) oxidised peat layer; 5) peaty clay layer (process of coalification acted 
on peaty clay layer); 6)Lacustrine sediments deposited in a low energetic environment; 7) almost unweathered ash layer deposited in a low energetic 
environment (Avellino EU-2 layer); 8) Lacustrine sediments deposited in a low energetic environment with reworked wood; 8a-c) Lacustrine sediments 
deposited in a low energetic environment; 9) Travertine; 10) Peat (Lacustrine sediments deposited in a low energetic environment).
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pyrite and the subsequent release of - red - ferrihydrites. 
In calcium carbonate-rich sections gypsum was formed 
(see Section 8.2.2). Layers 6 and 7, below Layer 5, con-
sisted of peaty clay with a very fine layer structure which 
has been interpreted as lacustrine deposits. The next layer, 
Layer 8, is a light yellow volcanic ash; geochemical analy-
sis showed it to be the Avellino EU-2 ash layer (Sevink et 
al. 2011) which at this location rests on top of a thin dark 
layer of fairly humic clay with pyrite in it. The gully (Layer 
11) cut into Layers 4 - 9 and partially also into Layer 3. 
It was filled with washed-out volcanic material, an event 
which probably took place when Layer 3 was already 
formed but certainly before cal AD 530-643 (82.9%)/cal 
AD 436-490 (11.8%).180 Below the peaty clay of Layers 6 
and 7 were grey lagoonal clays which covered yet another 
gully (Layer 12), cut into Borgo Ermada deposits and 
filled with loamy quartz sand. This gully is a continua-
tion of the river responsible for the sandy alluvial fan at 
Il Passo. A flint flake suggested a Late Pleistocene/Early 
Holocene date for the gully.

Ca. 300m north-east of the test trench three other 
recently dug ditches allowed more observations (Figures 
8.27 and 8.29). Their profiles showed the same stra-
tigraphic sequence as the test trench, with a number of 
larger and smaller gullies which clearly post-dated the ash 
layer (Figure 8.29). The edges of these gullies were often 
composed of a black, organic clay with much pyrite and 
many shell fragments (Figure 8.30), and the infill of the 
gullies themselves was a red, coarse volcanic ash with 
pumice fragments, probably a washed-out volcanic ash 
deposit. On top of this ash layer was a 0.2m-thick layer of 
lagoonal clay. Organic material from a gully edge (gully 
name: observation 1) produced a formation date of 385-
41 cal BC (95.4%),181 the gully infill yielded two more 
dates of two different gullies, observation 1: cal AD 125-
262 (85.1%)/cal AD 280-327 (9.7%); and observation 106: 
cal AD 938-1043 (85.6%)/cal AD 896-925 (8.5%).182 The 
Avellino EU-2 ash layer, Layer 8 in the test trench, was 
also represented. Below it were again younger lagoonal 
clays, often with gypsum crystals. In the north-west the 
Borgo Ermada clays are exposed, and there the ash layers 
disappear. In the north-east of a field on top of the Borgo 
Ermada ridge, near the Via Appia, a Roman Republican 
site (Gr’08 OBS 4) from the 5th to 3rd century BC was 
found (see Figure 8.27b; pottery determinations G. Tol), 
and several Roman drainage ditches lined with tiles and 
stone slabs were visible in ditch profiles (Figure 8.31). One 

180 1500 ± 35 BP (GrA-43193)
181 2150 ± 70 BP (GrN-31821)
182 1810 ± 35 BP (GrA-43194) resp. 1035 ± 35 BP (GrA-43197) 

of the tiles (found at observation 109) was identified by G. 
Tol as Republican.183

Landscape development around Migliara 44.5
The depression visible on the 1928 DEM formed when 
a Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene river flowing from 
the Latina marine terraces to the lowest part of the 
Pontine plain cut into Borgo Ermada deposits. During 
the Holocene sea-level rise the depression silted up with 
lagoonal clays. The presence of the Avellino ash layer pro-
vided a relative date for the layers below and above these 
lagoonal clays. Peat layers visible in the profiles as well as 
the presence of pyrite and micro-layering indicate that 
the Avellino ash deposition was followed by periods of 
stagnation in which lacustrine deposits formed; more-
over the layers below and above the Avellino contained 
shells, botanical macro-remains and pollen indicative 
of stagnant water. The presence of pyrite in particular is 
telling. Its formation requires sulphurous water, reduc-
ing conditions and low-energy sedimentation (i.e. clayey/
peaty sediments). The sulphurous water ultimately came 
from springs at the foot of the Monti Lepini; it can have 
reached this location only via a large lake in the graben. 
The lacustrine deposits date from the Bronze Age and rest 
on top of highly consolidated layers of the Borgo Ermada 
Formation. The depth of the lacustrine deposits in the 
Migliara 44.5 test trench can be used to infer the circum-
ference of the lake in the graben. On the Bonifica maps 
the elevation of the top of the Migliara 44.5 test trench 
is 4.2m asl, and the lacustrine deposits were encountered 
in the test trench at a depth of 1.1m. This means that the 
lake shores followed approximately the 3m contour on the 
1928 DEM. Furthermore, Sevink’s soil map (Sevink et al. 
1984) indicates that the lake’s hypothetical location corres-
ponds to places where peaty units H1F (Mollic Gleysols) 
and H1B (Eutric Histosols/Mollic Gleysols) were encoun-
tered. Finally, the lake’s maximum extent is defined by the 
Borgo Ermada outcrops. The sediment-covered north-
west shore of the lake could be reconstructed by analysing 
the geomorphological-geological map (Figure 8.24).

Pollen analysis showed that oats/wheat was being cul-
tivated around Migliara 44.5 in the Bronze Age (Chapter 
9, Appendix 9A). By ca. 2200 cal BP a number of gullies 
formed in the area, perhaps as a result of improved drain-
age of the Pontine area; their infill dates from the Late 
Empire period. A Roman Republican site was found in 
the area of the ditches.

183 “Re-used tile fragment. Fabric appears Republican (white/pale 
with some augite – other fragments more depurated white). Other 
fragments belonging to same system include both re-used tile and 
dolium fragments”.
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8.4.2 Area 2: the transitional zone graben -  
Monti Lepini near Sezze

Campo Inferiore
Archaeological test trenches dug along the edge of the 
Sezze alluvial fan near Campo Inferiore provided an 
opportunity to investigate Late Holocene developments 
in the transitional zone alluvial fan – lower Pontine plain. 
The profiles of one of the test trenches were cleaned and 
recorded and the observed layers were sampled (Appendix 
8.4; Figure 8.32).

In 2009 layers of 0.9m-thick colluvium (Layers 1 and 
2) were observed in the trench. Below them was oxidised 

peat (Layers 3 to 6); X-ray analysis revealed that it con-
tained goethite, which forms when peat and any pyrite 
in it oxidise (see Appendix 8.3). Layer 7 was the Avellino 
EU-2 volcanic ash layer (Sevink et al. 2011; see arrow 
in Figure 8.32c). Below the Avellino layer was Terracina 
clay (Layer 8) which contained wood fragments (Figure 
8.33a); some of them showed traces of having been 
worked (identification N. Bottema-McGillavry; Chapter 
9, Appendix 9B; Figure 8.33b). Macro-botanical and 
wood analysis revealed a marshy environment with Alder 
(Alnus), Ash (Fraxinus) and Willow (Salix) as the main 
tree species; Layer 8 in particular contained many seeds of 
ash and of Soft Hornwort (Ceratophyllum submersum), a 

Figure 8.33.  A (top): Worked trunk during excavation in the Campo Inferiore test trench (photo by the author). 
B (bottom): Stratigraphic position of the layer of worked trunks beneath the Avellino EU-2 ash layer (right, white arrow; Sevink et al. 2011, figure 2c).
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species which prefers stagnant water (Ewolds 2009). Layer 
9 consisted of gyttja and travertine with many shells, 
mainly Valvata cristata which is again characteristic of 
shallow and stagnant water (typically a marsh), as well 
as dozens of plant species (identification W. Kuijper; see 
Chapter 9, Appendices 9B en 9C). Layer 10 was a gyttja 
layer, deposited in a low-energy lacustrine environment.

Landscape development around Campo Inferiore
Before the Sezze alluvial fan began to cover the peat there 
was a lake in this area; into this lake the EU-2 volcanic 
ash layer was deposited around 3945 ± 10 cal BP.184 The 

184 1955 ± 10 cal BC; Sevink et al. 2011

Figure 8.34.  Section drawing of (part of) Trench 10 at Mazzocchio Via San Carlo. 
Key: 1) Colluvial-alluvial deposits; 2) Colluvial-alluvial deposits, soil development visible (oxidation); 3) Colluvial-alluvial deposits; 4) Ditch?; 5-7) 
Transition layer colluvial-alluvial to floodplain (soil development visible: oxidation; 8-10) floodplain deposits with Roman pottery and charcoal; 11) 
Floodplain deposits.

Figure 8.35.  Roman wall fragment emerging from the bottom of Mazzocchio Via San Carlo Trench 10 (photo by the author).
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same lake has also been identified on the other side of the 
graben near Migliara 44.5. Pieces of worked wood found 
beneath the volcanic ash layer indicated that the area was 
already being exploited by people before 2000 BC. The 
function of the wood fragments is unknown.

8.4.3  Area 3: the transitional zone Amaseno area - 
Monti Lepini and Monti Ausoni

Mazzocchio. Via San Carlo, Test trench 10
The purpose of the 2008 test trench at Via San Carlo was 
to study the onset of colluviation and the accompanying 
expansion and further development of the Amaseno col-
luvial-alluvial deposits.

No sands or gravel were identified in the section 
(Figure 8.34), which suggested that the sediments had 
been deposited in a low-energy environment. The litho-
logical sequence began at the top with firm brown clays 
with a prismatic, fine to very fine sub-angular to angu-
lar structure (colluvium) and ended with a grey plas-
tic clay (fluvial deposits, Appendix 8.4). The transitional 
zone from fluvial to colluvial-alluvial deposits (Layers 4, 
5 6, 7) as well as Layers 2, 3 and 8 contained many iron 
manganese concretions, an indication that soil forma-
tion took place. This in turn suggests that the transitional 
zone was exposed for a relatively long period. Levels 8, 
9 and 10 contained pottery shards, limestone fragments 
and concrete. At the bottom of the trench were a wall and 

associated Roman pottery (Figure 8.35). The top of the 
wall was at a depth of 2.15m.

Landscape development around Via San Carlo,  
Test trench 10

After a change in the course of the Fiume Amaseno the 
Roman wall had been covered by fluvial sediments (clay 
and clay loam); archaeological evidence suggests that this 
happened ca. 1st – 2d century AD (pottery determination 
G. Tol). In the area Mazzocchio San Carlo colluviation 
did not cover the fluvial deposits until after the 1st – 2nd  
century AD.

Mazzocchio Biomasse, Test trench 14
The purpose of Test trench 14 at Mazzocchio Biomasse 
in 2008 was also to study the onset of colluvial depos-
ition and the expansion and further development of the 
Amaseno colluvial-alluvial deposits.

Test trench 14 is ca. 250m north of the Priverno old 
dune complex, between the present courses of the Ufente 
and the Amaseno. Ca. 50m to the south-west was Test 
trench 8 which at a depth of 1.5m produced Iron Age 
impasto and Roman pottery. The profiles of Test trench 
8 were too dry to allow any observations, but one profile 
of Test trench 14 could be recorded; four layers could be 
distinguished there (Appendix 8.4). A core sample taken 
from the floor of Test trench 14 revealed two more layers, 
Layers 5 and 6 (Figure 8.36).

Figure 8.36.  Section drawing of (part of) Trench 14 at Mazzocchio Biomasse. Key: 1) Plough layer; 2) Colluvium; 3) Colluvium with reworked volcanic 
material; 4) Archaeological layer (Roman pottery fragments) with soil development; 5 and 6) floodplain deposits.
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The profile of Test trench 14 contained a 1.4m-thick 
colluvial deposit (Layers 1 and 2). Beneath it was a yellow-
brown, weathered and washed-out volcanic ash/pumice 
layer, which was too weathered to be dated. The next 
layer down, Layer 4, was a brown clay layer with many 
iron-manganese concretions. In the top of Layer 4 some 
Roman pottery was found and in its bottom section were 
wood fragments, one of which was dated to 539-405 cal 
BC (93.8%).185 The fragments were found alongside each 
other; they may have been part of a floor or some other 
construction. Layers 5 and 6 consisted of brown-grey 
clays deposited by the Amaseno.

Landscape development around Mazzocchio Biomasse, 
Test trench 14

The field studies showed that before 2400 cal BP the area 
around Test trench 14 was part of the Amaseno flood-
plain. After that a stable and low-energy phase followed 
in which soil formation occurred, perhaps as the (precur-
sor of the) Amaseno altered its course. The presence of an 
archaeological layer (Layer 4) proves that conditions were 
dry enough to allow settlement. Sometime after 2400 
cal BP and probably already in the Roman period the 
Amaseno deposited a thick colluvium, the beginnings of 
the Amaseno colluvial-alluvial formation. In Test trench 
14 this colluvium was 1.4m thick.

8.4.4  Area 4: the graben

Murillo
In 2007 core samples taken near San Lidano had 

revealed the presence of a small river (Cross section IV, see 
8.3.4) which came from the tuff area and flowed into the 
Pontine plain. In 2008 a trench was dug here in order to 
investigate a fluvial system in the west of the Pontine plain 
before was filled with colluvial-alluvial deposits. Twenty 
stratigraphical layers were encountered in the trench, sev-
eral of which were sampled (Appendix 8.4), and a level 
was cleaned at a depth of 1.2m; 5 features were observed 
and measured in (Appendix 8.4; Table 8.7; Figure 8.37 ).

The north-west profile turned out to be undisturbed; 
reddish-brown, ca. 0.6m-thick colluvial-alluvial deposits 
at the top overlaid dark grey fluvial deposits (Figure 8.38). 
In the south-east and south-west profiles a ditch was visible 
that had disturbed a section of the profiles (Figure 8.39). 
Pottery finds suggested that the colluvial-alluvial deposits 
(Layer 5) had probably been formed in the Roman period 
and in the process had partially eroded an archaeological 
layer (Layer 8; Figure 8.40) that was dated to 403-350 cal 
BC (50.2%)/305-209 cal BC (45.2%).186 Between the col-
luvium (Layer 5) and the levee deposits (Layers 14 and 15) 
was a thin, yellowish peat layer which closely resembled 

185 2415 ± 15 BP (GrN-31748)
186 2280 ± 35 BP (GrA-43200)

Figure 8.37.  Drawings of the north (SW-NE), west (SE-SW) and south 
(NE-SE) sections of the Murillo test trench. For the explanation of the 
layers (1-20) see Appendix 8.4, and for the explanation of the combined 
layers (I-VIII) see Table 8.7.
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the layer with volcanic material at Migliara 44.5. It is 
not clear, however, whether the Murillo layer represents 
washed-out or in situ ashes; the layer was much weathered 
and could not be dated. The archaeological layers either 
cover river channel deposits (Layers 6, 7, 8 and 9) or had 
been dug into levee deposits (Layers 18 and 19). With the 
exception of Layer 19 all archaeological layers contained 
many rounded lava stones that were too large to have 
arrived there naturally (Figure 8.41). They may have been 
brought in to raise the area. Pottery found when clean-
ing the level proved to be Archaic/Roman (identification 
P.M. van Leusen), and sieve residue from Feature 5 in the 
cleaned level also contained pottery (including impasto) 
as well as charcoal. The archaeological layers probably 
date from the Archaic or Early Republican period.

The levee deposits were lined by a layer of gravelly 
sands which could be identified as a river channel (Layer 
10; Table 8.7). The dimensions of these sandy deposits 
suggest that it was a small river, ca. 4.2m wide and 1.2m 
deep. Cross section XV shows that it formed part of a 
larger fluvial system. The levee and channel deposits at 
Murillo cover Holocene floodplain deposits associated 
with an older river system (Layer 11).

Landscape development around Murillo
The core samples and the test trench show that landscape 
development at Murillo proceeded in six stages:

 • Stage 1 - Alluvial clays were deposited by a small river 
south of the test trench, sometime before the Late 
Bronze Age (1270-1026 cal BC (94.8%).187 The river is 
also visible in Cross section XV (8.3.4). The presence 
of charred hull fragments, a few emmer grains, a barley 
hull fragment and a charred broad bean (identification 

187 2945 ± 35 BP (GrA-43198)

W. Kuijper, see Chapter 9, Appendix 9B) in the gully 
suggest a nearby settlement.

 • Stage 2 - The river channel and levees identified in the 
test trench were formed between the Late Bronze Age –  
Post-Archaic period.188

 • Stage 3 - Sometime before ca. 350 cal BC (403-350 cal 
BC (50.2%)/305-209 cal BC (45.2%))189 the gully silted 
up and levees were formed. As the gully infill and the 
levees rose above the surrounding landscape and were 
well-drained they attracted settlement. The occupants 
raised part of the area further with gravel and stones.

 • Stage 4 - After ca. 350 cal BC colluviation by a river 
took place south of the test trench. A layer with vol-
canic material formed as well, but this was too weath-
ered to be dated. In the Roman period there was 
settlement nearby.

 • Stage 5 –In the Middle Ages/Post Middle Ages a ditch 
was dug.190

 • Stage 6 - Recent ploughing resulted in a plough layer.

In the Bronze Age and Iron Age the area around Murillo 
was at least 2m higher that the level of the lake. On these 
higher grounds local rivers shifted course, with the result 
that colluvium was being deposited at different locations 
and in different periods. This explains the variation in 
the dates obtained for samples taken from the bottom of 
colluvial deposits. Colluviation by local river courses is a 

188 Formation of river channel and levees between 2945 ± 35 BP (GrA-
43198): 1270-1026 cal BC (94.8%) and 2280 ± 35 BP (GrA-43200): 
403-350 cal BC (50.2%)/305-209 cal BC (45.2%).

189 2280 ± 35 BP (GrA-43200)
190 Charcoal and charred seeds coming from Layer 3 were dated: 830 ± 

45 BP (GrA-44761): cal AD 1151-1277 (86.5%)/cal AD 1048-1085 
(6.9%) and 265 ± 30 BP (GrA-43221): cal AD 1617-1670 (49.9%)/ 
cal AD 1516-1595 (35.0%)/cal AD 1780-1799 (9.2%).

Stages of landscape 
development

Layer Interpretation layer Remarks

6 1, 2 Plough layer (I)
5 3b Ditch (II) Ditch dug into colluvial-alluvial deposits (III), levee de-

posits (VI) and partly in archaeological layer (V)
4 3, 4, 5 Colluvial-alluvial deposits (III)
4 12 Weathered volcanic ash layer (IV) Deposited on levee deposits (VI) and partly between 

colluvial-alluvial deposits (III)
3 6, 7, 8, 9, 18, 19 Archaeological layer (V) Layers 6, 7, 8 and 9: Raised with volcanic stones

Layer 8: Distinct evidence of erosion
Layers 18, 19: Pit
In feature 5 pottery fragments and charcoal were found 
dating to the Archaic  - Republican period

2 13, 14, 15, 16, 
17, 20

Levee deposits (VI)

2 10, 10a, 10b Stream bed deposits (VII)
1 11 Floodplain deposits (VIII)

Table 8.7.  Descriptions of the layers in the Murillo test trench. For details regarding the six stages of landscape development, see Section 8.4.4. For details 
regarding the layers see Appendix 8.4.
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different mechanism from alluvial fan formation; alluvial 
fans steadily expand through time.

Villafranca
In 2007 core sampling around the Villafranca farmstead 
revealed layers of burnt clay, samples of which were ana-
lysed (2007.02.45 and 2007.02.37) and compared with the 
lagoonal clays. X-ray analysis indicated that the clay had 
been burnt at temperatures between 300 and 400°C (see 
Appendix 8.3).

The purpose of the small 2009 test trench was to inves-
tigate these layers of burnt clay in situ. The upper two lay-
ers turned out to be colluvial-alluvial (Figure 8.42a and 
Appendix 8.4); the fact that the Borgo Ermada is exposed 
immediately south of the test trench suggests that this 
colluvium was deposited by a water course to the north. 
However, Cross section VIII indicated that this river was 
not the modern La Cavata (Figure 8.18). Layers 2000, 
2001 and 2002 were burnt clay; X-ray analysis indicated 
that the clay contained hematite (Appendix 8.3) which is 
a sign of burning (Figure 8.42b). Below the burnt clay was 
unburnt lagoonal clay (Layer 3000). This lagoonal clay 
produced an imbrex, a (probably Roman) roof tile (iden-
tification G. Tol), although no Roman drainage system 
had been observed in the burnt clay. The Borgo Ermada 
Formation was encountered at a depth of 1.3m below  
the surface.

Landscape development around Villafranca
The fieldwork at Villafranca indicated that surrounding 
fields were burnt in the Roman period or later, as the find 
of a Roman imbrex fragment below the layer of burnt clay 
suggests. Burning the fields was a regular practice not 
only in the prehistoric and protohistoric periods but con-
tinued in the Roman period and later. Roman pottery was 
found on the surface in the fields around Villafranca, and 
a Roman mosaic was found in the basement of the main 
building at Villafranca during renovation (C. Anastasia, 

Figure 8.38.  Northeast-facing overview 
of the Murillo test trench (photo by the 
author).

Figure 8.39.  The cut of a ditch (dug in the Middle Ages-Post Middle 
Ages) in the west section of the Murillo test trench (photo by the author).
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oral communication). Anastasia suspects that this mod-
ern building stands on top of a Roman villa, specifically 
Villa Calpurnia (oral communication).

Tratturo Caniò
In 1985 an excavation by amateur archaeologists at 
Tratturo Caniò revealed a small temple dedicated to Juno 
(Figure 8.43). Beside this Roman temple, at a depth of 2.1m 
and on top of a sandy layer, artefacts were encountered 

Figure 8.40.  Detail of the Murillo 
test trench, showing the erosive 
contact (arrow) between colluvium 
Layer 5 and layer 8 (L8) (photo by 
the author).

Figure 8.41.  Rounded stones of 
volcanic origin, sieved from the 
content of Feature 5 in Level 1 of 
the Murillo test trench (photo by the 
author).
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from the Middle and Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron 
Age (Figure 8.43; Belardelli & Pascucci 1996). The sandy 
layer was separated from the temple stratum by 1m of 
archaeologically sterile, brown clay (Attema et al. 1997; 
Attema 2001). Attema et al. took core samples around the 
site in 1990, 1994 and 1997 and found Terracina sandy 
fluvial deposits, interpreted by them as a river channel. 
These deposits began at a depth of 1.5m and in places con-
tinued to a depth of 2m (see Section 8.3.4). A thin layer 
of organic clay from the river channel found by Attema 
et al. produced a date of 1743 – 1510 cal BC (95.4%).191 
Probably, the river deposits found by Attema et al. and 
the sandy layer described by Belardelli & Pascucci (1996) 
originate all from the same river, but the river deposits 
found by Attema et al. are younger. The Late Bronze Age /

191 3340 ± 50 BP (GrN-22942) 

Early Iron Age sandy layer may be infill of a small river (a 
creek), the levees of which were settled in the Late Bronze 
Age. It was covered by 1m of colluvium - the layer of ster-
ile brown clay (Attema & Delvigne 2000). Again accord-
ing to Attema & Delvigne (2000), the Roman surface at 
the Juno temple is ca. 0.5m below the modern surface. 
Elsewhere in the Sezze area Roman villa foundations are 
found ca. 0.4m beneath the surface, while the plough layer 
at Tratturo Caniò produced mainly material from the 4th 
- 1st century BC. The conclusion must be that the main 
colluviation phase was the period from the Early Iron Age 
to the Roman Republican period (Attema 2001).

Attema (2001) stated that the sanctuary at Tratturo 
Caniò pre-dates the Republican period (see Section 
7.1.3). Evidence for that statement consists of two Late 
Archaic terracotta fragments from the early 5th century 
BC, one found during the 1985 excavation and another 
ploughed up opposite the temple. However, the temple 

Figure 8.42. A (top): Section drawing and B (bottom): Photo of the burnt clay layer in the Villafranca test trench (photo by the author). 
Key: 1000) Plough layer; 1001) Colluvium-alluvium layer; 2000) Clay loam deposits with burnt clay particles; 2001) Burnt clay concentration; 2002) Clay 
loam deposits with burnt clay particles; 3000) lagoonal deposits with a roman imbrex fragment.
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excavations also yielded bronze-sheet figurines from the 
7th century BC, the Orientalising period (Attema 2001). 
We know from elsewhere in the Pontine region that a 

number of cult places originated in the Orientalising 
period; examples are the sites at Satricum and Caracupa/
Valvisciolo (Attema 1993, pp. 215-217). Attema suspects 

Figure 8.43.  Summary of archaeological investigations at and around Tratturo Caniò (Feiken et al. 2012). A. Sanctuary of Juno area (Zaccheo, executed 
in 1985); B. Probing trench (Zaccheo, executed in 1986); C. GIA field survey area (Attema, executed in 1994); D-D’. Geological cross section XVII with 
coring ID’s (Bakker and Feiken, executed in 2008, see Figure 8.17); E. GIA test trench (executed in 2009). Elevation differences of up to 1m, visible in the 
detailed topographic survey of the late 1920s (background map) had been leveled by the early 1970s, leading to the discovery of the site. The arrow indicates 
the approximate line of the Early Bronze Age to Iron Age stream. For the sake of brevity the names of the corings have been shortened, for example coring 
2008.02.01 corresponds with coring 1 in this figure.

Figure 8.44.  Machining Level 2 of 
the 2009 test trench at Tratturo Caniò 
(photo by S. Tiebackx).
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that Tratturo Caniò began as a water sanctuary at a river 
course that is no longer visible in the landscape (Attema 
2001); he believes that the sanctuary’s first stage coincided 
with a pre-oppidum phase when the plain was still pop-
ulated and had not yet been abandoned for the moun-
tains (Attema 2001). In the river channel an intact dolium 
a cordone was found dating from Latial phase IIa (900- 
830 BC; Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, p. 54). This might indi-
cate an earlier ritual use of the site: such vessels are known 
in Latium Vetus to have been used in funerary practices 
(Dialoghi di Archeologia 1980, pp.47-78, see especially  
p. 72). 

A string-square survey carried out beside the Juno tem-
ple in the context of the Pontine Region Project produced 
archaeological material from the protohistoric, Archaic, 
Late Archaic, post-Archaic and Roman Republican 
periods (Figure 8.43). The landscape around the tem-
ple appears to have been exploited without interruptions 
from the Archaic to the Republican period (Attema 2001).

In October 2007 the Hidden Landscapes Project began 
preparations for a test trench near the Juno temple to 
investigate settlement conditions in the marshy envir-
onment of the graben. Six core samples were taken, and 
together with core samples from earlier studies these 
resulted in two cross section drawings. This was followed 
in October 2008 by a detailed core sample study around 
Tratturo Caniò, carried out by Bakker and Feiken (Figures 
8.17 and 8.43). In total 32 core samples were taken to a 
maximum depth of 4.1m below the surface along a tran-
sect. Six geological layers were encountered, which 
incorporated three archaeological strata (see Section 
8.3.4; Bakker 2009).

The test trench
The location and dimensions of the excavation test trench 
were determined by the aim of ‘cutting’ across both the 
presumed stream bed and at least one of its inhabited 
levees, but were constrained by the permissions obtain-
able from the landowners.192 The excavation took place 
over a three-week period in May 2009. With a mechan-
ical digger, a trench was dug immediately north-west of 
the area near the temple that was excavated earlier (Figure 
8.43). The trench was ca. 25m long, ca. 3m wide and ca. 
2m deep. Six manual augerings were used to determine, 
on the basis of archaeological and lithological indicators, 
the depths at which the machine should create horizontal 
levels. Five levels were cleaned and recorded: the first level 
directly beneath the plough layer at a depth of ca. 0.6m; 
the second level ca. 1m below the surface (Figure 8.44); 
the third ca. 1.5m below the surface; the fourth at a depth 
of ca. 1.7m; and the fifth ca.2m below the surface. Each 
level was divided into five sectors of 3 by 5m, with Sector 
1 in the north-east and Sector 5 in the south-west (Figure 
8.45). Below about 1.6m the surface infiltration of ground-
water became a problem, and levels 4 and 5 could only be 
excavated with the help of a pair of bell pumps; however, 
this was not enough to keep sectors 1 and 2 dry, and these 
were therefore not completely excavated. Five participants 
worked for nine days on the trench. Plans to a scale of 1:20 
were drawn of all five levels (Figure 8.45), and the long E 
and W sections of the trench were drawn, described and 
sampled with the help of Prof. Jan Sevink (IBED, UvA) 

192 The location of the streambed and levees was based on the research 
carried out by Bakker (2009) and Feiken.

Feature Description Associated find number Period
7 Ditch - Recent
9 Pit 20

Republican

10, 19 Posthole -
11 Old land surface -
12 Road -
13 Road 51
3 Votive deposit 21, 23, 32, 33
2 Pit 12
31 Pit -
1, 4 Postholes 11, 13

Post-Archaic
5, 6, 8, 21 Postholes 18, 19, 35, 48, 56
20 Pit 49
22 Ash layer with loose stones and pottery fragments 50
18 Hearth 24, 27 Late Iron Age – Archaic
26 Concentration of pottery fragments 68, 90 Eary Iron Age
23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30 Parts of habitation layer 5001 62, 67, 71, 73, 81, 86, 98

Middle Bronze Age – 
Recent Bronze Age27 Concentration of stones, burnt clay and pottery; prob-

ably part of hut Floor
82, 92

14, 15, 16, 17 Unidentified or natural disturbance -

Table 8.8.  Archaeological features recorded in the test trench at Tratturo Caniò, grouped by type and date (Feiken et al. 2012).
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and Peter Vos (Deltares) (Figure 8.46). Archaic-Roman 
pottery was analysed by G. Tol and Bronze Age and Iron 
Age pottery by C. Anastasia (See Feiken et al. 2012 for 
the Finds Catalogue and an extensive description and 
drawings of the pottery). Also analysed were radiocarbon 
samples, samples of the volcanic ash layer and ecological 
samples (botanical macro-remains, wood, pollen, shell 
and bone). The results of the ecological analyses will be 
presented in Chapter 9 (Appendices 9A-9E).

Levels and layers
See for an overview of the levels Figures 8.45a-e, and for the 
sections Figures 8.46a and b. See for more detailed infor-
mation about the archaeological features Table 8.8 and for 
the geological and archaeological layers Appendix 8.4.

Plough layer (Layers 1000 and 1001)
The plough layer contained mainly Roman Republican 
material. The profile indicated that there were in fact two 
plough layers, an upper, recent one (Layer 1000) and a 
lower, older one (Layer 1001). Layer 1001 post-dates the 
Republican period, for it cuts into a number of Republican 
features (i.e. the road and the votive depot). A recent ditch 
(Feature 7) had been dug into Layer 1001, which is there-
fore older than this ditch.

Level 1 (Layer 2000)
In the top of Layer 2000 various sets of archaeological fea-
tures were observed. A band of rubble and stones (Features 
12 and 13) with other associated features (Features 10, 11 
and 19) was found to run through the southwest corner of 
the trench; this may represent the remains of a Republican 
road with an East-West orientation, heading directly for 
the Juno temple. Its East-West orientation suggests that it 
is either the precursor of the Via Villafrancavilla (a diver-
ticolo or branch of the Via Appia) or the original road to 
the Juno temple.

Layer 2000 also contained a votive depot (Feature 3) 
with an irregular outline. It contained Republican mater-
ial including a large dolium which had been partially 
ploughed away (Figure 8.47). The bottom of the votive 
depot was reached in Level 2 (Feature 17). On the basis 
of the pottery G. Tol dated the depot to ca. 150 – 125 BC 
(Figure 8.48). Charcoal from the dolium yielded a date of 
204 BC – 49 cal BC (93.1%)193 which agrees with Tol’s pot-
tery-based date. Level 1 further contained an elongated 
pit (Feature 2) which on the basis of pottery found inside 
it was also dated to the Roman Republican period. The 
north-east section of Profile 102 showed a pit (Feature 31) 
that had not been observed in the level; its probable date 
was again Republican.

Level 1 produced five postholes, three of which 
(Features 5, 6 and 8) still contained large limestone 

193 2115 ± 30 BP (GrA-44913) 

Figure 8.46.  A (left): North-west section and B (right): South-east 
section of the 2009 test trench at Tratturo Caniò (Feiken et al. 2012). For 
the explanation of the layers see Appendix 8.4.
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foundation stones (see Table 8.9; Figure 8.49). Posthole 
5 contained an upturned, rimless, and unfortunately 
 undiagnostic olla beneath the foundation stone – pre-
sumably the remains of a foundation offering (Feiken et 
al. 2012).

An observed feature on Level 3 may represent the bot-
tom section of a posthole which judging by its depth pos-
sibly belongs to the posthole cluster in Features 5,6, and 8 
(Feature 21; Table 8.9). The limited dimensions of the test 
trench made it impossible to speculate about the nature of 
the structure or structures represented by these postholes, 
but the depth of the postholes and the size of the foun-
dation stones suggest that it was a sizeable building or 
buildings. Diagnostic pottery from the postholes dates to 
the transition from the Archaic to the Roman Republican 
period, which means that the area around the Juno tem-
ple was being used at that time. It was also possible to 
establish that Layer 2000 pre-dates this period, since the 

Figure 8.47.  The lower half of 
the dolium containing a Roman 
Republican votive deposit (Feature 
3), during excavation. (photo by the 
author).

Posthole Depth bottom posthole relative 
to level 1 in m 
(depth bottom posthole relative 
to zero point excavation in m)

Dimension limestone foundation 
stone (length x width x height in cm)

Date by diagnostic pottery (Feiken et al. 
2012)

Feature 1 0.15  (-0,92) No stone 500-50 BC
Feature 4 0.2  (-0.93) No stone 500-50 BC
Feature 5 0.7  (-1.49) Stone 1: 48 x 34 x 11 350-50 BC (undiagnostic olla found be-

neath foundation stones)Stone 2 (found broken in two parts): 
41 x 36 x 7

Feature 6 1  (-1.88) 46 x 39 x 32 625-575 BC
Feature 8 0.85  (-1.54) 48 x 37 x 17 500-50 BC
Feature 21 Not observed in level 1 but in 

level 3  (-1.63)
No stone -

Table 8.9.  Depth, dimensions and dates of the postholes recorded in the test trench at Tratturo Caniò.

postholes had been dug into this layer. Level 1 contained 
no sandy fluvial deposits.

Level 2 (Layers 3000 (0 to 14m) and 3001)  
(14m to end))

At a depth of 1m, level 2 exposed Layers 3000 and 3001, 
which are distinguished by the fact that 3001 contains 
more archaeological indicators such as charcoal, pottery 
and bone fragments. In the north-east of the trench Level 
2 contained fluvial deposits (Layer 4000). A charcoal sam-
ple from Layer 3001 (Section 4) yielded a date of 806-747 
cal BC (65.1%)/689-665 cal BC (14.2%)/644-589 cal BC 
(12.7%).194 Calibrating this date is problematical, however, 
as it falls within the so-called ‘Hallstatt level’ of the cali-
bration curve. Layers 3000 and 3001 both contained early 
6th-century bucchero forms; a pit-hearth that became 

194 2565 ± 30 BP (GrA-44912) 
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visible at this level (Feature 18) contains many diagnos-
tic fragments of Archaic pottery (Figures 8.50a-e). At the 
north-eastern end of the trench, level 2 also, for the first 
time, cuts into fluvial sediments (Layer 4000). Layer 3000 
and the top of Layer 4000 were probably deposited before 
the Archaic period, in the Late Iron Age.

Level 3 (Layers 5000 and  
fluvial Layers 4000 and 4001)

At 1.5m depth, Level 3 exposed the top of Layer 5000 
as well as fluvial Layers 4000 and 4001. Layer 5000 only 
contains the lower parts of archaeological features from 
previous levels. These are the postholes first seen at 
level 1 (Features 5, 6, 8 and 21), and a further pit fea-
ture (Feature 20, with a fill (Feature 22) containing ash, 
stones and pottery fragments) that emerged from beneath 
the Republican road but was not recognized at level 2 

(Figure 8.51). Features 20 and 22 must be dated to the 
post-Archaic period. The top of Layer 5000 was probably 
deposited in the Late Iron Age by the river represented by 
Layers 4000 and 4001.

Level 4
At 1.7m depth, level 4 partially exposed the top of the 
Bronze Age occupation Layer 5001 (Features 23, 24, 25, 
28, 29, and 30).195 This layer contains a large amount of 
somewhat abraded and mostly secondarily burnt proto-
historic pottery, dated by C. Anastasia to the Middle and 
Recent Bronze Age, (the subdivisions of the Bronze Age in 
the Pontine region and their approximate dates are given 

195 At this level, the emerging groundwater made excavation of sectors 
1 and 2 impracticable.

Figure 8.48.  Some of the objects found in the votive depot (Feature 3) 
(Feiken et al. 2012).

Figure 8.49.  Limestone foundation 
stones in posthole Features 6 (left) and 
8 (right) (photo by the author). Note 
that the postholes are already excavated. 
Only the bottoms of the postholes are 
visible due to the foundation stones.
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Figure 8.50 (A-E).  Diagnostic Archaic pottery fragments recovered from pit hearth Feature 18 (Feiken et al. 2012, pp. 135-136) .

Figure 8.51.  A feature (Feature 
22) consisting of stones and pottery 
fragments emerged from underneath 
the Roman road (Feature 13).
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in Appendix 3.4). A charcoal sample from Layer 5001 pro-
vides the radiocarbon date of 3495 ± 45 BP (GrA-44910), 
but after calibration this becomes 1937-1732 BC, i.e. late 
Early Bronze Age. Layer 5001 provides a post-quem date 
of Recent Bronze Age for the formation of the part of 
Layer 5000 that overlies it.

Level 4 further contains an area with pieces of burnt 
clay, large fragments of limestone, travertine and calcar-
eous concretions of karstic origin196 (all of which must 
have been brought in from elsewhere), charcoal, pottery 
and bones of a young pig and of sheep/goat. This feature 
is dated to Middle Bronze Age by two carinated bowls 
(one almost complete; see Feiken et al. 2012) found in 
it. Macrobotanical study of layer samples from Feature 
27 produced grains of emmer wheat (see Section 9.2.2, 
Appendix 9B). Feature 27 was very similar to a feature 
excavated in the 1990s by Barker (Barker 1995b) in the 
context of the Biferno Valley project at the Bronze Age 
site Masseria Mammarella. Core sampling at Masseria 
Mammarella prior to the excavation revealed ‘four dis-
tinct but irregular patches of much darker soil mixed with 

196 The calcareous concretions were large and reddish brown in col-
our, roundish, up to 10cm in diameter and composed of a very fine, 
homogeneous material. This type of concretion is common in karst 
systems (see Section 8.2.2).

ash and burnt clay’, and the excavation produced a ‘circu-
lar patch of fired clay’, ca. 1.75m in diameter, which Barker 
(1995b, p. 146) interpreted as a hut floor. It is therefore 
likely that Feature 27 at Tratturo Caniò also represents a 
hut floor (Figure 8.52).

Level 5
When Level 5 was dug at about 2 m depth an almost com-
plete dolium a cordone (Feature 26) was found in the flu-
vial sediments (Layer 5011; channel lag deposit) of the 
Iron Age stream first observed at level 3 (Figures 8.53a 
and 8.53b). A comparable dolium, dated to 900-830 BC, 
had been found during the 1980s excavations in the tem-
ple area at a depth of about 1.7m, on and in a sandy layer 
(Belardelli & Pascucci 1996, p. 54, see above). Although 
similar to the one found in 1985, the dolium from Layer 
5011 could not be securely dated to the 9th century BC 
because some of its characteristics (especially its double 
cordone) suggest an earlier date. The dolium in Level 5 
was accompanied in the channel lag deposit by a wood 
fragment (Alnus), which was radiocarbon dated. An ante 
quem date for the channel lag deposit itself can be derived 
from this dated fragment of wood: 2925 ± 20 BP (GrN-
32337); after calibration this becomes 1214-1045 BC 
(93.1%) or Late Bronze Age.

Figure 8.52.  The possible hut structure (Feature 27 see plan drawing below) recovered from Level 4. The feature contains large fragments of stone and 
fragments of burnt clay, charcoal, pottery and animal bone (sheep/goat and pig).
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Level 5 further exposed the lower part of Layer 5000,as 
well as parts of a thin, underlying layer of volcanic ash 
(Layer 7000), the rest of Bronze Age habitation Layer 5001, 
and homogeneous grey lagoonal clays (Layer 6000). The 
volcanic ash layer (Layer 7000) is the EU-2 layer, radio-
carbon dated to 1995 ± 10 cal BC (Section 8.2.1; Sevink 
et al. 2011). The section of Layer 5000 that lies above the 
Bronze Age habitation layer (Layer 5001), was probably 
deposited after the Recent Bronze Age since shards from 
this period still occurred in Layer 5001. The section of 
Layer 5000 that underlies Layer 5001 as well as the Layers 
5002 and 6000 pre-date the Bronze Age layer, i.e. they are 
older than the Middle Bronze Age (ante-quem date).

Landscape development around Tratturo Caniò
The development of the landscape around Tratturo Caniò 
and its suitability for habitation and different forms of 
land use is mainly determined by change-over from a 
lagoonal/lacustrine to a fluvial environment. The stratig-
raphy uncovered by the excavation may be interpreted  
as follows.

Layer 6000 (the lowest layer) consists of the lagoonal/
lacustrine clay that is found everywhere in the graben. 
Layer 5002 probably consisted of flood plain deposits from 
a river that flowed somewhere south of the test trench; the 
same river is visible in the Murillo cross section (Section 
8.3.4). Before the volcanic ash layer was deposited this 
river changed its course, its new channel cutting across 
the location of the test trench. The volcanic ash layer was 
deposited 1995 ± 10 cal BC. The ash layer and the Bronze 

Figure 8.53.  A (top): Excavation of the dolium a cordone from Feature 26 (photo by the author). B (bottom): Side view of the reconstructed vessel (drawing 
C. Anastasia).
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Age habitation layer (Layer 5001) covered the levees, 
which means that the river that formed the levee pre-dates 
both. The Bronze Age habitation layer (Layer 5001) slopes 
in two directions, towards the river and to the south-east; 
the profile drawings show this particularly well while the 
south-east slope was visible in Levels 4 and 5. The top sec-
tion of Layer 5001 was first encountered in the west of 
the test trench, where it was initially interpreted as a clus-
ter of waste pits. When Level 5 was being dug the vol-
canic Layer 7000 and Layer 5001 both appeared as linear 
features as a result of a horizontal excavation sequence 
being applied to a sloping plane (Figure 8.54). The gradi-
ent was fairly shallow, as a comparison of the thickness 
of Layers 5001 and 7000 in the profile and their width in 

the plane shows. The slope is probably related to the lake 
in the graben, which at that time still existed south-east 
of the test trench. In the north-west of the test trench the 
Bronze Age layer was at a depth of ca. 5.6-5.5m asl (eleva-
tion based on the Carta Tecnica Regionale, Regione Lazio, 
scale 1:5,000), and in the south-east at ca. 5.4m asl, which 
is slightly above the Bronze Age level found by Zaccheo a 
short distance to the south-east (ca. 5.3m asl).

Clearly the area around Tratturo Caniò had been set-
tled since the Middle Bronze Age, which in this part of 
the graben was a stable and low-energy phase. Cultivation 
took place around the Bronze Age settlement on drier 
locations (such as levees and inactive riverbeds), as the 
burnt clay layer and botanical macro-remains indicate. 

Figure 8.54.  The machined Level 5 
cuts the dipping layers, so the yellow 
ash layer can be seen to lie on top 
of the dark brown and artefact-rich 
Bronze Age habitation layer (photo by 
the author).

Figure 8.55.  The alternation of 
banded sand/grit and shells in the 
Early Iron Age strata of the stream 
passing Tratturo Caniò is visible 
in the northwest section of the test 
trench (photo by the author).
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Animal husbandry is represented by the remains of goat/
sheep, pig and cattle. No indications for hunting were 
encountered.

The fluvial deposits above and directly below the 
Bronze Age layer were deposited by the local river; the 
presence of the Early Iron Age dolium a cordone in the 
river indicates that the river partially eroded the older 

Bronze Age deposits. The bottom section of the Early 
Iron Age river deposits consisted of alternating layers of 
sand, gravel and shell (Figure 8.55), which point to large 
fluctuations in water flow speed: gravel and sand depos-
ition occurs in high-energy conditions while the depos-
ition of molluscs require a low-energy environment. The 
fluctuations are probably linked to episodic flash floods 
in autumn and spring after periods of intense rain (high 
energy conditions), followed by drier and quieter condi-
tions in summer (low energy conditions). Flash floods 
may have intensified by ongoing erosion in the hinterland.

From the Iron Age onwards large-scale colluvia-
tion occurred around Tratturo Caniò. Layers 5000 and 
3000/3001 (all above Bronze Age habitation Layer 5001) 
are homogeneous and contain little archaeological mater-
ial. The lower deposits (up to Layer 3000) were covered 
by Layers 2000, 1000 and 1001. These upper layers were 
probably deposited by a river north of the test trench (see 
Cross section XVII; Section 8.3.4; Figure 8.17). The sec-
tions and the levels contained many features and pot-
tery from the Middle to Late Bronze Age, the transitional 
Archaic - Republican period and the Republican period 
itself. There are indications that the river was used as place 
for offerings in the Early Iron Age (Feiken et al. 2012, pp. 
121-122), but features from that period were not encoun-
tered and Late Iron Age or Archaic features and pottery 
were also scarce. The plough layer contained no mater-
ial from the Roman Imperial period, and Tratturo Caniò 
appears to have been abandoned by then.

Between 3500BP and 2600BP ca. 0.7m of clay in total 
was deposited (averaging 0.78mm per annum); between 
2600 and 2000BP this was ca. 0.6m (1mm per annum), 
and between 2000BP and the modern period ca. 0.4m 
(0.2mm per annum). This means that the sedimentation 
of colluvium accelerated between 2600 and 2000BP. In the 

Figure 8.56.  Schematic overview of 
the way that the test trenches in, and 
along the southern edge of, the Pontine 
plain have been placed to cover the 
main archaeological periods and types 
of environment.

Figure 8.57.  Corings (white dots) conducted by the HLP around the sites 
Migliara 52 and APS 572 in relation to the small river near Casaletto 
Prete. Background: 1928 DEM and 1:5000 scale topographic map.
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north-west of the Pontine plain the onset of the colluvia-
tion process probably dates to the Iron Age.

The slightly increased sedimentation rate starting at the 
end of the Iron Age is probably due to increased human 
interference in the environment. The reduction from the 
Imperial period onwards probably reflects the successful 
management of erosion and hydrology by the Romans – 
possibly helped by the fact that there was little sediment 
left to be eroded in the hinterland – and the lack of sub-
stantial post-Roman human interference in the landscape 
until the early 20th century.

8�5  Geological interpretations
In this section I will assess developments in four differ-
ent parts of the Pontine plain on the basis of the newly 
acquired dates and recent field observations: 

 • Area 1: The transitional zone graben – marine terraces
 • Area 2: The transitional zone graben - Monti Lepini 

near Sezze
 • Area 3: The transitional zone Amaseno area - Monti 

Lepini and Monti Ausoni
 • Area 4: The graben, which in turn consists of four sub-

zones, each with its own potential for exploitation:
 ∗ The lake (zone I);
 ∗ The lake shores and the levees of small rivers (zone 

IIa);
 ∗ Other, poorly drained parts of the landscape 

(floodplains; zone IIb).

A summary of the data generated by the field studies has 
been used to produce the palaeogeographical maps pre-
sented in Chapter 9 (see Figure 8.56, a schematic over-
view of the location of the test trenches in the Pontine 
plain and the periods studied in the test trenches).

8.5.1  Transitional zone graben – marine terraces in the 
Late Pleistocene – Holocene: Migliara 44.5 and  
Il Passo

With the results of field work at Il Passo and Migliara 44.5 
it is possible to describe the developments and chron-
ology of the higher part of the Agro Pontino, towards 
the Latina level, in more detail. Research shows that the 
expansion of the sandy alluvial fans was fed by erosion of 
the Latina marine terraces, and that this process came to a 
halt around 15,000BP. Until then the sand had been trans-
ported via incised river courses, one of which was identi-
fied in core samples taken from the Migliara 44.5 trench. 
After cutting into Borgo Ermada deposits this gully had 
silted up with loamy sand (Layer 12), the same sediment 
as had been identified in Layer 4 in the Il Passo test trench. 
At Migliara 44.5 it contained a flint flake. The orientation 
of the Migliara 44.5 gully was south-north; it ran from 
the marine terraces past Migliara 44.5 to the lowest part 
of the graben. Barely consolidated deposits at Migliara 
44.5 were found just above lacustrine deposits, which on 
the basis of the presence of the Avellino EU-2 layer were 

dated to the Bronze Age. This observation makes it pos-
sible to reconstruct the contours of the lake in the graben. 
Nearby, other gullies were identified, which dated from 
the Republican period; a Republican drainage system and 
settlement were also found.

8.5.2  The transitional zone graben - Monti Lepini near 
Sezze in the Holocene: the Sezze alluvial fan and 
Campo Inferiore

The peat layers beneath the colluvium associated with 
the Sezze alluvial fan produced a number of radiocar-
bon dates. With these dates it is now possible to trace the 
fan’s expansion. This process appears to have started in 
the north-east towards the Monti Lepini where a precur-
sor of the Fosso Briolco deposited material at the base of 
the present fan after 4800 cal BP (Section 8.3.4, Cross sec-
tion XI, Figure 8.19). The deposited material came from 
the Suso area behind Sezze. After this section had become 
elevated the river seems to have shifted its course to the 
west, where around 2200 cal BP it deposited material 
near Cona del Valco, at Campo Inferiore. Core sampling 
and radiocarbon dates indicate that in the next 500 years 
(until 1700 cal BP) the fan grew by ca. 1200m, mainly in 
the direction of the lower part of the plain. Higher up the 
fan Roman remains were encountered on the surface. An 
example is a road station from the Imperial period found 
in 2006 during road works on the Strada Setina SS 156 at 
the crossing with the Via degli Archi. The remains of this 
road station were directly beneath the plough layer (they 
were damaged by ploughing), which means that little or 
no colluvium had been deposited at that location after 
the Roman period. A remarkable feature is the ledge on 
the east side of the alluvial fan (Attema & Delvigne 2000, 
p. 40). Attema & Delvigne (2000, p. 40) explain this phe-
nomenon as the result of peat accumulation which held 
the fan material together. When this peat was recently 
taken into cultivation it oxidised and began to set, leaving 
the ledge behind. At the site Campo Inferiore, along the 
edge of the modern alluvial fan, the Avellino ash later lies 
beneath colluvium and oxidised peat layers; below the ash 
layer are marsh deposits which contain pieces of worked 
wood. This marsh probably formed around 4000 cal BP; 
it covered the area of the present east section of the Sezze 
alluvial fan as well as the zone east of it.

When the volume of sediment being added to an 
alluvial fan remains constant the fan’s height and radius 
decrease through time, as the sediment is spread out 
over a constantly expanding surface. An increase in sedi-
ment, however, allows the fan to expand vertically as well 
as lengthwise. The effects of increased sediment volume 
can be observed at Cona del Valco, where between the 
Republican period and the early Empire the Sezze alluvial 
fan grew longitudinal by a staggering 2.4m each year. The 
implication is that in the same period the Sezze hinterland 
near Suso suffered severe erosion.
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8.5.3  The north of the Amaseno area in the Agro 
Pontino in the Holocene: Mazzocchio Via San 
Carlo and Mazzocchio Biomasse

Archaeological remains found in test trenches as well as 
recently obtained radiocarbon dates made it possible to 
date the onset of colluviation. By combining data gen-
erated by two test trenches, the core samples taken near 
Casaletto Prete and earlier work by Sevink et al. (1984) 
and Van Joolen (2003) it was possible to describe the geo-
logical origins of the northern part of the Amaseno val-
ley in the plain. Relevant to the archaeological aspects are 
the sites Migliara 52 (Bronzo Medio 3 and Primo Ferro; 
Alessandri 2009) and APS site 572 (Late Iron Age site; 
Holstrom et al. 2004). Site Migliara 52 is situated on top 
of the filled gully deposits and levees of a small marsh 
river, while site APS 572 probably occupies deposits 
from the same river (Figure 8.57). Alongside Bronze Age 
settlement the north of the Amaseno area also contains 
settlement remains from the Iron Age and the Archaic 
and Roman periods. In the Bronze Age this part of the 
Amaseno valley was higher that the level of the lake and 
yet close to it, making it an attractive settlement location. 
The dates of the onset of colluviation in the north of the 
Amaseno area vary locally; along the Monti Ausoni foot-
hills colluviation began early. On the boundary between 
the Amaseno valley and the mountains Bronze Age arch-
aeological material was found.197 The onset of colluviation 
in the area was regulated by the Amaseno. Prior to being 
harnessed by human intervention this river constantly 
shifted course and colluvium followed in its wake, pro-
ducing the observed chronological variation.

8.5.4  The graben in the Holocene
Seven phases can be distinguished in the graben.

Phase 1
Rivers flowing from the Latina level and the hinterland 
incised channels into the Borgo Ermada deposits, the 
main gully running along the deepest, north section of 
the graben towards the Amaseno. South of Casaletto Prete 
this Late Glacial river met the precursor of the Amaseno.

Phase 2
Between the Early Holocene and 4000 cal BP a rapid eus-
tatic sea-level rise in the Early Holocene led to the forma-
tion of a lagoonal system. The graben filled with clayey 
deposits.

197 “The eolian and lagoonal deposits subsequently have been rather 
severly eroded and, where situated on footslopes, are covered by 
colluvia, accumulated during several phases. Near Roccasecca dei 
Volsci for example a Bronze Age hutsite was found underneath a 
colluvial layer about 2m thick and on top of several earlier colluvial 
layers” (Sevink et al. 1984, p. 52).

Phase 3
Ca. 4000 cal BP the sea-level rise slowed down and a lacus-
trine environment was formed (peat and gyttja deposits). 
The level of this lake was ca. 3m above modern sea-level; 
drainage to sea was probably blocked by the formation of 
beach ridges near Porto Badino, ca. 4 km west of Terracina. 
The EU-2 volcanic ash layer was deposited into this lake. 
Around 4000 cal BP calcareous gyttjas formed near the 
rim of the graben towards the Monti Lepini; these have 
been identified at Casaletto Prete, Campo Inferiore and 
elsewhere.

Phase 4
A fluvial system was formed, with levees where people 
could settle. The lagoonal deposits show soil formation, 
an indication that conditions were stable and low-energy 
with little material being deposited. Before the volume 
of colluvium greatly increased the gullies were probably 
fed mainly by groundwater. Research near Murillo and 
Tratturo Caniò showed that fields were being burnt from 
the Bronze Age onwards, a practice that continued (as 
research at Villafranca indicated) until the Roman period. 
Settlement in this protohistoric period preferred higher 
locations in the landscape, such as levees and inactive 
riverbeds. Before the Bronze Age expansion of Amaseno 
colluvium the area probably comprised three major geo-
morphological units: on the coast a beach lined with 
dunes, further inland a lagoon with the lake in the north-
west, and an alluvial plain formed by small rivers north-
west of the line Sezze – Borgo Faiti. Towards the close of 
Phase 4 sediments transported from the hinterland by 
small rivers accumulated in the lake.

Phase 5
This phase was characterised by river-fed colluviation 
from the Early Iron Age onwards. In the north-west the 
land between river channels was gradually filled. The col-
luvial-alluvial sediment of the Sezze Formation arrived 
from the north-west, carried by the precursors of the 
Teppia and the Fosso di Cisterna from the Monti Lepini 
and the tuff area. As a result of the Bonifica these rivers 
now discharge into the Canale delle Acque Alte, but in the 
Bronze Age they flowed towards the Pontine plain.

Phase 6
In this phase the landscape was increasingly influenced 
by human activities. After an intensification of settle-
ment in the post-Archaic period the area continued to 
be converted into an anthropogenic landscape during the 
Roman Republic. Also in the Republican period, centu-
riation was imposed and the Via Appia was constructed. 
The colluvial lobes in the south-east were the product of 
human intervention. At Contrada Trentossa in the hinter-
land the extension of the alluvial fan below Norma pro-
ceeded in two stages: an initial expansion in the Archaic 
period, and a gradual accumulation of sediment during 
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the Roman Republic, when processes had slowed down 
sufficiently to allow soil formation (Attema et al. 1990; 
Attema et al. 1999). This can also be observed in the plain, 
where colluviation ceased during the Empire. There are 
several possible explanations:

 • Drainage was being controlled through canals and 
canalisation, which left room for the formation of col-
luvial lobes;

 • Newly constructed terraces in the hinterland retained 
soil and prevented erosion;

 • By the Republican period very little erodible soil 
material was left on the slopes anyway.

Phase 7
In the Imperial period the colluvia built up by the 
Amaseno river to the south-east once more blocked the 
outflow of water to the sea causing the expansion of the 
Pontine marshes. Probably as a result of this the popula-
tion in the plain decreased (see Section 7.1.5). The expan-
sion of the Sezze alluvial fan came to a halt at ca. AD 
300-400. In the late medieval/sub-recent period colma-
tage deposits (deliberately caused by human intervention) 
were formed in the area around Villafranca.198

8.5.5  Summary
Developments in the Pontine plain can be summarised as 
follows:

1. Late Glacial – Early Holocene
 ∗ Small river courses cut into the Borgo Ermada 

deposits;
 ∗ South of Casaletto Prete a Late Glacial river flowed 

towards the Amaseno valley;
 ∗ The hydrographic regime changed after the 

Holocene, as rivers flowed from the Latina marine 
terraces;

 ∗ Final expansion phase of the sandy alluvial fan 
around 15,000BP.

2. Middle Holocene - 4000 cal BP
 ∗ A lagoonal system formed;
 ∗ The graben was filled with fluvial clays.

3. and 4. Bronze Age, ca. 4000 - 3000 cal BP
 ∗ The graben now included a lacustrine environ-

ment alongside the existing lagoonal system;
 ∗ Newly formed small river courses in the graben 

provided settlement locations on the levees;
 ∗ Soil formation occurred in the lagoonal deposits 

in the north-west of the graben;
 ∗ Parts of the Borgo Ermada deposits in the south 

were still free of Holocene deposits;

198 These deposits are much higher than the Roman surface, which 
suggests a recent date.

 ∗ Forests grew on the slopes of the Monti Lepini;
 ∗ Settlement occurred om the foothill, on river 

courses and beach ridges;
 ∗ Fields were being burnt;
 ∗ Expansion of the Sezze alluvial fan began, while 

the Sezze hinterland near Suso was already being 
exploited.

5.  Early Iron Age, Late Iron Age and Archaic period,  
 ca. 3000 - 2500 cal BP:

 ∗ Onset of colluviation, starting at pre-existing river 
courses;

 ∗ Extensive deforestation in the Monti Lepini and 
the hinterland of the Pontine plain;

 ∗ Expansion of the Amaseno colluvial-alluvial 
deposits;

 ∗ Agricultural land use along the foot of the 
mountains;

 ∗ Continuing expansion of the Sezze alluvial fan.

6. Post-Archaic and Republican periods, ca. 2500-1975  
 cal BP:

 ∗ First colonisation (post-Archaic period);
 ∗ Intensification of settlement; centuriation and 

construction of the Via Appia (Roman Republican 
period);

 ∗ Continuing expansion of the Sezze alluvial fan and 
of colluvial sedimentation in the Pontine plain;

 ∗ Canalisation of river courses, and canal 
construction;

 ∗ Existing canals diverted to the south as the gra-
ben continued to fill with colluvium (Republican 
period);

 ∗ Continuing expansion of colluvial ‘lobes’;
 ∗ Amaseno colluviation continued.

7. Later periods: Empire and Middle Ages, 1975 - 500  
 cal BP:

 ∗ Population decreased from the Imperial period 
onwards, probably as a result of the expansion of 
the Pontine marshes;

 ∗ Expansion of the Sezze alluvial fan came to a halt 
(ca. AD 300-400);

 ∗ Late medieval/sub-recent colmatage deposits at 
Villafranca.



No. Sample ID Dated  
material

Lab code Depth below 
surface (m)

14C age 
(BP), error 
(1-sigma)

cal BC / cal AD (OxCal 4.1; 
IntCal09)

Significance of dating

Dates obtained prior to the Hidden Landscapes Project (< 2005) (Figure 8.2)

1 Sezze 1 Organic deposit GrN-18435 1.7 – 1.8 4160 ± 80 2907 - 2566 cal BC (92.8%) Dating first colluvial de-
posits

2 Sezze 2 Organic deposit GrN-18436 1 – 1.02 4220 ± 100 3035 – 2564 cal BC (91.3%) Dating sediments directly 
below colluvial deposits

3 Sezze S II-1 Peat GrN-18439 2.3 – 2.31 3735 ± 100 2462 – 1907 cal BC (95.4%) Dating sediments directly 
below colluvial deposits, 
boundary between lagoonal 
clay and colluvial clay

4 Sezze S II-7 Peat GrN-18440 1.32 – 1.33 2760 ± 110 1271 – 757 cal BC (94.6%) Dating sediments directly 
below colluvial deposits, 
boundary between lagoonal 
clay and colluvial clay

5 Priverno S97-6 Peat GrN-22935 0.31 – 0.41 3810 ± 50 2461 – 2134 cal BC (94.3%) Terminus ante quem peat 
development

6 Priverno S97-8, peat Peat GrN-22936 0 – 0.1 1470 ± 30 cal AD 545 – 645 (95.4%) Terminus ante quem peat 
development

7 Sezze S97-18 Peat GrN-22938 2.2 – 2.3 3250 ± 50 1636 – 1422 cal BC (95.4%) Terminus post quem col-
luviation

8 Sezze S97-20 Peat GrN-22939 4.45 – 4.5 3050 ± 50 1428 – 1191 cal BC (92.3%) Terminus post quem col-
luviation

9 Sezze S97-21 Peat GrN-22940 5.75 – 5.85 3900 ± 30 2470 – 2296 cal BC (95.4%) Terminus post quem col-
luviation

10 Sezze S97-24 Organic deposit GrN-22942 2.2 – 2.3 3340 ± 50 1743 – 1510 cal BC (95.4%) Identification Bronze age / 
Iron age layer

11 Priverno S97-8, 
fulvic acid

Peat GrN-23121 0 – 0.1 1260 ± 60 cal AD 656 – 891 (95.4%) Terminus ante quem peat 
development

12 Sezze 98-1a Peat GrN-24118 2.7 – 2.85 2010 ± 60 174 cal BC- cal AD 90 
(92.9%) 

Dating colluviation

13 Sezze 98-1b Peat GrN-24119 3.9 – 4 2960 ± 50 1371 – 1346 cal BC (92.8%) Dating colluviation

14 Sezze 98-3 Organic deposit GrN-24120 4.9 – 5.1 3880 ± 60 2491 – 2197 cal BC (92.5%) Dating start peat develop-
ment

15 Sezze 98-4 Peat GrN-24121 0.85 – 0.95 3150 ± 60 1532-1266 cal BC (94.8%) Dating colluviation

16 Sezze 5C2 Organic deposit GrN-24122 0.9 – 1 3110 ± 40 1456-1289 cal BC (92.4%) Dating colluviation

17 Mazzocchio B8, 
173-176 cm

Peat GrN-24418 1.73 – 1.78 2660 ± 70 1002-749 cal BC (98.5%) Dating colluviation

18 Mazzocchio B16, 
204-207 cm

Peat GrN-24419 2.04 – 2.09 2840 ± 70 1213-836 cal BC (94.7%) Dating colluviation

19 Casanello 2, 278-
281 cm

Peat GrN-24420 2.78 – 2.85 2100 ± 90 372 cal BC – cal AD 59 
(95.4%)

Dating colluviation

20 Agro Pontino core 
36

Organic deposit GrN-24858 1.71 – 1.74 1740 ± 60 cal AD 135-415 (95.4%) Dating colluviation

21 Agro Pontino core 
38

Peat GrN-24859 1.66 – 1.69 1530 ± 50 cal AD 422-631 (95.4%) Dating colluviation

22 Agro Pontino core 
39

Peat GrN-24860 1.13 – 1.16 1380 ± 50 cal AD 568-718 (89.6%) Dating colluviation

23 Agro Pontino core 
40

Peat GrN-24861 3.22 – 3.25 3240 ± 50 1627-1418 cal BC (95.4%) Dating colluviation

24 Agro Pontino core 
44

Peat GrN-24862 2.44 – 2.46 2620 ± 70 927-538 cal BC (95.4%) Dating colluviation

25 Agro Pontino core 
45

Organic deposit GrN-24863 1.3 – 1.31 1380 ± 60 cal AD 558-773 (95.4%) Dating colluviation

26 Agro Pontino core 
47

Peat GrN-24864 2.56 – 2.59 2750 ± 70 1056-797 cal BC (93.7%) Dating colluviation

Appendix 8.1

Radiocarbon dates for the Pontine plain
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No. Sample ID Dated  
material

Lab code Depth below 
surface (m)

14C age 
(BP), error 
(1-sigma)

cal BC / cal AD (OxCal 4.1; 
IntCal09)

Significance of dating

Dates obtained by the Hidden Landscapes Project (2005-2009) (Figure 8.2)

1 Migliara 44.5 ditch II (charred) seeds GrA-38524 0.67 - 0.82 3845 ± 35 2459-2204 cal BC (95.4%) Dating burnt clay layer

2 2007-01-48 sample 
2

Charcoal, (charred) 
seeds

GrA-38800 2 - 2.1 925 ± 30 cal AD 1026-1180 (95.4%) Dating beginning of river 
sedimentation

3 2007-01-48 sample 
3

Peaty clay GrN-31385 2.1 – 2.2 1210 ± 40 cal AD 687 – 895 (93.9%) Dating beginning of river 
sedimentation

4 2007-02-43 sample 
2

Charcoal GrA-38562 1.15 – 1.25 4075 ± 40 2704-2487 cal BC (74.1%)
2861-2808 cal BC (15.2%)

Dating burnt clay layer

5 2007-01-49 sample 
2

Charcoal GrA-38565 1.3 – 1.4 3085 ± 40 1437-1261 cal BC (95.4%) Dating burnt clay layer

6 2007-01-50 sample 
2

Peaty clay GrN-31384 1.9 - 2 3480 ± 65 1961-1630 cal BC (95.4%) Dating start colluvium-
alluvium

7 2007-01-50 sample 
10

Peaty clay GrN-31386 2.7 - 2.8 3960 ± 60 2626 – 2285 cal BC (94.5%) Dating start peat develop-
ment 

8 2008-01-40 sample 
5 (upper part)

Peaty clay GrN-31790 2.85 – 3.05 2130 ± 40 232-46 cal BC (79.1%)
366-290 cal BC (16.3%)

Start alluvial fan Sezze, 
transect 3

9 2008-01-40 sample 
5 (lower part )

Peaty clay GrN-32059 2.85 – 3.05 2230 ± 50 395-185 cal BC (95.4%) Start alluvial fan Sezze, 
transect 3

10 2008-01-37 Maz-
zocchio

Wood GrA-43191 0.5 – 0.7 4265 ± 35 2930-2757 cal BC (83.2%)
2809-2757 cal BC (10.0%)

Dating end of river sedimen-
tation

11 2008-01-38 sample 
1

Peat GrN-31784 0.7 – 0.75 4250 ± 40 2926-2849 cal BC (62.7%)
2814-2740 cal BC (25.8%)

Dating start of river sedimen-
tation

12 2008-01-39 sample 
3

Peaty clay GrN-31785 0.75 – 0.95 3670 ± 60 2205-1890 cal BC (95.4%) Start colluvium Mazzocchio-
area

13 2008-01-39 sample 
6

Peaty clay GrN-31786 2 – 2.1 6390 ± 40 5471-5311 cal BC (95.4%) Start peat development 
Mazzocchio-area

14 Murillo Layer 8 Charcoal GrA-43200 Layer 8 2280 ± 35 403-350 cal BC (50.2%)
305-209 cal BC (45.2%)

Dating Layer 8

15 Murillo Layer 3 Charcoal GrA-44761 Layer 3 830 ± 45 cal AD 1151-1277 (86.5%)
cal AD 1048-1085 (6.9%)

Dating Layer 3

16 Murillo Layer 3 Charcoal, (charred) 
seeds

GrA-43221 Layer 3 265 ± 30 cal AD 1617-1670 (49.9%)
cal AD 1516-1595 (35.0%)
cal AD 1780-1799 (9.2%)

Dating Layer 3

17 Migliara 44.5 obser-
vation 1 (ditch 1)

Wood GrA-43194 Gully of ob-
servation 1

1810 ± 35 cal AD 125-262 (85.1%)
cal AD 280-327 (9.7%)

Dating infilling of gullies

18 Migliara 44.5 obser-
vation 2 (ditch 3)

Organic deposits GrN-31821 0.5 - 0.6
(underneath 
gully observa-
tion 2, ditch 3)

2150 ± 70 385-41 cal BC (95.4%) Dating formation of gullies

19 Migliara 44.5 
Layer 8

Charcoal, (charred) 
seeds

GrA-43193 Layer 8 1500 ± 35 cal AD 530-643 (82.9%)
cal AD 436-490 (11.8%)

Dating upper archaeologic-
al layer

20 2008-01-17 Murillo 
3

Charcoal, (charred) 
seeds

GrA-43198 1.65 – 1.75 2945 ± 35 1270-1026 cal BC (94.8%) Dating end of river sedimen-
tation

21 Migliara observa-
tion 10644.5 

Wood, charcoal GrA-43197 Gully 1035 ± 35 cal AD 938-1043 (85.6%)
cal AD 896-925 (8.5%)

Dating infilling gully

22 2008-01-41 sample 
5 (upper part)

Peaty clay GrN-31791 1.9 - 2 1760 ± 50 cal AD134-390 (95.4%) Dating colluvium, transect 3

23 2008-01-41 sample 
5 (lower part)

Peaty clay GrN-32060 1.9 - 2 1740 ± 70 cal AD 121-434 (94.1%) Dating colluvium, transect 3

24 2008-02-18 Tratturo 
Caniò

Charcoal GrA-43199 0.55 – 0.75 3025 ± 35 1397-1192 cal BC (91.8%) Dating archaeological layer

25 Mazzocchio Bio-
mass Trincea 14

Wood GrN-31748 Layer 4 2415 ± 15 539-405 cal BC (93.8%) Dating archaeological layer

26 Tratturo Caniò 
Feature 3 (level 1 
find no 15)

Charcoal GrA-44913 Feature 3 2115 ± 30 204-49 cal BC (93.1%) Dating Feature 3

27 Tratturo Caniò 
Feature 3001 (level 
2 find no. 29)

Charcoal GrA-44912 Feature 3001 2565 ± 30 806-747 cal BC (65.1%)
689-665 cal BC (14.2%)
644-589 (12.7%)

Dating Feature 3001

28 Tratturo Caniò Fea-
ture 5001 (section 
104 find no. 130)

Charcoal GrA-44910 Feature 5001 3495 ± 45 1937-1732 cal BC (91.2%) Dating Feature 3001

29 Tratturo Caniò 
Feature 26 (level 5 
find no. 68)

Wood (Alnus) GrN-32337 Feature 26 2925 ± 20 1214-1045 cal BC (93.1%) Dating Feature 26 and river 
sediment

Radiocarbon dates for the Pontine plain continued
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No. Sample ID Dated  
material

Lab code Depth below 
surface (m)

14C age 
(BP), error 
(1-sigma)

cal BC / cal AD (OxCal 
4.1; IntCal09)

Significance of dating

Dates obtained by Sevink and Van der Plicht for the dating of the Avellino (EU-2) ash layer (Sevink et al. 2011)

Campo Inferiore 
(CI) DS 09 layer8, 
sample 5 ring 2-5

wood(AAA) GrA-45042 3770 ± 30 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 ring 2-5

wood(AAA) GrA-45032 3705 ± 30 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 ring 2-5

wood(AAA) GrA-45254 3660 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 ring 2-5

wood(AAA) GrA-45255 3700 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 
sample 8

wood(AAA) GrA-45003 3575 ± 30 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 
sample 8

wood(AAA) GrA-45006 3590 ± 35 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 
sample 8

wood(AAA) GrA-45256 3520 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 
sample 8

wood(AAA) GrA-45257 3585 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 core

wood(AAA) GrA-45007 3710 ± 30 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 core

wood(AAA) GrA-45008 3690 ± 30 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 core

wood(AAA) GrA-45259 3650 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8, 
sample 5 core

wood(AAA) GrA-45260 3710 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 6 wood(AAA) GrA-45211 4220 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 6 wood(AAA) GrA-45261 4300 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 6 wood(AAA) GrA-45264 4725 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 leaf remains GrA-45134 3565 ± 35 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 leaf remains GrA-45136 4510 ± 35 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 leaf remains GrA-45265 3570 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

CIDS 09 Layer 8 leaf remains GrA-45266 3620 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

Migliara 44.5 
sample 1

peat GrA- 46200, 
46201

3565 ± 25 Dating Avellino ash

Migliara 44.5, 
sample 2

peat GrA-46203, 
46205

3685 ± 25 Dating Avellino ash

Migliara 44.5, 
sample 3

peat GrA-46206, 
46208

3635 ± 25 Dating Avellino ash

Campo Inferiore, 
sample 5 rings 2-5

wood GrA-45042, 
45032, 
45254, 
45255

3715 ± 15 Dating Avellino ash

Campo Inferiore, 
sample 5, core

wood GrA-45007, 
45008, 
45259, 
45260

3690 ± 15 Dating Avellino ash

Campo Inferiore, 
sample 8

wood GrA-45003, 
45006, 
45256, 
45257

3565 ± 20 Dating Avellino ash

Campo Inferiore, 
sample 8

leaves GrA-45134, 
45265, 
45266

3585 ± 20 Dating Avellino ash

Campo Inferiore, 
sample 10

wood GrA-46210 3610 ± 30 Dating Avellino ash

Campo Inferiore, 
sample 10

wood GrN-32454 3635 ± 40 Dating Avellino ash

Radiocarbon dates for the Pontine plain continued



Lithology (international)
C > Clay
CL > Clay loam
SiCL > Silty clay loam
SL > Silt loam
SaCL > Sandy clay loam
LS > Loamy sand
S > Sand

G > Gravel (>30% gravel)
P > Peat (>15 % humic content)
T > Travertino

Additional secondary lithology (in combination with 
main lithology; for example CP > Clayey peat or LG > 
Loamy gravel)

C > Clayey
L > Loamy
S > Sandy

Colour
The second colour is the main colour and the first col-
our is the secondary colour (for example:  l-br-gr > light 
brown-grey or d-br > dark brown)

Light > l
Dark > d
Grey > gr
Brown > br
Yellow > ye
Green > gn
Blue > bu
Red > re
Black > bl

Mottling
Fe 1-3 > Iron (red)
Bc 1-3 > Burnt clay (orange)
Hc 1-3 > Humic spots (brown)
Fe-Mn 1-3 > Iron manganese (red-black)
Mn 1-3 > Manganese (black)

1 > weak/low amount
2 > moderate/medium amount
3 > strong/high amount

Calcium carbonate content of the sample
Ca1 > No/poor Ca (no fizzing)
Ca2 > Little Ca (hear fizzing)
Ca3 > High Ca (see fizzing)

Humic content
If the humic content is higher than 15%, the lithology  
is peat.

H1 > weak/low (0 – 2.5%)
H2 > moderate/medium (2.5 – 8%)
H3 > strong/high (8 – 15%)

Structure
S1 > weak/low 
S2 > moderate/medium 
S3 > strong/high

Consistence (only for clayey samples)
d/l > dry/loose
Co1 > plastic
Co2 > sticky
Co3 > Firm

Sand %
–  Estimate the percentage of sand in the sample.
–  Measure the average grain size (M50) of the sam 
 ple with the sand-ruler.

Gravel %
If the amount of gravel is more than 30%, the lithology is 
gravel.

– Estimate the percentage of gravel in the sample.
– Estimate the size of the gravel pieces.

Volcanic material (biotite, augite, diopsite)
1 > low (<1%)
2 > medium (1 – 2%)
3 > high (>2%)

Concretions
Ca 1-3 > Calcium carbonate concretions
Fe 1-3 > Iron concretions (red)
Fe-Mn 1-3 > Ironmanganese concretions (red-black)
Mn 1-3 > Manganese concretions (black)
Tr 1-3 > Travertine concretions

Appendix 8.2

Graben Core Form v. 1.1
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1 > low (<2%)
2 > medium (2 - 20%)
3 > high (>20%)

Shell
MS 1-3 > Marine shells
FG 1-3 > Freshwater gastropods

Fragments of shell
SF 1-3 > Shell fragments (indeterminable to marine 
or freshwater)
MSF 1-3 > Marine shell fragments
FGF 1-3 > Fragments of freshwater gastropods

Archaeology
- Pottery
- Charcoal
- Burnt clay
- Bone

Remarks
- Burnt clay!
- Burnt plant remains/peat (discussion)!
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J. Sevink

X-ray analysis
Upon heating of soil material, clay minerals and other soil 
minerals may be transformed into minerals with a differ-
ent structure or may lose their structure, becoming amor-
phous. This implies that burnt soil material will differ 
from the original soil material with regard to its miner-
alogy if the material is heated above a certain tempera-
ture. Typical examples are the transformation of kandite 
minerals into amorphous aluminosilicate upon heating to 
550 °C or higher (Brindley 1961), and the transformation 
upon heating of iron compounds such as ferrihydrite and 
goethite into hematite. In the case of hematite, however, 
transformation occurs over a much wider range in tem-
perature and this temperature has a considerable impact 
on the properties of the hematite formed, which unfortu-
nately can only be established through in-depth miner-
alogical and chemical studies. The presence of hematite 
in soil material that originally was free of hematite thus 
is an indication for significant heating, but the tempera-
ture cannot be defined as precise as the 550 °C boundary 
for kandite minerals (Rendon & Serna 1981; Cornell & 
Schwertmann 2003).

Transformations can be identified by studying diffrac-
tion patterns as obtained by X-ray analysis. If kandite is 
present, it shows up as a distinct 7 Å line in the diffrac-
togram, whereas this characteristic line is absent when 
kandite containing material has been heated to 550°C 
or higher. Kandite minerals such as kaolinite and hal-
loysite abound in the soils and sediments of the Agro 
Pontino (Sevink et al. 1984), particularly in the sediments 
that originate from the Monti Lepini and Colli Albani. 
Ferrihydrite and goethite also abound, whereas hema-
tite has never been observed to occur in such amounts 
that they showed up in the X-ray analyses of soils and 
Quaternary sediments in the Agro Pontino and adjacent 
mountains (Sevink et al. 1984; hematite can be identified 
in the X-ray diffraction pattern by a line doublet at 2.70 
and 2.52 Å).

Analyses were performed by B. de Leeuw (IBED, UvA) 
with a Guinier-de Wolff X-ray camera on unoriented 
finely ground powders. Diffractograms were interpreted 

by B. de Leeuw and J. Sevink. Results are presented in 
Table appendix 8.3.1 and Table appendix 8.3.2 below.

Micromorphology
Thin sections were prepared according to Murphy 
(1986) and described by J. Sevink. Changes in micro-    
mor phological properties upon firing of clayey mater-
ials (mostly pottery and bricks) have been extensively 
described in the archaeological literature (Herz & 
Garrison 1998, pp. 248-270). The most important phe-
nomenon is vitrification, the intensity of which largely 
depends on the temperature reached during firing and the 
type of material fired. In thin sections, soil materials and/
or clays that are relatively high in iron compounds and 
have been heated to temperatures that are high enough to 
vitrify the fine groundmass, this vitrification shows up as 
a rather opaque, poorly to hardly translucent, undifferen-
tiated reddish groundmass that lacks plasmic separations, 
i.e. parts of the soil mass that are composed of well-ori-
ented clay. Contrarily, all natural clayey soil materials in 
the Agro Pontino are marked by their pronounced plas-
mic separations, i.e. a fairly large part of the soil mass is 
composed of domains of well-oriented clay and of clay-
illuviation cutans to stress cutans (in very clayey soils). In 
fact, in the very clayey soils of the Agro Pontino and, for 
example, the residual limestone soils such domains read-
ily comprise more than 50% of the total soil mass. 

Results
In Tables appendix 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 results are presented 
for a series of samples, i.e. materials that were described in 
the field as brownish to reddish concretions or large com-
pact aggregates of uncertain origin. They might consist of 
pedogenic concretions (e.g., calcrete or similar calcium 
carbonate concretions), ‘burnt clay’ fragments or more 
or less lithified pyroclastic material (e.g., tufaceous frag-
ments/lithoid tuff/pumice). 

Appendix 8.3

Analysis of burnt clays and volcanic ashes
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Il Passo (2008)
Layer 1 is the plough layer, with plough marks still visible in Layer 2; neither layer was dated. Layer 3 consists of sand, prob-
ably of aeolian origin. Layer 4 consists of loamy sand and was interpreted as fluvial deposits forming the sandy fan (Table 
appendix 8.4.1). Layers 3 and 4 were dated respectively by single and double OSL-dating (Table appendix 8.4.1; Wallinga & 
Versendaal 2010). The interpretation of the upper sample is based on the assumed correctness of the younger component, 
with an admixture of older grains (either through little light exposure / short transport distances, or because bioturbation 
or sampling imperfections have introduced some material from the underlying layer). The interpretation of the middle 
sample assumes some admixture, for example by bioturbation, of material from Layer 2. The bottom sample was the least 
problematic, despite some spreading probably caused by limited exposure to light. The OSL study shows (see Table appen-
dix 8.4.1) that the aeolian Layer 3 was formed about 5500 years ago, and that the sandy deposits of Layer 4 were formed 
15,000 years ago. 

Table appendix 8.4.1.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Il Passo. 

Appendix 8.4

Stratigraphy of the test trenches

Layer Munsell Colour / 
Lithology

Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence 

Interpretation Age of formation Boundary Remarks

1 10YR 5/4
Loamy sand

- Plough layer Plough layer - 1 -> 2 abrupt

2 10YR 6/6
Loamy sand

- Plough marks Mixture plough 
layer – natural 
sandy soil

- 2- > 3 sharp 

3 10YR 7/1
Sand

- / aeolian Aeolian cover OSL sample 1: 5.45±0.35 
(NCL-7109015): ca. 
5500 BP

3 > 4 sharp

4 10YR 6/2
Loamy sand

Borgo Ermada / fluvial Sandy alluvial 
fan

OSL sample 2: 15.0±1.0 
(NCL-7109016) and OSL 
sample 3: 15.5±1.0 (NCL-
7109017): ca. 15,000 BP

Sediment 
contains 
quartz 
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Migliara 44�5 (2008)
Below the plough layer (Layer 1), dark grey clay layers 2 to 4 were found to contain fragments of burnt clay. Seeds of 
Artiplex patula / prostate (Spear leaved Orache), Polygonaceae, and an indeterminate genus were found in Layer 2 and 
dated to 1500 ± 35 BP (GrA-43193; Table appendix 8.4.2). Layer 5 consists of a coarse weathered volcanic ash containing 
many pumice-like fragments. Below this are two layers (Layers 6 and 7) of peaty clay and another ca. 2cm thick layer (Layer 
8) of volcanic ash (EU-2 ash layer). The thin dark clay Layer 9 contains a fair amount of organic matter and pyrites. Layer 
10 consists of grey lagoonal clays. The gully (Layer 11) cut into Layers 4 - 9 and partially also into Layer 3. It was filled with 
washed-out volcanic material, an event which probably took place when Layer 3 was already formed but certainly before 
cal AD 530-643 (82.9%), cal AD 436-490 (11.8%) (GrA-43193: 1500 ± 35 BP). Corings demonstrate the presence, below 
Layer 10, of a gully filled with loamy quartz-containing sand (Layer 12). This sediment is identical to the one found in the 
sandy fan in the test pit at Il Passo, and a flint flake was found in it. Below the gully the core samples show the presence of 
Borgo Ermada clays (Layer 13).

Table appendix 8.4.2.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Migliara 44.5. 

Layer Munsell Colour / 
Lithology

Geological Formation 
/ Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age of formation Boundary Remarks

1 10YR 4/2
Loamy clay

- Pottery particles Plough layer 1 -> 2 Grad-
ual

 

2 10YR 4/1
Loamy clay

- Pottery particles Old plough layer cal AD 530-643 
(82.9%), cal AD 
436-490 (11.8%) 
(GrA-43193: 1500 
± 35 BP)

2 -> 3 Grad-
ual

No pollen (sterile)
Shell samples taken
Macrobotanical 
samples taken

3 7.5YR 4/2
Loamy clay

Terracina / lagoon Pottery and 
burnt clay 
particles

Lagoonal clay 
with soil devel-
opment

3 -> 4 Grad-
ual

High pollen values

4 10YR 4/1
Loamy clay

Terracina / lagoon Pottery and 
burnt clay 
particles

Lagoonal clay 4 -> 5 Clear Low pollen values 

5 7.5YR 7/8
Sandy loam

Reddish layer with 
volcanic material de-
posited in a lagoonal 
environment 

Charcoal par-
ticles

Layer with re-
worked volcanic 
material

5 -> 6 
Abrupt

Low pollen values. 
Thin sections: Se-08-
11a and Se-08-11b 
(Table appendix 
8.3.2). Pumice-rich 
layer with volcanic 
glass and sand size 
pyroxenes

6 10YR 3/1
Clayey Peat

Terracina / shallow 
lake 

Deposited in a 
low energetic 
environment: 
shallow lake

6 -> 7 Clear Low pollen values

7 10YR 4/1
Peaty clay

Terracina / shallow 
lake

Charcoal par-
ticles

Deposited in a 
low energetic 
environment: 
shallow lake

7 -> 8 
Abrupt

High pollen values.
Macrobotanical 
samples taken

8 10YR 7/2 
Fine sands; vol-
canic ash

Almost unweathered 
ash layer deposited in 
a low energetic envir-
onment (Terracina / 
shallow lake)

Volcanic ash 
layer in situ: 
Avellino EU-2 
ash layer

3945±10 cal 
BP;1955±10cal 
BC (Sevink et al. 
2011)

8 -> 9 
Abrupt

High pollen values.
Thin sections: Se-
08-10a, Se-08-10b  
and Se-08-13 (Table 
appendix 8.3.2).
Layer contains min-
erals and volcanic 
glass

9 10YR 4/1
Loamy Clay

Terracina / lagoon Burnt clay 
and charcoal 
particles 

Lagoonal clay 9 -> 10 
Gradual

Low pollen values

10 10YR 5/1
Clay

Terracina/ lagoon Lagoonal clay 10 -> 12 
Gradual

Low pollen values. 
Jarosite layers visible

11 10YR 5/2
Sandy clay loam

- Burnt clay 
and charcoal 
particles

Gully, incised 
in layers 4-9, 
partly incised in 
Layer 3 

Incising, 
erosive 
boundaries

Macrobotanical 
samples taken

12 2.5Y 6/1
Loamy sand

Borgo Ermada / fluvial Flint flake Old stream bed 12 -> 13 
Clear

13 2.5Y 6/1
Clay

Borgo Ermada / 
lagoon
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Campo Inferiore (2009)

Layers 1 and 2 consist of colluvium, and together are 90cm thick (Table appendix 8.4.3). Layers 3 to 6 consist of decom-
posed peat. Layer 7 is the Avellino EU-2 ash (Sevink et al. 2011). Layer 8 is a Terracina-level clay layer containing pieces 
of wood. Layer 9 is composed of gyttja and travertine containing many shells; Layer 10 consists of a gyttja deposited in a 
quiet lacustrine environment.

Layer Munsell Colour or 
Colour /
Lithology

Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age of formation Remarks

1 10YR 4/3 / 
Clay loam

Sezze Colluvium Blocky structure visible. 
Interpretation colluvium

2 10YR 3/1 /
Clay

Sezze Colluvium

3 10YR 3/1 and 7.5YR 5/6 /
Clay

Terracina Oxidised peat 
layer

X-ray sample 9 (Table ap-
pendix 8.3.1)

4 10YR3/1 and 2.5YR 4/6 /
Clay

Terracina Oxidised peat 
layer

X-ray sample 9 (Table ap-
pendix 8.3.1)

5 10YR 4/1 /
Peaty clay

Terracina Process of 
coalification 
acted on peaty 
clay layer

6 10YR 3/1 /
Clayey peat

Terracina / shallow lake Lacustrine 
sediments 
deposited in a 
low energetic 
environment

Lagoonal clay layer with 
plant and wood remains, a 
lot of secondary iron found 
along structures and roots. 
Iron has a orange-yellow 
brown colour
X-ray sample 10 (Table 
appendix 8.3.1)
Macrobotanical samples 
and wood samples taken 
(Appendix 9B)

7 10YR 5/3 /
Silt

Almost unweathered 
ash layer deposited in a 
low energetic envir-
onment (Terracina / 
shallow lake)

Lacustrine 
sediments 
deposited in a 
low energetic 
environment 
with volcanic 
ash layer in 
situ: Avellino 
EU-2 ash layer

3945±10  cal BP; 
1955±10 cal BC
(Sevink et al. 2011)

Ash layer, sharp even-lying 
biotites are visible. 

8 10YR 3/1 /
Clay loam

Terracina / shallow lake Reworked 
wood

Lacustrine 
sediments 
deposited in a 
low energetic 
environment

Large wood fragments 
(stems and trunks).
Macrobotanical sample 
Wood samples 4 to 7 (Ap-
pendix 9B).

Table appendix 8.4.3.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Campo Inferiore. 
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Mazzocchio Via San Carlo trench 10 (2008)
A total of 10 layers and one anthropogenic feature were distinguished (Table appendix 8.4.4.). Layers 1, 2 and 3 are prob-
ably colluvial-alluvial deposits. Beneath Layer 3 there is a transition zone to the fluvial deposits composing layers 8, 9, 10 
and 11. This transition zone (formed by Layers 4, 5, 6, and 7) and also Layers 2, 3, and 8 contain a lot of iron manganese 
(FeMn) concretions. Layers 8, 9 and 10 contain fragments of ceramics, limestone, and cement. Layer 11 is a clay layer.

Table appendix 8.4.4.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Mazzocchio Via San Carlo trench 10.

Layer Colour / 
Lithology

Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age of formation Remarks

1 Brown / Clay Sezze Colluvial-alluvial 
deposits

Prismatic structure and homog-
enous

2 Brown / Clay Sezze Colluvial-alluvial 
deposits, soil de-
velopment visible 
(oxidation)

Less prismatic structure than 
Layer 1, iron-manganese layer

3 Brown / Clay Sezze Colluvial-alluvial 
deposits

4 Yellow brown 
/ Clay

Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Ditch? Soil development 
visible (oxidation)

Layer 4 looks like a ditch with a 
lot of iron-manganese concre-
tions and jarosite 

5 Brown / Clay Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Soil development 
visible (oxidation)

Iron-manganese layer

6 Yellow brown 
/ Clay

Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Soil development 
visible (oxidation)

a lot of iron-manganese concre-
tions and jarosite 

7 Brown / Clay Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Soil development 
visible (oxidation)

Some iron-manganese and 
jarosite concretions. 

8 Grey brown / 
Clay

Terracina / floodplain Roman pottery, 
charcoal

1st – 2d century AD Contains fragments of ceramic. 
One is of an amphora dating 
to the 1st – 2nd century AD 
(determination G. Tol)

9 Grey / Clay 
loam

Terracina / floodplain Roman pottery Republican Period Fragments of ceramic, lime-
stone fragments and cement. 
Two sherds were collected, one 
Black Glaze sherd dating to the 
Republican Period (determi-
nation G. Tol). Layer reaches 
approximately the same depth 
as the base of the Roman wall 
in this location.

10 Grey / Clay 
loam

Terracina / floodplain Pottery Fragments of ceramic and 
limestone, layer approximately 
same depth as base Roman 
wall.

11 Grey / Clay Terracina / floodplain Natural layer
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Mazzocchio Biomasse trench 14 (2008)
Layers 1 and 2, together about 1.4m thick, consist of colluvium-alluvium with a prismatic structure (Table appendix 8.4.5). 
Layer 3 consists of a yellow-brown weathered and washed-out volcanic ash. Layer 4 is composed of brown clay containing 
many iron manganese (FeMn) concretions. Layers 5 and 6 are composed of brown grey clay deposited by the Amaseno.

Layer Munsell colour / 
Lithology

Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age of formation Remarks

1 10YR 4/3 / Clay loam - Pottery frag-
ments

Plough layer

2 10YR 5/3 / Clay loam Sezze Colluvium Prismatic structure 
3 10YR 5/6 / Clay loam Sezze, with volcanic 

material 
Charcoal par-
ticles 

Colluvium with 
reworked vol-
canic material

Prismatic structure 

4 7.5YR 5/6 / Clay Terracina / lagoon Roman pottery, 
archaeological 
layer

Archaeological 
layer with soil 
development

Lower part of 
Layer 4 dated: 
539-405 cal BC 
(93.8%): (GrN-
31748: 2415 ± 
15 BP)

Wood fragment found 
and dated

5 10YR 4/3 /Clay Terracina / floodplain Layer 0.3-0.8m below 
surface of trench

6 10YR 3/2 /Clay Terracina / floodplain Layer 0.8-1.2m below 
surface of trench

Table appendix 8.4.5.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Mazzocchio Biomasse trench 14. 
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Murillo (2008)
Layers 1 (plough layer) and 2 both consist of colluvium, Layer 2 being interpreted as an older plough layer (Table appendix 
8.4.6). Layers 3 to 5 are composed of a reddish brown colluvial clay containing archaeological indicators from the Roman 
Republican period and therefore probably deposited during this period; together they are about 0.6m thick. Layers 6, 7, 
8, 9, 18 and 19 are archaeological deposits. A clear erosion phase was noted between archaeological Layer 8 and colluvial 
Layer 5. Elsewhere a thin yellowish layer with reworked volcanic material (Layer 12) was found between the fluvial clays 
of Layers 14 and 15 and the colluvium of Layer 5. The archaeological Layers 6, 7, 8 and 9 lie on the inactive riverbed (Layer 
10); deposits 18 and 19 were dug into levee deposits. All archaeological deposits except Layer 19 contain large amounts of 
rounded lava cobbles; since these are too heavy to be transported by natural processes they must have been deliberately 
placed there to firm up the ground. Layers 13 to 17 and 20 are composed of loamy clays and sands and are interpreted as 
levee deposits, Layers 10, 10a and 10b consist of sand containing much volcanic gravel and are interpreted as stream bed 
deposits. Finally, the dark grey loamy clay of Layer 11 is interpreted as floodplain deposits. 

Layer Munsell colour / 
Lithology

Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age of formation Boundary Remarks

1 10YR 3/1 Clay 
loam

Sezze Roman pottery Plough layer 1 -> 2, 3 
Gradual

Prismatic structure, 
shrink and swell 
structures

2 10YR 4/1 Clay 
loam

Sezze Roman pottery Colluvium-
alluvium

2 -> 3 
Gradual

Prismatic structure, 
shrink and swell struc-
tures, small travertine 
structure

3 10YR 3/1 Clay Sezze Roman pottery 
archaeological 
layer

Colluvium-
alluvium

1) cal AD 1617-1670 
(49.9%), cal AD 
1516-1595 (35.0%), 
cal AD 1780-1799 
(9.2%) (GrA-43221: 
265 ± 30)
2) cal AD 1151-1277 
(86.5%), cal AD 
1048-1085 (6.9%) 
(GrA-44761: 830 ± 
45 BP)

3 -> 4 
Gradual

Swell and shrink 
structures
Macrobotanical sample 
taken

4 10YR 5/2 Clay Sezze Roman pottery Colluvium-
alluvium

4 -> 5 
Gradual

Swell and shrink 
structures

5 5YR 5/2 Clay Sezze Roman pottery Colluvium-
alluvium

5 -> 6, 7, 8 
Abrupt

Swell and shrink 
structures
No Pollen (sterile)

12 5YR 4/4 Loamy 
clay

Layer with volcanic 
material

Layer with 
reworked vol-
canic material

Thin section: Se-08-5 / 
Se-08-6 (Table appen-
dix 8.3.1)

6 10YR 4/1 Sand Terracina / fluvial Archaeological 
layer

No Pollen (sterile)
Subangular limestone 
fragments 5-6%, 
volcanic material 10% 
(Pisolitic Tuff)

7 10YR 4/1 Sand Terracina / fluvial Archaeological 
layer

7-> 11 
Abrupt

No Pollen (sterile)
Angular volcanic mater-
ial 30%, gravel 15-20 %, 
limestone 15%, Pisolitic 
Tuff

8 7.5 YR 3/3 Sandy 
clay 
loam

Terracina / fluvial Archaeological 
layer

Erosion layer 403-350 cal BC 
(50.2%); 305-209 
cal BC (45.2%) (GrA-
43200: 2280 ± 35)

No Pollen (sterile)
Mix between Layer 5 
and Layer 9, volcanic 
material 10% (Pisolitic 
Tuff), subangular gravel 
and limestone. 

9 10YR 3/2 Sand Terracina / fluvial Archaeological 
layer

9 -> 10 
Abrupt

Gravel not sorted, 
gravel contains 20-30% 
volcanic material, also 
limestone

18 10YR 4/2 Sand Terracina / fluvial Archaeological 
layer

Angular gravel, angular 
limestone fragments

19 5YR 4/2 Loamy 
clay

Terracina / fluvial Archaeological 
layer

13 10YR 4/2 Loamy 
sand

Terracina / fluvial (levee) Charcoal frag-
ments

Levee Small sand lense

Table appendix 8.4.6.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Murillo. 
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Layer Munsell colour / 
Lithology

Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age of formation Boundary Remarks

14 10YR 4/1 Loamy 
sand

Terracina / fluvial

15 10YR 4/2 Loamy 
clay

Terracina / fluvial

16 10YR 4/3 Loamy 
sand

Terracina / fluvial 16 -> 11 
Abrupt

17 10YR 4/1 Loamy 
clay

Terracina / fluvial (levee) Burnt clay Levee Burnt clay

20 10YR 3/1 Sand Terracina / fluvial (levee) Levee

10 10YR 2/2 Sand Terracina / fluvial 
(stream bed)

Stream bed 10-> 11 
Abrupt

Volcanic material 
30%, gravel contains 
volcanic material and 
small angular limestone 
fragments

11 10YR 4/1 Loamy 
clay

Terracina / fluvial 
(floodplain)

Floodplain Lagoonal clay Low pollen values

Table appendix 8.4.6.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Murillo (continued). 
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Villafranca (2009)
Layers 1000 and 1001 are both composed of colluvium-alluvium; 1000 is the plough layer and Layer 1001 is a brown clay 
loam layer (Table appendix 8.4.7). Layers 2000, 2001 and 2002 consist of burnt clay, below which a layer of lagoonal clay 
(Layer 3000) is found. It is remarkable that fragment of (probably Roman) imbrex was found in this layer. The Borgo 
Ermada level is present at 1.3m below the current surface.

Table appendix 8.4.7.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Villafranca. 

Layer Colour Lithology Geological Formation / 
Environment

Anthropogenic 
influence

Interpretation Age  of formation Remarks

1000 Brown Clay Loam - Plough layer

1001 Brown Clay Loam Sezze Colluvium-Alluvium

2000 Brown grey Clay Loam Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Burnt clay layer Burnt clay layer X-ray sample 7 
(Table appendix 
8.3.1).

2001 Brown grey Clay Loam Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Burnt clay con-
centration

Burnt clay concen-
tration

X-ray sample 7 
(Table appendix 
8.3.1).

2002 Dark yellow Clay Loam Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina

Burnt clay Layer Burnt clay layer

3000 Grey Sandy Clay 
Loam

Terracina / Lagoon Roman pottery Roman (upper part) Roman tile frag-
ment (imbrex) 
found (determina-
tion G. Tol)
X-ray sample 8 
(Table appendix 
8.3.1).
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Tratturo Caniò (2009)

Layer Colour Lithology Geological Forma-
tion / Environment

Interpretation Age of formation Remarks

1000 Brown Clay Loam - Recent plough 
layer 

Republican period 
(Relative dating 
method)

Blocky structure

1001 Dark brown Clay Loam - Old plough layer 
formed after 
the Republican 
period

Republican period 
(Relative dating 
method)

Limestone fragments. Second older 
plough layer. When dry, cracks 
appear.

2000 Red brown Clay Loam Sezze Colluvial-alluvial 
deposits; 
Republican-Ar-
chaic occupation 
layer

Archaic period (Rela-
tive dating method, 
archaeological remains 
and 14C)

When dry, cracks appear, when wet 
scaly structures are visible.
No Pollen (sterile)

3000 Red yellow/ 
Brown grey

Silty Clay Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina / fluvial (levee 
deposits)

Archaic occupa-
tion layer on 
levee

Late Iron Age – Ar-
chaic (Relative dating 
method)

Layer 3000 has a lithology running 
from Sandy Clay Loam to Silty 
Clay with 60% lutum due to lateral 
shifting.
Low pollen values

3001 Red yellow Clay Loam Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina / fluvial (levee 
deposits)

Archaic occupa-
tion layer on 
levee

Late Iron Age – Archaic: 
2565 ± 30 BP (GrA-
44912): 806-747 cal BC 
(65.1%); 689-665 cal BC 
(14.2%); 644-589 cal BC 
(12.7%) GrA-44912.
(Relative dating 
method, archaeological 
remains and 14C)

4000 A Red brown Silty Clay Sezze / fluvial (stream 
bed deposits)

Stream bed (Ar-
chaic period)

Archaic period (Relative 
dating method)

40% lutum, very silty clay (Layer 
4000 B)
Small rounded tuff stones (Layer 
4001 A)
Poorly sorted (Layer 4001 B)
Shell samples taken (Layer 4001)
Macrobotanical samples taken 
(Layer 4000)

4000 B Red brown Very Silty 
Clay

4001 Red brown Sand (450 
mm)

4001 A Green blue Sand (450 
mm)

4001 B Red brown Sand (450 
mm)

5000 Up-
per

Red brown 
grey

Clay Transition Sezze / Ter-
racina / fluvial (flood 
plain deposits)

Flood plain Late Iron Age (Relative 
dating method)

Macrobotanical samples taken. Me-
dium pollen values

5000 
Lower (till 
5001)

Red brown 
grey

Clay Iron Age (Relative 
dating method)

Macrobotanical samples taken

5000 
Lower 
(5100 till 
6000)

Red brown 
grey

Clay Early Bronze Age? (Rela-
tive dating method)

Macrobotanical samples taken

5001 Darkgrey 
brown

Clay - Bronze Age oc-
cupation layer

Middle Bronze Age – 
Recent Bronze Age: 
1937-1732 cal BC 
(91.2%) (GrA-44910: 
3495±45 BP)
(Relative dating 
method, archaeological 
remains and 14C)

Low pollen values.

7000 Green 
brown yel-
low

Silt Volcanic ash layer Volcanic ash 
layer: Avellino 
EU-2

3945±10 cal BP; 
1955±10 cal BC
(Sevink et al. 2011) 
(Relative dating 
method, archaeological 
remains, 14C and tephro-
chronology)

Low pollen values

Table appendix 8.4.8.  Stratigraphy of the trench at Tratturo Caniò.
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9�1 Introduction
Using existing as well as newly acquired geological and 
palaeo-ecological data (see Chapter 8 and Appendices 
9A-E), palaeogeographical reconstructions were made for 
various periods. In this chapter I will discuss specifically 
the palaeogeographical reconstruction by concentrating 
on the following targets:
a) To reveal the presence of a hidden (buried) Bronze Age 

landscape in the Pontine plain;
b) To establish whether a marginal area such as the palude 

(marsh) was settled in the Bronze Age, and in what 
form;

c) To assess the effects of post-depositional sedimentation 
and erosion on the archaeological site distribution as 
established by the surveys, by comparing this site dis-
tribution with the palaeogeographical reconstructions;

d) To assess the archaeological potential of the Pontine 
plain.

The chronological framework for the palaeogeographical 
reconstructions of the Pontine plain has primarily been 
based on typochronologically dated archaeological finds 
and sites. The reason for this is the relative abundance 
of archaeological material (dating from the Protohistory 
to the Middle Ages) and the absence of high resolution, 
well-dated (Holocene) pollen cores of which the observed 
chronostratigraphy might be related to the fluvial and 
colluvial-alluvial depositional units in the area. In fact, 
many lithological units could not be dated, since they do 
not contain the materials required for methods such as 
radiocarbon dating or tephrostratigraphy, but they often 
did contain typologically distinct archaeology. Evidently, 
wherever possible, radiocarbon dates and the Avellino ash 
layer (EU-2) were used in support of this dating frame-
work, providing a check for the ages attributed to the vari-
ous phases. Radiocarbon dates were particularly used to 
confirm the protohistoric archaeological phases distin-
guished in the Pontine plain (Feiken et al. 2012) and to 
correlate/date depositional events when no archaeological 
material was encountered in the sediment (as for example 
in the dating of the expansion of the Sezze alluvial fan). 

It was not possible (and not the objective of the HLP) 
to transform the archaeological chronology used for 
the palaeogeographical reconstructions to an absolutely 
dated geological chronostratigraphy. Systematic research 

on the absolute chronology of the Bronze Age and Iron 
Age of Central and South Italy has just started (Van der 
Plicht et al. 2009, Van Rossenberg 2012, pp. 9-10 & 67-72, 
Alberti 2013a, Alberti 2013b). At this moment there are 
not enough detailed data for Southern Lazio to transform 
the existing relative protohistoric chronology to an abso-
lute chronology. It is only possible to broadly correlate 
the archaeological chronology to an absolute geological 
chronostratigraphy: Bronze Age, Iron Age and Archaic 
period are all part of the Subboreal (starts ca. 5700 cal 
BP) and the Post-Archaic and subsequent periods are 
part of the Subatlantic (starts ca. 2500 cal. BP, based on 
Cremaschi 2006, p. 205).

Profile reconstructions are indicated in Figure 9.1 
and reconstructions of the landscape and its depos-
itional environments in the Figures 9.2a-e. Ecological 
data collected in the course of fieldwork for the Hidden 
Landscapes Project in the Pontine plain (which contrib-
uted in essential ways to these reconstructions) are pre-
sented in Appendices 9A-E of this chapter. One outcome 
of the analysis of these data was the observation that flu-
vial and lacustrine environments already existed in the 
Bronze Age, a conclusion that earlier had been reached by 
Sevink et al. (1984) and Van Joolen (2003). However, the 
HLP data allowed for much more detailed observations. 

The research presented in Chapter 8 indicated that 
the landscape of the Pontine plain can be divided into  
four zones: 

 • Area 1: the transitional zone from the graben towards 
the marine terraces; 

 • Area 2: the transitional zone from the graben towards 
the Monti Lepini near Sezze; 

 • Area 3: the transitional zone from the Amaseno area 
towards the Monti Lepini and Monti Ausoni; 

 • Area 4: the graben itself which in turn includes a 
number of sub-zones, each with its own potential for 
exploitation: 

 ∗ The lake (zone I); 
 ∗ The lake shore and the levees of small rivers (zone 

IIa); 
 ∗ Other, poorly drained lower parts of the landscape 

(floodplain areas, zone IIb).

The wet depositional environment in the Bronze Age 
and the continued waterlogged condition of the layers 

Chapter 9

Palaeogeography and human exploitation  
of the Pontine plain
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Above and right page: Figure 9.1.  Schematic cross-sections (NE-SW) of the lithostratigraphy, vegetation and settlement of the Pontine plain for the Bronze 
Age (a) and the Republican period (b). Environmental zones indicated along the top of the figure.
For the Bronze Age:
1. Slopes of Monti Lepini: mixed oak forest with oak, hornbeam, hop-hornbeam, beech and hazel.
2. Alluvial fan: deforestation for cultivation of cereals (oats/wheat) and creation of open spaces with herbaceous plants and shrubs.
3. Shallow lake with reed beds.
4. Area around Tratturo Caniò: habitation, animal husbandry (sheep/goat, pig and cattle) and cultivation of barley, emmer wheat and lentils on levees 

(mixed farming).
5. Slash-and-burn activities on levees.
6. Shallow lake (including deposit of Avellino EU-2 ash). In lake: water plants (soft hornwort, yellow water lily, bur reed), on lakeshore: reed beds, sedges, 

alder swamp woods (Alnetea glutinosae) with alder and willow, wild grape, figs, elder, bramble and grasses.
7. Cultivation of oats/wheat.
8. Ferns and sedges in wet zones surrounding the lake on Borgo Ermada deposits.
9.  Habitation on Borgo Ermada deposits and cultivation of oats/wheat.
10. Slash-and-burn activities on Borgo Ermada deposits.
11. Aeolian deposits on sandy alluvial fan; transition zone between marine terrace and Pontine plain. Aeolian deposits are linked to human activities on the 

marine terrace.
12. Marine terrace: oak (Quercus robur), heath vegetation and cultivation of wheat. Presence of heath points to local slash-and-burn activities.

For the Roman Republican period:
13. Deforestation of the slopes of the Monti Lepini.
14. Lower slopes of the Monti Lepini and alluvial fan: Cultivation of chestnut, walnut, olive and cereals.
15. Alluvial fan: Vine cultivation
16. Area around Tratturo Caniò and the sanctuary of Juno: cultivation of barley, emmer wheat and lentils.
17. Canalization of rivers and deposition of colluvial-alluvial sediments by canalised rivers (formation of lobes).
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deposited at this time led to the preservation of much 
fossil material, potentially a rich source of ecological 
information on the Bronze Age. For the Roman period, 
however, ecological data are scarce because colluvio-allu-
vial deposits from that period long remained near the sur-
face and are still widely exposed. In summer the clayey 
colluvium dries out and deep cracks are formed which 
cause most organic material to oxidise. Also bone and 
shell are affected by this regular expansion and shrinking 
of the colluvium, and also - particularly - by ploughing.

The assessment of the impact of human activities in 
and near the Pontine plain from the Bronze Age to the 
Roman period was based on the results of four pollen core 
analyses from the PRP area.199 Historical maps from the 
16th to 19th century containing information on a Roman 
canal and on medieval to sub-recent colmatage infra-
structure were used; more information on the three most 
important maps can be found in Appendix 9F.

9�2  Palaeogeographical stages and land use

9.2.1  Late Glacial to Bronze Age: 15,000 – 4300 BP
Chapter 8 described how gullies were formed in the 
Latina marine terrace in the Late Glacial, and fossil gullies 

199 These are: the Monticchio core, taken in the Monti Lepini foothills 
west of Sezze (Attema 1993a, pp. 249-255); the Colle San Lorenzo 
core, taken south of Ardea; the Lago di Fogliano core, taken near 
the Tyrrhenian Sea; and a core taken at Laghi di Vescovo in the 
Pontine plain (Van Joolen 2003).

also occur in the deeper layers of the Pontine plain, being 
cut into the Borgo Ermada level, as the interpolation map 
shows (Figure 9.2a). Some gullies are visible on the 1928 
DEM as depressions resulting from differences in soil set-
ting upon reclamation. River deposits associated with one 
of the gullies were identified at Migliara 44.5. In general, 
the water courses seem to converge into a river channel 
which skirts the northern margins of the Pontine plain, 
where the Borgo Ermada complex is deepest. This Late 
Glacial – Early Holocene river ran south-east towards the 
Amaseno area, then flowed slightly west of Mazzocchio 
past the Borgo Ermada complex to the south (Figure 
9.2a). Sevink et al. (1984) identified a deeply incised chan-
nel south of Casaletto Prete, evidence that this was where 
the Late Glacial - Early Holocene river ran towards the 
sea. Holocene sandy and gravelly river deposits which 
definitely pre-date the Bronze Age have also been found 
near Tratturo Caniò. 

Erosion of the Latina marine terrace led to the trans-
port of sand through the incised rivers to the Pontine 
plain, and alluvial fans were formed in the transitional 
zone between terrace and plain. These sandy alluvial fans 
could be identified by studying elevation lines, the soil 
map of Sevink et al. (1984) and aerial photographs, and 
by analysing core samples. The aerial photographs in par-
ticular (mainly pre-1955) clearly show the outlines of the 
sandy alluvial fans. As was explained in Chapter 8 these 
sandy alluvial fans originated in the final part of the Late 
Glacial; their development appears to have ceased around 
15,000BP. 

18. Cultivation of barley and emmer wheat.
19.  Slash-and-burn activities.
20. Via Appia with canal.
21. Raised farmstead surrounded by fields (with drainage system). Cultivation of cereals on Borgo Ermada deposits.
22. Roman canal (Fiume Antico).
23. Cultivation of cereals on sandy alluvial fan.
24. Open landscape of myrtle, grasses, heath and sedges with oaks. Cultivation of cereals (wheat) on marine terrace.

Key to Lithostratigraphy:
Sezze Formation (Holocene)
Se af Alluvial fan deposits
Se ca Colluvial-alluvial deposits 
Se cas Sandy and gravelly colluvial-alluvial layers 
Se caa Colluvial-alluvial deposits with archaeological remains

Terracina Formation (Holocene)
Te la Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits
Te lat Transition layers (Lagoonal deposits with soil formation)
Te laa Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits with archaeological remains
Te lab Lagoonal (or lacustrine) deposits with burnt clay
Te fl Fluvial deposits
Te pe Peat

Borgo Ermada Formation (Weichselian)
Be la Lagoonal deposits
Be ae Aeolian deposits
Be fl Fluvial deposits

Cross hatch – Burnt clay layer 
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9.2.2  Bronze Age: 4300 – 3000 BP
The Il Passo study showed that windblown sand was 
deposited in the transitional zone from the graben to the 
marine terraces around 5500 BP. These aeolian deposits 
may have been linked to Neolithic human activities on 
the marine terraces as revealed by analysis of the Lago 
Fogliano pollen cores by Van Joolen (2003).200 Probably 
the terrace vegetation was cut and burnt (slash and burn 
agriculture), allowing the wind to mobilize the underly-
ing sand. The presence of heather pollen in the Migliara 
44.5 pollen diagram is also an indication for the impact 
of human activities on the local vegetation (see Appendix 
9A, Figure 9A). The Migliara 44.5 pollen diagram and 

200 The Fogliano core sample produced tentative evidence for an agri-
cultural phase in zone I, a section beginning at a depth of 2.8m and 
dated to 2457 - 1535 cal BC (95.4%) (GrN-25579: 3590 ± 160 BP) 
(Van Joolen 2003). 

the other samples also contained charcoal, both below 
and above the Avellino ash deposit. This Migliara 44.5 
charcoal provides us with an important chronological 
clue. The charcoal fragments from the Bronze Age 
Layers 7 to 10 (see Appendix 9E) are probably the result 
of slash and burn activities (Figure 9.1a). Other sam-
ples have also produced charcoal in layers dating from 
the Middle Bronze Age or earlier. After the formation of 
the Avellino ash deposit pollen counts of beach (Fagus), 
alder (Alnus), hornbeam (Carpinus) and hazel (Corylus) 
and to a lesser extent of oak (Quercus) declined in the 
Migliara 44.5 pollen diagram. 201 This may point to defor-
estation. Other species show an increase: fir (Abies), fern 

201 Changes in the presence of marsh and water species or ecologic-
ally indifferent species were not included in this regional analysis, 
as these all belong to local plant communities the pollen of which, 
unlike tree pollen, are not widely dispersed. 

Figure 9.2.  Palaeogeographical reconstructions of the Pontine plain in a) the Late Pleistocene (~15,000 BP), b) the Bronze Age (~3600 BP), c) the Iron Age 
(~2800 BP), d) the Republican period (~2200 BP), and e) the Medieval period (~500 BP).
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(Dryopteris), pine (Pinus), heather (Ericales), camomile 
(Anthemis type) and bracken (Pteridium). Especially 
the last four species thrive on dry to moist, open loca-
tions on sandy soil. The marine terraces mainly contain 
sandy soils; apparently deciduous forests were disappear-
ing, perhaps being deliberately cut to create open patches  
for cultivation. 

The earliest indications for human exploitation in the 
graben date from the Bronze Age. The Migliara 44.5 cores 
and Tratturo Caniò profile samples provided indications 
for the presence of a cereal species, oats/wheat (Avena/
Triticum, exact determination impossible; Bunnik 2010), 
below the Avellino ash deposits (2005-1985 cal BC, Sevink 
et al. 2011; Appendix 9A). Hordeum sp. has been identi-
fied in the lowest Migliara 44.5 spectrum; no other cere-
als could be identified. However, Hordeum sp. includes 
not only barley (Hordeum vulgare) but also several non-
domesticated grasses, particularly some wetland species. 
The extremely small quantities of cereal pollen of defin-
ite cultivars (Avena/Triticum type) in the Migliara 44.5 
samples renders this second possibility the most likely 
(F. Bunnik, written communication). Tree trunks which 
showed signs of having been worked by a human hand 
were found near Campo Inferiore, below the Avellino ash 
deposit (Sevink et al. 2011).

In this same period the graben was a wet, marshy area 
into which small rivers flowed. The fossil stream identi-
fied near Tratturo Caniò and near Murillo was seasonal, 
small and irregular; its alternating shell/gravel and clay 
layers are indicative of fluctuations both in speed and in 
stream flow. It eventually flowed into a large lake which 
judging by its reconstructed water table (ca. 3m asl on the 
1928 DEM, see below) probably formed at a time when 
the Amaseno river mouth was blocked, probably as a 
result of the formation of a beach ridge or the expansion 
of the Amaseno alluvial fan. The perimeter of this Bronze 

Age lake was established by combining several sources of 
information (Figure 9.2b). According to the 1928 DEM 
the surface of the test trench at Migliara 44.5 is at 4.2m 
asl; since lacustrine deposits were encountered at 1.1m asl 
below that, and these in turn lie directly on top of a non-
consolidated Borgo Ermada surface, the lake’s water table 
must have been at ca. 3m asl. The 1928 elevation data then 
allowed the extrapolation of this reconstructed water table 
across the entire area, while excluding all locations where 
the Borgo Ermada surface exceeds 3m asl. Additional 
sources of information were a number of peaty extensions 
mapped by Sevink et al. (1984), which are indicative of lake 
deposits such as H1F (Mollic Gleysols) and H1B (Eutric 
Histosols/Mollic Gleysols). Finally, the north-western 
margin of the lake could be determined on the basis of 
the geomorphogenetic-geological map (Figure 9.2b). The 
presence of certain shell species point to a ‘copiotrophic’ 
lake environment of clear, lime-rich water largely sup-
plied by the many springs along the transitional zone 
between the plain and the Monti Lepini ((Appendix 9C). 
Along the lake margins grew reed bed communities with 
sedge species, burr (Sparganium sp.) and alder carr; also 
the wild grapevine flourished there (Vitis vinifera subsp. 
sylvestris). The amount of alder carr probably varied per 
area. Near Migliara 44.5 its presence was limited, unlike 
Campo Inferiore where it was more common. Analysis 
of botanical macro-remains indicated that river and lake 
margins were damp and overgrown with trees and shrubs, 
including alder (Alnus glutinosa), willow (Salix sp.), wild 
grape (Vitis vinifera), elder (Sambucus sp.) and blackberry 
(Rubus sp.). Analysis of land snails ((Appendix 9C) points 
in the same direction.

Slash and burn agriculture in the Bronze Age 
Sevink et al. (1984) already described layers of burnt clay, 
which were also extensively observed in the course of 

Indicators of 
ignicoltura: 
pyrophytes 

Primary agricul-
tural indicators 
(germinate in 
cultivated or fal-
low land)

Primary arbori-
cultural indicators

Secondary indicators: 
weeds

Indicators of grazing Indicators of a rise of 
second-growth shrub 
(pioneers of burnt and 
cultivated fields)

Buxus
Cistus
Erica arborea
Quercus suber/ 
coccifera
Tamarix
Urtica dioica

Avena group
Cannabis
Hordeum group
Triticum group 

Castanea
Juglans
Olea
Vitis 

Artemisia
Atriplex
Centaurea solstitialis
Chenopodiaceae
Cistus
Compositae
Mercurialis annua
Plantago
Polygonum persicaria
Ranunculus
Rhus
Spergula arvensis
Stellaria
Vicia

Apiaceae
Asteraceae
Brassicaceae Caryophyl-
laceae
Cupressus
Euphorbiaceae
Fabaceae
Lamiaceae
Liliaceae
Polygonum aviculare
Ranunculus 

Erica arborea
Fraxinus
Ostrya
Quercus coccifera 

Table 9.1.  Indicators of agricultural activity (after Van Joolen 2003, pp. 154-155).
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HLP fieldwork and found to be linked to slash and burn 
activities that go back to at least the Bronze Age. The next 
section will describe the appearance of the layers of burnt 
clay and explain what slash and burn entails, why the tech-
nique was practised in the Pontine plain, and whether it 
was also used elsewhere in Italy.

Of Van Joolen’s four agricultural phases the first is the 
most relevant for research into the hidden Bronze Age 
landscape and the presence of burnt clay (Table 9.1). Van 
Joolen labels the dominant reclamation technique igni-
coltura, i.e. slash and burn, and states that it was mainly 
used in the context of cereal cultivation (Van Joolen 2003, 
p. 102). Slash and burn involves the controlled use of fire 
to clear an area of vegetation, after which the field is pre-
pared with – usually – a dibble or hoe, and sown. When 
after a few years soil fertility declines new fields are pre-
pared and the old ones are allowed to lie fallow or used 
for grazing. After several years the old fields will have 
recovered and are ready to be burnt and subsequently 
sown again. This technique requires no fertilizers other 
than the ashes (Van Joolen 2003, p. 103). The burn-
ing cycles will evidently leave clear traces in pollen dia-
grams. One slash and burn indicator in pollen diagrams 
is the combined presence of fire tolerant species (pyroph-
ytes) and charcoal fragments (Table 9.1; Van Joolen 2003,  
p. 154). 

The burning process alters the soil structure, with 
the most distinct changes occurring in the upper 10cm 
(Courty et al. 1989). In soils with a coarse structure the 
heat causes cracks, and near the surface the soil will dis-
integrate into finer material. This is accompanied by col-
our changes: as organic material in the humic horizon 
is being chemically converted, reducing conditions will 
result in a black soil while oxidising conditions turn it 
reddish brown.202 Courty et al. (1989, p. 129) succinctly 
describe the appearance of a burnt soil: ‘the net result is 
a microfabric characterised by the occurrence of finely 
mixed charred organic fragments (originating from the 
buried Ah layer), in addition to a few remnants of char-
coal and burned wood, as well as reddish-brown aggre-
gates representing a rubified topsoil if the soil contains 
clay’. As was mentioned in Chapter 8 a layer of burnt clay 
was discovered over a wide area around Tratturo Caniò, 
at a depth of ca. 1.2m below the present surface and just 
above the EU-2 volcanic ash deposit. This stratigraphy 
suggests that the layer was formed during the Bronze Age 
(see Figure 9.3 for a section drawing showing the position 
of the burnt clay layer). That the clay was indeed burnt 
was confirmed by X-ray analysis and micro-morphologi-
cal studies (Appendix 8.3).

202 The colour of the clay is also altered: ‘In oxidising conditions red-
dening occurs whereas in reducing conditions blackening takes place. 
Heating also affects the optical properties and the clay become less 
birefringent; above 800 ºC obvious vitrification occurs’ (Courty et al. 
1989, p. 109).

All pollen samples taken in the Pontine plain con-
tained charcoal particles (Appendix 9E). In every case 
these particles were rather coarse and angular, an indi-
cation (F. Bunnik, written communication) that they had 
been transported over only a short distance and/or not by 
water, which would have left them much more rounded. 
Bunnik (2010) states that the particles derive from slash 
and burn activities, which is confirmed by the presence 
in the pollen samples of pyrophytes like heather (Ericales) 
and oak (Quercus ilex and Q. cerris). In short, X-ray analy-
sis, micro-morphological analysis and pollen analysis all 
lead to the conclusion that the layers of burnt clay in the 
Pontine plain are the result of a regular burning of the 
fields for agricultural purposes. 

Burning local vegetation in preparation of cultivation is 
one of the oldest agricultural techniques; it has been and is 
still being used all over the world. Examples are the shift-
ing cultivation in wet tropical climate zones and the burn-
ing of peat prior to buckwheat cultivation in North-west 
Europe. There may be several reasons for the practice: 
1. By burning the field any forest cover and/or weeds that 

might compete with the crops are removed; 
2. Burning releases nutrients from the biomass that is be-

ing burnt, thereby enhancing soil fertility (Wainwright 
& Thornes 2004, p. 199; Eickmeier et al. 2007). Naveh 
(1990) conducted an experiment on Mount Carmel 
(Israel) in order to establish precisely which factors 
related to the burning affect fertility in a field with a 
Mediterranean-type vegetation, and the effect this has 
on wheat cultivation. It turned out that the yield, meas-
ured in the number of grains, measurably increased 
 after burning (see Table 9.2). Experiments carried out 
in 1977 in England (Hampshire) by Reynolds produced 
similar results: after slash and burn yields of emmer 
(Triticum dicoccum) were significantly higher than if 
the vegetation were only removed; 

3. Fire will eradicate infections and pests; 
4. Fire will significantly reduce the volume of biomass of 

low nutritional value, replacing it by highly nutritious 
new shoots which are moreover more easily acces-
sible to livestock, especially in macchia-type areas (J. 
Sevink, oral communication). Areas where this was the 
main reason for burning the local vegetation include 
salt marshes and heathland in north-western Europe 
and the Mediterranean macchia (for the north-western 
European salt marshes, see Exaltus & Kortekaas 2008; 
for Mediterranean macchia, see Veenman 2002, pp. 
103-104).

5. After burning, very heavy clay soils crumble, making 
them easier to work especially in the absence of iron 
ploughshares (Van Joolen 2003, pp. 109-110). However 
this may not be a primary effect, as these soils may also 
dry out as a result of the removal of dense vegetation 
followed by a greater exposure to solar radiation. 
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In short, burning the fields had many advantages in the 
technologically simple agricultural conditions of the 
Pontine plain with its strongly humic to peaty upper 
soils. Such soils contain substantial amounts of nutrients, 
which are released during burning, provided the soil is 
sufficiently dry to allow a hot fire. Certainly by the end of 
a long and dry summer, before the arrival of the autumn 
rains, peaty soils can burn intensely, reaching higher tem-
peratures than the more common Mediterranean field 
fires, which tend to be superficial. The relatively low tem-
peratures of these low-intensity burns only affect the top 
few centimetres of the soil (Archibold 1995, p. 156). 

Little research has been done into the effects of inten-
sive, high temperature burning in the Mediterranean 
region. The few results that are available suggest that it has 
a measurably positive effect on crop yield. Cereal crops 
thrive on fields which have been heated to temperatures 
of 220 to 460°C; X-ray analysis of clay soils in the Pontine 
plain revealed these to have been heated to 300 - 400°C 
(Appendix 8.3). When temperatures exceed 700°C soil 
fertility is found to rapidly decrease rather than increase 
(Wainwright & Thornes 2004, pp. 196-198).203 The main 
reasons for burning the fields in the peaty environment of 
the Pontine plain were probably the eradication of weeds 
and the release of nutrients in preparation of cultiva-
tion. Burning to create extra pasture is unlikely to have 
been practised in this area, for the high temperatures of 
a peat fire would have destroyed all vegetation, impeding 
regrowth and leaving livestock with little to feed on.

In order to establish whether the practice of slash and 
burn was limited to the Pontine plain I also looked for 

203 ‘Giovannini et al. (1990) used the burnt soils to grow wheat in 
controlled conditions. Biomass (shoot and root), plant height and 
root extension were highest in those soils heated to 220 ºC and 460 
ºC, and lowest in those soils heated to 700 ºC or more’ (Wainwright 
& Thornes 2004, pp. 197-198).

evidence for Bronze Age slash and burn in other parts of 
Italy. In Central Italy, archaeological research produced 
no direct evidence but pollen analysis did:

The Colle San Lorenzo pollen core, taken in the tuff 
area south of Ardea, contains many small charcoal par-
ticles in a section which dates from the period 1400 to 
1000 BC, an indication that fields were being burnt (Van 
Joolen 2003 p. 162). The earliest indications for agricul-
ture in the Colle San Lorenzo pollen spectrum date from 
the Neolithic period. In a section from ca. 3000 BP the 
presence of Cerealia and Leguminosae pollen increased, 
and a larger proportion of wheat pollen in the Late Bronze 
Age accompanied by a decrease in arboreal pollen points 
towards an intensification of agriculture around that time, 
especially on the slopes in the tuff area (Van Joolen 2003 
p. 167).

A study of pollen diagrams based on samples from 
three small lakes in northern and central Italy (Laghi di 
Mezzano, Accesa and Lucone) has produced similar evi-
dence for slash and burn agriculture from the Early Bronze 
Age onwards. The environment of the Lago di Mezzano, a 
maar or volcanic lake south of Rome, was studied by ana-
lysing the lake’s geochemistry and its pollen and diatom 
samples. The chronology of the lake deposits is based on a 
combination of varve analysis, interpolated sedimentation 
rates and radiocarbon dates (Sadori et al. 2004). The con-
clusion was that the effects of human action first became 

Burned Unburned Ratio
Dry weight (g/m2) shoots 1142 197 5.3
Dry weight (g/m2) roots 709 158 4.5
Shoot:root ratio 2.2 1.2 1.8
Dry weight spikes (g/m2) 512 39 13.0
No of seeds m2 13740 1102 12.5
Seed weight (g/m2) 128 11 11.6
Nutrient accumulation N 0.6 0.2 3.0
Nutrient accumulation P 0.2 0.02 10.2
Nutrient accumulation Mg 0.6 0.08 7.5
Nutrient accumulation H 0.2 0.04 5.0
Nutrient accumulation Ca 0.9 0.1 9.0
Nutrient accumulation Zn 0.02 0.005 4.0
Nutrient accumulation Fe 0.3 0.06 5

Table 9.2.  Production and nutrient accumulation of wheat plants from burned and unburned pine forest of Mt. Carmel (Naveh 1990, p. 8).
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noticeable in the Bronze Age.204 Sadori et al. stated: ‘The 
local human presence is striking and intensive land-use is 
detected not only by fires and decreasing forest cover for 
living and producing metals use, but also by cultivation, 
deduced by cereal type and legume pollen which reach 
maximum values’ (Sadori et al. 2004, p. 13).

A pollen diagram for the area around the Lago 
dell’Accesa in southern Tuscany also contains markers 
of human presence between ca. 4000 and 2900 cal BP. 
Vanniere et al. (2008) interpret an abundance of char-
coal fragments in the core sample in combination with 
a simultaneous reduction in Quercus ilex and an increase 
in shrubs and macchia as evidence that slash and burn 
was practised there since the Bronze Age (ca. 3800-3600  
cal BP). 

Neolithic and Bronze Age sites were found around 
Lago Lucone, a little west of Lake Garda in North Italy 
(Valsecchi et al. 2006). Pollen diagrams for the area indi-
cate that the percentage of open landscape around the 
lake increased from the Early Bronze Age onwards. Pollen 
types associated with human intervention such as cerealia, 
rye (Secale) and sorrel (Rumex), show up between 4000 
and 3100 cal BP, as does Pteridium aquilinum, which 
Valsecchi et al. (2006, p. 105) regard as a fire indicator. A 
fivefold increase in charcoal fragments in the core section 
for this period compared to sections for earlier periods 
points in the same direction. Macrofossils for this period 
include Triticum spikelet bases and many large charcoal 
fragments. The combined evidence suggests that the area 
around Lago Lucone was being cleared by fire from ca. 
4000BP onwards, after which the land was converted into 
agricultural fields. 

Archaeological excavations and the study of soil pro-
files and thin sections also revealed traces of slash and 
burn agriculture in the Holocene alluvial Po plain. At 
archaeological sites from the Neolithic to the early Middle 
Bronze Age near Buco del Signore and San Pancrazio, 
towards the Apennines, research conducted by Bernabò 
Brea et al. (2011) showed that slash and burn was certainly 
being practised in the Po plain in the Chalcolithic period 
and the Bronze Age (ca. 4000 BP), and that it was prob-
ably already known in the Neolithic period (Bernabò Brea 
et al. 2011; Cremaschi & Nicosia 2012). At the Buco del 

204 Sadori et al. (2004) detected several indicators for human inter-
vention in the landscape, including 1) a change in herb species; 
2) forest clearance (a decrease in arboreal pollen percentages from 
90% to 54% around 3600 cal BP; 3) an increase in cultivars (cere-
als and legumes); 4) an increase in weeds and ruderals (Rumex, 
Cichorioideae, Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae, Caryophyllaceae and 
Asteroideae); 5) an abundance of (micro-) charcoal particles; 6) an 
increase in clastic lake sediments (first peak of minerogenic flux 
at 3700 cal BP); 7) the presence of turbidites in the lake (i.e. sin-
gle events of water flows with a high sediment load; ca. 3400 cal 
BP); and finally 8) the presence of Pseudoschizaea (a palynomorph 
which is an indicator of erosion). 

Signore site micro-morphological analysis revealed min-
ute charcoal fragments and burnt clay particles, which 
were interpreted as resulting from field clearance by fire. 
No charcoal fragments were observed during the excav-
ations, which the investigators believe is the result of the 
use of a stick or hoe to work the soil. At the excavated 
Early Bronze Age site of San Pancrazio imprints of burnt 
tree roots were found, surrounded by large quantities of 
charcoal. According to Bernabò Brea et al. (2011), these 
trees had been deliberately cut and burnt as part of a slash 
and burn process. The imprints were still in situ, and the 
charcoal fragments came from the cut trees that had been 
burnt on the surface. These slash and burn activities took 
place around 3900 BP (2465-2364 cal BC). 

Cremaschi et al. (2011) and Cremaschi and Nicosia 
(2012) studied soil profiles from quarries and archaeo-
logical excavations at Rubiera, Sant’Ilario/Taneto, San 
Pancrazio and Botteghino, all in the Holocene alluvial 
plain of the Po on the fringe of the Apennine foothills 
observed several buried soils dating between the Neolithic 
and Early Bronze Age. These buried soils contained 
charcoal fragments, sometimes large charcoal/burned 
patches, and (remains of) tree stumps. In thin sections, 
Cremaschi et al. observed burned soil, burned bone frag-
ments, charcoal and charred vegetal fragments and dusty 
clay textural pedofeatures. Cremaschi and Nicosia (2012, 
pp. 170-171) interpreted these observations as evidence 
of the contemporaneous onset of massive and extensive 
woodland clearance through slash and burn during the  
Chalcolithic period. 

The conclusion from this inventory of the available litera-
ture is that slash and burn was being practised in North 
and Central Italy in the Bronze Age, which would sug-
gest that the technique was widely known at that time. 
Macrobotanical studies carried out in the context of the 
HLP attempted to establish which crops were being culti-
vated in the Pontine plain in the Bronze Age.

Bronze Age agriculture in the Pontine plain
The most common cereal species in botanical samples 
from Tratturo Caniò (Appendix 9B) is emmer wheat 
(Triticum turgidum, ssp. dicoccon), but barley (Hordeum 
vulgare) was also present. Barley and emmer wheat are 
both hulled species; they appear to have been the pre-
ferred crops, especially emmer wheat. One reason could 
be that emmer wheat thrives in wet areas. Another cul-
tivar certainly grown in the Pontine plain was lentil  
(Lens culinaris). 

Pollen analysis (Appendix 9A) indicated that the cul-
tivation of oats (Avena) and wheat (Triticum) at Tratturo 
Caniò predated the settlement: Layer 6000, just below 
the Middle Bronze Age archaeological layer, contained 
many charcoal fragments. Only charred seeds were found 
at Tratturo Caniò; the site is situated on a levee, a rela-
tively dry environment in which organic remains decay 
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unless they are charred. This is also why the pollen sam-
ples from Tratturo Caniò contained very little pollen. 
Since the remains of naked cereal species, legumes, olives 
and grapes usually do not get into contact with fire these 
rarely become charred, and indeed these species were vir-
tually absent. Macrobotanical analysis therefore reveals 
very little about the extent to which they contributed to 
the local diet. Interestingly, arable weeds were also absent. 
According to Ewolds (2009) this absence suggests that not 
all processing stadia are represented at the site or in the 
sampled contexts. When processing a cereal crop, seeds of 
arable weeds are usually removed, probably immediately 
after harvesting and drying the grain on open locations 
outside the settlement, or perhaps still on the fields. Only 
the threshed and cleaned grain would be transported to 
the settlement (Ewolds 2009). 

No comparable macrobotanical dataset on (Middle) 
Bronze Age subsistence yet exists for southern Latium, but 
a few are available from other parts of Italy – the Po plain, 
the Arno plain, and the Biferno valley. Palaeobotanical 
analysis was carried out at the Middle to Late Bronze 
Age site Terramara di Montale in the Po valley (Mercuri 
et al. 2006). Mercuri et al. claim that the settlement at 
Terramara di Montale owed its existence to the prox-
imity of wood, fresh water and fertile soils nearby. The 
range of food crops identified at this site is largely simi-
lar to what was found at Tratturo Caniò: emmer wheat 
(Triticum dicoccon), durum wheat (Triticum durum), bar-
ley (Hordeum vulgare), common millet (Panicum mili-
aceum), rye (Secale cereal), broad bean (Vicia faba) and 
lentil (Lens culinaris). The site of San Lorenzo a Greve 
near Florence is situated on a natural elevation in the 
Arno floodplain (Mariotti Lippi et al. 2009). 

Excavations at the site revealed a deep round pit filled 
with sediment, seeds, fruit remains, wood and some pot-
tery. The pottery and 14C samples dated the pit to the 
Middle Bronze Age. Analysis of palaeobotanical and pol-
len samples from the pit produced evidence for the fol-
lowing cereal species (all threshed and charred): durum 
wheat (Triticum aestivum/durum), einkorn/emmer wheat 
(Triticum monococcum/dicoccum), Triticum sp., barley 
(Hordeum vulgare). Other identified species included leg-
umes like lentil (Pisum sp. Lens culinaris), large yellow 
vetch (Vicia grandiflora), common vetch (Vicia sativa), 
chickpea (Cicer arietinum), Genista sp., Medicago sp., as 
well as several types of fruit and nuts. 

Two Middle Bronze Age sites were excavated in the 
context of the Biferno Valley project (Barker 1995b): 
Fonte Maggio, situated at 450m asl in the central Biferno 
valley, and Masseria Mammarella on the first river terrace 
above the modern Sinarca floodplain. Palaeobotanical 
and palaeozoological analysis of samples from both 
sites produced evidence for a mixed farming economy 

(diversified subsistence; Barker 1995b, pp. 149-152).205 
Palaeobotanical analysis identified ‘principal cereals’ like 
emmer wheat and barley, and also millet, oats and flax. 
Legumes included kidney vetch (Anthyllis vulneraria), 
chickpea (Cicer arietinum), pea (Pisum arvense), bitter 
vetch (Vicia ervilia) and broad bean (Vicia faba).

The Bronze Age in the Pontine plain: conclusion
Intensive geological research, core sample analysis and 
test trenches together resulted in a reliable palaeogeo-
graphical reconstruction of the Bronze Age landscape in 
the Pontine plain. The landscape in the graben (Area 4) 
consisted of different zones, each with its own possibilities 
for exploitation: the lake (zone I), the lakeshore and the 
levees of small rivers (zone IIa) and the remaining lower, 
poorly drained areas (floodplains, zone IIb). In addition 
higher and drier sections can be distinguished, like the 
Sezze alluvial fan (Area 2) and the marine terraces (Area 
1). Especially zone II of Area 4 has long been regarded as 
unsuitable for human exploitation, but this research has 
shown that that the area was in fact being exploited.

Archaeological sites and traces of prehistoric land use 
were found in the transitional zones between wet and 
dry areas. In fact, archaeological and ecological research 
revealed that the Pontine plain is very rich in protohis-
toric sites. The seeds and pollen identified in the course of 
the research allow a preliminary reconstruction of Bronze 
Age land use. The area turns out to have been inten-
sively cultivated. Even Zone II in the graben appears to 
have been suitable for both cultivation and animal hus-
bandry. While Alessandri (2009. p. 584) still regards the 
Pontine plain as predominantly a zone for hunting and 
fishing palaeozoological analysis of the bone mater-
ial from Tratturo Caniò was unable to identify any large 
game animals (see Appendix 9D). The concept of the 
Pontine plain as a Bronze Age agricultural area also con-
tradicts the land evaluation carried out by Van Joolen 
(2003) and Kamermans (1993). These researchers stated 
that the Terracina lagoonal deposits in the interior as well 
as the Latina lagoonal deposits206 were unsuited for agri-
culture in the Bronze Age; this study rather suggests that 
this is incorrect. I therefore conclude that especially the 
lake shore and the levees of small rivers (zone IIa) in the 
Pontine plain could be and were in fact being farmed in 
the Bronze Age.

205 Bone was also collected during both excavations. Ca. 90% of the 
bones derive from principal stock (cattle 15-20%, pigs 20-30% and 
sheep/goat 45-50%). Game species were less frequently encoun-
tered. There are indications that butchery took place on site: ‘The 
range of deaths suggest a rather generalized system of husbandry, 
with the flock kept for meat, milk and wool’ (Barker 1995b, p. 149). 
Most of the bone found during test excavations at Tratturo Caniò 
also came from principal stock (Appendix 9D).

206 The Latina lagoonal deposits are found directly south of the plain, 
as part of the Latina marine terrace (Table 2.2).
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9.2.3  Iron Age – Republican period: 3000 -2000 BP 

Iron Age - Archaic period
The research at Tratturo Caniò indicated that the colluvial 
infill in the Pontine plain took place through small water-
courses. Colluviation began in Iron Age with material 
from the hinterland being transported to the plain(Figure 
9.2c). A pollen diagram from Colle San Lorenzo in the 
tuff area north of the Pontine plain contained the first 
indication for active erosion since the Bronze Age (Van 
Joolen 2003, p. 167).207 The sedimentation regime of the 
river near Tratturo Caniò changed in the Iron Age; gul-
lies were being filled in with gravel size fragments of 
volcanic rocks. Test trenches and core samples from the 
area around Tratturo Caniò revealed that colluvium was 
being deposited there in the Iron Age and Archaic period, 
which had not been the case in the Bronze Age. Two large 
Iron Age storage jars (dolia) were found in the river chan-
nel. Similar dolia were used in Latium (especially in the 
Alban hills) as funerary containers for human remains 
and grave goods (Dialoghi di Archeologia 1980, pp. 
47-78, see especially p.72). It appears that a cult developed 
around Tratturo Caniò in the course of the Iron Age. 
River deposits from that period (Layers 50010, 5005, 
5008 and 5011) and from the Archaic period (Layers 
4000 and 4001) contained charred seeds of emmer wheat 
(Triticum dicoccum), barley (Hordeum vulgare), durum 
wheat (Triticum durum), common millet (Panicum milia-
ceum) and broad bean (Vicia faba). Broad beans were also 
found in a Late Iron Age/Archaic pit-hearth (Feature 18). 
These are unlikely to have been burnt during preparation; 
they may have accidentally ended up in the fire, or possi-
bly they represent the remains of a food offering (Ewolds 
2009). A similar assemblage of emmer wheat, barley and 
broad bean, dating from the Late Bronze/Early Iron Age, 
came from stream deposits associated with hydrosere 
stages at Murillo. Pollen analysis of samples of approxi-
mately the same date from Layer 11 at the same site con-
firmed the presence of Avena/Triticum pollen. Ecological 
and geological studies indicate that the Pontine plain was 
generally marshy at this stage, but that it was still settled 
and being cultivated.

Settlement intensification in the Post-Archaic and Roman 
Republican periods
In the Post-Archaic and Roman Republican periods the 
Pontine plain increasingly became a cultural landscape 
(Figures 9.1b and 9.2d). Survey results indicate a marked 

207 ‘At the top of this zone, even coarse sandy loam with pebbles was 
found. This may be the result of erosion of the deforested and cul-
tivated soils of the Alban hills, leading to increased terrestrial sedi-
mentation in the rather flat area between the volcanoes and the sea. 
This also explains the resemblance of the two radiocarbon dates at 
depth of 1.72 m and 1.55 m [3040 ± 60 BP (GrN-25583) and 2950 
± 60 BP (GrN-25582) respectively]: a lot of sediment was deposited 
in a relatively short period of time’ (Van Joolen 2003, p. 167).

increase in the number of settlements from the transitional 
period onwards (Attema & Van Leusen 2004; De Haas 
2011), as the population in the Pontine plain grew (see 
Chapter 7). During core sampling campaigns Republican 
pottery was found everywhere on the surface (Table 9.3). A 
number of infrastructural and drainage projects were ini-
tiated in the Republican period in an attempt to keep the 
Pontine plain dry. Many farmstead sites and other settle-
ments were probably raised; the Murillo site certainly was 
(see Section 8.4.4), and another raised house site from 
this period was found near Pontinia (De Haas 2008, p. 10; 
De Haas 2010, pp. 9-10). A Roman Republican drainage 
system was discovered near Migliara 44.5, in the recently 
cleaned sides of modern ditches. Small natural gully sys-
tems near that same site (Migliara 44.5) are probably 
associated with improved drainage in the Pontine plain. 
This would have lowered the water table in the lake, after 
which the small watercourses around the lake began to 
cut into the surface. Pollen analysis by Van Joolen showed 
that by 2100 BP the area around the Laghi di Vescovo also 
began to dry out. Van Joolen (2002, p. 172) attributes this 
process to Roman drainage activities. A similar explan-
ation, i.e. improved drainage, seems justified for the peat 
oxidation and disintegration, which could be observed in 
the Campo Inferiore test trench (Section 8.4.2).

The character of the watercourses in the Pontine plain 
changed through time. In the Bronze Age the rivers 
were small, and maximum discharge was determined 
by the speed at which groundwater drained away. In 
the Republican period these rivers were canalised while 
newly begun large-scale drainage activities were aimed at 
making the Pontine plain less marshy. A number of new 
canals collected the waters flowing down from the hinter-
land, thus keeping the plain dry. These canals were fed by 
springs in the tuff area and along the Monti Lepini, fol-
lowing a course along the southern margins of the plain in 
order to keep a maximum gradient and thereby preserve 
speed. Some of this water probably flowed towards the 
sea through the Rio Martino, a canal probably dug in the 
Roman period. It cut through the marine terraces, when-
ever possible following the course of Late Pleistocene 
river channels. Small rivers in the plain itself were also 
being canalised around this time; they show up on the 
1928 DEM as (in part) linear structures. The presence of 
gravel in the core deposits of these former rivers quite far 
into the Pontine plain indicates that discharge must have 
been high, as all the water from the hinterland flowed 
into them. The volume of water fluctuated, however. In 
summer diverting much of it into the fields for irrigation 
probably left the canals almost dry, while during wetter 
periods and especially in winter flash floods would have 
transported huge volumes of water and sediment at high 
speed through the canals. No doubt the banks overflowed 
from time to time, leaving colluvio-alluvial deposits 
behind. Such deposits show up on the 1928 DEM as col-
luvial lobes (see Chapter 8 Figure 8.5).
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On maps from the late 16th century onwards one of the 
canals is labelled Fiume Antico (see e.g., Korthals-Altes 
1928, illustration between pp. 24/25 and between pp. 
34/35; see also Appendix 9F, Figures 9F1 and 9F2).208 

According to these maps the Fiume Antico enters the 
plain from the hinterland south of Norma, diving beneath 
the Via Appia at Tor Tre Ponti before heading towards 
the marine terraces, which border the Pontine Plain, 
after which it merges with another canal (today called 
Fiume Sisto) while some of the water flows into the Rio 
Martino and hence to sea. On the 1928 DEM and on aer-
ial photographs from 1955 the Fiume Antico is clearly 
visible between Migliara 43 and 44 (Figure 9.4), and also 
on the 1785 Astoldi map it has been meticulously drawn 
in (Frutaz 1972, pp. 202–204; Appendix 9F, Figure 9F-3). 
The 1928 DEM also shows how the water from the Monti 
Lepini springs was being siphoned off and diverted to sea 
via the Fiume Cavatella and the Fiume Cavata. During 
the pontificate of pope Pius VI (1775-1799) a section of 
the Fiume Antico was used again, and the Canale delle 
Mole (or Mola) was dug to improve drainage in the hin-
terland of the Pontine plain. The rivers Fiume Ninfa and 
Fiume Teppia drained into this new canal. Sections of the 
Fiume Antico and the Fiume Sisto were straightened to 

208 Korthals-Altes (1928, between pp. 120 and 121) published a map 
from 1777 on which the canal appears as the ‘Traccia del Fiume 
Antico’. The maker of this map is unknown.

service the new canal, while other sections were dredged 
and then also used again (Korthals-Altes 1928, p. 123).209 

Four Roman Republican sites have been found on the 
banks of the Fiume Antico (from north to south the PRP 
sites 12368, 13620 and 12316, see Figure 9.4). Sevink et 
al. describe the results of two core samples taken along-
side this canal [in translation]: ‘Core sample 1429: old 
irrigation canal, shards of old Roman artefacts, occu-
pation? Former settlement?’ and ‘Core sample 1512: no 
core sample taken, because of large hillock of anthropo-
genic origin; many stones; .... stone + brick’. According to 
Korthals-Altes (1928, p. 10) the Fiume Antico is identical 
to the Cavo di Augusto, a canal built under the emperor 
Augustus. While it proved impossible to date the Fiume 
Antico directly, it does seem to be Roman in origin, as 
its 16th-century name (meaning ‘antique river’) suggests.

Roman land use
In the course of HLP fieldwork data were collected on 
Roman land use in the Pontine plain. Burning the fields at 

209 This restored canal is visible on a 1785 map by Gaetano Astolfi 
(Frutaz 1972, Tav. 202), on a ca. 1800 map by Salvati (Korthals-
Altes 1928, pp. 128/129; Frutaz 1972, Tav. 206) and on an 1851 map 
by the Vienna Military Institute (Frutaz 1972, Tav. 300-301).

Table 9.3.  Dating of archaeological materials found during coring and observations in ditches (dates courtesy of G. Tol).

Name Archaeological material found next to boreholes or ditch observations

Gr’07 Core 2007.01.07 Late Republican period - Early Imperial period 

Gr’07 Core 2007.01.09 Archaic period – Republican period

Gr’07 Core 2007.01.20 Archaic period – Republican period

Gr’07 Core 2007.01.21 Archaic period – Early Imperial period

Gr’07 Core 2007.01.32 Late Republican period - Early Imperial period

Gr’07 Core 2007.02.03 Post-Archaic period

Gr’07 Core 2007.02.08 Post-Archaic period - Republican period

Gr’07 Core 2007.02.24&25 Archaic period – Republican period

Gr’07 Core 2007.02.42 Archaic period – Republican period

Gr’08 Core 2008.01.18 Republican period

Gr’08 Core 2008.01.25 Republican period

Gr’08 Obs 4 Post-Archaic period - Republican period

Gr’08 Obs 108 (ditch 2) Republican period

Gr’08 Obs 109 (ditch 2) Republican period

Gr’08 Obs 110 (ditch 2) Republican period

Gr’08 Obs 111 (ditch 2) Republican period

Gr’08 Obs 113 (ditch 2) Republican period
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regular intervals was still practised in the Roman period.210 
The best evidence for this comes from Villafranca, where 
the test trench and core samples indicate the presence 
of layers of burnt clay over a large area (Figure 9.5). The 
traditional mixed farming system of cereals/legumes in 
combination with various types of animal husbandry, 
however, was replaced in the Roman period by the typ-
ical Mediterranean polyculture: cereals, legumes, olives, 
grapes and figs (Barker 1981; Butzer 2005). Around 2400 
BP the slope forests of the Monti Lepini disappeared and 
the number of anthropogenic indicators increased (Van 

210 Small charcoal fragments – indications of slash and burn – were 
present in the entire core sample from Laghi di Vescovo, which 
covers the period of ca. 2500 to ca. 2200 BP (Van Joolen 2003 pp. 
165-166). Also the upper section of the core sample of Lago di 
Fogliano, which post-dates ca. 2400 BP, contained many charcoal 
fragments. An intensive form of agriculture which included wheat 
cultivation could be demonstrated for this period (Van Joolen 2003 
pp. 163-165).

Joolen 2003, pp. 171-172). Cultivars like grape, olive, wal-
nut and chestnut appeared on the slopes of the Monti 
Lepini in the Roman period (Attema 1993a, pp. 252-
253), as did terraces for villas. Historical sources men-
tion the presence of vineyards near Sezze (Attema 1995, 
p. 69). Archaeological features at Tratturo Caniò from the 
Late Archaic/Republican period contain remains of len-
til, emmer wheat, hulled barley and broad bean. At the 
same time the sedimentation of colluvium at Tratturo 
Caniò came to an end, unlike Murillo where it increased. 
Such increase in colluvio-alluvial sedimentation prob-
ably occurred at many canal sites in the Roman period; 
the Sezze alluvial fan, for example, also expanded in the 
Republican and Imperial periods. In the Pontine plain 
itself the Republican surface tends to be close to the 
modern surface, and Republican material is easily found 
during surveys. 

Figure 9.4.  The course of the Fiume Antico can be seen on the 1928 DEM (elevation model based on the 1:5000 scale topographic maps produced for the 
Bonifica Integrale of the Pontine plain).
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9.2.4  Empire and Middle Ages: 2000 – 500 BP
The results of the archaeological surveys indicate that the 
population of the Pontine plain decreased in the Imperial 
period (see Section 7.1.5). No post-Republican settle-
ment remains were found at Tratturo Caniò and Migliara 
44.5. The reason was probably that during the Empire the 
Pontine plain became wet again (Figure 9.2e).

Geological studies show the Cavata to be an unusual 
water course in that the bottom of its channel is higher 
than the land to the north. South-east of Migliara 44 the 
canal runs dead straight. In the landscape the Cavata can 
be identified as a clear ridge. Interestingly, the 1928 DEM 
shows five crevasses along its course, one near Migliara 42, 
one directly south-west of Borgo Faiti (or Foro Appio),211 
one crevasse between Migliara 43 and 44, another directly 
north-west of Casale Traiano, and finally a fifth directly 
south-east of Migliara 46 (see Figure 9.6). 

These crevasses are also marked on several maps: 
one map dating from the pontificate of pope Sixtus V 
(Korthals-Altes 1928, pp. 24/25; see Appendix 9F, Figure 

211 A (natural) crevasse forms when water rises above the levees of a 
river and flows into the lower areas behind as a small secondary 
stream which transports sand and clay to the hinterland, leaving a 
lobe-shaped, small and thin body of sediment (Smith et al. 1989).

9F-1), a 1593-1597 map (Korthals-Altes 1928; pp. 34/35; 
Appendix 9F, Figure 9F-2), a 1678 map by Battista Falda 
(Korthals-Altes 1928, pp. 62/63; Frutaz 1972, Tav. 159) 
and a 1785 map by Astolfi (Frutaz 1972, Tav. 202–204; 
Appendix 9F, Figure 9F-3) Core samples were taken at the 
crevasse south of Borgo Faiti, and the Cavata channel was 
investigated on the same occasion. Pottery and limestone 
were found in the crevasse deposits; the bottom section 
of the Cavata channel consisted of peat deposits which at 
2.1m below the modern surface dated to cal AD 687-895 
(93.9%) (GrN-31385: 1210 ±40 BP). This peat may have 
formed when the Cavata ceased to be maintained and 
subsequently silted up. Colluvium had been deposited 
directly above this peat layer. In it, at a depth of 2m below 
the modern surface, uncharred seeds of elder (Sambucus) 
and cf. Phaluris were found together with some charcoal 
dated to cal AD 1026 -1180 (95.4%) (GrA-38800: 925 ± 
30 BP). In other words, the Cavata colluvial deposits post-
date the period AD 1026 -1180.

One cause of the increasingly wet conditions in the 
Pontine plain may be a general neglect of the entire drain-
age system, which would have led to a decrease in settle-
ment. However, there is very little direct evidence other 
than the Cavata peat deposits for increasing wetness. The 
date of the colluvial deposits above the peat in the Cavata 

Figure 9.5.  Occurrence of burnt clay in corings in the Pontine plain. Large symbols: corings made for the Hidden Landscapes Project, small symbols: 
corings made for the soil map of Southern Lazio and adjacent Campania (Sevink et al. 1984).
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Figure 9.6.  Five crevasses (1-5) can be seen to occur along the Fiume Cavata on the 1928 DEM (elevation model based on the 1:5000 scale topographic 
maps for the Bonifica Integrale of the Pontine plain).

Figure 9.7.  A potential medieval land division on the alluvial fan below Sezze. Background: recent airphoto with elevations from the 1928 DEM.
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suggests that the canal was reactivated in the Middle 
Ages, possibly out of a desire to use it for colmatage 
undertakings. Late 16th-century maps (Korthals-Altes 
1928, between pp. 24/25 and between 34/35; Appendix 
9F, Figures 9F1 and 9F2) appear to show traces of colmat-
age infrastructure near Villafranca, between the Fiume 
Cavata and the Via Appia, and according to these same 
maps the sediment would have come from the Cavata. 
Field observations suggest that the fields directly north-
west of Villafranca have indeed been raised by colmat-
age. The crevasses depicted on the historical maps and the 
1928 DEM would have been the apertures through which 
sediment spread from the Cavata to the lower areas. In the 
Middle Ages the Cavata formed (as it still does today) the 
boundary between the territories of Sezze and Sermoneta. 
As such it was a source of many conflicts between the 
two towns. The Cavata used to drain the higher fields of 
Sermoneta, but historical sources state that during periods 
of heavy precipitation the canal would overflow, causing 
serious damage to the Sezze fields (Baratta 1929; Linoli 
2005, p. 32). All elements of the colmatage infrastructure 
are situated within Sermoneta territory and were prob-
ably constructed by that town (by order of the powerful  
Caetani family).

The 1928 DEM also shows several ridges in the Campo 
di Sezze area, running south-west from the highest point 
of the Sezze alluvial fan, perpendicular to the Via Appia. 

Other ridges can be seen running north-west, and together 
with the first set they form a grid (Figure 9.7), probably an 
old field pattern (rectangular plots). On historical maps 
this grid is reflected by the roads, which follow the - dead 
straight - ridges. This field pattern is situated on a section 
of the alluvial fan which formed late in the Roman period, 
and it must therefore be post-Roman. Interestingly, old 
buildings found on the 1928 map are all situated on top of 
the old, filled-in canals (Figure 9.2e).

9�3  Comparing palaeogeographical reconstructions 
and intensive survey data

Palaeogeographical and archaeological research indicated 
that sediment was deposited in the Pontine plain from the 
Bronze Age until well into the Middle Ages, and that the 
Pontine plain was occupied throughout that period. In 
this section I will compare the palaeogeographical results 
with those of the intensive archaeological surveys in 
order to assess the effects of post-depositional sedimen-
tation and erosion on the archaeological find distribution 
observed during the surveys, and specifically any poten-
tial bias factors which may have affected protohistoric, 
Archaic and Roman sites. 

9.3.1  The protohistoric and Archaic periods
A total of eighteen Bronze Age, Iron Age and Archaic 
sites were found in or bordering on the Pontine plain (see 

Table 9.4.  Protohistoric and Archaic sites recorded in and around the Pontine plain. 
Discovery method P: archaeological prospection (core samples), S: survey, T: trench. 
Area codes: 1) transition zone graben – marine terraces, 2) transition zone graben – Monti Lepini near Sezze, 3) transition zone Amaseno area - Mt Lepini 
and Mt. Ausoni, 4) graben. 
* Indirect indications of Bronze Age habitation; ** Indirect indications of use of wetlands in the Bronze Age; *** Dumped material according to Holstrom et 
al. (2004).

Site 
number

Site name Discovery 
method

Date Area Literature or descriptor

1 Colle Pistasale / site 10 S Bronze Age 3 Cancellieri 1999; Alessandri 2009
2 Migliara 52 S Bronze Age 3 Anastasia 2003; Alessandri 2009
3 Valle Fredda / site 9 S Bronze Age 3 Cancellieri 1999; Anastasia 2003;  Alessandri 

2009
4 Murillo P/T Bronze Age – Archaic* 4 Feiken (see Section 8.4.4)
5 Tratturo Caniò P/T Bronze Age – Archaic 4 Anastasia 2003; Alessandri 2009; Feiken et al. 

2012
6 Bosco del Polverino / site 12 S Late Bronze Age 3 Cancellieri 1999; Alessandri 2009
7 Campo Inferiore T Bronze Age ** 4 Anastasia
8 Bosco del Polverino / site 11 S Iron Age – Archaic 3 Cancellieri 1999
9 Mazzocchio trench 8 T Iron Age 3 Anastasia
10 Site 447 S Late Iron Age 4 Holstrom et al. 2004
11 Site 559 S Late Iron Age *** 2 Holstrom et al. 2004
12 Site 564 S Late Iron Age 2 Holstrom et al. 2004
13 Site 630 S Iron Age – Archaic 3 Holstrom et al. 2004
14 RPC 10877 (Tratturo Caniò) S Late Iron Age 4 Attema & Van Leusen 2004
15 RPC 10901 S Archaic 4 Attema & Van Leusen 2004
16 RPC 10905 S Archaic 4 Attema & Van Leusen 2004
17 RPC 10924 S Archaic 4 Attema & Van Leusen 2004
18 Site 572 S Iron Age – Archaic 3 Holstrom et al. 2004
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Section 7.1 and Table 9.4). Of the sites recorded during the 
Agro Pontino Survey only those were included for which 
pottery drawings were available to allow us to confirm the 
published site classifications. Such drawings were lacking, 
for example, for a Bronze Age site found near Borgo Faiti 
(APS site 577), and this site was therefore excluded. De 
Haas (2011) reports Late Iron Age to Archaic finds north-
west of Pontinia but defined no sites for these periods. I 
also encountered Archaic finds on the surface and in core 
samples during my fieldwork (see Table 9.4, code P).

The comparison of the palaeogeographical reconstruc-
tions and data from intensive surveys will proceed for 
each area individually: Area 1 is the transitional zone gra-
ben - marine terraces; Area 2 is the transitional zone gra-
ben - Monti Lepini near Sezze; Area 3 is the transitional 
zone Amaseno area - Monti Lepini and Monti Ausoni; 
Area 4 is the graben itself.

Area 1: the transitional zone graben – marine terraces
Surprisingly few protohistoric settlements were found on 
the Borgo Ermada deposits in the south of the Pontine 
plain. As Holocene sedimentation in this area was min-
imal any protohistoric sites there should still be close to 
the surface. Pollen analysis indicates that the area was used 
for cereal cultivation in the Bronze Age (Appendix 9A). It 
seems reasonable to assume that any sites that may have 
been there will have been destroyed, whilst still relatively 
shallowly buried, by ploughing already in the transitional 
or the Roman period. Archaic sites, however, do occur in 
this zone: definitely three and possibly five more (De Haas 
2011, pp. 96-104).212 All these Archaic sites were continu-
ously occupied until the Late Republican/Imperial period 
(De Haas 2011, table 4.2, p. 101). This raises the question 
whether only those Archaic sites have survived which 
always remained settled, instead of being abandoned and 
subsequently torn apart by Roman ploughing (especially 
in the Republican period). Bintliff et al. (1999, p. 155-157) 
argued that the survival of prehistoric ceramic sites often 
depends on taphonomic processes: ‘Prehistoric pottery 
deposited on the ancient surface or in the ploughsoil (e.g. 
by non-residential land-use discard, or through manuring 
with domestic refuse) would by now, almost without excep-
tion, have been destroyed through cultivation and nat-
ural weathering on the surface. What survives in today’s 
ploughsoil has to be almost entirely derived, and that rela-
tively recently, from a subsurface feature, a reservoir where 
it has avoided the more extreme destructive forces through 
long burial within an archaeological deposit- such as a pit, 
a ditch, a buried midden or a tomb’. He further states: 
‘Even the subsurface reservoirs of ceramics of prehistoric 
age have undergone massive destruction from weathering 
in prehistoric and later times, and we can suggest that in 

212 De Haas (2011, pp. 96-104) recorded six possible Archaic sites 
during the Pontinia survey, but as one of them is situated on the 
marine terraces it has been excluded from the analysis.

long-cultivated landscapes these subsurface features may be 
poor remnants of much richer and deeper pits and occu-
pation features largely ploughed out long ago’. Bintliff et 
al. refer to research which demonstrated that ‘long-lived 
sites, or those with significant reoccupation, will serve as 
zones for the enhanced preservation of prehistoric pottery, 
through the physical sealing of earlier layers, or the rein-
corporation of older material into later structural features. 
Short-lived, single-phase sites […] suffer far more severe 
degradation of their assemblages through prolonged culti-
vation and weathering of the land-surface overlying them’. 
This confirms my suspicion that many Archaic sites were 
probably destroyed in the Roman period and afterwards, 
and that the present distribution and location of Archaic 
and earlier sites is a product of taphonomic processes and 
does not reflect the reality.

Area 2: the transitional zone graben - Monti Lepini  
near Sezze
Agro Pontino Survey site 559 borders on an old river 
channel which runs from the alluvial fan to the peat area, 
where it seems to disappear; it probably drained into the 
lake. On the 1928 DEM this river channel is visible as a 
ridge in the landscape (Figure 9.8). Holstrom et al. (2004) 
provide further useful information on site 559: ‘The arch-
aeological circumstances in this field are ambiguous. About 
one-third of the field is covered with brought-in soil, which, 
as a boring showed, is about 20 cm thick. (…..) About two 
thirds of the artifacts were associated with the brought-
in soil, but could have been brought up by the plow (the 
field had been recently plowed). All but two of the artifacts 
associated with the natural soil, however, were in an area 
contiguous with the brought-in soil, so that it is also pos-
sible that these artifacts were spread by the plow from the 
brought-in soil onto the natural soil. Tiles were present and 
a piece of daub was collected from the natural soil on the 
side of the field opposite to the brought-in soil. On the other 
hand, bone of Cervus and Sus scrofa were among the finds 
on the natural soil contiguous with the brought-in soil. It is 
unlikely that they would have been preserved in the Eutric 
Histosol, which has a pH of 5.5. All sherds but one date to the 
Late Iron Age’. In my opinion the archaeological material 
originated at the site rather than being introduced from 
elsewhere. Probably APS site 559 represents a ploughed-
up settlement on the banks of a former river channel, a 
situation comparable to that at Tratturo Caniò except that 
APS site 559 and its river channel had not been buried 
beneath colluvium. It is likely that the bone material that 
was found had been ploughed up recently and was asso-
ciated with the settlement. More protohistoric sites can 
be expected in Area 2 on river deposits partly covered by 
alluvial fan material. 
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Area 3: the transitional zone Amaseno area - Monti Lepini 
and Monti Ausoni 
More protohistoric sites along or on top of a former 
river channel have been recorded west and south of the 
Mazzocchio area. Site Migliara 52 (site 2 in Table 9.4) 
for example is situated on top of a shell-filled fossil water 
course (Chapter 8, Figure 8.57). Holstrom et al. (2004) 
supply additional information on site 572 (site 18 in Table 
9.4) from which it appears that it is situated on top of the 
same former channel: ‘On the aerial photographs a portion 
of fields 40095-40098 looks  ‘white-washed’. The normal 
soil is typed as a Chromic Vertisol, but the white areas have 
an underlying calcaric layer with many shells that has been 
dredged up from the canal connecting the Canale la Selcella 
with the Fiume Uffente. Some of the artifacts have prob-
ably been dredged up as well. The ceramics by period map 
shows that the Late Iron Age sherds are spatially clustered 
and separated from Archaic and Roman sherds.’ In Area 3, 
as in Area 2, more protohistoric sites can be expected on 
river deposits. 

Area 4: the graben
So far the 1994 Sezze Survey of the Pontine Region 
Project is the only systematic and intensive survey con-
ducted in the graben (see Section 3.5.2), and the only one 
providing relatively detailed information on the protohis-
toric and Archaic periods. The majority of Bronze Age - 
Early Iron Age shards were found towards the foothills; 
hardly any came from the lowest, i.e. the distal sections of 
the alluvial fan. This ties in with the palaeogeographic al 
reconstruction, according to which the alluvial fan was 
expanding from the Bronze Age onwards. Any protohis-
toric sites on its lower sections are almost certainly buried  
beneath colluvium. 

Protohistoric shards were also found around the Juno 
temple (Attema 2001, pp. 76-78). 213 This is remarkable, 
since test trenches and core sampling indicated that the 
protohistoric strata at the site are ca. 1.8m below the mod-
ern surface, too deep for the shards to be brought to the 
surface by regular ploughing, and there were no indica-
tions for deep ploughing. The same applied to the Late 
Iron Age strata. Attema & Van Leusen (2004) suggested 
that this part of the site may be situated on a large natural 
elevation which rises close to the surface, and which was 
settled in the Bronze Age. The proximity of these Bronze 
Age strata to the modern surface would have led to Bronze 
Age material being ploughed up. However, detailed field 
studies show that no such elevation exists; the Bronze 
Age landscape around Tratturo Caniò consisted of a 
floodplain onto which a small river channel and levee 
deposited sediment. Nor can the protohistoric material 
have surfaced in the course of the digging of (drainage 
or boundary) ditches, for none of the ditches surround-
ing the temple are over 1m deep. In short, it seems highly 
unlikely that the protohistoric surface finds derive from 
an in situ Bronze Age archaeological layer. The mater-
ial probably came from elsewhere, just as Holstrom et al. 
(2004) had suggested for APS site 559. Anastasia (written 
communication) informed us that the landowner used 
to store bags of soil, some of it from the cave excavations 
at Vittorio Vecchi (Alessandri 2009, p. 332), on this plot 
near the Juno temple. As the bags disintegrated the soil 
and any artefacts in it may have spread over the fenced-
in temple area. This plot directly borders on the field in 
which the string-square survey mentioned by Attema 

213 The protohistoric material was dated on the basis of its fabric in the 
absence of any diagnostic shapes (Attema 2001, pp. 74-78; Attema 
et al. 2003b, pp. 380-383).

Figure 9.8.  Location of APS site 
559 on a levee and APS site 564 
probably on fluvial deposits, nearby 
a levee. Background: recent airphoto 
with elevations from the 1928 DEM.
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(2001) was conducted; it is conceivable that some of the 
pottery was accidentally transported from the temple area 
into the adjoining field.

Disregarding for the moment the special case of the 
Juno temple site, in general HLP fieldwork led to the 
conclusion that Bronze Age and Iron Age archaeological 
remains in the graben were buried from the Iron Age 
onwards beneath the expanding colluvium. Sites from 
these periods may therefore be well preserved.

The situation for the Archaic period in general and 
especially for the Late and Post-Archaic period is differ-
ent. Test trenches in Area 4 indicate that Archaic archae-
ology can be found ca. 1 to 1.5m below the surface and 
that Late and Post-Archaic remains are often damaged by 
ploughing (see Section 8.4.4). In some cases this will have 
happened already in the Roman period. Concentrations 
of post-Archaic pottery have been found around the 
Juno temple; according to Attema and Van Leusen ‘only 
a few clearly delineated post-Archaic scatters were rec-
ognized’ (Attema & Van Leusen 2004, p. 178). In gen-
eral, pottery concentrations from this period may reflect 
newly founded settlements; it is conceivable, however, 
that Late and Post-Archaic remains are just within the 
reach of the plough while older material is too deep to be 
affected. Significantly, post-Archaic shards and sites are 
only encountered at locations where Roman material is 
also present. As Attema and Van Leusen (2004, p. 178) 
stated: ‘Most sites for this period (post-Archaic) were recog-
nized only because of the presence, at a high density, of later 
Roman material’. 

9.3.2  Roman period

Area 1: transitional zone graben – marine terraces
In Area 1 traces of Roman field patterns – centuriation –  
were identified (Cancellieri 1990; De Haas 2011, pp. 210-
213; Pelgrom 2012, pp. 99-104)214 as well as layers of burnt 
clay, mainly from the Roman period. Locations where 
such traces have been found share a number of charac-
teristics. Most of these sites are in the south-west of the 
Pontine plain, on units A0 and A3 of the geological map 
(Section 8.3.5), in other words locations without colluvio-
alluvial deposits (see Figure 9.9a). Traces of centuriation 
and burnt clay both cluster south-west of the Via Appia, on 
the higher sections of the plain where the Borgo Ermada 
complex is close to the surface. Core samples taken at a 
shallow depth by Sevink et al (1984) in colluvio-alluvial 
deposits revealed no burnt clay. There are three possible 
explanations for the fact that layers of burnt clay appear 
to be limited to the area south-west of the Via Appia: 1) 
Colluvial deposits were sufficiently fertile to make burn-
ing the fields unnecessary there ; 2) The colluvio-alluvial 

214 Cancellieri (1990) dates this centuriation to the 4th century BC, 
but according to Pelgrom (2012) there is no evidence for this date 
(see also 7.1.4.).

deposits were too wet to be burnt; however this contra-
dicts the observation of a layer of burnt clay below the col-
luvium at Villafranca; 3) The layers of burnt clay do in fact 
continue below the colluvio-alluvial deposits, too deep to 
be detected. This third explanation is the most likely; it 
probably also applies to traces of centuriation. 

Area 2, 3 and 4: the graben and the transitional zone to 
the Monti Lepini and Monti Ausoni
In the graben Republican material is found on or near the 
surface. Geological studies show that large-scale colluvia-
tion from the west ceased in the Republican period; the 
only sediments still being deposited were on land bor-
dering on the canals and those carried by the Sezze allu-
vial fan. Roman sites cluster along the Via Appia and its 
‘diverticolo’ (Attema 2001), but along the canals and the 
canalised river new settlements were built as well. Roman 
sites are found in all geological units except for unit A1 
(peat on lagoonal deposits; Figure 9.9b), where only one 
site was found in what was the lowest and therefore wet-
test part of the Pontine plain. Roman sites are also lack-
ing along the south-eastern rim of the Sezze alluvial fan. 
A possible explanation for the absence of Roman sites 
in these areas is that unit A1 may have been too marshy, 
while the continuing expansion of the alluvial fan until 
well into the Roman period would have either obliterated 
or rendered invisible any sites present. 

Although the 1994 survey in the plain covered 83.5 ha, 
only four Republican-period sites with remains of archi-
tecture were found; in contrast, topographical surveys in 
the foothills around Sezze produced ten such sites (Attema 
& Van Leusen 2004, p. 180). Republican archaeology in 
the Pontine plain and in the foothills can be found on or 
just below the surface, often damaged by ploughing and 
mixed with the plough layer. Standing Roman structures - 
conspicuous features in the plain - will have been used as 
quarries in the Middle Ages whereby any remains above 
ground level were removed and sub-surface remains were 
subsequently broken up by ploughing. Ploughed up large 
stones and fragments would have impeded agricultural 
activities and were probably removed from the fields. The 
result would be that few or no structures were left in the 
plain. In the foothills the situation was rather reversed. 
Remains of monumental platform villae in the foothills 
are plentiful; there, such monumental structures aided 
farming activities, providing level space for orchards and 
olive groves. Such remains will therefore have been care-
fully tended and preserved.

9.3.3  Post-depositional processes in the Pontine plain: 
summary

Protohistoric settlement locations projected onto the 
palaeogeographical reconstructions reveal a prefer-
ence for the foothills and on levees of small rivers in the 
Pontine plain. In the Roman period the zones along roads 
and canals in the plain and the transitional zones were 
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Figure 9.9.  The relationship between geological units and archaeological remains in the Pontine plain. A (top): Locations of corings containing burnt clay, 
and traces of centuriation visible on the 1955 IGM airphoto series, depicted on the geological map. Note that most of the traces are visible in areas with 
profile type A3 and in the A0-area southwest of the Via Appia, both in areas with almost no sedimentation. In areas with sedimentation (profile type C, C0, 
C1 and C2) almost no traces are visible (digitized traces of centuriation courtesy T.C.A. de Haas, see also De Haas 2011, pp. 210-213); B (bottom): Roman 
sites (all periods) and centuriation traces projected onto the geological map. Note that the Roman sites, except for one, do not occur in profile type A1-areas 
(Roman sites are not found in areas with a peat layer on top, in former marshlands).
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favourite settlement locations, as were areas with collu-
vial deposits. The wettest part of the graben (unit A1 on 
the geological map), however, was avoided in the Roman 
period; in this marshland only the banks of rivers and 
canals were settled.

Area 1: the transitional zone graben – marine terraces
Pollen analysis shows this area to have been used at 
least since the Bronze Age, although intensive surveys 
could only locate Archaic sites. These always coincided 
with later Roman settlements. It is likely that protohis-
toric archaeological remains, which due to the lack of 
pre-Republican sedimentation were close to the sur-
face, were largely obliterated by the intensive exploit-
ation which characterised this area from the Republican 
period onwards. In the Republican period the first canals 
were dug in order to drain the Pontine plain; when the 
water level in these canals rose above the banks sediments 
were deposited on the lands behind them. In the Middle 
Ages colmatage projects were initiated, and Roman and 
post-Roman canal sedimentation and medieval colmat-
age together may have covered any Roman and medi-
eval archaeological remains, in which case these will have 
been well preserved. Only in places without sedimenta-
tion will archaeological remains be on or near the sur-
face; these will be mainly Roman in age. They are often 
affected by modern ploughing and have therefore been 
poorly preserved.

Area 2: the transitional zone graben -  
Monti Lepini near Sezze
In Area 2, a zone along a former Bronze Age lake, the 
Sezze alluvial fan expanded after the Bronze Age, and 
well-preserved Bronze Age and Iron Age sites can be 
expected to be buried beneath alluvial fan material, invis-
ible to surveyors. As the alluvial fan continued to expand 
until the Imperial period, Roman remains may also 
be deeply buried. No protohistoric or Roman sites can 
therefore be expected along the edges of the alluvial fan. 
Higher up the fan little or no sedimentation occurred in 
the Roman period. Here, Roman remains may be found 
directly below the surface; they will however have been 
largely obliterated by ploughing. Protohistoric remains 

may still be there, possibly well preserved, but these will 
be invisibly buried and impossible to detect.

Area 3 and 4: the graben and the transitional zone 
Amaseno area - Monti Lepini and Monti Ausoni
In the graben and the transitional zone colluvium will 
have buried any Bronze Age and Iron Age archaeological 
remains to the extent that they are undetectable by sur-
veying. Such remains will be well preserved, however. 
Archaic-period sites will also have become buried, gener-
ally to a depth where they will not be ploughed up except 
under unusual conditions. In the graben archaeological 
remains from the Roman period are close to the surface. 
They can therefore be expected to have been damaged by 
ploughing, which makes them easy to detect but renders 
their state of preservation poor. In the Amaseno area col-
luviation by the Amaseno river seems to have been a local 
process. Where it occurred, any archaeological remains 
from the Bronze Age to the Roman period may be deeply 
buried below colluvial deposits where they will be well-
preserved but impossible to detect. In the peaty section of 
the graben and in the colluvium-free parts of the transi-
tional zone old river deposits may be found at the surface. 
On top of them may be encountered archaeological sites 
from the Bronze Age to the Roman period. Unfortunately, 
these same uncovered river deposits are today being 
intensively exploited for agricultural purposes, and arch-
aeological sites on them are being ploughed apart. This 
makes them easy to detect in a survey but they will be in 
poor condition. Peaty sections of Area 3 and 4 without 
small rivers or river deposits were probably too marshy 
to be settled throughout the entire Bronze Age to Roman 
period. Archaeological sites are unlikely to be found there.

9�4  Discussion and conclusions
The first question the Hidden Landscapes Project posed 
itself was whether or not there is a hidden Bronze Age 
landscape. The second question was to what extent arch-
aeological distribution maps of a sedimentation area are 
reliable. The research presented in this dissertation dem-
onstrated that there is indeed a hidden Bronze Age land-
scape in the Pontine plain, but that because of the area’s 
geological history this landscape is largely invisible and 
inaccessible. As a result, even intensive surveys will 

Table 9.5.  Summary of the availability and research potential of the archaeological and ecological soil archive in the Pontine plain.

Availability and potential Protohistory Roman period
Available ecological data generated by HLP Many (ecological remains found below 

ground water level)
Few (remains above ground water level – i.e. 
oxidation – and often in plough layer)

Scientific potential ecological data High (many ecological remains and new 
data)

Low (few remains)

Available archaeological data generated 
by HLP

Few (archaeological sites often too deep) Many (but many archaeological sites de-
stroyed)

Scientific potential archaeological data High (sites still in situ) Low (sites often no longer in situ)
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encounter hardly any protohistoric sites, and these sites 
are therefore underrepresented on the archaeological dis-
tribution maps produced by such surveys. 

The area also includes many Roman settlements. This 
is in part the result of intensive agricultural exploitation 
of the landscape in the Roman period, but also of the fact 
that Roman (and Post-Archaic) layers are within reach 
of the plough. It is likely that settlement increased from 
the post-Archaic period onwards, but post-depositional 
factors such as sedimentation have again introduced a 
bias in the site distribution maps. Of particular interest 
was the observation that almost all known Archaic sites 
in the plain continued into the Roman period. Possibly 
single-period Archaic sites had already been destroyed 
by ploughing in the Post-Archaic period and especially 
the Republican period. Land use in the area was intensive 
in the Republican period; clearly agricultural destruction 
of sites is not a recent phenomenon. The relative scarcity 
of monumental remains from the Republican period is 
probably due to the quarrying and subsequent clearing of 
these sites in (sub-)recent periods.

My research showed the plain’s potential for further 
studies into the protohistoric period to be high, higher 
than for the Roman period (see Table 9.5), as earlier arch-
aeological and ecological remains are likely to be better 
preserved. A search for these earlier sites should concen-
trate on former river channels and employ prospective 
methods, specifically intensive and systematic core sam-
pling as the archaeological layers tend to be deep below 
the surface.215 Such an approach is labour intensive and 
requires field workers with more expertise than is neces-
sary for an archaeological surface survey, but it has the 
advantage that the results presented in this dissertation 
(especially ecological data and geological maps) can 
form the basis for subsequent research by enabling future 
researchers to focus on promising zones. A useful time 
marker for any core sampling project is the well-known 
and well-dated Avellino EU-2 volcanic ash deposit.

215 Geophysical methods such as  electromagnetic (EM) induction 
(Herz & Garrison 1998) can be used to map relatively quickly for-
mer river channels in the subsurface, but any protohistoric habita-
tion layers and the Avellino ash layer in the graben are probably too 
thin and too deeply buried to be mapped in this manner. Note that 
geophysical techniques are in themselves non-invasive, but require 
the use of additional, invasive and labour intensive techniques such 
as augering, test pits or test trenches to be able to confirm tentative 
geophysical interpretations.



Appendix 9 

Palaeo-ecological data and historical maps

Appendices 9A t/m 9E list the palaeo-ecological data, whenever possible by landscape zone. The definition of the zones 
follows that of Chapter 8 (Section 8.5). Area 1 is the transitional zone between the graben and the marine terraces. Area 2 
is the transitional zone between the graben and the Monti Lepini near Sezze. Area 3 is the transitional zone between the 
Amaseno area and the Monti Lepini and the Monti Ausoni and includes the Mazzochio area. Area 4 is the graben itself. 
Almost all ecological data are Bronze or Iron Age in date. Appendix 9F presents an overview of the historical maps used 
in Chapter 9.



Appendix 9A

Pollen analysis

F. Bunnik

The pollen samples have been analysed by Geolab (TNO-UU; Bunnik 2010). At the preparatory stage each sample received 
a known quantity of Lycopodium spores in order to be able to calculate spore concentrations. After preparation an initial 
assessment of each 1cm3-sample focussed on its suitability for further analysis on the basis of its state of preservation and 
the concentration of the recorded palynomorphs. Larger subsamples of 3cm3 (instead of 1cm3) were taken from a number 
of samples with few but reasonably well preserved pollen. If the number of pollen was sufficient the sample was analysed; 
in some cases when the number was insufficient for analysis only a brief description of the encountered pollen was pos-
sible. Sections of three test trenches were studied: Murillo, Migliara 44.5 and Tratturo Caniò. These yielded 34 analysed 
samples, later supplemented by another 12.

Of the 34 pollen samples from the Murillo, Migliara 44.5 and Tratturo Caniò test trenches, sixteen proved to be sterile, 
while four contained hardly any pollen; any pollen originally there was probably oxidised. This is remarkable, since the 
samples were taken in marshy to wet lowland areas. The cause of the oxidation was probably the fact that these colluvial-
alluvial deposits completely dry out in summer, with large mud cracks and consequently aeration as a result. 

Only Migliara 44.5 produced seven samples that were suitable for analysis; these were used to produce a pollen diagram 
(Figure 9A). In the samples from Layer 2 almost all pollen were oxidised; only Dryopteris type, Salvinia, sponge spicules 
and charcoal could be identified. Layer 5, which contained the weathered volcanic ashes (see Chapter 8, Section 8.4.1; 
Appendix 8.4), contained few pollen; here, only Dryopteris pollen and sponge spicules were recorded.

Figure 9A.  The Migliara 44.5 pollen diagram (Bunnik 2010). 
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Area 1: Transitional zone graben – marine terraces (Migliara 44.5)
Two pollen assemblage zones can be distinguished in the pollen diagram: MIG 1 and MIG 2. Zone MIG 1 is divided 
into MIG 1a and MIG 1b. The definition of zone boundaries is mainly based on changes in local pollen assemblages 
of marsh and water plants, spore plants and ecologically indifferent species. Zone MIG 1 is characterised by markedly 
higher percentages for Myriophyllum, Nymphaea, Lythrum and Juncus, while subzone MIG 1a in addition contains signifi-
cantly more types in the category ‘ecologically indifferent’, especially Poaceae and Tubuliflorae. Subzone MIG 1a contains, 
alongside large numbers of Ophioglossum, also higher percentages for Tubuliflorae, Liguliflorae, Polygonum persicaria, 
Caryophyllaceae, and Riccia. Spores of Polypodium are clearly present in higher percentages in zone MIG 2. Extremely 
high percentages for Dryopteris were found in the sample from Layer 6, but Dryopteris also scored high in the other sam-
ples. The regional pollen assemblages (trees and herbaceous species) displayed no large differences between the two zones. 
However, percentages for Quercus Ilex, Carpinus and Corylus were higher in zone MIG 1, and the same applies to Abies and 
Pinus particularly in zone MIG 2. Subzone MIG 1a also contained higher percentages (ca. 20%) for Pinus pollen.

Pollen of trees and shrubs (with the exception of heather) constituted between 50 and 80% of the pollen sum, while the 
values for pollen of dry-land herbaceous species and cereals in all samples were low. All samples also contained Ericales 
pollen (heather) in relatively high percentages. Of the tree species, values for pollen of Quercus (in particular Quercus 
robur type) and Fagus were relatively high. Poaceae pollen (grasses) were poorly represented. The water- and marsh assem-
blages displayed much variety, and a number of palynomorphs (Sparganium, Typha latifolia, microsporangia of Salvinia, 
spores of Isoetes, sponge spicules) were regularly present, and in high percentages. Among the spore plants Dryopteris 
was regularly represented by spores, in extremely high percentages (often exceeding 1000%). The high percentages for 
Cyperaceae probably derive from sedges, species of shores and open water; in the diagram this type has therefore been 
included in the group ‘marsh/water’.

The Ericales pollen - often present in high percentages - probably derive from Erica arborea (tree heath), E. scoparia, 
E. multiflora and/or E. terminalis, or Arbutus unedo. The large number of Ericales suggests a maquis-type vegetation, 
which greatly expanded on locations where the original forest had become degraded as a result of deforestation, graz-
ing and deliberate burning (‘ignicoltura’ or slash and burn, see van Joolen 2003). The presence of Mediterranean oak spe-
cies (Quercus ilex, Q. cerris) also points at changes in the vegetation in the wake of human activities. All analysed samples 
included relatively many charcoal fragments, an indication that fires were a frequent phenomenon, possibly to manage 
pasture or to improve the fertility of fields (‘ignicoltura’).

Stagnant open water contains many floating and submerged species of water plants such as Alternate Watermilfoil 
(Myriophyllum alterniflorum) and Floating fern (Salvinia natans). Reed bed communities could be found along the shores, 
with sedge species and Bur-reed (Sparganium erectum type). The often numerous spores of Dryopteris type probably derive 
from local, dense stands of (marsh?)fern. Sponge spicules indicate the presence of (freshwater) sponges. Diatoms were 
identified in none of the samples. Alder carr was present but apparently not very significant in the lowlands around 
Migliara 44.5.

Pollen of oats and wheat (Avena/Triticum) were present in small numbers in all samples with the exception of the sam-
ple from zone MIG 1a. Unlike rye pollen, pollen of wheat and oats do not spread easily. Wheat and oats are both cleistoga-
mous species, i.e. the pollen remains locked inside the flower and is only released during harvesting and (mainly) outdoor 
threshing. The presence of this pollen type therefore points at the presence of cultivated fields somewhere in the drainage 
basin of this little river, which flows from the marine terraces into the graben. The transportation of much of the pollen 
by water makes it impossible to correlate those that indicate anthropogenic influences, such as cereal pollen, to specific 
locations near test trench Migliara 44.5. That the catchment of these rivers included cereal fields, however, is certain. The 
nature of the sediments - mostly very heavy, saturated alluvial clays - indicated that the local soils were unsuitable for agri-
culture. This is confirmed by the presence, in large numbers, of pollen of water/marsh and shore vegetation. Agricultural 
areas are therefore likely to have been located on higher ground, near the margins of the lake. 

Area 4: the graben (Murillo and Tratturo Caniò)
In the graben only the bottom layers of the sections of Murillo and Tratturo Caniò have been described by F. Bunnik, 
as only they still contained some pollen remains. In the upper layers oxidation had destroyed all pollen The presence of 
Avena/Triticum in these bottom layers is interesting (see Table 9A).
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Test trench Murillo
Layer 11

Murillo
Layer 11

Tratturo Caniò
Layer 5000

Tratturo Caniò
Layer 6000

Tree pollen Pinus, Fagus, Carpinus, 
Quercus robur type, Q. ilex 
type

Pinus, Fagus, Abies Carpinus, Abies, Pinus, 
Fagus, Quercus robur 
type, Alnus

Alnus

Herbaceous species - - Dipsacus type, Centau-
rea sp., MALVACEAE 
type

Anthemis type, MALVACEAE type

Indifferent LIGULIFLORAE, TUBULIFLO-
RAE, Polygonum persicaria 
type Hordeum type

- Polygonum persicaria 
type, TUBULIFLORAE

-

Cultivated plants - Avena/Triticum Avena/Triticum
Marsh / water CYPERACEAE, POACEAE, 

Salvinia, Juncus seed coats, 
Sparganium, Typha latifolia, 
Iris type,

CYPERACEAE, POACEAE, 
Salvinia, Polygonum persi-
caria type, Typha latifolia, 
Cirsium type, Lycopodiella 
inundata, Juncus seed coats

Salvinia, Typha latifolia, 
Sparganium

CYPERACEAE, Sparganium, 
Salvinia

Spores Dryopteris, Polypodium, 
Pteridium

Dryopteris, Polypodium Dryopteris, Polypo-
dium

Dryopteris, Polypodium

Remarks Few charcoal particles Many charcoal particles - Many charcoal particles

Table 9A.  The results of pollen analysis of the Murillo and Tratturo Caniò samples (Bunnik 2010). 
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Appendix 9B

Macrobotanical remains and wood

D. Ewolds, W. Kuijper, N. Bottema-McGillavry

During fieldwork at Tratturo Caniò macrobotanical samples were taken from a number of features, deposits and refuse 
layers. Two samples were taken from layers that contained much organic material. The volume of each sample was 1 litre. 
All excavated levels were sampled, with the exception of Level 1 as it was near the surface, which increased the chance that 
it had been disturbed. Prior to being screened and dried on site the high clay content of the soil samples made it neces-
sary to soak them in a mixture of water and hydrogen peroxide, to disperse the clay particles. At the GIA the samples were 
soaked again and subsequently screened. The sieve residue was sorted into four fractions, >2.0mm, >1.0mm, >0.5mm and 
>0.3mm. The larger fractions contained the cultivated species. For all samples the fractions <2mm and 1.0-2.0mm were 
analysed entirely. If no macro-remains of cultivated species could be identified in the largest fractions, the smaller frac-
tions were partially analysed, as cultivated species and associated arable weeds or wild species were the main object of this 
study. An optical microscope was used for the analyses at magnifications of 6x, 10x and 25 x. Other sites near Migliara 44.5, 
Campo Inferiore and the marsh river west of Casaletto delle Prete and Murillo also produced macrobotanical remains and 
wood. Unlike the situation at Tratturo Caniò, these remains did not derive from an excavation level but from a section of 
a test trench or core sample.

Area 1: transitional zone graben – marine terraces (test trench Migliara 44.5) (DE)
The Migliara Layer 7 sample contained both charred and uncharred material (Table 9B-1). The plant remains identified 
in this sample indicate an open, wet environment. Sparganium, or bur-reed, is a marsh-water plant which grows in fresh 
water. The many seeds of Sea Clubrush (Bolboschoenus maritimus) suggest that this grass species was locally abundant. Sea 
Clubrush prefers wet, freshwater to slightly brackish locations, such as river banks and the margins of ditches. Other spe-
cies in this sample were Soft Hornwort (Ceratophyllum submersum) and Water Dropwort (Oenanthe aquatica). The latter 
prefers shores and marshy environments, or open clayey and sandy locations. It is common on locations that fall dry for 
brief periods. 

Area 2: transitional zone graben - Monti Lepini near Sezze (test trench Campo Inferiore) (DE, WK, NBMcG)
Only a few fruit remains could be identified in Layer 6, and those were exclusively of Soft Hornwort, a water plant which 
prefers stagnant water. Layer 8 produced uncharred seeds; the large number of alder seeds (Alnus glutinosa) suggests 
the presence of alder carr at this location. Also some leaves found in the same layer belong to this tree species. The same 
sample from Layer 8 also contained fruits of Soft Hornwort. In the sample from Layer 9 many macro-remains were iden-
tified as the seeds, catkins (male and female) and buds of alder. Clearly there was alder carr at Campo Inferiore, with an 
undercover of various wetland species as well as wild grape, as was the case at Murillo. That this was indeed the wild grape 
(Vitis vinifera subsp. sylvestris) is shown by the shape of the pips (small, no neck). Also fig remains (Ficus carica) could be 
identified (again, as at Murillo), yet another species growing naturally here, although the seeds of wild varieties and culti-
vars are indistinguishable. The water plant Pondweed (Potamogeton sp.) was also present in Layer 9, together with Yellow 
Water-lily (Nuphar sp.). The presence of the latter is an indication that the body of water at Campo Inferiore was large, and 
that it was shallow.

The wood analysis resulted in the identification in Layers 8 and 9 of Alder (Alnus), Ash (Fraxinus) and Willow (Salix). 
Alder and Willow are typical wetland species, while Ash prefers clay soils. The genus (Alder, Ash and Willow) of the wood 
samples could be identified, but not the exact species. It was noticed that some wood fragments showed traces of having 
been worked. Wood samples from other sites have mostly been identified as Alder (Table 9B2). Layer 10 produced only 
remains of monocot species, plants with long leaves with parallel veins, a category which includes marsh plants such as 
grasses, rushes and sedges. The identified leaves were ca. 2.5cm wide and may come from Saw Sedge, Iris, or a bulrush spe-
cies (not a reed, according to comparison with a reference sample). 
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Area 3: the transitional zone Amaseno area - Monti Lepini and Monti Ausoni (Cross section Casaletto Prete: core 
2008.01.37) (WK)

Core sample 2008.01.37, taken in a marsh river west of Casaletto Prete, produced remains of water plants mixed with a few 
oogonia of pondweed (Chara sp.; Table 9B-2). Pondweed is a typical pioneer species of stagnant to slowly streaming water, 
such as quiet sections of rivers and lakes with clean, clear water rich in calcium.

Area 4: the graben (test trench Murillo) (WK)
The residues of core sample 2008.01.17 at Murillo contained charred remains of chaff and a few grains of emmer wheat, 
a chaff fragment of barley and a charred broad bean. These remains were scattered through the entire length of the core 
(2.15m to 1.35m below the surface). The results of the analysis indicate that the entire deposit may well be regarded as 
one unit, which is also what emerged from analysis of the shells. A barley grain (Hordeum) from the deposit produced a 
radiocarbon date of 2945±35 (GrA-43198), i.e. 1270-1026 cal BC (94.8%). The layer was probably deposited within a short 
period on the edge of or near a settlement. Uncharred remains of Alder (Alnus glutinosa), Willow (Salix sp.), Grape (Vitis 
vinifera), Elder (Sambucus sp.) and Bramble (Rubus sp.) were found at a depth of 1.65 to 2.15m below the surface. These are 
species typical of wet shores with a vegetation of trees and shrubs. Among the shore plants that root below the water sur-
face Bur-reed (Sparganium erectum) is especially prominent. It is quite possible that these species were originally present 
in the upper part of the section of the test trench as well, but that those remains were destroyed by corrosion. Yet another 
species of water plant that was identified was Pondweed (Potamogeton sp.), which can grow in various types of water. 

Area 4: the graben (test trench Tratturo Caniò) (DE, WK)
About half of the botanical samples taken during fieldwork in 2009 contained botanical macro-remains. All identified 
seeds derived from cultivated species. These seeds were found in refuse layers, settlement layers and a posthole, all con-
taining much charcoal and burnt pottery. No remains of wild species, water plants, grasses or arable weeds were found. A 
few uncharred seeds are probably modern. A Bronze Age settlement layer with large quantities of burnt pottery yielded 
seeds and rachis internodes of emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum. ssp. dicoccon), hulled barley (Hordeum vulgare) and lentil 
(Lens culinaris). All Bronze Age samples were associated with this same Layer 5001. Samples 85 and 93 were taken from a 
(probable) hut feature (Feature 27) found at the centre of this layer. Samples 76, 77 and 83 were taken from surfacing sec-
tions of the Bronze Age refuse layer. Samples 110 and 109 were taken from material stratigraphically placed just above the 
Avellino volcanic ash layer. Two other late-Archaic and Roman samples produced botanic material which encompassed a 
range of species broadly similar to that of the Middle Bronze Age samples. Lentil, emmer wheat and hulled barley were still 
present. An interesting find was that of broad beans (Vicia faba) found in a pit-hearth (Feature 18) from the Late Iron Age 
to Archaic period. A post-Archaic to early-Republican posthole (Feature 5) was filled with burnt clay, possibly as a result 
of fire; the clay contained 36 seeds of emmer wheat. River deposits from the Archaic period (Layers 4000 and 4001) and 
the Iron Age (Layers 5010, 5005, 5008 and 5011) produced charred remains of emmer wheat, barley, bread wheat, millet 
and broad bean.
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Table 9B-1.  Identified plant remains and charcoal fragments in samples collected during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine plain. 
The remains have been identified by Wim Kuijper (WK), Rene Cappers (RC) Dagmar Ewolds (DE). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surface, Le: 
Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector. 1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands. 
Legend: * = charred, s.p. = spikelet fork, g. = grain. See for table 9B-1 also DVD.

No. Name coring or trench Context (m below surface or 
observation, level or layer)

Volum
e sam

ple 
in litres

D
eterm

ination 
by Charcoal

W
ood

1 2007-01-39 (TC) 1.9 – 2.5m bs 1.5 WK - -

2 2007-01-48 Sample 2 1.5 RC 1s -

3 2008-01-17 (M) Murillo 3 1.5 RC 1s -

4 2008-01-37 (Section XVIa) 0.5 -0.7m bs 1.5 WK - -

5 2008-01-17 (M) 1.35 – 1.45m bs 1.5 WK 1s -

6 2008-01-17 (M) 1.45 – 1.65m bs 1.5 WK 1s -

7 2008-01-17 (M) 1.65 – 1.75m bs 1.5 WK 10s -

8 2008-01-17 (M) 1.65 – 1.8m bs 1.5 WK 1s -

9 2008-01-17 (M) 1.80 – 1.95m bs 1.5 WK 1s -

10 2008-01-17 (M) 1.95 – 2.15m bs 1.5 WK 10s -

11 Murillo Le 1 / F 2 2.5 WK - -

12 Murillo Le 1 / F 2 1.5 RC - -

13 Murillo Le 1 / F 4 2.5 WK - -

14 Murillo Le 1 / F 5 2.5 WK - -

15 Murillo Layer 3 1.5 RC 1s -

16 Migliara 44.5 Layer 2 2 WK - -

17 Migliara 44.5 Layer 2 1.5 RC 1s -

18 Migliara 44.5 Layer 7 0.5 DE - -

19 Migliara 44.5 Sample II / ditch 0 1.5 RC 1s -

20 Migliara 44.5 Obs.1 / ditch 1 2 WK 10s -

21 Migliara 44.5 Obs.106 / ditch 2 2 WK - -

22 Migliara 44.5 Obs.2 / ditch 3 2 WK - -

23 Campo Inferiore Layer 6 0.5 DE - -

24 Campo Inferiore Layer 8 1 DE - -

25 Campo Inferiore Layer 9 3 WK 1 1s

26 Campo Inferiore Layer 9 3 WK 1s 10s

27 Tratturo Caniò F 5 2 DE 10s -

28 Tratturo Caniò F 18 2 DE 10s -

29 Tratturo Caniò F 24 1 DE 10s -

30 Tratturo Caniò F 24/25 1 DE 10s -

31 Tratturo Caniò F 27 1 DE 10s -

32 Tratturo Caniò F 27 1 DE 10s -

33 Tratturo Caniò F 29 1 DE 10s -

34 Tratturo Caniò Le 3 / F 4000 3 WK 10s -

35 Tratturo Caniò Layer 4000 1 DE 10s -

36 Tratturo Caniò Le 3 / F 4001 3 WK 10s -

37 Tratturo Caniò Layer 5000 2 DE 10s -

38 Tratturo Caniò Layer 5005 3 WK 10s -

39 Tratturo Caniò Layer 5008 3 WK 10s -

40 Tratturo Caniò Layer 5011 3 WK 10s -

41 Tratturo Caniò Layer 5000/6000 (s 3) 1 DE 10s -

42 Tratturo Caniò Layer 5000/6000 (s 4) 1 DE 10s -

43 Tratturo Caniò Layer 50010 3 WK 10s -

General information, charcoal and wood
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Table 9B-1 continued. Identified plant remains and charcoal fragments in samples collected during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine 
plain. The remains have been identified by Wim Kuijper (WK), Rene Cappers (RC) Dagmar Ewolds (DE). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surf-
ace, Le: Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector. 1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands. 
Legend: * = charred, s.p. = spikelet fork, g. = grain. See for table 9B-1 also DVD.

No. Triticum
 

dicoccum
 *

Triticum
 turg. 

ssp. D
icoccon 

* Triticum
 turg. 

ssp. D
icoccon  

rachis 
internode *

Triticum
 

aestivum
/

durum
 *

Triticum
 

aestivum
 / 

durum

H
ordeum

 
vulgare *

H
ordeum

 
vulgare * - 
internode

H
ordeum

 
vulgare 

cf. H
ordeum

 

Panicum
 

m
iliaceum

 *

Panicum
 

m
illiaceum

Vicia faba *

Lens culinaris 
* Indet *

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3 - - - - - - - - 1 g * - - - - -

4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5 1 s.p. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7 7 s.p., 1 g. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8 6 s.p. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9 11 s.p., 2g. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10 7 s.p., 1 g. - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - -

11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12 1 s.p. - - - 1 g. - - - - - - - - -

13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

19 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

24 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

26 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

27 - 36 - - - - - - - - - - - -

28 - 4 - - - - - - - - - 7 4 5

29 - 3 8 - - - - - - - 1 - - -

30 - 6 4 - - - - 1 - - - - - -

31 - 10 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1

32 - 9 7 - - - - - - - - - - -

33 - 2 3 - - - - - - - - - 1 -

34 1 - - - - 3 - - - - - 4 - -

35 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

36 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

37 - 16 - - - - - - - - - - - -

38 1 s.p. - - - - 3 - - - 1 - 2 - -

39 2, 1 s.p. - - - - 3 - - - - - 2 - -

40 - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - 2 - -

41 - 3 7 - - - - 2 - - - - - -

42 - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - -

43 4, 2 s.p. - - - - 1s - - - - - 1 - -

Cultivated plants
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Table 9B-1 continued. Identified plant remains and charcoal fragments in samples collected during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine 
plain. The remains have been identified by Wim Kuijper (WK), Rene Cappers (RC) Dagmar Ewolds (DE). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surf-
ace, Le: Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector. 1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands. 
Legend: * = charred, s.p. = spikelet fork, g. = grain. See for table 9B-1 also DVD.

No. A
lnus

A
lnus 

glutinosa - 
seeds

A
lnus 

glutinosa - 
cones

Cornus 
sanguinea

Vitis vinifera

Ficus carica

Salix sp. - 
bud scale

Sam
bucus 

sp.

   Rubus sp.

1 - - - - - - - - -

2 - - - - - - - 3 -

3 - - - - - - - - -

4 - - - - 1 - - 1 1

5 - - - - - - - - -

6 - - - - - - - 1 -

7 - 1 10s - 10s - - - 10s

8 - - 2 - 10s 2 2 10 10s

9 - 1s 1s - 10s - - 1s 10s

10 - 1s 10s - 10s - - 10s 10s

11 - - - - - - - - -

12 - - - - - - - 1 -

13 - - - - - - - - -

14 - - - - - - - - -

15 - - - - - - - 1 -

16 - - - - - - - - -

17 - - - - - - - - -

18 - - - - - - - - -

19 - - - - - - - - -

20 - - - - - - - 4 -

21 - - - - - - - - -

22 - - - - - - - - -

23 - - - - - - - - -

24 36 - - - - - - - -

25 - 1s 1s - 1s 1s - - 1s

26 - 1000s 10s 1s 10s 10s - 10s 10s

27 - - - - - - - - -

28 - - - - - - - - -

29 - - - - - - - - -

30 - - - - - - - - -

31 - - - - - - - - -

32 - - - - - - - - -

33 - - - - - - - - -

34 - - - - - - - - -

35 - - - - - - - - -

36 - - - - - - - - -

37 - - - - - - - - -

38 - - - - - - - - -

39 - - - 1 * - - - - -

40 - - - - 1 - - - -

41 - - - - - - - - -

42 - - - - - - - - -

43 - - - - 1 * - - - -

Trees and shrubs
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Table 9B-1 continued. Identified plant remains and charcoal fragments in samples collected during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine 
plain. The remains have been identified by Wim Kuijper (WK), Rene Cappers (RC) Dagmar Ewolds (DE). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surf-
ace, Le: Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector. 1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands. 
Legend: * = charred, s.p. = spikelet fork, g. = grain. See for table 9B-1 also DVD.

No. Euphorbia 
helioscopia

M
edicago sp.

cf Vicia sp. *

Fabaceae

Convolvulaceae

Convolvulus 
arvensis

cf Persicaria 
m

aculosa

Polygonaceae

Polygonum
 

aviculare

Polygonum
 

convulvulus

Ranunculus 
sardous

Fallopia 
convolvulus

Verbena offi
cinalis

cf. Phaluris

c.f. Poaceae

Stellaria m
edia

A
rtiplex patula / 

prostata

Caryophyllaceae 

A
m

aranthaceae

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -

3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6 - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -

7 1 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9 1 - 1 - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - -

10 1 - - - 1 - 2 - 1 - 1 - 2 - - - - - -

11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

17 - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 - -

18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

19 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -

20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

24 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

26 - - - - - - 1s - - - - 1 - - - - - - -

27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

28 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

29 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

31 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

32 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

33 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

34 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

35 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

36 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

37 - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - 2 * - - 2 3

38 - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

39 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

40 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

41 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

42 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

43 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Low growing plants (on land)
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Table 9B-1 continued. Identified plant remains and charcoal fragments in samples collected during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine 
plain. The remains have been identified by Wim Kuijper (WK), Rene Cappers (RC) Dagmar Ewolds (DE). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surf-
ace, Le: Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector. 1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands.  
Legend: * = charred, s.p. = spikelet fork, g. = grain. See for table 9B-1 also DVD.

No. Carex

Carex sp.

Cladium
 

 m
ariscus

Scirpus sp.

Lycopus 
 europaeus

M
entha type

Solanum
 

 dulcam
ara

Eupatorium
  

cannabinum

Sium
 erectum

Sparganium
 

Sparganium
 

 erectum

A
lism

a sp.

Bolboschoenus

Bolboschoenus 
 m

aritim
us

  O
enanthe 

 aquatica

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4 - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - -

5 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -

6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

7 - - - 2 - - - - - - 10s - - - -

8 - - 1 2 - - - - - - 2 + 1* - - - -

9 - - - 2 - - - - - - 10s - - - -

10 - 1 - 1 - - - - - - 10s - - - -

11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

18 - - - - - - - - - 2 * - - - 42 3

19 - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -

20 - - - 2 * - - - - - - - - - - -

21 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

22 - - - - - - - - - - 2 * - - - -

23 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

24 - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - -

25 - 1s - - - - - - - - 1s - - - -

26 - 10s 10s 1s 1 1s 1s - 1s - 100s 1s - - -

27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

28 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

29 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

31 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

32 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

33 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

34 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

35 1 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - -

36 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

37 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

38 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

39 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

40 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

41 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

42 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

43 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Riparian / marsh plants
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Table 9B-1 continued. Identified plant remains and charcoal fragments in samples collected during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine 
plain. The remains have been identified by Wim Kuijper (WK), Rene Cappers (RC) Dagmar Ewolds (DE). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surf-
ace, Le: Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector. 1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands.  
Legend: * = charred, s.p. = spikelet fork, g. = grain. See for table 9B-1 also DVD.

No. Chara sp.

N
uphar sp.

Potam
ogeton sp.

Zannichellia 
palustris

Ceratophyllum
 

subm
ersum

Indet

1 - - - - - -

2 - - - - - -

3 - - - - - -

4 10s - - - - -

5 - - - - - -

6 - - - - - -

7 - - 1s - - -

8 - - 1 - - -

9 - - 1s 1 - -

10 - - 1s - - -

11 - - - - - -

12 - - - - - -

13 - - - - - -

14 - - - - - -

15 - - - - - -

16 - - - - - -

17 - - - - - -

18 - - - - 1 -

19 - - - - - -

20 - - - - - -

21 - - - - - -

22 - - - - - -

23 - - - - 20 -

24 - - - - - 6 *

25 - 1 10s - - -

26 - 3 10s - - -

27 - - - - - -

28 - - - - - -

29 - - - - - -

30 - - - - - -

31 - - - - - -

32 - - - - - -

33 - - - - - -

34 - - - - - -

35 - - - - - -

36 - - - - - -

37 - - - - - -

38 - - - - - -

39 - - - - - -

40 - - - - - -

41 - - - - - -

42 - - - - - -

43 - - - - - -

Water plants
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No. Location Context Tree species Remarks
1 Migliara 44.5 Ditch 2 Observation 106 Fagus or Platanus
2 Migliara 44.5 Ditch 3 Observation 2 -bottom gully Alnus
3 Campo Inferiore Layer 6 - No wood, leaves of dicot plant, probably 

goat willow (Caprea caprea)
4 Campo Inferiore Layer 8 Alnus Flattened, tapering to point (tree width 

30cm, height 22cm). Probably worked to 
point.

5 Campo Inferiore Layer 8 Salix
6 Campo Inferiore Layer 8 Fraxinus (tree with oval form: width 39cm, height 

19cm)
7 Campo Inferiore Layer 8 Fraxinus (tree with oval form: width 39cm, height 

20cm)
8 Campo Inferiore Layer 9 Salix sp.
9 Campo Inferiore Layer 9 Fraxinus Probably worked, traces of cutmark on 

one side of the tree (tree width 45cm; 
maximum height 9.5cm / minimum 
height 5.5cm). 

10 Campo Inferiore Layer 10 No wood, remains of monocot plants
11 Murillo Coring 2008.01.17 

(1.65 – 1.75m below surface)
Alnus

12 Tratturo Caniò Feature 26 Alnus
13 Tratturo Caniò Level 5, sector 1 Alnus

Table 9B-2.  Wood remains found during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine plain (wood identification N. Bottema-MacGillavry). See 
for table 9B-2 also DVD..
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Appendix 9C 

Shells

W. Kuijper

The shells came from soil samples or were picked up in the course of test trench research. All samples were sieved at mesh 
size 0.3, 0.5 or 1mm in a mixture of water and hydrogen peroxide. After drying the residues were sorted by size, inspected, 
and studied under a microscope. Because the frequencies were often high an exact count was not feasible, and estimates 
were used instead. This leaves open the possibility that there may have been more species amongst the many shells than 
there are listed here.

The sampled shells were mostly well preserved, although some were corroded or fragmented. Most species were rep-
resented by both juvenile (very many) and adult shells. Almost all shells belong to freshwater species (see Table 9C for an 
overview of species and frequencies), some of which live only in running water: Belgrandia latina, Pseudamnicola mous-
sonii, Theodoxus fluviatilis, Ancylus fluviatilis and Pisidium amnicum. For the last three species this may have been a brook 
or river while the first two are characteristic of submerged and emerging water courses, i.e. springs or a wet spring envir-
onment. Most of the other species occur in (slow) running water and in stagnant water, such as calm sections of brooks 
and rivers or other, isolated bodies of water, both small and large, with a dense shore vegetation and clear water rich in 
nutrients and calcium. 

‘Water species’ characteristic of shallow, stagnant water with dense vegetation (i.e. marsh) are Valvata cristata and 
Segmentina nitida. However, these two species were rare in our samples; V. cristata was present only in the Campo Inferiore 
samples, with dozens of specimens. The only species suggestive of a fluctuating water table is Anisus leucostomus. This 
freshwater snail can tolerate periodical dry spells (shores, shallow ditches); very few shells of this species, however, were 
identified. In general the identified mollusc fauna indicates that local water quality was good. It was clear, clean and rich in 
calcium. Fluctuations in the water table were rare or non-existent. 

The relatively small number of land species is interesting. During episodes of high water these species end up in lakes, 
ditches or rivers where they are subsequently deposited alongside water species. Fourteen species of land mollusc were 
identified, but each species was represented by only a few shells. Most of them are typical of wet or marshy shores with a 
dense vegetation; especially Vertigo antivertigo, Zonitoides niditus, Oxyloma cf elegans and Carychium minimum are char-
acteristic of a wet environment and can even tolerate being immersed. Species that prefer open, dry areas or woodland are 
completely lacking. Only Tratturo Caniò Sample nr. 57, Level 3 Layer 4000 contained one species, Rumia decollata, which 
thrives in an open, calcium-rich, dry environment. Apparently the local environment was mostly stabile, so that few land 
species ended up in water.

Interestingly, the shell samples are all very similar, which suggests that they represent similar situations. Also the six con-
secutive samples taken at Murillo (Core 2008.01.17) at a depth of 1.35 tot 2.15 m below the surface match the six samples 
from Tratturo Caniò. This suggests that the environmental situation at both locations remained stabile while the deposits 
were being formed. An alternative explanation would be that the deposits were formed within a very short period, but if 
this were the case the number of snails living locally or nearby would have been unusually large. Possibly a sorting action 
by the spring, brook or river water resulted in most shells being deposited in one place and most sediments in another. 

Observed differences can be explained as a result of variation in the quantity of analysed material. A few samples con-
tained so little material that these cannot be regarded as representative of the contemporary fauna. Migliara 44.5 is the only 
location where running-water species are (virtually) absent, while Viviparus contectus, which prefers stagnant water with 
dense vegetation, is found in slightly higher numbers. However, here too the limited quantity of material may have had 
an effect. A number of samples from Migliara 44.5 (Ditch 1 Observation 1 and Ditch 2 Observation 106) contained a few 
shells with a grey colour, possibly the result of contact with fire.

Most of the identified species are known and common in Europe, including modern Italy. Virtually all species live on 
water plants or on the ground. Running-water species (Theodoxus fluviatilis, Ancylus fluviatilis) prefer a firm base, such as 
stones, a piece of wood etcetera. Pisidium species are small freshwater mussels; they are usually half buried in the upper 
sediment layer. There are no large freshwater mussels; these animals avoid small bodies of water, springs and the upper 
courses of brooks.
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Two shells species turned out to be unusual, Belgrandia latina and Pseudamnicola moussonii. Both species belong to the 
Hydrobiidae, a group which in Italy is represented by many species, often living in karst areas, (subterranean) springs or 
the upper course of (spring-fed) rivulets. Some species are endemic, i.e. they are known from only a few locations, both 
recent and fossil. This is also true for the two species identified in the Pontine plain. B. latina in particular is very little 
known and found only in Lago Bracciano and Lago Bolsena, both fed by ground water (Margaritora et al. 2003).
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Appendix 9D 

Animal bones

M. van Kruining, W. Kuijper

During work on the test trench at Tratturo Caniò bone material was collected (Table 9D-1). No sieves were used so that 
only larger bone fragments were recorded and studied by M. van Kruining. A few smaller teeth and fish remains were 
retrieved from the sieve residues for shell analysis.

A total of 203 bones and bone fragments with a total weight of 2892.5g (Table 9D-2 and Table 9D-3) was found, all from 
animal species. Most fragments could be identified down to species level (119 bones, 58.6%), while others could only be 
assigned to a size category (34 bones, 16.7%; Table 9D-2). Fifty bones (24.6%) were too fragmented to allow identification. 
The bones of sheep and goat are almost indistinguishable, which is why they were combined into one category. Overall the 
numbers of bones of cow, sheep/goat and pig are roughly equal. Pig seems to dominate, but this is caused by one fragmen-
tary pig skull (found in the dolium in the votive deposit, Feature 3) which consisted of 25 pieces. Also skewing the overall 
picture is the presence of one metatarsal bovine bone weighing 375g, one of the few complete bones. It is probably recent 
as it is far less weathered than the other bones. Like the fragmentary pig skull, this metatarsal bovine bone should also be 
excluded from the analysis. In addition to bones from cow, sheep/goat and pig three bones of dog and two of a large toad 
were found. The toad bones probably entered the assemblage by chance. If the soil had been screened it is likely that more 
bones of amphibians, birds and other small animals would have been recovered. In general the bones are much weathered 
and highly fragmentary, with only fourteen bones (6.9%) being complete. One of them is a dog jaw, the other the (recent?) 
metatarsal bovine bone mentioned above. The other complete bones are small metatarsals. The high degree of fragmenta-
tion in combination with weathering hampered identification.

In all three main species (cow, sheep/goat and pig), bones of the skull and lower limbs are in the majority. Whilst this 
may be partially due to bone-size bias, in ovicaprines and bovines it is also an indication that these bones were left attached 
to the skins during slaughter, which would mean that the skins were considered more important than the meat. The age at 
slaughter, which could be determined for some of the bovines, is less than two years. This suggests that these animals were 
not used for secondary products such as milk or traction but for their skins and/or meat. Among the ovicaprines and the 
pigs both young and old occur.

Cut marks have been recorded on seven of the bones (3.4 % of the total). These are skull fragments, lower legs and one 
rib. In case of the skulls and lower extremities the cut marks were probably inflicted when the hides were being cut loose, 
while the cut mark on the rib likely occurred when the carcass was being butchered. Most of the observed cut marks are 
on cow bones (five), while pig and sheep/goat were each represented by one bone. Of particular interest is a tongue bone 
(os hyoid) of sheep/goat with many cut marks. Finally, five bones (2.5%) show traces of gnawing. Unlike the other bones 
these five probably lay on the surface for a while, where dogs could gnaw them. One bone was partially burnt. For some 
features (Features 3, 18 and 27) and Layer 5001 the associated bone assemblages were inspected for the presence of notice-
able elements (see Table 9D-4).

The bone material was also sorted per period (Republican, Late Iron Age-Archaic and Bronze Age). Most bones, both 
in weight and in number, derive from the Bronze Age layer (Table 9D-3). The smallest number and the smallest weight 
come from the Late Iron Age/Archaic context. Most of the unidentifiable bones (mostly due to fragmentation) derive from 
the Bronze Age layer (see Table 9D-4).

From the sieve residue for the shell analysis Kuijper managed to retrieve some remains of fish and ostracod, as well as 
some teeth (Table 9D-5), and bone fragments that were too small to be identified. It is clear, however, that small fish remains 
are common. An example are pharyngeal teeth of roach, recovered at Migliara, Murillo and core sample 2008.01.37. In 
Campo Inferiore Layer 9 molar fragments of (probably) water vole (Arvicola cf terrestris) were found. Many of these sam-
ples also contained ostracods (Ostracoda), small, 0.5 to 2mm-long shells of a crustacean living in both fresh and salt water. 
Noticeably few remains of other (water) animals were present in the samples; for example, eggs, cocoons and tubes of 
mainly insects and crustaceans, which are often found in fluvial and lacustrine deposits elsewhere, are completely lack-
ing. Also the fluvial deposits at Tratturo Caniò produced pharyngeal teeth of a roach species. Molars of various mice spe-
cies were found in the fluvial deposits (identification mice species by A. Rhamcharan and T. van Kolfschoten): in Layer 
4000 wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus – jaw fragment), in Layer 5010 also wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus), in Layer 
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5005 water vole (Arvicola terrestris) and in Layer 5011 again wood mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus) and possibly water vole 
(Arvicola cf terrestris). These mice species are common in large parts of Europe. Wood mice live in a range of biotopes 
while water voles prefer overgrown shores. Ostracods (Ostracoda) were also retrieved from the fluvial deposits at Tratturo 
Caniò.

* Species:
02 – Mammal, size pig/sheep/goat 
03 – Mammal, size cow/red deer
s/g – sheep/goat

# Preservation:
(1) proximal end, part
(2) middle part
(3) distal end, part
(123) almost complete
1 proximal end
12 proximal+central parts
123 complete
2 central part
23 central+distal parts
3 distal end

Table 9D-1.  All retrieved bones and bone fragments from the Tratturo Caniò test trench sorted by find number and context (identification M. van Krui-
ning). See for table 9D-1 also DVD.

Find no. Context (sector) Count Species* Preservation# Remarks
14 1000 1 03 (2)  
15 S3 1 pig   large incisor lower jaw

5 pig fragments  
1 toad 2  

16 1000 1 03 (2)  
20 S9 1 pig (12)  

1 pig (2) gnaw marks
1 cow (3) > 20 months

21 S3 1 03 fragment  
1 pig (2) 5 weeks - < 16 months
25 pig fragments  
1 cow 123 > 30 months, recent bone?
1 cow fragment squala frontalis, cut marks
1 toad 12 large toad

24 S18 1 03 fragment  
1 dog 123 > 12 months
1 s/g (123) many cut marks
1 s/g (12)  

30 3001 1 cow fragment proc. paracondylaris
34 3001 1 cow 2 no teeth left
43 3(5) 1 indet    
46 3001 3 03 fragment  

5 03 (2)  

1 indet    
49 S20 1 03 (2)  

1 pig 1 (23) > 24 months, cut mark
50 S22 6 03 fragment  

1 03 (2)  
51 S13, fill 1 03 fragment  

1 dog (1)2  
3 cow    
1 s/g (2)  
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Find no. Context (sector) Count Species* Preservation# Remarks
63 S23 2 pig 123 one immature, one > 24 months

1 pig (1)2  
1 cow (2)  
1 s/g (2)  
5 indet fragment  

64 S23 1 cow (2) around 18 months
1 indet fragment  

66 4(2) 1 pig (2)  
1 cow 123 fully grown, very worn
1 indet fragment  

67 S25 2 03 fragment one burnt fragment
1 pig (2)  
1 s/g 2(3)  
4 indet one complete, 3 fragments

70 S27 1 s/g (2) young, very worn
71 S28 4 indet    
73 S29 1 02 fragment  

1 pig 123  
1 pig (3)  
1 cow 123  
5 indet fragment  

74 dump 1 pig? (12) > 36 months
1 s/g (2)  

80 S30 2 02 (2)  
2 02 fragment  
1 03 (2)  
1 pig 123 > 24 months, gnaw marks, weathered
1 cow (1) cut marks
1 s/g (2) gnaw marks
1 s/g (3) > 20 months
2 s/g 123 > 7-10 months
1 s/g (2) not fully grown

92 S27 1 pig 123 young
1 pig (2) worn
1 pig (2) lumbar
1 pig (2) > 20 months
1 s/g (1) > 42 months, gnaw marks
1 s/g fragment
6 indet fragment very worn

94 5(1) 1 03 (2)  
1 s/g (1) gnaw marks
2 s/g 2  
2 s/g    
2 indet    

96 5(2) 1 pig (2) with only 1 molar
1 indet    

98 S24 1 pig 123 slightly burned
1 pig 23 < 24 months
1 pig (12)  
1 cow 123 > 24 months, cut marks
2 cow (2) cut marks
1 cow   worn
2 cow   barely worn
6 indet fragment worn

Table 9D-1  continued.
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Find no. Context (sector) Count Species* Preservation# Remarks
101 5000 1 cow fragment cervical

1 cow 3 < 24 months, loose distal epiphysis
1 cow (2)  

102 5(4) 1 03 fragment  
1 cow (1)2 worn, gnaw marks
1 s/g    

104 5000/6000 1 03 (1) < 42 months, open epiphysis
1 03 fragment  
1 03 (3) complete

106 5000/6000 1 dog (2)  
1 pig fragment condylus occipitale
1 pig fragment os temporale
1 pig 1 < 48 months, loose epiphysis
1 cow (2)  
2 indet fragment  
4 indet (2)  

108 5(5) 1 pig (123) 12-16 months, nearly complete
1 cow (2)3 > 30 months
1 cow 123 > 24 months
3 cow    
1 cow 1 < 42 months, loose epiphysis
1 cow (123) > 24 months, split in half, vertical perforation?
5 s/g (2)  
2 indet fragment young
5 indet   worn

113 5(2-4) 1 s/g (1)  
1 indet fragment  

Table 9D-1  continued.

Table 9D-2.  Weight and number of animal bones found in the Tratturo Caniò test trench (identification M. van Kruining). 

Animal species Number of bones Weight bones (g)
Cattle (Bos taurus) 31 1403,7
Pig (Sus domesticus) 56 681.4
Sheep/goat (Ovis aries/ Capra hircus) 27 279.8
Dog (Canis familiaris) 3 53
Toad (Bufo bufo) 2 1.2
Mammal, size pig/ sheep/ goat 5 14.8
Mammal, size cattle/red deer 29 134.5
unidentifiable bones 50 324.1
Total 203 2892.5
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Table 9D-3.  Number and weight of identified animal bone fragments found in the Tratturo Caniò test trench, arranged by species and period. 
* Including a fragmentary pig skull composed of 25 loose fragments
** Including a possibly sub-recent metatarsus of 375g

Animal bones Republican period
Name animal bones % bones weight bones (g) % weight
Pig/sheep/goat 0 0 0 0
Cattle/red deer 12 21 40 6
Dog 1 2 3 0
Indet 0 0 0 0
Pig *35 61 200 29
Cattle 6 11 **452 65
Sheep/goat 1 2 1 0
Toad 2 4 1 0
Total 57 100 698 100

Animal bones Late Iron Age – Archaic period
Name animal bones % bones weight bones (g) % weight
Pig/sheep/goat 0 0 0 0
Cattle/red deer 9 56 29 14
Dog 1 6 35 17
Indet 2 13 1 1
Pig 0 0 0 0
Cattle 2 13 140 66
Sheep/goat 2 13 6 3
Total 16 100 212 100

Animal bones total upper layers (Late Iron Age - Republican period)
Name animal bones % bones weight bones (g) % weight
Pig/sheep/goat 0 0 0 0
Cattle/red deer 21 29 70 8
Dog 2 3 38 4
Indet 2 3 1 0
Pig 35 48 200 22
Cattle 8 11 593 65
Sheep/goat 3 4 7 1
Toad 2 3 1 0
Total 73 100 910 100

Animal bones Bronze Age
Name animal bones % bones weight bones (g) % weight
Pig/sheep/goat 5 4 15 1
Cattle/red deer 8 6 65 3
Dog 1 1 15 1
Indet 48 37 323 16
Pig 21 16 481 24
Cattle 23 18 811 41
Sheep/goat 24 18 273 14
Total 130 100 1983 100

Animal bones total (Bronze Age – Republican period)
Name animal bones % bones weight bones (g) % weight
Pig/sheep/goat 5 2 15 1
Cattle/red deer 29 14 135 5
Dog 3 1 53 2
Indet 50 25 324 11
Pig 56 28 681 24
Cattle 31 15 1404 49
Sheep/goat 27 13 280 10
Toad 2 1 1 0
Total 203 100 2893 100
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Table 9D-4.  Noticeable elements in bone assemblages per archaeological context (M. van Kruining).

Feature / Layer Description feature / layer Description bone assemblages
Feature 3 Republican votive deposit 

(dolium)
The dolium contained the skull of an adult boar, the lower jaw of a piglet, 
and a fragment (os frontale) of a bovine with cut marks. 
It also contains a - probably recent - bovine metatarsal bone and two - 
probably recent - upper arm bones (humeri) of a toad. These recent bones 
are interpreted as later intrusions.

Feature 18 Late Iron Age - Archaic hearth Contains only bones of ovicaprines and a dog
Feature 27 Bronze Age hut floor Contains bones of a young pig and an ovicaprine molar and bone frag-

ment.
Upper part Layer 5001 Bronze Age habitation layer Contains exclusively ovicaprine bones (a left and right scapula and a 

maxilla)
Bottom part Layer 
5001 (5000/6000)

Bronze Age habitation layer Contains exclusively bovine bones
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Table 9D-5.  Bone fragments and Ostracods (and stone / glass and limescale) found during core sampling and test trench research in the Pontine plain 
(identification W. Kuijper). TC: Tratturo Caniò, M: Murillo, bs: below surface, Le: Level, F: Feature; Obs.: observation; s: sector.  
1s: some; 10s: tens; 100s: hundreds; 1000s: thousands. See for table 9D-5 also DVD. 

Name coring or trench Context (m below 
surface, observation, 
level or layer)

Volume 
sample 
in litres

Bone 
(fragment, 
molar)

Bone (fish: 
tooth, verte-
brae, scale)

Ostracod Stone / glass Limescale

2007-01-39 (TC) 1.9 – 2.5m bs 1.5 1 - - - -

2008-01-37 (Section XVIa) 0.5 -0.7m bs 1.5 1s 1s 10s - -

2008.01.17 (M) 1.35 – 1.45m bs 1.5 1s 3 - 1s -

2008.01.17 (M) 1.45 – 1.65m bs 1.5 1s - - 1s 1s

2008.01.17 (M) 1.65 – 1.75m bs 1.5 1s 1 1s 1s 1s

2008.01.17 (M) 1.65 – 1.8m bs 1.5 1s 1s 1 1s 1s

2008.01.17 (M) 1.80 – 1.95m bs 1.5 10s - - 1s 1s

2008.01.17 (M) 1.95 – 2.15m bs 1.5 1s - - 10s 1s

Migliara 44.5 Obs.1 / ditch 1 2 1s 1s - - -

Migliara 44.5 Obs. 2 / ditch 3 2 - - 2 - -

Campo Inferiore Layer 9 3 - - 10s - 10s

Campo Inferiore Layer 9 3 1s 1s 100s - 1s

Tratturo Caniò Le 3 / F 4000 3 10s 1s - 100s -

Tratturo Caniò Le 3 / F 4001 3 1s 1 - 100s -

Tratturo Caniò Layer 5005 3 1s 1s 10s 100s -

Tratturo Caniò Layer 5008 3 10s 1s 1s 100s -

Tratturo Caniò Layer 5011 3 1s 1s 10s 100s -

Tratturo Caniò Layer 50010 3 10s 1s 1s 100s -
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Appendix 9E

Charcoal fragments

F. Bunnik

Identification and assessment of charcoal quantities were carried out by F. Bunnik (simultaneously with pollen analysis, see 
Bunnik 2010). The presence of charcoal ranges from None or Very little to Little, Some or Much (Bunnik 2010). Table 9E 
lists the relative quantities of charcoal of samples from the test trenches Murillo, Migliara 44.5 and Tratturo Caniò.

Table 9E.  The presence of charcoal ranges from None or Very little to Little, Some or Much. Charcoal identification by Bunnik (2010). See for table 9E 
also DVD.

Pollen tin Under top pol-
len tin (in cm)

Layer Amount of 
pollen

cm3 Amount of charcoal Date (14C years BP or archaeological 
period)

Murillo

1 25 5 No pollen 1 None or very little < 2280BP

1 5 6 No pollen 1 None or very little 2280BP

1 13.5 7 No pollen 1 Much 2280BP

3 - 8 No pollen 1 None or very little 2280BP

3 - 8 No pollen 1 None or very little 2280BP

1 37 11 Medium 
values

3 Little > 2280BP

2 13 11 Medium 
values

3 Much > 2280BP

2 36 11 No pollen 1 None or very little > 2280BP

Migliara 44.5

1 9 2 Medium 
values

1 Some 1500BP

1 23 3 No pollen 1 None or very little 1500 - 3550BP

2 9 3 High values 3 Some 1500 - 3550BP

2 17 4 High values 3 Some 1500 - 3550BP

2 30 5 Medium 
values

3 None or very little 1500 - 3550BP

2 36 6 High values 3 Some 1500 - 3550BP

3 12.5 6 Low values 1 None or very little 1500 - 3550BP

3 17 7 High values 1 Little 1500 - 3550BP

3 21 8 High values 1 Much 3550BP

3 31 9 High values 1 Much > 3550BP

3 38 10 High values 1 Much > 3550BP

Tratturo Caniò

114 /104 8 2000 No pollen 1 Much Archaic period

114 / 104 18 3000 No pollen 1 Much Late Iron Age – Archaic period

115 / 104 4 3000 No pollen 1 Much Late Iron Age – Archaic period

114 / 104 33 3000 Medium 
values

1 Much Late Iron Age – Archaic period

115 / 104 16 5000 No pollen 1 Much Iron Age

116 / 104 3 5000 No pollen 3 Much Iron Age

116 / 104 10 5001 Low values 3 Much Middle Bronze Age (MB)

116 / 104 15,5 5000 Low values 3 Some MB - 3550 BP

116 / 104 19 7000 Low values 3 Some > 3550 BP

116 / 104 25 5000b No pollen 3 Little > 3550 BP
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Pollen tin Under top pol-
len tin (in cm)

Layer Amount of 
pollen

cm3 Amount of charcoal Date (14C years BP or archaeological 
period)

116 / 104 37 6000 Medium 
values

3 Much > 3550 BP

134 / 102 9 5000 No pollen 1 None or very little Iron Age

134 / 102 21 5001 No pollen 1 None or very little Middle Bronze Age (MB)

134 / 102 30 5000 No pollen 1 None or very little MB - 3550 BP

134 / 102 38 5000 Medium 
values

1 None or very little > 3550 BP

Table 9E continued.  The presence of charcoal ranges from None or Very little to Little, Some or Much. Charcoal identification by Bunnik (2010). See for 
table 9E also DVD.
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Appendix 9F

Historical topographical maps

The earliest map discussed here, by an anonymous maker, dates from the pontificate of Sixtus V (1585-1590) (Korthals 
Altes 1928, pp. 24/25; Figure 9F-1). It indicates the location of several springs in the plain close to the mountains. In the 
plain itself the water courses Fiume Cavata, Fiume Cavatella, Fiume Antico, Fiume Portatore and Fiume Amaseno can be 
distinguished. In the area near Sezze several canals are depicted that run dead straight towards the Fiume Portatore, which 
in turn flows into the Amaseno. Between the – also marked - Via Appia and the beach ridge zone are several small water 
courses, which begin at the Fiume Cavata and then flow southwards before seeming to come to a sudden stop. The section 
that covers the area along the Cavata south of this tower shows what may perhaps be interpreted as activities in connection 
with colmatage. Also shown are the Fiume Antico and the Rio Martino, as well as Torre Petrata, a medieval monument 
(Martinori 1934, p. 151) positioned next to the Cavata.

Korthals-Altes’ 1928 publication (pp. 34/35) also contains a map produced by an anonymous maker between 1593 and 
1597 (Figure 9F-2). It shows the foothill zone, including Sezze and the water courses in the plain near that town. The Via 
Appia is also marked again, probably as a serviceable road. The area near Sezze is shown as being free of trees, which sug-
gests that it may have been agricultural land. The section that covers the area along the Cavata south of this tower shows 
what may perhaps be interpreted as activities in connection with colmatage.

A map by Gaetano Astolfi from 1785 (Frutaz 1972, tav. 202–204) clearly shows both the reclamation projects of Pius VI 
and the Fosse Migliari (Figure 9F-3). The Via Appia is shown, and to the south of it five crevasses have been depicted along 
the Cavata. The course of the Fiume Antico is clearly shown.

Figure 9F-1.  Map by an anonymous maker dates from the pontificate of Sixtus V (1585-1590) (Korthals Altes 1928, pp. 24/25).
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Figure 9F-2.  Map by an anonymous maker dates between 1593 and 1597 (Korthals-Altes 1928, pp. 34/35).

Figure 9F-3.  Map made by Gaetano Astolfi from 1785 (Frutaz 1972, tav. 202–204).
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This study was undertaken as part of the Hidden 
Landscapes Project. The HLP aims to reconstruct hidden 
landscapes and any distortions this introduces into cur-
rent Mediterranean landscape archaeological accounts, in 
order to explain the apparent absence of archaeological 
remains in certain areas. Specifically, the main research 
questions were:

 • Were geographical zones which until recently were 
regarded as uninteresting, marginal or difficult to 
access (e.g., highlands, coastal plains) in fact settled 
from the protohistoric period into the Roman era, and 
has this erroneous assumption led to selectivity in pre-
vious research to the extent that the current opinion of 
these regions is wrong?

 • To what extent has post-depositional erosion/sedi-
mentation affected the visibility and quality of arch-
aeological sites/remains in the highlands and plains? 
Specifically, does the Pontine plain contain a hidden 
Bronze Age landscape, and if so, what was its nature?

 • To what extent and on which spatial scale has erosion/
sedimentation had an impact on archaeological distri-
bution maps?

My study focused on an investigation of bias factors asso-
ciated with erosion/sedimentation. In addition to palaeo-
geographical reconstruction methods (in the Pontine 
plain) two new approaches were developed and imple-
mented: landscape classification and the landscape devel-
opment model. Both approaches were applied to the 
highlands in the Raganello Basin and the landscape clas-
sification to the Monti Lepini. This synthesis will attempt 
to formulate answers to the research questions and assess 
the possibilities for future more detailed study of the 
protohistoric period in particular.

10�1  The three research methods
Landscape classification, landscape development model-
ling and palaeogeography share many features:

 • They are all based on geographical/geoarchaeological 
methods and techniques;

 • Their theoretical outlook is mainly processual and 
physical-deterministic;

 • They transcend regional boundaries and can there-
fore also be applied to other Central and South Italian 
mountain areas and plains;

 • They proceed systematically;
 • They include assessments of 1. settlement and land use 

suitability; 2. preferential settlement and exploitation 
zones; 3. potential for archaeological field surveying; 4. 
the effects of erosion/sedimentation on archaeological 
distribution maps; and 5. potential bias factors linked 
to erosion/sedimentation.

This study has been the first to combine a) the develop-
ment of a systematic landscape classification for arch-
aeological purposes; b) the construction of a detailed 
landscape development model for a period covering 6000 
years; and c) the application of detailed palaeogeograph-
ical reconstructions to the analysis of archaeological dis-
tribution maps. 

The three methods differ in their spatial and temporal 
scales and in the landscape zones where they can or can-
not be used (see Table 10.1). The following sections will 
present a discussion of the results of each method and an 
assessment of the extent to which they have furthered our 
understanding of archaeological distribution patterns.

10.1.1  Landscape classification
The HLP studied the effects of post-depositional ero-
sion/sedimentation on the visibility and quality of 
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Landscape classification The CALEROS model Palaeogeography
Maximum scale/resolution 1:10,000 1 pixel, or 25×25m; ca. 1:500 1:5000 near test trenches and 

1:10,000 in the rest of the Pontine 
plain

Time depth/no time depth No time depth (present land-
scape only)

Time depth (continuous landscape 
development 6000 – 0BP in incre-
mental steps of 100 years)

Time depth
(6000 – 0 BP in four reconstructed 
stages)

Applied in this study to LC25: plains and highlands
LC10: highlands

Highlands Plains

Table 10.1.  A schematic summary of the main properties of, and differences between the three approaches used in this study.
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archaeological sites/remains in highland areas, and by 
extension the impact of these processes on archaeological 
distribution maps. Landscape classification as a method 
was discussed in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 presented an 
evaluation of its results on the basis of intensive survey 
data discussed in Chapter 3.

The HLP landscape classification assessed settlement/
land use suitability and the presence and extent of ero-
sion/sedimentation. The method deployed two spatial 
scales: a smaller one (LC25) to gain a general impres-
sion of the landscape and to select transects and areas 
for intensive surveying; and a larger scale (LC10) based 
on the ERU approach, to assess the potential effect of 
erosion/sedimentation on archaeological distribution 
maps. For the latter the landscape was divided into dis-
tinct units of varying erodibility. Subsequently each unit 
was assigned an expectation value with regard to settle-
ment/land use suitability, bias factors linked to erosion/
sedimentation, and (deductively derived) archaeological 
expectation. Three transects in the Raganello Basin and 
two sectors in the Monti Lepini were comprehensively 
surveyed on the LC10 scale, followed by a comparison of 
the archaeological expectation values for each unit with 
the actual values established during intensive surveys. 

There were four possible outcomes to these comparisons:
 • Situation 1 – When no sites were expected and none 

encountered the expected values were accepted;
 • Situation 2 – When sites were encountered where none 

were expected the expected values were rejected, leav-
ing two possible explanations: a) the initial estimate of 
settlement suitability had been too low; or b) estimates 
of the extent of erosion/sedimentation had been too 
high;

 • Situation 3 – When no sites were encountered where 
at least some had been expected, there were three pos-
sible explanations: a) the expected values had been cor-
rect, but for some unknown reason the area had not 
been settled; b) the assessment of the unit’s suitability 
had been incorrect in that the expected value was too 
high; or c) the initial estimate of the extent of erosion/
sedimentation had been too low.

 • Situation 4 – When sites were encountered where they 
had been expected, initial expectation values were 
accepted.

In situations where there was a discrepancy between 
expectation and the reality in the field (Situations 2 and 
3) additional analyses were carried out in the form of 
an assessment of the accuracy of the initial, deductively 
derived settlement/land use suitability of the LC10 units 
involved. This re-assessment involved an additional 
settlement location analysis of factors which had not been 
included in the LC10 classification but which were in 
fact relevant. If this more detailed and  inductive analy-
sis left the discrepancy still unexplained only two possible 

explanations remained: 1) the unit in question was indeed 
suitable but for some unknown reason had never been set-
tled; 2) the initial assessment of the extent erosion/sedi-
mentation had been incorrect (over- or underestimated).

After testing the outcome of the LC10 stage it was 
clear that there were indeed discrepancies. For the proto-
historic period in the Raganello Basin my initial expect-
ations proved to be correct in 67% of the study area, while 
this figure was 80% for later periods. For the protohistoric 
period in the Monti Lepini, however, expected values were 
correct in none of the cases while they were correct in 
11% of cases for later periods. Detailed, inductive analy-
sis revealed that in most of these instances the deductively 
derived estimates had been correct, but that in the Monti 
Lepini erosion in the units ‘tuff plateau’ and ‘undulating 
slope’, both attractive landscapes for settlement, had dam-
aged or destroyed any archaeological remains. In other 
suitable units such as ‘debris slope’ and ‘alluvial fan’ sedi-
ments have probably buried archaeological remains, ren-
dering them invisible. Finally, the Monti Lepini units 
‘river terrace’ and ‘karst basin’ may have been used only for 
agriculture, not for settlement. In the Raganello Basin few 
protohistoric sites were encountered in the unit ‘alluvial 
fan’, which in itself is suitable for settlement. Protohistoric 
sites in this unit were probably buried deeply by sedimen-
tation. Re-analysis showed that the Raganello units ‘river 
terrace’ and ‘marine terrace’ were eminently suitable for 
settlement and had not been affected by erosion or sedi-
mentation. Nonetheless significantly fewer protohis-
toric sites than expected were encountered in these units, 
probably because ploughing from the Hellenistic period 
onwards had largely destroyed them. By contrast, the sur-
veys did record protohistoric sites in the Raganello Basin 
in areas which were less suitable for intensive cultivation 
(e.g., stony debris slopes and steep zones) and which had 
therefore probably not been used as such.

The LC10 proved to be a suitable method to study a 
landscape systematically including the effects of erosion/
sedimentation. In combination with detailed site prefer-
ence analysis it proved to be possible to distinguish actual 
locational preferences from later introduced distortions, 
enabling me to detect and explain discrepancies between 
archaeological expectation and survey data. 

10.1.2  Landscape development model
The LC10 method uses the modern landscape as its start-
ing point while disregarding its formation history. A 
review of the literature on the subject (Chapter 2) revealed 
that smaller erosional phenomena (e.g., certain forms of 
water erosion) which were active on such a small scale as 
to be excluded from the LC10, in fact could seriously dam-
age and even destroy sites. An assessment of their impact 
therefore requires a method which can be deployed on an 
even smaller scale. It was therefore necessary to develop 
a landscape development model, CALEROS, in order to 
be able to study the effects of erosion/sedimentation on 
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archaeological remains over a longer period (6000 years) 
and in sufficient spatial detail (see Chapter 6).

CALEROS was deployed on a small spatial scale to 
model landscape development over a period of 6000 
years. The model is not based on archaeological survey 
data, which allowed me to use those data to test it. The 
test area was the Maddalena catchment, a north-eastern 
tributary of the Raganello river, where soil depth was 
measured by corings at a number of locations including 
agricultural terraces where two archaeological sites were 
found to be buried by sediment, undetectable by conven-
tional surveying. Data generated by intensive surveys car-
ried out in the context of the Hidden Landscapes Project 
were used to test CALEROS (see Chapter 6).

The test results indicated that CALEROS can indeed 
be used to reconstruct the long-term genesis of the 
Maddalena area and to analyse archaeological distribution 
patterns. Land use and climate turned out to be signifi-
cant factors in landscape development, with the influence 
of earthquakes being marginal. CALEROS indicated that 
climate is responsible for fluctuations in erosion intensity, 
while human activity, especially slash and burn, caused ca. 
40% of it. Climate moreover has had a profound effect on 
the exploitation potential of highland areas. The data gen-
erated by CALEROS can also be used to determine how 
and where erosion/sedimentation in mountain areas has 
affected the preservation of archaeological sites, and to 
provide information on erosional/depositional biases in 
archaeological distribution patterns. 

The results of CALEROS indicated that archaeological 
sites in the Maddalena area had been damaged and in cer-
tain cases even destroyed by erosion. The general con-
clusion was that archaeological distribution patterns in 
erodible mountain zones which contain attractive settle-
ment locations are the combined result of locational pref-
erences, erosion/sedimentation, and modern factors 
influencing visibility. Site visibility tends to be good on 
attractive settlement locations where erosion has been 
minimal, with the result that such zones will be over-
represented if only the distribution pattern of presently 
visible sites is considered, while attractive settlement loca-
tions where archaeological remains are deeply buried or 
destroyed tend to be under-represented.

However, the evaluation of CALEROS also revealed 
three limitations relevant to the geoarchaeological appli-
cation of the model:
1. CALEROS is a physical-deterministic model which ig-

nores cultural aspects, as these cannot (yet) be mod-
elled. External social-economic processes (e.g., external 
markets, transhumance) and disruptions (e.g., wars, 
epidemics) are also disregarded, because quantitative 
data on them are lacking and CALEROS moreover op-
erates on such a small area that any differentiating ef-
fects of social-economic factors can be ruled out.

2. Because CALEROS utilises only landscape and tech-
nological variables and ignores social-economic 

processes, it operates on the assumption that maxi-
misation of land use (and therefore also maximisation 
of the population size) was the main goal in the past, an 
assumption which may be partly or largely incorrect.

3. CALEROS’ sensitivity216 has not yet been satisfactorily 
established. Some sensitivity analyses of forcings and 
modelled components have been performed, and the 
results indicated that the harvesting technology is a 
crucial factor in land use scenarios, as it determines the 
time needed to harvest and thereby influences the max-
imum yield (including how much sowing-seed will be 
available for the next season) and, indirectly, popula-
tion size. More field studies are needed to test whether 
archaeological deposits in the transitional zones lime-
stone/shale and shale/hard shale are indeed unaffected 
by erosion and buried beneath no more than 30cm of 
colluvium, and therefore still detectable by surveys.

Constructing the CALEROS model proved to be time-
consuming and complicated; the process involved add-
itional expertise from disciplines other than archaeology.

Despite these limitations, the need for further testing, 
and the model’s complexity there are two reasons why 
CALEROS is far more promising than the traditional sta-
tistical models such as the Chi-square test used to analyse 
factors influencing location selection (see Chapter 5): 1) 
the model generates information on the total landscape 
development over a longer period; 2) the model views 
archaeological distribution patterns in a much wider con-
text (i.e. the area’s entire settlement history) than any sta-
tistical model can. 

Landscape archaeologists who are aware of the need 
for bias factor assessment may find CALEROS useful to 
relate their survey data to landscape changes linked to 
erosion/sedimentation.

10.1.3  Palaeogeographical reconstruction
Field work was carried out in the Pontine plain to inves-
tigate the effects of sedimentation on the visibility and 
quality of archaeological sites/remains, and specifically 
whether or not the plain contained a ‘hidden’ Bronze Age 
landscape. The resulting data allowed an assessment of 
the reliability of archaeological distribution maps of sedi-
mentation areas, especially for the protohistoric period.
The review of the available literature presented in Chapter 
2 revealed that the number of systematic geological studies 
carried out prior to 2005, when the HLP began, was insuf-
ficient to allow a reconstruction of the palaeogeography. 
Geological and geomorphological research in the Pontine 
plain in the context of the HLP (see Chapter 8) mainly 

216 The sensitivity of a model, namely how uncertain the outcome of a 
model is, can be investigated with a sensitivity analysis: ‘the study of 
how uncertainty in the output of a model can be apportioned to dif-
ferent sources of uncertainty in the model input’ (Saltelli et al. 2004, 
p. 45).
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consisted of geological surveys (core samples along tran-
sects) to determine its Holocene stratigraphy. These pro-
duced geological cross sections and a geological map of 
the area while the geomorphological study was based on a 
digital elevation model derived from topographical maps 
from the 1930s. 

Test trenches were used for a more detailed investiga-
tion of specific landscape forms (river channels, sandy 
fans) and layers of burnt clay, and radiocarbon samples 
were collected in order to date the colluvium in the Pontine 
plain, as well as OSL samples to date a particular sandy 
fan in the south-west of the plain (Wallinga & Versendaal 
2010). Analysis of pollen (Bunnik 2010), macro botanical 
remains, seeds, shells and bone (see appendix Chapter 
9.1) produced information on the environment and land 
use in the Pontine plain. The core samples taken in the 
plain revealed archaeological sites from the Bronze Age 
to the Roman period as well as layers of burnt clay (the 
nature of which was confirmed by thin-section and X-ray 
analysis; see appendix Chapter 8.3). Palaeogeographical 
reconstructions (see Chapter 9) based on all the collected 
data allowed a distinction between potentially attractive 
and less attractive settlement zones, as well as to visualize 
post-depositional processes and to indicate where sedi-
ments might cover archaeological remains.

The results of these studies allowed a detailed descrip-
tion of Holocene landscape developments in the Pontine 
plain. During the Bronze Age the north-west of the graben 
contained a landscape dominated by a number of small 
river courses, while there was a large lake in the south-
east. My research indicated that this landscape is now 
buried beneath colluvium. Avellino EU-2 ash was attested 
in three test trenches dug at respectively Migliara 44.5, 
Campo Inferiore and Tratturo Caniò. This layer could be 
dated to 1995 ± 10 cal BC, which makes it an excellent 
time marker for the Early Bronze Age (Section 8.2.2 and 
Sevink et al. 2011). Analysis of botanical samples and lay-
ers of burnt clay further revealed that slash and burn was 
used in the Bronze Age as a method to reclaim land, in 
a landscape composed of higher (dry) and lower (wet) 
parts. Prior to my research it was widely assumed that the 
Pontine plain in the Bronze Age had been used predomin-
antly for hunting and fishing (see Section 7.1.1). 

The results of my research indicate, however, that the 
region was in fact settled in the Bronze and Iron Ages, par-
ticularly the fertile, levees which were eminently suitable 
for agriculture. The data suggest that a form of mixed farm-
ing was practised, possibly in a fairly intensive manner. 
The simultaneous intensive exploitation of the hinterland 
of the Pontine plain intensified erosion in that area, which 
in turn led to the colluviation of the plain itself. Ongoing 
colluviation buried protohistoric and Archaic sites to the 
extent of rendering them undetectable in archaeological 
surveys. However, data obtained from the test trenches 
indicate that these buried sites are still well-preserved. The 
results of pollen analysis carried out on the outcropping 

Borgo Ermada deposits in the south-west of the Pontine 
plain reveal that grain was being cultivated there in the 
Bronze Age, which implies that the area was also settled in 
that period. Although this particular section of the plain 
has not been exposed to any significant sedimentation or 
erosion since the Bronze Age, the GIA’s intensive surveys 
nonetheless failed to locate Bronze Age archaeology there 
(De Haas 2011). Possibly intensive exploitation from 
the Roman period onwards has damaged or obliterated 
any older archaeological remains.217 In short, a combin-
ation of the factors mentioned above is responsible for 
the distorted impression of protohistoric and Archaic 
settlement density that is evoked by the archaeological  
distribution maps.

In the Archaic period the landscape of the Pontine 
plain began to change from a natural one dominated by 
small rivers and a lake, to an at least partly anthropogenic 
one in which river courses flowing from the hinterland 
(the Monti Lepini and the tuff areas) were responsible 
for large-scale colluviation. The elevation model (made 
of topographical maps from the 1930’s) enabled me to 
map Republican canals and canalisations, the banks of 
which were still episodically being covered by fresh sedi-
ments in the wake of heavy precipitation. In general, how-
ever, the landscape stabilised in the Roman Republican 
period, which allowed a process of soil formation to begin 
(Attema et al. 1990; Attema et al. 1999). Certainly no fur-
ther colluviation could be observed in the plain for the 
Imperial period, and for the Middle Age only in sections 
where colmatage was being practised. The Pontine plain 
contains many Roman-period settlements (see Chapter 
7), a phenomenon not only linked to intensive exploit-
ation of the region at that time but also to the fact that 
Roman (and post-Archaic) remains tend to be in the 
plough zone where they can be detected during surveys.218 
However, for the same reason these sites tend to be poorly 
preserved. It seems likely that settlement intensified from 
the post-Archaic period onwards, but factors such as sedi-
mentation may have distorted the original distribution 
pattern.

My research has demonstrated that an assessment of 
the effects of post-depositional processes, even in a col-
luviated landscape such as the protohistoric Pontine 
plain, is feasible when a combination of core samples, test 
trenches, archaeological surveys and palaeogeograph-
ical reconstruction is used. The fact that protohistoric 
archaeological and ecological remains tend to be well 

217 This is also the case in another geologically stable area virtually 
devoid of protohistoric remains, viz. the marine terraces in the 
Raganello Basin. In general, few protohistoric sites are expected in 
stable areas that were suitable for Hellenistic-Roman agriculture, as 
ploughing will have destroyed most of them (see 10.1.1).

218 See for example the archaeological distribution maps produced by 
the APS project (Holstrom et al. 2004) and by various GIA surveys 
(e.g., Attema & Van Leusen 2004).
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preserved beneath the colluvium makes the plain’s poten-
tial for further research into the protohistoric and Archaic 
periods high, whereby palaeogeographical maps will be 
an invaluable tool.

10�2  Research questions: answers
In this section I will attempt to formulate answers to the 
research questions posed at the beginning of the project, 
and I will discuss whether more detailed research into the 
protohistoric period in particular will now be feasible. 

10.2.1  The highlands
My research questions were:

 • Were highland areas, which until recently were regarded 
as uninteresting, marginal or difficult to access, in fact 
settled from the protohistoric into the Roman period, 
and has this erroneous assumption introduced a selec-
tivity in previous studies to the extent that the current 
impression of these regions is wrong?

 • To what extent have post-depositional erosion/sedi-
mentation affected the visibility and quality of arch-
aeological sites/remains in the highlands? 

 • To what extent and on what spatial scale have erosion/
sedimentation affected the archaeological distribution 
maps?

The HLP was the first project to systematically study the 
highlands in the Raganello Basin and the Monti Lepini 
(see Chapter 3). The results show that the highlands in 
the Raganello Basin were definitely settled in the Bronze 
Age. However the population decreased from the Iron 
Age onwards, and in the Hellenistic and Roman periods 
it had been reduced to virtually nothing, with the excep-
tion of the area around Cività. The assumed marginality 
of the highlands, at least compared to the foothills and the 
plain, therefore seems to have been the reality from the 
Iron Age until the Middle Ages, when the exploitation of 
these regions became more intense.

By contrast the HLP could record very few Bronze Age 
and Iron Age sites in the Monti Lepini, despite systematic 
surveys. However, the conclusion that the Monti Lepini 
were a marginal area in protohistory would be premature, 
as my studies also show that even areas which were emi-
nently suitable for protohistoric settlement (e.g., alluvial 
fans and debris slopes) are strangely devoid of archaeo-
logical sites. This absence may well be a product of erosion, 
which would have destroyed the sites, and/or of sedimen-
tation, which would have made them undetectable. In 
fact, the large number of Republican sites in the same area 
proves that at least in that period it was being used inten-
sively, and far from marginal. With the Imperial period 
the number of sites begins to drop, and the Monti Lepini 
indeed become increasingly marginal. Additional field 
work is needed to test whether the paucity of Bronze Age 
and Iron Age sites is a product of erosion/sedimentation.

The research presented in this dissertation made clear 
that archaeological distribution maps of the highlands in 
the Raganello Basin contain a twofold bias:

 • Negative bias caused by geological processes: Most of the 
highlands is taken up by the unit ‘undulating sloping 
land’. The steep slopes of this landscape are prone to 
erosion, and its little valleys are filled with colluvium. 
Fieldwork in the Maddalena area detected two sites 
(one Bronze Age, the other Byzantine), both buried 
beneath colluvium by a combination of local geomor-
phological processes and recent ploughing. No doubt 
there are more buried sites, especially in the lower sec-
tions of the unit ‘undulating sloping land’, which have 
been affected by sedimentation processes.

 • Positive bias linked to location: The highest density of 
protohistoric remains (mainly Bronze Age) occurs in 
the transitional zone limestone/shale, especially on 
debris slopes and debris cones. The cause is a combin-
ation of three factors: 1) the proximity to springs makes 
these units attractive settlement areas; 2) little erosion 
has occurred there since the Bronze Age; 3) in later 
periods these units were avoided for intensive cultiva-
tion because of their stoniness and steep slopes, as a 
result of which any sites present have not been dam-
aged by ploughing or other soil movements.

Studies in the highlands of the Raganello Basin and in the 
Monti Lepini indicated that distribution maps for proto-
historic periods in particular are biased as a result of ero-
sion, sedimentation and intensive cultivation. CALEROS 
succeeded in producing an estimate for the number of 
disappeared sites in the Maddalena area, but testing the 
accuracy of this estimate was not possible. It is possible, 
however, to locate buried sites in the field, and future field 
work in the highlands should therefore test both the LC10 
method and CALEROS, as well as use coring to trace bur-
ied protohistoric sites.

10.2.2  The plain
My research questions were:

 • Was the coastal plain, which until recently was viewed 
as uninteresting, marginal or difficult to access, in fact 
settled from the protohistoric period into the Roman 
era, and has this erroneous assumption introduced 
a measure of selectivity into previous research to the 
extent that the current impression of these regions is 
wrong?

 • To what extent has post-depositional erosion/sedi-
mentation affected the visibility and quality of archaeo-
logical sites/remains in the plain? Specifically, does the 
Pontine plain contain a hidden Bronze Age landscape?

 • To what extent and on what spatial scale has erosion/
sedimentation affected the archaeological distribution 
maps?
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My research proved that beneath the modern Pontine 
plain lies a (well-preserved) Bronze Age landscape. 
Furthermore it produced the first reconstruction of how 
this hidden landscape was being exploited. It turns out to 
have been intensively cultivated in the Bronze Age, while 
animal husbandry was also being practised. This contra-
dicts earlier studies which had suggested that the Pontine 
plain in this period was mainly used for hunting and fish-
ing (Alessandri 2009, p. 584), and that it was agricultur-
ally unsuitable (Kamermans 1993; Van Joolen 2003). I 
used palaeogeographical reconstruction as a method to 
determine which parts of the landscape were suitable for 
settlement and/or agriculture and may therefore contain 
(buried) sites. Reconstructions suggest hat the current 
archaeological distribution maps for the protohistoric and 
Archaic periods contain a strong bias as a result of sedi-
mentation processes, but that any sedimentation-linked 
bias for the Republican and later periods will be minimal. 

The good preservation of Bronze Age archaeological 
and ecological remains makes the Pontine plain a prom-
ising region for future studies of the protohistoric and 
Archaic periods. However, such studies will have to focus 
mainly on zones along former river channels, and due 
to the thickness of the sediments there such studies will 
have to deploy systematic coring surveys. This form of 
fieldwork is labour intensive and requires participants 
who are better trained and more experienced than what 
is required for regular archaeological field surveys. It has 
the advantage, however, that it can take the present study 
(especially the ecological data and the geological map) 
as a starting point to define additional areas that might 
contain protohistoric sites; the well-dated Avellino EU-2-
ash layer would serve as a useful time marker (Sevink  
et al. 2011).

Although palaeogeographical reconstruction proved 
to be very useful in the Pontine plain, the method appears 
to be less frequently used in the investigation of Holocene 
areas either by Italian archaeologists or by Dutch archae-
ologists doing fieldwork in Italy.219 This is unlike the situ-
ation in the Netherlands, where palaeogeographical data 
are a standard component of archaeological studies in 
Holocene areas (or reversely, archaeological data, in the 
case of palaeogeographical studies). These differences in 

219 Most Dutch archaeologists working in Italy up to the 1990s had 
been trained in Classical archaeology, the exception being the 
prehistoric archaeologists (A. Voorrips, S. Holstrom-Loving, H. 
Kamermans, C. Koot, A. Verhoeven) of the Amsterdam Instituut 
voor Prae- en Protohistorische Archeologie (IPP) of the University 
of Amsterdam who carried out the Agro Pontino Survey project 
in close collaboration with soil scientists (Voorrips et al. 1991; 
Kamermans 1993; Holstrom et al. 2004). Dutch classical archae-
ologists tended to work in tandem with (art)historians and clas-
sicists, rather than with geologists or physical-geographers. From 
the 1990s onwards, however, Peter Attema of the GIA (in the 
PRP area) and Douwe Yntema of the VU University Amsterdam 
(in the Salento) have worked with physical-geographers and 
palaeobotanists.

approach are a result of different research traditions in the 
two regions (among archaeologists and geologists alike), 
but there are also two practical reasons:

Research tradition
Dutch archaeological institutes have always studied the 
relation between people, ecology and landscape, a situ-
ation which sprang from the background of the found-
ers of these institutions.220 These people had in common 
that they were willing and able to use a multidisciplinary 
approach, combining archaeology with methods and 
techniques from biology (e.g., pollen analysis) and geol-
ogy (e.g., palaeogeographical reconstruction). Reversely, 
Dutch geologists were also interested in archaeology, 
using for example archaeological sites to date fluvial 
deposits or levees, and studying sections in archaeological 
trenches to answer geological questions.221

Research intensity
Ca. 75% of the total surface of the Netherlands is Holocene 
in origin. Both its river areas (Berendsen & Stouthamer 
2001; Berendsen 2007; Bos et al. 2009; Hijma 2009, and 
others) and its coastal zones (Roeleveld 1974; Griede 
1978; De Mulder & Bosch 1982; Van der Valk 1992; Vos 
& Van Heeringen 1997; Vos 1999, and others) have been 
thoroughly studied. In Italy Holocene studies have been 
carried out in the large river deltas e.g., the Tiber (Giraudi 
2004; Bellotti et al. 2007), the Ombrone (Bellotti et al. 
2004), the Po plain (Cremaschi 1987; Castiglione 1999) 
and the Venetian-Friulian Plain (Fontana 2006; Fontana 
et al. 2010), but not with an intensity, needed to produce 
detailed palaeogeographical reconstructions, that is com-
parable to the Dutch situation.222 

220 Both the GIA in Groningen (founded in 1920 as the Biologisch 
Archeologisch Instituut) and the IPP in Amsterdam (founded in 
1952, now Amsterdams Archeologisch Centrum) were founded by 
biologist Albert Egges van Giffen. His successor in Groningen 
was biologist Harm Tjalling Waterbolk (professor from 1954 to 
1987). The Leiden Instituut voor Prehistorie (now Faculteit der 
Archeologie) was established in 1962 by P.J.R. Modderman, who 
received his archaeological training from Van Giffen and who 
between 1946 and 1950 worked for Stichting voor Bodem Kartering 
(Stiboka), a non-profit organisation producing the soil maps of the 
Netherlands. From 1982 until 2003 the Faculteit der Archeologie 
was headed by Professor Louwe Kooijmans, a physical-geographer 
by training.

221 A good recent example of such a combined approach is the palaeo-
geographical ‘Atlas van Nederland in het Holoceen’ (Atlas of the 
Netherlands in the Holocene) jointly produced by TNO/Deltares 
(the successor of the Dutch geological service) and archaeologists 
working for the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands RCE 
(Vos et al. 2011).

222 In Italian practice fewer coring samples per hectare are taken, and 
cores are taken mechanically. However, up to ca. 6-7m below the 
surface manual sampling is quicker and therefore cheaper.
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Implementation of the Malta treaty
In the Netherlands the Malta treaty was strictly imple-
mented, and Dutch municipalities are required to incorp-
orate assessments of the archaeological potential of the 
area within their jurisdiction into their archaeology pol-
icies. Especially in Holocene areas palaeogeographical 
data are indispensable in the construction of archaeo-
logical expectation maps, and surveys to trace any previ-
ously unknown buried sites are mandatory. In most cases 
these involve corings, which necessarily draw on palaeo-
geographical information.223 As an indirect result of the 
implementation of the Malta treaty in the Netherlands 
the volume of palaeogeographical field studies has greatly 
increased. 

The success of the studies in the Pontine plain sug-
gests that it would be highly advisable to make palaeo-
geographical reconstruction a component of all future 
archaeological studies in the Italian Holocene plain.

10�3  Suggestions for future research
Future development of the three methods discussed 
above faces the challenge of integrating social and social-
economic processes without losing the systematic and 
empirical character of these methods, which is a sine qua 
non if the results are to be tested. At present the three 
methods are strictly processual and physical-determin-
istic, ignoring the potential effects of social and social-
economic factors on settlement location. The reasons for 
this omission in my research were twofold: the integra-
tion of these factors into GIS is still problematic, and/
or the relevant data were not available. Little is known, 
for example, on the spatial expression of the human urge 
to congregate (Whitley & Verhagen 2011), on forms of 
landownership, or on ancient road patterns in the Monti 
Lepini and the Raganello Basin, making it impossible to 
include for example settlement distance to roads. These 
two problems – integrating social or social-economic fac-
tors into GIS and collecting more relevant data – need 
to be addressed. Also needing future attention are two 
issues specific to CALEROS, i.e. its implicit assumption 
that past societies aimed for maximisation of the exploit-
ation potential of their territories, and its disregard of 
potentially significant factors such as epidemics, infesta-
tions, failed harvests and other disasters. Based on this 
implied maximisation the model predicts a sharp popu-
lation increase from the Hellenistic-Roman period up to 
the Middle Ages. However, archaeological field studies in 
Raganello Basin indicate that the population of highland 
areas in fact decreased in the Roman period. A more real-
istic modelling of population dynamics should therefore 

223 An archaeological expectation map is based on palaeogeograph-
ical maps. The expectation map will be tested in the field usually 
by manual core sampling (see e.g., Jansen & Van de Laan 2009 and 
part 2 of the dissertation of Verhagen 2007).

incorporate social-economic factors and others that may 
affect population size.

10.3.1 Future research in specific areas
A number of LC10 units in the Raganello Basin and the 
Monti Lepini could not be tested because insufficient 
survey data were available for them. Future fieldwork is 
therefore recommended in the following units:

 • The larger units ‘river valley’, ‘residual hills’, ‘straight 
slope’ and ‘straight steep slope’ (Monti Lepini);

 • The units ‘badlands’ and ‘straight steep slope’ 
(Raganello Basin)

 • Denudational units such as ‘bedrock hollow’, ‘gully’, 
‘debris cone’ and ‘(in)active mass movement’ (Monti 
Lepini and Raganello Basin).

It is further advisable that future field work in the high-
lands includes not only field walking but also systematic 
and intensive coring in order to locate buried sites.224 In 
the Raganello Basin coring surveys should focus on the 
unit ‘undulating sloping land’, particularly on its lower 
sections. In the Monti Lepini systematic coring surveys 
to detect buried sites should target the units ‘debris slope’, 
‘debris cone’ and ‘alluvial fan’.

A third recommendation concerns the definition of 
survey grids. Future surveys in highland areas should be 
aware of the relation between local microtopography and 
the effects of erosion and deposition on observed arch-
aeological distribution patterns. When defining the sur-
vey grid, for example, it is advisable to divide sloping 
fields into two sections, one encompassing the level part 
and the other the slope. This will limit each survey unit to 
only one topographical unit.

With regard to landscape surveys in the Monti Lepini 
I recommend future studies to focus on the karst basins. 
The fact that these units form a contained landscape 
which retains virtually all sediment deposited on it from 
the surrounding slopes makes them particularly suitable 
to measure sedimentation rates since the Bronze Age, and 
thus to define erosional stages (De Vente 2009), which 
may be dated using archaeological remains in the collu-
vium (Spaargaren 1979, pp. 108-110). A final set of recom-
mendations concerns future fieldwork in the Maddalena 
area to test the CALEROS results:

224 Systematic core sampling is the quickest and cheapest method to 
detect sites that are buried beneath sediment (provided they con-
tain a find bearing layer; Tol et al. 2004). This prospection method 
is destructive but only to a very limited extent. Geophysical meth-
ods are in themselves non-destructive, but additional, more or less 
destructive methods such as augering, test pits or test trenches are 
still needed to be able to interpret the geophysical results. When 
tracing buried sites in highland areas I recommend using an equi-
lateral triangular grid as a sampling grid, with core sampling points 
every 15 or 25m and distances between rows of 10 or 20m, which 
increases the chance that buried sites with a diameter of 10 to 20m 
will be detected.
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 • The erosion/sedimentation model and the settlement 
model can be tested by a series of augering surveys 
along transects from the limestone outcrop Timpa di 
San Lorenzo to the Monte Sparviere at the opposite 
boundary of the Maddalena area, recording soil depth 
and any erosion (e.g., soils having only a C horizon) 
and/or sedimentation indicators (e.g., colluvium) and 
buried archaeological sites;

 • Evaluations of the erosion/sedimentation model 
should also include an assessment of the sedimenta-
tion rate in the Maddalena area from the Bronze Age 
onwards by core sampling a number of known Bronze 
Age sites and measuring the thickness of the sediment 
layers which cover archaeological strata;

 • Data generated by archaeological surveys may be 
used to statistically test the CALEROS geoarchaeo-
logical expectation model, which predicts where arch-
aeological sites will have been incorporated into the 
plough zone.

Protohistoric and Archaic archaeological remains may be 
expected particularly along the old (buried) river courses 
in the Pontine plain. The depth of strata from later periods 
makes it necessary to use coring to trace this protohistoric 
landscape. Any encountered buried sites will have to be 
investigated by test trenches in order to acquire accurate 
dates (e.g., stratigraphic position relative to the Avellino 
EU-2 ash deposits) and to establish their function. In the 
Pontine plain coring surveys to determine settlement 
density produce much more accurate results than field 
walking. Improved accuracy is needed in order to be able 
to compare the settlement dynamics in the Pontine plain 
with those in other landscapes, such as the tuff areas and 
the coastal zone, so that a more fact-based assessment of 
the attractiveness of the plain relative to other areas will 
become feasible.

10.3.2  General recommendations
The results of my research enable me to present some 
additional, more general recommendations for future 
regional archaeological studies:

 • The methods and approaches outlined above should 
also be tested in other Central and South Italian high-
land areas in order to establish whether or not they are 
universally applicable;

 • Integrating geological fieldwork, computer simula-
tions and ecological studies (pollen, macrobotanic al) 
into regional archaeological projects is highly 
recommended;

 • Archaeological surveys should account for the effects 
of erosion/sedimentation and intensive ploughing 
(Hellenistic-Roman period to the present), because 
these post-depositional processes can have a great 
impact on observed archaeological distribution 
patterns;

 • The assumed marginality of highland areas proved to 
be incorrect; these areas have in fact produced ample 
evidence for settlement. Despite the difficulties of sur-
veying in dense vegetation, continued fieldwork in 
highland areas is therefore recommended; 

 • It is advisable not to limit future fieldwork in highland 
areas to the recording of buried sites in exposures, but 
also to deploy systematic and intensive coring surveys 
in combination with test trenches, both to trace sites 
and to study the effects of erosion/sedimentation on 
archaeological remains;

 • A combination of systematic physical-geographical 
research and detailed palaeogeographical reconstruc-
tion has produced excellent results in Holocene sedi-
mentary areas in Italy. This approach has the additional 
advantage that permission from the Italian archaeo-
logical services is not required for geological studies, 
while these will still generate much archaeologic-
ally relevant information. It is very likely that other 
sedimentation areas such as the Sibaritide and the 
Pianura Grossetana (near the Prilis Lacus; Arnoldus 
Huyzendveld 2007) will also contain buried Bronze 
Age landscapes. Detecting them and any archaeological 
sites in them is a labour intensive but worthwhile chal-
lenge, as the scientific value of buried archaeological 
remains is high.
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Dit promotieonderzoek werd uitgevoerd als onderdeel 
van het Hidden Landscapes Project (HLP; NWO VIDI 
programma 276-61-002), dat als doel heeft het bestaan 
van verborgen landschappen en de hieruit voortvloei-
ende ernstige vertekeningen in het typische mediterrane 
archeologische ‘landschapsverhaal’ (cultuurhistorische 
gebiedsbeschrijving) aan te tonen, en zo beter te begrijpen 
waarom in sommige gebieden geen archeologische vond-
sten worden gedaan. Het promotieonderzoek zelf richtte 
zich op de methodologie van het landschapsarcheolo-
gisch onderzoek, en dan vooral op factoren die zorgen 
voor systematische vertekening van het archeologische 
verspreidingsbeeld. Archeologische verspreidingskaarten 
zijn het resultaat van originele locatiekeuzen, post-depo-
sitionele processen (vooral holocene geomorfologische 
processen), en de gebruikte methoden en technieken om 
archeologische resten op te sporen. Ook kunnen archeo-
logische verspreidingskaarten zijn vertekend doordat 
in bepaalde gebieden geen onderzoek is verricht (verte-
kening door selectiviteit van onderzoeksgebieden). De 
Lepijnse bergen en de Pontijnse vlakte in de Pontijnse 
regio (Lazio), en het stroomgebied van de Raganello in 
de regio Calabrië, beide gebieden waarin het Groninger 
Instituut voor Archeologie al sinds lang actief is, werden 
geselecteerd als veldwerkgebieden voor het onderzoek. 

Door middel van het promotieonderzoek is getracht 
antwoord te geven op drie vragen over potentiële verteke-
ningen door selectiviteit van onderzoeksgebieden en door 
geomorfologische processen als erosie en sedimentatie: 

 • werd vanaf de Protohistorie tot en met de Romeinse 
tijd gewoond in geografische zones –hooglanden en 
(kust)vlakten- die in het verleden door onderzoekers 
vooral zijn beschouwd als oninteressant, marginaal, of 
lastig te onderzoeken, en heeft dit geleid tot een dusda-
nige selectiviteit in het onderzoek dat een onjuist beeld 
is ontstaan?

 • wat is de invloed van post-depositionele erosie en 
sedimentatie op de zichtbaarheid en kwaliteit van 
archeologische vindplaatsen/resten in hooglanden en 
kustvlakten? 

 • in welke mate en op welke ruimtelijke schalen beïn-
vloeden erosie en sedimentatie het ruimtelijke patroon 
van archeologische resten zoals weergegeven in archeo-
logische verspreidingskaarten?

Om deze vragen te beantwoorden is gebruik gemaakt 
van geoarcheologische methoden en technieken, waarbij 
gewerkt is met verschillende tijd- en ruimtelijke schalen. 
Voor het onderzoek worden drie benaderingen gebruikt 
die gebiedsoverstijgend toegepast kunnen worden en 

waarmee de vragen over potentiële vertekeningen in de 
drie veldwerkgebieden kunnen worden beantwoord: de 
landschapsclassificatie, het landschapsontwikkelings-
model, en paleogeografische reconstructies.

De landschapsclassificatie is gebruikt om het bergland-
schap in te delen in eenheden met een specifiek erosie- 
en sedimentatiepotentiëel. Aan de eenheden is ook het 
gebruikspotentieel en een (deductieve) archeologische 
verwachting gekoppeld. Hiermee kon, in combinatie met 
archeologische verspreidingskaarten, worden bepaald of 
erosie en sedimentatie verspreidingskaarten vertekenen. 
De landschapsclassificatie is uitgewerkt voor de Lepijnse 
bergen in Lazio en voor de hooglanden in het stroomge-
bied van de Raganello in Calabrië.

Om de invloed van erosie en sedimentatie op archeo-
logische resten op gedetailleerde schaal te onderzoeken 
is het nodig gebleken om de landschapsontwikkeling te 
simuleren op een lange tijdschaal (in dit geval 6000 jaar), 
waarbij ook de menselijke invloed op het landschap wordt 
meegenomen. Uit literatuuronderzoek bleek dat er nog 
geen model voorhanden was waarin de landschapsont-
wikkeling op een dergelijke ruimtelijke- en tijdsschaal 
wordt gesimuleerd. Het in het proefschrift gepresen-
teerde computermodel CALEROS (CALabria EROSion 
model), dat in samenwerking met fysisch geografen van 
de Universiteit Utrecht is ontwikkeld, voorziet in deze 
lacune, waarbij de interacties tussen landschap, klimaat, 
vegetatie en de mens worden meegenomen. Het model 
berekent naast de erosie en sedimentatie in het gebied ook 
de kans op vestiging in het verleden, de mate van conser-
vering van menselijke bewoningssporen, en toont waar 
archeologische resten bewaard zijn gebleven (met daarbij 
de afdekkingsdiepte) of juist zijn verdwenen door erosie. 
Het computermodel wordt gebruikt om vertekeningen 
in de verspreidingskaarten van voornamelijk Bronstijd-
aardewerk, gevonden in het hoger gelegen Maddalena-
gebied, in het noordoosten van het stroomgebied van de 
Raganello, te onderzoeken.

De paleogeografische reconstructies, gemaakt van de 
Pontijnse vlakte in Lazio, geven de geografische situatie 
weer op een bepaald moment in het verleden met daar-
bij in welke zones sedimentatie optrad. Hoewel dit instru-
ment vaker wordt ingezet bij archeologisch onderzoek 
(vooral in Noordwest-Europa) wordt het in dit proef-
schrift specifiek toegepast om patronen op archeologische 
verspreidingskaarten te beoordelen.

Structuur van het proefschrift
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit vier delen. Deel I beslaat de 
inleiding (hoofdstuk 1), de landschapsbeschrijvingen 
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(hoofdstuk 2) en de archeologische geschiedenis (hoofd-
stuk 3) van de drie veldwerkgebieden. Deel II beschrijft de 
ontwikkeling van nieuwe onderzoeksbenaderingen voor 
de hooglanden. Hierin worden de landschapsclassifica-
tie en het landschapsontwikkelingsmodel gepresenteerd 
(hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6). Deel III beschrijft het geo-
archeologische onderzoek in de Pontijnse vlakte (hoofd-
stukken 7, 8 en 9). Deel IV bestaat uit hoofdstuk 10 en 
omvat de synthese van de resultaten van het onderzoek, 
en een evaluatie ervan in het licht van de doelstellingen.

Deel I:  Introductie, landschap en archeologie van de 
veldwerkgebieden

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de genese besproken van de 
Pontijnse regio en het stroomgebied van de Raganello. 
Hierin worden de geologische geschiedenis, en de geo-
morfologische eenheden en landvormen die in de drie 
veldwerkgebieden veel voorkomen, in detail behandeld. 
Verder wordt in het hoofdstuk informatie gegeven over 
erosie- en sedimentatieprocessen. Dit hoofdstuk dient als 
aardwetenschappelijke basis voor de landschapsclassifi-
catie (hoofdstuk 4), het landschapsontwikkelingsmodel 
CALEROS (hoofdstuk 6), en het geologische onderzoek 
in de Pontijnse vlakte (hoofdstuk 8). 

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de gebruikte, en grotendeels in 
het kader van het Hidden Landscapes Project verzamelde, 
archeologische data besproken waarbij de betrouwbaar-
heid van de data aan bod komt, en wordt op hoofdlijnen 
de bewoningsgeschiedenis van beide onderzoeksgebie-
den vanaf de Bronstijd tot en met de Romeinse periode 
geschetst. Deze informatie wordt gebruikt in hoofdstuk 5 
bij de toetsing van de landschapsclassificatie, in hoofdstuk 
6 bij de toetsing van CALEROS, en in hoofdstuk 9 bij de 
confrontatie met de paleogeografische reconstructies van 
de Pontijnse vlakte.

Deel II:  De onderzoeksbenaderingen voor de hooglanden
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft hoe de landschapsclassificatie is  
uitgewerkt op twee ruimtelijke schalen: op schaal 
1:25.000 (LC25) en op schaal 1:10.000 (LC10). De LC25-
benadering wordt gebruikt om een algemene indruk te 
krijgen van het landschap, en om de ligging van de, in 
meer detail te bestuderen, transecten en sectoren te bepa-
len. De LC10-benadering wordt gebruikt om te bepalen of 
erosie en sedimentatie in deze gebieden de archeologische 
verspreidingskaarten vertekenen.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt de LC10-benadering in twee stap-
pen getoetst. Uit de toetsing van op deductieve wijze opge-
stelde verwachtingen blijkt dat er significante verschillen 
bestaan tussen verwachte en waargenomen archeolo-
gische resten. Wanneer wordt uitgerekend (per veld-
werkgebied en per periode) hoe groot het totale gebied 
is waarvoor de verwachting klopt met de werkelijkheid, 
blijkt dat voor de Protohistorie in het stroomgebied van 
de Raganello 67% te zijn. Voor de latere perioden klopt 

de verwachting voor 80%. Voor de Lepijnse bergen klopt 
de verwachting voor de Protohistorie voor 0% en voor 
de latere perioden voor 11%. Na aanpassing van de ver-
wachtingen op basis van verdiepend inductief onderzoek, 
waarbij de locatiekeuzes van protohistorische bewoners 
en bewoners uit latere perioden met behulp van chi-kwa-
draattoetsen werden onderzocht, blijkt dat in de meeste 
gevallen de oorspronkelijke (deductieve) verwachting van 
deze eenheden klopt. 

In de Lepijnse bergen heeft hoogstwaarschijnlijk op de 
voor bewoning aantrekkelijke landschapseenheden tuf-
plateau en golvende hellingen erosie plaatsgevonden, waar-
door archeologische resten zijn aangetast en verdwenen. 
Op andere aantrekkelijke eenheden in de Lepijnse bergen, 
zoals de puinhellingen en de puinwaaiers, zijn archeologi-
sche resten hoogstwaarschijnlijk afgedekt door sediment. 
Mogelijk werden in de Lepijnse bergen de eenheden 
rivierterras en karstbassin alleen gebruikt voor landbouw-
doeleinden en niet om te wonen. In het stroomgebied 
van de Raganello werden op de voor bewoning geschikte 
eenheid puinwaaier weinig protohistorische vindplaat-
sen aangetroffen. Waarschijnlijk zijn deze resten afgedekt 
door sediment en hierdoor niet te vinden door middel 
van veldverkenningen. Uit het verdiepend onderzoek 
blijkt dat de eenheden rivierterras en mariene terras in het 
stroomgebied van de Raganello zeer geschikt zijn geweest 
voor protohistorische bewoning. Hier heeft geen erosie of 
sedimentatie plaatsgevonden, waardoor archeologische 
resten uit de Protohistorie in veldverkenningen zullen 
zijn te vinden. Desondanks worden er statistisch signifi-
cant minder archeologische resten uit de Protohistorie 
gevonden dan verwacht. De verklaring hiervoor is dat 
door akkerbouw vanaf de Hellenistische periode de pro-
tohistorische resten zijn aangetast en grotendeels zijn 
verdwenen. Protohistorische resten in het stroomgebied 
van de Raganello zijn daarentegen tijdens veldverkennin-
gen juist op plekken gevonden die ongeschikt zijn voor 
intensieve akkerbouw (zoals op de stenige puinhellingen 
en in steile gebieden), en deze zijn voor intensieve akker-
bouw dan ook waarschijnlijk niet gebruikt. De LC10-
benadering blijkt een goede methode te zijn om het hele 
landschap systematisch te onderzoeken met inbegrip van 
erosie en sedimentatie. Met de combinatie van het ver-
diepende locatiekeuzeonderzoek en de LC10-benadering 
worden de daadwerkelijke locatiekeuzes en de later optre-
dende vertekeningen van elkaar gescheiden, waardoor 
afwijkingen tussen archeologische verwachtingen en sur-
veyresultaten zijn op te sporen – en daarmee wordt het 
mogelijk om deze afwijkingen te verklaren. 

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de geoarcheologische toepas-
sing van het landschapsontwikkelingsmodel CALEROS 
gepresenteerd. Dit model is gebruikt om ten eerste de 
langetermijngeschiedenis van het Maddalena-gebied dia-
chroon te modelleren, en ten tweede om de daadwerke-
lijk aangetroffen archeologische verspreidingspatronen 
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beter te begrijpen. Volgens CALEROS zorgt het klimaat 
voor de fluctuaties in de erosie en veroorzaakt de mens 
circa 40% van de erosie. Vooral door slash and burn (hak-
ken en branden of brandlandbouw) ontstaat veel erosie. 
Verder blijkt dat het klimaat sterk de bestaansmogelijk-
heden in hooglanden bepaalt. Het model genereert data 
die gebruikt zijn om te bepalen hoe en waar erosie en 
sedimentatie in berggebieden van invloed is op het over-
leven van archeologische resten, en verschaft inzicht in 
de vertekening van archeologische verspreidingskaarten 
door erosie en depositie. Volgens CALEROS zijn in het 
Maddalena-gebied archeologische resten door erosie aan-
getast en in bepaalde gevallen zelfs volledig verdwenen. 
Op plekken die aantrekkelijk zijn om te wonen en waar 
niet al te veel sedimentatie is opgetreden zijn archeolo-
gische resten goed zichtbaar gebleven; dergelijke gebie-
den worden daarom overgewaardeerd wanneer alleen 
wordt gekeken naar het huidige verspreidingsbeeld, ter-
wijl de plekken die aantrekkelijk waren voor bewoning, 
maar waar archeologische resten afgedekt of verdwenen 
zijn worden ondergewaardeerd. CALEROS is een com-
plex model, waarvan enkele belangrijke beperkingen 
(het onvoldoende rekening houden met rituele en cul-
turele aspecten, sociaal-economische factoren en versto-
ringen en maximalisatie van het landgebruik) beschreven 
worden, en dat nog nader getoetst zal moeten worden. 
CALEROS biedt echter veel meer perspectief voor land-
schapsarcheologie dan de gangbare statistische metho-
den om twee redenen: 1) het model biedt inzicht in de 
totale landschapsontwikkeling over een langere periode 
en 2) het verklaart het ruimtelijk patroon van archeologi-
sche vondsten in een veel breder kader (namelijk de hele 
bewoningsgeschiedenis van een gebied) wat geen statis-
tisch model kan. Voor landschapsarcheologen die het 
belang van vertekeningen in hun werk onderkennen is 
CALEROS in principe bruikbaar om gegevens uit veld-
verkenningen te correleren met de veranderingen van het 
landschap die worden veroorzaakt door erosie en sedi-
mentatie. Verder kan het worden gebruikt om te bepa-
len of de verspreidingskaarten een goede weergave zijn 
van de daadwerkelijke bewoning in het verleden en of 
sommige vindplaatsen door gunstige post-depositionele 
omstandigheden overleven en andere juist door ongun-
stige omstandigheden volledig zijn verdwenen. 

Deel III: Het geoarcheologische onderzoek in de  
Pontijnse vlakte

Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft het landgebruik van de Pontijnse 
vlakte van de Bronstijd tot heden, zoals dat voor 2005 
(de start van het HLP) bekend was. Dit hoofdstuk vormt 
samen met hoofdstuk 8 de basis voor hoofdstuk 9, waar 
verschijnselen als slash and burn (zichtbaar in boringen 
en proefsleuven in de vorm van verbrande kleilagen) en 
het ontstaan van crevasses en centuriaties (Romeinse  
landindelingen) in hun paleogeografische context 
geplaatst worden. 

Hoofdstuk 8 beschrijft het systematische geologische en 
geomorfologische onderzoek uitgevoerd in de Pontijnse 
vlakte, en geeft daarmee de aardwetenschappelijke basis 
voor de paleogeografische reconstructies in hoofdstuk 9. 
Dat onderzoek is uitgevoerd omdat er voor de start van 
het HLP te weinig bekend was over de holocene opbouw 
van de vlakte, en bestaat uit het uitvoeren van booronder-
zoek langs transecten om zo te bepalen wat de holocene 
opbouw van de Pontijnse vlakte is. Aan de hand van dit 
geologisch onderzoek zijn geologische profielen en kaar-
ten gemaakt van de Pontijnse vlakte. Geomorfologisch 
onderzoek is uitgevoerd met behulp van een hoogte-
model dat gebaseerd is op gedetailleerde topografische 
kaarten uit de jaren ‘30 van de 20e eeuw. Voor het nauw-
keurig dateren van het colluvium in de Pontijnse vlakte 
zijn 14C-monsters verzameld. Tijdens het veldonder-
zoek zijn OSL-dateringen gedaan aan een zandige waaier 
aan de zuidwestkant van de vlakte. Verder wordt in het 
proefschrift het landgebruik van de Pontijnse vlakte in 
de Bronstijd voor het eerst systematisch onderzocht 
en beschreven. Voor de reconstructie van het landge-
bruik zijn analyses uitgevoerd op verbrande kleilagen die 
gevormd blijken te zijn door slash and burn, en op pollen, 
macrobotanische resten, hout, schelpen en bot. Tijdens 
het geologisch onderzoek is in drie proefsleuven (Migliara 
44.5, Campo Inferiore en Tratturo Caniò) een vulkanische 
aslaag uit de overgang Vroege- Midden-Bronstijd gevon-
den: de Avellino EU-2-aslaag. Deze aslaag is gedateerd 
op 1995 ± 10 cal BC en kan dienen als tijdsmarkering bij 
toekomstig onderzoek naar de Bronstijd in de Pontijnse 
vlakte. Door het onderzoek is het mogelijk geworden de 
holocene ontwikkeling van het landschap in de Pontijnse 
vlakte in detail te beschrijven. In het noordwestelijke deel 
van de slenk lag in de Bronstijd een landschap gevormd 
door kleine rivieren, in het zuidoostelijk deel een groot 
meer. Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat in de Pontijnse vlakte 
een afgedekt Bronstijd-landschap ligt onder een laag col-
luvium. Doordat het achterland van de Pontijnse vlakte 
in de Late Bronstijd / Vroege IJzertijd intensief in gebruik 
werd genomen trad daar versterkte erosie op. Vanaf deze 
periode werd colluvium in de vlakte afgezet. 

In hoofdstuk 9 worden vijf paleogeografische kaar-
ten gepresenteerd die het met colluvium afgedekte 
Bronstijdlandschap in de Pontijnse vlakte documenteren, 
en die tevens aangeven hoe sedimentatie archeologische 
verspreidingskaarten beïnvloedt. In dit hoofdstuk worden 
verder verklaringen gegeven voor archeologische patro-
nen en wordt het landgebruik door de tijd heen beschre-
ven. Gezien de gegevens verzameld tijdens het veldwerk 
vond er in de Pontijnse vlakte in de Bronstijd op een 
mogelijk vrij intensieve manier mixed farming (gemengde 
landbouw van akkerbouw en veeteelt) plaats. Uit het 
onderzoek blijkt dat het land in de Bronstijd met behulp 
van slash and burn in gebruik werd genomen. In de 
Bronstijd (en IJzertijd) werd gewoond langs rivierlopen 
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op vruchtbare, hogere oeverzones die uitermate geschikt 
waren voor landbouw. Dit is in tegenspraak met andere 
onderzoeken waarin aangenomen wordt dat de Pontijnse 
vlakte in deze periode vooral werd gebruikt om te jagen 
en te vissen en minder geschikt was voor akkerbouw en 
veeteelt. Vanaf de Archaïsche periode begint de transfor-
matie van het landschap in de Pontijnse vlakte, van een 
natuurlijk landschap met kleine riviertjes en een meer 
in een landschap waarin grootschalig colluvium uit het 
achterland (de Lepijnse bergen en het tufgebied) door 
waterlopen wordt afgezet. Met behulp van het historische 
hoogtemodel konden kanalen en gekanaliseerde rivie-
ren uit de Republikeinse periode worden gekarteerd. De 
Pontijnse vlakte is in de Republikeinse periode een cul-
tuurlandschap geworden. Bij hevige regenval in de bergen 
en de Albaanse heuvels wordt er in de Republikeinse peri-
ode in de Pontijnse vlakte langs de kanalen en gekanali-
seerde rivieren nog wel sediment afgezet. In de loop van 
de Romeins Republikeinse periode kwam het landschap 
zodanig tot rust dat er bodemvorming kon plaatsvinden. 
In de vlakte is in de Keizertijd geen uitbreiding van het 
colluvium meer waar te nemen, alleen nog delen waar in 
de Middeleeuwen colmatage (het opzettelijk onder water 
laten lopen van gebieden met als doel met het meege-
voerde sediment land op te hogen) plaatsvindt. 

Het afzetten van colluvium heeft ervoor gezorgd dat 
protohistorische en archaïsche vindplaatsen niet worden 
gevonden in archeologische veldverkenningen. De ver-
spreidingskaarten zijn hierdoor geen goede weergave van 
de werkelijke bewoningsintensiteit in de Protohistorie en 
Archaïsche periode. Uit het proefsleuvenonderzoek blijkt 
dat de afgedekte protohistorische en archaïsche vindplaat-
sen goed zijn geconserveerd. Verder blijkt uit het pollen-
onderzoek dat aan de zuidwestkant van de Pontijnse 
vlakte, waar Borgo Ermada-afzettingen dagzomen, in 
de Bronstijd graan werd verbouwd en dus waarschijn-
lijk ook in de nabijheid werd gewoond. In dit deel van de 
vlakte komt vanaf de Bronstijd bijna geen sedimentatie 
en erosie voor. Toch zijn tijdens intensief surveyonder-
zoek door het GIA hier geen archeologische resten uit de 
Bronstijd gevonden. Een verklaring hiervoor kan zijn dat 
door het intensieve bodemgebruik vanaf de Romeinse tijd 
oudere archeologische resten zijn aangetast en zijn ver-
dwenen. Kortom, vanwege de verdwenen en afgedekte 
vindplaatsen is het niet juist om de archeologische ver-
spreidingskaarten te beschouwen als een afspiegeling van 
de daadwerkelijke protohistorische en archaïsche bewo-
ning in de Pontijnse vlakte. In de Pontijnse vlakte worden 
veel Romeinse nederzettingen gevonden. Dit heeft naast 
een intensief gebruik van het landschap in de Romeinse 
tijd ook te maken met het feit dat Romeinse (en post-
archaïsche) resten binnen bereik van de moderne ploeg 
liggen en hierdoor kunnen worden gevonden door mid-
del van veldverkenning. Romeinse vindplaatsen worden 
hierdoor echter ook sterk aangetast en hebben een slechte 
conservatie. Het is weliswaar aannemelijk dat vanaf de 

post-Archaïsche periode de bewoning toeneemt, maar 
bij het interpreteren van verspreidingskaarten moet toch 
rekening worden gehouden met vertekenende factoren 
zoals afdekking. Uit dit onderzoek blijkt dat het combi-
neren van boringen, proefsleuven, archeologische sur-
veys en paleogeografische reconstructies goed werkt om 
de invloed van post-depositionele processen te achterha-
len. Vanwege de goede conservatie van de archeologische 
en ecologische resten uit de Protohistorie is het onder-
zoekspotentieel van de vlakte hoog. Aan de hand van de 
paleogeografische kaarten kan nu een gerichter onder-
zoek naar de protohistorische periode (en de Archaïsche 
periode) plaatsvinden. 

Deel IV:  De synthese
In de synthese gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 10 worden de 
onderzoeksvragen beantwoord die voorafgaande aan het 
promotieonderzoek zijn gesteld, en wordt besproken of 
aan de hand van de benaderingen nu een gerichter onder-
zoek naar vooral de Protohistorie kan plaatsvinden.

Door het HLP zijn voor het eerst de hooglanden in 
het stroomgebied van de Raganello en de Lepijnse ber-
gen systematisch onderzocht. Uit dat onderzoek blijkt dat 
het onterecht is dat de hooglanden door onderzoekers 
werden gezien als relatief onbelangrijke, marginale, of 
‘schuil’ (refuge) gebieden waar weinig of geen mogelijk-
heden voor systematisch en intensief archeologisch veld-
onderzoek zouden bestaan. Uit het onderzoek komt naar 
voren dat ook de hooglanden in het stroomgebied van de 
Raganello in de Bronstijd werden bewoond; voor de men-
sen uit de Bronstijd blijkt dit dus geen marginaal gebied te 
zijn geweest. Uit de veldverkenningen blijkt dat de bewo-
ning in de hooglanden vanaf het begin van de IJzertijd 
terugloopt. In de Hellenistische periode is er behalve in 
het gebied rondom Civita nauwelijks bewoning, en ook in 
de Romeinse tijd is er nauwelijks bewoning in de hoog-
landen. De hooglanden lijken daarom, vergeleken met 
de voetheuvels en de vlakte, vanaf de IJzertijd een mar-
ginaal gebied te worden voor bewoning. Pas vanaf de 
Middeleeuwen worden de hooglanden weer intensiever 
gebruikt. In de Lepijnse bergen zijn ondanks de systema-
tische verkenningen van het HLP nauwelijks vindplaat-
sen uit de Brons- en IJzertijd gevonden. Het is echter 
nog te vroeg om te concluderen dat de Lepijnse bergen 
in de protohistorie een marginaal gebied zijn: hoewel 
in delen van de Lepijnse bergen die in de Protohistorie 
zeer geschikt waren voor bewoning (zoals puinwaaiers en 
puinhellingen) geen archeologische resten uit deze peri-
ode zijn gevonden, kan het niet aantreffen van vindplaat-
sen een gevolg zijn van het verdwijnen ervan door erosie 
of het niet kunnen vinden ervan door middel van surveys 
omdat ze zijn afgedekt door sediment. Uit het groot aantal 
vindplaatsen uit de Republikeinse periode blijkt dat het 
gebied dan intensief wordt gebruikt, en dus waarschijn-
lijk niet beschouwd werd als een marginaal gebied. Vanaf 
de Keizertijd neemt het aantal vindplaatsen echter wel af 
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en worden de Lepijnse bergen steeds meer een marginaal 
gebied. In de Lepijnse bergen moet aanvullend veldwerk 
worden uitgevoerd om de hypothese te testen dat van-
wege erosie en sedimentatie zo weinig vindplaatsen uit de 
Bronstijd en IJzertijd voorkomen. 

Uit het onderzoek in de hooglanden in het stroomge-
bied van de Raganello blijkt dat verspreidingskaarten van 
hooglanden worden vertekend op twee manieren:

 • Negatieve vertekening door geologische processen: De 
hooglanden bestaan voor het grootste deel uit een gol-
vend landschapstype met daarin steile hellingen waar 
erosie heeft plaatsgevonden en kleine dalen die zijn 
opgevuld met colluvium. Tijdens het veldwerk in het 
Maddalena-gebied zijn twee, door lokale geomorfo-
logische processen in combinatie met recente ploeg-
activiteiten met colluvium afgedekte vindplaatsen 
(een uit de Bronstijd en een uit de Byzantijnse peri-
ode) gevonden in deze eenheid. Dit zullen geen uitzon-
dering zijn: naar verwachting bevinden zich nog veel 
meer bedekte vindplaatsen in de lagere delen van deze 
landschapseenheid;

 • Positieve vertekening door ligging: De hoogste dicht-
heden aan protohistorische resten (voornamelijk uit 
Bronstijd) komen voor op de overgang van kalksteen-
schalie, vooral op puinhellingen en puinkegels. Het 
aantreffen van veel vindplaatsen in dit soort gebieden 
komt door een combinatie van drie factoren: 1) het zijn 
aantrekkelijke gebieden om te wonen vanwege onder 
andere de nabijheid van waterbronnen; 2) in dit soort 
gebieden heeft vanaf de Bronstijd weinig erosie plaats-
gevonden; 3) dit soort gebieden zijn ongeschikt voor 
intensieve akkerbouw in latere perioden vanwege de 
stenigheid en de hellingen, waardoor de archeologi-
sche vindplaatsen niet door grondbewerkingen zoals 
ploegen zijn aangetast.

Uit het onderzoek in de hooglanden in het stroomge-
bied van de Raganello en de Lepijnse bergen blijkt dat 
vooral het protohistorische verspreidingsbeeld is verte-
kend door erosie, sedimentatie en door latere intensieve 
akkerbouw. Met behulp van CALEROS is wel een schat-
ting gemaakt van de hoeveelheid verdwenen vindplaatsen 
in het Maddalena-gebied maar het is onmogelijk bewijs te 
vinden hoeveel archeologische vindplaatsen in de hoog-
landen zijn verdwenen door erosie of door intensieve 
akkerbouw. Afgedekte vindplaatsen kunnen wel door 
veldwerk worden opgespoord. Toekomstig veldwerk in de 
hooglanden moet erop gericht zijn de LC10-benadering 
en CALEROS verder te toetsen en (vooral) bedekte proto-
historische vindplaatsen door middel van booronderzoek 
op te sporen.

Met behulp van paleogeografische reconstructies is 
bepaald welke delen van de Pontijnse vlakte potentieel 
bewoond of gebruikt konden worden, en dus ook waar 
(bedekte) vindplaatsen kunnen liggen. Uit het onderzoek 
is gebleken dat in de vlakte een (goed geconserveerd) 

Bronstijdlandschap ligt, en is voor het eerst een recon-
structie van het landgebruik in de Bronstijd gemaakt. 
Het gebied blijkt intensief te zijn gebruikt als akkerbouw-
gebied en blijkt in de Bronstijd geschikt te zijn geweest 
voor het verbouwen van gewassen en het houden van 
vee. Vanwege de goede conservatie van de archeolo-
gische en ecologische resten uit deze periode heeft de 
Pontijnse vlakte grote potentie voor onderzoek naar de 
Protohistorie. Tegelijk zijn echter de archeologische ver-
spreidingskaarten voor de Protohistorie en Archaïsche 
periode zeer sterk vertekend door afdekking. Voor de 
Republikeinse periode en daarna zal de vertekening door 
afdekking minimaal zijn. Voor het vinden van de archeo-
logische resten uit de protohistorie (en de Archaïsche 
periode) zal vooral langs oude rivierlopen moeten wor-
den gezocht door middel van een intensief systematisch 
booronderzoek vanwege de diepte van de lagen. Boren is 
arbeidsintensiever en vergt meer kennis bij de veldwer-
kers dan een archeologische veldverkenning. Voordeel is 
dat deze studie (en vooral de ecologische gegevens en de 
geologische kaart) kan worden gebruikt als uitgangspunt, 
waarmeede zones kunnen worden uitgezocht waar in 
potentie nog veel protohistorische vindplaatsen aanwezig 
zijn. De goed gedateerde Avellino-aslaag (EU-2) kan als 
tijdsmarkering worden gebruikt bij dit booronderzoek. 

Het gebruik van paleogeografische reconstructies 
bleek voor de Pontijnse vlakte erg succesvol te zijn, en zal 
hopelijk Italiaanse archeologen en Nederlandse archeolo-
gen werkzaam in Italië stimuleren meer gebruik te maken 
van paleogeografische reconstructies bij het onderzoeken 
van holocene gebieden. 

Dit promotieonderzoek moet als beginpunt worden 
gezien bij het systematische onderzoek naar post-depo-
sitionele processen. Met gebruik van de drie hier uitge-
werkte onderzoeksbenaderingen kunnen toekomstige 
onderzoekers op een systematische wijze vindplaatsen 
opsporen in berggebieden en vlakten, en kan gericht 
onderzoek worden gedaan naar vertekeningen door ero-
sie en sedimentatie. Naar aanleiding van dit onderzoek is 
nog een aantal algemene aanbevelingen voor regionale 
archeologische studies te geven:

 • Naast het verdiepend onderzoek in de twee veldwerk-
gebieden moeten de benaderingen ook worden toege-
past in andere Midden- en Zuid-Italiaanse hooglanden 
om te onderzoeken of ze inderdaad algemeen inzet-
baar zijn;

 • Het opnemen van gedetailleerd aardwetenschappelijk 
veldonderzoek, computersimulaties en systematisch 
ecologisch onderzoek (pollen- en macrobotanisch 
onderzoek) in regionale archeologische projecten valt 
sterk aan te bevelen;

 • Bij surveyonderzoek moet rekening worden 
gehouden met erosie-sedimentatie-processen en 
ploegen door intensieve akkerbouw (vanaf de hel-
lenistische-romeinse periode tot nu), omdat deze 
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post-depositionele processen archeologische versprei-
dingskaarten in sterke mate beïnvloeden;

 • Beweringen over het marginale gebruik van hooglan-
den lijken niet te kloppen, nu uit het HLP-onderzoek 
blijkt dat er genoeg bewijs is voor bewoning, al is het 
vanwege de vegetatie wel moeilijk om waarnemingen 
te doen. Onderzoek in hooglanden lijkt zinvol te zijn 
en wordt aanbevolen; 

 • Voor de hooglanden wordt niet alleen het onderzoeken 
van ontsluitingen aanbevolen voor het opsporen van 
bedekte vindplaatsen, maar ook het uitvoeren van sys-
tematisch, intensief booronderzoek. Prospectief boor-
onderzoek zou gecombineerd moeten worden met 
survey- en proefsleuvenonderzoek om zo vindplaatsen 
op te sporen en de invloed van de erosie en sedimenta-
tie op archeologische resten te onderzoeken;

 • Systematisch fysisch-geografisch onderzoek samen 
met gedetailleerde paleogeografische reconstructies 
levert goede resultaten in holocene sedimentaire gebie-
den in Italië, en er is geen toestemming voor nodig van 
een archeologische dienst terwijl er wel veel archeolo-
gische informatie mee valt te verzamelen. Het opspo-
ren van afgedekte landschappen en archeologische 
resten in deze gebieden is arbeidsintensief maar loont 
zeer de moeite omdat de wetenschappelijke potentie 
van de bedekte archeologische resten groot is.


